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THEODORE ROOSEVELT
AND HIS TIME

CHAPTER I

RAILWAY RATE LAW—MAN WITH A MUCKRAKE—
VIEWS ON MANY SUBJECTS

The year 1906, like its immediate predecessor, was a very

busy and, at times, an exciting one for the President,

though there was no one matter of such dominating propor-

tions as the Portsmouth Peace Conference.

The year opened with the contest in the Senate on the

railway rate bill at its highest point of bitterness. The
most powerful men in that body led the opposition to the

measure which gave the Interstate Commerce Commission
power to fix rates. Among them were men like Lodge and

Knox, who were the President's warm personal friends.

The Republican leader of the Senate, and the strongest

man in it. Senator Aldrich of Rhode Island, was bitterly

opposed to the measure. Virtually all the most influential

newspapers of the country were also opposed to it. The
prevailing opinion in press and public was that the measure

would never pass the Senate. The Committee to which the

bill was referred and whose chairman was Senator Aldrich,

acted adversely upon it, and then, as a "good joke on the

President," turned it over to Senator Tillman, Democratic

Senator from South Carolina, thereby making him its

sponsor. The joke lay in the fact that the President and

Tillman were not on friendly terms, the President having

not long before canceled an invitation to him to dine at

the White House because he had made a personal assault

in the Senate Chamber on his colleague from South Caro-

1
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lina. To the surprise of the authors of the joke, the Presi-

dent did not hesitate a moment about opening communica-

tion with Tillman. He did not "care a rap," he said, who
had charge of the bill; what he was after was its passage

and he would work with Tillman or anybody else who was
in favor of it. His alliance with Tillman aroused great

interest and excited hostile comment from the newspapers

that took the side of the railway and financial interests

which were opposed to the bill, but the President paid

no heed to criticism from any quarter, but steadily pursued

his course, never for a moment relaxing his pressure on the

Senate. Writing to Whitelaw Reid, in London, on March

1, 1906, he said: "I have had some mild troubles in con-

nection with the rate bill. Aldrich did what I have rarely

seen him do: he completely lost both his head and his

temper. But it won't have any effect in the long run and

I shall get just about the bill I have been fighting for."

His faith was justified, for after debating the bill for 70

days, the Senate passed it by a vote of 71 to 3, after it

had been amended in a way that did not materially aifect

its character. Loud assertions were made in the so-called

capitalistic press that the President had backed down in

order to save himself from defeat, but the truth was that the

amendments which were cited as proof of this claim were

drawn by the Attorney General and were in accordance

with the President's views. The proof of the pudding was
in the eating. In his annual message to Congress, December

3, 1906, the President gave this account of the immediate

effects of the law

:

''The Interstate Commerce law has rather amusingly

falsified the predictions, both of those who asserted that

it would ruin the railroads and of those who asserted that

it did not go far enough and would accomplish nothing.

During the last five months the railroads have shown in-

creased earnings and some of them unusual dividends;

while during the same period the mere taking effect of

the law has produced an unprecedented, a hitherto unheard-

of, number of voluntary reductions in freights and fares
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by the railroads. Since the founding of the Commission
there has never been a time of equal length in which any-
thing like so many reduced tariffs have been put into effect.

On August 27, for instance, two days before the new law

went into effect, the Commission received notices of over
five thousand separate tariffs which represented reduc-

tions from previous rates."

Roosevelt's correspondence during the year shows the

usual wide range of his interests both inside and outside

the public service. On February 1, 1906, he wrote a long

letter, which he addressed to each of the chairmen of the

naval committees of the Senate and the House, urging a

modification of the law against hazing in the Naval
Academy. As it stood, the law required that a cadet con-

victed by court martial on a charge of hazing should be

dismissed and be ineligible for appointment as a com-

missioned officer in the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps dur-

ing a specified time. ** These provisions," wrote the Presi-

dent, ''seem to me neither just nor judicious, and I am
seriously concerned at the injury which I fear may be

done to the discipline of the Academy and even to the

future efiiciency of the Navy if they are permitted to remain

in force without amendment. I heartily disapprove of the

practice of hazing, and, in common with all those interested

in the welfare of the Academy, wish to see this practise

thoroughly eradicated there. But the punishment of dis-

missal is altogether disproportionate to the culpability

involved in some forms of hazing. In many cases, these

amount to nothing more than exhibitions of boyish mischief

attended with no consequence of any moment to those

hazed, and indicating on the part of the hazers only some

exuberance of animal spirits. Unquestionably they ought

to be punished, for under any circumstances hazing con-

stitutes a breach of the rules, and the future officers of

our Navy must be taught, first of all and as a foundation

for all other merits, strict and unquestioning obedience.

But to punish those faults of youth by depriving the young
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man concerned of his career in life is to commit a glaring

injustice.
'

'

In a letter to the Secretary of War, Mr. Taft, on Febru-

ary 3, 1906, he made this earnest demand for respect for

the uniform of enlisted men

:

"The more civilized a nation is, the more honestly

desirous it is of securing peace, the greater should be the

care with which it fosters and encourages the preservation

of the military virtues among its citizens, and in no way
can this be better achieved than by resolute effort to secure

proper recognition for the enlisted men of the Army and

Navy. The uniform of the enlisted man is a badge of

honor. It entitles him to peculiar consideration. It shows

that in the great majority of cases he has learned those

habits of self-command, of self-restraint, of obedience, and

of fearlessness in the face of danger which put him above

most of his fellows who have not possessed similar privi-

leges. To strive to discriminate against him in any way is

literally an infamy; for it is in reality one of the most

serious offenses which can be committed against the stabil-

ity and greatness of our nation. If a hotel-keeper or the

owner of a theater or any other public resort attempts

such discrimination, everything possible should be done

by all good citizens to make the man attempting it feel the

full weight of a just popular resentment, and if possible,

legal proceedings should be taken against him. As for the

commissioned officers, it both is and must be their pride

alike to train the enlisted man how to do his duty and to

see that the enlisted man who does his duty is held in honor

and respect."

Writing to Mr. Strachey, editor of the London Spectator,

on February 12, 1906, he says of his own career: "Although

I have been pretty steadily in politics since I left college,

I have always steadfastly refused to regard politics as a

career, for save under exceptional circumstances I do not

believe that any American can afford to try to make this his

definite career in life. With us politics are of a distinctly
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kaleidoscopic nature. Nobody can tell when he will be upset

;

and if a man is to be of real use he ought to be able at

times philosophically to accept defeat and to go on about

some other kind of useful work, either permanently or at

least temporarily until the chances again permit him to

turn to political affairs. Every office I have held I have

quite sincerely believed would be the last I should hold,

the only exception being that during my first term as

President I gradually grew to think it probable that I

should be reelected."

In the same letter, he writes of the Senate

:

''It is a very powerful body with an illustrious history,

and life is easy in it, the Senators not being harassed as

are members of the lower House, who go through one cam-

paign for their seats only to begin another. The esprit de

corps in the Senate is strong, and the traditions they inherit

come from the day when, in the first place, men dueled

and were more considerate of one another's feeling, even

in doing business ; and when, in the second place, the theories

of all doctrinaire statesmen were that the one thing that

was needed in government was a system of checks, and that

the whole danger to government came not from inefficiency

but from tyranny. In consequence, the Senate has an

immense capacity for resistance. There is no clofeure, and

if a. small body of men are sufficiently resolute they can

prevent the passage of any measure until they are physi-

cally wearied out by debate. The Senators get to know one

another intimately and tend all to stand together if they

think any one of them is treated with discourtesy by the

Executive.

"I do not see that the Senate is any stronger relatively

to the rest of the government than it was sixty or seventy

years ago. Nor do I think that the Senate and the lower

House taken together are any stronger with reference to

the President than they were a century ago. Some of the

things the Senate does really work to increase the power

of the Executive. They are able so effectually to hold up

action when they are consulted, and are so slow about it,
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that they force a President who has any strength to such

individual action as I took in both Panama and Santo

Domingo. In neither case would a President a hundred

years ago have ventured to act without previous assent by

the Senate. ... In this nation, as in any nation which

amounts to anything, those in the end must govern who

are willing actually to do the work of governing; and in so

far as the Senate becomes a merely obstructionist body it

will run the risk of seeing its power pass into other hands."

To an editor who had commented unfavorably on Senator

Lodge, he wrote on February 23, 1906

:

''Lodge has violent enemies. But he is a boss or the

head of a machine only in the sense that Henry Clay and

Webster were bosses and heads of political machines ;
that

is, it is a very great injustice to couple his name with

the names of those commonly called bosses. I know

Massachusetts politics well. I know Lodge's share in them,

and I know what he has done in the Senate. He and I

differ radically on certain propositions, as for instance,

on the pending rate bill and on the arbitration treaties of a

couple of years ago ; but I say deliberately that during the

twenty years he has been in Washington he has been on

the whole the best and most useful servant of the public to

be found in either house of Congress.

"I say also that he has during that period led politics in

Massachusetts in the very way which, if it could only be

adopted in all our States, would mean the elimination of

graft, of bossism, and of every other of the evils which

are most serious in our politics. Lodge is a man of very

strong convictions, and this means that when his convic-

tions differ from mine I am apt to substitute the words

'narrow' and 'obstinate' for 'strong'; and he has a certain

aloofness and coldness of manner that irritate people who

don't live in New England. But he is an eminently fit suc-

cessor of Webster and Sumner in the Senatorship of Mass-

achusetts. He is a bigger man than Sumner, but of course

he has not dealt with any such crisis as Sumner dealt with.
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He is not as big a man intellectually as Webster, but he is
a far better man morally; and the type of citizenship which
he represents is from the standpoint of the United States
better than either of theirs. '

'

On the question of his own popularity, Eoosevelt wrote
as follows, on March 1, to Sereno S. Pratt in New York:

''I have felt a slightly contemptuous amusement over the
discussion that has been going on for several months about
my popularity or waning popularity or absence of popu-
larity. I am not a college freshman nor that would-be
popular fox-hunting hero in 'Soapy Sponge,' and there-
fore I am not concerned about my popularity save in exactly
so far as it is an instrument which will help me to achieve
my purposes. That is, in so far as my good repute among
the people helps me to secure the passage of the rate bill,

I value it. In so far as it fails to help me secure the adop-
tion of the Santo Domingo treaty, I do not value it. A
couple of years ago or thereabouts, a good many timid
souls told me that by my action in Panama I had ruined my
popularity and was no longer available as a candidate;
to which I answered that while I much wished to be a candi-
date and hoped that I had not ruined my popularity, yet
if it was necessary to ruin it in order to secure to the
United States the chance to build the Panama Canal, I
should not hesitate a half second, and did not understand
how any man could hesitate.

"It is surprising to me that Blank should not see the real
meaning of what he says about Washington when he speaks
of his having become an object of dislike to the bulk of his
fellow citizens at the end of his second term by refusing
to side with France. Washington sacrificed a temporary
popularity for the purpose of securing the permanent wel-
fare of his country. I do not believe he was capable of
being swayed in the matter by the consideration of his own
permanent repute as compared with the nation's permanent
good. But in any event his permanent repute stood higher
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and not lower because of bis willingness to sacrifice a

temporary popularity.

**So, my dear sir, I should be quite unable to tell you
whether I was or was not now 'popular.' If 1 am, I am
also entirely prepared to believe that I shall be extremely

unpopular before I go out. But this is not what I am con-

cerning myself about. I am not paying heed to public

opinion ; I am paying heed to the public interest ; and if I

can accomplish, not all that I desire, but a reasonable pro-

portion of what I desire, by the end of my term (and in

the four and a half years that have gone by I have suc-

ceeded in accomplishing such reasonable proportion) why,

I am more than satisfied."

At intervals during his seven years in the Presidency

there was one United States Senator who appealed to the

President either to promote some officer in the army over

the heads of other officers, or to intercede in behalf of an

officer in disgrace for some cause or other, always basing

the appeal on personal grounds. Some of the President's

replies to these appeals have been published in previous

chapters. The following, written on March 2, 1906, is of

especial interest as showing the President's devotion to

absolute and impartial justice:

"I am very sorry to say that I cannot see Mrs.

concerning the court-martial case of her brother. I have

been obliged in cases of this kind to make a definite rule

that I will not see the delinquent 's mother, sister, daughter,

or other kinsfolk. They are the very people who under

no circumstances should ever be seen. They are of course

entirely unable to express any opinion of the slightest value

as to the guilt, innocence, or general worthiness of the

accused; and an appeal for the accused on the ground of

sympathy for his kinsfolk is one which it is simply impossi-

ble to entertain if justice is to be done or the service

not to be ruined. So that to see them means nothing-

whatever but an entirely useless harrowing of feelings.
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I have been carefully over this case, going through the

brief of the counsel for the accused, going through the

extracts of the testimony and the brief of the Judge Advo-
cate General. The utmost leniency that I could show would
be to allow him to resign. He is obviously entirely incom-

petent to remain any longer in the service. I need not say,

my dear Senator, how I regret my inability to do what
you request; but it would not be fair to do for one man
w^ho had influential friends anything I would not do for

the man who had not a friend in the world. I try to

handle the Army and the Navy on the basis of doing

absolute justice and showing no favoritism for any reason,

a course which I know has your hearty approval."

In the spring of 1906, there was much talk about what

Roosevelt would do when he retired from the Presidency,

and among various suggestions there was one that he

might be chosen President of Harvard University. To a

Massachusetts friend, who had written to him about it

asking him if he would accept, he replied on March 7, 1906

;

''It is simply impossible for me to give you a definite

answer three years in advance. People have spoken to me
about it, of course. I had never thought of myself as presi-

dent of a college. I have not the slightest idea how I would

do as such, and I haven't an idea whether when I get out of

here I will feel that I could immediately go into such work

;

nor do I know whether any w^ork will be offered to me of

any kind, or rather, whether the chance of any work will

come up, and if so, what kind of work. I would hate to

commit myself definitely so far in advance. Any President

on retiring ought to be proud and grateful to serve as

President of Harvard. But to say that I would serve is

impossible for me now, simply because I do not know what

the circumstances will be. It is very unlikely that other

work in which I should feel that with my peculiar abilities

and non-abilities I could do better, would arise, but it is

alwaj^s possible."
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A phrase which the President used in an informal speech

at a dinner given by Speaker Cannon to the Gridiron Club

in Washington, on March 17, attracted wide attention at

the time and led to its elaboration into a formal address

later. He spoke in terms of strong denunciation of "the

man with the muckrake" who in newspapers and maga-

zines made slanderous and mendacious attacks upon men in

public life and upon men engaged in public work and at

the same time defended labor leaders who were guilty,

directly or indirectly, of murderous assaults upon officials

who opposed their schemes. To an eminent jurist who
wrote to him expressing warm approval of what he had
said, the President replied on March 20, 1906:

**I am glad you liked what I said. I had not prepared

the speech at all, but I had been reading with great indig-

nation a certain magazine and the news of the way certain

labor unions were subscribing for the defense of those

Western Federation of Miners people whose organization

certainly, if not they themselves personally, were acces-

sories to murder before the fact in the case of Governor

Steunenberg. As you know, my dear Judge, I will go to

the limit in enforcing the law against the wealthiest man or

the wealthiest corporation if I think he or it has done

wrong; but my whole soul revolts at a campaign of foul

slander waged against men, down at bottom and primarily,

because they have succeeded in business ; and above all, at

the sinister tendency to condone crimes of brutality, in-

cluding murder, if those committing them can obtain the

support of some powerful labor organization. I shall try

and see if I can not Avrite out that speech, recasting and

elaborating it so as to make it more definite, as soon as I

get the chance. '

'

He decided to make the subject a part of his address

on the laying of the corner-stone of the office building of

the House of Eepresentatives, on April 14. Writing to

Ray Stannard Baker, on April 9, 1906, he said:

"One reason I want to make that address is because
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people so persistently misunderstand what I said that I

want to have it reported in full. For instance, you under-

stand it. I want to let in light and air, but I do not want
to let in sewer gas. If a room is fetid and the windows are

bolted I am perfectly contented to knock out the windows,

but I would not knock a hole into the drain pipe. In

other words, I feel that the man who in a yellow newspaper

or in a yellow magazine makes a ferocious attack on good

men or even attacks bad men with exaggeration or for

things they have not done, is a potent enemy of those of us

who are really striving in good faith to expose bad men
and drive them from power. I disapprove of the white-

wash brush quite as much as of mud slinging, and it seems

to me that the disapproval of one in no shape or way im-

plies approval of the other. This I shall try to make clear."

The address, when delivered on April 14, was published

in full in the newspapers and excited wide attention and a

great variety of comment, the larger part being favorable.

In the same address he spoke with characteristic plainness

and force of his efforts to secure the passage of the railway

rate bill, saying he was sure it would be so framed as to

secure tangible results and would be a first step "in the

direction of a policy of superintendence and control over

corporate wealth engaged in interstate commerce, this

superintendence and control not to be exercised in a spirit

of malevolence toward the men who have created the wealth,

but with the firm purpose both to do justice to them and to

see that they in their turn do justice to the public at large."

He foreshadowed, also in the same address, a recommen-

dation which he was to make in his next annual message

to Congress for a graduated inheritance tax on large for-

tunes. '*We shall discriminate," he said, *'in the sharpest

way between fortunes well-won and fortunes ill-won; be-

tween those gained as an incident to performing great

services to the community as a whole, and those gained in

evil fashion by keeping just within the limits of mere law-
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honesty. Of course no amount of charity in spending such

fortunes in any way compensates for misconduct in making
them."

Maxim Gorky, Russian author, poet and revolutionist,

paid a visit to the United States in the spring of 1906. Soon

after his arrival it was discovered that the woman with

wliom he was living at the time and who accompanied him

was not his wife and that he had a wife and children in

Russia. There was a widespread outcry against him after

this revelation was made. In the midst of it Gorky
appeared in Washington and a proposal was made to the

President that he consent to receive a call from him. The
refusal was prompt and sharp. In a letter to the bearer of

the proposal, April 23, 1906, the President gave his reasons

as follows:

"The Gorky class of realistic writer of poems and short

stories is a class of beings for whom I have no very great

regard per se; but I would not have the slightest objection

to receiving him, and indeed would be rather glad to receive

him, if he was merely a member of it. But in addition he

represents the very type of fool academic revolutionist

which tends to bring to confusion and failure the great

needed measures of social, political and industrial reform.

I have scant sympathy for that maudlin sentimentality

which encourages these creatures abroad, when at home, as

Gorky instantly showed by his action when he came here,

they would be the special sympathizers with, for instance,

the peculiarly foul assassins who are now rallying to the

support of the men indicted for the murder of the ex-

Governor of Idaho. In addition to this, Gorky in his

domestic relations seems to represent with nice exactness

the general continental European revolutionary attitude,

which in governmental matters is a revolt against order as

well as against tyranny, and in domestic matters is a revolt

against the ordinary decencies and moralities even more

than against conventional hypocrisies and cruelties."
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A letter to George H. Lorimer, editor of the Philadelphia

Saturday Evening Post, May 12, 1906, contains, in addi-

tion to interesting autobiographical information, some no
less interesting views upon the power of political bosses to

control the action of parties:

''I have been in active politics almost from the moment
I left Harvard twenty-five years ago. I possessed a very
moderate income. I could not have gone into politics at

all if the expenses of election had at any time come any-
where near the salaries I have received in the different

positions I have held; and except from these salaries, I of

course never made a cent out of politics—I could no more
do it than I could cheat at cards. I have always occupied
working positions. I have seen New York State politics

from the inside as a member of the legislature, and New
York City politics from the inside as Police Commissioner.
I have carried my ward and lost it ; have been delegate to

county and state and national conventions; have stumped
year in and year out, and served on committees, before and
after elections, which determined much of what the inside

policy was to be. I have had on occasions to fight bosses

and rings and machines ; and have had to get along as best

I could with bosses and rings and machines when the condi-

tions were different. I have seen reform movements that

failed and reform movements that succeeded and have taken

part in both, and have also taken part in opposing fool

reform movements which it would be a misfortune to have

succeed. In particular, I have been so placed as to see very

much of the inside of the administration of three Presidents

in addition to my own—^that is, of Harrison, Cleveland and

McKinley. . . .

'*I do not for a moment believe that there is or has been

any powerful senatorial boss who in our time has been

influential in handling at the same moment the nominations

of the two parties. In fact, I do not for a moment believe

that in our time any boss in one party has had any effect

upon the Presidential nomination of the other. I know
that there are many wealthy men who have changed parties
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at different elections, and supported, for instance, Cleve-

land first and then McKinley. To my somewhat grim

amusement, the chief representatives of this class, or at

least a majority, went into a futile conspiracy against me
of which they sought to make Mr. Hanna the head; and

at that time they expected that if they could not nominate

Mr. Hanna or some one who would be agreeable to Mr.

Hanna, they would nominate Mr. Parker on the Democratic

ticket and turn in and elect him. But their plan mis-

carried at every point, and it was merely a purely rich

man's conspiracy, not a politician's conspiracy at all."

Periodically the President was called upon to reason

like a veritable ''Dutch Uncle" with Senator T. C. Piatt

of New York on the subject of the proper use of public

office. An excellent example of his method in these emer-

gencies is furnished in this letter to the Senator on June

17,1906:

*'I am not yet prepared to announce my decision about

Mr. H., but I must emphatically dissent from your state-

ment that 'it ought to sufiQce for me to simply say that I

prefer Y. to H.'; and furthermore, that the appointment

would 'be recognized as an affront to the Senior Senator

from the State of New York'; and furthermore from your
statement running as follows: 'You and I disagreed some
years ago upon a previous judicial appointment in this

district. Any fair-minded lawyer, or observer, if he were
honest, would tell you to-day that the appointment which

was made was a mistake from the standpoint of superior

administration.' As to this last statement I take issue

absolutely with you. I have taken particular pains to

inquire from all the members of the bar whose opinion I

regard as most worthy of attention, and it is practically

unanimous that he is an exceptionally fine judge and head

and shoulders above every other man who at that time it

was possible to obtain for the position.

"In the next place, as to the * affront* to you; I do not

understand how you can make such a statement. It is my
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business to nominate or refuse to nominate, and yours, to-

gether with your colleagues, to confirm or refuse to confirm.

Of course the common sense way is to confer together and
try to come to an agreement. It is just exactly what I have

been doing in this matter. If we both do our duty then

each will endeavor to obtain a man for the position who is

the best man under the circumstances that can be obtained,

and neither of us will insist upon any man for merely per-

sonal reasons if there is good ground against him—upon
any man who is not the best man for the position. I never

saw H. until the other day. I have not the slightest interest

in his appointment, save from the standpoint of the bench

and of the public. As you do not indicate any possible

objection to him, save that you insist upon having some
one else, I must decline to consider that there will be any
affront to you involved in appointing him.

"Finally, I am sorry to say I must emphatically disagree

with you and disagree with your statement that it ought to

sufiice me to have you simply say that you prefer Y. to H.
You add that 'both men are admittedly qualified for the

position.' Here you say that H. is qualified for the posi-

tion, but insist that your preference for Y. should be

enough to settle the matter. I cannot consider such a

proposition. I have not considered my own individual

preference and I cannot consider yours. Neither of us is

entitled to have his personal preference considered, and it

is the duty of both of us to disregard our individual prefer-

ences and take the man who will be most acceptable to the

public and the bar, who will be most likely to do his work
well and faithfully, showing exact justice to corporation

and labor union, rich man and poor man, and the man who
is neither a member of the corporation nor the labor union,

and is neither rich nor poor."

A strong movement had been started by the labor unions

in 1905 for the passage of a law by Congress depriving the

courts of their power to issue injunctions in labor disputes.

In his .annual message of that year the President had ex-
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pressed his opposition to such action and had suggested

that the procedure in injunction cases might be regulated

by requiring the judge to give due notice to the adverse

parties before granting the writ, such due notice to depend

upon the facts in the case. A bill somewhat along those lines

was introduced but failed of enactment. It was reintro-

duced in 1906, and the labor unions opposed it, demanding

the complete removal of the power to grant injunctions.

The members of the Executive Council of the American

Federation of Labor sought an interview with the Presi-

dent on March 21, 1906, and stated their views on the

subject. In his reply the President told them that if they

thought that the pending bill did not go far enough they

would have no earthly difficulty in killing it for the capi-

talists were against it. '' Personally," he said, ''I think the

proposed law a most admirable one, and I very sincerely

wish it could be put through. As for the right of injunc-

tion, it is absolutely necessary to have this power lodged

in the courts ; though of course any abuse of the power is

strongly to be reprobated. During the four and a half years

that I have been President I do not remember an instance

where the Government has invoked the right of injunction

against a combination of laborers. We have invoked it

certainl}^ a score of times against combinations of capital

;

I think possibly oftener. But understand me, gentlemen,

if ever I thought it necessary, if I thought a combination

of laborers were doing wrong, I would apply an injunction

against them just as quick as against so many capitalists."

In the spring of 1906 the President's attention was called

to conditions in the stock yards and meat packing-houses of

Chicago, which were reported to be very bad. He appointed

a special commission to investigate the matter and on June

4 he sent its report to Congress with a message in which

he said the conditions disclosed were "revolting" and "in

the interest of health and decency should be radically

changed." The report fairly startled the whole country, for

the revelations made were fitly characterized by the Presi-
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dent. Following his recommendations, a law was passed
|

giving the Government power to enforce inspection of pre-

pared meat products, and, what was of far-reaching impor-

tance, a Pure Food and Drugs Act, which was the first thor-

oughgoing law of the kind and which has proved in practise

an incalculable boon to the countiy. The great beef dealers

fought these measures bitterly and sought in many ways to

deprive them of their effectiveness by ingenious amend-

ments of one kind or another, but in vain. The whole coun-

try was aroused by the revelations and Congress acted in

obedience to an overwhelming popular demand.

Another beneficient law passed at this session of Con-

gress was an Employers' Liability Act which first estab-

lished on the statute books recognition of the principle in-

volved. A consular reform measure was also passed, classi-

fying the service, and, most important of all, the act decree-

ing the construction of a lock canal at Panama.

The President was justly proud of the work of the ses-

sion, and issued a frankly jubilant statement to that effect.

High praise came to him from many quarters, and, most

surprising of all, from a persistent and often virulent

critic, the New York World. The editorial article which

that journal published on July 2, 1906, after the adjourn-

ment of Congress, is worth reproducing to show what even

his political opponents felt moved to say of him at this

time

:

MR. Roosevelt's best work

**Mr. Eoosevelt would be more than human if he could

conceal his elation over the achievements of a Congress that

has evidenced almost phonographic fidelity to the wishes

of the President. The sentiment of the country is un-

doubtedly in accord with him in praising Congress for what

it has done—concerning which Mr. Roosevelt might say,

'All of which I saw and a great part of which I was.'

**But the President in his exultant proclamation was
restrained by modesty perhaps from calling attention to

what historians are likely to regard as the best work of
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his Administration—not legislation, but the progress made
in enforcing laws already on the statute-books.

** Congress has for twenty years been making laws to

restrain organized wealth and will be passing new laws

along the same lines for decades to come, but Mr. Roose-

velt is the first President to make a considerable progress

in the matter of enforcing this legislation.

'*In replying to a Senate resolution Attorney General

Moody has issued a statement showing that under the

Elkins Anti-Rebate law the Department of Justice has

already obtained thirty-six indictments and nine convic-

tions, with only two acquittals and three cases nolle-prossed.

In view of the fact that it has been hardly more than a

year since the Administration began to make serious efforts

to enforce this law, a really great work has been accom-

plished. If the President continues this vigor it will be a

matter of only a few months before he will have destroyed

the iniquitous rebate system, root and branch.

*'The rebate cases represented but one set of activities

Only a few days ago Mr. Moody began more than thirty

suits against railroad companies for violating the Safety

Appliance law, an act which has been virtually a dead letter.

The cases are not perhaps of the first importance, but they

reveal a healthy determination to execute laws regardless of

the wealth of the defendants. The same thing must be said

of the Administration's campaign against the Paper Trust,

the Drug Trust and the Fertilizer Trust.

*'By relentless prosecution of rich offenders Secretary

Hitchcock has all but destroyed the business of stealing

Government land. The Post-Office Department has pursued

Burton until he has been at last driven out of the United

States Senate and is in a fair way to go to prison. In the

railroad-rate matter, in the investigation of the coal roads

by the Interstate Commerce Commission, in the investiga-

tion of the packing-houses, in the preparations for prose-

cuting the Standard Oil Company, the Administration has

shown a spirit that is not dismayed by the power of
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organized capital. The President is actualizing the * square

deal' which makes every man equal before the law.

''Even Mr. Koosevelt's bitterest opponents could not

minimize the healthful influence upon public sentiment of

these activities. At a time when a horde of demagogues are

trying to convince the American people that there is one law

for the rich and another law for the poor, the President

is proving that there is only one law for everybody and
that the National Government knows not distinction in

offenders. Such an object-lesson could not be more oppor-

tune. It is doubly so at a time when District-Attorneys

like William Travers Jerome are making class distinctions

in crime and shirking the prosecution of rich offenders.

Whatever his faults, Mr. Roosevelt has proved that he is

not dazzled by dollars.'*

A few days earlier the President had written, June 26,

1906, a letter to his devoted and much-loved friend, Jacob

Riis, in reply to one asking for hints as to how best to

answer the President's critics:

"I would not have the least idea how to give you light

upon the criticisms made, chiefly because I really do not

know about the latter in detail. For instance, I am criticized

for interference with Congress. There really is not any

answer I can make to this except to say that if I had not

interfered we would not have had any rate bill, or any

beef-packers' bill, or any pure food bill, or any consular

reform bill, or the Panama Canal, or the Employers' Lia-

bility Bill, or in short, any of the legislation which we have

obtained during the last year. . . .

"I have enumerated the measures we have succeeded in

passing. If I stand for anything it is for this kind of sub-

stantive achievement, and above all, for treating public

affairs with courage, honesty and sanity; for keeping our

Army and Navy up ; for making it evident that as a nation

we do not intend to inflict wrong or submit to wrong, and

that we do intend to try to do justice within our own bor-

ders, and so far as it can be done by legislation, to favor the
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growth of intelligence and the diffusion of wealth in such

a manner as will measurably avoid the extremes of swollen

fortunes and grinding poverty. This represents the ideal

toward which I am striving. I hope we can fairly

realize it."



CHAPTER II

HAGUE CONFERENCE—ESTIMATE OF JEFFERSON—
INTERVENTION IN CUBA—BROWNSVILLE INCIDENT

Immediately after the adjournment of Congress in June,

1906, the President went witli his family to Oyster Bay
where he enjoyed a quiet and restful summer, in strong

contrast to that of 1905 when he was directing the work

of the Portsmouth Peace Conference. A letter which he

wrote to Andrew Carnegie, August 5, 1906, is interesting

as showing his views of the Hague tribunal:

"In such matter as the Hague Conference business the

violent extremists who favor the matter are to be dreaded

almost or quite as much as the Bourbon reactionaries who
are against us. This is as true of the cause of Interna-

tional peace as it is of the cause of economic equity between

labor and capital at home. I do not know whether in the

French Revolution I have most contempt and abhorrence

for the Marat, Hebert, Robespierre, and Danton tjrpe of

revolutionists, or for the aristocratic, bureaucratic, and

despotic rulers of the old regime; for the former did no

good in the Revolution, but at the best simply nullified the

good that others did and produced a reaction which re-

enthroned despotism ; while they made the name of liberty

a word of shuddering horror for the time being.

"I hope to see real progress made at the next Hague
Conference. If it is possible in some way to bring about

a stop, complete or partial, to the race in adding to arma-

ments, I shall be glad ; but I do not yet see my way clear as

regards the details of such a plan. We must always remem-

ber that it would be a fatal thing for the great free peoples

to reduce themselves to impotence and leave the despotisms

and barbarians armed. It would be safe to do so if there

21
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were some system of international police ; but there is now
no such system.'*

A glimpse of some of the annoyances to which a Presi-

dent on vacation is subjected is furnished in a letter to

Senator Lodge on August 6, 1906

:

*'I have been having a real rest this summer, and inci-

dentally have grown to realize that I have reached that time

of life when too violent physical exercise does not rest a

man when he has had an exhausting mental career. We
have been having a delightful summer. The secret service

men are a very small but very necessary thorn in the flesh.

Of course they would not be the least use in preventing any

assault on my life. I do not believe there is any danger

of such an assault, and if there were it would be simple

nonsense to try to prevent it, for as Lincoln said, though it

would be safer for a President to live in a cage, it would

interfere with his business. But it is not only the secret

service men who render life endurable, as you would realize

if you saw the procession of carriages that pass through the

place, the procession of people on foot who try to get into

the place, not to speak of the multitude of cranks and

others who are stopped in the village. I have ridden and
rowed and chopped and played tennis. '

*

His estimate of Jefferson and Hamilton, as well as his

views upon other interesting subjects are disclosed in a

letter, August 9, 1906, to Frederick Scott Oliver, the English

author of a 'Life of Alexander Hamilton' and 'Ordeal by
Battle':

"I have so thoroughly enjoyed your book on Hamilton
that you must allow me the privilege of writing to tell

you so. I have just sent a copy to Lodge. There are

naturally one or two points on which you and I would not

quite agree, but they are very few, and it is really remark-

able that you, an English man of letters, and I, an Ameri-

can politician largely of non-English descent, should be
in such entire accord as regards the essentials. . . .
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''Thank Heaven, I have never hesitated to criticize Jef-

ferson; he was infinitely below Hamilton. I think the

worship of Jefferson a discredit to my country ; and I have
as small use for the ordinary Jeffersonian as for the ordi-

nary defender of the house of Stuart—and I am delighted

to notice that you share this last prejudice with me. I think

Jefferson on the whole did harm in public life. . . . He
did thoroughly believe in the people, just as Abraham
Lincoln did, just as Chatham and Pitt believed in England

;

and though this did not blind Lincoln to popular faults and
failings any more than it blinded the elder and the younger
Pitts to English failings, it was in each case a prerequisite

to doing the work well. In the second place, Jefferson be-

lieved in the West and in the expansion of our people west-

ward, whereas the northeastern Federalists allowed them-

selves to get into a position of utter hostility to western

expansion. Finally, Jefferson was a politician and Hamil-

ton was not. Hamilton's admirers are apt to speak as if

this was really to his credit, but such a position is all non-

sense. A politician may be and often is a very base crea-

ture, and if he cares only for party success, if he panders

to what is evil in the people, and still more if he cares only

for his own success, his special abilities merely render him
a curse. But among free peoples, and especially among the

free peoples who speak English, it is only in very excep-

tional circumstances that a statesman can be efficient, can be

of use to the country, unless he is also (not as a substitute,

but in addition) a politician.
*

' This is a very rough-and-tumble, workaday world, and
the persons, such as our 'anti-imperialist' critics over here,

who sit in comfortable libraries and construct theories, or

even the people who like to do splendid and spectacular

feats in public office without undergoing all the necessary

preliminary outside drudgery, are and deserve to be at a

disadvantage compared to the man who takes the trouble,

who takes the pains, to organize victory. Lincoln, who, as

you finely put it, conscientiously carried out the Hamil-

tonian tradition, was superior to Hamilton just because he
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was a politician and was a genuine democrat, and there-

fore suited to lead a genuine democracy. He was infinitely

superior to Jefferson of course ; for Jefferson led the people

wrong, and followed them when they went wrong; and

though he had plenty of imagination and of sentimental

inspiration, he had neither courage nor far-sighted common
sense, where the interests of the nation were at stake.

'*I have not much sympathy with Hamilton's distrust of

the democracy. Nobody knows better than I that a democ-

racy may go very wrong indeed, and I loathe the kind of

demagogy which finds expression in such statements as ' the

voice of the people is the voice of God'; but in my own
experience it has certainly been true, and if I read history

aright it was true both before and at the time of the Civil

War, that the highly cultivated classes, who tend to become

either cynically worldly-wise or to develop along the lines

of the Eighteenth Century philosophers, and the moneyed

classes, especially those of large fortune, whose ideal tends

to the mere money, are not fitted for any predominant guid-

ance in a really great nation. I do not dislike but I certain-

ly have no especial respect or admiration for and no trust

in, the typical big moneyed man of my country. I do not

regard them as furnishing sound opinion as regards either

foreign or domestic policies.

"Quite as little do I regard as furnishing such opinion

the men who especially pride themselves on their cultiva-

tion—the men like many of those who graduate from my
own college of Harvard, and who find their organs in the

New York Evening Post and Nation. These papers are

written especially for cultivated gentlefolk. They have

many minor virtues, moral and intellectual ; and yet during

my twenty-five years in public life I have found them much
more often wrong than right on the great and vital public

issues. In England they would be howling little England-

ers, would be raving against the expense of the navy, and

eager to find out something to criticize in Lord Cromer's

management of Egypt, not to speak of perpetually insist-

ing upon abandoning the Soudan."
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In August, 1906, an insurrection broke out in Cuba which
the Cuban Government, headed by President Palma, was
entirely unable to quell. It appealed to the President to

intervene. It was evident that chaos was impending and
that immediate intervention was imperative. With his

usual lack of hesitation, the President, without waiting to

summon Congress to direct him, acted at once. "Thanks
to the preparedness of our Navy," he said in his annual

message to Congress in December following, "I was able

immediately to send enough ships to Cuba to prevent the

situation from becoming hopeless." He also sent the Sec-

retary of War, Mr. Taft, and the Assistant Secretary of

State, Mr. Robert Bacon, to take charge in behalf of the

United States Government. When President Palma re-.

signed and there was no quorum of the Cuban Congress

to accept his resignation, the Cuban Government came to

a halt. Acting in accordance with the so-called Piatt

Amendment embodied in the Cuban Constitution, President

Roosevelt proclaimed a provisional government for the

island, with Taft acting as Provisional Governor, until one

could be appointed. The President then named for that

position Charles E. Magoon, who had formerly been Gov-

ernor of the Canal Zone and United States Minister to

Panama. He also sent a small army of pacification to re-

lieve the navy for the protection of the lives and property

of citizens. The insurgent chiefs immediately had their

troops lay down their arms and disband. The Provisional

Government left unchanged as far as possible the personnel

of the old government and the old laws and administered

the island until tranquillity was restored and a new gov-

ernment, chosen at a properly conducted election, was in-

stalled in January, 1909. In a letter to Senator Lodge,

September 27, 1906, the President thus explained his

action

:

'

' I did not send Taft and Bacon to Havana until Palma
had repeatedly telegraphed us that his unalterable pur-

pose was to resign forthwith; that the Vice-President and

the members of his Cabinet would decline to take or remain
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in oflBce, and that he was entirely unable to quell the insur-

rection. I have, I need hardly say, a horror of putting

what is in effect a premium upon insurrection by letting

the insurrectionists receive benefit from their action; but

Palma's utter weakness—or, to speak with literal exact-

ness, his impotence—to do anything effective toward quell-

ing the revolt (for I treat as of less moment the undoubted

and gross misbehavior of the party in power at the last

election) made it absolutely imperative that I should take

some step unless I wished to see chaos come in the island.

''Of course if I had announced, as Mr. Bryan advised,

that under no circumstances would I use armed force; or

if, as Foraker desires, I had stated I could take no action

until Congress decided what to do—just imagine my fol-

lowing the Buchanan-like course of summoning Congress

for a six weeks' debate by Bacon, John Sharp Williams,

and Tillman as to whether I ought to land marines to pro-

tect American life and property—the fighting would have

gone on without a break, the whole island would now be a

welter of blood. Of course our permanent policy toward

the island must depend absolutely upon the action of Con-

gress, no matter what construction is given the Piatt

Amendment. Congress has nothing to do but to refuse

appropriations to put it into effect, and the Piatt Amend-
ment vanishes into air, and any stay of marines and troops

in the island becomes impossible.

"Equally of course, I should be ashamed to look any-

body in the face if I hesitated to take important measures

to try to secure peace, if necessary by landing sailors and

marines or even troops, so as to try to reestablish some

government in Cuba and keep the island so far as possible

in decent condition until Congress meets, when it can itself

take action.

"I hope that we shall not have to intervene in any perma-

nent form at present, and that we can simply make tempo-

rary arrangements to keep order until an election can be

held and a new government or modified government started.

I am inclined to think that, thanks to the fact that I have
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shown that I was ready to intervene by force of arms if

necessary, the necessity will be for the present avoided ; but

I am greatly disheartened at what has occurred and doubt

very much whether in the end we shall not have to exercise

a more immediate control over Cuba, and of course it is

possible that we shall be unable to make a working scheme
even now, and that we shall have to take possession of

the island temporarily this fall. But I shall do all that I

can to avoid this and I hope to be successful. >>

An incident which excited wide public interest and much
partisan rancor at the time occurred also in August, 1906.

This was the attack by a body of colored troops of the

regular army upon the city of Brownsville in Texas. The
troops were stationed at Fort Brown, close beside the city,

and considerable hostility had developed between them and

the citizens. Near midnight on August 13, a body of col-

ored soldiers, numbering from nine to fifteen or twenty

according to varying estimates, scaled the walls of the fort

and went through the town, shooting whomsoever they saw
moving and firing into houses wherever they saw lights.

They fired upon and hit in the arm the lieutenant of police

who approached them, fired also at two policemen, killed

one man in a saloon and wounded another, and came very

near to killing several women and children. Investigation

showed that the bullets and shells found on the ground
were from government rifles and that bullet-holes in

the houses were made by such bullets. There were no
bullet-holes in the structure of the fort, showing that there

had been no attack upon it. The commander of the fort

testified that he was convinced that the raiders had slipped

out of their quarters, got possession of their rifles, shot up
the town and returned to the barracks without being dis-

covered. All efforts to extort confessions from the sus-

pected soldiers, or to get their associates to give evidence

against them failed.

After full investigation of the facts, the President or-

dered the discharge of nearly all the members of three
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companies of the regiment that were known to contain

guilty members, holding that the innocent members had

entered into a conspiracy of silence to protect their guilty

associates, thereby violating their oaths of enlistment by

refusing to help discover the criminals. The President's

action led to a bitter partisan debate in the Senate, led

by Senator Foraker of Ohio, which continued for many
weeks, but in the end the President's course was sustained.

Letters that he wrote at the time disclose his feelings and

motives in the case. Writing to Mr. Silas McBee, editor

of Tiie Churchmcm, on November 27, 1906, he said:

"I have been amazed and indignant at the attitude of

the negroes and of shortsighted white sentimentalists as

to my action. It has been shown conclusively that some of

these troops made a midnight murderous and entirely un-

provoked assault upon the citizens of Brownsville—for the

fact that some of their number had been slighted by some

of the citizens of Brownsville, though warranting criticism

upon Brownsville, is not to be considered for a moment
as provocation for such a murderous assault. All the men
of the companies concerned, including their veteran non-

commissioned officers, instantly banded together to shield

the criminals. In other words, they took action which can-

not be tolerated in any soldiers, black or white, in any

policeman, black or white, and which, if taken generally in

the army would mean not merely that the usefulness of

the army was at an end but that it had better be disbanded

in its entirety at once. Under no conceivable circumstances

would I submit to such a condition of things. There has

been great pressure not only by the sentimentalists but by

the Northern politicians who wish to keep the negro vote.

As you know I believe in practical politics, and where

possible, I always weigh well any action which may cost

votes before I consent to take it; but in a case like this,

where the issue is not merely one of naked right and wrong

but one of vital concern to the whole country, I will not

for one moment consider the political effect.

''There is another side to this also. In that part of my
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message about lynching, which you have read, I speak of

the grave and evil fact that the negroes too often band
together to shelter their own criminals, which action had
an undoubted effect in helping to precipitate the hideous

Atlanta race riots. I condemn such attitude strongly, for

I feel that it is fraught with the gravest danger to both

races. Here, where I have power to deal with it, I find this

identical attitude displayed among the negro troops. I

should be recreant to my duty if I failed by deeds as well

as words to emphasize with the utmost severity my disap-

proval of it."

To Dr. B. Lawton Wiggins, Vice Chancellor, University

of the South, Sewanee, Tennessee

:

''When I took the stand I did on these negro troops I of

course realized that trouble would come of it politically

because of the attitude certain to be taken, I regret to say,

by unwise sentimentalists and self-seeking demagogues in

our Northern States, especially in those where the negro

vote is an important factor. But it was just one of those

vital matters where I did not feel that I had any right to

consider questions of political expediency, and still less of

personal expediency. Do not misunderstand me. I believe

in being thoroughly practical in politics, and in paying all

proper heed to political considerations. As things actually

are in this world, I do not feel that a man can accomplish

much for good in public life unless he does so. But I be-

lieve still more strongly that when we come to root ques-

tions affecting the welfare of the entire nation, it is out of

the question for an honorable man, whether in public or

private life, to consider political expediency at all. In this

instance the question was really one of those root ques-

tions. If the troops had been white troops, nothing would

have been said about my action. It is a curious thing that

these same politicians and sentimentalists who denounce

me because I refuse to do injustice in favor of the colored

troops, have always opposed me when I have endeavored
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to secure recognition for decent colored men by giving

them appointments in their own northern communities."

To Mr. George F. Spinney, of New York City, on

January 22, 1907:

**I have had a perfectly comic time with the Senate.

They have been hopping about, insisting that they could

not desert Foraker, because it would 'split the party'; and

I finally told the most active of the compromisers that if

they split off Foraker they split off a splinter ; but if they

split off me they would split the party nearly in two ; and

that I should state most unhesitatingly, and whenever it

became necessary in public, that the opposition to me on

Brownsville was simply a cloak to cover antagonism to my
actions about trusts, swollen fortunes and the like. I added

that this opposition would be shown by voting against the

Blackburn amendment. Once this declaration was made,

Foraker was left so completely without support that he

actually came into line himself, and agreed to support an
amendment a little stronger than the Blackburn amend-

ment. That is, the Blackburn amendment merely said that

they did not question the legality of my action; whereas

the proposed amendment stated that they questioned

neither the legality nor the justice of my action. I was
sorry that Foraker was allowed the chance to offer the

amendment, and it was against my earnest advice that the

senators who were on my side permitted him to do so. But
when he 'ate crow' and took the very amendment upon
which I insisted, I did not see how I could make any open
protest against it. There never has been a more complete

case of backdown and humiliation than this of Foraker 's."

I was stationed in Washington at the time and when
talking with the President one morning I made a reference

to the Brownsville debate in the Senate. "Oh," he said,

"that is merely the latest log going down the stream."

When in January following there appeared in the Century
magazine, an article by him on * * The Ancient Irish Sagas, '

'
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which excited high praise from all persons most competent

to judge of its merits, I asked him how he could find time

for such research as the article showed. "I have always

been interested in the subject," he replied, **and when this

Brownsville row started in the Senate I knew it would be

a long and possibly irritating business if I followed it;

so I shut myself up, paid no heed to the row and wrote

the article."

For William Jennings Bryan personally, Eoosevelt al-

ways had a kindly feeling while abhorring his political

opinions. When Mr. Bryan returned from his tour of the

world in 1906 and made what was predicted would be the

''greatest speech of his life" in Madison Square Garden,

New York, the President wrote to Whitelaw Reid in Lon-

don, on September 25, a brief and accurate account of the

fiasco which occurred:

''Poor Bryan! I do not know whether I feel more irri-

tated or sympathetic with him. I never saw a bubble

pricked so quickly. No private citizen in my time, neither

General Grant nor Mr. Blaine, for instance, has been re-

ceived with such wild enthusiasm on his return from a

foreign trip ; and in twenty-four hours he made his speech

and became an object of indignation and laughter. He has

retained his good nature and kindliness; but he has still

further lost credit since he made his speech and found out

that his panacea of government ownership was unpopular,

by attempting to craw-fish on it, and thereby has added

an appearance of insincerity to an appearance of folly and
recklessness."

The President's own views on government ownership

were set forth in a speech which he made at the dedication

of the new State Capitol Building at Harrisburg, Pa., on

October 4, 1906: "To exercise a constantly increasing and
constantly more efficient supervision and control over the

great common carriers of the country prevents all neces-

sity for seriously considering such a project as the govern-
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ment ownership of railroads—a policy which would be evil

in its results from every standpoint. . . . The Government

ought not to conduct the business of the country; but it

ought to regulate it so that it shall be conducted in the

interest of the public."

He was deeply interested in the Republican candidacy of

Charles E. Hughes for Governor of New York in the elec-

tion of 1906, when the opposing Democratic candidate was

W. R. Hearst. While he refused all efforts, and there were

many and urgent ones, to induce him to exert influence

openly in behalf of Mr. Hughes, he kept close watch upon

the developments of the campaign and was in constant

touch with the Republican managers. Writing to Senator

Lodge, on October 8, 1906, he made these somewhat start-

ling revelations

:

*
' I have been more shocked than I can say by the attitude

of some of the corporation men within the last two or three

weeks. Last week Sherman called upon E. H. Harriman

to ask for a contribution. Harriman declined flatly to give

anything. He said he had no interest in the Republican

party and that in view of my action toward the corpora-

tions he preferred the other side to win. Sherman told

him that the other side was infinitely more hostile to cor-

porations than we were ; that all we were doing was to be

perfectly honest with them, decline to give them improper

favors, and so on, and that Harriman would have to fear,

as other capitalists would have to fear, the other side more

than us. To this Harriman answered that he was not in

the least afraid, that whenever it was necessary he could

buy a sufficient number of Senators and Congressmen or

State Legislators to protect his interests, and when neces-

sary he could buy the Judiciary. These were his own
words. He did not say this under any injunction of se-

crecy to Sherman, and showed a perfectly cynical spirit of

defiance throughout, his tone being that he greatly pre-

ferred to have in office demagogues rather than honest men
who treated him fairly, because when he needed he could

purchase favors from the former. At the same time the
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Standard Oil people informed Penrose that they intend to

support the Democratic party unless I call a halt in the suits

begun against the Standard Oil people, notably, a suit

which Moody is inclined to recommend; and they gave the

same reason as Harriman, namely, that rather than have

an administration such as the present they would prefer

to have an administration of Bryans and Hearsts, because

they could make arrangements with them—they did not

use the naked brutality of language which Harriman used,

but they did state in substance that they could bring about

favors they needed."

A valiant but unsuccessful effort was made by the Presi-

dent in 1906 to advance the cause of simplified spelling by

committing the Government to the adoption of the system.

On August 27, he sent an order to the Public Printer to use

the system in all public documents thenceforward. The

order was obeyed, and among the documents thus printed

was the President's special message describing the results

of his visit to the Isthmus of Panama and the canal in

November, 1906, as noted in a previous chapter. The re-

form was not acceptable to Congress, however, and so much
hostility was manifested that the President said that if the

House would go on record against it he would rescind his

order to the Public Printer. The House passed a resolu-

tion to that effect, and on December 13, the President re-

scinded the order. Brander Matthews, of New York,

one of the chief advocates of the reform, wrote to the

President remonstrating with him for abandoning the ef-

fort, and to him the President replied on December 16:
'

' I could not by fighting have kept the new spelling in, and

it was evidently worse than useless to go into an undignified

contest when I was beaten. Do you know that the one

word as to which I thought the new spelling was wrong

—

thru—was more responsible than anything else for our dis-

comfiture? But I am mighty glad I did the thing anyhow.

In my own correspondence I shall continue using the new
spelling."
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A **Dooley" article that Roosevelt had enjoyed especially

was one on his campaign entitled ''Alone in Cubia."

Writing to the author on June 18, 1906, the President thus

alludes to it: ''Three cheers, Mr. Dooley! Do come on

and let me see you soon. I am by no means as much alone

as in Cubia, because I have an ample surrounding of Sena-

tors and Congressmen, not to speak of railroad men, Stand-

ard Oil men, beef packers, and venders of patent medi-

cines, the depth of whose feelings for me cannot be ex-

pressed in words!''

Again, on January 9, 1907, he wrote: "Let me repeat

that Dooley, especially when he writes about Teddy Rosen-

felt, has no more interested and amused reader than said

Rosenfelt himself. I have known that a few people have

recently thought quite otherwise, as they have also told you

that they thought; but this is not a feeling that I have

shared in the least. On the contrary, I feel that what you
have written about me, with exception too trivial to men-
tion, has been written in just the nicest possible style—that

what Dooley says shows 'the good-natured affection that

the boys in the army felt for old Grant and the people in

Illinois for Lincoln.' I hate to compare myself with two

great men, even when I am only quoting you, and I do it

of course merely to show how thoroughly I understand and

appreciate our friend Mr. Dooley 's attitude."



CHAPTER III

THE PANIC OF 1907

During no other portion of his Presidential service was

Roosevelt more fiercely assailed with hostile criticism than

he was in 1907. Early in that year signs were visible of

serious financial disturbances, not only in the United States

but in Europe. A formidable and concerted effort was
made by the opponents of the President's policy in regard

to railway and other corporations suspected of violations of

law, to use those disturbances as an inducement for him to

moderate that policy and to abandon temporarily legal pro-

ceedings that had been instituted under his direction. In

his message to Congress in December, 1906, he had adhered

steadfastly to his policy and had declared that while the

powers conferred upon the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion had been productive of excellent results, still there

would ultimately be need of enlarging those powers along

several different lines so as to give the Commission larger

and more eflQcient control over the railroads. In Novem-
ber, 1906, the Government had brought suit against the

Standard Oil Company as a combination in restraint of

trade, and about the same time had begun an investigation

of the Union Pacific or Harriman lines. Appeals for modi-

fication or temporary suspension or compromise poured

in upon him from many sources, including persons who
had hitherto upheld his course. Lifelong friends turned

against him and joined the chorus of those who had been

his most venomous assailants. The assaults upon him in-

creased in ferocity when he refused to swerve a particle

from his course. His letters at this time show that he was
entirely unmoved by the appeals either of friends or of foes,

because he was convinced absolutely of the justice and wis-

85
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dom of his policy. From a large number of these letters,

among the most earnest and convincing that he ever wrote,

I select a few which are typical of all, beginning with one

written on January 24, 1907, to Paul Morton, a former

member of his Cabinet, and at the time President of the

Equitable Life Insurance Company of New York:

"I suppose that your letter was really based upon this

Harriman investigation. It would in my judgment be most
undesirable for the ultimate good of the railways to inter-

fere in any way with a full and fair investigation. How-
ever, I am certain that we have got to make up our minds

that the railroads must not in the future do things that

cannot bear the light. If trouble comes from having the

light turned on, remember it is not really due to the light

but the misconduct which it exposed.

*'I quite agree with you that there is danger in ill-

directed agitation, and especially in agitation in the States

;

but the only way to meet it is by having the fullest and
most thorough investigation by the national government,

and in conferring upon the national government full power
to act. The federal authorities, including the President,

must state as clearly as possible that railroads which do well

are to be encouraged and when they make a good showing
it is to be emphasized ; and that the people who invest will

be given a chance of profit which alone will make them
willing to invest, and which alone will make big men will-

ing to undertake the job.

"Do you ever see Judge Grary? He has assured us that

the publicity given by the investigation of the national

government to the steel corporation is welcome and will

do good and not harm."

An appeal from an attorney in the employ of Harriman,

on January 31, 1907, called forth a reply which is an ad-

mirable specimen of Roosevelt's thorough and direct

method of dealing with charges of misconduct against his

associates in the Government:
'

' Last winter you came to me on several occasions, some-
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times with and sometimes without Mr. Harriman, assuring

me that very grave errors and shortcomings existed in the

work of the Interstate Commerce Commission, these being

due primarily to the work of the statistician, Mr. Adams.

The allegations made were so grave that I had both of you

meet certain members of the Commission, on which occa-

sion you stated that you would be able to get the Commis-

sion in possession of information, which would practically

revolutionize much of the work they were doing, if you

were given the chance to have access to their books. The

Commission, at my request, gave you such access. You
were engaged in the research last spring. When I returned

to Washington last fall I heard from both Mr. Harriman

and you on different occasions that you had found errors

of the gravest and grossest character in the work of the

statistician—errors which completely nullified and ren-

dered valueless the work of the whole Commission.

^'The charges you had made and were then making were

of so grave a character that I did not feel justified in fail-

ing to give you every opportunity to substantiate them;

for of course there was nothing more important than to

find out whether or not the work of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission was accurate and trustworthy. I en-

deavored to have Mr. Harriman state to me definitely what

the charges were. You admitted that your only knowledge

of the matter was from him. I found it almost impossible

to pin him down to any definite statement; and finally, in

view of the repeated statements of both you and himself

that only experts could go into the matter, I appointed

Mr. 0. P. Austin to look into the charges. He reported to

me that after careful examination of the charges as pre-

sented in the paper of Mr. Harriman, and of the reply of

Professor Adams, he believed the charges were without

foundation.

"You and Mr. Harriman insisted that Mr. Austin had
erred, and you yourself suggested that I should have Mr.

Neill and one or more bank examiners examine your

charges. I summoned Mr. Harriman to meet me with Mr.
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Neill, Mr. Garfield and Mr. Adams. I spent an entire even-

ing endeavoring to get Mr. Harriman to make specific

charges, telling him that he had been many months at work
and that it was out of the question for me any longer to

accept general allegations or sweeping accusations without

specific statements to back them up. It proved exceedingly

difficult to pin him down to anything specific; but I finally

did pin him down to three definite charges. I explained

to him repeatedly that he must then and there make any

charges he had to make ; that it was impossible to take up
the time of officers of the administration any longer with

loose declarations and that I would consider nothing what-

ever save what charges he then and there presented; that

I would have them tested by a commission consisting of

Mr. Garfield, Mr. Neill, and a Mr. Starek, one of the best

bank examiners in the Government service. The examina-

tion has been made and the charges of Mr. Harriman are

found to be without any foundation whatever. Under the

circumstances it would be simply folly for me to pay any

further heed to any allegations whatever made in regard

to the work of the Interstate Commerce Commission by
either Mr. Harriman or you. The incident is closed and

I shall forward a copy of this letter to the Chairman of the

Interstate Commerce Commission.*'

A rather persistent appellant was Colonel Henry L. Hig-

ginson of Boston, to whom these two replies were sent

:

February 11, 1907.

*'The present unsatisfactory condition in railroad af-

fairs is due ninety-five per cent to the misconduct, the

short-sightedness, and the folly of the railroad men them-

selves. Unquestionably there is loose demagogic attack

upon them in some of the States, but not one particle of

harm has come to them by Federal action ; on the contrary,

merely good. I wish very much that our laws could be

strengthened, and I think that the worst thing that could

be done for the railroads would be an announcement that

for two or three years the Federal Government would keep
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its hands off of them. It would result in a tidal wave of

violent State action against them throughout three-fourths

of this country. I am astonished at the curious short-

sightedness of the railroad people—a short-sightedness

which, thanks to their own action, extends to would-be in-

vestors. Legislation such as I have proposed, or whatever

legislation in the future I shall propose, will be in the inter-

est of honest investors and to protect the public and the

investors against dishonest action.

"I may incidentally say that I think that no possible

action on railroads would have as disturbing an effect upon

business as action on the tariff at this time. I earnestly

and cordially agree with you on the need of currency legis-

lation, and have been doing all I can for it; but the big

financial men of the country, instead of trying to get sound

currency legislation, seem to pass their time in lamenting,

as Wall Street laments, our action about the railroads."

March 28, 1907.

**
. . . You say that the fear of investors in railway

securities must be dispelled; and you say that the people

now have the impression that the greatest business interests

(those of railroads) are imperiled. I am inclined to think

that this is the case. If so, the responsibility lies primarily

and overwhelmingly upon the railway and corporation

people—that is, the manipulators of railroad and other

corporation stocks—who have been guilty of such scandal-

ous irregularities during the last few years. Secondarily

it lies, of course, with the agitators and visionaries to whom
the misdeeds of the conscienceless speculators I have named
gave the chance to impress the people as a whole. Not
one word of mine ; not one act, administrative or legislative,

of the National Government, is responsible, directly or in-

directly, in any degree whatsoever for the present situation.

I trust I have stated this with sufficient emphasis, for it

would be quite impossible to overemphasize it. Two years

ago the railroads were all clamoring agamst the passage of

the rate law—an act of folly on their part and on the part
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of their friends and abettors which can not be too harshly-

stigmatized. The one hope for the honest railroad man,

for the honest investor, is in the extension and perfection

of the system inaugurated by that law; in the absolute

carrying out of the law at present and in its strengthening,

if possible, at the next session of Congress so as to make it

even more effective.

**I will not deviate one hand's breadth from the course

I have marked out, and anything I may say will contain

this explicit statement. Moreover, it is an act of sheer

folly and short-sightedness on the part of the railway men
not to realize that I am best serving their interests in fol-

lowing out precisely this course. I have never seen more

foolish and hysterical speeches and acts than those of the

so-called industrial leaders during the past few months.

At one moment they yell that I am usurping the rights of

the States. The next they turn around in literally a panic

frenzy and beseech me to make some public utterances for-

bidding the States to do the very things they have just

asserted the States alone had the power to do."

On March 12, J. Pierpont Morgan visited the White

House and had a long interview with the President, giving

out for publication afterwards a statement in which he

said he "had suggested to the President that it would be

greatly to the public interest if he would see the railway

presidents and confer with them as to what steps might

be taken to allay the public anxiety now threatening to

obstruct railway investment and combination, and espe-

cially to allay public anxiety as to the relations between the

railways and the Government. The President had said

that he would be glad to see them with this end in view."

When this suggestion was communicated to the presi-

dents of the great railway systems they said they would

go to see the President if he would invite them to do so.

This he declined to do. Finally, one of them. President

Mellen of the New Haven system, alone went. Writing to
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Jacob Schiff of New York, March 28, 1907, the President

explained his attitude on the subject

:

*'It is difficult for me to understand why there should be

this belief in Wall Street that I am a wild-eyed revolution-

ist. I can not condone wrong, but I certainly do not intend

to do aught save what is beneficial to the man of means
who acts squarely and fairly. When I see you I will ex-

plain at length why I do not think it advantageous from
any standpoint for me to ask any railroad man to call

upon me. I can only say to you, as I have said to Mr.

Morgan when he suggested that he would like to have cer-

tain of them call upon me (a suggestion which they refused

to adopt, by the way), that it would be a pleasure to me
to see any of them at any time. Sooner or later I think

they will realize that in their opposition to me for the last

few years they have been utterly mistaken, even from the

standpoint of their own interests ; and that nothing better

for them could be devised than the laws I have striven and
am striving to have enacted. I wish to do everything in my
power to aid every honest business man, and the dishonest

business man I wish to punish simply as I would punish the

dishonest man of any type. Moreover, I am not desirous

of avenging what has been done wrong in the past, espe-

cially when the punishment would be apt to fall upon inno-

cent third parties. My prime object is to prevent injustice

and work equity for the future. '

'

A leading figure in the assaults upon the President was
E. H. Harriman of the Union Pacific lines. On April 2,

1907, a discharged employee in the Harriman service pub-

lished a letter written by Harriman in which Harriman
asserted that the President in the campaign of 1904 had
sought his aid in raising a $250,000 campaign fund to aid

in Roosevelt's election to the Presidency. When this was
published the President gave out to the press a letter that

he had written on October 8, 1906, to the Hon. J. S. Sher-

man, who was then chairman of the Republican Congres-

sional Committee, in which he had denied Harriman 's as-
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sertion about the $250,000 campaign fund as "a deliberate

and wilful untruth," and had stated in detail his relations

with Harriman, giving the text of various letters that had

passed between them. These showed conclusively that his

communications with Harriman related solely to the State

campaign in New York in 1904, and not at all to the Presi-

dential campaign of that year. A phrase in one of the

President's letters to Harriman—"You and I are prac-

tical men"—was seized upon by the President's regular

opponents in and out of the press as evidence of guilty

partisan complicity with Harriman and it was in quite con-

stant use for many months, and spasmodically for years

afterwards, though the context of the letter showed clearly

that such an interpretation was distortion of the Presi-

dent's meaning.

Other letters revealing the calm he maintained under the

fierce storm which raged about him are appended.

April 8, 1907.

To Hon. T. M. Patterson, Denver, Colorado:

"The real trouble with Harriman and his associates is

that they have found themselves absolutely powerless to

control any action by the National Government. There is

no form of mendacity or bribery or corruption that they

will not resort to in the effort to tal^e vengeance. The

Harriman-Standard Oil combination and the other owners

of predatory wealth hate me far more than they do those

who make a profession of denouncing them, because they

have learned that while I do not attack them in words as

reckless as those often used against them, I do try to make

my words bear fruit in deeds. They have never before been

obliged really to reckon with the Federal Government.

They have never before seen practical legislation such as

the rate bill, the beef inspection bill and the like become

laws. They have never before had to face the probability of

adverse action by the courts and the possibility of being put

in stripes. Such being the case, and inasmuch as they have

no moral scruple of any kind whatsoever, it is not to be
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wondered at that they should be willing to go to any length

in the effort to reverse the movement against them."

Oyster Bay, August 16, 1907.

To President David Scull, Bryn Mawr College, Overbrook,

Penn. :

**You have written frankly to me and you are entitled to

frankness in return. You say that you have been a sup-

porter of my course until within the last few days ; but that

you have now changed and are an opponent. You seem to

think that your change is due to some change on my part

;

but as my attitude now is practically what it has been for the

last six years it is perfectly obvious that the change is in

you. You do not surprise me in the least when you tell me
that many men have experienced such a change. The very

word 'panic' denotes a fear so great as to make those who
experience it to become for the time being crazy ; and when
crazy with fear men both say and do foolish things, and,

moreover, always seek for some one to hold responsible

for their sufferings—usually without any regard as to

whether he is or is not responsible. At the time of the

flurry in stocks last March I received hundreds of letters

exactly like yours. I am receiving plenty of letters like it

to-day. These good people are ignorant, as you evidently

are, that the trouble we have had here has been paralleled

by similar troubles on the bourses in Berlin and Paris;

they are ignorant, as you evidently are, that British con-

sols are now selling lower than ever before in their his-

tory, and that the railway securities in England and

Canada have also fallen, altho not to the same degree as

ours. Surely, you can hardly believe that all this is due

to my action in enforcing the law against wealthy wrong-

doers.
*

' That some trouble has been caused by the action I have

taken against great and powerful malefactors, I have no

doubt; and in any such case there are always people of

little faith who at once scream in favor of a continuance of

corruption and dishonesty rather than see any unsettlement

of values because of the enforcement of the principles of
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honesty. I shall pay no heed whatever to these people,

whose attitude I regard as profoundly foolish and pro-

foundly immoral. In other words, their attitude is precise-

ly like that of a man who, having a cancer which can be

cured by the use of the knife, nevertheless screams and re-

fuses to submit to an operation because he knows that there

will be temporary pain and discomfort.

''You say that there should be 'severe proceedings

against' and 'punishment of a few prominent financiers.

You describe exactly the action I have been taking. Do
you suppose that Mr. Rockefeller is giving out interviews

denouncing me because of his altruistic devotion to small

outsiders? Certainly not; he has been attacking me be-

cause he has been hurt; and because he believes that by
working on your fears he can count upon the support of

you and men like you. You protest against my policy of

'prosecuting the railroads where evidences of criminal ac-

tion on their part is obtained,' on the ground that, as you
say, I have made no effort to show the 'limitations' of my
'intended course.' You might just as well ask a district

attorney to make a statement as to the 'limitations' of his

'intended prosecutions' against liquor sellers who are

guilty of illegal conduct. If people will obey the law they

can count on my doing all I can to further their interests,

but I will no more countenance crimes of greed and cun-

ning by men of property than crimes of brutality and vio-

lence against property.

"Let me in closing point out that when you advocate, as

you do in your letter to me, a policy of connivance at or

condonation of law-breaking by men of wealth on my part,

you advocate precisely the principles which have made cer-

tain corrupt political organizations in our cities by-words

among the people, and you put yourself upon the level of

politicians who have controlled them. How you can recon-

cile such an attitude with that of teaching young Ameri-
cans respect for law and for proper ideals of justice, I am
wholly unable to understand. But, this being your atti-

tude, you are quite right in assailing me; for during the
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closing year and a half of my term I shall follow precisely

the course I have followed during the last six years. I shall

enforce the laws ; I shall enforce them against men of vast

wealth just exactly as I enforce them against ordinary

criminals; and I shall not flinch from this course, come

weal come woe."

December 1, 1907.

To Dr. Alexander Lambert, New York:
*'.

. . Perhaps you remember the incident of a delegation

of extreme anti-slavery people calling on Lincoln to get him

to take some action which he could not take and which they

said would bring the war to a successful conclusion. They
warned him that the war would be a failure if he did not

take this action, and that he would be responsible for the

failure. He answered that whether he was or was not re-

sponsible for the failure, he knew that he would be held

responsible. Of course the same thing is true now. Whether
I am or am not in any degree responsible for the panic,

I shall certainly be held responsible. At present most of

those who hold me responsible are people who are bitterly

against me anyhow; but of course the feeling will spread

to those who have been my friends, because when the aver-

age man loses his money he is simply like a wounded snake

and strikes right and left at anything, innocent or the re-

verse, that presents itself as conspicuous in his mind.
** Whether I can do anything to allay the panic I do not

know. All the reactionaries wish to take advantage of the

moment by having me announce that I will abandon my
policies, at least in effect. Inasmuch as I believe that these

policies are absolutely necessary, I shall not abandon them
no matter what may be the stress for the time being. The
big financial men, moreover, seize the occasion to try to

escape from all governmental control, and believe they can

now thus escape. My judgment is more firmly than ever

that they must be brought under control, and that the only

way to free them from the undesirable control of the States

is to secure a more adequate control on the part of the

nation. The situation is unpleasant and perplexing. I
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shall do my best to meet the needs of the hour, but I shall

not do it in a way that will work harm in the future ; and

if I must choose between a temporary good and the ultimate

good, my choice must necessarily be the latter."

November 8, 1907.

To Mr. Ansley Wilcox, Buffalo, N. Y.:

"You say that many of your friends 'are feeling keenly

that there is much truth in what Shepard said in his recent

Brooklyn speech.' This gives me a very vivid idea of the

mischief that can be done by deliberate mendacity such as

Edward M. Shepard has been guilty of in misleading men
as good as yourself. You probably know Mr. Shepard, and

you are quite welcome to show him this letter. In the

speech in question he was guilty of wilful misrepresenta-

tion. I do not mean that he was merely guilty of untruth

;

I mean that he was guilty of deliberate and wilful untruth,

either intentionally, or with a reckless disregard of facts

which he could easily have found out, which puts his con-

duct in no better light. I am not speaking of what were

merely matters of opinion on the part of Mr. Shepard. I

am speaking of him where he said

:

'' 'But when a man is charged with enormous responsi-

bilities, whose duty it is not to speak until he knows that

he can make good, when such a man goes over the country,

with every ear open to his words, and charges men of wealth

and standing with crimes, saying that almost every cap-

tain of industry should be behind the bars, his words have

a much greater effect than if he were a mere private citizen.

" 'And when he, from the White House, says that he will

send from ten to fifty capitalists to jail, he attacks the very

center of our confidence in our institutions.

'

'

' Now, I call your attention to the fact that in this utter-

ance he first of all says that it is my duty, the duty of the

President, not to speak until I know, and not to make
charges until I can make them good. In this Mr. Shepard
is quite right; and the duty is as obligatory upon him, a

lawyer, who ought to know something of evidence, some-

thing about criminal libel. Yet in this very same sentence
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where he says this as to my duty, he goes on to speak about

what he does not know, or else what he knows to be untrue,

and to make charges which he either knows or ought to

know that he can not make good. He says in this sentence

that I have been saying 'that almost every captain of indus-

try should be behind the bars. ' I have never said any such

thing, and he either knows it or ought to know it. In the

next sentence he says that I have said that I 'would send

from ten to fifty capitalists to jail.' I have never said

such a thing, and he either knows it or ought to know it.

When Mr. Shepard makes such statements as these he is

guilty of deliberate and wilful untruth.

''The trouble has come, my dear Mr. Wilcox, primarily,

because of what certain big financiers did in the specula-

tive spirit; secondarily, because the movement which I

started has resulted in the uncovering of this rascality a

year or two sooner than it would otherwise have been dis-

covered; and in the third place, because papers like the

Sun, Tvmes, and Harper's Weekly, read by the financial

classes and I believe financed by them also, the individuals

like Shepard, in the effort to attack me, continually and
habitually not merely misquote what I say, but deliberately

invent statements which I have never uttered, and attribute

to me an attitude which I have never held. They may have

hurt me a little by this; but the people they have really

damaged are the members of the business community whom
they have persuaded to believe that I am attacking all

wealth, preaching hostility against all rich men, and failing

to discriminate between rich men who are honest and rich

men who are dishonest.

"I am well aware how difficult it is to get people to

understand what is said or to read what is said, but remem-
ber that it is not the 'yellow press' which is responsible

in this matter. The yellow press has endeavored to mis-

represent me by stating that I have not gone far enough

in attacking the dishonest rich. It is the so-called conserva-

tive press, the capitalist press, that has misrepresented me
by stating that I have gone too far."
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November 12, 1907.

To the Hon. Thomas E. Watson, Thomson, Georgia:

''In the first place, my dear sir, I trust I need hardly

assure you that I shall not 'surrender' to the bankers, or to

any one else, and there will be no 'secret midnight confer-

ences' with any big financier, or any one else. I have not

seen Mr. Morgan, but I intend to see him soon, and he will

call at the White House just as openly as Mr. Gompers did

the other day, just as openly as he has called in the past,

and just as openly as Mr. Gompers and his associates have
more often called in the past. I know I have your hearty

support in the proposition that the doors of the White
House swing open with equal readiness to capitalist and
wage-worker, to the head of a great corporation or a union,

to the man who is neither—all shall have a fair hearing

from me, and none shall exert any influence save that their

case, openly stated and openly repeated, warrants. '

'

November 16, 1907.

To Douglas Robinson, New York City:

*'0f course I am gravely harassed and concerned over

the situation. Every kind of suggestion is made to me,

almost always impractically. I am doing eveiything I

have power to do; but the fundamental fact is that the

public is suffering from a spasm of lack of confidence. Most
of this lack of confidence is absolutely unreasonable, and
therefore we can do nothing with it. There is a part for

which there is substantial basis, however. There has been

so much trickery and dishonesty in high places; the ex-

posures about Harriman, Rockefeller, Heinze, Barney,

Morse, Ryan, the insurance man, and others, have caused

such a genuine shock to people that they have begun to be

afraid that every bank really has something rotten in it.

In other words, they have passed thru the period of unrea-

soning trust and optimism into unreasoning distrust and
pessimism.

'

' I shall do everything I can up to the very verge of my
power to restore confidence, to give the banks a chance to

get currency into circulation. Whether I can accomplish
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what I seek to do I can not say. Of course if I do not I shall

be held responsible for the conditions. As a matter of fact,

the growth of the speculative spirit and the scandalous

dishonesty among some high financiers combined, made
it absolutely certain that we would come a cropper. I am
inclined to think that the exposures which were largely the

result of the policies I inaugurated brought this cropper

sooner than we otherwise should have had it, but I am also

very certain that it was bound to come in a year or two,

and that it would have been far more severe if it had been

held off. But if it comes we may as well make up our

minds to the fact that for the time being at any rate, and

perhaps permanently, I will be blamed and that the admin-

istration will be held to have gone out under a cloud. Yet

there is nothing that I have done that I would not do over

again, and I am absolutely positive that the principles

which I have sought to enforce are those that must obtain

if this Government is to endure. But, as you say, the very

people whom I have been seeking to protect by exposing

what is rotten in trusts and railroads, when the dinner pail

becomes empty will feel they would rather have full dinner

pails, and watered stocks and other things against which

they used to declaim, rather than to go thru the period of

discomfort when readjustment takes place. Poor fellows

!

I do not blame them."

November 23, 1907.

To Hamlin Garland, New York City:

''When hard times come it is inevitable that the President

under whom they come should be blamed. There are fool-

ish people who supported me because we had heavy crops

;

and there are now foolish people who oppose me because

extravagant speculations, complicated here and there with

dishonesty, have produced the inevitable reaction. It is

just the kind of incident upon which one must count. It

may produce a temporary setback for my policies in either

one of two ways ; that is in securing the election as my suc-

cessor of a reactionary or of some good man who will be

the tool of reactionaries ; or else thru having the pendulum
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swing with violence the other way, so that my successor

as a wild radical will bring utter discredit on the reforms

by attempting to do too much, and especially by doing a

number of things that ought not to be done, thereby ensur-

ing a real reaction,

"But I am perfectly certain that in the end the Nation

will have to come to my policies, or substantially to my
policies, simply because the Eepublic can not endure unless

the governmental actions are founded on these policies,

for they represent nothing whatever but aggressive honesty

and fair treatment for all—not make-believe fair treatment,

but genuine fair treatment. I do not think that my poli-

cies had anything to do with producing the conditions

which brought on the panic; but I do think that very

possibly the assaults and exposures which I made, and

which were more or less successfully imitated in the several

States, have brought on the panic a year or two sooner

than would otherwise have been the case. The panic would

have been infinitely worse, however, had it been deferred.

''As for the New York financiers, their hangers-on, the

innocent men whom they have deceived, or who follow

them and the newspapers that they own or inspire, why, I

have to expect that these people will attack me. Their

hostility toward me is fundamental. I neither respect nor

admire the huge moneyed men to whom money is the be-all

and the end-all of existence; to w^hom the acquisition of

untold millions is the supreme goal of life, and who are

too often utterly indifferent as to how these millions are

obtained. I thoroughly believe that the first duty of every

man is to earn his own living, to pull his own weight, to

support his own wife and family; but after this has been

done, and he is able to keep his family according to his

station and according to the tastes that have become a neces-

sity to him, then I despise him if he does not treat other

things as of more importance in his scheme of life than mere
money getting; if he does not care for art, or literature, or

science, or statecraft, or warcraft, or philanthropy—in
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short for some form of service to his fellows, for some form

of the kind of life which is alone worth living.*'

November 26, 1907.

To Mr. W. A. White, Editor, The Gazette, Emporia,

Kansas:
*^ . . It is to be expected as a matter of course that the

corporation judge, the corporation senator and ex-senator,

the big corporation attorney, the newspaper owned in or

controlled from Wall Street will attack me. I should be very-

foolish if I expected anything else; I should be still more

foolish if I were greatly disturbed over the attacks. If

there is much depression, if we meet hard times, then a

great number of honest and well-meaning people will gradu-

ally come to believe in the truth of these attacks, and I shall

probably end my term of service as President under a more
or less dark cloud of obloquy. If so, I shall be sorry, of

course ; but I shall neither regret what I have done nor alter

my line of conduct in the least degree, nor yet be unduly cast

down.

''As far as I am personally concerned, I am well ahead

of the game, whatever happens. I have had an exceedingly

good time; I have been exceedingly well treated by the

American people ; and I have enjoyed the respect of those

for whose respect I care most. If for a moment I have to go

under a cloud, why, it is all in the game. I am as sure as

man can be of anything that I have been following the

course which the best interests of this country demand;

and under such circumstances, if I had known that the

obloquy were to be permanent I should still not have altered

this course. But I do not believe that it will be permanent,

because I do not believe that there can be a permanent de-

viation from the lines of policy along which I have worked

—that is, if the Eepublic is to endure at all. If there is

such permanent deviation I shall esteem the calamity so

great that any thought of my own reputation in the matter

will be entirely swallowed up.'*
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November 27, 1907.

To Lawrence F. Abbott, The Outlook, New York.

"I have been much amused by the decision of the State

Court of Appeals in the recount bill. This was purely a

personal measure of Governor Hughes'. While I did not

think it the wise way to get at what he sought, and while

both Root and I had advised against it, still I sympathized

so thoroughly with his purpose that I hoped the bill would

be declared constitutional. Eoot had said all along that it

could not be so declared. Think of the yell that would have

gone up from the capitalist press of New York City if any

similar measure of mine had been declared unconstitutional

by the Supreme Court of the Nation

!

"As you say, it is rather curious to realize that there are

good men who actually do believe that I have been violat-

ing the law and the Constitution. They are usually some-

what puzzle-headed, as I found in talking to one of the most

eminent bankers in New York the other day, who spoke of

my 'illegal actions' not exactly with severity but with sor-

row. I questioned him as to the illegal action in question,

and found that what he meant was that I had been carry-

ing on suits against Harriman and the Standard Oil Com-
pany ! Mind you, this man was not an exception. When the

Sun, the Times, the Evening Post, Harper's Weekly, the

New York Herald, the New York World, and company,

denounce me as doing something unconstitutional, they

mean that I have succeeded in getting through laws which

have been declared by the Supreme Court to be consti-

tutional, and when they denounce my ' illegal actions ' they

usually refer to a lawsuit which has been begun by the

Department of Justice.

"I enclose you a most striking decision which has just

been rendered by the United States Circuit Court of Ap-
peals for the Eighth Circuit. You will see that this decision

takes exactly the view which I have taken about the power

of the Government under the interstate commerce act, and

it even goes a little further than what I have said went,

although not further than I implied. This again makes
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rather ridiculous the attitude of the worthy people who
have spoken of me as trying to usurp powers on behalf of

the Federal Government. The great measure of my
administration as Governor was the franchise tax. It was
far more bitterly fought than the public utilities bill ; and,

mind you, it broke ground for the first time in New York
in dealing with these big corporations, and it has been de-

clared constitutional by the highest court in the land. So

it is with the measures I have succeeded in getting through

Congress while I have been President."



CHAPTER IV

INCIDENT OF THE TENNESSEE COAL AND
IRON COMPANY

The panic in New York reached its height in November,

1907. The Knickerbocker Trust Company failed and there

were heavy runs upon trust companies and other financial

institutions. The President was in constant communication

with the leaders in the financial world in the city, and both

personally and through the Secretary of the Treasury

sought by all legitimate means to arrest the panic before it

extended to other sections of the country. Various methods

of relief were granted by the Secretary of the Treasury

on the President's authority, and finally an opportunity

arrived when he was able to act in accordance with his pet

doctrine of the "square deal" for everybody. He seized

it with characteristic promptness and courage.

On November 4, 1907, Judge E. H. Gary and Henry C.

Frick, on behalf of the Steel Corporation, sought and ob-

tained an interview with the President, Secretary Root

being present at the President's request. What occurred

was at once communicated to the Attorney General in the

following note which the President dictated in the presence

of Messrs. Gary and Frick

:

November 4, 1907.

My dear Mr. Attorney-General:

Judge E. H. Gary and Mr. H. C. Frick, on behalf of the

Steel Corporation, have just called upon me. They state

that there is a certain business firm (the name of which I

have not been told, but which is of real importance in New
York business circles), which will undoubtedly fail this

week if help is not given. Among its assets are a majority

of the securities of the Tennessee Coal Company. Appli-

cation has been urgently made to the Steel Corporation to

54
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purchase this stock as the only means of avoiding a failure.

Judge Gary and Mr. Frick informed me that as a mere
business transaction they do not care to purchase the stock

;

that under ordinary circumstances they would not consider

purchasing the stock, because but little benefit will come

to the Steel Corporation from the purchase ; that they are

aware that the purchase will be used as a handle for

attack upon them on the ground that they are striving to

secure a monopoly of the business and prevent competition

—not that this would represent what could honestly be

said, but what might recklessly and untruthfully be said.

They further inforaied me that, as a matter of fact, the

policy of the company has been to decline to acquire more
than sixty per cent of the steel properties, and that this

purpose has been persevered in for several years past, with

the object of preventing these accusations, and, as a matter

of fact, their proportion of steel properties has slightly

decreased, so that it is below this sixty per cent, and the

acquisition of the property in question will not raise it

above sixty per cent. But they feel that it is immensely

to their interest, as to the interest of every responsible

business man, to try to prevent a panic and general indus-

trial smash-up at this time, and that they are willing to go

into this transaction, which they would not otherwise go

into, because it seems the opinion of those best fitted to

express judgment in New York that it will be an important

factor in preventing a break that might be ruinous; and
that this has been urged upon them by the combination of

the most responsible bankers in New York who are now
thus engaged in endeavoring to save the situation. But
they asserted that they did not wish to do this if I stated

that it ought not to be done. I answered that, while of

course I could not advise them to take the action proposed,

I felt it no public duty of mine to interpose any objections.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Theodore Roose^^lt.

Hon. Charles J. Bonaparte,

Attorney-General.
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The Attorney-General responded at once in person, say-

ing that the legal situation had been in no way changed

and that no sufficient ground existed for prosecution of the

Steel Corporation.

The Steel Corporation purchased the stock on the follow-

ing day and the panic was arrested. While no details of

the interview were published, the fact that it had been held

was given to the press and its purpose and result were

easily inferred from the purchase which was made on the

following day and openly announced. There was no ad-

verse comment on the President's action at the time but

general and hearty praise from all quarters. After the

lapse of a year or more, opponents of the President gave

currency to assertions that he had been misled by Messrs.

Gary and Frick, that the transaction had given the Steel

Trust a monopoly of the steel industry and that by his

action the President had been bound not to prosecute that

trust. These assertions were repeated with increasing

emphasis for several years, and in 1911 a committee of the

House of Representatives conducted an inquiry on the

subject. They summoned Mr. Roosevelt, who had returned

in 1910 from his hunting expedition in Africa, to appear

as a witness and he went before the committee with cheer-

ful alacrity on August 5, 1911. He presented the note

that he had dictated to the Attorney-General, and at the

outset of a written statement which he had prepared, he

said: ''I wish it distinctly understood that I acted purely

on my own initiative, and that the responsibility for the

act was solely mine." His statement on this occasion was
filed later in the suit which was brought under the Taft

Administration against the Steel Trust in the United States

District Court of New Jersey, in October 1911. In it he

said:

**I was dealing with a panic and a situation where not

merely twenty-four hours, but one hour might cause wide-

spread disaster to the public. . . .

''I ought to say that from New York I had been told by
banker after banker that the Tennessee Coal and Iron
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securities were valueless as securities that counted in that

panic. . . .

"There were two matters to which my attention was

especially directed. One was the condition of things in

New York, the relief that the action would bring, not merely

to New York, but throughout the entire country—just as

much in Louisiana and Minnesota and California as in

New York. That was one thing. The other thing to which

my attention was particularly directed was the percentage

of holdings the Steel Corporation had, and had had and

would have after the Tennessee Coal and Iron properties

were acc[uired. . . .

"The knowledge that I had was that the Steel Corpora-

tion had some years previously possessed nearly sixty

per cent of the holdings of the steel industry in the country

;

that its percentage had shrunk steadily; that the addition

of the Tennessee Coal and Iron Company, which was some-

thing in the nature of four per cent,—somewhere between

two and four per cent, I have forgotten the exact amount,

somewhere around there,—did not bring up the percentage

of holdings of the Steel Corporation to what it had been

a few years previously. . . .

"My knowledge was simply this, that it was a matter of

general opinion among experts that the Tennessee Coal

and Iron people had a property which was almost worth-

less on their hands, nearly worthless to them, nearly worth-

less to the communities in which it was situated, and en-

tirely worthless to any financial institution that had the

securities the minute that any panic came, and that the

only way to give value to it was to put it in the hands of

people whose possession of it would be a guaranty that

there was value to it. . . .

"I believed at the time that the facts in the case were

as represented to me on behalf of the Steel Corporation,

and my further knowledge has convinced me that this was
true. I believed at the time that the representatives of the

Steel Corporation told me the truth as to the change that

would be worked in the percentage of the business which
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the proposed acquisition would give the Steel Corporation;

and further inquiry has confirmed to me that they did so.

I was not misled. The representatives of the Steel Cor-

poration told me the truth as to what the effect of the

action at that time would be, and any statement that I was
misled, or that the representatives of the Steel Corpora-

tion did not thus tell me the truth as to the facts of the case,

is itself not in accordance with the truth. '

'

On June 3, 1915, the court rendered a decision adverse to

the Government, dismissing as unproved the application for

the dissolution of the corporation on the ground that it

was a combination in restraint of trade. In its decision

the court said the purchase of the stock of the Tennessee

Coal and Iron Company had been as stated by Roosevelt

and was *'made in fair business course," and, in the

language of the Supreme Court, was the "honest exertion

of one's right to contract for his own benefit, unaccom-

panied by a wrongful motive to injure others." This

decision was a complete vindication of Roosevelt's course

and put a permanent stop to all criticism of it.

The Government took an appeal from the decision to the

Supreme Court of the United States and on March 1, 1920,

that court rendered a majority decision sustaining that of

the New Jersey District Court. In this decision the Su-

preme Court Justice said:

"There is, however, an important circumstance in con-

nection with that of the Tennessee Company which is

worthy to be noted. It was submitted to President Roose-

velt and he gave it his approval. His approval, of course,

did not make it legal, but it gives assurance of its legality,

and we know from his earnestness in the public welfare he

would have approved of nothing that had even a tendency

to its detriment. And he testified he was not deceived and
that he believed that 'the Tennessee Coal and Iron people

had a property which was almost worthless in their hands,

nearly worthless to them, nearly worthless to the communi-
ties in which it was situated, and entirely worthless to any
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financial institution that had the securities the minute that

any panic came, and that the only way to give value to it

was to put it in the hands of people whose possession of it

would be a guarantee that there was value to it."

Thus the highest tribunal in the nation ratified finally the

complete vindication that the New Jersey tribunal had
pronounced nearly five years earlier. In its decision the

Supreme Court used the phrase :

'

' The law does not make
mere size an offense." This was the position which Roose-

velt took toward corporations and trusts when he was
Governor of New York, namely, that they must be judged

not by size but by conduct,—a position which he held un-

swervingly ever afterwards.

During the year 1907 the President made many addresses

in various parts of the country and went on two tours

through the West and South, one in the Spring and one in

the Fall. In all his addresses he emphasized his unwaver-

ing adherence to the chief policies of his administration,

showing that the financial disturbances that were current

had not in the slightest degree influenced him in regard to

them. In an address that he made at the opening of the

Jamestown Exposition on April 26, 1907, he said;

"Our purpose is to build up rather than to tear down.

We show ourselves the truest friends of property when we
make it evident that we will not tolerate the abuses of

property. '

'

''This great Republic of ours shall never become the

government of a plutocracy, and it shall never become the

government of a mob."

An address that he made at Indianapolis, on Decoration

Day, May 30, 1907, aroused unusually bitter comment in

capitalistic circles because of its vigorous defense of his

railway and corporation policies and his avowed deter-

mination to pursue them without deviation or modification.
'

' Every Federal law dealing with corporations or with rail-
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roads," he declared, "that has been put upon the statute

books during the last six years has been a step in advance

in the right direction. . . . There can be no swerving from

the course that has thus been marked out in the legislation

actually enacted and in the messages in which I have asked

for further legislation. We best serve the interests of the

honest railway men when we announce that we will follow

out precisely this course. It is the course of real, of ulti-

mate conservatism. There will be no halt in the forward

movement toward a full development of this policy; and
those who wish us to take a step backward or to stand still,

if their wishes were realized, would find that they had in-

cited an outbreak of the very radicalism they fear."

Speaking at Keokuk, Iowa, on October 2, 1907, he said:

"A year or two ago certain representatives of labor called

upon me and in the course of a very pleasant conversation

told me they regarded me as the 'friend of labor.' I

answered that I certainly was, and that I would do every-

thing in my power for the laboring man except anything

that was wrong. I have the same answer to make to the

business man. I will do everything I can do to help busi-

ness conditions, except anything that is wrong."
He made similar speeches in Illinois, Missouri, Missis-

sippi and Tennessee.

His annual message to Congress, December 3, 1907, was
even longer than usual, for all his annual messages were
long, and gave more space than in previous messages to the

subject of governmental regulation of corporations. "Until
the National Government," he said, "assumes proper con-

trol of interstate commerce, in the exercise of the authority

it already possesses, it will be impossible either to give

to or to get from the railroads full justice. . . . The anti-

trust law should not be repealed, but it should be made
both more efficient and more in harmony with actual condi-

tions. It should be so amended as to forbid only the kind
of combination which does harm to the general public, such
amendment to be accompanied by, or to be an incident of,

a grant of supervisory power to the Government over these
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big concerns engaged in interstate commerce business.

This should be accompanied by a provision for the com-

pulsory publication of accounts and the subjection of books

and papers to the inspection of Government officials."

In his letter to Congressman Sherman, quoted in the pre-

ceding chapter, the President had spoken of Harriman as

*'at least as undesirable a citizen as Debs, or Moyer, or

Haywood. '

' This called forth a letter from a labor leader

in Chicago, to which the President replied in a letter which

won hearty approval throughout the country. In it he

said

:

The White House, Washington,

April 22, 1907.

Dear Sir:

I have received your letter of the 19th instant, in which

you enclose the draft of the formal letter which is to follow.

I have been notified that several delegations, bearing similar

requests, are on the way hither. In the letter you, on

behalf of the Cook County Moyer-Haywood conference, pro-

test against certain language I used in a recent letter which

you assert to be designed to influence the course of justice in

the case of the trial for murder of Messrs. Moyer and Hay-
wood. I entirely agree with you that it is improper to

endeavor to influence the course of justice, whether by
threats or in any similar manner. For this reason I have

regretted most deeply the action of such organizations as

your own in undertaking to accomplish this very result in

the very case of which you speak. For instance, your letter

is headed ''Cook County Moyer-Haywood-Pettibone Confer-

ence," with the headlines: ^^Death—can not—will not—and

shall not claim our brothers!" This shows that you and

your associates are not demanding a fair trial, or working

for a fair trial, but are announcing in advance that the ver-

dict shall only be one way and that you will not tolerate any
other verdict. Such action is flagrant in its impropriety,

and I join heartily in condemning it.

But it is a simple absurdity to suppose that because any
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man is on trial for a given offense he is therefore to be

freed from all criticism upon his general conduct and

manner of life. In my letter to which you object, I referred

to a certain prominent financier, Mr. Harriman, on the one

hand, and to Messrs. Moyer, Haywood and Debs on the

other, as being equally undesirable citizens. It is as foolish

to assert that this was designed to influence the trial of

Moyer and Haywood as to assert that it was designed to

influence the suits that have been brought against Mr.

Harriman. I neither expressed nor indicated any opinion

as to whether Messrs. Moyer and Haywood Avere guilty of

the murder of Governor Steunenberg. If they are guilty

they certainly ought to be punished. If they are not guilty

they certainly ought not to be punished. But no possible

outcome either of the trial or the suits can affect my judg-

ment as to the undesirability of the type of citizenship of

those whom I mentioned. Messrs. Moyer, Haywood and

Debs stand as representatives of those men who have done

as much to descredit the labor movement as the worst specu-

lative financiers or most unscrupulous employers of labor

and debauchers of legislatures have done to discredit honest

capitalists and fair-dealing business men. They stand as

the representatives of those men who by their public utter-

ances and manifestoes, by the utterances of the papers they

control or inspire, and by the words and deeds of those

associated with or subordinated to them, habitually appear

as guilty of incitement to or apology for bloodshed and

violence. If this does not constitute undesirable citizen-

ship, then there can never be any desirable citizenship.

The men whom I denounce represent the men who have

abandoned that legitimate movement for the uplifting of

labor, with which I have the most hearty sympathy; they

have adopted practices which cut them off from those who
lead this legitimate movement. In every way I shall sup-

port the law-abiding and upright representatives of labor

;

and in no way can I better support them than by drawing

the sharpest possible line between them on the one hand,
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and, on the other hand, those preachers of violence who are

themselves the worst foes of the honest laboring man."

(The letter is published in full in Roosevelt's 'Autobiog-

raphy' and also in his 'Addresses and State Papers'

—

P. F. ColUer & Sons.)



CHAPTER V

WORLD VOYAGE OF THE NAVY

President Roosevelt always regarded his sending of the

battle fleet of the navy around the world as a most im-

portant service to peace. He decided upon it at a critical

moment in the relations between the United States and

Japan. Throughout the entire year of 1907 he was en-

deavoring with zeal and infinite patience to induce the Cali-

fornia Legislature to refrain from violently offensive action

on the subject of Japanese immigration and the treatment

of Japanese children who had been excluded from the

public schools. In the end he succeeded completely, both

in Congress and in California. Writing from Oyster Bay
to Secretary Root, on July 13, he refers to his plan in

regard to the fleet:

"I am more concerned over the Japanese situation than

almost any other. Thank Heaven we have the navy in good

shape. It is high time, however, that it should go on a

cruise around the world. In the first place I think it will

have a pacific effect to show that it can be done ; and in the

next place, after talking thoroughly over the situation with

the naval board I became convinced that it was absolutely

necessary for us to try in time of peace to see just what
we could do in the way of putting a big battle fleet in the

Pacific, and not make the experiment in time of war.

**Aoki and Admiral Yamamoto were out here yesterday

at lunch. Aoki is a singularly cool and wise old boy. I am
afraid he is much more so than his fellow countrymen.

Yamamoto, an ex-Cabinet Minister and a man of impor-

tance, evidently had completely misunderstood the situation

here and what the possibilities were. I had a long talk

with him through an interpreter.

64
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'*He kept insisting that the Japanese must not be kept out

save as we keep out Europeans. I kept explaining to him
that what we had to do was to face facts ; that if American
laboring men came in and cut down the wages of Japanese

laboring men they would be shut out of Japan in one mo-
ment; and that Japanese laborers must be excluded from
the United States on economic grounds. I told him emphati-

cally that it was not possible to admit Japanese laborers

into the United States. I pointed out to him those rules

which Secretary Wilson quoted in his memorandum, which

show that the Japanese Government has already in force

restrictions against American laborers coming into Japan,

save in the old treaty ports, I pointed out that under our

present treaty we had explicitly reserved' the right to

exclude Japanese laborers. I talked freely of the intended

trip of the battleship fleet through the Pacific, mentioning

that it would return home very shortly after it had been sent

out there ; at least in all probability. I also was most com-

plimentary about Japan, and repeated at length the argu-

ments that I had written to Takahira and Kaneko. How
much impression I made upon him I can not say."

The California controversy was at its height in the

summer of 1907, and sensational newspapers in the United

States and Japan were vying with each other in inflamma-

tory utterances calculated to promote ill-feeling between the

two nations.- The President had unhesitatingly taken

action in behalf of the Japanese in the controversy. In

view of the hostile utterances of the Japanese press he

deemed it well, as he stated to me subsequently, that the

Japanese people should not think that his action had been

taken in fear of Japan, and he accordingly decided to send

the battle fleet into the Pacific and around the world to

show that the United States earnestly desired peace, but

was not in the least afraid of war. ''This demonstration,"

he said to me, '

' of combined courtesy and strength nowhere
received a heartier response than in Japan, which is itself

both strong and courteous. No English, German or other
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battlefleet had ever gone to the Pacific. I regarded the

Pacific as home waters just as much as the Atlantic, and

regarded it as essential to find out in time of peace whether

or not the fleet could be put there bodily. I determined

on the move without consulting the Cabinet precisely as

I took Panama without consulting the Cabinet. A council

of war never fights, and in a crisis the duty of a leader is

to lead and not to take refuge behind the generally timid

wisdom of a multitude of counselors. Except the digging

of the Panama Canal this voyage of the battlefleet im-

pressed Europe with a feeling of friendly respect for the

United States more than anything else that had occurred

since the Civil "War." (See also his 'Autobiography' and

the passage in his ''Khartoum to London" letter to Sir

George Otto Trevelyan, Chapter xiv.)

When the President's purpose was announced a great

outcry was raised in certain New York newspapers against

taking the fleet from Atlantic waters and appeals were

made to Congress to forbid its sailing. The chairman of

the Senate Committee on Naval Affairs announced that the

fleet should not and could not go, because Congress would

refuse to appropriate the money. Roosevelt announced in

response that he had enough money to take the fleet around

to the Pacific anyway, that it would certainly go, and that

if Congress did not choose to appropriate enough money
to get the fleet back, it would stay in the Pacific. There

was no further difiiculty about the money.

"Writing to Dr. Albert Shaw, New York, on September

3, 1907, he said:

"Unless I am impeached I shall be President for nine-

teen months and I shall most certainly not be President

any longer, and in all probability will hold no public office,

so that the hysterical violence of the attacks of the Wall
Street crowd are of no possible consequence to me. But
they have shown signs recently of getting into a condition

not much better than that of the Moyer and Haywood
people. Their most servile and most violent and most un-

scrupulous representative (in the press) is, as part of its
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campaign on behalf of the wealthy malefactor class, trying

to prevent the fleet from going to the Pacific. It can not

prevent it. I will tolerate no assault upon the navy or

upon the honor of the country, nor will I permit anything

so fraught with menace as the usurpation by any clique of

Wall Street Senators of my function as Commander-in-

Chief."

The fleet sailed from Hampton Roads on December 16,

1907. It passed in review before the President who had

gone to Hampton Eoads on the Mayflower to be present at

its departure. It was composed of 16 battleships, with

ofiicers and crews numbering about 12,000 men. The fleet

went first to San Francisco through the Straits of Magellan

under command of Admiral Robley D. Evans. At that

point the command was turned over to Admiral C. S.

Sperry, Admiral Evans being relieved at his own request.

The President had always held Admiral Evans in high

esteem as a naval officer, and in accepting his request he

wrote to him, March 23, 1908:

''It is with very great regret that at your own request

I relieve you from command. You have now practically

finished your active service in the United States Navy;

and you have brought your long and honorable career,

identified to a peculiar degree with the whole history of

the navy, to a close by an achievement which marks the

entrance of the United States into the rank of naval powers

of the first class. In your early youth as a young officer

you won a signal gallantry in the Civil "War. You have

closed your career by conducting a great battle fleet from

the North Atlantic to the North Pacific in a manner which

has shown you to be a master of your profession. The

fleet comes to San Francisco in better shape than when it

left Hampton Roads ; better fit for service in every way ; and

the officers and men owe no small part of their improvement

in their profession to the mastery of your profession which

your handling of the fleet has shown.
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With thanks, congratulations and good wishes, be-

lieve me, Sincerely yours,

Theodoke Roosevelt.

From San Francisco the fleet went to New Zealand, Aus-

tralia, t]ie Philippines, China and Japan, and home by way
of the ISuez Canal. It was gone about 16 months, arriving

at Hampton Roads on February 22, 1909. In placing Ad-

miral Sperry in command the President wrote him a letter,

March 21, 1908, which shows in the following passages how
desirous he was to maintain friendly relations with Japan

:

"I need not tell you that you should exercise the most
careful watch throughout the time that you are in Oriental

waters—for you will naturally exercise the most careful

watch at all times both before and after you leave the

Orient. I wish to impress upon you, what I do not suppose

is necessary, to see to it that none of our men does anything

out of the way while in Japan. If you give the enlisted

men leave while at Tokio or anywhere else in Japan be

careful to choose only those upon whom you can abso-

lutely depend. There must be no suspicion of insolence or

rudeness on our part.

''I firmly believe that the Japanese Government will

use every effort to see that the highest consideration and
courtesy are accorded to our people, and you of course will

do everything in your power to show the utmost considera-

tion and courtesy to the Japanese with whom you are

brought in contact, not only in Japan but elsewhere. We
want to take peculiar care in this matter."

The President went to Hampton Roads to meet the fleet

on its return, and on board the flagship of the Admiral he

delivered an address of congratulation which is published

in full in his 'Autobiography.'

The return of the fleet was greeted with a great outburst

of pride and praise, and the newspapers that had been
most violent in their opposition to the voyage were loudest

in their congratulations and expressions of national rejoic-

ing over its achievement.



CHAPTER VI

LETTERS ON MANY SUBJECTS—GENERAL LEE—VISIT-
ING ROYALTIES—JEFFERSON—"IN GOD WE TRUST"

As in other years, Roosevelt's letters in 1907 exhibit the

wide range of his interests. One that he wrote on January

16, 1907, to the committee of arrangements for the celebra-

tion of the hundredth anniversary of the birth of General

Robert E. Lee, commanded warm approval in the South be-

cause of its generous estimate of General Lee's character.

In it he said

:

''General Lee has left us the memory, not merely of his

extraordinary skill as a general, his dauntless courage and

high leadership in campaign and battle, but also of that

serene greatness of soul characteristic of those who most

readily recognize the obligations of civic duty. Once the

war was over, he instantly undertook the task of healing

and binding up the wounds of his countrymen, in the true

spirit of those who feel malice toward none and charity

toward all; in that spirit which from the throes of the

Civil War brought forth the real and indissoluble Union

of to-day. It was eminently fitting that this great man,

this war-worn veteran of a mighty struggle, who, at its

close, simply and quietly undertook his duty as a plain,

every-day citizen, bent only upon helping his people in the

paths of peace and tranquillity, should turn his attention

toward educational work ; toward bringing up in fit fashion

the younger generation, the sons of those who had proved

their faith by their endeavor in the heroic days. '

'

To Melville E. Stone, Manager of the Associated Press,

who had written to him about the approaching visit of a

prince from one of the smaller European countries, he

wrote on July 16, 1907

:

69
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**I hope he will come incog. To be perfectly frank, I

think it unfortunate that he should come at all. As you

know, we make a strong effort to prevent royalties coming

here. Mr. Bacon will send you a circular issued by

John Hay some years ago to our diplomatic and consular

representatives, explaining this point. I am continually

importuned to get over here, now Emperor William, now
President Diaz, now King Edward, and now all sorts and

kinds of princes. If one comes it makes a precedent which

others are apt to follow, and you know as well as I do that

mth all these princes we are apt to have difficulties—some-

times because some demagogue thinks it will help him to say

disagreeable things about them; sometimes because of the

officious and rather snobbish action of the people who
regard themselves as of high social position in desiring to

entertain the princes ; and sometimes from the simple fact

that in a democratic government like ours it is very hard

to arrange properly for the reception of members of royal

houses. Of course you understand that I can not make him
a guest of the nation. Congress only can do that."

His absorbing interest in the welfare of the working

people of the land, which began when he was a member of

the New York Legislature and deepened steadily through-

out his life, finds expression in a letter to his official asso-

ciate. Justice W. H. Moody, of the Supreme Court, on

September 21, 1907, together with his estimate of Jefferson

:

*'I am continually brought in contact with very wealthy

people. They are socially the friends of my family, and if

not friends, at least acquaintances of mine, and they were

friends of my father's. I think they mean well on the

whole, but the more I see of them the more profoundly

convinced I am of their entire unfitness to govern the coun-

try, and of the lasting damage they do by much of what they

are inclined to think are the legitimate big business opera-

tions of the day. They are blind to some of the tendencies

of the time, as the French noblesse was before the French

Revolution; and they possess the same curious mixture of
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impotency to deal with movements that should be put down
and of rancorous stupidity in declining to abandon the

kind of reaction and policy which can do nothing but harm.

Moreover, usually entirely without meaning it, they are

singularly callous to the needs, sufferings, and feelings of

the great mass of the people who work with their hands.

They show this in their attitude toward such a matter as

the employers' liability bill. They are simply unable to

understand what it means to a working man's family to

have the breadwinner killed or crippled. They are not able

to grasp the unmerited and dreadful suffering thus brought

on many different people. Heaven knows how cordially I

despise Jefferson, but he did have one great virtue which

his Federalist opponents lacked—^he stood for the plain

people, whom Abraham Lincoln afterwards represented.

''By the way, speaking of Jefferson, isn't it humiliating

to realize that Jefferson—who I think was, not even except-

ing Buchanan, the most incompetent chief executive we ever

had, and whose well-nigh solitary service as President to

his country, the acquisition of Louisiana, was rendered by

adopting the Federalist principles which he had most fierce-

ly denounced—isn't it humiliating to think that he should

have been, as President, rather more popular than Wash-
ington himself at the very close of his administration, and

that almost all the State legislatures, excluding Massa-

chusetts but including Ehode Island and Vermont, should

have petitioned him to serve for another term and should

have sent him formal messages of grateful thanks for his

services after his term was over? We lived through Jef-

ferson's administration, though he did us much damage;

and we could live through Bryan or a reactionary; but I

do not want to see the experience tried.
'

'

To a clergyman who had differed with him about placing

''In God We Trust" on the new coinage, he v/rote on

November 11, 1907:

"When the question of the new coinage came up we
looked into the law and found there was no warrant therein
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for putting 'IN GOD WE TRUST' on the coins. As the

custom, although without legal warrant, had grown up,

however, I might have felt at liberty to keep the inscrip-

tion had I approved of its being on the coinage. But as

I did not approve of it, I did not direct that it should again

be put on. Of course the matter of the law is absolutely

in the hands of Congress, and any direction of Congress in

the matter will be immediately obeyed. At present, as I

have said, there is no warrant in law for the inscription.

"My own feeling in the matter is due to my very firm

conviction that to put such a motto on coins, or to use it

in any kindred manner, not only does no good but does

positive harm, and is in effect irreverence which comes dan-

gerously close to sacrilege. A beautiful and solemn sen-

tence such as the one in question should be treated and

uttered only with that fine reverence which necessarily im-

plies a certain exaltation of spirit. Any use which tends to

cheapen it, and above all, any use which tends to secure its

being treated in a spirit of levity, is from every stand-

point profoundly to be regretted. It is a motto which it is

indeed well to have inscribed on our great national monu-

ments, in our temples of justice, in our legislative halls,

and in buildings such as those at West Point and Annapolis

—in short wherever it will tend to arouse and inspire a

lofty emotion in those who look thereon. But it seems to me
eminently unwise to cheapen such a motto by use on coins,

just as it would be to cheapen it by use on postage stamps,

or in advertisements.

''As regards its use on the coinage we have actual ex-

perience by which to go. In all my life I have never heard

any human being speak reverently of this motto on the

coins or show any sign of its having appealed to any high

emotion in him. But I have literally hundreds of times

heard it used as an occasion of, and incitement to, the sneer-

ing ridicule which it is above all things undesirable that so

beautiful and exalted a phrase should excite. For example,

throughout the long contest, extending over several decades,

on the free coinage question, the existence of this motto
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on the coins was a constant source of jest and ridicule;

and this was unavoidable. Every one must remember the

innumerable cartoons and articles based on phrases like

'In God we trust for the other eight cents'; 'In God we
trust for the short weight'; 'In God we trust for the

thirty-seven cents we do not pay'; and so forth, and so

forth. Surely I am well within bounds when I say that a

use of the phrase which invites constant levity of this type

is most undesirable. If Congress alters the law and directs

me to replace on the coins the sentence in question the

direction will be immediately put into effect; but I very

earnestly trust that the religious sentiment of the country,

the spirit of reverence in the country, will prevent any
such action being taken. '

'

Three letters on literary subjects display his varied read-

ing:

January 11, 1907.

To Mrs. H. C. Lodge: I return Gissing's book on Dickens

and also 'The Greek View of Life.' Isn't it curious how
much resemblance there is between the Japanese spirit and
the Greek spirit of the Periclean age? The Japanese, un-

like the Greeks, were able to transform their spirit of

intense but particularistic patriotism into a broad national

patriotism, and so they have been formidable as a na-

tionality in a way in which it was wholly impossible for the

Greeks ever to be. It is curious that one of the worst

of the Greek attitudes, that toward women, should be repro-

duced in the Japan of to-day.

January 29, 1907.

To W. C. Brownell: Every now and then one sud-

denly comes across a sentence which exactly phrases a

thought which there has long seemed to be need of formu-

lating, but as to which the words to express it have been

lacking. In your article on Lowell, which of course I liked

all through (except that I would put parts of 'The Big-

low Papers' higher with reference to the 'Commemora-

tion Ode' than you do), I particularly like your phrase
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'the American democratic ideal is Brahminism in manners
and taste, not in sympathies and ideas.*

Abraham Lincoln's democracy was so essential and virile

that it would not have lost in any way if he had had the

manners and tastes of Lowell. One can like to see the

White House restored by McKim, and our gold coinage

modeled by Saint-Gaudens, without the least abatement of

the feeling of being one of Abraham Lincoln's plain people

and of keenest sympathy with, admiration for and desire

to represent, them.

Oyster Bay,

July 20, 1907.

To Brander Matthews: What delightful reading Lang
always is! Your letter, with his essay on the American

President of the future, was sandwiched in this morning

between internal politics and our relations with Japan;

and I appreciated the diversion. Who but Lang could

write with such genuine humor, and be so amusing, and yet

leave no sting behind?

By the way, I wish Lang would tell me if there really

is an 'Aryan' race; Aryan speech, yes; Aryan race—well,

I am very doubtful.

Three letters to John Burroughs, whom he always ad-

dressed as '
' Oom John, '

' display his keen delight in study-

ing bird and animal life

:

Oyster Bay,

June 22, 1907.

I hope you know what a pleasure it was to have you and

Childs out here the other day, and I am so glad that the

purple finch, the black-throated warbler and the red-winged

blackbird all behaved like gentlemen and turned up as I had

said they would.

Oyster Bay,

July 11, 1907.

Yesterday we cut that fine clover, which I horrified you

by walking about in while looking for that redwing black-
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bird's nest. After we cut it I was interested to see two

orchard orioles (the ones you saw in the garden) come

and industriously hunt over the cut clover for insects.

Three days ago I shot a yellow-throated or Dominican

warbler here—the first I had ever seen. I was able to iden-

tify it with absolute certainty, but as the record might be

deemed of importance I reluctantly shot the bird, a male,

and gave the mutilated skin to the American Museum of

Natural History people so that they might be sure of the

identification. The breeding season was past, and no dam-

age came to the species from shooting the specimen; but

I must say that I care less and less for the mere "collect-

ing" as I grow older.

Oystee Bay,

July 19, 1907.

I have your letter of the 12th instant. As you well know,

my friendship with you has been one of the things that

I have most valued, and I should be particularly glad to

have a little book made up of the sketch in question, with

the Yellowstone article, with the article that you have

given it.

In cutting that clover field we were working very hur-

riedly to avoid a rain. There were four of us at work, and I

simply never thought of the nests till afterwards, when we
were loading the hay from the cocks into the hay wagon.

I am as positive as I can be, however, from the behavior

of the female redwings, that there was certainly one, and

I think two, of the nests within fifty yards of that corner

of the old barn.

Have you Chapman's book on the warblers'? If so, yon

will find the description and picture of the Dominican or

yellow-throated warbler. Although the picture does not

portray the bird as it ought to, with the long bill of the

black-and-white warbler instead of the ordinary Dendroica.

If you will tell me what book of birds you have by you,

which contains an account of the warblers, I will write

you back the page on which you will find the description.

It is funny how incidents sometimes crowd together.
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Really I have begun to feel a little like a nature fakir my-
self during the last fortnight ; for I have seen two or three

things which I very much wish you could have seen with me.

The other night I took out the boys in row boats for a camp-

ing-out expedition. We camped on the beach under a low

bluff near the grove where a few years ago on a similar

expedition we saw a red fox. This time two young foxes,

evidently three years' cubs, came around the camp fire half

a dozen times during the night, coming up within ten yards

of the fire to pick up scraps and seeming to be very little

bothered by our presence. Yesterday on the tennis ground

I found a mole shrew. He was near the side lines

first. I picked him up in my handkerchief, as he bit my
hand, and after we had all looked at him I let him go, but

in a few minutes he came back and deliberately crossed the

tennis grounds by the net. As he ran over the level floor

of the court his motion reminded all of us of the motion of

those mechanical mice that run around on wheels when
wound up,

A chipmunk that lives near the tennis court continually

crosses it while the game is in progress. He has done it

two or three times this year, and either he or his predeces-

sor has had the same habit for several years. I am really

puzzled to know why he should go across this perfectly bare

surface, with the players jumping about on it, when he is

not frightened and has no reason that I can see for going.

Apparently he grows accustomed to the players and moves
about among them as he would move about, for instance,

among a herd of cattle. I suppose that Mr. Blank would
describe him as joining in the game

!

I was immensely amused at Blank's outburst concerning

your visit here. It was his evident belief that I had picketed

out the black throated green warbler on the top of that

locust tree in anticipation of your presence.



CHAPTER VII

PERSISTENT REFUSAL OF A THIRD TERM

From the very beginning of 1907 the newspapers were

filled with gossip about a possible third term for the Presi-

dent. There was scarcely a break in the current of it

throughout the year. Writing to his intimate and valued

friend, Charles G. Washburn, of Worcester, Mass., on

April 17, 1907, he said: As for myself you are entirely

right. I have never for a moment altered my views as to

the wisdom of my declaration after the election of 1904.

It is time for some one else to stand his trick at the wheel."

To his son Kermit, on May 15, 1907, he wrote:

'*At the moment I am having a slightly irritating

time with the well-meaning but foolish friends who want

me to run for a third terai. The curious thing about it is

that there are plenty of people who really think they want

me to run for a third term who, if I did run, would feel

very much disappointed in me and would feel that I had

come short of the ideal they had formed of me. I think

the talk will all die out and I do not want to make another

statement just at the moment. If necessary, however, next

winter I shall make another statement so emphatic that it

must put a stop to any further talk.
'

'

The third term talk became so general in August that the

New York Times took a canvass of Republican editors on

the subject, and on August 7, 1907, published letters from
63 of those editors in reply to the question whether Presi-

dent Roosevelt was as popular and as strong generally

with the voters as he was at the time of his election. In

editorial comment on these replies the Times said:

77
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"The most remarkable social and political phenomenon
observable in this republic to-day is the immense and grow-
ing popularity of Theodore Eoosevelt. Through the large

numbers of dispatches from the editors of Republican news-
papers which we print this morning there runs this single

note—the President's popularity is growing; he is to-day
stronger with the people than ever before. The enthusiasm
he has aroused asks no questions, demands no pledges,

imposes no conditions. Its confidence, like its admiration,

is boundless.

**No American statesman ever had such an unquestion-

ing support, a support so completely uncritical or one so

manifestly due to the inspiration awakened by personality.

It is an astonishing spectacle. To the renomination of

President Grant in 1880 it was felt that the third-term

tradition offered an insuperable obstacle. It will not in

the slightest degree avail against the wave of popular favor
that now promises to make Mr. Roosevelt the candidate
next year. With the spirit he has invoked and stirred tra-

dition counts for nothing. If the time for sobering up
should be long deferred, we do not know that even institu-

tions would count for very much. '

'

To his cousin, Mr. W. Emlen Roosevelt, on November 9,

1907, the President wrote

:

''Most emphatically, I do not wish to run again for Presi-

dent. As I think I have made this remark in public, and in

private letters which were not marked private, several hun-
dred times, in addition to saying it quite as often in private
conversation, it really does not seem advisable to say any-
thing more at present. I find that it is absolutely useless
to try to correct untruths or misrepresentations even of
the most flagrant kind in the newspapers. If I should say
anything whatever about not running again it would cause
a furore for one week and then the next week they would
say I was intriguing for a nomination and would expect
a denial."
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On November 19, 1907, he sent the following circular note

to the Secretary of the Treasury, the Post Master General,

and the Secretary of the Interior

:

*'I have been informed that certain office-holders in your

Department are proposing to go to the National Conven-

tion as delegates in favor of renominating me for the Presi-

dency, or are proposing to procure my endorsement for

such renomination by State conventions. This must not be.

I wish you to inform such officers as you may find it advis-

able or necessary to inform in order to carry out the spirit

of this instruction, that such advocacy of my renomination,

or acceptance of an election as delegate for that purpose,

will be regarded as a serious violation of official propriety

and will be dealt with accordingly. '

'

In the midst of the third term discussion a decided sen-

sation was created by the publication on April 5, 1907, of

what appeared to be a well-authenticated report of an inci-

dent that had occurred at a private dinner at a hotel in

Washington. According to this report a Republican United

States Senator, noted for his intense hostility to the Presi-

dent, while under the mellowing influence of food and drink,

had revealed the existence of a plot for the defeat of any

candidate who might be named by Roosevelt, or who was

known to share his views on public affairs. The plot was

to be backed by a fund of $5,000,000 which was to be used

where ''it would do the most good." "Favorite sons"

were to be put forward to prevent any particular candidate

from securing a nomination at the outset of the balloting;

Roosevelt was to be ostensibly favored in Legislative reso-

lutions and by delegates with the belief that he would re-

fuse to accept a nomination and delegates professing to

favor him could be switched to the candidate selected by

the plotters when the time arrived for putting him forward.

There was an animated discussion of the plot for a brief

period and then it passed from sight never to be heard of

again. If it had ever existed, publicity had made its suc-

cess impossible.
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In the meantime Roosevelt let it be known that Secretary

Taft was his choice for his successor and there was scarcely

a doubt that Taft would be named by the Republican Na-

tional Convention. Third term talk persisted, however, but

Roosevelt's letters show that he opposed it strenuously.

In the end his renomination was prevented only by the de-

termined opposition of his personal friends and authorized

spokesmen in the convention.

But the approach of a national campaign in which his

administration was to be the chief issue did not induce the

President to alter in the slightest degree the policies which

he had been advocating for six years. Although he had

sent a very long message to Congress in December, 1907,

he sent a special one to it on January 31, 1908, in which

he urged the passage of a new Employers' Liability act to

take the place of the one passed at a previous session and

declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court, and urged

also additional legislation ''as regards the relation between

capital and labor and between great corporations and the

public," measures which were desirable because of the

"gravely significant attitude toward the law and its admin-

istration recently adopted by certain heads of great cor-

porations. '
' In defining the *

' gravely significant attitude, '

'

he said:

''The Standard Oil Corporation and the railway com-

pany have both been found guilty by the courts of criminal

misconduct; both have been sentenced to pay heavy fines;

and each has issued and published broadcast these state-

ments, asserting their innocence and denouncing as im-

proper the action of the courts and juries in convicting them
of guilt. These statements are very elaborate, very

ingenious, and are untruthful in important particulars.

"The amount of money the representatives of certain

great moneyed interests are willing to spend can be gauged

by their recent publication broadcast throughout the papers

of this country, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, of huge

advertisements attacking with envenomed bitterness the

Administration's policy of warring against successful dis-
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honesty, and by their circulation of pamphlets and books

prepared with the same object; while they likewise push

the circulation of the writings and speeches of men who,

whether because they are misled or because, seeing the

light, they yet are willing to sin against the light, serve

these their masters of great wealth to the cost of the plain

people. The books and pamphlets, the controlled news-

papers, the speeches by public or private men, to which I

refer, are usually and especially in the interest of the

Standard Oil Trust and of certain notorious railroad com-

binations, but they also defend other individuals and cor-

porations of great wealth that have been guilty of wrong-

doing. '

'

In February the Louisville and Nashville Railway Com-

pany announced its intention to reduce the wages of its

employees, saying that *'the drastic laws inimical to the

interests of the railroads that have in the past year or two

been enacted by Congress and the State Legislatures" were

largely responsible for the reduction. Several other com-

panies announced a similar purpose. On February 18,

1908, the President sent an open letter to the Interstate

Commerce Commission, mentioning these announcements

and requesting the commission to make a thorough investi-

gation of the conditions of the roads and ascertain the real

merits of the case. In his letter he said

:

"If the reduction in wages is due to natural causes, the

loss of business being such that the burden should be, and

is, equitably distributed between capitalist and wage-

worker, the public should know it. If it is caused by legis-

lation, the public, and Congress, should know it; and if it

is caused by misconduct in the past financial or other opera-

tions of any railroad, then everybody should know it, espe-

cially if the excuse of unfriendly legislation is advanced

as a method of covering up past business misconduct by

the railroad managers, or as a justification for failure to

treat fairly the wage-earning employees of the company.

''It is sincerely to be hoped, therefore, that any wage
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controversy that may arise between the railroads and their

employees may find a peaceful solution through the methods

of conciliation and arbitration already provided by Con-

gress, which have proven so effective during the past year.

To this end the Commission should be in a position to have

available for any Board of Conciliation or Arbitration

relevant data pertaining to such carriers as may become

involved in industrial disputes. Should conciliation fail

to effect a settlement and arbitration be rejected, accurate

information should be available in order to develop a prop-

erly formed public opinion."

The President's letter achieved its purpose, for the re-

duction was not made.

Writing to Col. Henry L. Higginson, of Boston, on Feb-

ruary 19, 1908, the President thus explained his action

:

"The trouble that I have comes from the fact that the

big corporations that are working to discredit the laws and

prevent proper laws being passed continually force me
into action which is unavoidable, unless I am content to

see the policies in which I believe overthrown, and yet which

I very sincerely regret having to take. The Louisville and
Nashville Railroad, for instance, in this endeavor to dis-

credit the law, announces a reduction of wages, which it

says is due to our unwise legislation. Such a challenge as

that must at once be accepted by the Government to the

extent of ordering an immediate investigation to ascertain

its truth. So it is with my message to Congress. The out-

rageous fabrications and falsehoods of the Standard Oil

and Harriman people, the Santa Fe people and others, were

producing an effect that had to be counteracted. These

corporations have probably spent a million dollars in their

enormous advertisements and books and insertion of mat-

ter in 'patent insides' for the country papers, and the

like—prominent newspaper men having told me that they

reckoned that a million dollars w^as an under estimate of

the amount they must have spent—and this is an earnest

of how much more they are willing to spend for a re-
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action. Now it is simply out of the question for me to

submit, on behalf of the great mass of our people, to the

success of such a movement, so engineered, and for such

purposes. It is they who force the fighting, and not I.

''Take another instance—that of legislation I am advo-

cating. I am advocating just the legislation the necessity

of which you have again and again pointed out—that is,

amendments to the anti-trust and interstate commerce laws

in order to make legal proper combinations. But the very

corporations that have been loudly insisting that those laws

are bad, take not the slightest interest in their amendment.

They do not want them changed and they do not care to

have them removed from the statute books, but they expect

to have Jhem administered crookedly. Of course, as far

as I am concerned such expectation is vain.
'

' Now about the banking and currency system : I agree

with you in your main contentions. I would like to see a

thoroughly good system of banking and currency; but ap-

parently you think little of the Aldrich bill, and yet this is

the only measure that has been proposed that we can se-

riously consider. The trouble is that the minute I try to get

action all the financiers and business men differ so that no-

body can advise me, nobody can give me any aid, and only

Senator Aldrich has proposed a bill. I have taken the

liberty of sending to Senator Aldrich what you say about

the banking and currency measure, together with a com-

munication from Andrew Carnegie."

When Congress adjourned he wrote to his son Kermit,

May 31, 1908, a statement of what it had done:

"Congress has not given me nearly all the legislation

I should have had, but there has been some advance after

all. In foreign matters and as regards the navy and the

army Congress has really done well. A number of treaties

have been ratified, the upbuilding of the fleet continued, the

army and navy better paid, the Tokio Exposition has been

provided for, the Chinese indemnity returned. Then in

home matters we have passed a good Employers' Liability
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bill and a child labor bill for the District of Columbia. We
have handled the Alaska coal fields as they ought to be

handled. So that, although I am chagrined that more has

not been done, I am glad that we have gone a little ahead

and not a little behind. '

'

To Whitelaw Reid, in London, he wrote, on May 25, 1908

:

''Congress is ending, but by no means in a blaze of glory.

The leaders in the House and Senate felt a relief that they

did not try to conceal at the fact that I was not to re-

main as President, and need not be too implicitly followed;

and they forget that the discipline that they have been able

to keep for the last six years over their followers was

primarily due to the fact that we had a compact and ag-

gressive organization, kept together by my leadership, due

to my hold, and the hold the policies I championed had

upon the people. Accordingly they have seen their own
power crumble away under their hands and both the House
and Senate are now in chaos. All opposition to Taft has

died down and he will be nominated easily. But in elect-

ing him we shall have no help from the record of the present

Congress. The election must be won upon his own per-

sonality; upon the general Republican achievement of the

past twelve years; and, by no means, upon the rather ab-

surd attitude of the Democracy."

Efforts to nominate him for a third term became rapidly

active in May, 1908, and his letters show how earnestly he

was opposing them and what his reasons were for object-

ing to them:

May 28, 1908.

To Hon. Alston G. Dayton, U. S. District Judge, Philippi,

Virginia: "I see that two of the West Virginia dele-

gates who were elected under instructions for Taft have

announced that they will go for me, and I have seen

a letter from Governor Dawson in which he stated that

he has first-hand information that they have done this

in response to pressure from the Standard Oil Company.
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I should doubt the trustworthiness of the last, because all

the information I have, public and private, is that the first

thing the Standard Oil Company wishes is to have anybody

else nominated to succeed me in the Presidency, and they

are trying to deter all litigation simply to have it passed

over the fourth of March next. But the rumor is of impor-

tance because it shows the kind of thing that will be said,

and will inevitably be said of any man who, having been in-

structed for Taft, changes and goes for me. . . . Can you

not quietly inform the gentlemen in question how strongly

I feel (and I trust how strongly you also feel) that they

ought to abide by their instructions? I think this is im-

portant from their own standpoint, and what is of infinite-

ly more consequence, from the standpoint of the party and

the country."

May 29, 1908.

A line in addition to what I wrote you yesterday, as

I fear I did not express quite as plainly as I should my feel-

ing on one point. I most strenuously object to any friend

of mine going for me on any ballot. But what I wanted to

convey was that as regards the first ballot the only honor-

able course, in my judgment, which an instructed delegate

can follow is to vote in accordance with his instructions.

To do otherwise would necessarily give rise to very un-

pleasant comment, not only as regards the delegate himself

but as regards the man for whom he voted. As a matter of

fact, we will nominate Taft on the first ballot by about 700

votes; so we do not really have to concern ourselves with

what comes after the first ballot, and my object is to keep

men square on this ballot. But I need hardly add that

even if there should have to be another ballot, my friends

are not to go for me.

May 29, 1908.

To the Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott: As to the matter

of my renomination, it seems to me that the proper

ground to take is that any one who supposes that I

have been scheming for it is not merely a fool, but shows

himself to be a man of low morality. He reflects upon him-
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self, not upon me. There has never been a moment when

I could not have had the Republican nomination with prac-

tical unanimity by simply raising one finger. At this mo-

ment I am still actively engaged in getting delegates for

Taft—as in Texas, for instance, to mention something that

occurred a week ago ; or in preventing delegates who have

been instructed for Taft for declaring that they would go

for me anyhow—to cite action which I took yesterday as

regards two delegates in West Virginia. Any man com-

petent to express any opinion whatever knows this perfect-

ly well. He knows that not merely the far West but that,

for instance, the conventions of New York, New Jersey,

Massachusetts and Vermont would have gone for me with

the wildest enthusiasm if I had merely said I was willing

to abide by the judgment of the party as to whether or

not it was expedient that I should run.

Under such circumstances, when I could without the

slightest difficulty have made each State convention declare

for me with infinitely greater enthusiasm than any State

convention has shown about anything yet, it is simply silly

to suppose that I would go into some intrigue even more
futile than tortuous—an intrigue that would have to be
kept secret from all my best friends, including, for in-

stance. Senator Lodge, and Loeb, and all my family—an
intrigue which would be entirely pointless, and almost cer-

tainly of no avail. Moreover, be it remembered that the

same people who speak of this as my secret intention are

at other times the ones who are loudest in denouncing me
for trying to bring about Taft's nomination. The real fact

is, as most of them know perfectly well, that nothing could

have prevented my renomination excepting the most reso-

lute effort on my part to get some one else accepted as

representing me and nominated in my place ; and I had this

object partly in view in endeavoring to get Taft nominated,

although I was of course mainly actuated by the fact that I

think that of all men in the country Taft is the best fitted

at this time to be President and to carry on the work upon
which we have entered during the past six years.
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The facts about the third-term agitation are that it does

not come from any men high in public life, but from plain

people who take no very great part in politics, and who seem

to have been puzzled at my attitude in declining to run.

The politicians, like the big business men, all cordially agree

with me that I ought liot to run again. A few weeks ago

there was an article published that you ought to see if you
have any desire to know where the third-term talk comes

from. It isn't *' inspired" from above at all. Yesterday,

for instance, Vorys, Taft's campaign manager in Ohio,

suddenly told me that he had difficulty in Ohio in prevent-

ing the ordinary voters, the men whom he would meet at

the drug stores or in the cars, or in similar places, from
insisting upon my being nominated. Under such circum-

stances I would be exasperated, if I were not amused, at

so much as anybody talking about the supposition that

I was engaged in an effort to have the renomination forced

upon me. As a matter of fact I doubt if Taft himself could

be more anxious than I am that Taft be nominated, and
that any stampede to me be prevented. I wish it on every

account, personal and public, and I am bending every

energy now to prevent the possibility of such a stampede

;

because if the convention were stampeded and I were nomi-

nated an exceedingly ugly situation would be created, a

situation very difficult to meet at all and impossible to meet
satisfactorily; whereas if, as I have every reason to believe,

Taft is nominated almost by acclamation, certainly on the

first ballot, everything is as it should be.



CHAPTER VIII

THIRD TERM STAMPEDE PREVENTED

Two letters that Roosevelt wrote when the National Con-

vention was about to assemble furnish conclusive evidence

of his determination to stifle all schemes for making him

the nominee:

June 1, 1908.

To F. H. Hitchcock, Chairman of the Republican Na-

tional Committee: I hand you a copy of a letter to Judge

Dayton which explains itself. If any other delegates

elected for Taft or instructed for him, or from con-

stituencies which, being favorable to me and knowing

my feeling in the matter, have expressed a preference for

Taft—if, as I say, any such delegates show the slightest

symptom of weakening, such as these West Virginia dele-

gates have shown, I hope you will show them this letter

and say that it applies to all delegates who, under such

circumstances, may be tempted to do as these West Vir-

ginia delegates have done. Such action is not only to be

deeply regretted from their standpoint but also from my
standpoint. It can not but give rise to the very most un-

pleasant type of comment not only as regards them but

as regards me. We have every reason to believe that Taft

will be nominated on the first ballot by an overwhelming

majority and it may not be necessary for you to show this

letter to any one; but I want you to have it and to show
it should necessity arise. I of course desire if possible

to avoid making another public statement in the matter,

and this is on Taft's account just as much as mine, so do

not let this letter get into the newspapers.

88
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June 1, 1908.

To Senator Lodge: I enclose a letter of which

Hitchcock has a copy. It is to be shown quietly to

any of the Taft delegates who show the slightest symptoms
of going for me, for you will see that it is written for use

mth the two Taft delegates from West Virginia. Just this

morning I have spoken to Hopkins, of Illinois ; and Camp-
bell, of Kansas, telling them that they were to join with

you and Hitchcock to see that no stampede for me was to

gather headway for a moment. I am exceedingly anxious

on every account, my own no less than Taft's, to avoid the

necessity of another public utterance, which I think would

do real damage and make us both look rather ridiculous.

So I hope that you and Hitchcock can use the letter I en-

close with any delegates who seem at all doubtful, and I

should think it would straighten them out. I think the

best plan to follow would be not to show this letter to any
person unless both you and Hitchcock agree that it is really

necessary. Be extremely careful that it is regarded as

absolutely secret, and under no circumstances is reference

to it to be made in the press. I fear that if it does get out

it will be put in the position of protesting too much.

The National Convention met at Chicago on June 10,

1908, and the first and only ballot for Presidential nominee

was taken on June 18, I arrived in Washington on the

morning of that day from the Isthmus of Panama, where

I was in the Government service as Secretary of the Isth-

mian Canal Commission. As I spent most of the day with

the President I had peculiar facilities for observing his

bearing at the time. Immediately after leaving Washing-

ton a few days later I wrote an account of what I had wit-

nessed and from it I make the following quotations

:

''About eleven o'clock I called on the President and was
admitted at once to his private office, where I remained till

1.30 p. M., when I went to luncheon with him. He was then

in constant telegraphic touch with the party managers at

Chicago, and was kept thoroughly informed as to what wag
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going on in and out of the convention. His chief anxiety

was lest the convention should be stampeded for himself.

During the early afternoon several private telegrams came

to him from personal friends in Chicago, saying that un-

less he made a fresh and most emphatic declaration that

he would not accept a nomination, the convention would

name him in spite of all efforts to the contrary. He was

much disturbed by these messages and asked me if I

thought he should make a further declaration, getting from

his secretary, Mr. Loeb, copies of letters and telegrams

that he had already sent to Senator Lodge and others de-

fining his position. I read these carefully and found them

so emphatic and unequivocal that I advised him to say

nothing further, expressing the opinion that if he were re-

peatedly to follow one denial with another he would make
himself ridiculous, for no fresh denial could be couched

in more emphatic and conclusive language than he had al-

ready used. He accepted this view.

*'We went to the White House for luncheon at 1.30 p. m.

There was only one other guest present. The table was
set in the open air on the south porch, looking out past the

Washington Monument over the Potomac. Mrs. Roosevelt

and the children were present and the meal was a delightful

and informal family affair. From time to time telegrams

continued to be handed to the President, some of them
still begging for an additional renunciation, but he adhered

to his determination not to make reply. He had strong

faith that Taft would be nominated but could not quite rid

himself of uneasiness about it.
'

'

When late in the afternoon news came that Taft had

been nominated on the first ballot, the President was great-

ly relieved and expressed his delight with characteristic

emphasis.

That strict adherence to Roosevelt's desires and instruc-

tions by Senator Lodge, who was the presiding officer, put

an end to an attempt to stampede the convention into the

nomination of Roosevelt, is a matter of record. There had
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been several efforts in this direction before the final and
most formidable one was launched. A huge portrait of

Koosevelt was displayed on the platform and the conven-

tion—in the language of an eye witness—''exploded." In

the midst of the pandemonium Senator Lodge began to

call the roll for a ballot. So deafening was the noise that

not till the name of Massachusetts was reached on the

alphabetical list, were the reporters able to record the vote.

The discovery was then made that Taft's nomination was
assured, and the convention subsided into quiet. What
Koosevelt thought of Senator Lodge 's service to him on this

occasion was shown in a letter that he wrote to Mrs. Lodge
on the following day, June 19, 1908

:

"I wish to send you just a line, primarily to say how
admirably I think Cabot handled the peculiarly delicate and
difficult work at Chicago. In point of judgment, taste and
power it would be literally impossible to better either his

words or his actions. He was in a peculiar sense the guar-

dian not only of the national interests, but of my own per-

sonal honor; and to do his full duty as guardian it was
necessary for him effectively to thwart the movements not

merely of my foes but of the multitude of well-meaning

friends who did not think deeply or who were not of very

sensitive fiber. It was absolutely necessary that any stam-

pede should be prevented, and that I should not be nomi-

nated ; for now that it is over we can confess to one another

that it would have been well-nigh impossible for me to re-

fuse further the nomination, and perhaps ruin the party

thereby, if the nomination had actually been made ; and yet

if I had accepted, my power for useful service would have

forever been lessened, because nothing could have pre-

vented the wide diffusion of the suspicion that I had not

really meant what I had said, that my actions did not really

square with the highest and finest code of ethics—and if

there is any value whatever in my career, as far as my
countrymen are concerned, it consists in their belief that

I have been an efficient public man, and at the same time

a disinterested public servant."
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To Senator Lodge lie wrote on June 24, 1908: "On
every side I hear of the great success you made as Chair-

man . . . you rendered a great public service, and you

also rendered me a personal service."

A letter which he wrote to Sir George Otto Trevelyan

at this time—June 19, 1908—shows how deeply he had been

thinking upon the subject of a third term. In many ways

it is one of the most interesting of his many interesting

letters to this illustrious Englishman:
**

. . . There is very much to be said in favor of the

theory that the public has a right to demand as long service

from any man who is doing good service as it thinks will

be useful ; and during the last year or two I have been ren-

dered extremely uncomfortable both by the exultation of

my foes over my announced intention to retire, and by the

real uneasiness and chagrin felt by many good men be-

cause, as they believed, they were losing quite needlessly

the leader in whom they trusted, and who they believed

could bring to a successful conclusion certain struggles

which they regarded as of vital concern to the national

welfare. Moreover, it was of course impossible to foresee,

and I did not foresee, when I made my public announce-

ment of my intention, that the leadership I then possessed

would continue (so far as I am able to tell) unbroken, as

has actually been the case ; and that the people who believed

in me and trusted me and followed me would three or four

years later still feel that I was the man of all others whom
they wished to see President. Yet such I think has been the

case; and therefore, when I felt obliged to insist on retir-

ing and abandoning the leadership, now and then I felt ugly

qualms as to whether I was not refusing to do what I ought

to do and abandoning great work on a mere fantastic point

of honor.
** There are strong reasons why my course should be

condemned
;
yet I think that the countervailing reasons are

still stronger. Of course, when I spoke I had in view the

precedent set by Washington and continued ever since,

the precedent which recognizes the fact that as there in-
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heres in the Presidency more power than in any other office

in any great republic or constitutional monarchy of mod-
ern times, it can only be saved from abuse by having the

people as a whole accept as axiomatic the position that no

man has held it for more than a limited time. I don't think

that any harm comes from the concentration of power in

one man's hands, provided the holder does not keep it for

more than a certain, definite time, and then returns to the

people from whom he sprang.
' * In the great days of the Roman Republic no harm what-

ever came from the dictatorship, because great though the

power of the dictator was, after a comparatively short

period he surrendered it back to those from whom he

gained it. On the other hand, the history of the first and

second French Republics, not to speak of the Spanish-

American Republics, not to speak of the Commonwealth,
in Seventeenth Century England, has shown that the strong

man who is good may very readily subvert free institutions

if he and the people at large grow to accept his continued

possession of vast power as being necessary to good gov-

ernment. It is a very unhealthy thing that any man should

be considered necessary to the people as a whole, save in

the way of meeting some given crisis. Moreover, in a re-

public like ours the vital need is that there shall be a general

recognition of the moral law, of the law which, as regards

public men, means belief in efficient and disinterested ser-

vice for the public rendered without thought of personal

gain, and above all without the thought of self-perpetua-

tion in office.

**I regard the memories of Washington and Lincoln as

priceless heritages for our people, just because they are

the memories of strong men, of men who can not be accused

of weakness or timidity, of men who I believe were quite as

strong, for instance, as Cromwell or Bismarck, and very

much stronger than the Louis Napoleon type, who, never-

theless, led careers marked by disinterestedness just as

much as by strength ; who, like Timoleon and Hampden, in

very deed, and not as a mere matter of oratory or fine
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writing, sought just the public good, the good of the people

as a whole, as the first of all considerations.

"Now, my ambition is that, in however small a way, the

work I do shall be along the Washington and Lincoln lines.

While President I have been President, emphatically; I

have used every ounce of power there was in the office and

I have not cared a rap for the criticisms of those who spoke

of my 'usurpation of power'; for I know that the talk was
all nonsense and that there was no usurpation. I believe

that the efficiency of this Government depends upon its

possessing a strong central executive, and wherever I could

establish a precedent for strength in the executive, as I did

for instance as regards the external affairs in the case of

sending the fleet around the world, taking Panama, settling

affairs of Santo Domingo and Cuba ; or as I did in internal

affairs in settling the anthracite coal strike, in keeping

order in Nevada this year when the Federation of Miners

threatened anarchy, or as I have done in bringing the big

corporations to book—why, in all these cases I have felt

not merely that my action was right in itself, but that in

showing the strength of, or in giving strength to, the execu-

tive, I was establishing a precedent of value. I believe in

a strong executive; I believe in power; but I believe that

responsibility should go with power, and that it is not well

that the strong executive should be a perpetual executive.

Above all and beyond all I believe as I have said before

that the salvation of this country depends upon Washing-
ton and Lincoln representing the type of leader to which

we are true. I hope that in my acts I have been a good
President, a President who has deserved well of the Re-

public; but most of all, I believe that whatever value my
service may have, comes even more from what I am than

from what I do. . . .

"A few months ago three old back-country farmers

turned up in Washington and after awhile managed to get

in to see me. They were rugged old fellows, as hairy as

Boers and a good deal of the Boer type. They hadn't a

black coat among them, and two of them wore no cravats

;
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that is, they just had on their working clothes, but all

cleaned and brushed. When they finally got to see me they

explained that they hadn't anything whatever to ask, but

that they believed in me, believed that I stood for what they

regarded as the American ideal, and as one rugged old

fellow put it, 'We want to shake that honest hand.' Now
this anecdote seems rather sentimental as I tell it, and I do

not know that I can convey to you the effect the incident

produced on me ; but it was one of the very many incidents

which have occurred, and they have made me feel that I

am under a big debt of obligation to the good people of

this country, and that I am bound not by any unnecessary

action of mine to forfeit their respect, not to hurt them by
taking away any part of what they have built up as their

ideal of me."



CHAPTER IX

THE TAFT CAMPAIGN

Early in the fall, when the campaign for Taft's election

was beginning to assume aggressive force, publication was

made of letters which showed that Senator Foraker of

Ohio, who had led the assault upon the President in the

affair of the negro troops at Brownsville, had acted as the

paid attorney of the Standard Oil Company while occupy-

ing a seat in the Senate. Senator Foraker had also op-

posed Taft's nomination and had not taken the stump for

him after he was nominated. A public reconciliation of the

two men had been arranged in accordance with which they

were to appear on the same platform and shake hands. On
the eve of this demonstration the disclosure of the Sena-

tor's connection with the Standard Oil Company was made.

Mr. Taft was in a quandary as to what course to pursue.

The President had no doubt whatever in the matter, for

in a letter to Taft on September 19, 1908, he said

:

''I have seen the correspondence between Archbold and
Foraker, published in the morning papers. Now, it is dif-

ficult for any man to advise another as to a given act in a

campaign. Personally, if I were running for President, I

should in view of these disclosures decline to appear upon
the platform with Foraker, and I would have it understood

in detail what is the exact fact, namely, that Mr. Foraker 's

separation from you and from me has been due not in the

least to a difference of opinion on the negro question, which

was merely a pretense, but to the fact that he was the at-

torney of the corporations, their hired representative in

public life, and that therefore he naturally and inevitably

opposed us in every way ; that he opposed us when it came
96
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to appointments on the bench just as he opposed legislation

that we asked for in Congress. I think it essential, if the

bad effect upon the canvass of those disclosures is to be

obviated, that we should show unmistakably how complete-

ly loose from us Mr. Foraker is. If this is not shown af-

firmatively, there is danger that the people will not see it

and will simply think that all Republicans are tarred with

the same brush. In other words there is need for aggres-

sive action on our part. My own feeling is that nothing is

gained by temporizing in a matter like this, or by paying

heed to the ridiculous little politician who thinks it is a

good thing to get harmony between you and creatures of

the Foraker stamp. I would like to see you in the strong-

est and most emphatic way do what I should do in your

place—make a fight openly on the ground that you stood

in the Republican party and before the people for the tri-

umph over the forces which were typified by the purchase

of a United States Senator to do the will of the Standard

Oil Company, and that you had been opposed by him be-

cause of this fundamental antagonism and that for the

American people to beat you was to serve notice that they

were willing to see a man punished because he declined to

yield on such an issue."

Two days later, September 21, 1908, the President wrote

to George R. Sheldon, Treasurer of the Republican Na-

tional Committee, at New York

:

**I have been informed that you, or some one on behalf

of the National Committee, have requested contributions

both from Mr. Archbold and Mr. Harriman. If this is true

I wish to enter a most earnest protest, and to say that in

my judgment not only should such contributions not be

solicited, but if tendered they should be refused; and if

they have been accepted they should immediately be re-

turned. I am not the candidate, but I am the head of the

Republican Administration, which is an issue in this cam-

paign, and I protest most earnestly against men whom we

are prosecuting being asked to contribute to elect a Presi-
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dent who will appoint an Attorney General to continue

these prosecutions. Pour years ago Mr. Cortelyou re-

turned, as I am informed, any money forwarded by any one

who was being prosecuted or proceeded against by the

National Government, or who had any personal interest

whatever in any matter pending before the administra-

tion."

Mr. Sheldon's reply to this letter caused great surprise

and distress to the President for it informed him that his

directions to Mr. Cortelyou, Chairman of the Republican

National Committee in 1904, quoted in an earlier chapter,

to return a Standard Oil contribution to the campaign fund,

had not been obeyed. He replied to Mr. Sheldon's note

as follows, on September 25, 1908:
** There is one feature of your letter of the 22d which

causes me much surprise. You say that in 1904 the con-

tribution of the Standard Oil Company I spoke of was

made under the authority of its executive committee. This

is the first time I was aware that such a contribution was

made. In response to my letters Mr. Cortelyou told me
that no Standard Oil money was received or would be re-

ceived. Later, after the campaign closed, I was informed

from a different source that certain individuals who had

contributed had Standard Oil as well as other interests.

Mr. Cortelyou informed me that he made his statement on

Mr. Bliss's authority, which he and I were of course war-

ranted in accepting as final." (See Chapter XXVII,
Vol. I.)

The campaign was not proceeding with the aggressive

vigor which the President considered desirable, and toward

the end of September he yielded to the appeals of the cam-

paign managers and decided to take a hand in it himself.

He wrote a long letter, addressed to the Democratic candi-

date, William Jennings Bryan, w^hich was published in the

newspapers and called forth a vigorous reply from Mr.

Bryan. Roosevelt responded in a second and no less vigor-
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ous letter, and the desired aggressiveness was imparted to

the canvass, remaining with it till the end. Writing to

Lawrence Abbott, of the Outlook, at New York, on Septem-

ber 22, 1908, the President said:

". . . In this Foraker affair I made np my mind that

I would hit from the shoulder, inasmuch as Taft did not.

Taft is quite right in saying that he does not wish to hit

a man when he is down ; but this is not a case of that. This

is a case of a fight to a finish, and in such a fight (if you will

pardon the simile by an old-time boxer) if a man wishes

to win it is absolutely necessary that he shall knock out his

opponent when he has the latter groggy."

Writing to William Kent, Esq., California, on Septem-

ber 28, 1908, he said:

"Of course I do not dare in public to express my
real opinion of Bryan. He is a kindly man and well-mean-

ing in a weak way ; always provided that to mean well must

not be translated by him into doing well if it would inter-

fere with his personal prospects. But he is the cheapest

fakir we have ever had proposed for President."

Twice during his Presidency, Roosevelt offered a posi-

tion on the Supreme Court bench to William H. Taft, and

twice the latter declined to accept it. The first offer was

made while Taft was Governor of the Philippines and was

declined on the ground that he did not feel that he ought to

abandon his work in the Islands at that time. The second

offer was made in March, 1906, when Taft was Secretary

of War. The correspondence between the two men at the

time was first published during the campaign of 1908 and

the revelation which it made of the affectionate relations

existing between them caused something very like a sen-

sation. When the appointment was offered, the Presi-

dent thought that Mr. Taft would be glad to accept it and

was surprised when in a personal interview the latter ex-

pressed himself otherwise. Shortly after this interview

the President, on March 15, 1906, wrote a long letter to

him in which he said

:
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**I think I have been in error as to your feeling. You
say that it is your decided preference to continue your

present work. This I had not understood. On the con-

trary, 1 gathered that what you really M^anted to do was

to go on the bench, and that my urging was in the line of

your inclination, but in a matter in which you were in doubt

as to your duty.

"My dear Will, it is preeminently a matter in which no

other man can take the responsibility of deciding for you

what is best for you to do. Nobody could decide for me
whether I should go to the war or stay as Assistant Secre-

tary of the Navy. Nobody could decide for me whether I

should accept the Vice Presidency or try to continue as

governor. In each case it is the man himself who is to

lead his life after having decided one way or the other. No
one can lead that life for him, and neither he nor any one

else can afford to have any one else make the decision for

him, because the vital factor in the decision must be an
equation of the man himself.

'*So far as I am personally concerned, I could not put

myself in your place, because I am not a lawyer, and would

under no circumstances, even if I had been trained for a

lawyer, have any leaning toward the bench ; so in your case

I should, as a matter of course, accept the three years of

service in the War Department, dealing with the Panama
and Philippine questions, and then abide the event as to

whether I became President or continued in public life in

some less conspicuous position or went back to the prac-

tice of law.

"But I appreciate, as every thoughtful man must, the

importance of the part to be played by the Supreme Court

in the next 25 years. I don't at all like the social condi-

tions at present. The dull, purblind folly of very rich men,

their greed and arrogance, and the way in which they have

unduly prospered by the help of the ablest lawyers, and,

too often through the weakness and short-sightedness of

the judges, or by their unfortunate possession of meticu-

lous minds ; these facts, and the corruption in business and
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politics, have tended to produce a very unhealthy condition

of excitement and irritation in the popular mind, which
shows itself in part in the enormous increase in the So-

cialistic propaganda.

''Nothing effective, because nothing at once honest and
intelligent is being done to combat the great amount of

evil which, mixed with a little good, a little truth, is con-

tained in the outpourings of , ,
,

,
,

**Some of these Socialists; some of them merely lurid

sensationalists; but they are all building up a revolution-

ary feeling, which will, most probably, take the form of a

political campaign. Then we may have to do, too late, or

almost too late, what had to be done in the silver campaign,

when in one summer we had to convince a great many good
people that what they had been laboriously taught for

several years was untrue.

"Under such circumstances you would be the best pos-

sible leader, and with your leadership we could rest as-

sured that only good methods would prevail. In such a

contest you could do very much if you were on the bench;

you could do very much if you were in active political life

outside. I think you could do most as President, but you
could do veiy much as Chief Justice, and you could do less,

but still very much, as Associate Justice. Where you can

fight best I cannot say, for you know what your soul turns

to better than I can.

"As I see the situation, it is this: There are strong

arguments against your taking this justiceship. In the

first place, my belief is that of all the men who have ap-

peared so far you are the man who is most likely to re-

ceive the Republican nomination, and who is, I think, the

best man to receive it. It is not a light thing to cast aside

the chance of the Presidency, even though, of course, it is

a chance, however, a good one.

"It would be a very foolish thing for you to get it into

your thoughts, so that your sweet and fine nature would
be warped and you would become bitter and sour, as Henry
Clay became; and, thank heaven, this is impossible. But
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it is well to remember that the shadow of the Presidency

falls on no man twice, save in most exceptional circum-

stances.

' * Now, my dear "Will, there is the situation as I see it. It

is a hard choice to make, and you yourself have to make it.

You have two alternatives before you, each with uncertain

possibilities, and you cannot feel sure that which ever you

take yo.u will not afterward feel that it would have been

better if you had taken the other. But which ever you take

I know that you will render great and durable service to

the nation for many years to come, and I feel sure that you

should decide in accordance with the promptings of your

own liking, of your own belief as to where you can render

the service which most appeals to you, as well as that which

you feel is most beneficial to the nation. No one can with

wisdom advise you."

Mr. Taft had the offer under consideration for three and

a half months before deciding, and on July 30, 1906, de-

clined it in a letter written from Murray Bay, Canada,

where he was on vacation. In it he repeated the Philippine

reason that he had given when the first offer was made,

and said:

*^I know that few, if any, even among my friends, will

credit me with anything but a desire, unconscious, perhaps,

to run for the Presidency, and that I must face and bear

this misconstruction of what I do. But I am confident you

credit my reasons as I give them to you, and will believe

me when I say that I would much prefer to go on the

Supreme Bench for life than to run for the Presidency, and

that in twenty years of judicial service I could make my-
self more useful to the country than as President, even if

my election should come about.

"Please do not misunderstand me to think that I am
indispensable or that the world could not run on much the

same if I were to disappear in the St. Lawrence river. But
circumstances seem to me to have imposed something in the

nature of a trust to me personally that I should not dis-
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charge by now succeeding Justice Brown. In the nature

of things the trust must end with this Administration, and

one or two years is short to do much. Yet the next session

of Congress may result in much for the benefit of the Fili-

pino, and it seems to me it is my duty to be in the fight."

The election took place on November 2, 1908, and Taft

was elected triumphantly, receiving 321 electoral votes

against 162 for Bryan, and a plurality of 1,269,800 in the

popular vote. . This was the largest electoral and popular

vote ever received by any candidate except that recorded

for Roosevelt in 1904, when he had 336 electoral votes and

a plurality of 2,545,500 in the popular vote.

Five days after his election, November 7, 1908, Mr. Taft

wrote from Hot Springs, Va., to the President a long letter,

mainly composed of a review of the results in various

States, and saying in recognition of the President's services

on his behalf:

''I have just reached Hot Springs, and have only now
taken up my correspondence. The first letter I wish to

write is to you, because you have always been the chief

agent in working out the present status of affairs, and my
selection and election are chiefly your work. You and my
brother Charley made that possible which in all probability

would not have occurred otherwise. I don't wish to be

falsely modest in this. I know, as you have said to me
when we have talked the matter over, that neither you nor

he could probably have done the same thing with any other

candidate, under the circumstances as they were, but that

doesn't affect the fact as I have stated it, or my reason for

feeling the deep gratitude which I do to you both for what

has happened and the successful efforts which you have

made, costing time and energy and subjecting you to severe

criticism and, in some cases, the loss of personal friend-

ships that you might have avoided."



CHAPTER X

LETTERS ON DECADENCE; WEALTH; BIRDS; HUMOR IN
POLITICS; CLEVELAND; LIBEL SUIT; THE NAVY

Roosevelt's correspondence during the spring and summer
of 1908 shows the usual wide variety of interests. Always

a patient listener, his remarkable alertness of mind which

enabled him to foresee clearly the end of a talker's dis-

course long before the talker himself had arrived at it, fre-

quently put his patience to a severe strain. Writing to

Henry Adams, on March 9, 1908, he gives a hint of his

sufferings at times :

*

' Of course I have read your grand-

father 's diary; but I have at once sent for another copy

to reread in part about those years. There was just two

years ' interval, then, between his Presidency and his nomi-

nal appearance in Congress. Lord! I wish I did not

sympathize with him and the rest of his family about being

bored ! The capacity to be bored, whether treated as a sin

or a misfortune, is an awful handicap."

The extraordinary range of Roosevelt's reading and

knowledge is revealed in a letter which he wrote to the Rt.

Hon. A. J. Balfour, at the moment when he was in the very

thick of his struggle with Congress for further legisla-

tion in regard to governmental control and regulations of

corporations and when his daily correspondence was

crowded with protests against his course. How many
other men of his time, in or out of public life, could have

written such a letter as this? I append it in full.

White House,

March 5, 1908.

My dear Mr. Balfour:

Through Arthur Lee I have just received the copy of

"Decadence," and thank you for it. I confess I began to

104
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read it with some apprehension lest it might have some-

thing to do with some phase of French literary thought.

Naturally, therefore, I was glad when the first few lines

showed that my fears were groundless.

It seems to me that you are eminently right in seeing

that it is good to give a name to something of vital con-

sequence, even though in a sense the name only expresses

our ignorance. It is a curious thing in mankind, but un-

doubtedly true, that if we do not give such a name to our

ignorance, most of us gradually feel that there is nothing to

be ignorant about. Most emphatically there is such a thing

as *' decadence" of a nation, a race, a type; and it is no

less true that we can not give any adequate explanation of

the phenomenon. Of course there are many partial ex-

planations, and in some cases, as with the decay of the

Mongol or Turkish monarchies, the sum of these partial

explanations may represent the whole. But there are other

cases notably, of course, that of Rome in the ancient world,

and, as I believe, that of Spain in the modern world, on a

much smaller scale, where the sum of all the explanations

is that they do not wholly explain. Something seems to

have gone out of the people or peoples affected, and what
it is no one can say. In the case of Rome, one can say

that the stocks were completely changed, though I do not be-

lieve that this in the least represents even the major part

of the truth. But in the case of Spain, the people remain

the same. The expulsion of Moor and heretic, the loss of

the anarchistic and much misused individual liberties of

the provincial towns, the economic and social changes

wrought by the inflow of American gold—all of them put

together do not explain the military decadence of the Span-

iard ; do not explain why he grew so rigid that, at first on

sea and then on land, he could not adapt himself to new
tactics, and above all, what subtle transformation it was
that came over the fighting edge of the soldiers themselves.

For nearly a century and a half following the beginning

of Gonsalvo's campaigns, the Spanish infantry showed it-

self superior in sheer fighting ability to any other infantry
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of Europe. Toward the end of the sixteenth century,

neither the Hollanders, fighting with despair for their own
firesides, nor the Scotch and English volunteers, actuated

by love of fighting and zeal for their faith, were able on

anything like equal terms to hold their own against the

Spanish armies, who walked at will to and fro through the

Netherlands, save where strong city walls or burst dykes

held them at bay. Yet the Hollander, the Englishman and

the Scotchman were trained soldiers, and they were spurred

by every hope and feeling which we ordinarily accept as

making men formidable in fight. A century passed; and

these same Spaniards had become contemptible creatures in

war compared with the Dutch and Scotch, the English and

French, whom they had once surpassed. Many partial ex-

planations can be given for the change, but none that wholly

or mainly explains it.

What is true of military prowess is even more true of

national life as a whole. I do not see how any thinking man
can fail to feel now and then ugly doubts as to what may
befall our modern civilization—the civilization of the white

races, who have spread their influence over the entire

world—and the culture they have inherited or acquired in

extreme western Asia and in Europe during the last three

or four thousand years. There are unpleasant analogies

between the twentieth century and Hellenistic antiquity in

the first period of the past Alexandrian monarchies; and

of course the resemblance is even closer with the orderly,

peace-loving, cultivated Roman world from Trajan to

Marcus Aurelius. The resemblances are in the way of

analogy rather than homology, it is true, and there are deep

fundamental differences. But the resemblances are there.

Why the creative literary spirit should practically have

vanished from Roman lands after the time of Trajan, we
do not know. We can see better why the citizens lost the

traits which make good individual soldiers ; but we can not

see why the very time of the astounding urban growth of

North Africa, Gaul and Spain should have been coincident

with the growth of utter inability to organize on a suffi-
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ciently large scale eitlier in peace or war, until everything

grew to depend upon the ability of one or two men on top.

Much of the fall of the Roman Republic we can account

for. For one thing, I do not think historians have ever

laid sufficient emphasis on the fact that the widening of

the franchise in Italy and the provinces meant so little

from the governmental standpoint because citizens could

only vote in one city, Rome ; I should hate at this day to

see the United States governed by votes cast in the city

of New York, even though Texas, Oregon and Maine could

in theory send their people thither to vote if they chose.

But the reasons for the change in military and govern-

mental ability under the empire between, say, the days of

Hadrian and of Valens are hardly even to be guessed at.

I have always been greatly interested in what you point

out as to the inability of the people of that strip of western

Asia which is geographically North Africa ever to recover

themselves from the downfall of the Roman Empire. It is

a rather irritating delusion—the delusion that somehow or

other we are all necessarily going to move forward in the

long run no matter what the temporary checks may be. I

have a very firm faith in this general forward movement,
considering only men of our own race for the past score

or two centuries, and I hope and believe that the movement
will continue for an indefinite period to come; but no one

can be sure ; there is certainly nothing inevitable or neces-

sary about the movement. For a thousand years, from the

days of Alexander to the days of Mahomet, in spite of

fluctuations, the civilization of Asia west of the Euphrates

was that of Greeks and of Asiatics profoundly affected by
Greek influence. Then it disappeared from the land; just

as the extraordinary Roman civilization disappeared from
North Africa, and left not a single vestige behind save the

ruins of cities and the masonry around the springs that

have dried up under the destructive impotence of the rule

that succeeded it.

It is hopeful of course to think how peoples do revive

now and then
;
peoples doubtless partly the same in blood as
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those that fell, and at least with the ancestral inheritance

of language, of culture. You have pointed out the greatest

instance of this in Italy. A totally different and much
smaller example is furnished by modeni Switzerland.

The intrusion of an alien race into another civilization,

its growth and supremacy and dying away, is of course

curiously paralleled by what we see in the animal world,

and the parallel is complete in at least one point—that is,

in the fact that in such case the causes may be shrouded
in absolute darkness. South America, until the middle of

the Tertiary period, had a mammalian fauna almost as

unique as that of Australia, composed chiefly of small

marsupials, and of what we loosely call edentatas, also of

small size. Then there occurred physical union with the

great arctogeal continent by the Isthmus of Panama.
There followed an inrush of northern fauna and an extra-

ordinarily powerful and abundant fannal life sprang up.

The dominant forms were those of the intruders—saber-

tooth tigers, bear, deer, elephants, swine, camels, tapirs,

horses, all of great abundance in species, and many of the

species of giant size. Under the pressure most of the old

forms disappeared; but some of the so-called edentates

developed into ground sloths and giant armadillos as large

as elephants ; and some of these forms when thus developed

proved not only able to hold their own in South America,

but gradually in their turn made their way north across

the Isthmus and spread into North America in the teeth of

the competition of the descendants of the forms that had
anciently overrun South America. Thus there grew up in

South America a faunal life as gigantic, as fierce, as varied,

as that of Central Africa at this moment, and on the whole
more like that of Central Africa than like the life of South
America to-day, and infinitely more so than like the old

eocene life of South America. Then there came a change,

we know not why. In North America the glacial period

may have had much to do with it, but surely this can not

have been true of South America; yet all of these huge
formidable creatures died out, alike the monsters of alien
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type from the North, and the monsters developed from

ancient autochthonous types. A few weak representatives

were left, of both types ; but the old magnificent fauna com-

pletely vanished ; and why we can not say, any more than

we can explain why the Roman so completely failed per-

manently to leave North Africa to his descendants.

Of course there is a small side trouble, due to our termin-

ology. All species of animals of course ultimately disap-

pear, some because their kind entirely dies out, and some

because the species is transformed into a wholly different

species, degenerate or not ; but in our nomenclature we make

no distinction between the two utterly different kinds of

"disappearance." So it is, of course, with nations. I

really believe that people sometimes think of "new'* na-

tions as being suddenly created out of nothing; they cer-

tainly speak as if they were not aware that the newest

and the oldest nations and races must of course have iden-

tically the same length of racial pedigree. They talk, more-

over, of the "destruction" of the inhabitants of Mexico,

and of the "destruction" of the inhabitants of Tasmania,

as if the processes were alike. In Tasmania the people

were absolutely destroyed ; none of their blood is left. But

the bulk of the blood of Mexico, and a part of the blood of

the governing classes of Mexico (including Diaz), is that

of the Mexicans whom Cortez and his successors con-

quered. In the same way Australia and Canada and the

United States are "new" commonwealths only in the sense

that Syracuse and Cyrene were new compared with Athens

and Corinth.

Another thing that makes one feel irritated is the way
that people insist on speaking as if what has occurred dur-

ing the last three or four hundred years represented part

of the immutable law of nature. The military supremacy of

the whites is an instance in point. From the rise of the

Empire of Genghis Khan to the days of Selim, the Mongol

and Turkish tribes were unquestionably the military su-

periors of the peoples of the Occident, and when they came

into conflict it was the former who almost always appeared
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as invaders and usually as victors. Yet people speak of

the Japanese victories over the Russians as if they had

been without precedent throughout the ages.

One practical protilem of statesmanship, by the way,

must be to keep on good terms with these same Japanese

and their kinsmen on the mainland of Asia, and yet to keep

the white man in America and Australia out of home con-

tact with them. It is equally to the interest of the British

Empire and of the United States that there should be no

immigration in mass from Asia to Australia or to North

America. It can be prevented, and an entirely friendly

feeling between Japan and the English speaking peoples

preserved, if we act with sufficient courtesy and at the same

time with sufficient resolution. But this is leaving specu-

lative history for present politics.

With regard,

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Theodore Roosevelt.

Indifference to wealth was one of his strongest charac-

teristics. His feeling in regard to it is defined in a letter

to Sir Cecil Arthur Spring-Rice, on April 11, 1908

:

*'As a matter of fact, I am anxious to have it under-

stood that it is not necessary to be a multimillionaire in

order to reach the highest positions in the American diplo-

matic service. I am simply unable to understand the value

placed by so many people upon great wealth. I very thor-

oughly understand the need of sufficient means to enable

the man or woman to be comfortable ; I also entirely under-

stand the pleasure of having enough more than this to add

certain luxuries, and above all, that greatest of all luxuries,

the escape from the need of considering at every turn

whether it is possible to spend a dollar or two extra ; but

when the last limit has been reached, then increase in

wealth means but little, certainly as compared with all kinds

of other things. In consequence, I am simply unable to

make myself take the attitude of respect toward the very

wealthy men which such an enormous multitude of people
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evidently really feel. I am delighted to show any courtesy

to Pierpont Morgan or Andrew Carnegie or James J. Hill,

but as for regarding any one of them as, for instance, I

regard Professor Bury, or Peary, the Arctic explorer, or

Admiral Evans, or Rhodes, the historian, or Selous, the big

game hunter (to mention at random guests who have been

at the White House not long ago)—^why, I could not force

myself to do it even if I wanted to, which I do not.

*'The very luxurious, grossly material life of the average

multimillionaire whom I know does not appeal to me in the

least, and nothing could hire me to lead it. It is an exceed-

ingly nice thing to have money enough to be able to take a

hunting trip in Africa after big game (if you are not able

to make it pay for itself in some other way). It is an ex-

ceedingly nice thing, if you are young, to have one or two

good jumping horses and to be able to occasionally hunt

—

although Heaven forfend that any one for whom I care

should treat riding to hounds as the serious business of life

!

It is an exceedingly nice thing to have a good house and to

be able to purchase good books and good pictures, and espe-

cially to have that house isolated from others. But I wholly

fail to see where any real enjoyment comes from a dozen

automobiles, a couple of hundred horses, and a. good many
different houses luxuriously upholstered. From the stand-

point of real pleasure I should selfishly prefer my old-time

ranch on the Little Missouri to anything in Newport."

In similar vein, with special reference to the desire of

Americans to be "presented at court," he wrote to White-

law Reid in London, on May 25, 1908

:

*'I have grown to have a constantly increasing horror of

the Americans who go abroad desiring to be presented at

court or to meet sovereigns. In very young people it is

excusable folly; in older people it is mere snobbishness.

... I can not be too sincerely grateful that when Mrs.

Roosevelt and I were abroad before I was President, we
refused to be presented. I have a hearty respect for

the right kind of a king and for the right kind of aristoc-
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racy, and for the right kind of Englishman who wishes to

be presented or have his wife or daughter presented; but

it is the business of an American to be a republican, a demo-

crat, to behave in a simple and straight-forward manner,

and, without anything cheap or blatant about it, to be just

what he is, a plain citizen of the American Republic; and

he is thoroughly out of place, loses his dignity in the eyes of

others, and loses his own self-respect, when he tries to play

a role for which he is not suited, and which personally I

think is less exalted than his own natural role.

*'I have been immensely amused, and not a little aston-

ished, to find how many people, some of them pretty good

people, believe that when I am through here I shall visit

the courts of Europe. It would take ten strong yoke of oxen

to drag me thither ; and my present intention is not to go to

Europe at all until the memory of my Presidency has faded,

so as not to make the wretched sovereigns and statesmen

feel obliged to see me or entertain me. Then, if I can go

just as I went before I was President, some time I should

like to take Mrs. Roosevelt to see the picture galleries,

the quaint cities, the scenery; but not otherwise. When I

stop being President I stop being President. I become an

ordinary citizen, entirely contented to be such; and as I

am not a man of large means I neither wish myself to be

put into the position of the earthern pot, driven down
stream with the brazen pots, nor to see my children so

placed. If, for instance, I could meet the German Emperor
now, when each is head of a big State and there are plenty

of things on which we could naturally talk from an equal

standpoint, why, I should be delighted to do so. But I

haven't the slightest desire to meet him when my hand
is no longer at the lever. I hope to get a holiday next

spring and go for nine months or a year to Africa, to see

the big game, and shoot a very moderate number of head,

taking my second boy, Kermit, with me ; and if the British

and German officers in the territories in which I go will then

show me whatever consideration they show to other fairly

well-known people of good character who behave themselves
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—why, that is all I shall ask, and quite as much as I have

any right to expect."

During his Presidency he purchased a small tract of land

in western Virginia, with a small cabin-like house, to which

he and Mrs. Roosevelt were accustomed to go for brief

visits from time to time. He named the place '

' Pine Knot, '

'

and on one occasion he had as guest John Burroughs, the

poet and naturalist. Writing to Frank M. Chapman, of

the New York Museum of Natural History, on May 10,

1908, he described what occurred during the visit

:

*^ John Burroughs and I had a very pleasant time during

our three days at Pine Knot. I was much pleased to be

able to show him all the birds I had said I would, including

the Bewick's wren, the blue grosbeak, the gnatcatcher, the

summer redbird, etc. The one bird about which we were

doubtful was the Henslow's bunting. I think he found the

place almost too primitive, for a family of flying squirrels

had made their abode inside the house. This tended to keep

him awake at nights, whereas we have become rather at-

tached to them. In one plowed field I found a nighthawk

sitting. If I had chosen to knock it down with my hat I

could have done so, but I wanted not to hurt it; and as I

endeavored softly to seize it, it got away just as my fingers

touched it. It did not go far, but sat lengthwise along the

limb of a small tree and let me come within two feet of it

before flying. When I see you again I am going to point

out one or two minor matters in connection with the song of

the Bewick's wren and the looks of the blue grosbeak, where
we were a little puzzled by your accounts. I suppose that

there is a good deal of individual variation among the birds

themselves as well as among the observers.

^'I now feel as though I wonder how I ever got on with-

out your 'Birds of the Eastern United States' and your
book on warblers. '

*

The subjoined letter to Senator Lodge, August 18, 1908,

gives us a glimpse of Roosevelt's keen sense of humor:

"To my immense delight, which I know you will share,
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the New York Herald last Sunday contained the following

item:

'Fort Worth, Texas, Saturday.—^Word reached here to-

day from Brownfield, in Terry County, Western Texas, that

residents there on Thursday erected a life-size statue of

President Roosevelt after a street fight in which fifty shots

were fired. One person was killed and nine others were

wounded. The statue represents Mr. Eoosevelt in hunting

costume and stands in the town square.

'Brownfield is one hundred miles from the nearest rail-

road, the Texas Pacific. Its population is 1,500, composed

largely of cattlemen, cowboys and planters. The erection

of the statue was vigorously opposed by democrats and

some republicans, but it had already been ordered from

Denver by a citizens committee, which refused to turn from

its plans. The unveiling was opposed because it was
pointed out that Roosevelt was still President and because

the democrats wanted a Bryan statue on the opposite side

of the square and the town could not afford both statues.

'Efforts were made to steal the statue and it was buried

for a week. When the ceremonies took place on Thursday

a band of cowboys made a rush and met a determined

crowd. Revolvers, clubs and fists were freely used, but the

statue was not disturbed.

'After the riot a mass meeting was held, at which a

compromise was effected whereby it was agreed that

should Bryan be elected, his statue should be placed near

that of Roosevelt.'

"I never heard of the statue and indeed I never heard

of Brownfield before and I think there is something de-

lightful beyond words in the idea of this sudden erection of

a statue of me in hunting costume at the cost of a riot in

which one man was killed and nine wounded ; and the final

compromise by which it was agreed to put up another statue

of Bryan in case he was elected. I wonder what that statue

looks like. Who with a sense of humor and a real zest for

life would not be glad to be prominent in American politics

at the outset of the 20th century?"
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His deep and constant veneration for Lincoln, expressed

in many letters, is seen in this letter to Dr. Duncan C.

Milner, Chicago, on November 20, 1908

:

''Great-Heart is my favorite character in allegory (which

is, of course, a branch of fiction, as you say), just as Bun-
yan's 'Pilgrim's Progress' is to my mind one of the great-

est books that was ever written; and I think that Abra-

ham Lincoln is the ideal Great-Heart of public life."

When I was discussing with Roosevelt the writing of the

present volumes, he said on one occasion when I spoke of

Grover Cleveland: "I wish you would put in all letters of

mine referring to him, for I respected the old fellow highly

and greatly liked him." In accordance with this request

I append two letters which the President wrote in the clos-

ing year of his administration

:

To Mrs. Grover Cleveland,

Princeton, N. J.

Oyster Bay,

July 13, 1908.

My Dear Mrs. Cleveland:

It has recently been my privilege to sign a proclamation

changing the name of the San Jacinto National Forest to

the Cleveland National Forest. May I express to you the

very great pleasure it gave me to take that action—a pleas-

ure mingled with a keen sense of the loss to our country and

to our citizens in the death of President Cleveland! On
February 22, 1897, President Cleveland signed the procla-

mation creating the San Jacinto Forest reserve in Southern

California. The date, February 22, was no mere accident

since the signature of the proclamation was timed to coin-

cide with the birthday of our first President.

President Cleveland was one of the first to recognize the

need of forest preservation, and the creation of the San

Jacinto and other Forest Reserves with a total area of

25,686,320 acres was one of the results of his foresight in

this direction. Throughout his life he took great interest

in conserving the natural resources of the Nation; and I
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particularly regretted his inability to attend the meeting

of the Governors in May, because that meeting was in part

the fruit of seed he had sown years before. (The meeting

was called at the White House by President Roosevelt.)

The name of Grover Cleveland will always be prominently

identified with the movement to protect the forests of the

United States, and it seemed to me eminently fitting that

one of the forests which he created should bear his name
throughout all time.

To Mr. Francis Lynde Stetson.

White House,

November 9, 1908.

My dear Mr. Stetson:

I regret that it is not possible for me to be present in

person at the meeting held under the auspices of the Cleve-

land Memorial Committee. I wish you all success in your

efforts. I was a member of the Legislature when Mr.

Cleveland became Governor of the State of New York at

the beginning of the year 1883, and for the next twenty-

five years on several different occasions I was brought into

close contact with him. For two years during his second

administration I served under him as Civil Service Com-
missioner. Like all others who were thrown closely with

him I was much impressed by his high standard of official

conduct and his rugged strength of character. Not only

did I become intimately acquainted with the manner in

which he upheld and enforced the civil service law, but I

also saw at close quarters his successful fight against free

silver, and the courage with which he, aided by men like the

late Senator Cushman K. Davis of Minnesota, supported the

judiciary at the time of the Chicago riot ; and, finally, I hap-

pened to be in a position in which I knew intimately how he

acted and the reasons why he acted in the Venezuelan mat-

ter. This knowledge gained at first hand enables me to bear

testimony, which I am more than glad to bear, to the late

President's earnest purpose to serve the whole country, and

the high courage with which he encountered every species
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of opposition and attack. Owing to a peculiar combination

of circumstances he went out of office assailed even more
bitterly by his own party than by the opposing party, and

shortsighted people thought that the great mass of Ameri-

can citizens had repudiated him and disbelieved in him. Six

years later it happened that I was at St. Louis as President

when Mr. Cleveland, then a plain private citizen, arose to

make an address in the great hall of the Exposition ; and no

one there will ever forget the extraordinary reception given

by scores of thousands present to the man who, six years

before, had left the White House with seemingly hardly a

handful of friends and supporters. It was an extraordinary

testimony to the esteem and regard in which he was held,

an extraordinary testimony to the fact that the American
people had not forgotten him, and, looking back, had recog-

nized in him a man who with straightforward directness

had sought to do all in his power to serve their interests.

Moreover, all Americans should pay honor to the mem-
ory of Mr. Cleveland because of the simplicity and dignity

with which as ex-President he led his life in the beautiful

college town wherein he elected to live. He had been true

to the honorable tradition which has kept our Presidents

from making money while in office. His life was therefore

of necessity very simple ; but it was the kind of life which

it is a good thing to see led by any man who has held a

position such as he held.

Roosevelt had a warm regard for Baron Speck von Stern-

burg, who for several years was the German Ambassador at

Washington. The news of his death in September 1908 was,

as his correspondence shows, the cause of genuine grief to

him:

To Hon. Henry White,

The American Ambassador,

Paris, France. Oyster Bay,

September 10, 1908.

I sincerely mourn Speck's loss, though I can not be sorry

for the gallant little fellow himself, for life was one long
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torture for iiim. I have never met a man for wliom I had a

higher respect or regard. It is very hard on the Baroness.

To Ambassador David J. Hill,

Berlin, Germany.
Oyster Bay,

September 10, 1908.

It was kind of you to write me in full of the funeral of

my dear friend Sternburg. He was just that to me—a dear

friend—and I mourn his loss. A more upright, fearless,

and disinterested public servant, a more faithful and loyal

friend, I have never seen.

One of the last letters Roosevelt wrote from the White

House was in relation to the baseless rumors that had been

circulating freely for a year or more about his drinking

habits. To a gentleman in New York who was disturbed by
them, he wrote on February 25, 1909:

''It happens that in the matter of drinking I am an

extremely abstemious man; I suppose that no man not a

total abstainer could well drink less than I do ; and whiskey

and brandy I practically never touch. The accusation that

I ever have been addicted in the slightest degree to drink-

ing to excess, or to drinking even wine—and liquor, as I

say, I practically never touch—in any but the most mod-
erate way, is not only the blackest falsehood but an utterly

ridiculous falsehood; it does not represent any distortion

or exaggeration; it has no slightest base in fact; it is

simply malignant invention—^just as sheer an invention as

if they had said that at the age of five I had poisoned

my grandmother or had been mixed up in the assassination

of Lincoln by Wilkes Booth. One accusation would be

exactly as infamous and exactly as ludicrous as the other. '

'

Several years later, in October 1912, when the editor of

a Western newspaper published an article making definite

charges that Roosevelt was an intemperate man, he, think-

ing the time had arrived to put a stop to such slanders once
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and for all, brought suit against the editor for libel. The
suit was tried in May 1913, when Roosevelt attended with

a large number of witnesses and so completely refuted the

charges that at the conclusion of the testimony the editor

withdrew them, stating that he had been unable to find any
witnesses to give evidence in support of them, and admitting

that in making the charges he had been mistaken. When
the editor had concluded his retraction Colonel Roosevelt

asked the court for permission to make a statement, and
when it had been granted he said:

"Your Honor, in view of the statement of the defendant,

I ask the Court to instruct the jury that I desire only

nominal damages.

"I did not go into this suit for money. I did not go into

it for any vindictive purpose. I went into it, and, as the

Court has said, I made my reputation an issue, because

I wished, once for all during my lifetime, thoroughly and
comprehensively to deal with these slanders, so that never

again will it be possible for any man, in good faith, to

repeat them. I have achieved my purpose, and I am
content."

Roosevelt's final and, so far as his correspondence shows,

only appeal that he made to his successor before leaving

office was in the following letter to Mr. Taft on March 3,

1909, in behalf of his beloved navy

:

* * One closing legacy. Under no circumstances divide the

battleship fleet between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans

prior to the finishing of the Panama Canal. Malevolent

enemies of the navy will try to lead public opinion in a

matter like this without regard to the dreadful harm they

may do the country ; and good, entirely ignorant, men may
be thus misled. I should obey no direction of Congress and
pay heed to no popular sentiment, no matter how strong,

if it went wrong in such a vital matter as this. When I

sent the fleet around the world there was a wild clamor
that some of it should be sent to the Pacific, and equally

wild clamor that some of it should be left in the Atlantic.
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I disregarded both. At first it seemed as if popular feeling

was nearly a unit against me. It is now nearly a unit in

favor of what I did.

**It is now nearly four years since the close of the Rus-

sian-Japanese war. There were various factors that

brought about Russia's defeat; but most important by all

odds was her having divided her fleet between the Baltic

and the Pacific, and, furthermore, splitting up her Pacific

fleet into three utterly unequal divisions. The entire Jap-

anese force was always used to smash some fraction of the

Russian force. The knaves and fools who advise the

separation of our fleet nowadays and the honest, misguided

creatures who think so little that they are misled by such

advice, ought to take into account this striking lesson fur-

nished by actual experience in a great war but four years

ago. Keep the battle fleet either in one ocean or the other

and have the armed cruisers always in trim, as they are

now, so that they can be at once sent to join the battle fleet

if the need should arise."



CHAPTER XI

PREPARATIONS FOR AFRICAN TRIP—REFLECTIONS
AFTER TAFT'S ELECTION

His African trip, which he was to enter upon after retiring

from the Presidency, was much in Roosevelt's mind during

the last year of his term and many references to it appear

in his letters. To Lord Curzon, in England, who had asked

him to deliver the Romanes lecture, at Oxford, he wrote

on August 18, 1908:

'*I can think of few things which I would rather do than

deliver the Romanes lecture. I accept with pleasure, and

if Oxford desires to give me a degree I shall be much
pleased to receive it. Indeed, your letter relieves me from
rather a quandary. Next March, immediately after leaving

the Presidency, I shall go to Africa, starting in at Mombasa,
working to and fro in British, and perhaps in German, East

Africa, and coming out via the Nyanza and the Nile at

Cairo about the first of April following. Now there are

many friends whom I have in England whom I should really

like to see; but I have rather a horror of ex-Presidents

traveling around with no real business, and thereby putting

unfortunate potentates who think they ought to show
courtesy to the United States in a position where they feel

obliged to entertain the said ex-Presidents, no matter how
great a hero any one of them may be. If I could make the

sovereigns and leading men of each country understand that

I did not expect any attention and Avould be only too glad

to be left to my own resources, and be permitted to call

upon the people I already knew and a very few others whom
I would like to know, why, that would be all right; but to

make a kind of mock triumphal procession would offer about

as unattractive an outing to me as could be imagined. '

'

121
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On the same date he wrote to Senator Lodge:

"Curzon, who is Chancellor of Oxford, has just asked me
to go there to get a degree and to deliver the Romanes lec-

ture in the spring of 1910 on my way back from Africa.

This I am really glad to do. The lecture has been delivered

in the past by men like Gladstone, Huxley, John Morley,

and Bryce, and I regard it as an honor to be asked and

moreover, as something right in my line. Then it gives me
a legitimate reason for visiting England. I felt I would

really like, when I left Africa, to spend a couple of months

in Italy, France, Holland, and to end with a couple of

weeks in England; but I rather hated to go there without

a genuine object, because, if I finally came to the conclusion

that I would have to be presented to the King and call on

various public men, it would look as if I were simply

traveling about for that purpose. Now this puts the matter

right.

"

To Frederic Remington, for whom he cherished a warm
friendship, he wrote on October 28, 1908, in reply to a

letter of sympathy on his retirement:

''It was good of you to write us and I appreciate it. You
are one of the men whose friendship I value. Do you know
I am rather ashamed to say that I can not accept your

condolence? I am still, looking forward, and not back. I

do not know any man who has had as happy a fifty years

as I have had. I have had about as good a run for my
money as any human being possibly could have ; and what-

ever happens now I am ahead of the game. Besides, I hope
still to be able to do some good work now and then ; and I

am looking forward to my African trip with just as much
eagerness as if I were a boy; and when I come back there

are lots of things in our social, industrial and political life

in which I shall take an absorbed interest. I have never

sympathized in the least with the kind of man who feels that

because he has been fortunate enough to hold a big position

he can not be expected to enjoy himself afterward in a less

prominent position. In fact, I do not in the least care for
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a position because of its title, so to speak—I want to try to

do good work wherever I am and I am far more concerned

with that than with the question of what position it is in

which I am to do the good work. Gushing, who sunk the

Albemarle, was only a lieutenant, but there are mighty few

admirals with whom, if I had been in his shoes, I should

have thought it worth while to change positions."

When later proposals were made to him to have news-

paper correspondents accompany him on his African trip,

he declined them peremptorily, setting forth his reasons in

a letter to Melville E. Stone, General Manager of the Asso-

ciated Press, on December 2, 1908:

''When I start on this African trip I shall have ceased

to be President, and shall be simply a private citizen, like

any other private citizen. Not only do I myself believe,

but I am firmly convinced that the great mass of the Ameri-

can people believe, that when the President leaves public

office he should become exactly like any other man in private

life. He is entitled to no privileges, but, on the other hand,

he is also entitled to be treated no worse than any one else.

Now, it will be an indefensible wrong, a gross impropriety

from every standpoint, for any newspaper to endeavor to

have its representatives accompany me on this trip, or to

fail to give me the complete privacy to which every citizen

who acts decently and behaves himself is entitled."

Eoosevelt 's gratification at the great victory achieved for

Taft and the Republican party in the election found expres-

sion in his letters written immediately afterwards. One
to E. S. Martin, of Life, on November 6, 1908, is a fair sam-
ple of many others :

''Naturally I am greatly pleased at the election. I

have finished my career in public life; I have enjoyed

it to the full; I have achieved a large proportion of what
I set out to achieve ; and I am almost ashamed to say that

I do not mind in the least retiring to private life. No Presi-

dent has ever enjoyed himself as much as I have enjoyed
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myself, and for the matter of that I do not know any man
of my age who has had as good a time. Of course if I had

felt that I could conscientiously keep on in the Presi-

dency I should have dearly liked to have tried again; and

I shall miss a very little having my hands on the levers of

the great machine; but I am really almost uneasy to find

that I do not mind the least bit in the world getting out."

On November 6, 1908, the President wrote a letter to Sir

George Otto Trevelyan which is a worthy supplement to

the one that he wrote to him on June 19, 1908, quoted in a

previous chapter. A noteworthy passage in the later letter

is that in which Eoosevelt expresses the absolute faith that

he then had in Taft's ability and determination to carry

forward the causes and policies which had been the chief

features of the Roosevelt administration—a faith which he

was to learn later with sadness was misplaced

:

^'Well, the election is over, and to say that I am pleased

with the result is to express it mildly. I can hardly express

my satisfaction. If the result of my 'renunciation' had
been either the nomination of a reactionary in the place of

Taft, or the turning over of the government to Bryan, I

should have felt a very uncomfortable apprehension as to

whether I did not deserve a place beside Dante's pope who
was guilty of il gran rifiuto. Renunciation is so often the

act of a weak nature, or the term by which a weak nature

seeks to cover up its lack of strength, that I suppose that

every man who feels that he ought to renounce something

also tends to feel a little uncomfortable as to whether he is

really acting in accordance with the dictates of a sound
morality or from weakness. Yet feeling as I do about this

people and about the proper standard for its chosen lead-

ers, I would not have acted otherwise than as I did; and
naturally the relief is very great to have the event justify

me.

*'Taft will carry on the work substantially as I have
carried it on. His policies, principles, purposes and ideals

are the same as mine and he is a strong, forceful, efficient
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man, absolutely upright, absolutely disinterested and fear-

less. In leaving, I have the profound satisfaction of know-

ing that he will do all in his power to further every one of

the great causes for which I have fought and that he will

persevere in every one of the great governmental policies

in which I most firmly believe. Therefore nothing what-

ever is lost by my having refused to run for a third term,

and much is gained.

''Washington and Lincoln set the standard of conduct

for the public servants of this people. They showed how
men of the strongest type could also possess all the disin-

terested, all the unselfish, devotion to duty and to the inter-

ests of their fellow countrymen that we have a right to

expect, but can only hope to see in the very highest type

of public servant. At however great a distance, I have

been anxious to follow in their footsteps, and anxious that,

however great the difference in degree, my service to the

Nation should be approximately the same in kind as

theirs."

To his friend, Mr. Strachey of the London Spectator, he

wrote on November 28, 1908, giving his views on the use of

ex-Presidents

:

''When people have spoken to me as to what America
should do with its ex-Presidents, I have always answered

that there was one ex-President as to whom they need not

concern themselves in the least, because I would do for

myself. It would be to me personally an unpleasant thing

to be pensioned and given some honorary position. I em-

phatically do not desire to clutch at the fringe of departing

greatness. Indeed, to me there is something rather attrac-

tive, something in the way of living up to a proper demo-
cratic ideal, in having a President go out of office just as

I shall go, and become absolutely and without reservation

a private man, and do any honorable work which he finds to

do. My first work will be to go to Africa for the National

Museum.
'

' I am fifty, I have led a very sedentary life for ten years,
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and I feel that this is my last chance for something in the

nature of a ' great adventure. * If a war should occur while

I am still physically fit, I should certainly try to raise a

brigade, and if possible a division, of cavalry, mounted rifle-

men, such as those in my regiment ten years ago. But if,

as I most earnestly hope, there is peace then, after my re-

turn from Africa, and in view of the fact that I am not fit

any longer for really arduous exploration, the work open to

me which is best worth doing is fighting for political, social

and industrial reform, just as I have been fighting for it

for the twenty-eight years that I have been in politics.

"I feel very strongly that one great lesson to be taught

here in America is that while the first duty of every man
is to earn enough for his wife and children, that when once

this has been accomplished no man should treat money as

the primary consideration. He is very foolish unless he

makes it the first consideration, up to the point of support-

ing his family; but normally, thereafter it should come

secondary. Now, I feel that I can still for some years

command a certain amount of attention from the American

public, and during those years and before my influence to-

tally vanishes I want to use it so far as possible to help

onward certain movements for the betterment of our

people."

In a letter to the Kaiser, on December 26, 1908, he re-

peated the remark about raising a regiment in case of war,

which is of curious interest in view of his vain effort to

get permission to raise a division in the war against the

Kaiser in 1917:

'*It is very unlikely that I shall ever hold office again.

But if—what I most earnestly hope may never occur—there

should be a big war in which the United States was engaged,

while I am still in bodily vigor, I should endeavor to get

permission to raise a division of mounted rifles—cavalry,

in our use of the word; that is, nine regiments such as the

one I commanded in the war with Spain. I hope the chance

may never come, however."
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The first explicit statement of Eoosevelt's attitude to-

wards woman suffrage which appears in his correspondence

was in a letter addressed on November 10, 1908, to Mrs.

Harriet Taylor Upton, of Warren, Ohio, Treasurer of the

National American "Woman Suffrage Association

:

*^I will give you exactly my feeling about your request

that I speak a word for woman suffrage in my annual

message. I do not think it would be wise to do so ; not in

the least because of any consideration about myself, but

because I think that it is not in any shape or way a live

issue at this time, and because I do not see what good would

come of my mentioning it.

'^ Personally I believe in woman suffrage, but I am not an

enthusiastic advocate of it because I do not regard it as a

very important matter. I am unable to see that there has

been any special improvement in the position of women
in those States in the "West that have adopted woman suf-

frage, as compared with those States adjoining them that

have not adopted it. I do not think that giving the women
suffrage will produce any marked improvement in the con-

dition of women. I do not believe that it will produce any

of the evils feared, and I am very certain that when women
as a whole take any special interest in the matter they

will have the suffrage if they desire it. But at present I

think most of them are lukewarm ; I find some actively for

it and some actively against it.

''I am, for the reasons above given, rather what you

would regard as lukewarm or tepid in my support of it

because, while I believe in it, I do not regard it as of very

much importance. I- believe that man and woman should

stand on an equality of right, but I do not believe that

equality of right means identity of function ; and I am more
and more convinced that the great field, the indispensable

field, for the usefulness of woman is as the mother of the

family. It is her work in the household, in the home, her

work in bearing and rearing the children, which is more
important than any man's work, and it is that work which

should be normally the woman's special work, just as
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normally the man's work should be that of the breadwinner,

the supporter of the homo, and if necessary the soldier who

will fight for the home. There are exceptions as regards

both man and woman ; but the full and perfect life, the life

of highest happiness and of highest usefulness to the State,

is the life of the man and the woman who are husband

and wife, who live in the partnership of love and duty, the

one earning enough to keep the home, the other managing

the home and the children.

*'I do not desire to go into a public discussion of this

matter, so I will be obliged if you will treat this letter as

private."

Both during the campaign and after the election Roose-

velt was besought by men in public positions of various

kinds to request his successor to retain them in office. To
all he made replies similar to those in the subjoined letters

to members of the diplomatic service, whose names, for

obvious reasons, are omitted:

September 17, 1908.

Now, my dear Mr. Minister, about your request,—

I

can not ask Taft for any appointment. I will gladly

tell him how highly I think of you, and of my belief that you

would do excellent work if continued in the service. But

of course I should not be willing to speak of any particular

place to which I thought you would do good work. I am
not asking Taft for any appointments of any kind, and I am
certain that you will appreciate the wisdom of this position

of mine when you think over it. You see, if I ask for any

man, I could not well avoid asking for a countless number

whom I have appointed in the service.

January 31, 1909.

I have not asked Mr. Taft to retain a single man; no

Cabinet officer, nobody in any position; in the cases of a

very few small men in different States who had been de-

voted adherents of his for the nomination I have informed
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him of the fact, and I have given him full information about

a number of men in office concerning whom he asked me,

and as to one or two in response to questions of his, I have

told him positions in which I thought they would do well

or which I thought they would like. But I have volunteered

no information and said nothing to him unless he has asked

me to say it ; except that as regards one representative at

a foreign court whom I had appointed I told him certain

facts which I felt I ought to, as they were not to the repre-

sentative's credit.

Roosevelt's own summary of his work as President was
made in a letter to Sidney Brooks, a London publicist, on

December 28, 1908

:

*' During my term as President I have more than doubled

the navy of the United States, and at this moment our

battle fleet is doing what no other similar fleet of a like

size has ever done—that is, circumnavigating the globe

—

and is also at this moment in far more efficient battle trim,

from the standpoint of battle tactics, and even from the

standpoint of gunnery, than when it started out a year ago,

while the individual ships are each just a trifle more efficient.

''Then take the Panama Canal. I do not think that any
feat of quite such far-reaching importance has been to the

credit of our country in recent years; and this I can say

absolutely was my own work, and could not have been ac-

complished save by me or by some man of my temperament.
"Again, I think the peace of Portsmouth was a substan-

tial achievement. You probably know the part we played in

the Algeciras conference.

''Again, I believe what I did in settling the anthracite

coal strike was a matter of very real moment from the

standpoint not only of industrial but of social reform and
progress.

"Again, I have doubled or quadrupled the forest reserves

of the country ; have put through the reorganization of the

forest service, placing it under the Agricultural Depart-

ment; and I may add as a small incident, have created a
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number of reservations for preserving the wild things of

nature, the beasts and birds as well as the trees.

''In legislation I succeeded in getting through the na-

tional irrigation act in the development of the semi-arid

States, of the great plains and Rockies ; I think this achieve-

ment in importance comes second only to the creation of the

homestead act; and indeed in those particular States it is

more important than the homestead act.

"During these eight sessions of Congress I have suc-

ceeded in getting the administration of the civil govern-

ment in the Philippine Islands put upon a satisfactory

basis ; and I got Congress to approve of my action in inter-

fering in Cuba—and here, by the way, let me interject that

I think we have given a pretty fair example of interna-

tional good faith of the kind I preach, for after having our

army for the second time for several years in Cuba, we are

now about to leave the island prosperous and thriving, and

with a reasonable hope that it can achieve self-government

for itself ; at least, if it can not, it is evident that we have

done our best to put it on the road of stable and orderly

independence.

"In Santo Domingo, after two years' delay I got the

Senate to ratify the treaty I had made (and under which,

incidentally, I had been acting for two years) and have now

put the affairs of the island on a better basis than they have

been for a century—indeed, I do not think it would be an

over-statement to say on a better basis than they have

ever been before. The Senate has ratified our actions with

regard to South America, and in consequence our position

in regard to the Latin-American Republics is infinitely

better than it ever has been before; and so, I may add, is

the case with Japan, thanks to our demonstrating that we
desire to act with fairness and courtesy, and in entire good

faith, and that we carry a big stick.

"We succeeded in passing a law improving the adminis-

tration of the army, and also a law improving the ad-

ministration of the national guard or militia. We got

another law passed which established the Department of
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Commerce and Labor, with tlie Bureau of Corporations,

and thereby enabled us to take the first really efficient step

toward exercising proper national supervision and control

over the great corporations.
'* Partly by law and partly by executive order we have

completely reorganized the consular service of the United

States. We passed a law giving vitality to the Interstate

Commerce Commission, and for the first time providing

some kind of efficient control by the National Government

over the great railroads. We passed a law providing for

Federal meat inspection of the packing houses, and also

the pure food law, both of them of the utmost importance

from the sanitary standpoint. In matters of social and

industrial reform I got a law creating a juvenile court for

the District of Columbia ; another, providing for the inves-

tigation of the condition of women and child workers of the

United States; an employers' liability law for corporations

engaged in interstate commerce, and for the Government
service itself, and for the District of Columbia; where we
have also regulated child labor by law. This means, all

told, a considerable sum of legislative achievements.

''We settled the Alaskan boundary dispute; we have laid

the Pacific cable. By the establishment of army and navy
maneuvers I have, I think, much increased the efficiency of

the army and doubled the efficiency of the navy. I have

started the movement for the development of our inland

waterways as part of the great movement for the con-

servation of our national resources. I also started the

movement for the betterment of the conditions of country

life. All these latter, however, have been done by me with-

out the assistance of Congress. Furthermore, through the

Department of Justice we have brought big corporations

and labor unions impartially before the courts, and have

actually brought to justice and secured the punishment by
fine and imprisonment of the most powerful wrongdoers in

the land. So many successful suits, civil and criminal, have

been undertaken by the Department of Justice that I would

not even attempt to enumerate them. The anger of labor
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leaders like Gompers, and of the largest Wall Street mag-

nates on the other side, is a sufficient guaranty of what we

have done."

Roosevelt's allusion in this letter to his services for the

conservation of natural resources is slight and far from

adequate. The fact is that his services in that field, which

began with his Presidency and continued without a break

to its end, were exceeded in lasting public benefit by none

others of his career. For seven and a half years he used

the vast powers and influence of his office to advance this

cause by stimulating and informing public opinion, by pre-

paring and urging upon Congress fundamental legislation,

and, most of all, by the vigorous and fearless use of execu-

tive powers under the laws. The full story of what he

accomplished is told by him in his 'Autobiography.'

One of the last acts of Roosevelt as President was in

taking personal direction of proceedings to bring the Sugar

Trust, as the American Sugar Refining Company was
known, to book for fraudulent evasion of duties in the im-

portation of sugar. In 1907 the discovery was made by a

special agent of the customs service that by means of a

spring attachment to the weighing scales of the company
on the wharves where imported sugar was landed, the

figures registered were far below the actual weight of the

sugar. A suit was brought by the U. S. District Attorney

of the Eastern New York district against the company's
superintendent of the docks in Brooklyn where the fraud

was perpetrated, but was not successful. At this point

Roosevelt took personal charge of the matter. He had
Henry L. Stimson, the U. S. District Attorney of the South-

ern District, appointed a special assistant by the Attorney
General, in order to give him jurisdiction and put him in

charge of the case. Roosevelt selected Mr. Stimson
for the task because as District Attorney he had prose-

cuted the sugar companies for extorting rebates from rail-

way companies and had won his suits, completely breaking

up the practice. As special assistant to the Attorney Gen-
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eral, Mr. Stimson, early in February 1909, brought a civil

suit against the American Sugar Refining Company, in the

Southern District where its offices were situated, for

fraudulent evasion of customs duties, selecting a single

cargo of sugar as a test case. The trial lasted about a

month, and on March 4, 1909, the day on which Roosevelt

retired from the Presidency and Taft was inaugurated as

his successor, the jury, after an hour's deliberation, brought

in a verdict of guilty against the company.

Through some occult but powerful influences, the local

news accounts of the trial minimized or suppressed entirely

the startling evidence of the fraud and thd prompt verdict

against the company. This curious silence in the press

excited both surprise and indignation on the part of Roose-

velt. He had, before leaving the Presidency, accepted the

position of contributing editor of the Outlook and at his first

meeting with his editorial associates he asked if they would

favor the publication of an article giving the full story of

the sugar frauds and the result of the trial. They replied

unanimously and heartily that they would.

The story was published in the Outlook on May 1, 1909,

with illustrations showing how the spring attachment had

worked and giving figures showing that the company had by

means of it smuggled through the customs many million

tons of sugar.

The publication aroused great interest throughout the

country and indignant protests came from the newspapers

because the news had been kept from them. Almost imme-

diately the guilty sugar company made an offer to pay over

to the Government about $2,000,000 in evaded duties. Other

sugar refining companies, guilty of various methods of de-

frauding the revenue, also confessed judgment, and paid

over about $1,500,000 more, making the total result of

Roosevelt's energetic personal leadership in the matter a

gain of $3,500,000 to the Treasury of the United States.

In his final message to Congress, on December 8, 1908,

Roosevelt reiterated his well-established views on the lead-

ing policies of his administration and urged continued sup-
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port of them. Not much of value is usually accomplished

at the session of Congress which comes at the end of the

term of an outgoing President, but the following letter

which Roosevelt wrote to his son Theodore, on January 31,

1909, shows that he kept firm control of the situation till

the end:

'*I have entered on the last month of my Presidency and

I think I can hold Congress down so that no disastrous

break-up can occur during that period. But they have

been anxious to see if they could not do me up this winter.

I have a very strong feeling that it is a President's duty to

get on with Congress if he possibly can, and that it is a re-

flection upon him if he and Congress come to a complete

break. For seven sessions I was able to prevent such a

break. This session, however, they felt that it was safe ut-

terly to disregard me because I was going out and my suc-

cessor had been elected ; and I made up my mind that it was
just a case where the exception to the rule applied and that

if I did not fight and fight hard, I should be put in a con-

temptible position; while inasmuch as I was going out on

the fourth of March I did not have to pay heed to our abil-

ity to cooperate in the future. The result has, I think, jus-

tified my wisdom. I have come out ahead so far, and I have

been full President right up to the end, which hardly any

other President has ever been."

Among many letters which reached Eoosevelt on his

retirement was the following

:

British Embassy, Washington,

March 6, 1909.

My dear Mr. Roosevelt:

Now that you may have a little time to read letters, I

want to tell you what has been much in my mind in reflect-

ing on your seven years of office. You seem to me to have

done more for the advancement of good causes, more to

stir the soul of the nation and rouse it to a sense of its

incomparable opportunities and high mission, for the whole
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world as well as for this Continent, than any one of your

predecessors for a century save Abraham Lincoln himself.

The results will endure ; some of them will be even greater,

I venture to think, than we can yet see. The bringing about

peace between Russia and Japan, the construction of the

Canal, the setting on foot of the Conservation of Resources

Movement, all fall into their places along with and cohere

with this appeal to the Nation's heart and its larger

thoughts for the future which you have made.

I remember once saying to you that the one of your prede-

cessors you most resembled in range and variety of inter-

ests was Thomas Jefferson. You are unlike him in this,

that he lost nearly all his friends, and yours draw always

closer to you and prize your friendship more.

One thing I can't tell you and that is how great and

constant a pleasure it has been to me to represent my
country to yours when you were at the latter 's head, and

to know that never were the relations so intimate and so

trustful between the two peoples that ought to be the closest

friends and fellow workers.

May you have a happy and healthful time and soon come
back to your land, for which you have still much to do.

Always your sincere friend,

James Bryce.



CHAPTER XII

ROOSEVELT AND TREVELYAN

No part of Theodore Roosevelt's voluminous correspond-

ence is more interesting than that which he conducted with

the literary men and women of his time. In this the catholic

intellectual side of the man, his eager and all-embracing

joy in the things of the mind, is revealed. An insatiable

reader of books, he rejoiced greatly in the society of the

writers of them. Whenever a book appeared that pleased

him, the author, if within hailing distance, was certain to

receive a letter of cordial appreciation and an urgent invita-

tion to the White House or Oyster Bay in order that per-

sonal acquaintance might be made. While he was President

there was scarcely a writer of even moderate fame with

whom he had not established friendly relations. Many a

young American author was both enchanted and amazed at

discovering the minute knowledge which Roosevelt had of

his works, and the genuine personal interest he took in him
and in them.

To his intimate friends it seemed, literally, that he read

every book that was published the day after it appeared, so

rare was it that one could be named to him which he had
not read. His usual reply was that he had not only read

that particular one but several others on the same subject or

by the same author. '^Were you ever able to mention a

book to the President that he had not read?" asked a lady

of her neighbor at a dinner in the White House during the

Roosevelt administration. When the reply was in the nega-

tive, the lady continued: **I have dined here many times

and talked much with him, and I have never discovered a

book that was unknown to him. On one occasion I thought

T had found one which he surely could not have seen. It

136
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was a rare book by an Icelandic author, and I came here

confident that I should at last be able to tell the President

something that he did not know. Luckily, I found myself

seated next to him at table and when what seemed to be

the opportune moment came, I said: 'Mr. President, are

you interested in Icelandic literatureT With a bounce in

his chair he turned an eager countenance upon me and said

:

'Am I not !

' and then proceeded to tell me not only all about

my one lonely Icelandic book but dozens of others that I

had never heard of."

He did not merely read books—he absorbed them and

made their contents a part of his knowledge for all time,

ready for instant use at a moment's notice. A book on a

particular subject aroused thoughts of his own along the

same lines, and when he wrote a letter of praise to the

autlior the chances were that he gave him at the same time

ideas and suggestions more or less novel to him, for the

wide range of his reading had left few fields of knowledge

untouched.

During the years of his presidency and those which fol-

lowed he was in regular correspondence with the leaders

in literary and intellectual life both in this country and in

Europe. A bulky volume could be made of his corre-

spondence with English writers alone. Among these the

one with whom letters were most frequently exchanged, and

during the longest period, was the Right Honorable Sir

George Otto Trevelyan, Baronet, 0. M., the English states-

man and writer of many books, including 'The Life and
Letters of Lord Macaulay,' 'The Early History of Charles

James Fox,' and 'The History of the American Revolu-

tion. ' It was while Trevelyan was engaged in the prepara-

tion of the last-named work that the correspondence became
intimate.

In this series of letters, covering a period of nearly

twenty years, Roosevelt 's characteristics as a letter-writer

are conspicuously displayed, because in Trevelyan he had a

correspondent who was peculiarly responsive to his own

intellectual tastes and knowledge. '
' Thurlow is a fine fel-
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low," says Doctor Johnson. "He fairly puts his mind to

yours." Roosevelt might have said the same of Trevelyan.

Each put his mind to the other's, and the result was a

correspondence of rare interest and value. Trevelyan him-

self said of it in a letter to me under date of April 23, 1919,

gladly granting me permission to quote from his letters:

"My vocation was only to return the balls stmck over

the net by the hand of a master ! I deliberately think that

better letters of that class were never written. Take for

instance that one shortly before his Presidential contest,

when he says that he would rather be a real President for

three years and a half than a figurehead for seven years and

a half. What wisdom is in this letter, and what courage

!

If there is a finer and truer description of a statesman's

creed extant in the world, I do not know it."

The passage referred to was in a letter which Roosevelt

wrote to Trevelyan on May 28, 1904, from which I shall

quote again presently: "I certainly would not be willing

to hold the Presidency at the cost of failing to do the things

which make the real reason why I care to hold it at all.

I had much rather be a real President for three years and

a half than a figurehead for seven years and a half. I

think I can truthfully say that I now have to my credit

a sum of substantial achievement—and the rest must take

care of itself."

The correspondence began while Roosevelt was Gover-

nor of New York, and I am much indebted to Sir George

for an account of its beginning and the original of the first

letter which Roosevelt wrote to him. He had sent to the

Governor a copy of the first part of 'The American Revo-

lution,' and on January 16, 1899, Roosevelt wrote:

My dear Sir George:

I have just received a copy of 'The American Revolu-

tion,' for which pray accept my sincere thanks. I am

rather busy now, but as I have never failed hitherto to read
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everything you have written, I doubt if more than a day or

two passes before I have gone through your whole book.

You are one of the few blessed exceptions to the rule that

the readable historian is not truthful. I think that in point

of combining literary interest with historic accuracy you

must come near satisfying even Mr. Frederick Harrison

!

At the bottom of the letter there appears this memo-
randum :

'

' This is the hero ! I suppose he will some day be Presi-

dent. I sent the book to him as he was so kind to Charles."

Writing to me in explanation of this, on June 6, 1919,

Sir George says: "At the foot of the 1899 letter there is a

curious contemporary pencil note in my handwriting with

a prophecy that came off. By Hhe hero' I suppose I re-

ferred to his conduct in the Spanish war."

Roosevelt's enjoyment and approval of Trevelyan's

'History of the American Revolution' was warmly ex-

pressed in a letter that he wrote to him on December 12,

1903, after he had finished reading the second part. "I
feel," he said, ''that it is far and away the best account of

the Revolution written by any one. For interest, for de-

lightful humor, for absolute fairmindedness, for exactness

of narrative, for profound insight (and for the English!)

—

why, my dear Sir, no other book on the Revolution so much
as approaches it. There are two or three points you raise

which I should like to discuss with you, but they are not

important. '

'

Writing again to Trevelyan, on January 23, 1904, he

attributed to Sir George a published article entitled ' Clio

'

which had been written by his youngest son, George Macau-
lay Trevelyan, himself an author of distinction. In this

letter Roosevelt gave expression with much feeling and

spirit to his views on the proper writing of history, with

lively comments upon pedantic writers of it

:

"In a very small way I have been waging war with

their kind (pedants) on this side of the water for a number
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of years. We have a preposterous little historical organ-

ization which, when I was just out of Harvard and very

ignorant, I joined. Fortunately I had enough good sense,

or obstinacy, or something, to retain a subconscious belief

that inasmuch as books were meant to be read, good books

ought to be interesting, and the best books capable in addi-

tion of giving one a lift upward in some direction. After a

while it dawned on me that all of the conscientious, indus-

trious, painstaking little pedants, who would have been use-

ful people in a rather small way if they had understood

their own limitations, had become because of their conceit

distinctly noxious. They solemnly believed that if there

were only enough of them, and that if they only collected

enough facts of all kinds and sorts, there would cease to be

any need hereafter for great writers, great thinkers. They

looked for instance at a conglomerate narrative history of

America—a book which is either literature or science in

the sense in which a second-rate cyclopedia is literature and

science—as showing an 'advance' upon Francis Parkman

—

Heaven save the mark ! Each of them was a good enough

day laborer, trundling his barrowful of bricks and worthy

of his hire; so long as they saw themselves as they were

they were worthy of all respect; but when they imagined

that by their activity they rendered the w^ork of an archi-

tect unnecessary, they became both absurd and mis-

chievous.

"Unfortunately with us it is these small men who do

most of the historic teaching in the colleges. They have

done much real harm in preventing the development of

students who might have a large grasp of what history

should really be. They represent what is in itself the

excellent revolt against superficiality and lack of research,

but they have grown into the opposite and equally noxious

belief that research is all in all, that accumulation of facts

is everything, and that the ideal history of the future will

consist not even of the work of one huge pedant but of a

multitude of articles by a multitude of small pedants. They

are honestly unconscious that all they are doing is to gather
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bricks and stones, and that whether their work will or will

not amount to anything really worthy depends entirely

upon whether or not some great master builder hereafter

arrives who will be able to go over their material, to reject

the immense majority of it, and out of what is left to fashion

some edifice of majesty and beauty instinct with the truth

that both charms and teaches. A thousand of them would

not in the aggregate begin to add to the wisdom of man-

kind what another Macaulay, should one arise, would add.

The great historian must of course have the scientific spirit

which gives the power of research, which enables one to

marshal and weigh the facts ; but unless his finished work

is literature of a very high type small will be his claim to

greatness."

This letter deeply interested Trevelyan, who greatly ad-

mired Roosevelt's eloquent disquisition on history, which

struck him as very unlike the letters written by the rulers of

states on the European side of the Atlantic; at all events,

since Frederic the Second of Prussia brought his literary

correspondence to a close. In regard to the mistake about

authorship. Sir George wrote, February 10, 1904:

*'A letter has seldom given greater pleasure than yours

to me. In the first place I entirely concurred in all you
wrote, and was greatly stirred and fired by the style in

which it was written. And, in the next place, the article

was not by me, but by my youngest son. He is called

George Macaulay Trevelyan; and he is the first who ever

gained a fellowship at Trinity College, Cambridge, for

history; and that fellowship he obtained two years younger

than others. His life and times of Wickliffe, which had a

really great success, was written at one and twenty; and
this year he is going to publish a book which he will, no

doubt, do himself the honor to send you ; and which I think

will justify the praise you give to his article. Next month he

will marry (young for an Englislunan) the youngest daugh-

ter of Mr. and Mrs. Humphry Ward—She pleases herself by

the recollection that her grandfather. Doctor Arnold, saw
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the Lays of Rome in Manuscript, and persuaded their

author to publish them. Maeaulay had doubts whether

they would take a place in English literature. He had the

same apprehension with regard to the Essays. I shall show

George your letter ; but I am very careful to keep what you

write to me for my own private delectation.

'*We have just parted from Henry James. He comes to

us every year, and is never tired of this beautiful and

classical neighborhood. In one of his early books he gives

a charming description of Warwickshire and Stratford-on-

Avon;—in his 'Portraits of Places,' which, with the little

companion volume, 'Foreign Parts,' forms what is, per-

sonally, my favorite book of travels. I thank you once more

for the immense pleasure which your letter gave to me and

my wife, and will give to my son."

Replying to this letter, on May 28, 1904, Roosevelt wrote

:

*
'My blunder in my last letter brought me a better reward

than I deserved, because owing to it I have read your son's

*Age of Wickliife' with great pleasure. Pray congratulate

him from me upon all that he is doing."

It was a standing wonder with Roosevelt's intimates that

such a thing as intellectual weariness was unknown to him.

Reading never tired him as it does most persons, and the

reason why it did not he gave in this letter to Trevelyan, on

May 28, 1904:

*'I find reading a great comfort. People often say to me
that they do not see how I find time for it, to which I answer

them (much more truthfully than they believe) that to me
it is a dissipation, which I have sometimes to try to avoid,

instead of an irksome duty. Of course I have been so busy

for the last ten years, so absorbed in political work, that I

have simply given up reading any book that I do not find

interesting. But there are a great many books which ordi-

narily pass for 'diy' which to me possess much interest

—

notably history and anthropology ; and these give me ease

and relaxation that I can get in no other way, not even on

horseback ! '

'
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In the same letter he made an allusion to a difference be-

tween the governmental systems of the United States and

England which called out an interesting comment from

Trevelyan. The President wrote

:

"There is one point of inferiority in our system to yours

which has been very little touched upon, and that is the way
in which the Presidential office tends to put a premium
upon a man's keeping out of trouble rather than upon his

accomplishing results. If a man has a very decided char-

acter, has a strongly accentuated career, it is normally the

case of course that he makes ardent friends and bitter

enemies ; and unfortunately human nature is such that more
enemies will leave their party because of enmity to its head

than friends will come in from the opposite party because

they think well of that same head. In consequence, the

dark horse, the neutral-tinted individual, is very apt to win

against the man of pronounced views and active life. The
electorate is very apt to vote with its back to the future

!

Now all this does not apply to the same extent with your
Prime Minister. It is not possible for the politicians to

throw over the real party leader and put up a dummy or

some gray-tinted person under your system; or at least,

though perhaps it is possible, the opportunity and the

temptation are much less."

To this Trevelyan replied under date of November 10,

1904:

''With regard to what you say of the difference between
us and you in the selection of the man who is to govern, I

should express it by saying that in America the country
elects the ruler, and in England the country elects the

party."

Referring to the visit of John Morley to the White
House, a short time previous, Trevelyan wrote in the same
letter

:

"There is much for which you are to be envied; and
among other things, for having John Morley as a guest.
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Thirty years ago I thought him and Henry Sidgwick the

most delightful company of our generation; and Sidgwick

is gone. For ten years I sat next Morley in the House of

Commons, and it was a great antidote to the dreariness

and bad rhetoric which was the prevailing atmosphere of

that, as I suppose of all national assemblies. I have never

heard from him a sentence, or read from him a letter,

which was dull or common."

Roosevelt's reply to this letter, under date of November

24, 1904, gives an interesting glimpse of his reading during

the campaign for his election to the presidency:

''I was saying the other day to John Morley how much
I regretted that it did not seem likely that you could get

over here. By the way, Morley spent three or four days

with us, and I found him as delightful a companion as one

could wish to have, and I quite understand the comfort he

must have been to you when you sat beside him in the

House. Incidentally, it is rather a relief to have you speak

as you do about the tedious and trivial quality of most of

the eloquence in the House. I am glad to find that it is

characteristic of all parliamentary bodies, and not merely

of those of my own country!

**In my hours of leisure (during the campaign) I did a

good deal of reading. I re-read your history of our Revo-

lution and liked it more than ever, but came to the con-

clusion that you had painted us a little too favorably. I

also re-read both your Macaulay and your Fox, and then

re-read Macaulay 's 'History. ' When I had finished it I felt

a higher regard for him as a great writer, and as in the

truest sense of the word a great philosophical historian,

than I have ever felt before. It is a pretty good test of

such a history to have a President who is also a candidate

for the Presidency read it in the midst of a campaign.

''I read a number of other books during the campaign;

Rhodes 's excellent history, for instance, and a good deal of

Dickens. In the American characters in 'Martin Chuzzle-

wit,' Dickens made a mistake in generalizing and insisting
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that all Americans were represented by his figures, which,

of course, is as nonsensical as to say that Pecksniff, Bill

Sykes, and Sir Mulberry Hawk, taken in the aggregate,

typify all of English society. But all the same I would like

to have 'Martin Chuzzlewit' studied as a tract in America."

Roosevelt's allusions to Macaulay called forth from Tre-

velyan this remarkably interesting reply

:

"Wallington, Northumberland,

December 8, 1904.

I ventured to copy out and read to my sister, Lady
Knutsford, the passage in your letter about your re-reading

of Macaulay 's history. It is a curious proof of Macaulay 's

goodness that, as she and I get old—older than he ever was

—our affection for him seems rather to grow than to lessen.

To those whom he loved, he was the most lovable of man-

kind. This would be a good house in which to read him;

for the place was a seat of Sir John Fenwick, whose fate

Macaulay described with such fulness. A few years before

the Act of Attainder Wallington was bought by my great

grandfather's great grandfather. Sir William Blackett,

from Sir John Fenwick; a principal part of the purchase

money being an annuity on Sir John Fenwick 's life of 2,000

pounds a year. Blackett pulled down the castle, and built

the house in which I live. He was a famous Whig, and

(I suppose) voted in every division with his party on

Fenwick 's Bill of Attainder. But I hope not.

There is a still older literary association with Walling-

ton. In the 'Reeves Tale' of Chaucer, about the two young
rascals who went out to "Trompington, not fer fro Cante-

brigge," the leading scapegrace of the pair of undergrad-

uates is called ''Alein de strother," and Chaucer says that

he came **0f a town" (township) ''Far in the North, I

cannot tellen where." This was Allan de Strother, a very

great personage indeed, who lived at Wallington, and was

a friend of Chaucer's at Edward the Ill's court. The story

is taken from Boccaccio, and Chaucer evidently put in de
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Strother's name as chaff. There can be no other explana-

tion. A Fenwick married the Strother heiress; and from

the Fenwicks the place came into our family. I should

dearly love to show it you, and still more to show you

Macaulay's books with their marginal notes. Personally,

I think those notes better than his writings, his speeches,

his conversation, or his letters. Goodness, how they light

the books up! Frederick Myers said to me of Macaulay:

''He always seems to have read in the state of eagerness

in which I am during the first five minutes of a great

author. '

'

I write about these things inasmuch as I am sure you

have enough about politics from your other correspondents.

But I must express the delight with which I read the sen-

tence: "A great free people owes it to itself and to man-

kind not to sink into helplessness before the powers of

evil." In the present state of the world that makes for

peace, and not for war ; and it is one of the phrases which

will stick to the memory of mankind.

A few days after his inauguration as President, March 9,

1905, Roosevelt wrote a long letter to Trevelyan, giving a

description of the inauguration exercises, mentioning his

efforts to bring about peace between Russia and Japan,

and saying:

''Of course I greatly enjoyed inauguration day, and in-

deed I have thoroughly enjoyed being President, But I

believe I can also say that I am thoroughly alive to the

tremendous responsibilities of my position. Life is a long

campaign where every victory merely leaves the ground

free for another battle, and sooner or later defeat comes to

every man, unless death forestalls it. But the final defeat

does not and should not cancel the triumphs, if the latter

have been substantial and for a cause worth championing.

"I suppose that almost always and in almost every

country there has been cause for anxiety. The most mar-
velous growth in population and material prosperity, and,

I believe, in the average of human happiness, that the
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world has ever seen in any race, has taken place among the

English-speaking peoples since the time when Goldsmith

gave poetic expression to the general feeling of gloom which

prevailed among educated men at what they were pleased

to consider the morbid growth of the cities and the deca-

dence of the men in England. Much good has gone hand in

hand with the evil of the tremendous industrial develop-

ment of the day. I do not think the average American

multi-millionaire a very high type, and I do not much
admire him. But in his place he is well enough ; and I am
inclined to think that on the whole our people are, spirit-

ually as well as materially, on the average better and not

worse off than they were a hundred years ago."

Trevelyan's reply to this letter contained, as usual, much
interesting material

:

London, March 30, 1905.

Always and especially now that you have such an all im-

portant role as the newspapers indicate with reference to

Russia, it is certainly a great advantage to be exempt from
the wearing, distracting, and sometimes most ignoble de-

tails of parliamentary warfare. It was very painful to see

Mr. Gladstone exposed to such an ordeal when he had affairs

of vast moment upon his hands. I really think that you

can have no conception what he went through when he was
conducting such pieces of work as the Alabama Treaty; the

Egyptian Occupation ; the life and death crisis with Russia

over the affairs of Pendjdeh; and (above all) in his old

age, the frightful problem of Ireland.

Think only of one circumstance, that, while he was pass-

ing his last very great measure, the Irish Land Act of 1881,

and at the same time was face to face with what was prac-

tically a fierce revolution in Ireland, he was daily involved

in the sordid detraction and humiliation (if a great man who
is doing his duty according to his lights can be humiliated)

of the Bradlaugh difficulty with all its clouds of calumny

and virulence.

I know that you have your own share of the troubles and
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annoyances which beset every ruler who is working for the

country, and not for himself; but I am glad to think that

you can choose your own time for making a communication

to the public, and are not bound to engage in controversy

with every coxcomb in a white tie and evening clothes who
comes down after dinner to worry a Minister who has been

working continuously since he rose from a bad night's

sleep.

I have ventured to send you a small book, 'Cawnpore.'

I wrote it at five and twenty, having lived for a year in

India, which was still scarred wdth the mutiny, among

friends, many no older than myself, who had played a part

all through that extraordinary period. One of them told me
that the twelve months, during which the crisis lasted,

flew like as many weeks. He was in Calcutta. If he had

been in Lucknow, or outside Delhi, the time might have

seemed longer. An Irish member of Parliament, who served

with the French army in 1870 and 1871, told me that he was

in Dijon during the battle. He and another officer were

posted in a high church tower to observe the field of action,

and send expresses to the generals engaged. All of a sud-

den the two officers were surprised by an ominous and

sudden darkening of the atmosphere, which seemed to be

an unnatural and unaccountable phenomenon. As a matter

of fact, it was the approach of night; so absorbing was the

interest of watching a battle without sharing the bodily

danger. I do not know whether that effect is usual; but

people whose business kept them in Calcutta appear to have

felt it during the mutiny.

I do not know whether I am correct in addressing you

as *' Excellency " but I like doing it because of Charles

Lee's objecting to that title being applied to Washington.

Trevelyan's inquiry about the title of '* Excellency

"

touched a sensitive point with the President, for almost

from the moment of taking office he had protested against

its use. Keplying on May 13, 1905, he wrote

:

*'I would rather not be called Excellency, and this partly
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because the title does not belong to me and partly from
vanity! The President of the United States ought to have
no title ; and if he did have a title it ought to be a bigger

one. Whenever an important prince comes here he is apt

to bring a shoal of 'Excellencies' in his train. Just as I

should object to having the simple dignity of the White
House changed for such attractions as might lie in a second-

rate palace, so I feel that the President of a great demo-
cratic republic should have no title but President. He
could not have a title that would not be either too much
or too little. Let him be called the President, and nothing

more.

**I suppose each of us is inclined to envy the advantages

of a system different from that under which he himself

lives. I was much struck by your congratulations upon my
being free from Hhe wearing, distracting, and sometimes

most ignoble details of parliamentary warfare.' They
must be wearing and distracting, and often ignoble, but

upon my word I can hardly believe they are worse than

what comes to any American President in the matter of

patronage. I have done all I could, and I think I may say

more than any other President has ever done, in the direc-

tion of getting rid of the system of appointing and remov-
ing men for political considerations. But enough remains

to cause me many hours of sordid and disagreeable work,

which yet must be done under penalty of losing the good
will of men with whom it is necessary that I should work.

''I can quite understand how Mr. Gladstone suffered at

some great crisis like that with Russia, or in the Egyptian
matter, or the Irish matter, when he was forced to submit

to the insolence of men his inferiors in every respect, men
not deserving serious notice by him, who yet had the power
to force him into controversy. But as I say, each man
knows where his own shoe pinches. I have had a most
vivid realization of what it must have meant to Abraham
Lincoln, in the midst of the heartbreaking anxieties of the

Civil War, to have to take up his time trying to satisfy the

candidates for postmaster at Chicago, or worse still in
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meeting the demands of the Germans or the Irish, or one

section or another of Republicans or War Democrats, that

such and such an officer should be given promotion or some

special position. It is of course easy for the mugwump or

goo-goo who has no knowledge whatever of public affairs

to say that the proper thing is to refuse to deal with such

men or to pay any heed to such considerations. But in

practical life one has to work with the instruments at hand,

and it is impossible wholly to disregard what have by long

usage come to be established customs. Lincoln had to face

the fact that great bodies of his supporters would have

been wholly unable to understand him if he had refused

to treat them with consideration when they wished to dis-

cuss such questions of patronage. You have your difficul-

ties from men who are thrust into positions to which they

are not entitled because of their social standing, or the

social standing of those on whom they are dependent or

with whom they are connected. We have our difficulties

with men of an entirely different class for whom the de-

mands are made because of the political services which they

have rendered. I suppose that those suffering from either

system are tempted at times to think that they would prefer

the other. But after all the great fact to remember is that

really we are both living under free government, and while

both of these governments, and the people behind the gov-

ernments, differ somewhat from one another, they are

closer kin than either is to any other folk. There are

numerous and grave evils incident to free government, but

after all is said and done I cannot imagine any real man
being willing to live under any other system."

The news of John Hay's death called forth from Tre-

velyan one of the most notable letters of the correspond-

ence:

Wallington,

July 15, 1905.

I have felt very much for you about John Hay ; the more
so as the last letter with which you honored me was hope-
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ful with regard to him. Some of his recent letters were

very interesting. In 1903, speaking of my having left

politics, he says: *'As for me, like the Thane of Cawdor,

'I am chained to the stake, and bear-like must fight my
course.' I am tired—even to the marrow of my bones;

but at present there seems no way out ; and in truth I have

been wonderfully favored by fortune. Almost everything

I set out to do, five years ago, is done; and I ought to be

thankful."

Last January he wrote to me with much feeling about the

noble compliment which you paid him by announcing that

he was to remain Secretary of State until 1909. "I have

no idea, however," he says, ''that my term of office will ex-

tend to that length. In fact, I have grave doubts whether

this tenement of clay which I inhabit will hold together that

long. I wish I could look forward to so cheery a prospect

as that of visiting Stratford-on-Avon in your company ; but

that prospect also is dim. Walking with Henry Adams the

other day, I expressed my fear that, by the time I got out

of office, I should have lost the faculty of enjoyment. As
you know Adams, you can understand the dry malice with

which he replied: 'Make your mind easy on that score,

sonny! You've lost it now.' "

It is a veiy serious matter in free countries, full of able

men struggling to the front, the great age of successful

statesmen. I am satisfied that a good man, with an early

chance, is most valuable any time on from five or six and

twenty, and seldom good for much after five and sixty.

Politics is like war, inasmuch as when a man shrinks from

anything great or small, which requires doing, from con-

siderations of health and strength, he is no longer a true

campaigner. Our generation in England was curiously af-

fected by the question of age. Mr. Gladstone, in gifts and

faculties, was exactly a whole generation better than his

time of life ; and, while the Liberal party in some respects

gained by it, it in some respects was damaged. In his later

years he sometimes retained in important offices old col-

leagues who, though they were actually his juniors, were
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entirely worn out ; and it was noticeable how certain clever

men and ambitious outsiders were thrown into very unfor-

tunate political courses by the sense of being overshadowed

by him, and not being favorites with him. When John

Morley, and Biyce, and I were men of fifty he was old

enough, and more, to be our father; and he regarded us

with great indulgence—at times even to the verge of spoil-

ing us—as so many promising sons. We certainly were

very fond of him. But I cannot help wishing that he had

retired from office long before he did, and had allowed the

Liberal party to work out its own salvation, make its own

mistakes, and learn from its own experience.

When the treaty of peace between Russia and Japan was

signed in September, 1905, Roosevelt wrote a long letter

to Trevelyan describing the negotiations. In the same let-

ter he wrote: ''Your letter about John Hay interested me
very much. I think he will be missed more and more in-

stead of less and less as time goes on by all who knew

him." Two other passages on his recent reading are worth

quoting:

"Last night I was reading the poems of William Morris.

Of course they are rather absurd and one gets tired of

them very soon; but there are some of them which have

a kind of pre-Raphaelite attraction of their own. I also

happened to pick up the fifth volume of Lecky. It seems

to me that in the opening page he takes rather too sordid

a view of the characteristics which we have a right to ex-

pect of a modern statesman. It does not seem to me that

it is fair to say that passionate earnestness and self-devo-

tion, delicateness of conscience, and lofty aim are likely to

prove a hindrance instead of a help to a statesman or a

politician. Of course if he has no balance of common-sense,

then the man will go to pieces ; but it will be because he is

a fool, not because he has some of the qualities of a moral

hero. Undoubtedly many great statesmen whose names are

written in history in imperishable—though personally I

think in rather unpleasant—character, have lacked these
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characteristics, yet there are other great men who certainly

have possessed them. But I suppose Lecky was thinking of

the creatures analogous to our mugwumps ; the people who
actually pride themselves on a fantastic and visionary

morality, utterly unbalanced by common-sense; the people

who attracted the scorn of Macaulay's eminently sane and

healthy mind."

What Trevelyan thought of the peace victory, of Wash-
ington, Lincoln, and Morris, and incidentally of Lowell,

appeared in his next letter:

Wallington,

September 25, 1905.

Your letter was extraordinarily interesting and accept-

able. What a thing you have done ! It is unique in history

;

but it is in the footsteps of the pair whom you like to follow.

Washington, so far as I can see (for it is a period in your
history which is dim enough to me), prevented a terrible

war with England in 1795, at the cost of a great part of his

popularity, and at a time of life when his enormous per-

sonal position, and the moral dignity by which he was uni-

versally and for so long before surrounded wherever his

name was known, rendered the brutalities and vulgarities

of political detraction, as directed against him, humiliating

and almost grotesque. Lincoln, again, under immense
temptations and difficulties, prevented another desolating

war with us at the time of the Trent. The whole case is

wonderfully well put by Lowell in his ^Bridge and Monu-
ment'—the cleverest thing, I think, he ever did.

"We recollect how sailors' rights were won:
Yard locked in yard, hot gun-lip kissing gun."

That is the way to write!

I agree with you about Morris's poems. Himself, and
his wall papers, were the real things of value which he

gave to the world. He wrote most excellent letters, and

lived a high and inspiring life. That life has been written

in two volumes by Mackail, son-in-law to Burne-Jones. I
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read it with the greatest interest, and, on the chance of

your not having it, I have directed a copy to be sent you,

which I hope you will accept as my tribute to you as a

peace-maker.

In acknowledging the volume of 'Interludes,' contain-

ing a paper on 'An Ancient Greek War,' that Trevelyan

had sent him, Eoosevelt gave his own views on the Greeks,

on October 7, 1905

:

''I am not quite sure that I agree even with your care-

fully guarded statement as to your liking to have lived

in Greece in the classic age. The proviso you put in in-

cludes a great deal! We should have to get rid not only

of our present conventions of morality, but of what has

come to be our ordinary instincts of humanity, in order to

tolerate even the best and simplest of the society of that

day ; and we should have to lose entirely the beautiful love

of husband and wife, with all that it has so incalculably

meant for the home. What a strange thing it is that those

wonderful Greeks, so brilliant that I suppose Galton is

right in placing the average Athenian in point of intellect

as far above the average civilized man of our countries as

the latter is above the upper class barbarian, yet lacked the

self-restraint and political common sense necessary to en-

able them to hold their own against any strong aggressive

power. '

'

Several letters which passed between the Wo men at

this time contain references to books read and liked by
both, with comments on the same

:

eoosevelt to tkevelyan

White House,

November 8, 1905.

Sometimes I get discouraged by the enormous amount of

utterly worthless written matter published in America, in

all kinds of forms, from Sunday newspapers through maga-
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zines to books. It is such a veritable ocean of worthless-

ness that one tends to lose sight of some really good things

that are published. I send you herewith three little volumes

that have appeared during the last year, each of which

seems to have some real stuff in it. The 'From Epicurus

to Christ' seems to me to go pretty well down toward the

heart of things in getting at the worth, even in very brief

fashion, of those ancient philosophies which stand at the

base of our present moral structure. The other two vol-

umes deal more lightly with lighter subjects, for they are

only collections of essays; but I have enjoyed them so that

I am sure I shall like to reread them now and then. I send

them to you on the off chance of your liking them.

I have just finished a fortnight's trip in the Southern

States, where I was received with the utmost enthusiasm.

As far as I know I did not flinch from one of my princi-

ples; but I did do my best to show the Southern people

not only that I was earnestly desirous of doing what was
best for them, but that I felt a profound sympathy and
admiration for them; and they met me half way. This does

not mean any political change at all in the South, and it

means but a slight permanent change in the attitude of the

Southerners ; but I think it does mean this slight permanent
change, and it marks one more step toward what I believe

will some day come about—the complete reunion of the

two sections.

trevelyan to roosevelt

Palace Hotel, Rome,

December 1, 1905.

I am greatly pleased and honored by your sending me
those books which you have proved yourself. I am afraid

that the trash, of which you speak in America as flooding

the press, is produced not alone in America of English-

speaking nations. The best signs in England are the in-

numerable reprints of good old books, which continue to

be issued side by side with much balderdash. The very

titles of the volumes which you have been kind enough to
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send me testify to our tastes in common. For the last five

or six years—after caring nothing for philosophy all my
life, except in the exquisite literary setting of Plato—I have

acquired a deep and intense passion for Cicero's philo-

sophical writings. Perhaps it is that he was an old public

man, who had gone through all the most virile and stirring

human experiences, and had retained his eagerness for

truth and his lofty views of man's destiny. His ethical

illustrations are all taken from high political and warlike

events, and the diction is divine, and inspiring and sug-

gestive as no other writing. I have brought here the ' Tus-

culan Disputations,' and the 'De Natura Deorum'; and

in truth I now regard this wonderful city, which I know

as perhaps none but specialists know it, with a perceptibly

increased interest and respect on Cicero's account.

We have a glorious view from a fifth floor window on

the Pincian hill, straight across the heart of Rome. On the

Janiculan summit opposite—where no Pope or Emperor

ever was allowed to be placed—Garibaldi sits on his

charger, nobly sculptured in bronze, overlooking all the city

from the point where he fought the French in 1849. I saw

him once carried by four gens d'armes, within three feet

of me ; one by each arm, and one with an arm under each

knee. It was an arrest, by the Italian authorities, to which

he submitted in order to save bloodshed after the battle of

Mentana. And now he stands there, the master of all he

sees; and he deserves it, too; for though his material did

not allow him any certainty of military success, he had the

sacred fire which kept everything alive till the work was'

done. Last night we ate our Thanksgiving turkey and

cranberry sauce with your Ambassador and Ambas-
sadress—very old friends of ours. They lived for many
years next door to us in London. How my wife and I

would have wished you there! and what I would give to

take you, as I took John Morley, to the Forum and the

Palatine!! Nine out of ten people at the sights here are

Americans; very humble folk, especially the women, but

most intelligent and eager, and essentially refined. It is a
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pleasure to see them poring over their guide-books and

reading them aloud to each other.

Welcombe, Stratford-on-Avon,

January 8, 1906.

On our return from Italy I found the books you had been

good enough to send me; and primarily the ''American

Hunter," copy No. 3, which in itself is an honor. That

honor is greatly enhanced by the inscription which you

have written. The portrait is a great acquisition. It could

not be improved ; and, if for no other reason, the book would

be to me a valued possession. But I like it extremely, and

have enjoyed every word of it. The hunting books I care

for I have always cared for much ; but they are very few,

and this is among the veiy best. The whole about the

cougars is as good as it possibly can be; and there is a

melancholy romance about the Yellowstone Park which pro-

duced a great impression on me. I never miss spending

five minutes, when I visit our Zoological Gardens, in front

of the Bisons. What a sequence of ideas the sight of those

animals presents ! But I think your bears round the refuse

in the hotels are almost a more significant testimony to the

irresistible, unideal, triumph of civilization. However,

romance has lasted my time; and the last six weeks have

proved to me that Eome at any rate is romantic as ever.

To have produced Rome is, and I suppose always will re-

main, the most remarkable feat accomplished by mankind.

It is a place where no one can feel old, and no one unhappy.

Have you got 'Sponge's Sporting Tour'? Many years

ago I had a bad Typhoid fever; and, as then was the cus-

tom, it was concealed from me what was the matter with

me. But I gradually lost all interest in books, and in most

other human things; when suddenly there came on me a

craving to read 'Sponge,' which I had read a dozen times,

and have read several times since ; and I even then read it

with delight. I never understand how 'Jorrocks' can be

placed on a level with it. Macaulay—whose knowledge of

a horse was confined to a pretty clear recognition of the
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difference between its head and its tail—was much inter-

ested in 'Sponge.' If you have read the book, I will send

you something else which you may like.

roosevelt to trevelyan

White House,

January 22, 1906.

Yes, Mrs. Koosevelt and I are both as fond as you are

of the immortal 'Soapy Sponge'; but I shall be very

grateful if you will send me that copy, because the only

copy we have in the house is one Mrs. Roosevelt inherited

from her father. It is a rather cheap American edition,

though with the John Leech pictures, and we have read it

until it has practically tumbled to pieces. So you see I am
greedily closing with your offer.

I find it a great comfort to like all kinds of books, and to

be able to get half an hour or an hour's complete rest and
complete detachment from the fighting of the moment, by
plunging into the genius and misdeeds of Marlborough, or

the wicked perversity of James II, or the brilliant battle

for human freedom fought by Fox—or in short, anything

that Macaulay wrote or that you have written, or any one

of the novels of Scott and of some of the novels of Thack-

eray and Dickens ; or to turn to Hawthorne or Poe ; or to

Longfellow, who I think has been underestimated of late

years, by the way.

teevelyan to koosevelt

London,

March 15, 1906.

I have been an unconscionable time in sending you

'Soapy Sponge'; but it was not my fault. As long as I

was in the country I could not get it in the right shape.

The new reprints had the engravings reduced in size, and

the type—the dear old type—altered. Soon after my ar-

rival in London I picked up the right edition at a book

stall, and since then have been getting it bound.



CHAPTEK XIII

ROOSEVELT AND TREVELYAN—CONCLUDED

In November, 1906, President Eoosevelt made a visit to

the Isthmus of Panama, to inspect the work of building the

canal, making the journey on the battleship Louisiana.

"While on the return trip he wrote a letter, November 23,

to Trevelyan, in which, after describing what he had seen

on the Isthmus, he said:

*'In a very amusing and very kindly, and on the whole

not unjust book in which Captain Younghusband describes

the Philippines, he spoke of our army out there as looking

not like an army in the European sense but like the inhabi-

tants of a Eocky Mountain mining town. I know just what

he meant, and the comparison was not unjust, and in some

ways was more exact than he realized. Our army in service

now wears a jQannel shirt, light or heavy khaki trousers,

leggins and a soft slouch hat, and each man on the average

believes in his work and has much power of initiative. "Well,

in dress and traits the five thousand men on the Isthmus

keep making me think of our army as I have actually seen

it busily at work at some half war-like, half administrative

problem. Of course there are many exceptions, but on the

average the white man on the Isthmus feels that he is doing

a big job which will reflect credit on the country, and is

working with hearty good will. He is well housed and well

fed. He often has his wife and children with him, in which

case he lives in a really delightful cottage, the home life

being just such as one reads about in Octave Thanet's

stories of the West and of American labor people.

**I do not like a sea voyage myself, though of course I am
interested very much in this great battleship and in her

159
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officers and crew. The other day we dined at the chief

petty officers' mess, and the men are of the type which make
the strength of our navy and of yours.

**I have had a good deal of time for reading, naturally,

and among other things have gone over Milton's prose

works. What a radical republican, and what a staunch

partisan, and what an intense Protestant the fine old fellow

was; subject to the inevitable limitations of his time and

place, he was curiously modern too. He advocated liberty

of conscience to a degree that few were then able to advo-

cate, or at least few of those who were not only philosophers

like Milton, but also like Milton in active public life, and his

plea for liberty of the press is good reading now. His

essay on divorce is curious rather than convincing, and

while it is extremely modern in some ways it is not modern
at all in the contemptuous arrogance of its attitude toward

women. Personally I like his 'Eikonoklastes,' but then I

am a radical about punishing people like Charles the First

or Jefferson Davis. It may be very unwise to kill either,

but it is eminently righteous to do so—so- far, that is, as

anything is righteous which is not in its deepest and truest

sense also expedient.

**I have also been reading Dill's account of Roman so-

ciety from Nero to Marcus Aurelius. You, my dear Sir,

who are so blessed as to read all the best of the Greeks

or Latins in the original must not look down too scornfully

upon us who have to make believe that we are contented

with Emerson's view of translations. I am now trying to

get some really good English editions of Tacitus. I want
to see if it is possible to pick up some old edition with

good print and good binding.

''After I read Milton and Tacitus until I feel that I can

stand them no longer I devour short stories or novels. In

the novels I am sorry to say I usually have to go back to

those I have read already."

To this letter Trevelyan replied

:
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Wallington,

December 12, 1906.

I was unusually glad to get your letter, for I seemed

to detect in it the note of out-doors zest and freshness which

betokened that you had what to you, at any rate, was some-

thing of a holiday. It interested me extremely to read your

impressions of the Isthmus; and one felt proud of what

man can do to make this world more habitable when one

compared your account of the health of the employees, and

their families, with the story of Darien which Macaulay

tells with such extraordinary picturesqueness in the

XXIVth chapter of his History. Spain is not so formidable

to you as she was to those poor souls of Scotch settlers in

1699 : and you have had a hand in bringing that result about.

Captain Younghusband's description of your army in the

Philippines is curious. I fancy that must have been very

much the appearance of the legionary in remote quarters

under the Eoman Empire. But it pleased me most to know
that you had dined at the petty officers' mess on the

Louisiana. I should like to have seen the faces around the

Board of Admiralty if, as a junior Lord, in the year 1869,

I had accepted the hospitality of the Warrant officers ! They

must be a fine set with you, as with us ; and I am glad to

think that they live exceedingly well.

I am leading a very tranquil life, finishing my next part

of the American Revolution. It is most fascinating work
describing the French element in the great affair. The
statesmen at Versailles are in interesting contrast to Na-

thanael Greene and Jonathan Trumbull. Those ancient

heroes do not lose by the comparison.

Almost our last visitors here were Charles Francis and
Mrs. Adams. He went on to inspect Flodden, as he is very

fond of battle-fields. He has seen some warm work in his

time, or omitted to see it; for he slept all through Pickett's

charge with his tired cavalry in the rear of the line. I am
glad to say he is older than I am. Very few of my con-

temporaries are still going; except Bryce, and John Morley,

and the Prime Minister, Sir Henry Campbell Bannerman
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(fine fellow that he is!), and one or two of the tougher

Judges. All who held any humbler rank have been mus-

tered out of employment on account of their advanced

years. Even a friend of mine has been superannuated

from being President of the Society of Antiquaries, which

seems the ne plus ultra of superannuation. There is great

comfort in being old. A man feels responsible for his own
contemporaries, and critical of those among them who get

more than their deserts ; but he has no feeling beyond a mild

amusement as connected with personal matters in a younger

generation—except a genuine pleasure in seeing young

merit rewarded. One troubles oneself little about the ac-

tors, but retains one's interest in the cause. I look up to

you as a reader of Milton's prose. I never have taken to

sixteenth or seventeenth century prose; but I may some

day; for I never read Chaucer till three years ago, and I

have since read him twice through aloud, and he had spoiled

me for any other poetry. ^5 for classical history, have you

ever tried beginning Grote's Greece at the 35th chapter,

the Ionic revolt; leaving out all that precedes it, much of

which is hopelessly unreadable? The interest of what then

follows, through volume after volume, is unequaled in all

the world.

Hints of the wide range of Eoosevelt's reading are con-

veyed in these two letters:

White House,

April 10, 1907.

Do you know Negris' 'History of Julian the Apostate'?

Julian's career has always been interesting to me, and I

was particularly interested in seeing it treated by an

Italian of Negris' type. By the way, while I knew that

one of your diplomatists, Rennell Rodd, was a poet, I did

not realize that he was a historian until the other day Mrs.

Roosevelt presented me with a couple of volumes of his

on those curious Frankish principalities which existed in

Greece for a couple of centuries as the sequence of the

Fourth Crusade. It has always been to me an interesting
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episode in history, although it led absolutely nowhere, and

as far as I can see had almost no practical effect whatever

—

beyond fixing in the minds of Chaucer and his contempo-

raries the idea that feudal titles sat naturally on the heroes

of old Greece.

Oyster Bay,

June 20, 1907.

Some little time ago I received your son's volume on

Garibaldi which you so kindly sent me. I have been de-

lighted with it, especially because I was able to read it in

connection with De la Gorce's 'History of the French
Republic,' which in a couple of chapters gives the French-

clerical view of the transaction. By the way, I suppose

you are familiar with De la Gorce's 'History of the Sec-

ond Republic and Second Empire.' To me it is a most
interesting and attractive work, and the man ranks high

among historians in spite of his pronounced clerical sym-
pathies and his distrust of democracy.

In October, 1907, Roosevelt received an additional volume
of Trevelyan's 'American Revolution,' which in acknowl-

edging, he said: "I look forward to reading it as eagerly

as any girl ever looked forward to reading the last volume
of a favorite novel." A few weeks later, November 11,

1907, he wrote a letter to Trevelyan which contains inter-

esting views of his own on some of the personages of the

Revolution

:

"I have now read through your last volume. It is a
little difficult to say just what I feel about your history

without subjecting you to the discomfort always felt by
a fastidious man when he suspects he is overpraised. Yet
I can not refrain from expressing my sincere opinion that

you have not only written the final history of our Revolu-

tion, but that you have done what is given to so very, very
few men to do—that you have written one of the few his-

tories which can deservedly be called great. I do not want
to be misled by national feeling; and yet I can not help

believing that the American Revolution was one of the great
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historic events which will always stand forth in the story of

mankind; and now we have been fortunate enough to see

that rare combination of a great historic event treated by

a great writer, a great student, a great historian. How
fortunate we should be if Napier had written not merely

the Peninsula War, but all of Napoleon 's campaigns ! How
fortunate we should be if there had been a Thucydides to

write of Alexander as he actually wrote of the Pelopon-

nesian War! How I wish that some man could arise to do

for the great English civil war of the 17th century, or for

the American civil war of the 19th century, what Macaulay

did for the English revolution and its hero ! Well, it seems

to me that you have done just this for the American Revo-

lution.

'*By the way, I am especially pleased at the justice you

did to Lord Grey, he who cut up Wayne's troops with the

bayonet, and thereby taught Wayne a lesson which Stony

Point and the Fallen Timbers afterwards showed he had

learned in good fashion. Was this Grey the ancestor of

either your present Foreign Secretary or present Governor

General in Canada? I have always felt a keen sympathy

with the men who receive no credit for their great and bril-

liant deeds simply because an inexorable fate has compelled'

them to fight on the losing side. The very greatest captains

in history, the Hannibals and Napoleons, leave a fame un-

dimmed by the fact of final failure, for their colossal might

forces the unwilling attention of mankind, and the recog-

nition of the fact that no human greatness can in the end

prevail against the stars in their courses. But the lesser

men are generally judged merely by success. In the Revo-

lutionary War, for instance, I have never felt that Corn-

wallis received justice, or that minor men like Tarleton and

Grey received justice. (I am putting them together from
a military standpoint and without any intention at the

moment of alluding to any possible difference of character

among them.) It was not possible that Cornwallis should

win, as events actually were; yet he defeated army after

army, battling always against superior numbers, conquered
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the Southern States—though no man with his resources

could have held them down—and succumbed only when
neither he nor any one else could have altered the final out-

come by further resistance. Tarleton was a most dashing

leader of dragoons in partisan warfare ; and if he was often

ruthlessly unsparing, so were many among his opponents.

**I also thank you for the very interesting 'Marginal

Notes by Lord Macaulay.' It is the kind of book that I

rejoice in, especially when I have many things to worry

me, and do not feel like reading books that are too long

or too serious unless they are also very interesting!"

teevelyan's reply

Palace Hotel, Rome,

November 27, 1907.

Yesterday I had the immense double pleasure of a letter

from you, which was as gratifying personally as I ever

received; and of arriving for a six weeks' holiday—from

happy labours—in this wonderful and most attractive of

cities. What a delight it would be to show you about it!

for I know it as well as Horace knew it—as well as you

know Washington. And yet, in my inmost heart, I wish

that that opportunity might not come until I am a lustrum

older—too old to be your cicerone. Now that you have ex-

pressed your approbation of my last volume I may say

that, while writing it, I was conscious of having a firmer

and larger grasp of the subject than in the previous vol-

umes. I have noted what you say about Cornwallis for

quotation in the next volume, which, if I can violate all

literary precedent by writing a book of any value after

seventy years of age, will be the last volume.

I am reminded, by this place, of the circumstances that

there is, at last, a good history of the great days of Rome.
It is by Professor Ferrero of Bologna, 'La Grandeur et

De'cadence de Rome.' It is well translated into French,

in which I am reading it; and the first two volumes are

translated into English. I read them aloud, every word;
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and a book of greater interest, more vigorously and cred-

ibly written, it is difficult to imagine. I should strongly

recommend it for your periods of comparative leisure—of

those you may from time to time have. I hope I may say

with how much sympathy I watch the great difficulties that

are upon you, tempered by the certainty that you are the

same in all fortunes and circumstances. The financial tor-

nado into which my book fluttered from the publishers will,

I suppose, be to its disadvantage ; but that matters less in

the case of a long, continuous work.

In December, 1907, the President united with Secretary

Root and Senator Lodge in the present of a silver loving-

cup to Trevelyan, with the inscription: '^To the Historian

of the American Revolution from his friends—Theodore

Roosevelt, Henry Cabot Lodge, and Elihu Root." The

first mention of it occurs in the letter which the President

wrote to Trevelyan, on December 9, 1907, in which he in-

forms him that he had read Ferrero's book on Rome a year

earlier

:

**I read Ferrero's work last year and I entirely agree

with you that it would be impossible to imagine a book of

greater interest, more vigorous, or conveying more clearly

the conviction of its essential truth. I quoted it in one of

my public speeches, in Keokuk, the other day. While I

like it in translation, I think it is so big a book that I want

it in the original, and accordingly I some little time ago

ordered it in the Italian. It is the first history of that

period of Rome which I have thought really satisfactory.
'

' Root and Lodge and I are sending you a trifling token

of our affection and esteem which I hope you will receive

about Christmas.

"Within the last fortnight I have again reread your last

volume from beginning to end, and I am more pleased with

it than ever."

The loving-cup was acknowledged in two letters by

Trevelyan

:
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Rome,

December 22, 1907.

I have received your letter, which was as great, and as

agreeable, a surprise as ever befell me. I can think noth-

ing a greater honor than being remembered in this kindly

and courteous fashion, by three such men ; and it is a real

reward for the trouble and thought I have so long given

to this work of mine that it should have pleased such

judges. We are starting for England about the 5th of

January, and your Christmas present will reach me at our

beautiful home at Stratford on Avon, where we earnestly

hope some day to receive each and all the donors.

London,

January 9, 1908.

On our return yesterday from the Continent we found

the box. The pleasure and pride which its contents gave

us surpasses, I think, anything of the sort that I remem-
ber. The cup is a noble piece ; and the simplicity and singu-

lar beauty of proportion struck us much while fresh from
Italian Museums, and impressed us with the notion that

there must be much artistic feeling among silver-workers in

America. I look forward to your seeing it on our dinner

table. We always have silver for our ornaments there ; and

none more valued than this. Such an expression from three

such men will make it a real heirloom to a coming genera-

tion which is well able to appreciate it.

Eoosevelt's reading of the third volume of the 'Ameri-

can Eevolution' was the inspiring cause of two letters

which come very near to being the most interesting of the

series

;

roosevelt to tkevelyan

White House,

January 1, 1908.

I look forward eagerly to your next volume. With one

of the smaller fights with which you will have to deal, that

of King's Mountain, I am fairly well acquainted. I made
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rather a study of it, as well as of the western campaigns of

George Rogers Clark during the Revolution, in a book I

wrote called 'The Winning of the West.' I look forward

to seeing what you say of Tarleton. My admiration for

that dashing, even though somewhat ruthless, cavalryman

has steadily grown. In my library his volume stands side

by side with the memoirs of Lighthorse Harry Lee—where

it belongs. As you so well say, men are very apt to consider

as cruel any form of killing to which they are unaccus-

tomed. The British thought the sharpshooters who picked

off their officers were nothing short of murderers ; and the

Americans stigmatized as a massacre any fight that was

won by unsparing use of saber or bayonet, whether under

Tarleton or Grey. It seems to me you have been eminently

just to Burgoyne, Howe and Clinton. It is nonsense to

attack them as so many British historians, and with still

less excuse so many American historians, have done. They
were not military men of the first rank ; but very few such

are produced in any war; and many far less deserving men
to whom the fates were kind, now hold respectable posi-

tions as victors in the histories of commonplace campaigns

against mediocrities. I shall be interested in seeing what
you say of Rawdon. His name always possesses for me
an attraction which I suppose is due to subconscious feeling

that he must be connected in some way with his namesake,

that fundamentally good fellow. Captain Crawley.

I look forward especially to your account of Cornwallis.

Greene and Cornwallis were the two commanders who stood

next to Washington. Wayne got his growth after the Revo-

lutionary War had ended. It seems to me that there has

never been a more satisfactory summing up of Washington

as a soldier than is contained in your pages 284 to 286.

How well you have done Benedict Arnold ! How will you

deal with his fall ; with the money-paid treason of the rider

of the war storm ! What a base web was shot through the

woof of his wild daring! He was at heart a Lucifer, that

child of thunder and lover of the battle 's hottest heat ; and
dreadful it is to think that when he fell his fall should have
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been, not that of the lightning-blasted Son of the Morning,

but that of a mere Mammon or Belial. Your etching of

Morgan's riflemen is fine. The Victors of King's Mountain

were just such men, but without a Morgan to train them.

Now, for a bit of brag. My Rough Riders, hunters of the

mountains and horsemen of the plains, could not, taken as

a whole, have walked quite as well as Morgan's men, nor

yet have starved as well, though they were good enough at

both. But they rode without thought horses that Morgan 's

men would not have ventured so much as to try to get on,-

and I firmly believe that they were fully as formidable in

battle. Mine was a volunteer regiment, and at least half

of the officers at the outset were very bad, so that in a long

campaign I should have had to make a complete change

among them—a change that was already well begun when
the regiment was disbanded. But as compared with any

volunteer regiment of the Revolution, of the Civil War dur-

ing a like short period of sei-vice—four months—I think

its record stood well. It was raised, drilled—so far as it

was drilled—armed and equipped, kept two weeks on trans-

ports, and put through two victorious aggressive (not de-

fensive) fights, in which it lost over a third of its officers and
nearly a fourth of its men, and this within sixty days. The
men already knew how to ride, shoot, and live in the open

;

and they had the fighting edge.

You speak of the Indians just as they should be spoken

of ; although I am not sure that from your account men will

realize what formidable and terrible foes they usually were

on their own ground.

I was especially delighted with your account of Franklin

abroad, and of the unfortunate diplomats whom Congress

first sent to Europe. You have, it seems to me, done jus-

tice as regards the civilian agents of the Revolution.

Now, poor Andre ! His tragedy was like that of Nathaii

Hale ; and the tragedy was the same in the case of the bril-

liant young patrician, brilliant, fearless, devoted, and the

plain, straightforward yeoman who just as bravely gave

up his life in performing the same kind of duty. It was
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not a pleasant kind of duty; and the penalty was rightly

the same in each case ; and the countrymen of each man are

also right to hold him in honor and to coromemorate his

memory by a monument. Among our monstrosities in the

statue line in New York we have one really by a master;

it is Nathan Hale 's. By the way, it is one of the sad ironies

of history that a difference in the outcome of a war should

necessarily in so many cases utterly change the way the

descendants of the two sides look at one another's heroes.

In Canada, for instance, Wolfe and Montcalm are equally

national heroes now, because the English conquered the

French and yet live in the country on terms of absolute

equality with them, so that of necessity, if they are to have

a common national tie, they must have as common heroes

for both peoples the heroes of each people.

So in a very striking fashion it is with us and the mem-
ories of the Civil War. My father's people were all Union

men. My mother's brothers fought in the Confederate

navy, one being an admiral therein, and the other firing the

last gun fired by the Alabama before she sank. When I re-

cently visited Vicksburg in Mississippi, the State of Jeffer-

son Davis, I was greeted with just as much enthusiasm as

if it had been Massachusetts or Ohio. I went out to the

national park which commemorates the battle and siege and

was shown around it by Stephen Lee, the present head of

the Confederate veterans' organization, and had as guard

of honor both ex-Confederate and ex-Union soldiers. After

for many years talking about the fact that the deeds of

valor shown by the men in gray and the men in blue are

now the common heritage of all our people, those who
talked and those who listened have now gradually gro^vn

first to believe with their minds, and then to feel with their

hearts, the truth of what they have spoken. But where

such results flow from battles as flowed from Bannockburn

and Yorktown, centuries must pass before the wound not

only scars over but becomes completely forgotten, and the

memory becomes a bond of union and not a cause of divi-

sion. It is our business to shorten the time as much as
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possible ; and no one has done better work toward this end
than you yourself.

This Christmas I was given an original proclamation

issued in 1776 by my great-great-grandfather, the first gov-
ernor (or, as he was called. President) of the Revolutionary

State of Georgia. Two among my forbears were soldiers

who fought under Marion and Sumter, one was in the Con-
tinental army of the North, and one a member of the Con-
tinental Congress. They were plain people, farmers or

merchants, for the most part, though I suppose one or two
would have been ranked among the gentry. In 1698 one of

these was "Landgrave" of South Carolina under Locke's

absurd constitution.

trevelyan 's reply

Welcombe, Stratpord-on-Avon,

January 18, 1908.

I am extraordinarily complimented by the minute and
detailed interest which you express as to the manner in

which I shall treat of the heroes of that part of the War of

Independence which still remains to be told. I shall like

to go over gTound, some of which you have trodden—if

that expression can be applied to your rate of movement
when writing about military affairs ; and I shall like very
much to read what you said about the Southern battles.

But you must not expect too much. Eemember that I shall

be seventy on the 20th of next July ; and no good history

—

and, so far as I know, only one good book of any sort

—

was ever produced in our language by an author who had
passed that age. But I shall work in a leisurely, unanxious,

and enjoyable manner—encouraged to it by the kindness

and favor which has been shown me by Americans, and

most of all by you. Of one thing I am quite resolved, that

the next volume shall, and ought to, end the work; and I

have prepared the ground carefully to obtain that result, if

time is given me to bring it about.

Your account of the Rough Riders is very enlightening

to one who has never seen fighting. What a rough business
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the whole thing must be, and how unlike most of the books

!

But the more I read, the more I am impressed with the

belief that the actual conduct of a fight with fire-aims is,

and has always been, essentially the same in all ages and
countries. It is now beginning to be understood that the

colossal successes of the early French Republic, and of

Napoleon, were mainly won by the straighter shooting, in

line of skirmish, of soldiers who individually were more
intelligent than Austrians and Russians, and than Prus-

sians of the old regime. As to Andre, I have a central idea

about Washington's action in the matter which I am
anxious to put on paper. I was much struck by your com-

parison between the mutual feelings left by struggles which

ended in union, like those in Canada and the War of Seces-

sion, and those which end in a separation, like yours and

ours. I am glad that you think I have done something

towards that work of conciliation in which you have borne

so signal a part.

While on a hunting tour in Africa in 1910 Roosevelt

wrote to Trevelyan a letter which may quite accurately,

I am sure, be called the supreme gem of this correspond-

ence. In sending it to me for publication, Sir George

says of it : "It is faultlessly written and perfectly legible.

I received it at Rome, where my wife and I enjoyed the

privilege of seeing not a little of Mrs. and Miss Roosevelt.

When I opened the penciled envelope I expected a story

of great game shooting, written by the light of a camp fire

;

instead of a story about an hippopotamus or lion, it was a

wonderfully wise and eloquent comparison of Carlyle 's and

Macaulay's views of Frederick the Great; and marvelous in

sagacity as being written years before the German war.

Though surprised by the contents of the letter, I was very

far from being disappointed. It must be remembered that

this scathing judgment upon the Silesian and Polish policy

of Frederick the Great, and the approval of that policy by

Carlyle, and the condemnation of it by Macaulay, was put

on record by Mr. Roosevelt nearly five years before the
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cult and tradition of the Hohenzollern family, and the

deification and worship of Frederick the Great, culminated

in the invasion, the spoliation and the torture of Belgium."

North op Kenia, B. E. A.,

September 10, 1909.

My dear Trevelyan:

No ex-President, and no ex-Prime Minister, for that

matter, ever enjoyed six months as I have enjoyed the six

months now ending. We have had great sport with the

noblest game in all the world; the country is fascinating;

and it is most interesting to see, and admire, your govern-

ment officials at work—while your settlers, especially those

from South Africa or Australia, are in all essentials just

like my own beloved westerners.

I always take in my saddle pocket some volume (I am too

old now to be satisfied merely with a hunter's life), and

among the most worn are the volumes of Macaulay. Upon
my word, the more often I read him, whether the History

or the Essays, the greater my admiration becomes. I read

him primarily for pleasure, as I do all books ; but I get any

amount of profit from him, incidentally. Of all the authors

I know I believe I should first choose him as the man whose

writings will most help a man of action who desires to be

both efficient and decent, to keep straight and yet be of

some account in the world. I have also been reading Car-

lyle; and the more I read him the more hearty grows my
contempt for his profound untruthfulness and for his

shrieking deification of shams. What a contrast he offers

to that real and great historian, your uncle ! If only Car-

lyle were alive how I would like to review his Frederick the

Great with the same freedom of epithet which he practised

!

and with all the sincerity and truthfulness to which he paid

such lip worship, and in the practice of which he so wholly

failed. Some of his writing is really fine; his battles for

instance ; but a far more truthful idea of the real Frederick

can be gained from Macaulay 's concise and brilliant essay,

than from Carlyle's five long, brilliant and utterly dis-
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ingenuous volumes. What I can't stand is his hypocrisy;

his everlasting praise of veracity, accompanying the con-

stant practise of every species of mendacity in order to

give a false color to history and a false twist to ethics.

He actually reprobates, with sanctimonious piety, the

French for doing wrong much less than that which he im-

putes to Frederick for righteousness. When he speaks of

his hero—indeed of any of his heroes—he always uses

morality as a synonym for ruthless efficiency, and sincerity

as a synonym for shameless lack of scruple ; but in dealing

with people who he does not like, the words at once revert

to their ordinary uses, and he himself appears as the stern-

est rebuker of evil and treachery ; whereas your uncle was

a great teacher of uprightness and sound principle joined

with that common sense the lack of which makes morality

a mere balloon on the winds of chance.

The porters are just bringing in to camp the skin and

tusks of a bull elephant I killed three days ago, and Kermit

got another yesterday. We have killed 17 lions between us.

Sir George, to whom I am indebted beyond measure in

the preparation of this correspondence for publication, not

only for contributions of inestimable value, but for sugges-

tions scarcely less valuable, prompted by his affection and

admiration for Roosevelt, sends to me also this memorable

tribute to Roosevelt by King G-eorge of England, uttered

at an extemporized luncheon at Lord Rosebery's:

"On the 26th of April, 1910, I was in a small company
with a gentleman who ten days afterwards became the first

Personage in the country, and who himself was a famous

master of the gun. Some question arose about Mr. Roose-

velt as a rifle-shot; and the principal guest at table said,

very quietly, 'I know on good authority that he always

shoots straight when there is danger. ' I well remember the

pleasure with which I heard these generous and manly

words."

On October 14, 1912, Roosevelt, while on a speaking tour

in the West as the Progressive candidate for the Presi-
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dency, was shot and slightly wounded by a half-crazed

fanatic in Milwaukee. Four days later, when it was known
that the injury was not dangerous, Trevelyan wrote

:

Wallington,

October 18, 1912.

I have been unable to forbear sending you a few lines;

although perhaps I ought to have waited. This matter has

given me the full measure of the personal affection which
I bear towards you. It had been already proved to me, in

part, by the deep, constant, and overpowering interest,

and earnest hopes, with which for the last six months I

have followed all that I could learn of your public action.

But this dreadful event, and your bearing after it, have

made me as proud of your friendship as I am sadly inter-

ested in your health and comfort. I say no more ; because

quiet words, if they are true, are best under the greatest,

as under the daily and slightest, conditions of life. My
privilege in knowing Mrs. Roosevelt, and your daughter

and son, intensify, if possible, my feeling; and in this, as

in all else, my wife is one with me.

On the Saturday before the news came I was passing
through London, and lunched at Brooks's with Edward
Grey. I was greatly pleased, but not surprised, to find

that his personal feeling about you is the same as mine.

In replying to this letter Roosevelt gave expression to

views about the assassination of public men which his inti-

mate friends had often heard him utter. It was a frequent

saying of his :
'* There are worse deaths than for a man to

be killed in the service of his country":

Oyster Bay,

October 29, 1912.

Your letter touched and pleased me very much. I shall

always keep it. I have not yet reached the point where it

is wise for me to write with my own hand, so I shall only

send you these few typewritten lines of greeting.
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It is just as you say; prominence in public life inevitably

means that creatures of morbid and semi-criminal type are

incited thereby to murderous assault. But, my dear Sir

George, I must say I have never understood public men

who get nervous about assassination. For the last eleven

years I have of course thoroughly understood that I might

at any time be shot, and probably would be shot some time.

I think I have come off uncommonly well. But what I

cannot understand is any serious-minded public man not

being so absorbed in the great and vital questions with

which he has to deal as to exclude thoughts of assassina-

tion. I do not think this is a question of courage at all.

I think it is a question of the major interest driving out

the minor interest. It is exactly as it is in the army. I

can readily understand any enlisted man having qualms

about his own safety, but the minute that a man gets com-

mand of others and has responsibilities for more than his

own personal safety, especially when he becomes a Colonel

or a General, I don't see how, in the middle of his wearing

anxieties, he has a chance to wonder whether he personally

will be shot. As I say, it is not a question of courage : it

is a question of perspective, of proper proportion. If to-

morrow I were to go fox-hunting I would probably feel a

little more need of hardening my heart when I approached

an uncommonly stiff jump than I would have felt thirty

years ago; just because there would be no responsibility

in the matter, no duties to be first considered, nothing what-

ever to appeal to me except the chance of a smash-up as

balanced against the fun of the hunting and the galloping.

But if I had a division of cavalry and were in battle with

it, so far as I thought selfishly at all, it would be as to

whether I were handling the cavalry creditably. It would

not be as to whether I was in danger of being shot. So

that I never have felt that public men who were shot

whether they were killed or not, were entitled to any espe-

cial sympathy ; and I do most emphatically feel that when

in danger it is their business to act in the manner which
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we accept as commonplace when the actor is an enlisted

man of the Army or Navy, or a policeman, or a fireman,

or a railroad man, or a miner, or a deep-sea fisherman.

I am really pleased at what you tell me about Edward
Grey. I have felt toward him almost as I feel toward you

—

and that is as strongly as I feel toward any man not in my
immediate family.

In acknowledging the receipt of a portrait of Macaulay,

Roosevelt wrote on March 19, 1913

:

' * Your letter and the really delightful picture of Macau-

lay have both come. I shall put your letter in an envelope

pasted to the back of it. You say well that it brings out his

homely, shrewd, and above all his kindly look ; but it brings

out something more ; it brings out the great power of the

man. As you know, I am rather a fanatic about Macaulay.

Of course in a man with such an active life, and a man who
wrote so much, there will be occasional expressions or con-

victions with which I do not agree; but in most cases I

think these were matters as to which it was impossible that

he and I should have the same understanding. In all the

essentials he seems to me more and more as I grow older

a very great political philosopher and statesman, no less

than one of the two or three very greatest historians. Of

course I am undoubtedly partly influenced by the fact that

he typifies common sense mixed with high idealism, but

also the sane and tempered radicalism which seem to me to

make for true progress. I am always having to fight the

silly reactionaries and the inert, fatuous creatures who will

not think seriously; and on the other hand to try to exer-

cise some control over the lunatic fringe among the re-

formers."

A glimpse of Roosevelt's growing popularity among his

countrymen as a molder and leader of opinion on ques-

tions arising from the European war is afforded in the

following citations from a notable letter from Trevelyan.
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Wallington,

September 1, 1914.

All through our long correspondence, on the existence

and character of which I set as high a value as on any

possession of my life, I have never ventured to put for-

ward anything in the shape of counsel or suggestion. And
this for three reasons. I never find occasion to take ex-

ception to your views about public expediency and public

morality ; I have not detailed knowledge which would justi-

fy me in giving an opinion; and (to speak quite plainly)

I was as unwilling to obtrude my advice on the chief ruler

of the American Republic as upon the Czar of Russia, if

he had thought fit to write me a private letter.

But I have something special to tell you. In the course

of the last nine or ten months I have been brought into

singularly intimate relations with a new class of American

friends belonging to the Democratic party; and I have

entertained here, or have received long and spontaneous

letters from, old friends and acquaintances of the Repub-

lican party who did not support you at the last election.

Three distinguished Democrats,—two of them public men,

and the other of exceptional literary and educational

note,—held to me exactly the same language. They all

talked with me of your immense administrative power and

success, as evinced in such questions as the Panama Canal,

the Russian and Japanese war, the Labor troubles, and

other like matters; and they all spoke of, and seemed to

sympathize with, the wide-spread affection which your

countrymen feel for you. The Republicans, men of the

highest eminence, held the same language on both heads;

and in their case the personal feeling for you was based

upon a far more intimate knowledge. They seemed in this

respect to share the sentiment of their party. I hope you

will take it from me that all those of whom I write are

practical and able men, of high and deserved reputation.

The deduction I draw from these letters and conversa-

tions is a conviction that it is of untold importance that you

should have a leading part at this conjuncture. AVhat
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course you would take in any given matter I cannot fore-

see; but I am sure that it would be a righteous and wise

one. The accounts with which you have honored me about

your diplomatic and international action in the past inspire

me with an assurance on that point. The need of you is

not for the present only, inasmuch as a vast number of

intricate problems will arise during the war, and after

the war, on the bold and just solution of which the welfare

of countless millions must depend. Multitudes of people

are at this moment bound to serve their respective coun-

tries in the field; but perhaps you are, of all other living

men, the one who is most bound to serve the world, let alone

his own people, by his guidance. The most vital interests

at stake are, and for years to come will be, the existence

and independence of the most industrious and virtuous of

the smaller communities of the civilized world,—Holland,

Belgium, Switzerland, and (and may I not say?) Italy, and

the poor French people themselves. Your mode of thought

on international policy, and your deep and wide interest

in the history of the past, would be of immeasurable service

now and hereafter.

I may be biased in this matter by my own regard for

you, and my earnest desire to see you at the center of the

world's affairs; but, after all, that is on my part no ignoble

motive.

In a published interview in May, 1915, Roosevelt said of

the proposal to forbid the shipment of munitions of war
to the Allies: "The manufacture and shipment of arms

and ammunition to any belligerents is moral or immoral

according to the use to which the arms are to be put. If

they are to be used to prevent the redress of hideous wrongs

inflicted on Belgium, then it is immoral to ship them. If

they are to be used for the redress of those wrongs and the

restoration of Belgium to her deeply-wronged and unof-

fending people, then it is eminently moral to send them."

Commenting on this utterance, Trevelyan wrote:
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"Welcombe, Stratford on-Avon,

May 13, 1915.

This morning I read the sentence in which you set forth

the moral side of the Munitions of War question—whether

they were to be employed for the rescue of Belgium, or for

her continued enslavement. The reading of it kindled into

a flame the smoldering consciousness which always under-

lies my feelings—the consciousness that there is a man in

the world who is never wanting in chivalry, humanity, and

the dictates of high national duty. You know that you are

my hero, and always will be ; and there is no need to enlarge

on that topic. When Senator Lodge was with me at Wal-
lington in the summer we had some comfortable talk about

the sentiments towards you which we possess in common.
I would pray ''God bless you" in your great objects; but

that word is of ill omen to me. We had a noble battalion

of regular infantry quartered at Stratford on Avon, to be

"acclimatized" from India. In the course of six or seven

weeks I became entirely at home with them, officers and

men alike ; and then they all marched off to the war past

our front gate, along the Warwick road, with their baggage

and Maxim guns, bidding me good-by with jolly cries and
assurances all down the long column, I bade the Colonel

—

a grand soldier—"God bless you" at the head of his regi-

ment. Then the news came. At the landing in the Dar-
danelles the Colonel, the senior Major, and the Brigadier

General were killed at once; and almost every marked
young fellow in that mess has gone to join them. I now
know what the feelings of a stay at home citizen of seventy-

six years of age must have been when your young men went
to battle in 1861-5.

The correspondence had now entered the period of the

European war and the letters took on a new interest. Re-

plying to Trevelyan's letter of May 13, Roosevelt wrote

on May 29, 1915:

"Your letter was very welcome. I do not in the least

deserve what you say of me ; but I am glad that you should
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think as you do, all the more so because I am out of sym-

pathy with the great majority of my countrymen, and es-

pecially with those who claim the foremost place in light

and leading. I am not in the least a hero, my dear fellow.

I am a perfectly commonplace man and I know it; I am
just a decent American citizen who tries to stand for what

is decent in his own country and in other countries and

who owes very much to you and to certain men like you

whq are not fellow-countrymen of his.

''That's a dreadful tragedy of which you speak in con-

nection with that noble battalion of regular infantry and

the fate they encountered at the Dardanelles.

''Booth was at my house just at the time of the outbreak

of the war last year. To think of the horror that has be-

fallen his partner!
'

' Your son lunched here the Sunday before he sailed.

As you know, he is one of the young men whom I especially

admire."

In 1918 Roosevelt had four sons and a son-in-law in the

war, and Trevelyan's youngest son, George Macaulay Tre-

velyan, had been in it since 1915. This common interest

and anxiety naturally drew them more closely than ever

together and the letters reveal an added tone of tender

affection. When in the spring of 1918 the news came of

the wounding of two of the Roosevelt boys, Trevelyan sent

to Roosevelt a letter of sympathy, to which the latter replied

on April 9:

"Yes; you know exactly how I feel about Archie's

wounds. In this great and terrible war we are indeed

proud that events here so shaped themselves that our four

sons are at the front, and Ethel's husband also; we would

not for anything have them anywhere else ; but I fear we

would welcome their return home, each with an arm or leg

off, so that they could feel that they had played their parts

manfully, and yet we could have them back! Archie's arm

was badly fractured, and a shell splinter went into his knee

;

he continued in command for some time, until the loss of
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blood overcame him; it was fourteen hours before he

reached a hospital; a French general gave him the croix

de guerre while he was on the operating table. The rest

in the hospital will do him good. Ted was knocked down

by a shell, but was merely bruised. He and Quentin are

now in the battle to beat back this huge German drive.

''I have heard again and again of George's high and

gallant valor ; indeed you must feel equal pride and anxiety

over him."

Writing to me on June 6, 1919, and referring to the above

letter. Sir George gives this graphic picture of a most

interesting incident of the war:

"This letter was in my mind on last Friday, the 30th of

May. We were traveling to this place from Stratford on

Avon, and we spent an hour or two in Birmingham, and

went to the Cathedral, where the Lord Mayor and Corpora-

tion had come to do honor to Commemoration day. Some
hundred and fifty young Americans, without side-arms,

marched past us in single file up the center of the nave,

the last twenty or thirty of them carrying immense arm-

fuls and handfuls of most beautiful flowers. They took

their seats in long rows beneath the mural tablet bearing

the fine inscription to the famous Loyalist exile, 'Peter

Oliver, formerly His Majesty's Chief Justice of the

Province of Massachusetts Bay in New England.' There

they sat, unconscious of the historical contrast; and, as I

watched their calm grave young faces, lighted by the

glorious and inimitable windows of Burne-Jones, I thought

how Theodore Eoosevelt would have loved to see them,

and they him. '

'



CHAPTER XIV

FROM KHARTOUM TO LONDON

Soon after retiring from the Presidency in Marcli, 1909,

Colonel Roosevelt went to Africa on a hunting-trip. He
had arranged before his departure for several formal ad-

dresses which he was to make in Germany, England, France,

and Norway on his return. Wlien he reached Khartoum in

March, 1910, on his way home, he yielded to urgent ap-

peals and made two addresses on Egyptian affairs, one at

Khartoum and the other at Cairo, which aroused much
controversy and led later to a speech on the same subject,

also by urgent request, at the Guildhall in London. From
Khartoum he went to Rome, Vienna, Budapest, Paris,

Brussels, The Hague, Copenhagen, Christiania, Stockholm,

Berlin, and thence to London. At the close of his tour he

paid a cheerful and joyous visit to his long-time corre-

spondent and friend, Sir George Otto Trevelyan, at the

latter 's Warwickshire home at Welcombe, Stratford-on-

Avon. During that visit his narrative of his experiences in

Egypt and Europe so strongly impressed and fascinated

Sir George that he urged him most earnestly to put it in

writing. This Roosevelt did in the following year, in the

form of a letter to Trevelyan, under date of October 1,

1911, of which Roosevelt himself preserved a copy. This

letter, about 25,000 words in length, is an intimate account

of his experiences in Egypt and in the chief capitals of

Europe, with frank and searching comments upon the char-

acteristics and personalities of the kings, emperors, and

other eminent personages wdth whom he came in contact. It

is a "human document" of quite exceptional character.

What Trevelyan thought of it was expressed in a letter that

he wrote to Roosevelt, under date of October 21, 1911

:

183
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**I have now read aloud, in the course of several evenings,

your account of your European and Egyptian travels to my
wife. I shall give it to George and Charles to read, with-

out letting it go from beneath my roof ; and I have arranged

with Charles that (to employ the usual euphemism), 'if

anything happens to me' he is to write to you, and ask

whether you would wish to have it back. It is a piece

absolutely unique in literature. Kings and emperors are

a class apart ; and no one, so capable of describing his ob-

servations, ever had such an opportunity of observing them,

since the Prince de Ligne lived with Frederick, Catherine

of Russia, and Maria Theresa, and their humble, royal

contemporaries. But the Prince de Ligne, though a very

great subject, was after all a subject. Your position was
independent, and you were as strange to them as they to

you, and you approached them with ideas and beliefs

engendered in a very different atmosphere. ' I never read

anything more novel and interesting.

"I own to be rather alarmed by what you saw and heard

in Germany. The whole account of the relation of the

Emperor to his people is most exceedingly important, and

quite bears out my own outside conclusions. He acceded

to the throne at the age of 28—the age of Frederick the

Great; and, before three months were over, Frederick had

all Europe in a blaze, and William has kept the peace

already for above a quarter of a century. There is a very

serious tendency in the German mind ; and I await with real

anxiety the forthcoming election for the Reichstag. A
very great weakening of the Junker predominance might

have a good effect; but the powers that are may stick at

nothing to avert that result.

"We were extraordinarily interested by your policy

about the sailing of the United States Fleet. It was a

glimpse of 'la plu-s haute politique/ which told much of

your methods as a ruler.
'

'

In view of Roosevelt's remark in the opening paragraph

of his letter, that it should not be made public ''until long
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after all of us who are now alive are dead," the question

of publication was referred to Sir George, who replied on

May 29, 1919: ''I do not hesitate to say that it should be

published and the sooner the better. The world would be

niucli the richer for it. The times are such that the human
interest and solid value of this wonderful paper would be

very great indeed noiv."

THE LETTER

Sagamore Hiljj, Oyster Bay. New York,

Oct. 1, 1911.

To the Right Hon. Sir George Trevelyun, Bart.

Dear Sir George:

Sixteen months have passed since that very enjoyable

Sunday I passed at your house. In the evening I finally

told you that I would try to write an account of the intimate

side of my trip from Khartoum to London, and send it to

you for the eyes only of you yourself and your family. I

am not quite sure I ought to write it even to you! How-
ever, I shall, just for the satisfaction of telling you things

most of wliich it would be obviously entirely out of the

question to make public, at any rate until long after all of

us who are now alive are dead. By that time in all proba-

bility this letter will have been destroyed ; and in any event

interest in what it relates will have ceased. Meanwhile, if

you enjoy reading what I have set down, I shall be repaid;

and moreover, I am really glad for my own sake to jot

down some of the things that occurred, before they grow

so dim in my mind that I can no longer enjoy the memories,

and look back at some with laughter and at others with

sober interest.

I journeyed down the Nile, passing through stratum after

stratum of savagery and semi-civilization. At first I was

among men who, in culture, were more like our own palaeo-

lithic forefathers than the latter were to us; and then up

through level after level as we went steadily northward

with the current of the great stream, each stage represent-
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iiig some thousands of years of advance upon the preceding,

until we came to fairly organized warlike heathens not

essentially different from the African foes of the Egypt
of the first twenty dynasties, and then to Moslems funda-

mentally kin to the savage Moslem conquerors of the

seventh century of our own era. Then we steamed into

Khartoum, and found the twentieth century superimposed

upon the seventh, and on the whole with intelligence, ability

and a very lofty sense of duty, endeavoring to raise the

seventh century so as to bring it somewhere within touching

distance of the twentieth. It is a colossal task. We are

none of us gifted with the power to see with certainty into

the future ; we cannot say what the outcome will be. Per-

haps what the French are now doing in Algiers, what the

English are now doing in Egypt and the Sudan, will in the

end result in failure, and the culture they have planted

wither away, just as the Grasco-Roman culture which

flourished in the same lands a couple of thousand years ago

afterwards vanished. On the other hand, it may persist,

or at least, even if it does vanish in the end, leave mighty

forces carrying on the work in a changed form. In any
event the task is a mighty task, which only a great and
powerful nation could attempt, and which it is a high and
honorable thing to have attempted.

At Khartoum we stayed at the Palace—and there was
not an hour of our stay that was not full of associations

with Gordon 's memory. The Sirdar, Sir Reginald Wingate,

was a sick man. He had gone to Cairo, whence he had to

go to London; but he had left a letter for me, and Slatin

Pasha, his right-hand man, received us with more than mere
friendly enthusiasm. In journeying through British East
Africa, Uganda and the Sudan, I had been both surprised

and touched to find how the settlers in the first province,

and the military and civil officials in all three provinces,

greeted me. Indeed I was both a little puzzled and a little

amused to find that they simply ignored the fact that I was
a citizen of another nation. They felt that I was an out-of-

door man, who had dealt with questions of empire in
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strange lands ; and they accepted as a matter of course the

view that I would understand and sympathize with their

purposes and needs ; and moreover, which was a little em-

barrassing, they also took it for granted that I would make
the people ''at home" listen to me when I spoke about

them. I told them again and again that I did not see

how I could speak about them in any public way in Eng-

land ; but nothing that 1 said had any effect in shaking their

faith that, somehow or other, I would manage to bring

vividly before the minds of the English people just what
they are doing. They evidently felt that the people at

home tended to forget them and to misunderstand their

work, and they were eager that some man who could attract

attention would state their case.

Slatin Pasha and all the officials and army officers at

Khartoum showed these feelings even more markedly than

they had been shown to me elsewhere during the preceding

eleven months. They were all uneasy over the anti-English

movement in Egypt, which, for some years, had been grow-

ing more and more violent, which had just culminated in

the murder of Boutros Pasha, and which, as it was really

dependent for its entire strength upon being the expression

of a fanatical Moslem uprising against Christianity,

threatened to cause trouble likewise in the Sudan. Their

especial concern was of course with the attitude of the

exclusively—or well-nigh exclusively—Moslem native army.

Slatin told me that the native officers' club—the club in-

cluding both the Egyptian and Sudanese officers—wished to

give an entertainment in my honor if I were willing to

attend. He explained that there was good cause for uneasi-

ness as to the attitude of at least a portion of these native

officers ; and he was especially concerned because they had

hung in the club a picture of the leader of the anti-English

party in Egypt. He told me he thought I would do a very

real good if I would go to their club, show my genuine

appreciation of the courtesy extended to me, and at the same

time make an address in which I should pay to their past

loyalty and efficiency the kind of just tribute which would
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raise their respect, and at the same time speak with perfect

frankness and in the plainest fashion in pointing out that

everything they had done in the past and everything they

might do in the future depended upon their absolute and

unflinching loyalty to English rule. I told him that I

would very gladly do what he suggested, for I was quite as

strongly convinced of the trath of what he said as he was
himself. I added that the fact that he, the representative

of British rule in the Sudan, was an Austrian, only em-

phasized in my mind the fundamental truth that English

rule in the Sudan was really the rule of civilization, and

that every believer in justice and in progress all over the

world should uphold it.

Accordingly I went to the reception given me by the

officers at their club, and made the speech which you doubt-

less remember; trying my best to use such language and

arguments as would add to the self-respect of my hearers,

by making them understand how heartily I respected them

;

while at the same time I spoke with unmistakable plainness

as to their duty of absolute loyalty, and as to the ruin

which would come to both Egypt and the Sudan unless the

power and prestige of the English rule were kept undi-

minished. I believe the speech accomplished its purpose;

at least that is what Slatin Pasha told me and what the

Sirdar wrote me at the time, and what Sir Ian Hamilton

on his return from the Sudan also wrote me, and has re-

cently told me.

The speech, however, when reported in Egypt, caused

an outburst of anger and criticism among the Egyptian

Nationalists, the anti-English and fanatically Moslem
party. When I got into Egypt, and especially when I

reached Cairo, I found a curious state of things. The

country had obviously prospered astoundingly, both from

the material and the moral standpoints, as compared with

conditions as I had seen them over thirty years before;

but the very prosperity had made Jeshuren wax fat and

kick. In Cairo and Alexandria many of the noisy leaders

of the Nationalist movement were merely Levantine Mos-
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lems in European clothes, with red fezes ; they were of the

ordinary Levantine type, noisy, emotional, rather decadent,

quite hopeless as material on which to build, but also not

really dangerous as foes, although given to loud talk in the

cafes and to emotional street parades. These Levantines

were profoundly affected by the success of the Young Turk
Movement in Turkey, and were prattling about a constitu-

tion and responsible government in language not materially

different from that used by Mediterranean Christians when
they are engaged either in a just and proper movement for

reform or in a foolish revolutionary agitation.

The real strength of the Nationalist movement in Egypt,

however, lay not with these Levantines of the cafes, but

with the mass of practically unchanged bigoted Moslems to

whom the movement meant driving out the foreigner, plun-

dering and slaying the local Christian, and a return to all

the violence and corruption which festered under the old-

style Moslem rule, whether Asiatic or African. The Ameri-

can missionaries whom I met, and who I found had accom-

plished a really extraordinaiy quantity of work, were a

unit in feeling that the overthrow of the English rule would

be an inconceivable disaster; and this although they were

quite frank in criticising some features of English rule, and

notably some actions of individual Englishmen in high

places. The native Christians, the Copts, and also the

Syrians and Greeks (although often themselves difficult to

satisfy and fond of making absurd claims), took exactly the

same view of the essentials, and dreaded keenly the mur-

derous outbreak of Moslem brutality which was certain to

follow the restoration of native rule in Egypt; but they

were cowed by the seeming lack of decision of the English

authorities, and the increasing insolence and turbulence of

the Moslems. Moreover I found traces, although not strong

traces, of a feeling on their part that some of the English

officials occasionally treated them with a galling contempt

which made it hard for them always to appreciate as fully

as it deserved the justice which they also received.

The British officials themselves were drifting, and were
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uneasy and uncertain of their ground. Some of them, of

course, were showing the same fine qualities that I had seen

their colleagues show elsewhere ; but others, including some

of the highest, obviously were quite as much afraid of Par-

liament and of what I may call ''Exeter Hall" in London

as they were of the native anarchists. They spoke with

great bitterness as to the mischief wrought by certain

ignorant Members of Parliament—I believe chiefly Labor

Members—who had come to Egypt, and, under the belief

that they were championing the cause of human righteous-

ness, had inspired in the Egyptian mind toward them and

by extension toward the English generally, a touch of that

most dangerous of all feelings, contempt. The root trouble,

I believe, was that the officials high up did not know how far

they would be backed by the people at home, and were

afraid of taking any steps for fear of being condemned in

Parliament,

Cairo was the only place where I was disappointed with

some of the officers of the British Army whom I met. I

could not speak too highly of those whom I have seen every-

where else in Africa ; and the enlisted men whom I saw at

Cairo, some of whom came to hear me speak at one of the

missionary meetings, were as fine a set of stalwart, clean-

cut, self-respecting, capable soldiers as I have ever come

across. But there were a few of the officers who were un-

pleasantly like the type described by Kipling in his South

African story, "The Outsider." These particular officers

were absorbed, not in their duty, but in the polo and tennis

matches, and treated the assassination of Boutros Pasha as

a mere illegitimate interruption to sport ; evidently they had

no serious appreciation of the situation or of their own
duties.

While at Gondokoro I had accepted an invitation to speak

at the new Cairo University, a university founded by the

most advanced and liberal Moslems, men of high standing,

some of whom I met and who really were engaged in the

effort to advance their countrymen, and to make the IMoslem

world assimilate all that for its purposes was best in Occi-
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dental civilization. After I had accepted, the murder of

Boutros Pasha occurred, and then word was brought me
from Sir Eldon Gorst that in view of the delicacy of the

situation he trusted that I would say nothing about the

assassination in my speech. Every human being was think-

ing chiefly of the assassination, and the failure to take

prompt action in punishing the assassin had produced a

dangerous condition in the native mind. For me to have

spoken at all and yet to have avoided mentioning the assas-

sination would have been attributed by every one simply

to fear, and would have been thoroughly unfortunate. I

accordingly answered that I should do nothing of which the

authorities did not approve, and would make no speech

without submitting it to them ; but that I would not speak at

all if I were not to speak of the one really vital question

which was filling the minds of every one. This answer

seemed to clear matters, and I at once received a request by
all means to go on and speak as I had intended. I wrote out

my speech very carefully in advance, brought it in person

to both Sir Eldon Gorst and the Sirdar, Sir Reginald Win-
gate, who as I have said were then in Cairo. Each of them
made one or two suggestions, all of which I adopted, and
they then approved every word of it. I accordingly de-

livered it.

After its delivery, Gorst wrote me as follows about it

:

''Just a line to say how immensely I enjoyed your ad-

dress, and how glad I am that you consented to speak to

these people. If anything can bring them into a more rea-

sonable frame of mind, your words should have that effect.

In any case, if you have done nothing more, you have given

me renewed courage to go on with what I often feel to be

a very hopeless task."

The Sirdar wrote me two or three times, some of his

letters being so personally congratulatory that I do not

quite like to quote them. But they included such phrases

as the following:
' 'Do let me again thank you most truly and most cordially

for all you have done to help forward our task in the Sudan.
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Believe me, you have assisted us more than you can possi-

bly imagine, and I am proportionately grateful. I will

say no more because I know you will understand all I have

left unsaid."

Later, in England, after my Guildhall speech, the Sirdar

wrote to me again, from the hospital where he was just

recovering from the operation:

May 31, 1910.

My dear Colonel:

May I offer most sincere and hearty congratulations on

your splendid speech to-day? I have only seen the evening

paper account, but that is quite sufficient to show what a

splendid pronouncement it must have been. How I should

like to have heard you deliver it! Your summing up of

the Egyptian situation should do a world of good; but

what can I say of your tribute to our work in the Sudan?

I can only say on behalf of myself and of all the good fel-

lows who are my co-workers, *

' Thank you from the bottom

of our hearts." Your words, uttered at such a time and

under such conditions, will do more to help us in our task

than anything that has yet happened. Again I thank you,^

Sir, most sincerely, and remain,

Your grateful and affectionate,

(Signed) R. Wingate.

P. S. This is the first letter I have written since the

operation just a month ago.

I was very much touched and pleased by this letter,

written under such circumstances ; for my prime desire was

to help the men who Avere doing such good work ; and so I

prized having Wingate and Gorst, and later, Percy

Girouard, from East Africa, and various district commis-

sioners and generals, including Lord Roberts, and other

military and civil officials, write me as they did ; and I was
pleased a few weeks ago to receive from Ian Hamilton

a letter saying that he had been in the Sudan, where ''my

name was one to conjure with." Of course I shall never

make public any of these letters, because I was concerned
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only as to the effect of my utterances on the cause I was

championing; I was particularly pleased to know that the

men doing the work felt that I had helped them; and as

long as this was so I was merely amused at the statements

made by some outsiders—especially cei-tain unhealthy out-

siders of my own land—to the effect that my ''brutality"

of utterance had pained and hampered these same men who
were doing the work.

The really intelligent Moslems, the men who earnestly

desired to have the Moslem world advance as far beyond

what it had been and what it still was as the Christian world

has advanced beyond the Dark Ages, thanked me even more
warmly than the English rulers of Africa. But of course

the Levantine agitators and the fanatics of the seventh

century type were savage against me. The native Chris-

tians, both Copts and Syrians, on the other hand, felt that

I had rendered to them an even greater service than I had

to the Europeans, and showed their acknowledgments in

many rather touching ways ; and the American missionaries

—who, as I have already said, were doing really extraordi-

narily good educational and social work—felt the same

way.

From Alexandria we sailed across to Naples, where we
stayed twenty-four hours, and where, both officially and

popularly, I was received in a way that really embarrassed

me. For in Naples, when I went to the opera in the even-

ing, the performance was interrupted for some ten minutes

while they cheered me, and then processions of people from
the university and various other bodies persisted in com-

ing up to be introduced, so that I saw very little of the opera

itself. This was a foretaste of what I experienced all

through Europe except in Germany. Elsewhere than in

Germany I was treated precisely as I used to be treated

when as President I made a tour in any part of the United

States ; there were the same crowds, the same official recep-

tions, the same courtesies and kindnesses, and the same
wearing fatigue and hurry, and the same almost complete

inability on my part to get time to see the people for whom
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I cared in public and satisfactory fashion, or to be allowed

to visit by myself what I desired to visit.

In Rome, my first experience was with the Vatican. I

had anticipated trouble in Rome, and had been preparing

for it. My relations with Pope Leo XIII while I was

President had been more than cordial, as he was a broad-

minded man, with a genuine knowledge of foreign affairs

and of the needs of the time ; as a token of his recognition

of the way I had handled the Friars ' Lands question in the

Philippines he had sent me a beautifully done mosaic pic-

ture of himself in his garden. His successor was a worthy,

narrowly limited parish priest; completely under the con-

trol of his Secretary of State, Merry del Val, who is a

polished man of much ability in a very narrow line, but a

furiously bigoted reactionary, and in fact a good type of a

sixteenth century Spanish ecclesiastic. To you who know
your Rome so well, and whose son has written so wonder-

fully of Garibaldi, and of the movement that turned Rome
into what it now is, I need hardly say that the Eternal

City offers the very sharpest contrasts between the ex-

tremes of radical modern progress, social, political and

religious, and the extremes of opposition to all such prog-

ress. At the time of my visit the Vatican represented the

last; the free-thinking Jew mayor, a good fellow, and his

Socialist backers in the Town Council, represented the first

;

and between them came the king and statesmen like his

Jewish Prime Minister, and writers like that high and fine

character Foggazaro, and ecclesiastics like some of the car-

dinals, as for instance Janssens, the head of the Benedic-

tines, and the Bishop of Cremona, a great friend of Fog-

gazaro.

In this society American Methodism had suddenly ap-

peared, several representatives having been sent thither

on a mission. Some of these representatives were really

excellent men, who were doing first-class work ; they had a

Sunday school, one of the teachers in which was a grand-

daughter of Garibaldi, while one of the graduates was her

brother, a grandson of Garibaldi, a very fine fellow. This
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work was not only good in itself, but it was good from the

standpoint of those who wish well to the Catholic Church,

as I do, for it tended to introduce a spirit of rivalry in

service, for rivalry in good conduct, which in the long run

is as advantageous to the church as to the people, but which

of course is peculiarly abhorrent to the narrow and intol-

erant priestly reactionaries, who, whenever and wherever

they have the upper hand in the church, make it the baleful

enemy of mankind. There was, however, one Methodist in

town, taking charge of a congregation, who was of an

utterly different type. I have no doubt that he had a

certain amount of sincerity, and a great deal of energy,

and there were places where I suppose he could have done

good. But he was a crude, vulgar, tactless creature, cursed

with the thirst of self-advertisement, and utterly unable to

distinguish between notoriety and fame. He found that he

could attract attention best by frantic denunciations of the

Pope, and so he preached sermons in which he pleasantly

alluded to the Pope as "the whore of Babylon," and even

indulged in attacks on the other Protestant bodies in

Bome, denouncing the Episcopalian and Presbyterian

churches, and assailing the Young Men's Christian Asso-

ciation because it was under the Waldensian leadership

—

which particularly roused my ire, as I think every Protes-

tant should have a peculiar feeling for this ancient Italian

church, the church of whose wrongs Milton thundered like

a Hebrew prophet.

The Pope would have been entirely right to refuse to see

me if I identified myself with this man ; but he had no right

whatever to expect that I would be willing to see him if he

made it a condition that I should not see the other entirely

reputable Methodists, who were conducting their work in

an entirely reputable way. He had, however, followed this

line of action in dealing with ex-Vice-President Fairbanks,

when the latter was in Rome, with the result of immensely
exciting the entire Methodist body in the United States, and
of benefiting the Roman Methodists. They were now msh-
ful to see whether or not I would myself be afraid to visit
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them when I came to Rome; the Catholics in the United

States were taking the opposite view ; and both sides were

watching to see what I would do. If each side had behaved

with an appearance of moderation, sufficient to deceive each

its own adherents, they might very possibly have made it

awkward for me, because it was a case where damage was

certain to follow if the issue were not clear-cut, and where

it was easy to befog the matters. Fortunately each side

committed blunders so gross as to enable me to make my
position clear.

While I was in Cairo, I was forwarded a letter from

Merry del Val, sent in response to a request Ambassa-

dor Leishman had made that I might have an audience with

the Pope, in which Merry del Val stated that the audience

could only take place on the understanding that I was not

intending to see the Methodists—as he phrased it ; that no

such incident should occur as that which had rendered it

impossible for the Pope to see Fairbanks. I responded

that I hoped to see the Pope, but that it must be distinctly

understood that I would not make any stipulation in any

way impairing my liberty of conduct to see any one else that

I chose. Merry del Val then responded that the Holy

Father would be unable to see me. The correspondence was
as follows

:

Ambassador Leishman to me, March 23:

The Rector of the American Catholic College, Monsignor

Kennedy, in reply to inquiry which I caused to be made,

requests that the following conununication be transmitted

to you: ''The Holy Father will be delighted to grant au-

dience to Mr. Roosevelt on April 5, and hopes nothing will

arise to prevent it, such as the much-regretted incident

which made the reception of Mr. Fairbanks impossible."

Ambassador Leishma/n's accompanying comment:

I merely transmit this communication without having

committed you in any way to accept the conditions imposed,

as the form appears objectionable, clearly indicating that
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an audience would be canceled in case you should take any

action while here that might be construed as countenancing

the Methodist mission work here, as in the case of Mr.

Fairbanks. Although fully aware of your intentions to

confine your visit to the King and Pope, the covert threat

in the Vatican's communication to you is none the less

objectionable, and one side or the other is sure to make
capital out of the action you might take. The press is

already preparing for the struggle.

My answer to Ambassador Leishman, March 25:

Please present the following through Monsignor Ken-

nedy:

It would be a real pleasure to me to be presented to the

Holy Father, for whom I entertain a high respect both per-

sonally and as the head of a great Church. I fully recog-

nize his entire right to receive or not to receive whomsoever
he chooses for any reason that seems good to him, and if he

does not receive me I shall not for a moment question the

propriety of his action. On the other hand, I in my turn

must decline to make any stipulations, or submit to any con-

ditions which in any way limit my freedom of conduct. I

trust on April 5 he will find it convenient to receive me.

Ambassador LeisJvtnan to me, March 28, transmitting fol-

lowing message from Monsignor Kennedy:
His Holiness will be much pleased to grant an audience

to Mr. Roosevelt, for whom he entertains great esteem, both

personally and as President of the United States. His Holi-

ness quite recognizes Mr. Roosevelt's entire right to free-

dom of conduct. On the other hand, in view of the cir-

cumstances, for which neither His Holiness nor Mr. Roose-

velt is responsible, an audience could not occur except on

the understanding expressed in the former message.

My ansiver to Ambassador Leishman, March 29:

Proposed presentation is of course now impossible.

At the time two men were acting as my volunteer secre-

taries ; Lawrence Abbott, one of the editors of The Outlook,
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and J. C. 'Laughlin, a young newspaper man, the son of

Irish parents, and a Catholic, but a straight-out American.

'Laughlin was anxious to prevent the Vatican from com-

mitting what he felt would be a great blunder; and when

1 stopped at Naples, he went on to Rome to see Merry del

Val. I told him that I should be glad to have him arrange

matters, but that it must be distinctly understood that I

would not withdraw from my position, or make, or acquiesce

in, any stipulations as to my conduct. He had a long and

fruitless talk with Merry del Val. The chief point of inter-

est in this talk was that Merry del Val told him that if I

would secretly agree not to visit the Methodists he was

quite willing then it should be publicly announced that I

had made no agreement ! It never occurred to him. Cardi-

nal and Prince of the Church as he was, that this was an

invitation to me to take part in a piece of discreditable

double-dealing and deception; and it shows the curious

moral callousness of his type that later, to justify himself

and to show how conciliatory he had been, he actually him-

self made public the fact that he had made this proposition,

evidently having no idea that any one would find it repre-

hensible. Why, a Tammany Boodle alderman would have

been ashamed to make such a proposal.

Accordingly I was not presented at the Vatican ; I made
public the correspondence which showed why I had not

been, and at the same time, through The Outlook, published

the following statement to the American people:

Naples,

April 3, 1910.

Dear Dr. Abbott:

Through The Outlook I wish to make a statement to my
fellow-Americans regarding what has occurred in connec-

tion with the Vatican. I am sure that the great majority

of my fellow-citizens. Catholics quite as much as Protes-

tants, will feel that I acted in the only way possible for an

American to act, and because of this very fact I most

earnestly hope that the incident will be treated in a matter-
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of-course way, as merely personal, and, above all, as not
warranting the slightest exhibition of rancor or bitterness.

Among my best and closest friends are many Catholics.

The respect and regard of those of my fellow-Americans

who are Catholics are as dear to me as the respect and re-

gard of those who are Protestants. On my journey through
Africa I visited many Catholic as well as many Protestant

missions, and I look forward to telling the people at home
all that has been done by Protestants and Catholics

alike, as I saw it, in the field of missionaiy endeavor. It

would cause me a real pang to have anything said or done
that would hurt or give pain to my friends, whatever their

religious belief, but any merely personal considerations are

of no consequence in this matter. The important considera-

tion is the avoidance of harsh and bitter comment such as

may excite mistrust and anger between and among good
men. The more an American sees of other countries the

more profound must be his feelings of gratitude that in his

own land there is not merely complete toleration but the

heartiest good will and sympathy between sincere and hon-

est men of different faith—good will and sympathy so com-
plete that in the inevitable daily relations of our American
life Catholics and Protestants meet together and work to-

gether without the thought of difference of creed being even

present in their minds. This is a condition so vital to our
National well-being that nothing should be permitted to

jeopard it. Bitter comment and criticism, acrimonious at-

tack and defense, are not only profitless, but harmful, and
to seize upon such an incident as this as an occasion for

controversy would be wholly indefensible and should be

frowned upon by Catholics and Protestants alike. I very

earnestly hope that what I say will appeal to all good
Americans. -c^ .-i j? nFaithfully yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

Lyman Abbott, Editor of The Outlook.

Meanwhile I had seen the three leading representatives

of the Methodists, and had appealed to them not to em-
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barrass me, and had arranged that I should see them and

various other members of the American colony at a recep-

tion at the Ambassador's. They explicitly agreed, in re-

sponse to my request, to say nothing that would aggravate

the situation or cause any unnecessary heai'tburnings. Two

of them loyally kept to the agreement ; but the third, with

a sense of morality and fitness not much better than that

of Merry del Val himself, violated the agreement, and,

merely in order to advertise himself by raising a rumpus,

issued a screed violently attacking the Vatican. His two

colleagues disapproved of what he had done, but followed

the course so common among well-meaning and not very

strong men, and for twenty-four hours refused to disavow

his action or to say that it did not represent them. I had

to act promptly in order to prevent becoming involved in

an uncomfortable situation; for if after this screed I had

then seen him, I would have convinced many men that the

Pope was quite right in having refused to receive me.

Accordingly I canceled the reception at the Ambassador's,

and did not attend any meeting at which the Methodists

were represented. However, certain of the Methodists,

and certain Catholic ecclesiastics, including Abbot Janssens

of the Benedictines, called to see me to explain their entire

sympathy with the position I had taken. Next to having

both sides behave well, it was to my interest that both sides

should behave ill, so that I could avoid having anything to

do with either ; and this was precisely what occurred.



CHAPTER XV

FROM KHARTOUM TO LONDON—CONTINUED

I WAS immensely impressed with my whole visit to Rome.
I attended a dinner given me by Mayor Nathan, the Syndic,

and his colleagues of the municipal council. Mayor Nathan

was a Jew, who spoke excellent English, and was appar-

ently a good public servant. When I dined with him I had

already taken lunch with a number of Members of the Ad-

ministration, sitting beside the Prime Minister, also a Jew,

and a man of more intellectual type than Nathan. Think

what a contrast this meant! In the Eternal City, in the

realm of the popes, the home of the Ghetto, I lunched

sitting beside one Jew who was Prime Minister of Italy,

and dined as the guest of another Jew who was the head

of the Roman Government itself! The Prime Minister

and his colleagues struck me as upright men, sympathizing

with liberal and progressive ideas, and anxious to do jus-

tice, and also on the whole as cultivated men, well read,

and, in short, good fellows ; but they did not strike me as

possessing very great force. Mayor Nathan was precisely

like many an American municipal politician of good type.

He would have been quite at home as Reform Mayor of any

American city of the second class. Among his colleagues

were a number of Socialists, mostly parlor or study So-

cialists of the Latin type, well-meaning people with lofty

aspirations, wild eyes, and a tendency to pay over-much

heed to fine phrases. What I saw of Italy made me feel

that there w^as infinite need for radical action toward the

betterment of social and industrial conditions; and this

made me feel a very strong sympathy with some of the

Socialistic aims, and a very profound distrust of most of

the Socialistic methods.

201
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The king and queen were delightful people. I had already

seen the king, for when I was on my way to Africa he had
come down in a battleship to Messina, and at his request

I had gone aboard the battleship and had been presented

to him ; and I had a very genuine respect for him. More-

over, I found him most companionable. There were many
things in which both of us were interested, from big game
hunting to history and social progress. Some time before

he had written asking me to come on a shooting trip with

him after ibex, and I was genuinely sorry to refuse; and
when I made my formal call upon him he showed me the

heads of all kinds of game animals, including for instance

the very rare South Italian chamois; and he showed that

he took much more than a pure sportsman's interest in

them. As for his general reading, I need only mention

that I found on his desk, open, a copy of Mahaffy's 'Em-
pire of the Ptolemies,' in which he was interested. I have

always had a liking for the early history of the House of

Savoy. Happening to say that I supposed that the fact that

the House of Savoy had elected to live under Roman and

not under Lombard law indicated that it was probably of

native and not of invading Germanic origin, the king at

once became interested and he told me many queer incidents

of early Savoy history; and showed us his noteworthy

collection of Savoyard coins, from the earliest to modern
times. While I was President he had sent me, together with

a handsome edition of Dante, a score of volumes of the

original reports and papers of Eugene of Savoy—one of

my favorite heroes.

The king showed that he was deeply and intelligently

interested in every movement for social reform, and was
not only astonishingly liberal but even radical, sympathiz-

ing with many of the purposes and doctrines of the So-

cialists. He took me in to see his children, who were well

behaved and simple. When I spoke of how well the queen

was bringing them up, he laughed and said, yes, he wished

his son to be so trained that if necessary he would be fit

to be the First President of the Italian Republic. Later he
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called for me at the hotel, causing thereby frightful agita-

tion among the hotel attendants and guests, and spent a

morning driving me round the city—I had already made
the correct formal calls and had left a wreath on Victor

Emmanuel's tomb in the Pantheon. He slightly embar-

rassed me by making me sit on the right-hand in the car-

riage, as almost all the kings did—I suppose on the theory

that I was a kind of ex-sovereign myself; I always wished

they wouldn't do it, but after one or two trials I made no

further protest, as it always became evident that if I

insisted on sitting on the left-hand I should cause a fuss,

which was just exactly what I was desirous of not doing.

He took me to the cavalry school, where I was greatly im-

pressed by the riding of his officers, and especially by the

way in which they took their horses down well-nigh perpen-

dicular banks. Evidently he knew the army and its needs

just as he knew the civil and social needs of the country;

and in fact I do not see how Italy could have a more intelli-

gent, devoted, and sympathetic ruler. I told him I wished

we had a few men like him in the Senate ! He asked us

—

Mrs. Roosevelt and I—to drive out with him and the Queen

and spend a day and a couple of nights at their country

place not far from Rome, saying that they would dig out

some badgers—I think it was badgers—but we had so many
other engagements and were so pressed for time that, as he

asked me to say frankly whether it would be convenient or

not, I begged off, stating that we would infinitely rather

go with him to his place, but that it would cause us serious

inconvenience in keeping our other engagements ; and he at

once acquiesced, being as considerate as possible. In a way,

I should have liked to see more of him; but after all I am
doubtful whether it would have been worth while, for even

with the pleasantest and kindliest king there must of neces-

sity be a little that is artificial in association with a civilian

foreigner, and especially a civilian foreigner from a huge

overseas democracy. To have gone with him on a hunt,

where we should have had a real object in common, or to

have met him while I was President, when also we would
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have had interests in common, would of course have been an

entirely different thing.

I thoroughly liked and respected almost all the various

kings and queens I met ; they struck me as serious people,

with charming manners, devoted to their people and anxious

to justify their own positions by the way they did their

duty—it is no disparagement to their good intentions and

disinterestedness to add that each sovereign was obviously

conscious that he was looking a possible republic in the

face, which was naturally an incentive to good conduct; I

was very glad to have met them ; and it was pleasant to see

them for a short while ; but longer intercourse, or renewed

intercourse, would have been unnatural unless there had

been, as there was not, some real intellectual interest, or

other bond in common, and if there was any such, it hap-

pened not to develop itself.

I was much amused, by the way, when I reached Rome,
at finding that our Ambassador was engaged in an intricate

controversy with the puffy-faced, entirely pompous and

well-meaning local baron who was Court Marshal or Master

of Ceremonies, or something of the sort; the Ambassador
wishing to have me treated with the courtesies granted a

visiting sovereign, and the Court Marshal taking the en-

tirely proper view that I was simply a private citizen, with

no title or no claim to any precedence. I hastily interfered,

telling the Ambassador that I absolutely shared the views

of his opponent, that I wished him himself to act upon, and

to notify all our other ambassadors that they were to act

upon, the theory that I was purely a private citizen, with

no claim to any position of precedence at all, and that at

any function, formal or informal, I should be perfectly

happy to walk or sit or stand anywhere, and below any one,

just as the local people desired—or not to appear at all,

unless they expressly wished it. I added that I was really

speaking less in a spirit of humility than of pride. I have
a hearty and sincere respect for a king who does his duty

and acts decently, and am delighted to show him any kind

of formal courtesy which is customary; but I have no pa-
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tience with a sham and least of all a snobbish sham ; and of

all snobbish shams there is none more contemptible than

that of the democrat who loudly contends that he is such

and yet wishes in private or public life to grasp privileges

which give the lie to his contention. To me there is some-

thing fine in the American theory that a private citizen

can be chosen by the people to occupy a position as great

as that of the mightiest monarch, and to exercise a power

which may for the time being surpass that of Czar, Kaiser,

or Pope, and that then, after having filled this position, the

man shall leave it as an unpensioned private citizen, who
goes back into the ranks of his fellow-citizens with entire

self-respect, claiming nothing save what on his own indi-

vidual merits he is entitled to receive. But it is not in the

least fine, it is vulgar and foolish, for the President or

ex-President to make believe, and, of all things in the world,

to feel pleased if other people make believe, that he is a

kind of second-rate or imitation king. It is as if a Roman
ex-dictator wished to be treated like a king of Pergamum or

Antioch! The effort to combine incompatibles merely

makes a man look foolish. The positions of President

and King are totally different in kind and degree ; and it is

silly, and worse than silly, to forget this. It is not of much
consequence whether other people accept the American
theory of the Presidency; but it is of very much conse-

quence that the American people, including especially any
American who has held the office, shall accept the theory

and live up to it.

However, in this case, the Italian king insisted upon
treating me upon ''the most favored guest" principle.

When we dined at the palace, by the way, I struck one bit

of etiquette which I did not strike at any other court. I had
endeavored to dispose of my hat when I left my coat in the,

anteroom, but it was returned to me with eveiy symptom
of surprise and horror, and as the other male members
among the guests retained theirs, I went on with mine.

When the royal party came in, and I was brought up to the

queen to take her in to dinner, I again thought it was
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time for me to get rid of the hat. But not a bit of it ! I

found I was expected to walk in with the queen on my arm,

and my hat in my other hand—a piece of etiquette which

reminded me of nothing with which I was previously ac-

quainted except a Jewish wedding on the East Side of New
York, where the participants and guests of honor wear

their hats during the ceremony, and where, on the occa-

sions when I was Police Commissioner, and occasionally

attended such weddings, I would march solemnly in to the

wedding-feast with the bride, or the bride's mother, on

one arm, and my hat in my other hand. Both at the Italian

Court and at the East Side weddings, however, some at-

tendant took the hat as soon as I sat down at the table.

At dinner I took as great a fancy to the queen as I had

already taken to the king. I sat between the queen and

her niece—whom she had always treated as an elder daugh-

ter or younger sister—the Princess Royal of Servia. Both

spoke French, not English. I am sorry to say that I am
too much like Chaucer's Abbess in that my French is more
like that of Stratford-at-Bow, than to French of Paris.

But still, such as it is^ I speak it with daring fluency; and I

thoroughly enjoyed myself. The queen is a really fine

woman, with a strong touch of the heroic in her, and I

greatly liked the princess also. They interested me be-

cause, to an American, it was curious to meet cultivated

women, fond of reading, whose acquaintance with books

barely touched the limits of English literature. In other

words, they were cultivated people of the Balkans of south-

eastern Europe. They knew French well and some Ger-

man, but very little English. Both had a passionate love

for the Montenegrin land, for its people and its history,

and they were delighted when they found that I really did

know its history and shared to the full their admiration for

it. They were also interested to find that I knew Carmen
Sylva's writings, especially her translations of the Ru-
manian folk-songs; and the various translations of the

poetry of the Balkan Slavs. The princess was in sympathy

a thorough Montenegrin and not a Servian, and I found
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respected the Bulgarians more than she did the Servians.

I was amused to find that the princess knew all about my
family, and put me many questions about my elder daugh-

ter, whom she laughingly referred to as 'Hhe Princess

Alice."

The Italian queen herself was obviously a fine and noble

woman, and she was the real peasant queen, the Saga queen,

the queen of the folk stories and fairy-tales—the kind of

queen whom the hero meets when he starts out with his

wallet and staff and travels ''far and far and farther than

far," and finally comes to a palace up to which he strolls,

and sees the king sitting in front of the door looking at

the sheep or the chickens. To be king or queen in a country

like Italy at the present day means unending strain and

worry, and both the king and the queen were faithfully and

conscientiously and wisely, and with great self-devotion

and self-abnegation, doing everything they could to meet

the difficulties of an uncommonly difficult situation. They
are loving and faithful to each other—I know you share

my bourgeois prejudices against domestic immorality,

which are stronger directly in proportion as the social

position of the offenders is higher—and it was good to

see their relations, together and with their children. The
queen spoke with horror of war and violence, and men-

tioned that she did not think she could ever strike a blow

herself, unless in defense of her children, or if her hus-

band was attacked by an assassin; and as she spoke her

eyes smoldered and she straightened her tall form. She

loves to talk of her life at home in Montenegro, and one

anecdote she told me gave me an insight into the reason why
the Montenegrins show a more than medieval devotion to

their sovereign. She said that when she was a child a

famine came to the people, who were finally reduced to eat

only rice; and her father, then reigning prince and pres-

ent king, summoned his family together, and told them

that their mother had much to do and needed meat and

would continue to eat it, but that he and the children would

from that time on eat only rice, until the people too had
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more than rice to eat; and his proposal was carried out to

the letter.

After leaving Rome Mrs. Roosevelt and I tried to repeat

the drive over the Cornichi which we had taken twenty-

three years before on our honeymoon, doing it the reverse

direction. We started in an old-style three horse carriage

—not a motor—from Spezia, and as we had been able to

conceal the fact that we were going to Spezia our first

day's drive to Sestri Levante was delightful, and we en-

joyed the night at a funny little old-style hotel, the waves

washing the wall beneath our balcony. But they found us

out even before the end of this afternoon, and the officers

of the municipality called upon us that evening, and the

band gave us a serenade; and next day both the natives

and the tourists all along our route had heard about our

coming; and by noon it had become evident that the enjoy-

ment of our trip was at an end, and we abandoned it. After

that, throughout my stay in Europe, the visits to Arthur

Lee and yourself, and my twenty-four hours with Edward
Grey in the valley of the Itchen, and through the New
Forest, represented the only occasions when I was able to

shake off my semi-public character for more than an hour

or two at a time.

We spent a week with Mrs. Roosevelt's sister at her house

at Porto Maurizio; then I left Mrs. Roosevelt and Ethel

there, for I wished them not to get over-tired, while Kermit

and I made a flying trip to Vienna and Budapest.

I had originally intended to come straight home to Amer-

ica from Africa. I abandoned this idea on receiving the

invitation to deliver the Romanes lecture at Oxford, be-

cause this was an invitation I wished to accept; and I

appreciated being asked to deliver the lecture. It was the

kind of thing I was really glad to do. But immediately

afterward I was asked to speak at the Sorbonne. This

again I was glad to do. When I accepted, however, I was

certain that the Kaiser would not stand my speaking in

England and France and not in Germany ; and, sure enough,

I soon received from the German Ambassador, by his direc-
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tion, a request to speak at the University of Berlin; and
this again I was glad to do. I then felt that I had entered

into all the engagements I could carry through without

hurrying myself, and I endeavored to avoid making any

others; and I also endeavored to avoid visiting any other

countries save France, Germany, and England. But I soon

found that while the different rulers did not really care a

rap about seeing me, they did not like me to see other rulers

and pass them by; and that the same state of mind ob-

tained among the peoples.

At Messina the King of Italy had made a point of my
returning to Italy, and the municipality of Rome had—then

a year in advance—made such representations about my
coming through Rome as to make it evident that I would

give grave offense if I went round it in order to get

up into France. Accordingly I had to go. Then the Aus-

trian Ambassador (a Hungarian), whom I like, raised a

perfect clamor against my omitting Austria; and I also

found that the Hungarians would really have had their feel-

ings hurt if I did not visit Hungary. Then the Norwegian

Minister to Washington, and our own Minister in Norway,

both wrote me that the Norwegians would feel permanently

aggrieved if after having received the Nobel Prize I failed

to come to Christiania and give the Nobel Lecture customary

in such cases, inasmuch as I was giving addresses in Ber-

lin, Paris, and Oxford. As soon as I accepted this, I found

that Sweden and Denmark would in their turn have had

their feelings injured to the last point by failure on my
part to visit them when I was so near, and that Holland

was already making great preparations because, on account

of my Dutch descent, they claimed a certain proprietorship

in me. As I had to pass through Belgium, and as the Bel-

gians had been very kind to me in Africa, I was glad to

stop there also, I had not intended to be presented to any

sovereign; for I have the strongest feeling about the atti-

tude of so many Americans in desiring to be presented to

the different sovereigns. The latter, poor good people, must
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be driven neariy mad by such requests; for which there

is no warrant whatever, in the great majority of cases.

Moreover I believed that the sovereigns could not care to

see me; an attitude of mind with which I most cordially

sympathized. I can imagine nothing more dreary than

being called upon to receive retired politicians, who have

no official standing and no right to any official honors, and

who nevertheless may be sensitive if they are not given the

honors to which they have no claim. However, the unfor-

tunate sovereigns evidently felt that it would be misunder-

stood if they did not show me attention, and through the

ambassadors or foreign ministers I was requested to

visit almost every country in Europe, and to visit the

sovereign of every such country. Switzerland was an

exception. Here I had been asked to attend the Calvin

Quadricentenary which I could not do; and as I was not

asked by the Government until my trip was half over,

when I was eagerly endeavoring to cut out every possible

engagement, I did not go there. The result has been

that to this day I am now and then called upon to explain

why I did not go there; and to my concern I found that

I had hurt the feelings of a great many good people who
thought I had slighted them—not that they would ever

have dreamed of caring one way or the other if it were

not for the fact that they saw a fuss made about me in

other countries ; whereupon they illustrated Lincoln 's view

that ''there's a deal of human nature in mankind" by

promptly proceeding to feel injured.

I had precisely the same experience with Russia. I do

not for a moment believe that the Russians wished to see

me, and least of all the Czar; they would have been any-

thing but pleased had I come; but inasmuch as I never

went near Russia, they all now feel slightly aggrieved ; and

only the other day I received a warm invitation from the

Czar to come to Russia this summer, together with a com-

plaint about my not having visited it already. I did not

deem it necessary to explain in full, as no good would come

of it ; but I would hate to go to Russia in any way as guest
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of the ruling authorities, and feel that I was thereby stopped

from speaking on behalf of Finland, of the Jews, of the

persecuted Russian liberals, and of all the many other peo-

ple upon whom the iron despotism of the bureaucracy bears

with such crushing weight.

I said above that I doubted whether the sovereigns cared

to see me. I am now inclined to think that they did, as a

relief to the tedium, the dull, narrow routine of their lives.

I shall always bear testimony to the courtesy and good

manners, and the obvious sense of responsibility and duty,

of the various sovereigns I met. But of course, as was to

be expected, they were like other human beings in that the

average among them was not very high as regards intellect

and force. Indeed the kind of driving force and energy

needed to make a first-class President or Prime Minister,

a great general or War Minister, would be singularly out

of place in the ordinary constitutional monarch. Appar-

ently what is needed in a constitutional king is that he shall

be a kind of sublimated American Vice-President
;
plus be-

ing socially at the head of that part of his people which you

have called "the free masons of fashion." The last func-

tion is very important; and the king's lack of political

power, and his exalted social position, alike cut him off from

all real comradeship with the men who really do the things

that count ; for comradeship must imply some equality, and

from this standpoint the king is doubly barred from all that

is most vital and interesting. Politically he can never rise

to, and socially he can never descend to, the level of the

really able men of the nation. I cannot imagine a more
appallingly dreary life for a man of ambition and power.

The kings whom I saw were not as a whole very ambitious

or very forceful, though fine, honest, good fellows ; and the

monotony of their lives evidently made them welcome any

diversion in the shape of a stranger, who gave them an

entirely new point of view, and with whom, because of the

nature of the case, they knew they could be intimate with-

out any danger of the intimacy being misconstrued, or

leading to unpleasant situations in the future. They had
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made the advances, not I ; they knew that I was not coming

back to Europe, that I would never see them again, or try

in any way to keep up relations with them; and so they felt

free to treat us with an intimacy, and on a footing of

equality, which would have been impossible with a Euro-

pean, the subject of some one of them (I think this was

why they asked us to stay in the palaces).

In a way, although the comparison sounds odd, these sov-

ereigns, in their relations among themselves and with

others, reminded me of the officers and their wives in one of

our western army posts in the old days, when they were all

shut up together and away from the rest of the world, were

sundered by an impassable gulf from the enlisted men
and the few scouts, hunters, and settlers around about, and

were knit together into one social whole, and nevertheless

were riven asunder by bitter jealousies, rivalries, and dis-

likes. Well, the feelings between a given queen and a given

dowager-empress, or a small king and the emperor who on

some occasion had relished bullying him, were precisely the

same as those between the captain's lady and the colonel's

spinster daughter, or the sporting lieutenant and the mar-

tinet major, in a lonely army post.

As we traveled, we found that the royalties at one court

were almost sure to have written to their kinsfolk at the

next court (for they are all interrelated) things about us,

just exactly as people would write from one arm}^ post to

another in the old days. They were always sure to wish to

hear from me about some of the things that I had done

while I was President, especially the building of the Panama
Canal, the voyage of the battle fleet, the handling of the

coal strike, and various matters concerning the control of

the trusts and the control of the mob, and the relations of

both with Socialism; and they were at least as anxious to

hear about my regiment, and especially about my life in the

West, evidently regarding it as an opportunity to acquire

knowledge at first-hand and at close range concerning the

Buffalo-Bill and Wild-West side of American existence.

Most of them had obviously read up my writings for the
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occasion, and would appeal to me for enlightenment upon
points which they could not understand; and then when I

illustrated these points by stories and incidents, they would
usually need further enlightenment about some of the ex-

pressions I used in telling the stories, and they would evi-

dently solemnly write or tell one another just what these

expressions were. Accordingly, after the usual formal
and perfunctory conversation with the new king or crown
prince, or whoever it was, he would, with a little preliminary

maneuvering, ask me if I would mind repeating the story I

had told some preceding king about this, that, or the other

frontier hero who had afterward become a public servant

holding my commission—wishing to know just how and why
it was that Benjamin Franklin Daniels, afterward Marshal
of Arizona, had his ear "bit off" in the course of the

exercise of his duties as peace officer, or why Hon. Seth
Bullock, who was Marshal in South Dakota, and was to

meet me in London, had regarded homicide as a regrettable

but inevitable incident of a political career in territorial

days ; or he might (and in two cases actually did) say '

' I beg
your pardon, but I do not quite understand what is a two-

gun man," which would necessitate a brief review of the

exercise of the right of private war under primitive condi-

tions in the Far West, and the advantages accruing to the

cause of virtue if its special champion was able to use a

revolver in either hand. All these small kings had vague
ambitions, which they knew would never be gratified, for

military distinction, and hunting dangerous game, and they

always had questions to put about the Spanish War and
the African trip. They also all stood distinctly in awe of

the German Kaiser, who evidently liked to drill them ; and
both the big and the small ones felt much jealousy of one

another, and at the same time felt joined together and
sundered from all other people by their social position.

Before I had seen them I had realized in a vague way that

a king's life nowadays must be a very limited life; but the

realization was brought home to me very closely on this

trip. I can understand a woman's liking to be queen fairly
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well (that is, if she is not an exceptional woman), for if, as

is sometimes the case, as was the case for instance with

both the Queen of Norway and the Crown Princess of

Sweden, she has made a love match, she has the ordinary-

happiness that comes to the happy woman with husband

and children, and in addition the ceremonial and social

part would be apt to appeal to her and to be taken se-

riously by her. But as for the man! It would be very

attractive to be a king with the power of a dictator, and

the ability to wield that power, to be a Frederick the Great,

for instance, or even a man like the old Kaiser William,

who if not exactly a great man yet had the qualities which

enabled him to use and be used by Bismarck, Moltke, and

von Roon. But the ordinary king—and I speak with cordial

liking of all the kings I met^—has to play a part in which

the dress parade is ludicrously out of proportion to the

serious effort ; there is a quite intolerable quantity of sack

to the amount of bread. If he is a decent, straight, honor-

able fellow, he can set a good example—and yet if he is

not, most of his subjects, including almost all the clergy-

men, feel obliged to be blind and to say that he is; and

he can exercise a certain small influence for good on public

affairs in an indirect fashion. But he can play no part

such as is played by the real leaders in the public life of

to-day, if he is a constitutional monarch.

Understand me. I do not mean that he fails to serve a

useful purpose, just as the flag serves a useful purpose.

Only a very foolish creature will talk of the flag as nothing

but a bit of dyed or painted bunting, because it is a symbol

of enormous consequence in the life and thought of the

people. Similarly, the king may serve a purpose of enor-

mous usefulness as a symbol, and I have no question that

for many peoples, it would be a misfortune not to have such

a symbol, such a figurehead. I am not speaking of the king

from the standpoint of his usefulness to the community,

which I fully admit ; I am merely saying that from his own
standpoint, if he is a man of great energy, force and power,

it must be well-nigh intolerable to have to content himself
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with being simply king in tlie figurehead or symbol fashion.

When I went to Vienna, I met Harry White, an old friend

and the best man in our diplomatic service, who had, most
unfortunately and improperly, and for reasons of unspeak-

able triviality, been turned out of the service by President

Taft. Without White 's help I really do not see how I could

have gotten through my Austro-Hungarian experience.

The Hengelmiillers, the Austrian representatives in Wash-
ington, had crossed the ocean to meet me, and I was so

flooded with attractive invitations, public and private, both

in Vienna and Budapest, that I hardly had one moment
to myself. I did, however, get an hour to visit certain

bookstores, because I wanted to buy some of the old Ger-

man hunting books. The popular reception in Vienna was
even greater than the popular reception in Rome; I was
received very much as I was received when as President I

visited San Francisco, or Seattle, or St. Louis, or New
Orleans. The streets and squares around the hotel were
blocked with crowds, and when I drove to Schonbrunn to

dine with the Emperor, the whole route was lined on both

sides with onlookers. It was evident to me that the people

did not in the least understand my real position, although I

had done everything in my power to make it plain; they

thought of me as still the great American leader, the man
who was to continue to play in the future of American poli-

tics something like the part he had played in the past.

Moreover this was the view that almost all the statesmen

took. No explanations of mine were treated as anything

but rather insincere and affected self-depreciation, and my
statement of the bald fact that under our system and tradi-

tions an ex-President became of little or no importance was
always greeted with polite but exasperating incredulity;

and I finally gave up any attempt to do more than at each

successive capital to state the fact with entire clearness, and

then to let them refuse to believe it if they chose. I hated

to have them deceive themselves; but they absolutely re-

fused to let me undeceive them, and that was all there was
about it.
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The Emperor was an interesting man. With liim again I

had to speak French. He did not strike me as a very able

man, but he was a gentleman, he had good instincts, and in

his sixty years' reign he had witnessed the most extraordi-

nary changes and vicissitudes. He talked veiy freely and

pleasantly, sometimes about politics, sometimes about hunt-

ing; and after my first interview, when he got up to tell me

"good-by," he said that he had been particularly interested

in seeing me because he was the last representative of the

old system, whereas I embodied the new movement, the

movement of the present and the future, and that he had

wished to see me so as to know for himself how the prom-

inent exponent of that movement felt and thought. He

knew that I disliked the old king of the Belgians who was

just dead, and suddenly asked me if I would have visited

Belgium if he had been alive ; and when I said no, he re-

sponded that he quite understood why, and added "c'etait

un homme absolument mechant," explaining that there were

very few men who were absolutely and without qualification

''mediant," but that- Leopold was one.

The dinner at Schonbrunn was interesting, of course, and

not so dull, as those functions are apt to be. The Emperor

and all the Austrian guests had one horrid habit. The

finger-bowls were brought on, each with a small tumbler

of water in the middle ; and the Emperor and all the others

proceeded to rinse their mouths, and then empty them into

the finger-bowls. I felt a little as if the days of Kaunitz

had been revived—I believe that eminent servant of Maria

Theresa used to take a complete toilet-set with him to

dinner, including a tooth brush, which he used at the close

of the feast. However, all of the guests were delightful;

and both the men and the women who came in after dinner

were on the whole charming. I was told that Viennese

society was frivolous, but it happened, I suppose naturally,

that those men whom I saw were most of them interested

in real problems of statecraft and warcraft. However,

the world that lives for amusement was much in evidence at

the Jockey Club. This struck me as a typical Viennese
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institution. Only the higher nobility belong, and a few

outsiders of note. The people were charming, well bred,

with delightful manners, joining to the love of sport among
corresponding Englishmen, a love of gambling, and a pro-

pensity to fight duels, which gave them a different touch,

and living in a world as remote from mine as if it had been

in France before the Revolution. They hailed me with

the utmost good comradeship, because they were almost

all big game hunters, and were immensely interested in my
African hunt, and were also much interested in my regi-

ment and my experiences in the Spanish War.
Of course the fact that I had been President, and at the

same time had done the kind of thing in war and sport which

it would have gratified their ambitions to do, also impressed

them; and then, to my intense amusement, I found that

they were in cordial sympathy with me because I had

attacked the big financial interests, and because I frankly

looked down on mere moneyed men, the people of enor-

mous wealth who had nothing but their wealth behind them,

and whose power was simply the power of the *'money
touch." There was to me something very humorous in

finding what in America was regarded as a democratic

movement against the powerful and arrogant aristocracy

of wealth was among these Viennese looked upon as a

movement fundamentally in the interests of the right kind

of aristocracy, because it was teaching the man of mere

money bags that his money by itself simply rendered him

vulgar, and entitled him to no consideration. In the same

way I was much amused to find from casual remarks made
by my hosts that what they called the '' Kleiner Adel" were

not admitted to the club any more than the financiers were;

They had not such feeling against me and Kermit. We
represented men of a totally alien life.

I found that they already knew that I as strongly objected

to Americans marrying into their titled families as they

could object themselves. This gave them, on the one hand,

a feeling of understanding and sympathy with me, and, on

the other hand, put our relations just as they ought to be

;
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that is, they felt they could be absolutely courteous to me,

and establish absolutely good relations with me, just as

they could with an Arab Sheik, and ask me to their houses

and visit my house and yet not be afraid of any complica-

tions following. One or two of them had a slight curiosity

to find out exactly why I objected as strongly to any closer

alliance with them as they did to any closer alliance with

Americans ; but most of them were too well bred to think

it worth while to make inquiries. To those that did make

the inquiries I laughed and told them that they would

understand my position if they realized that I wished to

keep for myself and all my kinsfolk and all my people an

attitude which would make us respect equally and feel

equally at home with Andreas Hofer on one side and Count

Andrassy on the other, and that such an attitude could

only be kept as long as their people and our people met

on a footing of entire equality and good-will, but with

full recognition of the fact that any attempt at too intimate

relations would result in showing utter discordance. In

other words we could really enjoy not merely friendship,

but a substantial measure of intimacy, if we did not try to

make it too close; because if we came too close we should

find that our systems of life were fundamentally irrecon-

cilable, although each might have many good points and

might be the best for a given set of surroundings.

I visited the riding-school, one of the very few places in

Europe where one can still see the manege as it is described

in that great book of the Duke of Newcastle 's—I think it is

his—in the seventeenth century; and I inspected a Hun-
garian Hussar regiment, which interested me immensely,

and where again I was received with the most genuine cor-

diality as a fellow soldier, all the officers, who of course had
themselves seen no actual fighting, being veiy anxious to

know about my regiment. I was very much impressed by
both the officers and the enlisted men, and also by the

horses.

We went out to lunch with a perfect old trump. Count

Wiltczek, who had a castle a few miles out of Vienna which
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he had restored, so that it looked exactly as it did in the

Middle Ages and was similarly arranged within—although

he had embellished it with books and pictures of a later

period. On this trip—here while visiting this castle, just

as at Cairo—I was helped for the first time in my life by the

fact that I had always gratified my thirst for useless infor-

mation. I have never demanded of knowledge anything ex-

cept that it shall be useless. Now this means that while I

know nothing that the average scholar does not know, yet

that I know a good deal as to which the average politician

or man of affairs is abysmally ignorant ; and as naturally

my life has been chiefly led among politicians and men of

affairs, when it was not led among frontiersmen, there are

a great many things I have studied about which I have

rarely or never had a chance to speak—largely, my dear

sir, because it is only occasionally that I am thrown for a

few hours intimately in your company ! Until I went abroad

this time I doubt if I had ever derived the slightest benefit,

however small, from such things as a knowledge of Moslem
travels in the thirteenth century, or Magyar history, or the

Mongol conquests, or the growth of the races of Middle

Europe and the deeds of their great men. On this occasion,

however, my knowledge of these things really added to my
pleasure, and brought me into touch with people. For in-

stance, Wiltczek hugely enjoyed finding that, besides a gen-

eral interest in sport and in medieval ways and customs, I

had taken it for granted that his family, if not Czeck, was
of Polish origin, and descended from the Piasts and from
Boleslav the Glorious ; that when he showed me a portrait

of Batory, I was familiar with that Hungarian king of

Poland and his wars against Ivan the Terrible ; that I knew
the details of Rudolph's fight with Ottocar of Bohemia;
and so on and so on. He took a great fancy to Kermit,

whom he called ''leetle" Kermit—for although Kermit

was nearly six feet, Wiltczek towered above him—led him

round by the hand through most of the building, and then

kissed him good-by! Kermit is an impassive person, and

was much less upset by this than an English boy would have
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been ; still he was distinctly embarrassed ; and I had fearful

apprehensions myself when I came to say good-by, but for-

tunately the Count merely enfolded me in a bear-like arm

clasp.

After leaving Vienna I went to Hungary. On the way to

Budapest, we stopped for lunch at Count Apponyi's. Ap-

ponyi met us at the station (where there was the usual

reception) and drove us to his castle. It was interesting

to an American to pass successively through various vil-

lages each consisting only of Slavs, Magj-ars or Germans.

Apponyi is a really fine fellow. He had been in Washing-

ton with the Inter-Parliamentary Peace Congress, and had

dined with me at the White House. He represented a type

of Liberal much more common in Continental Europe prior

to 1848 than at present; but in some ways, purely Hun-

garian. In Hungary, in striking contrast to what was the

case in France, in Italy, and I believe in Spain, and cer-

tainly in much of Germany, I found that Liberalism and

very strong religious feelings were not regarded as incom-

patible. In France and Italy devout Catholics were almost

always reactionary, not only in matters ecclesiastical but

in matters governmental; and Liberals were always anti-

clerical—probably inevitably so.

In Hungary I met many Liberals, most of them Catholics,

some of them Calvinists, who were good '* church people" in

much the same sense that so many of my associates in

America are good church people; and in consequence they

felt that I understood them and that they were in sym-

pathy with me, as they could not be expected to be in sym-

pathy with men sharing their political views who at the

same time ridiculed, or at least were wholly unable to under-

stand, their religious views. Apponyi was a devout Catho-

lic, but he was not only an advanced Liberal in matters

political but also in matters ecclesiastical ; he was a staunch

friend of many Protestants, and later took me round to see

the younger Kossuth, a Protestant. In this respect he was

like an American Liberal of the best type; yet in matters

purely political it was half amusing, half melancholy, to
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realize the doctrinaire limitations of his attitude. He was
in theory an almost irrational advocate of immediate inter-

national peace; just as the Norwegians also were, in theory;

and he and the Norwegian delegates, whom I had met

among the various international peace delegations, were

all for universal arbitration and disarmament, and for

passing high-sounding resolutions in favor of immediate

peace all over the earth, resolutions which always remind

me of Tilman Joy's sneer in one of John Hay's poems, at

those who ''resoloot till the cows come home,'" and cannot

and will not give practical effect to their resolutions; and
yet he represented the violent and extreme Hungarian
party which was practically working for a separation from
Austria that would probably bring war; just as the Nor-

wegian peace people were at the very time championing

separation from Sweden, a separation which certainly told

against peace and might well have produced immediate war.

In other words, these peace champions of Hungary and
Norw^ay, who in word and in resolution, and in proclama-

tion at their conventions, went much further in demanding
arbitration and peace than I was willing to go (simply be-

cause for a really cool and far-sighted man to act as they

were acting would have been base hypocrisy) were, as re-

gards the only practical matters where they could give

effect to their theories, doing all they could to provoke war.

This is not an exceptional attitude among professional

peace advocates. I have met it again and again. In my
own country I have had labor unions and similar organiza-

tions pass resolutions, and send them to me, demanding
that we cease building up the Navy and insist on universal

international arbitration, at the very same time that they

demanded that I adopt the policy of Japanese exclusion in

such form as would certainly have brought us war with

Japan. War would probably have come if I had either

yielded to their wishes as to the form which the policy of

exclusion was to take (in accordance with their wishes), or

had failed to keep at the highest point of efficiency the

American Navy. It would certainly have come if I had
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yielded to their wishes in both regards. Apponyi in Hun-

gary was honestly convinced that he was standing up for

the oppressed and for the cause of righteousness by insist-

ing that the Magyar should be at least on an equality with

the Austrian German ; and he was shocked and puzzled by

finding that a large number of Hungarian Slavs regarded

his attitude, and the attitude of the Magyars, toward them

as itself an attitude of pure oppression, and which showed

the fundamental hypocrisy of the Magyar attitude toward

the German.

One reason why he and the other Hungarian politicians

whom I met got on well with me was probably the fact that

I knew a good deal of Hungarian history and Hungarian

constitutional claims ; that I understood, for instance, that

the Emperor of Austria was not emperor in Hungary, and

always alluded to him as the king—to give him his full,

and delightful title, ^'apostolic king"—while I was in Hun-
gary ; that I understood that the analogy between England
and Ireland was to be found, not in Austria's attitude to-

ward Hungary, but in Hungary's attitude toward Croatia,

etc., etc. As I have said, any ordinary scholar with a good

second-hand knowledge of history is acquainted with all this

as a matter of course; but among politicians the one-eyed

is apt to be king—so far as concerns foreign history, or

indeed so far as concerns any branch of abstract knowl-

edge not dealing with applied politics, applied economics,

or money-making.

When I was received in the legislative hall at Budapest,

I was at first a little bit puzzled to know why they so

immensely appreciated my allusions to Arpad, St. Stephen,

Mathew Corvinus, and other Hungarian heroes, to the bat-

tle of Mohacs, to the provisions of the Golden Bull of one

King Bela, and to the curious indirect results of the Bogo-

mil heresy, and the double part played by racial and re-

ligious considerations in causing the Protestants of Hun-

gary and Transylvania to side with the Turk rather than

with the Austrian ; ultimately I found that the reason was

their sensitiveness to the fact that all these names meant
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nothing whatever to the public men of other European

countries. Evidently they felt as regards the ignorance

they encountered concerning their own national history

when they went to Berlin, Paris, or London, much as an

American felt forty or fifty years ago, when he found that

Europe quite simply ignored the men and events that he had

believed to be of capital importance. It was the feeling

of injured dignity natural to the man who does not like

to have his cherished heroes and their deeds treated as

provincial, and who is not as yet sufficiently self-confident

to realize that such treatment reflects, not on him or them,

but on those who really show themselves provincial by fail-

ing to appreciate the fundamencal importance of what has

happened outside their own kin. To a Hungarian the fact

that the Golden Bull was analogous to the Great Charter,

and was issued about the same time that the latter was

signed, seemed of such interest that he could not under-

stand an Englishman never having heard of the said Golden

Bull ; and in consequence he was much pleased to find that

an ex-President from across the ocean had heard about it,

and knew for instance that it solemnly reserved to the

nobles the right of revolution if the king misbehaved him-

self—I did not think it necessary to elaborate the compari-

son between this and the action of certain South American

republics in inserting into their constitutions a guarantee

of the right of secession.

In Vienna they had been very much pleased when, while

President, I had cordially approved the action of Austria

in changing the title, although not really the substance,

of the Austrian occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Ultimately I hope that the Balkan States will be able to

stand by themselves, perhaps in some sort of confederacy;

but as yet the example of Servia is not sufficiently encourag-

ing to make me believe that Bosnia and Herzegovina would

make more progress alone than under Austria; for Aus-

trian rule bears no resemblance to Austrian rule half a

century ago, and in any event is infinitely preferable to the

rule of the Turk. In Hungary they knew that I had ap-
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proved of this action, and were on the whole glad—the

Austrian Governor of the two provinces (Kallay) did a

really remarkable work in developing them—but the Mag-

yars were a little uneasy at anything that tended to in-

crease the Slav populations of the Dual Empire.

In Budapest the Austrian archduke who represented the

empire and who was a very good fellow, but whose name I

cannot now remember, gave me a lunch, and the Prime

Minister a dinner, and the head of the Opposition another

dinner, and I was taken out to see a stock-farm where I

took lunch. The really interesting part, however, was
meeting the people themselves. They were delightful. Of

course I became hopelessly mixed as to their names ; it was

impossible to meet a couple of hundred men and women,

even very intimately, for forty-eight hours, and disentangle

them completely from the couple of hundred different men
and women I had met in the previous forty-eight hours, or

the couple of hundred whom I met in the preceding forty-

eight hours. However, the general impression was very

vivid.

I was struck in Hungary, as later in Holland and the

Scandinavian countries, by the fact that I was really more
in sympathy with the people whom I met than with the

corresponding people of the larger continental nations.

Their ways of looking at life were more like mine, and
their attitude toward the great social and economic ques-

tions more like those of my friends in America. The Hun-
garian women, for instance, were almost the only women of

Continental Europe with whom I could talk in the same
intimate way that I could with various American and Eng-
lish women whom I have known—Mrs. Lodge, Mrs. La
Farge, Mrs. Selmes, and other friends, of my own country,

and Lady Delamere and Mrs. Sanderson of your country,

whom I met at Nairobi, and Lady Spring Rice, and others.

The Hungarian women were charming. They seemed to

have the solid qualities of the North Germans, and yet the

French charm, which the North Germans so totally lacked.

I was genuinely sorry to think that I should never see them
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again. I greatly liked the Hungarian men. Whether it was

simply an accident, or whether those I met were typical, I

cannot say, but I certainly met an unusual number who were

both interesting, and interested in things that were worth

while; and who were keenly alert about political and eco-

nomic matters, and yet were enthusiastic sportsmen or

were well read or had other interests that were not merely

stodgy. Teleki, the African explorer, was one; either his

wife or his sister-in-law had written a novel worth reading.

By the way, a Hungarian novelist whose books I had always

liked, the author of ''St. Peter's Umbrella," also called

on me, and later caused me no slight embarrassment by
giving an interview in which he contrasted my attitude of

appreciation of his novels with the lack of such apprecia-

tion on the part of the Austrian imperial family

!

At the different dinners and in the houses I visited I

found almost everybody able to speak English, and well

acquainted with whatever of note was written in either

French, English, or German. Of course there is not much
written in Magyar, and in order to hold communion with

the rest of the world cultivated people in Hungary have to

know foreign languages in a way that it is not necessary

for Englishmen, Frenchmen, or Germans, and so they are

pleasanter for foreigners to get on with. One of the lead-

ing public men I met—I think an ex-Prime Minister—was a

Calvinist, and I was interested to see the strong impress

that Calvinism had stamped upon the Magyar character.

Evidently the Calvinistic theology was much more of a

force with him than with most even of the descendants of

the Puritans with whom I am intimate in America; and

while the liberalizing spirit of the age and of his political

party and the needs of Hungary had greatly broadened

him, he still retained to a curious degree traits which re-

minded me all the time of those of men with whom I was

familiar in my own country. His ancestors and mine had

been at the Synod of Dort together three centuries before,

and though he was very much broader and more tolerant

than they were, he was not able to look at their work from
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quite the detached standpoint that to me seemed the only

possible standpoint. But he was a fine fellow, and I was in

thorough sympathy with him ; and his wife was a brilliant ji

and charming woman. Altogether I could not overstate Tl

how thoroughly at home I felt in Hungary, and how I en-

joyed myself in spite of the rush in which I was kept.

I



CHAPTER XVI

FROM KHARTOUM TO LONDON—CONTINUED

There was a sequel to my visit to Vienna which was rather

amusing. By appointment I called on the Prime Minister.

He was a statesman and diplomat of the old school, very

polished and cultivated, with real power, and entirely cyni-

cal. Down at bottom he had no more sympathy with me
than Merry del Val, but unlike Merry del Val he recognized

the fact that the world had moved ; and went out of his way,

as did the Emperor, to thank me for what I had done at

Rome, saying that it made their task a little easier; and I

think he was instrumental in having the Papal Nuncio call

on me when our Ambassador, who is himself a Catholic,

gave me a reception at the Embassy—a fact which drove

the ultras of the Vatican nearly crazy. He speedily brought

the subject round to the question of universal peace and

disarmament, and cautiously tried to draw me out as to

what my attitude would be on these subjects when I saw the

Kaiser in Berlin. Carnegie, personally and through Root,

my one-time Secretary of State, had been asking me to try

to get the Emperor committed to universal arbitration and

disarmament, and had been unwary enough to let some-

thing leak into the papers about what he had proposed.

Root was under obligations to Carnegie for the way that

Carnegie had helped him in connection with the Pan-

American movement, and he had also helped the Smith-

sonian in fitting out the scientific people who went with me
on my African trip; and Carnegie's purposes as regards

international peace are good; and so I told him that I

would see whether I could speak to the Emperor or not,

but that I did not believe any good would come of it.

From America, I suppose through some inadvertence
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on Mr. Carnegie's part, it got into the newspapers that I

was to speak to the Emperor about peace; whereupon all

the well-meaning and unspeakably foolish bnsybodies who,

partly from sincere interest and partly from fussiness and

vanity, like to identify themselves with large reforms, and

whose identification therewith always does damage to the

said reforms, began to write to me and to the papers.

Evidently this had much alarmed the German foreign office

people, and probably the German Kaiser himself. Those

responsible for Germany's policies at the present day are

most ardent disciples of, and believers in, Frederick the

Great and Bismarck, and not unnaturally have an intense

contempt for the mock altruism of so many worthy people

who will not face facts—a contempt which Bismarck showed

for Motley when Motley very foolishly thrust upon him

advice about how to deal with conquered France. Having

been trained to believe only in loyalty to the national wel-

fare, and in the kind of international morality characteris-

tic of one pirate among his fellow pirates, they are unable

to understand or appreciate the standards of international

morality which men like Washington and Lincoln genuinely

believed in, which have been practised on a veiy large scale

for two or three generations by your people in India, and

latterly in Egypt and which are now being applied by our

own people on a smaller scale in the Philippines and the

West Indies.

Evidently the German foreign office availed themselves

of the very close relations between Austria and Germany,
and got the Austrian Prime Minister to sound me as to my
intentions. He took advantage of a question I put to him
anent a remark to me by the Duke of Abruzzi, who had told

me that in Europe they firmly believed that two wars were
certain, one between Japan and ourselves, one between you
and Germany. After repeating this remark, I said that I

did not believe war would ever come between Japan and
ourselves, certainly not if ^ve kept up a sufficiently efficient

navy, and fortified Hawaii and the Canal; and I asked the

Prime Minister whether such a calamity as a war between
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England and Germany would really be provoked by Ger-

many. He at once answered that he had first-hand informa-

tion which made him sure that Germany had no intention

whatever of provoking a war, but that she did not intend

to be at the mercy of any power; and that as her trade was
growing, and her overseas interests growing, she believed

it necessary to build up a big fleet. I mentioned that while

President I had sounded, unofficially and informally, Ger-

many and England as well as other powers to see if we
could not limit the size of armaments, at least by limiting

the size of ships; but had found that while all the other

powers were willing, Germany and England would not con-

sent; Germany taking the ground that the status quo put

her at an improper disadvantage, and England saying

—

as I believe quite properly—that naval superiority was vital

to her existence and that if Germany intended to alter the

status quo she could not agree under any consideration to

refrain from a policy of shipbuilding which would pre-

vent such alteration from coming into effect. I added that

while I had no proposition to make myself I did wish that

the German authorities would seriously consider whether

it was worth while for them to keep on with a building pro-

gram which was the real cause why other nations were

forced into the very great expense attendant upon modern

naval preparation.

The minister asked me if I intended to speak about this

in Berlin. I answered that I did not know, that I could not

tell whether or not the chance would arise. I of course

expected him to inform the Berlin foreign office of what I

had said, and indeed desired him to do so ; but I had not

expected what followed. Two days later the Berlin papers

came out with semi-official statements to the effect that the

Berlin foreign office had been informed that I wished to

talk to them on the subject of universal peace and disarma-

ment, but that they did not believe for a moment that I

would be so lacking in understanding of the requirements

of the situation as to take advantage of my friendly per-

sonal visit to broach a subject which would be very dis-
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tasteful and which the government authorities would have

to refuse to discuss.

I was really grateful, not only to the Austrian for what

he had done, but to the Berlin Government for taking such

public action. Not only Mr. Carnegie, but a multitude of

well-meaning and ignorant people had wrought themselves

into the belief that if I chose I could do something with the

Emperor for peace ; and I was glad to be able to point out to

them this announcement from the German foreign office

in advance of my visit, which saved me the necessity of

trying to explain why I could accomplish nothing. On the

other hand it did give me exactly the chance that I wished

with both the Emperor and the Chancellor in Berlin. To
each of them I pointed out these statements in the German
papers, and stated that I had had no intention of broaching

the subject unless it had become evident that they were

willing to have me speak; but after such a publication,

obviously inspired by my conversation with the Austrian

Prime Minister, it was due to myself that I should tell them

at first-hand just what that conversation had been; and I

accordingly repeated it to them, ending by saying that I

knew perfectly w^ell not only from what had appeared in

the press but from other information I had received, that

they were reluctant to discuss the matter, that I hoped they

understood that I was a practical man and in no sense a

peace-at-any-price man, and that all I had felt was that the

subject was of such importance as to warrant considera-

tion as to whether or not it was feasible to do something

practical toward limiting expense and putting difficulties in

the way of war.

The Emperor was very courteous, and said that he really

had no control over the matter, that it was something which

affected the German people, and that the German people, or

at least that section of the German people upon whom he

relied and in whom he believed, would never consent to

Germany's failing to keep herself able to enforce her rights

either on land or at sea. The Chancellor was obviously a

good deal taken aback at my remarks, and at first started
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to deny that they had inspired the articles in the press,

whereupon I laughed and told him not to bother about deny-

ing it because I had not minded in the least. He then

laughed too, and said that he had become sorry that the

articles were ever published, and had not personally ap-

proved of their being published. The Austrian Ambassador
in Berlin was very anxious to see me and was wholly unable

to resist asking whether I had spoken to the Emperor and
the Foreign Ofifice about peace and disarmament; so I re-

plied by asking him whether the publication in question had
been made by him prior to communicating the matters to

the German Foreign Office, or by the German Foreign Office

after he had communicated my conversation with his chief

;

and I added that I did not mind in the least, that while I

thought the publication in the papers unnecessary, it had
given me the chance to say what I had to say, a chance which

otherwise I probably would not have had. He nearly choked

in trying to invent some appropriate remark in response

;

but failed.

From Vienna I went to Paris, where I joined Mrs. Eoose-

velt at the Bacons'. Bacon, old college friend of mine, was
then, and is now. Ambassador to Paris. He and his wife are

dear people, and staying with them was an oasis in a desert

of hurry and confusion. I thoroughly enjoyed my visit to

Paris, but by the end I began to feel jaded. Jusserand

had come across the ocean to meet me. We are very fond

of him. Frenchmen, thank heavens ! do understand a liking

for the things in life that are most interesting, and though

official deputations accompanied me round to the three or

four museums or picture galleries which I insisted on visit-

ing, the officials differed markedly from the corresponding

type in most other countries and were pleasant companions.

The Royalist press, being Catholic, was inclined to receive

me coldly because of the Vatican incident, but my Sorbonne

speech delighted them; and, curiously enough, it also de-

lighted the Republicans who were getting very uneasy over

the Socialist propaganda, or at least over the mob work
and general sinister destruction in which Socialist propa-
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ganda was beginning to take practical form. Accordingly,

all the Republican leaders hailed what I said because it

came from a radical republican, whose utterances they could

applaud and hold up as an excuse for strong action on their

part, without its being possible for their foes to taunt them

with being royalists and reactionaries in disguise.

Besides various formal functions such as dinner and re-

ceptions by the municipal government and by the Institute

(of which I had been made a member and where, by the

way, I genuinely enjoyed myself), I was also given two or

three private breakfasts and dinners at which I met Briand,

and various other members of the Government and the Op-

position, in intimate and informal fashion. These I espe-

cially liked. Neither the President nor the ex-President

was interesting; they were good honest respectable figure-

heads ; but the members of the various ministries were thor-

oughly competent men, of much ability. It shows my own
complacent Anglo-Saxon ignorance that I had hitherto

rather looked down upon French public men, and have

thought of them as people of marked levity. When I met

them I found that they had just as solid characters as

English and American public men, although with the attrac-

tiveness which to my mind makes the able and cultivated

Frenchman really unique. I speedily realized that it was
not they who were guilty of levity, it was the French nation,

or rather the combination of the French national char-

acter with the English parliamentary system ; a system ad-

mirable for England, taking into account the English na-

tional character, the customs and ways of looking at things

inherited generation after generation by both the English

people and their public men, and especially the fact that

there are in England two parties ; but a system which has

not worked well in a government by groups, where the

people do not mind changing their leaders continually, and

are so afraid of themselves that, unlike the English and

Americans, they do not dare trust any one man with a tem-

porary exercise of large power for fear they will be weak
enough to let him assume it permanently.
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Of course in talking with these French republicans, who
are absorbed in the questions that affect all of us under
popular government, I had a sense of kinship that it was
impossible to feel with men, however high-minded and well-

meaning, whose whole attitude of mind towards these prob-

lems was different from mine. With the French republi-

cans I could on the whole, and in spite of certain points on
which we radically differed, feel a sympathy somewhat akin

to that which I felt in talking with English Liberals. Of
course there are plenty of French republicans, just as there

are plenty of English radicals and American progressives,

with whom I am as completely out of sympathy as with any
ecclesiastic or royalist reactionary. But fundamentally

it is the radical liberal in all three countries with whom I

sympathize. He is at least working toward the end for

which I think we should all of us strive ; and when he adds

sanity and moderation to courage and enthusiasm for high

ideals he develops into the kind of statesman whom alone

I can whole-heartedly support. In France I also met a

number of men of letters whom I had really wished to see,

men like Victor Berard and De la Gorce and Boutroux.

What a charming man a charming Frenchman is

!

There was one incident which interested me. The French
were bound that I should see some of their troops. I had
at first refused to accept a review, simply because I did

not have the time ; but Jusserand finally told me that they

understood that the German Emperor would have a big

review in my honor, and that the French people would take

it amiss if I so acted as to give the impression that while I

believed France had charm and refinement, so that it was
worth while seeing her museums and picture galleries, her

salons, her doctors of the Sorbonne and the Institute, yet

I did not take her military power seriously, nor deem her

soldiers worth seeing; for, said Jusserand, the French
pride themselves upon being a military nation, and admit

no military inferiority to any people, no matter how much
they may also pride themselves upon proficiency in all that

tells for the grace and refinement of life. Of course I
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hastily withdrew my declination, saying with entire sin-

cerity that I was a very great admirer of the French sol-

diers ; and so off I went and saw a sham battle.

I was in the usual dreadful dress of the ''visiting states-

man," with frock coat and top hat; but when the colonel

of the cavalry regiment asked me if I would not ride I said

I would if they gave me a pair of leggings, having first

hastily consulted Jusserand to find if there would be ob-

jection. For reasons which I never quite clearly under-

stood, they were all, officers and men, very much pleased

at my riding, and a couple of days later I received a letter

written by the senior non-commissioned officer on behalf of

the enlisted men of the squadron to which the horse be-

longed, thanking me and saying they would always take

special care of the horse and commemorate in their com-

pany records the fact that I had ridden it. I wrote them

back telling them that when I got back home I would send

them a photograph of myself in my uniform as colonel of

the cavalry regiment with which I had served in Cuba;

and this I accordingly did, and they hung it in their caserne.

I was a good deal struck by the fact that this was done by

the enlisted men, as I found out, without consultation with

their officers. It was the kind of thing that our own en-

listed men would have done ; the kind of thing that the men
of the battleship Louisiana did when Mrs. Roosevelt and I

went down to Panama, when after our return the Jackies,

purely on their own initiative, subscribed a fund with which

to have Tiffany make a huge loving cup, which they then

sent to Mrs. Roosevelt by a deputation of four of their

number. All bursting with pride and so clean that they

looked as if they had been holy-stoned.

From Paris I went to Brussels, where we were only able

to stay twenty-four hours. I made an address at the

Brussels Exposition, the king presiding over the meeting.

The American Minister had made a point of my accepting

the invitation to make this address because he was heartily

ashamed, as was I, of the fact that Congress had failed to

make any appropriation for an American exhibit—one of
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the many exasperating features of Congressional action

being a tendency continually to pass resolutions asking

nations to send exhibits to our own Expositions, and a bland

disregard of requests sent by foreigii countries for us in

return to make exhibits at their expositions. The Belgian

officials and leading men whom I met impressed me very

favorably, and their women seemed to me to have the do-

mestic qualities developed much more like our women in

England and America than was the case in France, and yet

to have the charm and attractiveness of the Frenchwomen.
The king was a huge fair young man, evidently a thor-

oughly good fellow, with excellent manners, and not a touch

of pretension. I slipped off for an hour or two to see a

couple of things which I wished to see, and at one place he

suddenly came across me and instantly took me in his car-

riage, driving me through the streets as if he had been

one of his own subjects, and being greeted by the people

in cordial democratic fashion. He afterwards drove

me out to the palace, where I dressed for dinner, as he

wished to show me some things beforehand. The queen

proved really delightful, really cultivated and intellectual,

so much so that we made especial inquiries about her; it

proved that she was the daughter of a German prince, who
was a great oculist, a man who had done first-class work as

such; and evidently she had inherited her father's ability.

Every evening, as she informed us, she read aloud to the

king books in which they were both interested; and alto-

gether they led a thoroughly wholesome life.

Next day we went to Holland, and on our way to The
Hague stopped for lunch at Het Loo with the Queen Wil-

helmina. The Hollanders had shown so strong a feeling of

pride in having a prominent American President who was
of Dutch blood visit them that I had naturally appre-

ciated it.

I thoroughly enjoyed my stay in Holland, both at The
Hague and Amsterdam. The people were charming, and

the crowd behaved exactly as if I was still President and

home in America; and we got a few hours to ourselves in
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which to see one or two of the picture galleries, one or two

villages, and the tombs of William the Silent and de Ruyter.

I was surprised to find how widely English was understood

and even spoken. I had to make a speech in a church,

which was crowded, and evidently a very large proportion

of the audience followed me carefully and understood prac-

tically all that I said, not only applauding but laughing

at the points I made. There was one thing I found really

consoling about Holland. After the beginning of the

eighteenth century it had gone steadily downhill, and was

very low indeed at the close of the Napoleonic wars. Since

then it has steadily risen, and though the nation itself is

small I was struck by the power and alertness and live

spirit of the people as individuals and collectively. They

had completely recovered themselves. Wlien I feel melan-

choly about some of the tendencies in England and the

United States, I like to think that they probably only repre-

sent temporary maladies, and that ultimately our people

will recover themselves and achieve more than they have

ever achieved; and Holland shows that national recovery

can really take place.

From Holland we went to Denmark, where we stayed at

the palace. This much upset all the diplomats, and espe-

cially the Russian representative, who complained to our

representative—a close friend of ours and a delightful

fellow, Maurice Egan—'*Why! they have never before had

a private citizen in the palace. I understand Mr. Roosevelt

is now nothing in his own country. He is not even an

Excellency; and yet he and his family are staying in the

rooms the Czar occupied last Summer." The king was
somewhere in South Europe, and I did not meet him until I

went to London, but his son the Crown Prince and the

Crown Princess received us, and also a couple of delightful

brothers or uncles, really fine old gentlemen. Through

some mistake our trunks did not come on the same train with

us. By wire we found they would reach us at about seven

thirty. The Crown Prince then came to Mrs. Roosevelt and

said that they had asked some people to dinner (it was a
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formal court dinner) at seven, and there was to be a recep-

tion immediately afterwards; that if we waited for the

trunks and then got dressed, instead of getting dressed

for the reception as soon as the dinner was over, everything

would be delayed; and so he wished to know whether she

would mind our all coming in our traveling clothes—fortu-

nately we had clean linen in our handbags. The Hof-

Mareschal, a Baron somebody, described the incident after-

wards to Egan, who wrote to us: ''The baron was im-

mensely impressed with Mrs. Roosevelt's indifference on

the subject of clothes. He said: 'His Highness asked her

if she would mind coming in her traveling dress, and she

said certainly not, and came at once, and evidently never

thought of the matter at all. ' Then, holding up both hands,

'C'etait vraiment royale!'
''

I was interested in the Old Age homes, and in the co-

operative farming, although I could only get a glimpse of

both ; but I was rather puzzled to find that the very great

growth of what I should call the wise and democratic use

of the powers of the State toward helping raise the indi-

vidual standard of social and economic well-being had not

made the people more contented. It seems to me that the

way Denmark has handled the problem of agricultural well-

being, and the problem of dealing with the wageworkers

who do manual labor, and of securing them against want

in their old age, represents a higher and more intelligent

social and governmental action than we have begun to have

in America
;
yet I encountered much bitterness towards the

national government among the large and growing Socialis-

tic party. This party had control of the municipality of Co-

penhagen, and the mayor, or official corresponding to the

mayor, who sat by me at the municipal dinner was a Social-

ist. He was a Jew banker, and I was much interested in

finding such a man occupying such a position ; he stated that

as long as individualism persisted he would be foolish not

himself to be a banker or other business man, but that he

hoped for the advent of Socialism in such form as to destroy
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the very kind of individualistic business in which he was

engaged.

At Christiania we were taken at once to the palace, where

we stayed ; and I could hardly speak too strongly of King

Haakon, Queen Maud, and little Olaf. They were dears;

we were genuinely sorry, when we left them, to think that

we would never see them again; if ever Norway decides

to turn Republic we should love to have them come to live

near Sagamore Hill.

Of course Norway is as funny a kingdom as was ever

imagined outside of opera bouffe—although it isn't opera

bouffe at all, for the Norwegians are a fine, serious, power-

ful lot of men and women. But they have the most gen-

uinely democratic society to be found in Europe, not ex-

cepting Switzerland; there are only two or three states in

the American Union which are as real democracies. They

have no nobles, hardly even gentry ; they are peasants and

small townspeople—farmers, sailors, fisherfolk, mechanics,

small traders. On this community a royal family is sud-

denly plumped down. It is much as if Vermont should otT

hand try the experiment of having a king. Yet it certainly

seemed as if the experiment were entirely successful.

I was interested to find that the Norw^egians in America

had on the whole advised a constitutional kingdom rather

than a republic, on the ground that the king would not in

any way interfere with the people having complete self-

government and yet would give an element of stability to

the government, preventing changes from being too violent

and making a rallying point ; one philosophic leader point-

ing out that this was not necessary in America, where peo-

ple had grown to accept the republic as a historic ideal, in

itself a symbol and pledge of continuity, but that in Nor-

way the republic would not stand for any such ideal of

historic continuity, and moreover would be looked down on

by its monarchic neighbors—the last being a touch of appre-

hension on the score of possible international social in-

equality which was both amusing and interesting.

For such a kingdom, constituted of such materials and
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with such theories, the entire royal family, king, queen, and

prince, were just exactly what was needed. They were as

simple and unpretentious as they were good and charming.

Olaf was a dear little boy, and the people at large were

immensely pleased with him. The King was a trump, pri-

vately and publicly ; he took a keen and intelligent interest

in every question affecting his people, treated them and

was treated by them with a curiously simple democracy of

attitude which was free from make-believe on either side,

and therefore free from the offensive and unpleasant char-

acteristics that were evident in, for instance, the relations

of Louis Philippe and the Parisian populace, and while he

unhesitatingly and openly discussed questions with his

ministers, never in the slightest way sought to interfere

with or hamper their free action.

In such a monarchy formal state and ceremonial at the

court would have been absurd. Staying at the palace was
like staying at any gentleman's house with exceptionally

charming and friendly hosts. On the first afternoon,

shortly after arriving, I was in the sitting room, when in

came the King and Queen with Olaf. Mrs. Roosevelt was

in her room, dressing. I gave Olaf various bits of blood-

curdling information about lions and elephants ; and after a

while his mother and father rose, and said: ''Come, Olaf,

we must go." Olaf's face fell. "But am I not to see the

wife?" he said. We assured him he should see the wife at

tea. He was not a bit spoiled ; his delight was a romp with

his father, and he speedily pressed Kcrmit and Ethel, whom
he adored, into the games. In the end I too succumbed and

romped with him as I used to romp with my own children

when they were small. Outside of his own father and

mother we were apparently the only persons who had ever

really played with him in a fashion which he considered

adequate; and he loudly bewailed our departure.

When we reached London, where he had been brought by

his father and mother to attend his grandfather's funeral,

Princess Beatrice brightened up for a moment as she told

me that Olaf had announced to her : "I would like to marry
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Ethel ; but I know I never shall
! '

' Later, after the funeral,

when I called to pay ray respects to Queen Alexandra at

Buckingham Palace, after being received by her I was

taken to see her sister the Dowager-Empress of Russia.

She was a very intelligent woman, and kept me nearly an

hour discussing all kinds of subjects. Towards the end I

began to hear little squeals in the hall, and when I left the

Empress, there was Olaf patiently waiting outside the door.

He had heard I was in the Palace, and had refused to go

down to his dinner until he could see me—with the obvious

belief that I would have a game of romps with him. I

tossed him in the air, and rolled him on the floor while he

shouted with delight; then happening to glance up, I saw

that the noise had attracted the Empress, who had opened

the door to look on; I paused for a moment, whereupon

Olaf exclaimed with a woe-begone face *'but aren't you

going on with the play?"

At Christiania I saw Nansen the arctic explorer ; he re-

minded me that a dozen years before, when he had dined

with me while in Ajuerica, he had told me that Peary was

the best man among the living arctic explorers, and that he

had a first-class chance to reach the pole. I had to speak to

the Nobel Committee, at the University, at a huge ''Ban-

quet" of the canonical—and unspeakably awful type—and

thoroughly enjoyed seeing the vigorous, self-reliant people;

they lined the streets in dense masses, and had a peculiar

barking cheer, unlike any I ever heard elsewhere. But we
enjoyed most the family life—it was real family life—of our

host and hostess ; it was not only very pleasant, but restful,

in the palace; we felt as if we were visiting friends, who
were interesting and interested, and who wished us to be

comfortable in any way we chose. They both frankly com-

miserated us because we were to stay in the palace at Ber-

lin, for they looked back with lively horror to the way the

Kaiser had drilled them when they were at the palace.

Said Queen Maud; "I was so frightened that finally I

grew afraid to speak to any of them ; and when I tried to

speak to the servants, I found that they were just as much
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afraid of me!" They were much interested when I told

them my experience about the invitation the Emperor had

sent me. This was at Cairo ; and the invitation to stay at

the palace was to me only. I saw Count Hatzfeld, the Ger-

man diplomatic agent, an old friend, and told him that I was

sure that this was a mistake, and that the Emperor did not

know that Mrs. Roosevelt was with me ; because of course

I could not accept if Mrs. Roosevelt was not included. A
couple of days later he came to see me, told me that he had

cabled to Berlin, that, as I had supposed, it was simply a

mistake, and that we would at once receive an invitation for

both of us ; which came immediately afterwards.

In Norway I got an attack of bronchitis, which nearly

destroyed my voice, and I had to do a good deal of doctoring

for the rest of the trip ; but I managed to meet every en-

gagement, though in Sweden and Germany I had some hard

times.



CHAPTER XVII

FROM KHARTOUM TO LONDON—CONCLUDED

Sweden was delightful ! We stayed at the Palace, and the

Crown Prince and Princess were our hosts, as the king was
in the South of Europe. There was a serious-minded uncle,

a very strong Y. M. C. A. man, and another uncle, of the

hussar colonel type. The Crown Prince himself was a

thoroughly good fellow, very serious and honest, the kind

of man who, if he were in England, would have made a

good, rather radical. Liberal Member of Parliament, and I

am sure would on the whole have backed up your son. His

wife was physically, mentally and morally a thoroughly

healthy and charming woman, and their three little children

were evidently being brought up well in all respects, and

were as attractive, busy, vigorous small souls as one could

wish to see ; the elder couple playing with steam-engine-like

energy, and the baby crowing with lusty delight. We
lunched with a younger brother. Prince Wilhelm. He had
lunched with me in America, but as at that time there had
been nothing specially to identify him, it had entirely

slipped my mind, and I nearly got into a scrape by asking

his wife if I had not met him before. She, by the way,

was a Russian princess, rather a young girl with a pretty

mutinous face, very fond of her baby. She was a curiously

Russian type; one of the things that amused me with all

these royalties was the way that they resembled the types

of their respective countries, although of course they were
all of mixed blood, and, in all of them, the predominant
strain was German—this quite as much out of Germany as

within it. The princess in question was intelligent and
cultivated.

There was one little incident in connection with our host

242
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and hostess wMch quite amused me. We breakfasted and

dined with them either alone or with only other members

of the family present, owing to the court being in mourn-

ing for the King of England. This was a great relief to us.

They were thoroughly nice people, and we enjoyed being

with them, as it was interesting to get their ideas ; although

we found that there was no use trying to talk of books

with these or any other of the royalties, excepting the Ital-

ians and the Queen of Belgium. At dinner the Crown
Princess turned to me and said: "Will you let me ask a

question which I have no right to askT ' I answered : '

' Cer-

tainly," and she said : ''Is it true that Mrs. Eoosevelt would

not meet the Grand Duke Boris when he was in America;

and why?" I laughed and told her I had not the slightest

objection to answering; that the Grand Duke in question

had led a scandalous life in America, quite openly taking

women whose character was not even questionable to public

places, and behaving in restaurants and elsewhere so that

the police would have been warranted in interfering. We
were not at the White House but at Sagamore Hill at the

time, and the Russian Ambassador asked permission to

bring the Grand Duke to see me, coming over from New-
port in a yacht. The request, coming in such a way, I did

not feel I could refuse, and told the Ambassador to bring

the Grand Duke to lunch; but I made up my mind that I

would make the meeting as obviously formal as possible;

and Mrs. Roosevelt, who more than shared my feelings and

regarded his presence in our private house as both a scandal

and an insult, said that she intended to go out, as she saw

no necessity why she should meet him, and her absence

would emphasize the entirely formal character of the recep-

tion. Accordingly out she went. The Ambassador and the

Grand Duke were both disturbed by her absence and the

former asked me if she would not return in time to meet the

Grand Duke, and when I did not answer, repeated the ques-

tion, whereupon I merely said: "Mrs. Roosevelt has gone

out to lunch and is not in the house, Mr. Ambassador."

Neither Mrs. Roosevelt nor I ever said anything on the
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subject; but apparently the Ambassador and the Grand

Duke were not able to conceal their feelings, and expressed

their chagrin to a sufficient number of people to insure the

matter getting into the papers, which it accordingly did.

Stockholm was a delightful city, and the Swedes fine

people. Sven Hedin was among the many interesting peo-

ple whom I met, and I Avent to the museum and saw the

collection of battleflags—^German, Danish, Spanish, Rus-

sian—gained in the great days from Gustavus Adolphus to

Charles the Twelfth, when for a century this little nation

stood on the perilous heights of greatness and waged war

on equal terms with the Titans of the day. I was saddened

to see how Socialism had grown among the people, and in

a very ugly form; for one of the Socialist tracts was an

elaborate appeal to stop having children; the Socialists

being so bitter in their class hatred as to welcome race

destruction as a means of slaking it. Personally, as Sweden

practically has not only free but almost democratic institu-

tions, I could not understand the extreme bitterness of the

Socialist attitude, and in view of what at that very moment

the Russians were doing in Finland, I felt that any weaken-

ing of Sweden in Russia's face came pretty near being a

crime against all real progress and civilization. In Swe-

den, as in Hungary and France, the reception given me was

not merely one of general friendliness, but a reception com-

ing from people who felt that they were jeopardized alike

by the apostles of reaction, and by the preachers of license

under the guise of liberty, and who clutched at any leader-

ship which could be regarded as genuinely popular and yet

genuinely sane.

From Sweden we crossed to Germany. The Emperor
had been much upset by the King's death, and I found was

very much concerned as to whether, if he had me at the

palace, it would not look as if, while the king was still un-

buried, he was showing levity and lack of consideration;

and yet was afraid he might hurt my feelings by withdraw-

ing his invitation. I had guessed this and made inquiries

by wire through our Ambassador, and, evidently to the
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Emperor's relief, asked him whether in view of the circum-

stances he would not permit us to stay at the Embassy;

which he accordingly did.

At Berlin and in Germany I was well received, that is, the

Emperor and all the people high up were more than cor-

dial. So were the professors and the people of the uni-

versity and the scientific men generally; and the crowds

were civil. But it was curious and interesting to notice

the contrast between my reception in Germany and my re-

ception in the other countries of Europe which I had already

visited or visited afterwards. Everywhere else I was re-

ceived, as I have said, with practically as much enthusiasm

as in my own country when I was President. In Germany I

was treated with proper civility, all the civility which I had

a right to demand and expect; and no more. In Paris the

streets were decorated with French and American flags in

my honor, and when I went to the theater at the Fran^ais

every one rose and applauded so that I had to get up in

the box and bow repeatedly, first to the actors, who had

stopped the piece, and then to the audience. In Berlin the

authorities showed me every courtesy, and the people all

proper civility. But excepting the university folk, they

really did not want to see me. When I left Sweden I left a

country where tens of thousands of people gathered on

every occasion to see me; every station was jammed with

them. When I came into Germany a few hundred might be

at each station, or might not be. They were courteous,

decorously enthusiastic, and that was all. It was just the

same on our trip from Berlin to London. We were given

the royal carriage, and every attention shown us by the

ofiQcials; at each station there were a few score or a few

hundred people, polite and mildly curious. Late in the

evening we crossed into Holland ; and at the first place we
stopped there was a wildly enthusiastic mob of ten thousand

people cheering and calling. The Swedes and Hollanders,

and indeed as I have said the people of all the other coun-

tries I visited, felt a quite unwarranted feeling of interest in
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and liking for me, because to them I symbolized my country,

and my country symbolized something that stirred them.

The Germans did not like me, and did not like my coun-

try; and under the circumstances they behaved entirely cor-

rectly, showing me every civility and making no pretense

of an enthusiasm which was not present. I do not know

quite what the reason of the contrast was ; but it was evident

that, next to England, America was very unpopular in

Germany. The upper classes, stiff, domineering, formal,

with the organized army, the organized bureaucracy, the

organized industry of their great, highly-civilized and ad-

mirably-administered country behind them, regarded Amer-

ica with a dislike which was all the greater because they

could not make it merely contempt. They felt that we were

entirely unorganized, that we had no business to be for-

midable rivals at all in view of our loose democratic gov-

ernmental methods, and that it was exasperating to feel that

our great territory, great natural resources, and strength

of individual initiative enabled us in spite of our manifold

shortcomings to be formidable industrial rivals of Ger-

many; and, more incredible still, that thanks to our NaVy
^

and our ocean protected position, we were in a military

sense wholly independent and slightly defiant; and they

felt that I typified the nation they disliked, and, more espe-

cially, that as a volunteer soldier and an adventurer who
had fought for his own hand and had risen in irregular

ways, I typified the very qualities to which they objected.

Moreover, the German upper classes, alone among the

European upper classes—so far as I knew—really did not

like the social type I represented. All the other people

of the upper classes in Europe whom I met, even the ex-

tremely aristocratic Austrians, seemed eager to see me, just

because I did represent something new to them. They
regarded me as a characteristically American type, which

however had nothing in common with the conventional

American millionaire; to them it was interesting to meet

a man who was certainly a democrat—a real, not a sham,

democrat—both politically and socially, who yet was a gen-
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tleman, who had his own standards, and did not look down
upon or feel defiant toward, or desire to offend, them, but

who did not feel that his standards or position were in any

way dependent upon their views and goodwill. For in-

stance, the different sovereigns, and the men like the Aus-

trians whom I met in the Vienna Jockey Club, were very

anxious, so far as good breeding permitted, to make in-

quiries as to my life and the lives that my sons were to

lead. They thoroughly understood the part I had played in

politics, my having been the colonel of a good cavalry regi-

ment in a war, and my finding amusement in hunting big

game during a year 's trip in Africa—all of this they would

have much liked to do themselves. They would have much
liked to have held such positions as I had held. Also they

all of them immediately fraternized with Kermit, feeling at

home with him at once, and much admiring the fact that

before he was twenty he had killed lion and elephants,

that he could ride and shoot, that he was very quiet and
modest, and yet entirely self-confident, and had his own
ideals, which were alien to theirs.

Men who had done these things they could understand;

and they also understood men who did the things that their

own bourgeois class did; but what puzzled them was to

find the two characters combined. They would often write

to one another from one capital to another about this, and

ask in one place questions as to what I had said in another.

I told them, for instance, that Ted was a better shot and

rider than either Kermit or myself, and if any war occurred

I should start him to raise a cavalry troop at once, and
would guarantee that he would acquit himself well in han-

dling his men on the march and in battle ; that as soon as he

had left Harvard he had gone into a mill, had worked with

blouse and tin dinner pail, exactly like any other workman
for a year, and when he had graduated from the mill had

gone out for the same firm to San Francisco, where he was

selling carpets ; and I added that after finishing his course

at Harvard Kermit would do something precisely the same

kind, and that I should regard it as an unspeakable disgrace
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if either of them failed to work hard at any honest occupa-

tion for his livelihood, wliile at the same time keeping him-

self in such trim that he would be able to perform a free-

man's duty and fight as efficiently as any one if the need

arose.

All this, while very puzzling, was interesting to most of

the people whom I met outside of Germany, and while they

would most certainly have objected to their own sons hav-

ing such ideals they were rather attracted by the fact that

my sons and I had them. But in Germany, while of course

there were exceptions, most of the upper classes regarded

such theories of life as irregular, unnatural, and debasing,

and were rendered uncomfortable by them. The lower

classes, on the other hand, were Socialists who felt that I

was really an enemy rather than a friend, and my ideals

were just as alien to them as to the upper classes. The

middle class looked on me as a representative of an America

which was all middle class, and which consisted of their

business rivals, whose manners of life and ways of thought

they regarded with profound dislike, and whose business

rivalry was irritating and obnoxious.

Of course I do not mean that this was the universal feel-

ing. I never had a pleasanter experience than with Schil-

lings, the African naturalist and explorer, and a number

of other African explorers and scientific men whom I met

while in Berlin. I thoroughly enjoyed being at the uni-

versity, and meeting the professors there; and I became

much attached to Major Komer, who was specially ap-

pointed as my aide because they knew how fond I was of the

poet Komer, his collateral ancestor; and I thoroughly en-

joyed meeting the able men who were the head of politics

and the Administration.

Von Tirpitz, the Secretary of War, I had seen when he

was with Prince Henry in America. He is an exceedingly

able man. He remarked one night at dinner to Mrs. Roose-

velt that he had always heard that the Emperor and I were

alike, that he now saw the resemblance, but of course I had

had to take responsibilities and win my own way and do
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things for myself, which naturally made much difference be-

tween us ! Indeed I was not a little surprised to find that the

Emperor was by no means as great a character in Berlin

as outsiders supposed him to be, and that both the men
highest in politics and the Administration, and the people

at large, took evident pleasure in having him understand

that he was not supreme, and that he must yield to the will

of the Nation on any point as to which the Nation had
decided views. Von Tirpitz was particularly interested in

the voyage of the battlefleet round the world, and he told

me frankly that he had not believed we could do it success-

fully, and added that your (the English) Naval Office and
Foreign Office had felt the same way—which I told him I

knew. He then said that he expected that Japan would
attack us while the fleet was on its way round, and asked

me if I had not also expected this. I told him that I had
not expected such an attack, but that I had thought it possi-

ble ; in other words, that I thought the chances were against

it, but there was a chance for it.

My point of view at the time the fleet sailed, was that if

the Japanese attacked it, it was a certain sign that they

were intending to attack us at the first favorable oppor-

tunity. I had been doing my best to be polite to the Jap-

anese, and had finally become uncomfortably conscious of

a very, very slight undertone of veiled truculence in their

communications in connection with things that happened

on the Pacific Slope ; and I finally made up my mind that

they thought I was afraid of them. Through an ex-member
of the Dutch Cabinet, and, rather curiously, through two
of the Austrian secretaries of Embassy—all at or from
Tokio—I found that the Japanese war party firmly believed

that they could beat us, and, unlike the Elder Statesmen,

thought I also believed this. Then Ian Hamilton (whose

''Staff Officer's Note Book" I think particularly valuable)

wrote me congratulating me upon my efforts to keep the

peace, and adjuring me by all means to do so, and not under

any circumstances to let America get drawn into war with

Japan until industrialism had time to eat out the Jap-
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anese military fiber. On receipt of this letter I definitely

came to the conclusion that, if this was the way a friend

of ours felt who had ample opportunities of knowing, the

Japanese undoubtedly also felt that they were our su-

periors ; and that it was time for a show down. I had great

confidence in the fleet; I went over everything connected

with it and found that the administrative officers on shore

were calmly confident that they could keep everything in

first class shape, while the officers afloat, from the battle-

ship commanders to the lieutenants in charge of the torpedo

boats, were straining like hounds in a leash, and the en-

listed men were at least as eager, all desertions stopping

and the ships becoming for the first time over-manned as

soon as there was a rumor that we might have trouble with

Japan, and that the fleet might move round to the Pacific.

I felt that, in any event, if the fleet was not able to get to

the Pacific in first class shape, we had better find it out;

and if Japan intended to have war it was infinitely better

that we should gain two or three months necessary to pre-

pare our fleet to start to the Pacific, instead of having to

take those two or three months after war began.

Accordingly, in answer to the question of Von Tirpitz,

I told him that when the fleet had once started, it meant
that we had gained three months anyhow, and that the fleet

was doing what it would have to do in any event if the

Japanese went to war ; and so that if they did make war it

would be proof positive that I had followed exactly the

right course ; and that if they did not go to war, but became
peaceful, it would also be proof positive that I had fol-

lowed exactly the right course. The latter was what ac-

tually happened; and every particle of trouble with the

Japanese Government and the Japanese press stopped like

magic as soon as they found that our fleet had actually

sailed, and was obviously in good trim. As I told Von Tir-

pitz, I thought it a good thing that the Japanese should

know that there were fleets of the white races which were
totally different from the fleet of poor Rojestvensk}^ He
said to me, as did the Emperor, that he regarded this voyage
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of the battlefleet as having done more for peace in the

Orient than anything else that could possibly have hap-

pened.

I enjoyed meeting the various other ministers—the Chan-

cellor, the Minister of War, and others. I hope it is not un-

gallant of me to say that the North German women of the

upper classes were less attractive than the corresponding

women of any country I visited. They have fine domestic

qualities, and if only they keep these qualities, then the ques-

tion of their attractiveness is from the standpoint of the

race, of altogether minor importance. But these domestic

virtues seem to have been acquired at the cost of other at-

tributes, which many other women who are at least as good

wives and mothers as the German women, do not find it nec-

essary to sacrifice. Perhaps they are cowed in their home
life. Their husbands, who also have fine qualities, not only

wish to domineer over the rest of mankind—which is not al-

ways possible—^but wish to, and do, domineer over their own
wives. Whether because of this, or for some other rea-

son, these same wives certainly did not seem attractive in

the sense not only that their more southern neighbors were,

but their more northern neighbors, like the Swedes.

Of course my chief interest at Berlin was in the Emperor
himself. He is an able and powerful man. The first day

we went out to take lunch with him. Afterwards he drove

us to Potsdam, and showed us over Sans Souci. He also

held army maneuvers at which I was present. On this

occasion I rode with him for about five hours, and he talked

steadily; and on another afternoon we spent three hours

together. He was much interested to find how he was looked

at by outsiders, and finally put a practically direct question

to me as to how he was regarded in America; and I an-

swered: ''Well! your Majesty, I don't know whether you

will understand our political terminology; but in America

we think that if you lived on our side of the water you
would carry your ward and turn up at the convention with

your delegation behind you—and I cannot say as much for

most of your fellow sovereigns!" Of course this needed a
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little explanation, but he was immensely pleased and amused

with it when he understood it. He has a real sense of hu-

mor, as is shown by the comments he wrote on the backs

of the photographs he sent me, which had been taken of us

while we were at the maneuvers by his court photographer.

Morever, he is entirely modest about the many things which

he thoroughly knows, such as the industrial and military

conditions and needs of Germany. But he lacks all sense of

humor when he comes to discuss the things that he does

not know, and which he prides himself upon knowing, such

as matters artistic and scientific.

In the fundamentals of domestic morality, and as regards

all that side of religion which is moral, we agreed heartily

;

but there is a good deal of dogmatic theology which to him

means much and to me is entirely meaningless ; and on the

other hand, as is inevitable with a man brought up in the

school of Frederick the Great and Bismarck—in contrast to

any one whose heroes are men like Timoleon, John Hamp-
den, Washington, and Lincoln—there were many points

in international morality where he and I were completely

asunder. But at least we agreed in a cordial dislike of

shams and of pretense, and therefore in a cordial dislike of

the kind of washy movement for international peace with

which Carnegie's name has become so closely associated.

The Emperor, as was natural and proper, took a certain

sardonic amusement in the fact that the Czar had started

the two international peace congresses at The Hague, and

between times had fought a needless and unsuccessful war,

had seen his country indulge in most revolting massacres

of the Jews, had kept Poland under his heel, and had shame-

fully broken faith with, and prepared for the infamous

subjection of, poor little Finland. I do not wonder that

cynics take unalloyed enjoyment out of the antics of those

professional peace people who have discovered in Russia

their champion and ideal.

The Emperor, as every one knows, talks with the utmost
freedom with almost every one. I especially desired to

talk with him about the relations of Germany with England,
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and these he discussed eagerly and at great length. More-
over, I believe he spoke exactly his mind. He is not down
at bottom anything like as hostile to England as his brother

Prince Henry, of whom he is rather jealous, by the way.

Prince Heniy is, I believe, a more really powerful man than

the Kaiser, and a more cold-blooded man ; and talking with

him afterwards I was by no means sure that he did not have
clearly in mind the chance of some day using the German
fleet against England if exactly the right opportunity arose,

simply on the theory that might rules, and that the one

capital crime in international matters is weakness. The
Kaiser, however, I am confident, never postulates to him-

self such an idea as the conquest of England. This does

not mean that I regard his attitude toward England as

free from menace. I do not believe that Germany con-

sciously and of set purpose proposes to herself the idea

of a conquest of England, but Germany has the arrogance

of a very strong power, as yet almost untouched by that

feeble aspiration towards international equity which one

or two other strong powers, notably England and America,

do at least begin to feel. Germany would like to have a

strong navy so that whenever England does something

she does not like she could at once assume towards Eng-
land the tone she has assumed towards France. The Mo-
rocco incident shows how far Germany is willing to go in

doing what she believes her interest and her destiny de-

mand, in disregard of her own engagements and of the

equities of other peoples. If she had a navy as strong

as that of England, I do not believe that she would intend

to use it for the destruction of England; but I do believe

that incidents would be very likely to occur which might'

make her so use it.

I said to the Emperor that it seemed to me that a war
between England and Germany would be an unspeakable

calamity. He answered eagerly that he quite agreed with

me, that such a war he regarded as unthinkable; and he

continued: *^I was brought up in England, very largely; I

feel myself partly an Englishman. Next to Germany I care
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more for England than for any other country. " Then with

intense emphasis : ''I ADORE ENGLAND!" I said that

this was a stronger statement than I myself would be

willing quite to make, but that I was very glad he felt so,

because I believed that the English, Germans and Ameri-

cans ought to be fundamentally in accord ; and that nothing

would so make for the peace and progress of the world.

He answered that he entirely agreed with me; and then

continued to speak of England with a curious mixture of

admiration and resentment. From an experience I had had

with him at the time of the Eusso-Japanese peace, of which

I think I wrote to you, I had grown to realize, very much
to my astonishment, that he, the head of the greatest mili-

tary empire of the day, was as jealously sensitive to Eng-

lish opinion as if he were some parvenu multi-millionaire

trying to break into the London social world ; and this feel-

ing was evident in his talk. He complained bitterly that

Englishmen of high social position never visited Berlin, but,

when they came to the Continent, always went to Paris, or

some watering place, or else to the Mediterranean. I could

not well answer by telling my real thoughts, which were that

Berlin, though admirable in the same sense that Chicago

and Glasgow are admirable, was not much more attractive

than either to the people of whom he spoke. I am convinced

that it would make a real difference in the Emperor's feel-

ings if occasionally some man like Londonderry, who has

done something, at least, titularly, in politics, and possesses

great wealth and high social position, would take a house

in Berlin for six weeks during the season. Evidently the

Emperor, and indeed the leaders of the North Germans

generally, feel towards the English and at times even to-

wards the French, much as the Romans of the Second

Punic War felt towards Greece—a mixture of overbearing

pride in their own strength, and of uneasiness as to whether

they really are regarded by cultivated and well-bred people

as having the social position which they ought to have. The

Emperor actually listens to gossip as to what is said of
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him in the London clubs, even to what he is told quite un-

truthfully that King George says of him.

I was especially interested in the Emperor, at seeing de-

veloped in him, to a much greater degree, what I had

already seen traces of in some of the kings, that is, a kind

of curious dual consciousness of events, a dual way of

looking at them in relation to himself and his fellow sover-

eigns. Down at the bottom of his heart, he knew perfectly

well that he himself was not an absolute sovereign. He had
never had a chance to try. Taking into account the curious

combination of power, energy, egotism, and restless desire

to do, and to seem to do, things, which his character shows,

it is rather interesting to speculate on what he would have

done as a really absolute sovereign, a Roman Emperor.

On the contrary whenever Germany made up its mind to go

in a given direction he could only stay at the head of affairs

by scampering to take the lead in going in that direction.

Down at bottom he realized this, and he also knew that even

this rather shorn power, but still a genuine power, which he

possessed was not shared by the great majority of his fel-

low sovereigns, and that they really had no marked influence

in shaping the action of their respective countries in spite

of their great social importance and prestige. But together

with this underlying consciousness of the real facts of the

situation went a curious make believe to himself that each

sovereign did represent his country in the sense that would

have been true two or three centuries ago. In speaking

of the late and the present kings of England, he would alter-

nately show both of these attitudes. He evidently had a

real affection and respect for King Edward, and also a very

active and jealous dislike for him; first one feeling and
then the other coming uppermost in his mind, and therefore

in his conversation. He complained bitterly that King Ed-

ward had always been intriguing against Germany, and

hated Germany. He spoke of King George, however, in

entirely different terms, saying: "He is a very nice boy.

He is a thorough Englishman and hates all foreigners ; but

I do not mind that at all, as long as he does not hate Ger-
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mans more than other foreigners, and this I do not think

he does. He is merely like other Englishmen and dislikes

all people who are not Englishmen, and I don't object to

that." This, by the way, amusingly illustrates what I think

I have already spoken to you of; the way that each sov-

ereign somehow felt himself of the same stock as his sub-

jects, although of course all the sovereigns were of practi-

cally the same stock, and none of them of the blood of their

countrymen. Moreover, I think that the Emperor was quite

right in the idea he had of King George's attitude, although

it was a little exaggerated.

I spoke with the Emperor as to the possibility of putting

a stop to the ever-increasing naval expenditures of the na-

tions. This, however, he said, there was no use of his dis-

cussing, because the element in Germany which he repre-

sented was bound to be powerful on the ocean. I told him
that if I were an Englishman I should feel that naval su-

premacy was a vital matter to England, and that under no

circumstances would I permit the fleet to sink to such a

position that its mastership of the ocean could be threat-

ened. A little to my surprise he at once answered that he

entirely agreed with me, and that if he were an Englishman

he would feel just as I had said I would. He went on to say

that he did not object at all to England's keeping up her

fleet relatively to all other powers, but that he did complain

because English statesmen kept holding up Germany as

the nation against whom they were to prepare ; and he was

particularly bitter about Balfour's having taken such an

attitude, because he said that Balfour 'Svas a gentleman"

and not the ordinary type of politician, and that he kne\y

better, and ought not to be willing to excite national hos-

tility for partisan ends. I asked him if he did not think

that some of his German statesmen had acted in similar

fashion, as American politicians I was sorry to say fre-

quently acted; he admitted that this might be true. He
earnestly asked me to say to any of the British leaders

whom I had a chance to meet just what he had said to me,

namely, that he was not hostile to England, and on the
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contrary admired England and did not believe for a mo-

ment tliat there would be war between England and Ger-

many, that he did not in the least object to the English

keeping their navy supreme above all other navies, but

that he did very strongly feel that it was wrong for Eng-

lishmen publicly to hold Germany up as the power against

whom they were building their navy, because this excited

the worst feelings both in England and Germany.

I talked with him over the agricultural conditions in Ger-

many, over Germany's extraordinary industrial progress,

and especially over what Germany had done to protect its

wage-workers in old age, and when they are crippled by

accidents, and when through no fault of their own, they

are thrown out of employment; and on most of these

matters he was most intelligent and took advanced views.

He kept saying that he thought it was the business of those

who believe in monarchical government to draw the teeth

of the Socialists by remedying all real abuses. I went over

the problems at length with him from this standpoint. Of

course it was not necessary or advisable that I should speak

to him about one thing that had struck me much in Ger-

many, namely, that the discontent was primarily political

rather than economic ; in other words, that the very real un-

rest among the lower classes sprung not from a sense that

they were treated badly economically, but from the knowl-

edge that it rested not with themselves, but with others as to

how they should be treated, whether well or ill, and that

this was galling to them.

The Emperor showed an astonishing familiarity with

all contemporary and recent history of the political and

economic kind. The Japanese were much on his mind. This

I was rather glad to see, for I have always felt that it would

be a serious condition if Germany, which, industrially and

from the military standpoint, is the only white power as

well organized as Japan, should strike hands with Japan.

The thing that prevents it is Germany's desire to stand

well with Russia. The Emperor was sure that Japan

intended to organize China, aind then, at the head of the
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Mongolian race, threaten the white dominance of the world.

I told him that I thought it very possible that the white

race had hard times ahead of it, and that there were evident

movements of hostility among the peoples alike of Africa

and Asia, but that at this moment if China did develop an

army her first use of it would be against Japan, and this

Japan well knew. I could not forbear asking him why, as

he felt so keenly that the Christian powers should stand as

one against the Yellow Peril, he did not feel the same way
about Turkey; of course he could make no real answer,

except to say that in the past England also had encouraged

Turkey against Christian powers, for her own purposes;

which I had to admit.

I liked the Empress and the Princess Koyale and the

Crown Princess, and I thought the family relations of the

Emperor's family good. But it is very possible that the

same spirit which makes the Emperor like to hector small

kings also makes him dictatorial in his family. In public

affairs, experience has taught him as far as his own peo-

ple are concerned that he must be very careful in going too

far in making believe that he is an all-powerful monarch by
divine right, and I think he likes to relieve himself by acting

the part where it is safer. In international affairs he at

times acts as a bully, and moreover as a bully who bluffs

and then backs down ; I would not regard him nor Germany
as a pleasant national neighbor. Yet again and again,

and I think sincerely for the moment at least, he dwelt to

me on his desire to see England, Germany and the United

States act together in all matters of world policy.

Rudyard Kipling's verdict upon Roosevelt's visit to

Egypt and England was given in a letter that he wrote to

Brander Matthews, of New York, on June 10, 1910:

*' Roosevelt has come and gone and done our state great

service. Here you have one single-minded person, saying

and doing quite casually, things which ought to set the
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world planning instead of which the world says : ' Thank
you! please do it again!'

''His Egyptian speech was, from certain points of view,

the biggest thing he has ever done. I saw him for a hectic

half hour in London, and a little at Oxford. Take care of

him. He is scarce and valuable. '

'



CHAPTER XVIII

ROOSEVELT AND ROYALTIES

Roosevelt's estimates of royal rulers and their functions

are set forth in the foregoing narrative of his experiences in

various courts of Europe on his journey from Khartoum to

London. That he had no desire to become one of them he

expressed with characteristic vigor in a letter that he wrote

to his friend Charles G. Washburn of Worcester, Mass., on

March 5, 1913: "You are quite right about my preferring

a beetle to a throne; that is, if you use the word 'beetle' as

including a field mouse or a weasel. I would not say this

aloud, because I have been awfully well treated by kings;

but in modern days a king's business is not a man's job.

He is kept as a kind of national pet, treated with consid-

eration and distinction, but not allowed to have any say

in the running of the affairs of the national household."

His impatience with the ceremonies and etiquette of courts

found somewhat more vigorous expression when he ex-

claimed after describing his experiences with potentates

of various kingdoms at the funeral of King Edward: '*I

felt if I met another king I should bite him!" Speaking

of a ruler of a particularly petty kingdom, whose fussy

anxiety about his prerogatives and the precedence to which

he was entitled had both amused and irritated him, he said,

drawing upon his bird lore for a simile : "He is nothing but

a twittering wagtail. '

'

It was only the pettiest of the royalties who caused him
this irritation. With the chief rulers of Europe, while tak-

ing unenvying view of their powers, he was on friendly

terms both during and after his Presidency. This was espe-

cially the case with King Edward of England, as the corre-

spondence between them shows. With the Kaiser, in spite

260
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of the fact that he called him to account on several occasions

and forced him to yield to his will, amicable relations were

maintained both during his Presidency and during the visit

to Berlin in 1910. Probably no other President held such

familiar intercourse with the foremost European rulers as

Roosevelt did, and the letters that passed between him and

them are of quite unusual interest, and present also an

additional aspect of Roosevelt's abilities, that of a diplo-

matic letter-writer.

The correspondence with King Edward began in 1905

with the following letter, written in the King's own hand;

Buckingham Palace,

February 20, 1905.

Dear Mr. President:

Although I have never had the pleasure of knowing you

personally, I am anxious to avail myself of the opportunity

which your inauguration as President affords, in order

to offer you an assurance of my sincere good will and my
warm and personal congratulations on this notable occa-

sion.

You, Mr. President, and I have been called upon to super-

intend the destinies of the two great branches of the Anglo-

Saxon race, and this trust should in my opinion alone suf-

fice to bring us together.

It has often seemed strange to me that, being, as I am, on

intimate terms with the rulers of Europe, I should not be

in close touch with the President of the United States.

It would be agreeable to me, and I think advantageous

to both countries, that this state of things should in future

cease to exist. As a slight indication of the feelings which

I have entertained for yourself, it gives me great pleasure

to ask your acceptance of the accompanying miniature of

a great Englishman—Hampden, who was once a land-

owner in America. I do so in memory of the Old Country

and as a mark of esteem and regard for yourself.

The Cruiser Squadron of the Atlantic Fleet, commanded

by my nephew, Prince Louis of Battenberg, will visit my
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North American colonies this summer and I shall have

much grafTfication in sending it in the autumn to some of

the most important ports in your countiy.

I have had little doubt that the British Squadron wiU

receive the same cordial welcome which your country always

shows toward mine.

I sincerely hope that Mrs. Eoosevelt and the members

of your family are in the best of health, and begging

you to bring me to the remembrance of your sister, Mrs.

Cowles, whom I have had the pleasure of knowing,

Believe me,

Dear Mr. President,

Very truly,

Edward R. & I.

To this the President replied

:

(Original sent in the President's handwriting.)

March 9, 1905.

My dear King Edward:
On the eve of the inauguration Sir Mortimer (Durand)

handed me Your Majesty's very kind letter, and the minia-

ture of Hampden, than which I could have appreciated

nothing more. White, who will hand you this, has repeated

to me your conversation with him. Through him I have

ventured to send you some studies of mine in our western

history.

I absolutely agree with you as to the importance, not only

to ourselves but to all the free peoples of the civilized

world, of a constantly growing friendship and understand-

ing between the English-speaking peoples. One of the grati-

fying things in what has occurred during the last decade has

been the growth in this feeling of good will. All I can do

to foster it will be done. I need hardly add that, in order

to foster it, we need judgment and moderation no less than

the good will itself. The larger interests of the two na-

tions are the same ; and the fundamental, underlying traits

of their characters are also the same. Over here, our
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gravest problems are those affecting us within. In matters

outside our borders, we are chiefly concerned, first with

what goes on south of us, second with affairs in the Orient

;

and in both cases our interests are identical with yours.

It seems to me that if Russia had been wise she would

have made peace before the Japanese took Mukden. If she

waits until they are north of Harbin the terms will certainly

be worse for her. I had this view unofficially conveyed

to the Russian Government some weeks ago ; and I think it

would have been to their interest if they had then acted

upon it.

With hearty thanks for your cordial courtesy,

Believe me,

Very sincerely yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

Why the King decided to send the Hampden miniature

to Roosevelt was explained several years later by the fol-

lowing letter from the Rt. Hon. Sir Cecil Arthur Spring-

Rice, afterward British Ambassador at Washington, to

Roosevelt

;

Personal.

30, Norfolk Crescent, W.
May 7, 1910.

My dear Theodore:

I think I ought to tell you something about our King who
died last night. When I came back from seeing you in

Washington after you were President he sent for me and

talked a long time about you. I told him what I thought you
stood for, quite frankly and fully though, if popular impres-

sions at that time had been quite justified, he would not have
sympathized much with what I told him. But he did listen

very sympathetically. He said he wanted to get into per-

sonal relations with you, not as King and President

so much as two men with certain aims in common. He
mentioned what his father had done on his death

bed for good relations, and wished to do something himself.
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He told me lie intended to write to you himself and his

first intention was to send quite an informal letter. He also

wanted to send you some quite unofficial memento, and asked

me what I thought you would like as a personal sign of good

will—not as a formal presentation. I thought of something

I had seen in his collection which was of great historical

value—but not at all the sort of thing a King of England

might be expected to give to an American President, because

it was the picture of a man who had led a successful rebel-

lion against the English crown. But that was the reason

he jumped at the idea at once, because, as he said, you were

a man who could understand why he like you (and you like

himself) should join in admiration of a great Englishman.

I am quite sure that if you had seen him you would have

understood some things which seem rather difficult to un-

derstand—that is why he did as a fact exert a great influ-

ence, and how very thoroughly and sincerely he desired cer-

tain things and did do a great deal to promote their accom-

plishment. I am very sorry you didn 't see him but I dare-

say you won 't forget what I tell you now—quite privately

and for yourself.

Yours ever,

Cecil Spring-Rice.

In the autumn of 1905 the Cruiser Squadron of the Brit-

ish Atlantic Fleet, on the cruise mentioned in King Ed-
ward's letter of February 20, 1905, visited New York and
other American ports under command of Prince Louis of

Battenberg as Rear-Admiral. Writing to his son Kermit,

November 6, 1905, Roosevelt described this interesting

scene in the White House ("Theodore Roosevelt's Letters

to His Children," page 144. Charles Scribner's Sons, 1919)

:

"Prince Louis of Battenberg has been here and I have

been very much pleased with him. He is a really good ad-

miral, and in addition he is a well-read and cultivated man
and it was charming to talk with him. We had him and his

nephew, Prince Alexander, a midshipman, to lunch alone
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with us, and we really enjoyed having them. At the State

dinner he sat between me and Bonaparte, and I could not

help smiling to myself in thinking that here was this British

Admiral seated beside the American Secretary of the Navy
—the American Secretary of the Navy being the grand-

nephew of Napoleon and the grandson of Jerome, King of

Westphalia; while the British Admiral was the grandson

of a Hessian general who was the subject of King Jerome
and served under Napoleon, and then, by no means credit-

ably, deserted him in the middle of the Battle of Leipsic."

The visit of the Prince is referred to again by King Ed-

ward in the following letter

:

{In the King's own handwriting)

Windsor Castle,

January 23, 1906.

Dear Mr. Roosevelt:

As Lieutenant Colonel Count Gleichen is leaving for the

United States in order to take up his appointment as Mili-

tary Attache to my Embassy at Washington, I gladly take

this opportunity of writing you a few lines to recommend
him to your notice.

He is a cousin of mine—as his Father was nephew to my
beloved mother Queen Victoria and served many years in

the army. Gleichen has seen much service both in Egypt
and South Africa, and has held important posts, his last

being Military Attache at Berlin.

These lines will I trust find you and all the members of

your Family in the best of health—and I gladly avail myself

of this opportunity of sending my congratulations on the

occasion of your daughter's approaching marriage.

I saw Prince Louis of Battenberg last week and heard

from him of the great personal kindness he received from
you—and how gratified he and the Fleet under his command
had been by the splendid and cordial reception which they

had met with at the hands of your people

!
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Trusting that this year may be one of peace and prosper-

ity to all Nations and especially to our loved countries.

Believe me,

Dear Mr. President,

Very sincerely yours,

Edward R. I.

To this the President replied

:

(Original sent m the President's handwriting)

February 28, 1906.

il/^/ Dear King Edward:

Your kind letter has just been handed me by Count

Gleichen. It was a pleasure to meet him; he is evidently

thoroughly well up in his work ; I shall talk with him freely.

Permit me to thank you especially for your most thought-

ful and friendly remembrance of my daughter's wedding.

Longworth is a good fellow, one of the younger men who
have done really well in Congress; he w^as from my own

college, Harvard, and there belonged to my club, the Por-

cellian, which is antique as antiquity goes in America, for it

was founded in Colonial days; he was on the ''Varsity

crew," and was, and is, the best violinist who ever came

from Harvard.

Have you seen Togo's address to his fleet when it was

disbanded? It was so good that I put it in general orders

for the army and navy. I enclose you a copy.

The other day I read Ian Hamilton's book on his cam-

paigning with Kuroki. It is the best book I have seen on

the Eusso-Japanese war. He stops, however, before he

gets to the really big fighting; I suppose there is some red

tape in the Department about his going on with it ; I heart-

ily wish that your Majesty would look over the volume

that is out, and, if you like it, direct Hamilton to go on with

the work and finish the account of the entire campaign; it

would be a real service.
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May I ask that you present my most respectful homage

to Her Majesty. Again thanking you, believe me, sir, with

great regard.

Very sincerely yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

To His Majesty

King Edward the Seventh, R. & I.

P. S.—I shall send Choate to head our delegation to The

Hague conference ; its members will work in absolute accord

with your delegation. My brother-in-law is an admiral, by

the way.

A letter that Roosevelt wrote to King Edward on April

25, 1906, contains a reference to the Algeciras Conference

of that year, the secret history of which is published for

the first time in Chapters XXXVI and XXXVII of Vol. I of

this narrative.

Mr. Frederick W. Whitridge, mentioned in the letter,

was appointed by Roosevelt special American Ambassador

to Spain for attendance at the wedding of King Alfonso

:

{Original sent in President's handwriting)

April 25, 1906.

My dear King Edward:
May I present to you the bearer of this note, Mr. Fred-

erick W. Whitridge, my special ambassador to the King

of Spain? He is a good fellow, and stands very close to me.

I think the outcome of the Morocco business was satis-

factory, don't you? White speaks in the highest terms of

your man Nicholson; between ourselves he grew to feel

that neither the German nor French representatives at

Algeciras were really straightforward. On the other hand,

I am bound to say that both their ambassadors here, Jus-

serand and Sternburg, were as straight as men could be.
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I had some amusing experiences in the course of the nego-

tiations.

With great regard

Very faithfully yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

To
His Majesty

King Edward VII, R. & I.

The final letters in this series, so far as the letters have

been preserved, were exchanged in 1908. Early in that

year the King had presented Roosevelt with a book con-

taining illustrations of the Sevres Porcelain Collection in

Windsor Castle. In acknowledging the gift, Roosevelt made
an allusion to the voyage of the American naval fleet around

the world which was then in progress, and also to the ques-

tion of Mongolian immigration

:

{Original sent in the President's handwriting)

February 12, 1908.

Mg dear King Edward,
The beautiful Sevres porcelain book has come, and I send

this note of thanks by the Ambassador. The book is a de-

light to the eye—it is almost like seeing the porcelain.

I am much interested in the trip of our fleet to the Pacific

;

the ships have just come out of the Straits. I feel very

strongly that the real interests of the English-speaking

peoples are one, alike in the Atlantic and the Pacific; and

that, while scrupulously careful neither to insult nor to in-

jure others, we should yet make it evident that we are ready

and able to hold our own. In no country where the popula-

tion is of our stock, and where the wageworkers, the labor-

ers, are of the same blood as the employing classes, will it be

possible to introduce a large number of workmen of an

utterly alien race without the certainty of dangerous fric-

tion. The only sure way to avoid such friction, with its

possible consequences of incalculable disaster, is by friendly

agreement in advance to prevent the coming together in
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mass of the wageworkers of the two races, in neither coun-

try.

But for the moment our internal problems here are far

more pressing than our external ones. With us it is not as

it is with you ; our men of vast wealth do not fully realize

that great responsibility must always go hand in hand with

great privileges.

Again thanking you, and with very high regard, believe

me,

Very sincerely yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

To His Majesty

King Edward VII, R. & I.

KING Edward's reply

{In the King's own hand)

^ Buckingham Palace,

March 5, 1908.

Mt/ dear Mr. President:

Accept my best thanks for your letter of the 12th inst:

which was delivered to me by your excellent and charming

Ambassador, Mr. Whitelaw Reid, on his arrival in London,

and it gave me great pleasure to learn from him that you

were in such excellent health and spirits.

I am glad to hear you like the book with illustrations of

the Sevres Porcelain collection at Windsor Castle as I

know you have a great appreciation of china.

We have watched with the greatest interest the cruise

of your fine Fleet in the Pacific and have admired the suc-

cessful manner in which your Admirals have so far carried

out this great undertaking. As you are no doubt aware,

my Australian Colonies have conveyed through my Gov-

ernment an invitation to your Fleet to visit their principal

ports—and if it be possible for your Government to author-

ize the acceptance of this invitation I feel sure that it will

be warmly appreciated both here and in Australia.

I cordially agree with you that the interests of the En-
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glisli speaking peoples are alike in the Atlantic and the

Pacific—and I look forward with confidence to the cooper-

ation of the English speaking races becoming the most

powerfnl civilizing factor in the policy of the world.

The question of the immigration and competition of

colored races in other countries is one which presents many
difficulties and especially to me who have many colored

subjects in my Empire.

It is one, however, which has so far proved capable of

adjustment by friendly negotiation—and I rely upon the

sound agreement at which my Government have arrived

with that of Japan, being loyally carried out in all its de-

tail by the Japanese Government.

Believe me with high regard

My dear Mr. President,

Yours very sincerely,

Edward R. & I.

Roosevelt's method of procedure with the Kaiser was

always the same and was uniformly successful. He himself

described it in a lettter that he wrote on August 14, 1906, to

Henry White, who then was the American Ambassador at

Rome:
*

'My course with him during the last five years has been

uniform. I admire him, respect him, and like him. I think

him a big man, and on the whole a good man ; but I think

his international and indeed his personal attitude one of

intense egoism. I have always been most polite with him,

have done my best to avoid our taking any attitude which

could possibly give him legitimate offense, and have en-

deavored to show him that I was sincerely friendly to him

and to Germany. Moreover, where I have forced him to

give way I have been sedulously anxious to build a bridge

of gold for him, and to give him the satisfaction of feeling'

that his dignity and reputation in the face of the world

were safe. In other words, where I have had to take part

of the kernel from him, I have been anxious that he should

have all the shell possible, and have that shell painted any
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way he wished. At the same time I have had to speak with

express emphasis to him on more than one occasion; and

on one occasion (that of Venezuela) have had to make a

display of force and to convince him definitely that I would

use the force if necessary."

It is doubtful if the Kaiser ever experienced a more
humiliating check than Roosevelt administered to him in the

Venezuela incident of December, 1902, yet he seems to have

cherished no resentment because of it, for barely a year

later he wrote a letter to Roosevelt which reveals a fine

rapture of delight because the President had written to him
in terms of approval. No copy of the letter from the Pres-

ident which called forth this outburst is extant, for it was
a private note, but happily that of the Kaiser has been

preserved. It is here reproduced in full

:

(In the Kaiser's own hand)

Neues Palais,

January 14, 1904.

Sir:

Profoundly impressed by the private letter which you

kindly addressed to me, I hasten to cordially thank you for

it; in reading the contents of which I felt a thrill of pride

running through me. I am, I feel most flattered that you

should have such a high opinion of my humble efforts in

my work of furthering the welfare of my People and of

developing the resources of my country. It strikes me
that you should have so ably and clearly gauged the mo-
tives by which I am impelled. Besides I cannot refrain

from feeling proud that so eminent a man as President

Roosevelt should follow with such interest a monarch doing

his very best to fulfil the arduous task with which heaven

has entrusted him for the prosperity of his people and of

the world. Praise as well as vituperation are generally

heaped on kings by people often, alas, not free from selfish

motives, -^hich of course is not always easy for them to de-
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tect, and therefore makes them very careful in accepting

them for what they are worth. But to elicit praise from a

man like you is enough to make any ruler proud for the rest

of his life, coming as it does from a judgment based upon

experience. Your unlimited power for work, dauntless

energy of purpose, pureness of motive moving toward the

highest ideals, this all crowned by an iron will, form qual-

ities which elicit the highest admiration from everybody

over here. They are the characteristics of a "man," and

as such most sympathetic to me. The twentieth century is

sadly in want of men of your stamp at the head of great

nations, and there are few of them I own. But let us re-

joice that, thank heaven, the Anglo-Saxon Germanic Race

is still able to produce such specimen. We must accept it

as a fact that your figure has moved to the foreground of

the world and that men's minds are intensely occupied by

you. You kindly allude to my work as traced for me by

tradition, by numbering the most commanding figures

among my ancestors, whose example I am trying with

heaven 's help to follow. This tradition is a strong impulse

for the ruler to try to work up to the same line to which

his ancestors brought their country and who left their mark
in history. In some sense this is different with you.

Though following in general the great lines laid down by

the historical development of the United States, yet—in the

absence of family tradition—every President is much more

at liberty to give a far more personal stamp to his Govern-

ment. This you have done in an uncommon way, and my
wish is that you may be long spared to go on with your

work as you began for the welfare of your country. May
our common efforts ever prove successful for the main-

tenance of Peace and the fostering of good will between our

two countries.

With sincerest good will believe me sir,

Ever yours,

William
I. R.

To the President of the United States of America.
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An amusing international episode, hitherto unpublished,

in which the Kaiser was involved, occurred early in 1907,

and is set forth in full in the following letter from the Pres-

ident to Whitelaw Reid, the American Ambassador in Lon-

don, under date of January 10, 1907

:

*

' There is one not very important thing of which I think

you should be informed ; although I do not see that either

you or I can do anything about it. Apparently the members
of the present British Cabinet talk with extreme freedom

to Carnegie. In one instance, at least, this has been most

unwise on their part, as is shown by the following incident.

Mr. Carnegie recently came first to me and then to Root

with a story that he had been told by a member of the

Cabinet (whose name he gave me but which I forget) that

the British Ambassador at Berlin had informed the said

member of the cabinet, or else the whole cabinet, that at a

recent conversation with him the Emperor had stated that

he was building his navy against America, (this was to

show that he was not building it against England,) and was
also hostile to The Hague conference. Carnegie seemed

much disturbed over the information, which naturally did

not impress me in the least—in the first place, because even

if the Emperor had said it I did not regard it as a fact of

importance, and in the next place I could not be at all con-

fident that the conversation coming through three or four

people had by the time it reached me any resemblance at

all to what it originally was. In other words, it was an

instance of that international gossip with which one is

deluged if one chooses to listen to it.

"So far Carnegie had not done any mischief; but what
must he then do, of all things in the world, but call on Speck
and complain bitterly of the Emperor's hostility to America
and to peace, as shown by the conversation in question!

Speck of course cabled the news home, and I received the

somewhat lurid cable from the Emperor in consequence.

I answered by letter. I enclose copies of both."
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kaiser's telegbam

My Ambassador at Washington has telegraphed quite

confidentially my Secretary of State that Mr. A. Carnegie

has told you and Secretary Root about my opposition

against the next Hague Peace Conference.

All Mr. Carnegie has heard in London are foul and filthy

lies, the aim of which is but too clear: to sow distrust be-

tween us two. It is the most unheard intrigue ever set up
against me and the German Empire. I trust that you did

not for a moment believe that it could be true.

Since I met King Edward at Friedrichshof I have not

discussed in words or writing with anybody The Hague
Conference. At Friedrichshof the conference was dis-

cussed by the King in the presence of my Secretary of State

and Sir Charles Hardinge, as well as Sir Frank Lascelles,

and immediately afterward a memorandum about our dis-

cussion was drawn up. According to this memorandum,
which I have before me in writing this telegram, the King
himself took the initiative in telling me that he entirely

disapproved of the new conference and that he considered

it as a **humbug."
The King told me that he not only thought the conference

useless, as nobody would, in case of need, feel bound by its

decisions, but even as dangerous. It was to be feared that,

instead of harmony, more friction would be the result.

In answer I did not conceal to His Majesty that I am
not enthusiastic about the Conference, and told the King
and Sir Charles Hardinge that Germany could not recede

from her naval program laid down six years ago, but that

Germany did not build up a fleet with aggressive tendencies

against any other power; she did so only in order to pro-

tect her own territory, and commercial interests.

So far the memorandum.
It is really too absurd to believe me so deprived of all

common sense as to build my fleet against you

!

I have not changed my attitude since last year, when I

was ready and prepared to go to The Hague Conference.
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As you will remember the conference was adjourned at

your own wish. At your request I used my good offices

with Eussia to postpone the meeting in order to enable

the South American Republics to take part in The Hague
Conference, which they would not have been able to do had
the Pan-American Congress and The Hague Conference

been held almost at the same time.

(Signed) Wilhelm, I. R,

PRESIDENT 's LETTER TO THE KAISER

(Original sent in the President's kandtvriting)

January 8, 1907.

Mt/ dear Emperor William:

There need never be so much as a moment's uneasiness

on your part lest I should be misled by such a story as that

which Mr. Carnegie repeated, first to me, and then—ex-

traordinary to relate—to your Ambassador. Beyond a
moment's wonder as to why, and in what form, the story

was originally told Carnegie, and as to whether or not the

original narrator himself believed it, I never gave the mat-

ter a second thought, until Speck spoke to me about it; I

did not even mention it to Root. It is a story of a very
common type. I am always being told of Japanese or Ger-

man or English spies inspecting the most unlikely places

—

the Moro Castle at Havana, for distance, or some equally

antiquated and indefensible fort ; and now and then I learn

of a high official in some West Indian island or South Ameri-
can republic who has been thrown into a fever by the

(wholly imaginary) information that an agent of mine has

been secretly inspecting his dominion. I have no time to

devote to thinking of fables of this kind ; I am far too much
occupied with real affairs, both foreign and domestic.

Your Majesty may rest assured that no such tale as this of

your building your fleet ''against America" will ever cause

me more than good-natured amusement.
I have entire confidence in your genuine friendliness to

my country, and I am glad to say that during the last five
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years there has been in America a steady growth of good

will towards Germany. Primarily owing to your attitude,

the relations of the two countries have been placed on an

excellent footing. Let me add a word of hearty praise for

the share which, under Your Majesty, Baron Sternburg

has had in bringing about tliis happy result. He has more

than justified your choice ; for while jealously guarding the

honor and interest of Germany, he has sought every oppor-

tunity to give Americans a feeling of confidence in and

regard for Germany.

Such an attitude of credulous and unreasoning distrust

as that portrayed in the tale Carnegie repeated is found

here and there in every country at different times; there

are always international backbiters who appeal to inter-

national suspicion. Do you remember in Thackeray's

"Book of Snobs," the snob of the London clubs who is al-

ways repeating gossip and slander about foreign nations?

It was sixty years ago when Thackeray wrote of him :

—

*'He is the man who is really seriously uncomfortable

about the designs of Russia and the atrocious treachery of

Louis-Philippe. He it is who expects a French fleet in the

Thames, and has a constant eye on the American President,

every word of whose speech (goodness help him!) he reads,

. . . Lord Palmerston's being sold to Russia, the exact

number of roubles paid, by what house in the city, is a

favorite theme with this kind of snob." The type is not

extinct yet in England ; nor in my own and other countries,

for that matter.

Let me repeat that no distrust will be sown between

Germany and America by any gossip; I sincerely believe

that the growth of good feeling between the two nations is

steady and permanent.

Very faithfully your friend,

Theodore Roosevelt.

His Imperial Majesty

William II,

Emperor of Germany, Berlin.
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111 replying, the Kaiser, as usual in his own hand, wrote

as follows:

Berlin Schloss,

June 11, 1907.

My dear Mr. President:

Your kind letter of the 8th of January, received on the

25th of that month, has given me great satisfaction and

pleasure. As I was perfectly convinced, the slanderous lies

with which Mr. Carnegie was fed in London have not made
the slightest impression upon you. Your conjecture is

right, that I never for a moment imagined you could be-

lieve such trash.

When two nations like the United States and Germany
show such astonishing development, with an upward tend-

ency, it is quite natural that they thereby create them-

selves enemies who will try to sow hatred and discord

against and between them out of sheer jealousy. Like to

you, so were also to me vouchsafed the most extraordinary

information about espionage and dark plans

!

The only effect such base intrigues, dictated by common
envy and hatred, will have is to draw the two Governments

and Nations closer together. The high terms of praise

with which you, Mr. President, refer to the personality of

my Ambassador have caused me the most intense satis-

faction. I am most happy to know that my Ambassador,

Baron von Sternburg, has gained a position in which he

enjoys the confidence of the President of the People of

the United States, and it is my fervent wish that he may
continue to enjoy it as well as he fully has mine.

I have had the pleasure of receiving the members of

the American Tariff Commission under Mr. North, their

able chief, and to hear from them that they return quite

satisfied with their stay here and with the results of their

visit and of their work. I fervently hope, with you, that

success may crown the joint labors of the Commissioners

and of my officials.

Among the men of mark which my country is sending

over for the celebrations on the kind invitation of the United
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States, two officers from my personal suite will be included.

General Adjutant von Loewenfeld, whom you kindly re-

ceived at the unveiling of Frederick the Great's statue,

and Captain von Rebeur who was Naval Attache at Wash-

ington for several years.

As I know that your interest in everything regarding the

Great King is very lively, I venture to offer for your

library a new publication of the water colors by our great

painter Menzel, illustrating the history of the uniforms of

our army under the King's reign. The work, of which the

two first editions have just been published, will be presented

to you with this letter by Mr. Lengerke Meyer, who kindly

volunteered to take them over.

I feel that you will have been pleased by the lively and

decided manner in which the Germans have just pronounced

themselves against the Socialists

!

With my sincerest wishes for the welfare of the people of

the United States, and that success may further crown your

brilliant career under Heaven's guidance and blessing, be-

lieve me Mr. President

Ever
Your true friend and admirer

William, I. R.

Mr. Reid desired to show the correspondence to King
Edward, and asked the President if he might do so. To
this request the President replied on January 14, 1907

:

''It would never do to show that correspondence to the

King, because if he happened to take offense at something

the Kaiser had said, as he well might, it would bringme into

trouble as violating the confidence of the Kaiser. I would
not want the Kaiser to feel that I had communicated a

letter of his, even though he did not mark it as confidential,

to the King. But I feel that you should have the corre-

spondence, so that, in case from the Kaiser's side the

matter should get in twisted shape to the King, you would
be able at once to set him right—even in that event, how-

ever, only after communicating with me. During my ser-
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vices as President I have had all kinds of queer confidences

reposed in me, and queer letters to me by various indi-

viduals, from the Kaiser down, but I have been careful

not to repeat them because I felt it would be doing merely
mischief. '

'



CHAPTER XIX

ROOSEVELT AND ROYALTIES—CONCLUDED

Some letters which passed between the President and the

Kaiser in the spring of 1908 are interesting as revealing

their views in regard to the world voyage of the American

navy and the integrity of China

:

(Original sent in the President's handwriting)

April 4, 1908.

My dear Emperor William:

In the first place I wish to assure your Majesty how
deeply, as President of the American people, I feel and

appreciate the admirable work you have done in promoting

friendship between Germany and the United States. I

know well how the natural prejudices of an old, conserva-

tive nation would tend to make it indifferent to the friend-

ship of a nation of the New World ; would tend to make it

think that Europe was the world. I attribute the con-

stantly growing feeling of good-will between the two nations

more to your own influence than to anything else. Your
Majesty's Ambassador to the United States has been pecu-

liarly fortunate in the impression that he has had upon
our people ; and I very deeply appreciate the evident per-

sonal courtesy to me, and the thoughtfulness shown by

you in appointing him.

Let me again express to Your Majesty my appreciation

of your constant friendliness toward the United States. It

has been a very real pleasure to me to be able so often to

cooperate with you and to second your efforts. This re-

minds me to say that the Chinese Minister, although he

has been here for some little time, has made no motion

280
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nor given any hint in reference to action upon the terri-

torial integrity of, or the open door in, China.

I trust you have noticed that the American battleship

fleet has completed its tour of South America on schedule

time, and is now having its target practice off the Mexican

coast. After visiting San Francisco and Puget Sound, it

will start on its return voyage via Australia, Japan, China,

the Philippines, and the Suez Canal. Wlien it leaves the

Orient it will have to hurry home without stopping. I

saw the ships leave Hampton Roads, and if possible I shall

go thither again to see them rise over the world's sea rim

as they steam homewards into harbor after their long

voyage.

Their target practice has been excellent.

With high regards, believe me,

Very faithfully your friend,

Theodore Roosevelt.

His Imperial Majesty

William II,

Emperor of Germany,

Berlin.

{In the Kaiser's own hand)

AcHnjLEioN, Corfu,

1/5, 1908.

My dear President Roosevelt:

Your kind letter of April 5th reached me a few days ago

and has given me real pleasure and satisfaction. You are

quite right in thinking that it has been my constant wish

to promote and foster the friendship between the United

States and Germany. I have done it because I consider it

to be in the interest of the two great nations that have so

much in common, and I sincerely hope that the good will

between our two countries will continue in its constant

development.

I thank you most heartily for the very effective work
you have done in this direction.

That the way in which my Ambassador has fulfilled mj
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instructions has met with your full approval gives me
lively satisfaction. I trust that his health will permit him

to continue in his endeavors to further enjoy your con-

fidence as well as that of the American people. . . .

The punctual arrival of the U. S. Fleet in Magdalen Bay
must be a matter of great satisfaction to you and the coun-

try. Admiral Evans has again proved his fine qualities

as seaman and leader, and the officers and crews, not for-

getting the engine room staff, have shown themselves well

trained and up to the work. May I offer my sincerest con-

gratulations on such a fine performance.

I see by your letter that the new Chinese Minister in

Washington has not taken any steps yet referring to a

''declaration of policy," in the question of Chinese integ-

rity and the open door. I have just heard from my minister

in China, that the Vice-President of the Wai-wu-pu, Liong-

tun-yen, will be sent in about 2 months time to the U. S.

and to Germany in order to lay proposals before our gov-

ernments. I sincerely hope and trust that we shall be able

to come to an agreement about such a "statement of

policy," which will assure the maintenance of integrity of

China and the open door to the trade of all nations.

With the sincerest wishes for the further success of the

United States, and for the welfare of your family, believe

me, my dear President,

Ever your sincere friend,

William, I. R,

(Original sent in the President's handwriting)

May 1-i, 1908.

My dear Emperor William,:

Since writing you I have received, through Sternburg,

your very courteous letter, and the handsome volume on

Wartburg; I thank you for it. When Sternburg presents

this I hope he will have the chance to tell you in full how
things stand here.

I am particularly pleased at your appreciation of our
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fleet; but I wish I could get legislation that would give us

in the higher grades officers as young as yours

!

With great regard

Faithfully yours,

Theodore Eoosevelt.

To His Imperial Majesty

WilHam II,

Emperor of Germany.

I have searched Eoosevelt 's papers in vain for an answer

from the Kaiser to the following letter from the President

urging him to favor a treaty of arbitration between the

United States and Germany. If one was sent it has been

mislaid

:

{Original in the President's handwriting)

May 6, 1908.

Mg dear Emperor William:

I have asked your Majesty's Ambassador to present this

to you personally. I hope you can see your way clear to

have your Government enter into a treaty of arbitration

with the United States. In the form in which the treaty

now is I freely admit that it is not as effective as I could

wish. Nevertheless good will result from the expression

of good-will implied in the treaty ; and it would have a cer-

tain binding effect upon the Senate, making it morally

obligatory to accept any reasonable agreement which might

subsequently be made. Moreover it would confer a real

benefit in the event of any sudden flurry both by providing

the executives of the two countries with an excellent rea-

son for demanding cool consideration of any question by
their respective peoples, and also by enabling them to make
a strong appeal under the sanction of a solemn treaty to

both the peoples and their legislatures to accept an honor-

able arbitration. It seems to me that these advantages

are in themselves not to be overlooked; and furthermore

the effect of such a treaty between Germany and the United

States will be to furnish another evidence of the friend-
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ship between the two countries, while not to have the treaty,

when such treaties have already been made with France,

England, Japan, Italy, Spain, and various other powers,

would I think invite comment. Merely to exchange notes

of good will between the Governments would be no adequate

substitute. On the contrary, it would invite attention to the

fact that there is no treaty with Germany, whereas there

are treaties with the various Powers above named; and

indeed might be construed by our people as meaning that

Germany did not believe any treaty should be made with

us in view of our form of government.

With great regard and earnest good wishes for your

continued success in your great career, believe me,

Sincerely yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

His Imperial Majesty

William II,

Emperor of Germany.

The last letter from the Kaiser which appears in the

correspondence is the following, which, unlike all the others,

is not in the Kaiser's hand but in that of a secretary:

My dear President:

This letter will be delivered into your hands by Count

Bernstorff, whom I have chosen after mature deliberation

as successor to poor Baron Speck v. Sternburg, whose pre-

mature death I still lament as a severe loss to our two

countries. He was not only a true and good German
patriot, but a sincere and staunch friend of the United

States. I know that you lost in him a personal and loyal

friend and admirer.

I trust that my new ambassador will gain your entire

confidence and that of Mr. William Taft, who has just been

elected to be your successor at the White House. I have

watched the electoral struggle in the United States with

keen interest, and I wish to tell you quite confidentially

that I am most satisfied with the outcome. Your advocat-

ing of Mr. Taft's candidacy would have been enough proof
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for me that he is the fittest man for the post, but I know
besides what a splendid man he is and what an able public

official he has shown himself in all the positions he has

held during these last years in the Philippines, in Wash-
ington and in Cuba. I am sure that the United States will

continue under his lead in the ways of progress and they

will enter into a new era of prosperity, which has only

lately been interrupted by one of these periods of depres-

sion which occur in all countries and at all times. I further

sincerely hope that the good relations between our two

countries, which have made so much progress during your

presidency, will not only continue, but still extend to the

best of the two peoples.

I have heard from Consul General Biinz, who is going

now as minister to Mexico, that you will, after your expedi-

tion to Africa, come over to England and lecture at Oxford

University. I should be very much pleased if we could meet

somewhere and get personally acquainted.

Your desire to shoot in German East Africa has been

made known to me and I assure you that every possible

facility will be given to you during your stay on German
territory, where you will find some of the best shooting

grounds for big game.

With sincere wishes for the further welfare of your coun-

try and your own, I am, my dear President, your sincere

friend and admirer,

William, I. R.

Donaueschingen,

November 12th, 1908.

The President of the United States of America.

To this the President replied

:

(Original in President's handwriting)

The White House, Washington,

January 2, 1909.

My dear Emperor William:

Only a couple of days after I had written you, your
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Ambassador arrived and presented me both your letter and

the book. I thank you heartily for both. Indeed, I find

the accounts of the feats of the German "Rough Riders"

—

as you so kindly call them—in southeast Africa most fas-

cinating reading. What an extraordinary campaign it was,

and how difficult for men in highly civilized countries to

realize what grim work is needed in order to advance the

outposts of civilization in the world's dark places!

All that your Majesty says about poor Speck is simply

warranted by the facts. He was not only a devoted Ger-

man, but he had an intense feeling of devotion to you per-

sonally, a feeling shared to the full by the poor Baroness

whom his death has left so lonely. He was also sincerely

attached to America, and he played no small part in pro-

moting the good will between the two countries; which

good will, however, is due primarily to your Majesty's own
actions during the past six years.

I was much pleased with your new Ambassador. He is

evidently an able man.

At the same time with the Ambassador there arrived the

invitation from the University of Berlin, and I at once

consulted the Ambassador about it. I shall accept with the

utmost pleasure, partly because I shall be glad to speak be-

fore the university, and still more, I must frankly add, be-

cause it gives me a legitimate excuse for seeing you. If my
plans are carried out as I hope, I shall be a year in Africa,

and this will bring me to Berlin about the 1st of May, 1910,

if this is a convenient date for you. My trip to Africa will

be taken partly as a big game hunter, but primarily as a

naturalist. If I am sufficiently lucky I shall get over the

border of British East Africa into German East Africa, and
hunt along it toward the Victoria Nyanza. I wish that my
time would allow my visiting the districts in Africa where

European settlement is thriving, but I am afraid if I tried

that it would mean that I would have to abandon the object

of the expedition.

What a dreadful catastrophe the Sicilian earthquake has

been ! I am doing whatever I can to help, but of course at
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such a distance there is really very little that I can do. I

have cabled the Italian Government asking if any good
purpose can be achieved by at once sending any or all of

the American battleships now in Suez to the stricken region.

By the way, I am sure you would be delighted if you
could see the accounts that have come from our battle fleet,

which is now returning from its trip around the world. In

gunnery and in battle tactics no less than in the ordinary

voyage maneuvers, there has been a steady gain; and the

fleet is far more efficient, collectively and individually, now
than when it left these waters over a year ago.

The Chinese envoy here is completely upset by the very

unexpected news of what has just happened in China, and
I think intends immediately to return. The Chinese are so

helpless to carry out any fixed policy, whether home or for-

eign, that it is difficult to have any but the most cautious

dealings with them.

With assurances of my hearty esteem and admiration,

and of the eager pleasure with which I look forward to see-

ing you in person a year from this spring, believe me.

Very faithfully yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

To His Imperial Majesty

William II,

Emperor of Germany.

The only personal correspondence that passed between

the Czar of Russia and the President took place during the

Portsmouth Peace Conference, as follows:

(Original in the Czar's handwriting)

Peterhof,

July 18, 1905.

Dear Mr. Roosevelt:

I take the opportunity of. Mr. Witte's departure for

Washington to express to you my feelings of sincere friend-

ship.

Thanks to your initiative the Russian and Japanese dele-
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gates are going to meet in your country to discuss the possi-

ble terms of peace between both belligerents.

I have instructed Mr. Witte, Secretary of State, and my
ambassador in the United States, Baron Rosen—how far

Russia's concessions can go towards meeting Japan's pro-

positions.

I need not tell you that I have full confidence that you

will do all that lies in your power to bring the peace nego-

tiations to a satisfactory conclusion.

Believe me
yours truly

Nicolas.

(Original in the President's handwriting)

September 6, 1905.

To
His Majesty

The Emperor of Russia:

Ml/ dear Emperor Nicolas:

Your very courteous letter was handed me by M. Witte.

I need hardly say how delighted I am at the peace that has

been made. I have given M. Witte, to present to you, copies

of the letters I had sent the Japanese Government at the

same time that I was cabling you.

I have an abiding faith in the future of the mighty Slav

empire which you rule ; and I most earnestly wish all good

fortune both for you personally and for your people.

With high regard, believe.

Very faithfully yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

Roosevelt's correspondence with the Emperor of Japan

began at the close of the Portsmouth Peace Conference in

1905, when the President wrote in his own hand a long letter

to the Mikado expressing his "sense of the magnanimity,

and above all, of the cool-headed, far-sighted wisdom" he

had shown in making the peace treaty. This letter was

given in full in the account of the Peace Conference pub-
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lished in Scrihner^s Magazine in September, 1919. The
Mikado's reply was as follows:

{Translation)

Mr. President:

I received some time ago your kind letter dated Septem-

ber 6tli last, which you delivered to Baron Komura on

the eve of his departure from your country. The warmest

and sincerest sympathy which you expressed in that letter

regarding the conclusion of peace touched me deeply. I

feel extremely gratified to find that you have fully appre-

ciated the course of action which I have taken with the

view to promoting the cause of humanity and civilization as

well as the true interests of Japan.

From the moment when you suggested to Japan and

Russia to open negotiations for peace until the time when

the Plenipotentiaries of the two Powers concluded their

labors in your country, you have constantly exercised your

noble efforts for the cause of peace and have greatly con-

tributed to the speedy termination of the painful war. The

two belligerents and the world at large owe deep and last-

ing gratitude to you.

In again tendering to you my heartfelt thanks I wish

happiness of yourself and prosperity of your country.

With profound respect.

Believe me,

Yours always sincerely,

(Signed) Mutsuhito.

Tokio, November 11, 1905.

At the same time the President sent a present to the

Mikado, which is described in the following correspondence

:

{Original in the President's handwriting)

September 6, 1905.

Your Majesty:

Through Baron Kaneko I venture to send you the skin of
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a large bear which I shot ; I beg you to accept it as a trifling

token of the regard I have for you and for the great and

wonderful people over which you rule.

Let me take this opportunity to thank you for the dis-

tinguished courtesy you have shown to Secretary Taft

and to my daughter. Let me also say how much I have

enjoyed reading the translation of the poems written by

Your Majesty, by Her Majesty the Empress, and by the

other members of the Royal Family.

I have also written you by Baron Komura.

With profound respect, believe me,

Always sincerely yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

To
His Majesty,

The Emperor of Japan.

{Translation)

Mr. President:

Your letter and the skin of a large bear shot by your-

self which you delivered to Baron Kaneko at the time of his

departure from your country, have reached me soon after

his return here.

I am very happy to be the recipient of such a rare present,

which, I can assure you, will ever be cherished by me as the

trophy of a friend commanding my entire admiration.

It afforded me great pleasure to receive your daughter

and your Secretary of War Mr. Taft on the occasion of

their visit to this country. The only regret is that their

short stay did not permit me to give them more cordial

reception.

With profound respect.

Believe me,

Yours very sincerely,

(Signed) Mutsuhito.

Tokio, November 11, 1905.
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Early in 1906 the northeastern portion of Japan was
visited with a terrible famine, which threatened the death

by starvation of many thousands of persons. When it was

at its height President Roosevelt, on February 13, 1906,

issued an "appeal to the American people to help from

their abundance their suffering fellow men of the great

and friendly nation of Japan." Thousands of dollars were

contributed through the Red Cross and other agencies by

which needed relief was afforded. In recognition of the

service rendered, the Mikado wrote to the President in

July, 1906:

(Translation)

Great and Good Friend:

"When I learned that you had, in great sympathy and good

will, invited the American public to come to the aid and

succor of the famine stricken people of my northeastern

Provinces, I hastened to express to you, through my Repre-

sentative at Washington, my deep sense of gratitude.

The very generous and substantial contributions sub-

scribed and collected by different American individuals

and organizations and especially by the American National

Red Cross and the Christian Herald, were duly received

by the local authorities concerned through the kindness

of the State Department and were, with great care, dis-

tributed among the distressed in such a manner as to faith-

fully carry out the noble intentions of those who so liberally

responded to your appeal. I need hardly assure you that

by this means the most serious effects of the calamity were

greatly mitigated.

Now that the immediate danger has been removed, I

wish to assure you that I have been very deeply touched

and gratified by the high example of international good

will and friendship displayed by the people of the United

States and that the memory of it will always be warmly
cherished by me.
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I remain, Mr. President, with the best wishes for your

continued well-being.

Your sincere Friend

(Signed) Mutsuhito.

Imperial Palace, Tokio,

the fourth day of the seventh month of the thirty-ninth

year of Meiji.

(July 4, 1906)

The President of the United States of America.

All of the Mikado's letters to the President were written

in Japanese characters on very fine rice-paper, and in each

was enclosed an English translation in script of copper-

plate perfection.

With Admiral Togo, Commander-in-Chief of the vic-

torious Japanese navy, the President had the following in-

teresting correspondence

:

{Original in the President's hand)

December 18, 1905.

Ml/ dear Admiral Togo:

I greatly appreciate the gift of that revolver which you

sent me through Minister Griscom. He tells me that you

are to come to the United States some time next year. I

earnestly hope that this is so. I look forward to seeing

you and entertaining you at the White House. May I ask

that you will do me the honor of accepting my photograph,

which I enclose?

With great regard,

Sincerely yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

Admiral H. Togo,

Commander-in-Chief of the Combined Fleet,

Tokio, Japan.

Naval General Staff Office, Tokio,

January 29, 1906.

My dear Mr. President:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your kind
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note together with your photograph enclosed therein. I

highly appreciate your gift and shall ever value it as a
token of friendship of the President of the Great Kepublic.

As to my visit to your country, I fear I can as yet say

nothing for definite, although I am very anxious to have
an opportunity in the near future of paying my respects

to you at the White House.

I shall esteem it a great honor if you will kindly accept

my photograph, which I enclose herewith.

With the highest esteem and admiration,

I am yours respectfully,

Admikal Heihachiro Togo.

His Excellency,

President Roosevelt.

A letter of unusual interest came to President Roose-

velt in 1905 from Queen Elizabeth (Carmen Sylva) of Ru-
mania. In that year the United States sent J. W. Riddle

as its first Minister to Rumania, and the President gave
him a personal letter to hand to the Queen, in which he

spoke of her literary works and of the pleasure he had
experienced in reading certain of them. In reply the Queen
wrote the following letter on a typewriter:

SiNAIA,

October 12, 1905.

Sir:

I thank you with all my heart for the kind letter you sent

me through your most amiable messenger I We are so

glad to have an American representative to ourselves at

last, and I am sure you will never regret it, as there are so

many increasing interests that could not be thoroughly

understood by some one who did not know our country at

all. I felt a great deal of compunction in venturing to

recommend to your notice the once great tragedian Gertrud

Giers. I know how very annoying it is to have stage poor

artists thrust upon one. But I could not refuse, as she

always was a protegee of my mother and a most honest

woman whose struggle for life was so much harder on ac-
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count of her being so honest. I hope she hasn't bored you

too much ! You know the world and its wonderful snobbish-

ness, only when the Great of the earth seem to pay attention

the poor things can rise into notice, else they are left utterly

in the cold!

That the Bard of the Dimbovitza gives you such real

pleasure is to me a very great satisfaction. You must like

the chain of pearls and the murderer and the bereaved

husband and the woman after miscarriage. All those things

are powerful ! To me the book seemed a literary event and

I felt very proud that such a light should shine from my
poor little unnoticed country! We are always wondering

where the origins of these songs may be, they must come

from the far east, as there is not a word in them that seems

to allude to Christianity. They are simply grand and

natural and true, as only Shakespeare has ever been.

I am told you read German and so I venture to send you

a true story I have put into somewhat poetic prose and also

a tiny volume of poems I wrote in English, and in which

you may like my joyful address to old age ! It is true that

I don't feel any older than at twenty-five and therefore I

am no real judge, but I see that my feelings are about what

you say and you may like them, even if my English verse

should not be quite perfect

!

We have had a hard fight for existence all these last years

and are not beyond much care still. It was nearly famine,

only we didn 't allow it to grow into that, by making unheard

of sacrifices to keep our peasants alive ! This year is far

from good again, but we hope to get on without buying in

other countries the Indian corn that wasn't nearly as good

as ours! Your Minister will tell you all about our dire

struggle and the unheard of difficulties we had to contend

with! though thank God he hasn't seen the worst! Many
have been the sleepless nights! I worked night and day

to bring our silk industry on the market, as I saw that when
everything failed the mulberry tree gave us enough leaves

to keep our silk-worms alive! I do so hope we shall be

able to do a great deal in that line!
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Another burning interest to me is the question of the

blind, as the terrible Egyptian disease has made ravages

here. It seems there are about fifteen thousand blind peo-

ple here, mostly strong young men having been soldiers,

and a blind typesetter has found a new machine for printing

for the blind and my valet de chambre, a very clever man
who has been working for the blind for seven years, has

taken up the blind man's idea and worked it out through

long and patient months ! The first machine was ready to

start, when a jealous workman destroyed it in order to pre-

vent his patron from earning money. In a few days it will

be ready again. We have the patent for five countries, also

America, and the inventors don 't want to earn a penny, but

wish to found what I call my blind city with the result of

this machine. A blind man will henceforth be able to print

five thousand pages a day. It will be a new life for the

blind in the whole world ! I have orders from everywhere

already and I have also begun my blind city with two or

three married people, an engineer and a monk and a sculp-

tor and so on. I begin with fathers first, and let the chil-

dren follow. A school would be utterly useless, it must come

out of the city, but it would cost far too much to begin with

it. I want to build something on a socialistic basis. If it

interests you at all I shall send our plan of organization.

I hope it may answer. I am afraid I am asking too much
of your patience already and am beginning to make mis-

takes, as I always do when I begin to get the least bit tired.

The typewriter is an enormous help to overworked hands,

but the noise is still much too fatiguing to the brain. If I

write more than three or four hours at a time I make
mistakes in every word at last. And I can't dictate.

Once more kind thanks for your most amiable letter

!

Elizabeth.

Roosevelt, soon after the German invasion of Belgium,

wrote to King Albert, enclosing his first public utterances

on the subject and expressing his admiration for Belgium's
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heroic conduct and his deep sympathy with its sufferings.

In reply, King Albert wrote

:

(Original in French)

Dear Mr. Roosevelt:

I am very glad to receive your letter. It is very good

of you to give me this cordial assurance of your friendly

sentiments. What you have written in support of our just

cause is an honor to us ; my Government as well as myself,

values it highly. My country is profoundly grateful to the

United States for comprehending that Belgium, in defend-

ing her soil, has sacrificed all to duty ; she knows that she

can count upon the sympathy of the great American nation,

which, always reverencing liberty and law, will never admit

that treaties, contracted in good faith, can be violently

torn up.

I thank you, the eminent statesman who knows well the

sentiments of honor of his fellow citizens, for sending

assurances of their sympathy.

I wish to say to you, my dear Mr. Roosevelt, that I re-

member always with pleasure your visit to Brussels and
I beg you to believe me

Very affectionately yours,

Albert.

Furnes, 17th December, 1914.



CHAPTER XX

GREAT WELCOME IN NEW YORK—ATTITUDE
TOWARD TAFT

EoosEVELT arrived in New York from his European travels

on June 18, 1910, receiving a truly royal welcome. Nothing

approaching it had ever been given a private citizen com-

ing back to his native land after a brief absence abroad.

He had been absent only a little more than a year. A
greater part of that time had been passed in the wilds of

Africa, and while only occasional and brief references to his

doings had been published in the newspapers, his own ac-

count of his hunting exploits had been in process of pub-

lication monthly in Scribner's Magazine since October,

1909, under the title of "African Game Trails."

While he was in Europe, his various public addresses

had been published widely and commanded extremely warm
approval in all quarters, especially in those journals that

had been his severest critics while he was in public life.

His presence as special envoy of the United States at the

funeral of King Edward, by request of President Taft, had
been generally commended and he had figured in the press

accounts of the ceremonies on that occasion. Beyond this

he had done nothing to keep himself in the minds of the

people. Yet when his return was announced the whole
country joined in welcoming him home. A committee of

citizens, headed by the mayor of the city, was formed to

arrange a public reception and delegations and representa-

tives of civic and other societies from many cities and
states went to New York to join in it. The steamer upon
which he arrived was met in the harbor by a great naval

parade, and the harbor itself was crowded with pleasure

yachts, excursion steamers and merchant craft of all kinds,
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making his progress to the landing place at the Battery

through a long line of vessels laden with thousands of

cheering people and amid salvos of artillery from the naval

vessels and the forts on the sho^-es of the bay. On landing

he was met with an official greeting by the mayor, to which

he responded as follows

:

*'I thank you, Mayor Gaynor. Through you I thank your

committee, and through them I wish to thank the American

people for their greeting. I need hardly say I am most

deeply moved by the reception given me. No man could

receive such a greeting without being made to feel both

vei*y proud and very humble.

'^I have been away a year and a quarter from America,

and I have seen strange and interesting things alike in the

heart of tlie growing wilderness and in the capitals of the

mightiest and most highly polished of civilized nations. I

have thoroughly enjoyed myself, and now I am more glad

than I can say to get home, to be back in my own country,

back among the people I love.

''And I am ready and eager to do my part, so far as I am
able, in helping solve problems which must be solved if we
of this, the greatest democratic Republic upon which the

sun has ever shone, are to see its destinies rise to the high

level of our hopes and its opportunities.

''This is the duty of every citizen, but it is peculiarly

my duty, for any man who has ever been favored by being

made President of the United States is thereby forever

after rendered the debtor of the American people, and is

bound throughout his life to remember this as his prime

obligation, and in private life as much as in public life so

to carry himself that the American people may never have

cause to feel regret that once they placed him at their

head."

A procession, composed of citizens, members of various

civic societies and associations in the city and from other

parts of the land, escorted him over lower Broadway and

Fifth Avenue to Forty-second Street through solid walls of
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cheering humanity that crowded the sidewalks, windows

and even roofs of buildings, all eager to get a glimpse of

him. A squad of his old regiment of Rough Riders, who had

gathered from the West to join in the welcome, acted as a

guard of honor. On the afternoon of the same day, accom-

panied by members of his family, he went to his home in

Oyster Bay, where he was greeted on arrival by his fellow

townsmen, who assembled en masse to welcome him back.

The closing part of his speech at the Battery indicated

clearly the course that he intended to pursue in future in

regard to public affairs. By a few of the extreme radicals

among his followers it was interpreted to mean that he

would return to active politics, but his intimates knew that

he had no such intention. He had said, before retiring

from the Presidency, that the role of sage had no attractions

for him ; that he considered it both his privilege and duty

to take active part in the discussion of public questions,

commending or criticizing as his judgment dictated, but

that he should never again be a candidate for political

office, or engage in active political work. That he was

firmly determined on this point when he landed in New
York, there is no question

;
yet he had been in the country

only ten days when he was persuaded, greatly against his

will, to take sides in a factional political contest in New
York State, and become the leader of one of the parties

to it.

His first public appearance after his return was at the

Commencement exercises at Harvard University. While

there he met Governor Hughes of New York, who fairly

besieged him to champion his cause in a contest that he was
waging against the most powerful of the leaders of the

Republican party organization for the enactment of a direct

primary law. The Governor's appeal proved to be irresisti-

ble, and in explanation of his yielding, Roosevelt said in in-

troducing him to the Alumni luncheon over which he was

presiding on June 29, 1910

:

*'Our Governor has a very persuasive way with him. I

had intended to keep absolutely clear from any kind of
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public or political question after coming home, and I could

carry out my resolution all right until I met the Gover-

nor this morning, and he then explained to me that I had

come back to live in New York now; that I had to help

him out, and after a very brief conversation, I put up my
hands and agreed to help him.'^

On the same day he sent a telegram to the chairman of

the New York Republican State Committee, giving his

approval to the direct primary bill and expressing; his

earnest hope that it would be made law. From the minute

that he took this action he became, of course, the leader of

those supporting the bill, consequently the chief figure in

an intensely bitter partisan contest.

It was not in New York alone that his aid was sought. He
was overwhelmed on his arrival in the United States with a

multitude of requests to visit various parts of the country

and make addresses. Before he had been at home two
months he had received about two thousand of these. One
of them which appealed to him especially was to attend the

Frontier Celebration at Cheyenne, Wyoming. He had many
things in mind that he wished to say, for he felt that during

his absence from the country the causes that were nearest

to his heart had lacked a champion through the disinclina-

tion of the national administration to uphold them, and in

consequence were slipping into the background of the

public mind. To visit Cheyenne he would have to traverse

many states and stop at many cities where addresses would
be expected of him. He arranged an itinerary, prepared

addresses for many of the principal points at which he was
to speak, and in August, 1910, he set his face westward on

a journey which covered more than five thousand miles and
traversed fourteen States. He was accompanied by a host

of newspaper correspondents and his formal addresses

and occasional speeches were reported fully in the press.

One of the first addresses to excite interest and hostile

comment was made before the Colorado Legislature on

August 29, 1910. In this he condemned the action of the
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Supreme Court of the United States in two cases, in one

of which it had declared unconstitutional a law enacted in

New York State designed to abolish unhealthy conditions

in bakeshops. Of this decision Roosevelt said; "The de-

cision was nominally against State rights, really against

popular rights. Such decisions, arbitrarily and irresponsi-

bly limiting the power of the people, are of course funda-

mentally hostile to every species of real popular govern-

ment." He was accused of ''attacking the courts," and in

a later speech at Syracuse, New York, on September 17,

1910, and in an article in the Outlook, of which he had been

a contributing editor since leaving the Presidency, he ex-

plained fully his first utterance, citing in defense of his

course the words of Lincoln in regard to the Dred Scott de-

cision: ''I believe the decision was improperly made, and

I go for reversing it." He quoted also the dissenting opin-

ion of three Justices of the Supreme Court in the Bake Shop

case.

Another address which aroused even more bitter criticism

was that made on August 31, 1910, at the dedication of the

John Brown battlefield at Ossawatomie, Kansas, under

the title of the **New Nationalism." In this he reiterated

the views which he had held when he was President in

regard to governmental regulation and control of corpora-

tions, and in regard to labor and capital and other subjects.

One passage in particular was sharply criticized as an
' * attack on property. '

' It was

:

''The true friend of property, the true conservative, is

he who insists that property shall be the servant and not

the master of the commonwealth; who insists that the

creature of man's making shall be the servant and not the

master of the man who made it. The citizens of the United

States must effectively control the mighty commercial

forces which they have themselves called into being."

Writing to Senator Lodge, on September 12, 1910, in

regard to the criticisms, he said:

"Now what I said about the courts. This was suggested
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to me by Moody, and it was gone over most carefully by

Arthur Hill, who thoroughly approved it and made certain

suggestions which I accepted verbatim—his approval was
not an off-hand approval, for he wrote me later approving

it and giving me the exact text of what I was to put in.

Now of course I need not tell you that the responsibility

is in no shape Moody's or Hill's. It is purely mine. But
when the utterance is spoken of as revolutionary, as incen-

diary, as an attack on the courts, it is curious to think it

was suggested to me by a Chief Justice who comes from

Massachusetts, and approved by an ex-District Attorney of

Boston. My point was to show by the use of these two

decisions, which decisions were given me by Moody when
he called my attention to the point as one which he would

like me to make, that the courts not only sometimes erred

in deciding against the National Government, but some-

times erred against States' rights, and thereby created a

neutral ground in which no governmental body had power.

Arthur Hill's word to me in his letter was stronger than

I have used, for he said that in the Bake Shop decision, it

amounted to turning the Supreme Court into an irresponsi-

ble House of Lords, a position which the people would
never stand."

In the same letter, Roosevelt said:

''About my use of the word 'property*: I only used it,

so far as I now remember, as a quotation when I quoted

Lincoln's remarks or commented on them. It is rather

a curious thing that what people think is most revolution-

ary in my speech should be nearly a quotation from Lin-

coln. All my other statements have already been made, or

at least have in effect been made, in my messages to Con-

gress. I may have here and there strengthened them, or

made them a little clearer, but substantially what I said at

Ossawatomie consisted of assembling those points made in

my messages to Congress which I regarded as of most

importance at the moment."
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Writing again to Senator Lodge, on September 20, 1910,

he said with characteristic frankness

:

''I am perfectly straight on my position, but it is also

perfectly true that I had no business to take that position

in the fashion I did. A public man is to be condemned if

he states a proper position in such fashion that he fails to

make his point clear, and permits good men to go wrong

from misunderstanding. I ought to have made my original

speech in such fashion that it would have included what I

have since said at Syracuse and in the Outlook, and it was

a blunder of some gravity not to do it.'*

Eoosevelt returned from his western trip early in Sep-

tember and found himself unpleasantly involved in the

bitter political wrangle into which his promise to Gover-

nor Hughes had precipitated him. That he entered the

contest reluctantly and with little or no hope of success,

his letters written at this time show conclusively. He
had been requested by the Hughes leaders to be their can-

didate for temporary chairman of the Republican State

Convention which was to meet on September 26, 1910, and

had consented. The anti-Hughes faction, led by the recog-

nized boss of the party, had selected Vice-President Sher-

man as its candidate for the same position. Writing to

Senator Lodge on September 12, 1910, Roosevelt said:

"It may well be that I shall be beaten at the Convention, and

if not at the Convention, we shall in all probability be beaten

at the polls. But that does not alter the fact, that, to

quote the words once used by that worthy non-Mugwump,
the Black Douglas: 'We have come to the ring and now
we must hop.' "

Writing again to Senator Lodge on September 21, 1910,

he said:

''Hughes made a fight on an issue upon which the people

were not really aroused. He aroused a considerable frac-

tion of people to support him, but left a much larger frac-

tion lukewarm and even hostile. As a result he has put
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us in such shape that if we did not support him we were

certain to be defeated, and if we did support him we were

likely to be defeated. He had created a situation, and

had put me in a situation, where the least of two evils

was to stand by him. The fight is very disagreeable.

Twenty years ago I should not have minded it in the least

;

it would have been entirely suitable for my age and my
standing. But it is not the kind of fight into which an ex-

President should be required to go. I could not help my-
self; I could not desert the decent people. But this w^hole

political business now is bitterly distasteful to me. There

is no way out of it that I can see."

When the Convention met on September 26, 1910, it was
soon made apparent that Roosevelt was in comparatively

easy control of it. He was chosen temporary chairman by

a considerable majority, and the candidate of his selection,

Henry L. Stimson, who, as United States District Attorney

of New York, had conducted successfully the sugar fraud

cases in 1909, was nominated for Governor. From first

to last, Roosevelt dominated the Convention and by his

forceful and uncompromising assaults upon the leaders of

the opposition, he carried all points. In his speech to the

Convention he did not mince matters at all in defining his

political creed, saying in the opening part of it

:

** Democracy means nothing unless the people rule. The

rule of the boss is the negation of democracy. It is abso-

lutely essential that the people should exercise self-control

and self-mastery, and he is a foe to popular government

who in any way causes them to lose such self-control and

self-mastery whether from without or within."

That he had returned from his foreign trip grievously

dissatisfied with President Taft's conduct of affairs, he did

not conceal. Writing to Elihu Root on October 21, 1910,

he said

:

"I have been cordially helping the election of a Repub-
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lican Congress, having split definitely with the Insurgents,

on this point; for though I am bitterly disappointed with

Taft, and consider much of his course absolutely inexplica-

ble, I have felt that, as in so many other cases, I had to make
the best of conditions as they actually were and do the best

I possibly could to carry Congress and to carry the State

of New York, with the entire understanding on my part that

victory in either means the immense strengthening of Taft.

In New York State I deliberately went in to put the close

supporters of Taft in control of the Republican machinery,

and have done and am now doing my best to elect a man
whom, I assume, is a Taft man ; because I felt that the one

clear duty of a decent citizen was to try to put the Re-

publican Party on a straight basis, and now to try to put

that party in power in the State instead of turning the

State over to Murphy of Tammany Hall, acting as the

agent, ally and master of crooked finance.

**I have never had a more unpleasant summer. The sor-

did baseness of much or most of the so-called Regulars,

who now regard themselves as especially the Taft men, and

the wild irresponsible folly of the ultra-Insurgents, make
a situation which is very unpleasant. From a variety of

causes, the men who are both sane and progressive, the

men who make up the strength of the party, have been left

so at sea during these months that they have themselves

tended to become either sordid on the one hand, or wild

on the other. I do not see how I could as a decent citizen

have avoided taking the stand I have taken this year, and
striving to re-unite the party and to help the Republicans

retain control of Congress and of the State of New York,

while at the same time endeavoring to see that this control

within the party was in the hands of sensible and honor-

able men who were progressives and not of a bourbon reac-

tionary type. But as far as my personal inclinations were

concerned, my personal pleasure and comfort, I should

infinitely have preferred to keep wholly out of politics.

I need hardly say that I never made a speech or took an

action save in response to the earnest and repeated requests
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of men many of whom I well knew, in spite of their anxiety

to use me at the moment, were exceedingly anxious to limit

that use before elections with the understanding that I

should have no say afterwards.

'*I have on every occasion this year praised everything I

conscientiously could of both Taft and the Congress, and I

have never said a word in condemnation of either, strongly

though I have felt. Very possibly circumstances will be

such that I shall support Taft for the Presidency next

time ; but this is not a point now necessary for decision, and

if I do support him it will be under no illusion and simply

as being the best thing that the conditions permit."

At the elections in November, 1910, the Democrats were

victorious in all parts of the country, carrying New York

State by a majority of 67,000, thus confirming Roosevelt's

prediction in his letter to Senator Lodge, on September 12,

1910, quoted above. In the Outlook of November 19, 1910,

Roosevelt published this announcement:

"On every hand, personally and by correspondence, I

have been asked to make a statement regarding the election.

So far as I am concerned, I have nothing whatever to add

to or to take away from the declaration of principles which

I have made in the Ossawatomie speech and elsewhere, East

and West, during the past three months. The fight for

progressive popular government has merely begun, and

will certainly go on to a triumphant conclusion in spite of

initial checks and irrespective of the personal success or

failure of individual leaders."

"Writing to me, at Panama, on November 21, 1910, he

outlined freely the elements which had entered into the

election, giving his reasons for the course he had pursued

and his views of the effect that the result would have upon
his political future

:

*'I faced a situation where there was no 'best course*;

it was merely a choice between courses, all of them unsatis-

factorj\ I think I took the only course that was right, and
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the only course that I could have taken without loss of self-

respect. I told the exact truth as I saw it. I praised Taft

for every action of his as to which I could conscientiously

praise him. Where I could not praise him, or disapproved

of what he had done, I kept silent. I was opposed by the

lunatic Insurgents of all grades, receiving very lukewarm

support, I am sorry to say, from those who were not con-

tented with anything short of denunciation of Taft, and who
have no conception of the difference in difficulty between

tearing down and building up. On the other hand, the

reactionaries, the representatives of the special interests

and all those whom they control, literally went insane in

their opposition.
•' The one comfort in the New York election is that I think

it prevents my having to face the very unpleasant task of

deciding whether or not to accept the nomination in 1912.

If we had carried New York, I can see now that I would

have had to make such a decision. Of course the decision

seems easy enough; on the one hand to the well-meaning

conservative person who regards Taft as a satisfactory

President, and does not understand what any man sees to

object to in him, and who feels that any reluctance to urge

his renomination by me must be due to personal ambition

on my part ; on the other hand, the decision seems perfectly

easy to the progressives who hate Taft so bitterly that

they firmly believe every honest man must share their con-

victions, and that only an unworthy fear on my part, or a

still more unworthy desire to truckle to ultra-conservatism,

prevents my coming out openly against Taft. But the

choice is really infinitely more difficult.

*'I have refrained from saying that I would not be a

candidate in 1912, not in the least from self-interest, for I

should regard it as the greatest personal calamity to be

forced into accepting the nomination, and if it is possible

to avoid it, I do not intend to be so forced into accepting

it ; but because I do not wish to put myself in the position

where if it becomes my plain duty to accept I shall be

obliged to shirk such duty because of having committed
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myself. As things arc now, I feel convinced that it will not

become.my duty to accept. They have no business to expect

me to take command of a ship simply because the ship is

sinking.

''Were I nominated under present conditions, it would

mean that I should be broken down by a burden for which

I was not in any way responsible, but which would have to

be carried by the nominee who succeeded Taft ; and, on the

other hand, I would face the sullen resentment of the many
respectable people with no special information or imagina-

tion, who would think that in some way or other I had been

treacherous to Taft. Often when one does not like condi-

tions it is nevertheless necessary to play the game through

under the conditions, because they cannot be changed until

the game is over without making things even worse. As I

feel now, I would refuse the nomination if it were offered

me."

Among the many friends who wrote to him at this time in

regard to his future course was William Allen White of the

Emporia (Kansas) Gazette. Mr. White said to him that he

did not wish to see him run for President again if he ''could

possibly help it." In reply Roosevelt wrote, from Oyster

Bay, on December 12, 1910:

"You have struck the real reason of my nervousness on

the subject. Of course the Wall Street crowd, and my
enemies generally, think I have been scheming to be Presi-

dent. As a matter of fact there is nothing that I want

less. Indeed this is not putting it strong enough. I feel

that I did good work as President because the circumstances

were such as to make me in sympathy with the men whom
I really cared to represent. Now if I were again made
President, it might be that the circumstances would be such

that I could not do what was expected of me ; and in any

event I do not see how I could go out of the Presidency

again with the credit I had when I left it this time. More-

over I have led such an active and vigorous life that I

begin to feel rather old and to appreciate rest, now that I
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feel the right to it and so can enjoy it with a clear con-

science. I have been almost ashamed of the fact that in

spite of my concern and indignation over Stimson's defeat,

I have been unable to keep from being thoroughly happy

since election. Mrs. Roosevelt and I have been out here in

our own home, with our books and pictures and bronzes,

and big wood fires and horses to ride, and the knowledge

that our children are doing well. I do not think that I have

had such a pleasant five weeks for a great many years. In

fact I know I have not.

''Now under these circumstances, if I consulted merely

my own feelings, I would promptly announce that never

under any circumstances would I consent to be President

again. But I don't think that this would be right. I think

the chances are a hundred to one that I never shall be

President' again—^perhaps a thousand to one. But however

improbable, it is possible that circumstances might arise

when it would be unpatriotic of me, when it would repre-

sent going back on my principles and my friends, to refuse

to be President. Moreover, what is much more likely, the

threat of my possible Presidency may influence for good

some worthy people who need just to be influenced!
'

' As regards myself, I think that the American people feel

a little tired of me, a feeling with which I cordially sympa-

thize ; for they cannot be expected as a whole to understand

that my speeches and writings during the last six months

have been due not in the least to a desire to speak and write,

but to the fact that I could not avoid doing so without shirk-

ing what I regarded as my duty. Moreover I am certain

that the American people would greatly resent any thought

that I would want them to give me another job of any kind

for my own sake. I shall never wittingly put myself in a

position where they can believe this. I feel most strongly

that I never again should take any public position unless

it could be made perfectly clear that I was taking it not

for my own sake, but because the people thought it would

be to their advantage to have me do so.
'

'



CHAPTER XXI

"NEW NATIONALISM"—CANDIDACY AGAINST TAFT

Eaely in 1911, Roosevelt made another speaking tour

through the South and West, occupying about six weeks.

One of the objects of this trip was to be present at the dedi-

cation of the great Roosevelt Dam at Roosevelt, Arizona,

which took place on March 18, 1911. His speeches covered

a variety of subjects and are chiefly interesting so far as

they foreshadowed the principles which he was to make the

basis of his national campaign in 1912. At Phoenix, Ari-

zona, and at several points in California, he advocated the

recall of judicial decisions, saying that he favored it only

when by actual experience the people were driven to it in

order to do away with some serious evil.

While passing through Reno, Nevada, and addressing

a large assemblage of citizens in a public park, on April 3,

he dealt a characteristically courageous blow at what might

be called one of the State's chief industries. Speaking of its

'

' divorce colony, '
' he said :

'

' It is one colony of which you
want to rid yourselves ; I don't care what you do with those

of your own State who seek divorces, but keep citizens of

other States who want divorces out of Nevada. Don't al-

low yourselves to be deceived by the argument that such a

colony brings money to your city. You can't afford to

have that kind of money brought here."

The chief topics of his speeches were treated in a series

of eight articles which he published in the Outlook during

this period under the general title of *'The New National-

ism." In these he simply embodied the views which he had
advocated while President, both in his messages to Con-

gress and in his public speeches, in regard to the regulation

and control of corporations and industrial combinations,

310
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the relations of capital and labor, social and industrial jus-

tice, special privilege, conduct of the judiciary and similar

subjects which had been steadily occupying serious con-

sideration in his mind from the time he had been a member
of the New York Legislature. There was nothing really new
in his advocacy of them ; they were the logical development

of thirty years of thought and experience and were based on

a steadily growing faith in their patriotism, wisdom and

justice. Nothing could be farther from the truth than the

assertions which his persistent critics made in regard to

them—that they were the outcome of sudden impulse, or

hasty thought, or demagogic desire for popularity. No one

who had followed his career could make such charges in

relation to them. The story of his career as shown from
his utterances and acts and recorded in these pages sup-

plies complete and final refutation.

While he was on this Southern and Western tour in 1911,

serious trouble occurred in Mexico and there were rumors

of intervention and possible war. Roosevelt was at the time

in San Francisco and on March 14, 1911, he wrote a letter

to President Taft which it is interesting to compare with a

similar one that he wrote to President Wilson a few years

later on the eve of war with Germany:

'*I don't suppose that there is anything in this war talk,

and I most earnestly hope that we will not have to inter-

vene even to do temporary police duty in Mexico. But just

because there is, I suppose, one chance in a thousand

of serious trouble such as would occur if Japan or some
other big power were to back Mexico, I write. Of course I

would not wish to take any part in a mere war with Mexico

—it would not be my business to do peculiarly irksome and
disagreeable police duty of the kind that any occupation

of Mexico would entail. But if by any remote chance—and

I know how remote it is—there should be a serious war, a

war in which Mexico was backed by Japan or some other

big power, then I would wish immediately to apply for per-

mission to raise a division of cavalry, such as the regiment

I commanded in Cuba. The division would consist of three
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brigades of three regiments each. If given a free hand, I

could render it, I am certain, as formidable a body of horse

riflemen, that is, of soldiers such as those of Sheridan,

Forest and Stuart, as has ever been seen. In order to make

it efficient and formidable, and to prepare it in the shortest

possible time, I would need to choose my own officers. To

follow any other course would be to risk losing half, or

possibly all, of the efficiency of the force. I have my bri-

gade commanders, colonels, and in many cases majors and

captains already in mind, and they would be men under

whose organization could be pushed to very rapid com-

pletion, while the ranks would be immediately filled to

overflowing with men, every one of whom would be already

a good horseman and rifleman able to live in the open and

take care of himself.'^

Throughout the year 1911 the pressure upon Roosevelt

by his most zealous followers to nin as a candidate for the

Presidency in 1912 steadily increased. He was greatly dis-

turbed by this as two letters that he wrote to me at Panama
in December show very clearly

:

December 13, 1911.

"As for the nomination, I should regard it from my
personal standpoint as little short of a calamity. I not

merely do not want it, but if I honorably can, I desire to

avoid it. On the other hand, I certainly will not put myself

in a position which would make it necessary for me to shirk

a plain duty if it came unmistakably as a plain duty. As
yet I am not convinced that it will so come, and, on the con-

trary, believe there is practically little or no chance of it.

I will not be a candidate in any ordinary sense of the word,

and my judgment is that the Federal office holders together

with the timid conservative people will give Taft the nomi-

nation. At any rate, as far as I am concerned, my anxieties

are in this order : first, not to be nominated if it can honor-

ably be avoided, and, second, if nominated, to have it made

perfectly clear that it is in response to a genuine popular
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demand and because the public wishes me to serve them

for their purpose, and not to gratify any ambition of mine. '

'

December 29, 1911.

''I have been immensely worried and puzzled over the

Presidential business. I am really not thinking of myself

at all now, but as to what is right to do. Taft is utterly

hopeless. I think he would be beaten if nominated, but in

any event it would be a misfortune to have him in the Presi-

dential chair for another term, for he has shown himself

an entirely unfit President, and he merely discredits the

Republican Party, and therefore discredits those of us who
believe that, with the Democratic Party as it is now con-

stituted, the Republican Party offers the only instrument

through which to secure really sane, progressive govern-

ment. . . .

'^But I am sure that, from the personal standpoint, it

would be rough on me to have me nominated, and I am as

yet not sure that it would not be damaging from the public

standpoint. I think a great many men would have a vague

feeling that I was nominated to gratify my own ambition,

and would pay no heed whatever to the circumstances of

the nomination. The New York newspapers, for instance,

would probably without a single exception assert that I h-^d

corruptly intrigued for the nomination, and keep up the

assertion until they had deceived a good number of people.

Very possibly I should be beaten if I ran, and if I was not

beaten it might well be that I would be elected under cir-

cumstances which would render it impossible to put through

any constructive program—and if ever I hold the Presi-

dency again I shall regard it as a capital misfortune unless

I am able to hold it not merely for the sake of holding the

office but for the sake of doing a job. In other words, I

want to see the Presidency handled along the lines that the

job of digging the Panama Canal has been handled."

In January, 1912, Frank A. Munsey, then editor of The
Press of New York City, made a public appeal to Roose-

velt to announce that if nominated for the Presidency he
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w ould not refuse the nomination. In a long private and

confidential letter to Mr. Munsey, under date of January

16, 1912, which was published several weeks later, Roose-

velt gave his reasons for not granting the request. In this

letter he said:
'

' I am not and shall not be a candidate. I shall not seek

the nomination, nor would I accept it if it came to me
as the result of an intrigue. But I will not tie my hands

by a statement which would make it difficult or impossible

for me to serve the public by undertaking a great task if

the people as a whole seemed definitely to come to the con-

clusion that I ought to do that task. In other words, as

far as in me lies I am endeavoring to look at this matter

purely from the standpoint of the public interest, of the

interest of the people as a whole, and not in the least

from my own standpoint.

*'If I should consult only my own pleasure and interest,

I should most emphatically and immediately announce that

I would under no circumstances run. I have had all the

honor that any man can have from holding the office of

President. From every personal standpoint there is noth-

ing for me to gain either in running for the office or in

holding the office once more, and there is very much to lose.

"Under such circumstances, if I consulted only my own
interest, the obvious thing to do would be to announce that

I would not obey any popular mandate, that I would not

run if nominated. I shall not follow this course because I

am sincerely endeavoring to look at the matter only from

the standpoint of the popular interest. It is not only

necessary for the people to have the right instrument, the

right tool, with which to work in any given emergency, but

it is necessary that they themselves shall choose, and shall

believe in the sufficiency of, that instrument. If at this

particular crisis, with the particular problems ahead of

us at this particular time, the people feel that I am the one

man in sight to do the job, then I should regard myself as

shirking a plain duty if I refused to do it.

''What I am interested in, remember, is not in the least
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holding the office, but doing a job that is actually worth

doing; this is the position that to the best of my belief I

have always taken, and always shall take. [Jl the people

should feel that I was the instrument to be used at this

time, I should accept even although I knew that I should

be broken and cast aside in the using; for often it is true

that at a given moment there is one tool, one instrument,

particularly available, and then that instrument must be

used even though to use it necessarily means to break itj

The right motto for any man is 'Spend and be spent'; and

if, in order to do a job worth doing from the public stand-

point, he must pay with his own life, actual life on the

field of battle, or political life in civic affairs, he must not

grudge the payment.

"If my position were only a pose, I should certainly act

differently from the way I am acting, for I am well aware

that the way I am acting is not the way in which to act if I

desire to be made President. But my attitude is not a pose,

T am acting as I do because, according to my lights, I am
endeavoring, in a not too easy position, to do what I believe

the interests of the people demand. From this standpoint

I am convinced that although it is entirely proper for other

men to seek the Presidency, it is neither wise nor proper

for me to do so, the conditions being what they actually

are. I have been President; I was President for nearly

eight years; I am well known to the American people; I am
to be judged not by words but by my acts ; and whether the

people like me or dislike me, they have these acts all before

them for their decision."

Writing to me at Panama, on January 29, 1912, he en-

closed a copy of the Munsey letter, and said

:

"It may be necessary for me to speak, and very possibly

I will have to speak before the first open primaries. I hope

not, however. The trouble is that if I speak it looks as if

I were making myself a candidate, and if I do not speak

it looks as if I were acting furtively.

"I write you, confidentially, that my own reading of
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the situation is that while thera are a great many people in

this country who are devoted to me, they do not form more

than a substantial minority of the ten or fifteen millions

of voters. I have had a great time ; I have done my work.

Unless I am greatly mistaken, the people have made up

their mind that they wish some new instrument, that they

do not wish me ; and if I know myself, I am sincere when I

tell you that this does not cause one least little particle of

regret to me. If it becomes necessary for me in the popular

interest to attempt any job, of course I would attempt it;

but nothing would persuade me to attempt it in my own
interest and welfare, and as far as in me lies I shall en-

deavor to make it clear that such is the case."

The pressure upon him to be a candidate increased in

volume steadily and rapidly and during January, 1912, it

extended virtually to the entire country with the excep-

tion of the South. Governors of States, recognized leaders

of opinion, newspaper editors, and others whose utterances

had weight, either visited him or wrote to him begging

him to become a candidate. They convinced him that at

least two-thirds of the rank and file of the party wished

him to run. They convinced him also that the principles

for which he had fought throughout his career were at

stake and that unless he took the field as their champion
no fight whatever would be made for them. While he was
in this state of mind, which may justly be called a, but not

the, psychological moment in his career—for he had many
such moments—a letter reached him, written on February
10, 1912, signed by the Republican governors of seven

States—Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, New Hamp-
shire, West Virginia and Wyoming—formally requesting
him to be a candidate for the Presidency. This letter was
ingeniously framed to exert a powerful influence upon
Roosevelt. Its authors declared their belief that a large

majority of the Republican voters favored his nomination
and a large majority of the voters favored his election; that

he represented, as no other man did, the principles and poll-
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cies which must appeal to the American people and which
were necessary to the happiness and prosperity of the coun-

try; that in making the request the authors of the letter

were not considering his personal interests, but the in-

terests of the people as a whole, and that if he were to de-

cline he would show himself unresponsive to a plain public

duty.

Two days after the date of this letter, February 12, 1912,

President Taft made a speech before the Republican Club

in New York City in which he said

:

''There are those who look upon the present situation as

one full of evil and corruption and as a tyranny of con-

centrated wealth, and who in apparent despair at any ordi-

nary remedy are seeking to pull down those things which

have been regarded as the pillars of the temple of freedom
and representative government and to reconstruct our whole
society on some new principle, not definitely formulated

and with no intelligent or intelligible forecast of the exact

constitutional and statutory results to be obtained. Such
extremists would hurry us into a condition which would find

no parallel except in the French Revolution or in that bab-

bling anarchy that once characterized the South American
Republics. Such extremists are not progressives ; they are

political emotionalists or neurotics."

This was nothing less than a direct assault upon Roose-

velt for his utterances in his Colorado and Ossawatomie
speeches. Coming as it did at the critical moment when
Roosevelt was considering the question of consenting to be

a candidate, its effect was decisive. It removed from his

mind the last lingering doubt as to the irreconcilable dif-

ference on matters of principle which existed between him-

self and Mr. Taft, and as to his duty to become a candidate

against him. To his mind, Mr. Taft's words were not only

an assault but a challenge, for never before in his career

and never afterwards were more offensive epithets than

''political emotionalist" and "neurotic" applied to him.

If Mr. Taft had designed to goad him into acceptance of
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the proposal of the governors, he could scarcely have hit

upon surer means. He fairly compelled Roosevelt to take

one of two courses—either defend his principles or abandon

them, and no one could have known better than Mr. Taft

must have known what Roosevelt's choice would be. That

he decided at once to be a candidate, and that personal

considerations had nothing whatever to do with his decision,

is too clear to dispute. Neither his past nor present per-

sonal relations with Mr. Taft entered into the matter at all.

It was purely a question of principles and Mr. Taft's own
utterances showed how hopeless agreement on them had

become.

Before answering the letter of the governors, Roosevelt

went to Columbus, Ohio, and on February 21 delivered

an address before the Ohio Constitutional Convention, on

*'A Charter of Democracy," which by its radical utterances

made it virtually impossible for the Republican National

Convention to nominate him. While passing through Cleve-

land on his way to Colunibus on February 21, he was asked

if he was to be a candidate and in replying he used a phrase

which became famous: ''My hat is in the ring. You mil

have my answer on Monday." In this speech at Columbus

he declared himself in favor of the initiative and referen-

dum proposals and of the recall of judicial decisions, while

at the same time reiterating and reaffirming his views in

regard to corporations and trusts and other subjects. He
had, as I have noted in a previous chapter, favored the re-

call of judicial decisions in his speeches in the West in

1911, but in his Columbus address he stated his views on

the question w^ith far greater emphasis. The address fairly

startled the conservative sentiment of the country, and

alienated hundreds of thousands of Republican voters. If

he had studied to make his own nomination by the Republi-

can Convention impossible he could not have hit upon a

surer course. It was a plain defiance to the leaders of the

party and a notification that they could hope for no com-

promise of principles from him; that he valued loyalty to

those principles above any support that they were able to
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give. That lie was perfectly aware of this effect of his ut-

terances, is not to be questioned. He had thought the

matter out most earnestly, as the letters that I have quoted

show, and he had reached the conclusion that he must make
the fight for the principles dearest to his heart, or leave

them to be abandoned without a struggle. That there was

no possibility of his own election, or of political advantage

of any kind for himself, he was too shrewd a man not to

perceive. Had he been seeking such advantage he would

have refrained from saying what was not at all needed to

bind his radical followers more closely to him, and what
was certain to drive away thousands who would have re-

mained with him had he kept silent. His answer to the

seven governors, on February 24, 1912, was as follows

:

"I deeply appreciate your letter, and I realize to the full

the heavy responsibility it puts upon me, expressing as it

does the carefully considered convictions of the men elected

by popular vote to stand as the heads of government in

their several States.

'*I absolutely agree with you that this matter is not one

to be decided mth any reference to the personal preferences

or interests of any man, but purely from the standpoint of

the interests of the people as a whole. I will accept the

nomination for President if it is tendered to me, and I

will adhere to this decision until the convention has ex-

pressed its preference. One of the chief principles for

which I have stood and for which I now stand, and which
I have always endeavored and always shall endeavor to re-

duce to action, is the genuine rule-of the people; and there-

fore I hope that so far as possible the people may be given

the chance, through direct primaries, to express their pref-

erence as to who shall be the nominee of the Republican
Presidential Convention."

Writing to me at Panama on March 18, 1912, he said

:

"Do not get the idea into your head that I am going to win
in this fight. It was a fight that had to be made and there

was no alternative to my making it."



CHAPTER XXII

THE ''STEAM EOLLER" CONVENTION OF 1912

The contests in the primaries for the election of dele-

gates to the National Republican Convention became ex-

tremely animated after Roosevelt's consent to be a candi-

date was made known. With characteristic frankness and

courage he stood by his principles without flinching. On
March 20, 1912, he made a speech in Carnegie Hall, New
York, when he declared '

' I stand by my Columbus speech, '

'

and reiterated the views he had expressed in it, taking occa-

sion to reply at some length to the criticisms which Presi-

dent Taft had made of his remarks on the question of the

recall of judicial decisions. In this speech he quoted an
approval of his recall plan which had been given by William

Draper Lewis, Dean of the Law School of the University

of Pennsylvania, and in which the Dean had said:

*'I don't mind saying, however, that I think it unfortu-

nate that it should have been proposed by Colonel Roose-

velt. He is a man of such marked characteristics, and his

place in the political world is such that he arouses intense

enthusiasm on the one hand, and intense animosity on

the other. Because of this, the great idea which he has

propounded is bound to be beclouded, and its adoption to be

delayed. It is a pity that anything so important should be

confounded with any man's personality."

Commenting upon this, Roosevelt said

:

*'As regards the Dean's last paragraph, I can only say

that I wish somebody else whose suggestions would arouse

less antagonism had proposed it ; but nobody else did pro-

pose it, and so I had to. I am not leading this fight as a

320
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matter of aesthetic pleasure. I am leading because some-

body must lead, or else the fight would not be made at aU."

In closing his speech he said

:

''Friends, our task as Americans is to strive for social

and industrial justice, achieved through the genuine rule

of the people. This is our end, our purpose. The methods

for achieving the end are merely expedients, to be finally

accepted or rejected, according as actual experience shows

that they work well or ill. But in our hearts we must have

this lofty purpose, and we must strive for it in all earnest-

ness and sincerity, or our work will come to nothing. In

order to succeed we need leaders of inspired idealism, lead-

ers to whom are granted great visions, who dream greatly

and strive, to make their dreams come true ; who can kindle

the people with the fire from their own burning souls. The

leader for the time being, whoever he may be, is but an

instrument, to be used until broken and then to be cast

aside ; and if he is worth his salt, he will care no more when
he is broken than a soldier cares when he is sent where his

life is forfeit in order that the victory may be won. In the

long fight for righteousness the watchword for all of us is,

Spend and be spent. It is of little matter whether any one

man fails or succeeds ; but the cause shall not fail, for it is

the cause of mankind. We, here in America, hold in our

hands the hope of the world, the fate of the coming years

;

and shame and disgrace will be ours if in our eyes the light

of high resolve is dimmed, if we trail in the dust the golden

hopes of men. If on this new continent we merely build

another country of great but unjustly divided material

prosperity, we shall have done nothing; and we shall do as

little if we merely set the greed of envy against the greed

of arrogance, and thereby destroy the material well-being of

all of us."

In the election of delegates to the Eepublican National

Convention of 1912 a new element entered. In thirteen

States,—California, Georgia, Illinois, Maryland, Massa-
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chusetts, Nebraska, New Jersey, North Dakota, Ohio, Ore-

gon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota and Wisconsin—prefer-

ential primary laws had been enacted and were to go into

effect for the first time. Under these laws the rank and

file of the party had the right to express their preference

for Presidential nominees when they voted for delegates to

the convention. In all, these States chose 382 delegates,

and the result in their primaries justified the claim that

Eoosevelt was the choice of a large majority of the voters

of the Republican party, for of the 382 delegates chosen

278 were instructed specifically to vote for him as the nomi-

nee for President and 68 for Taft, 28 of whom were from
Georgia, a hopelessly Democratic State. There were 36 for

Senator La Follette of Wisconsin. Early in the primary

contests eight delegates-at-large in Massachusetts, avowedly

Roosevelt men, had been chosen but under a confusing pro-

vision of the law a preference for Taft had been adopted by
a small majority, about 3,000. Colonel Roosevelt at once an-

nounced that he should demand that this preference be

obeyed by the eight delegates, though they had been chosen

as Roosevelt supporters, giving as his reason that he in-

tended to have the honest expression of the rank and file

obeyed. The primaries in the 36 Congressional districts of

the State had resulted in the election of 18 delegates for

Roosevelt and 18 for Taft. Later, on the eve of the pri-

maries in the Ohio districts, Mr. Taft announced that the

result in them would settle the contest between him and

Roosevelt, Ohio being Taft's home State. They resulted

in the election of Roosevelt delegates in all the districts,

34 in number, by a majority of 47,000 votes, but neither

Mr. Taft nor his managers accepted the verdict as final.

On the contrary, they were able through their control of

the party machinery to elect four Taft men as delegates-at-

large when the State Convention met a short time later,

thereby refusing to accept the 47,000 majority among the

Republican votes of the State as indicating the will of the

party. Their course was precisely opposite to that which

Roosevelt had followed in the Massachusetts case.
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As a matter of fact, so far as the primaries indicated

the wishes of a majority of the Eepublican voters, they

showed undeniably that Eoosevelt was the favorite candi-

date. The total number of delegates in the National Con-

vention was 1,078, and 540 were necessary for a nomination.

The great majority of the delegates had been chosen in the

old style of primary and their exact attitude toward candi-

dates was, in many instances, not known. At the time the

convention met, on June 18, 1912, the leaders of both Roose-

velt and Taft forces claimed a majority. In a canvass of

the delegates, published by the New York Tribune, a strong

Taft advocate, a few days earlier, the number of delegates

who had expressed their preference forEooseveltwas placed

at 4691/2 and those similarly committed to Taft at 454i/^.

This was frank admission that Eoosevelt, on the face of

the primary and convention results, had a clear majority of

the convention. In describing the proceedings both in the

convention and in the National Committee anterior to the

meeting of the convention, I shall quote from an account

which was submitted to Roosevelt after the election in 1912

and received his approval. I am, therefore, giving his own
version of the proceedings which, in his judgment, deprived

him of a nomination which was rightfully his.

The seats of more than 200 delegates were contested, and
in accordance with established procedure in the party all

contests were referred to the National RepubKcan Commit-
tee for investigation and report to the convention.

The committee assembled at Chicago ten days in advance

of the meeting of the convention. Several of its most in-

fluential members had been defeated in the election of dele-

gates and were not to be members of the convention. These

were known to be bitterly opposed to Mr. Roosevelt, and

it was quite generally asserted in the press that they would

use their power to prevent his nomination by so deciding the

contests as to secure a majority of the convention against

him. It was claimed, also, that in accordance with prece-

dent, the committee had authority to make up the tern-
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porary roll of the convention, and thus secure control of its

organization.

The composition of the committee was peculiar. It had

been the practise for many years for each State delegation

to nominate and for the national convention, at the close of

its work, to ratify the choice of members of its National

Committee to serve for the ensuing four years. In this

way each National Committee, through its control over

contests, had it in its power to make up the roll of the next

succeeding convention, although many or even a majority

of its members might not be delegates in that body. In

1912 fifteen members of the committee had failed in their

efforts to be chosen delegates ; many of them had been thus

repudiated by their own party by very large majorities.

The total membership of the committee was 53. Of this

number 10 were from the Southern States, not one of which

would give the nominee of the convention an electoral vote,

and four others were from territorial possessions—District

of Columbia, Alaska, Hawaii, Philippines, and Porto Rico

—

which took no part in presidential elections. These

three sets of members, 29 in all, actually represented no-

body in the convention, yet they were its controlling and

dominating force. The members of the committee who had

been most signally repudiated by their own people were

the leaders in all acts of the committee, and with them

stood unswervingly on all questions the Southern and terri-

torial members.

The first act of the committee was to elect Victor Rose-

water, of Nebraska, who had failed to be elected a delegate,

chairman, he, as vice-chairman of the committee, having

been acting chairman because of the death of the occupant

of that position. The moving spirits in the committee

were Senator Penrose, of Pennsylvania, and Senator Crane,

of Massachusetts, both defeated as delegates, and both, like

Mr. Rosewater, not eligible for reelection as members of

the National Committee. The unconcealed prominence of

these repudiated leaders in the business of making up the

temporary roll of the convention, and thereby securing con-
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trol of it, very naturally aroused earnest protest, and im-

paired confidence in the strict impartiality of the com-

mittee's decisions.

But party precedent authorized it, and protest and appeal

were vain. The leaders of the committee had the courage

of their kind. They went about their task openly and with

slight regard for either the rights or the merits of their op-

ponents. They adopted a set of rules, the chief of which

was that there should be no roll-call save on the request

of twenty members, refusing to cut it down to ten, though

under the Constitution of the United States one-fifth of

members present is a sufficient number for a roll-call in

the Senate or House of Representatives. Having a solid

and unshakable majority of thirty-seven in the committee,

the leaders knew that twenty members could not be collected

in opposition, and that embarrassing roll-calls could thus

be avoided. Although President Taft sent a personal re-

quest that the hearings of the committee on contests be

thrown open to members of the press, the conunittee voted

to hold them behind closed doors, admitting only repre-

sentatives of the three or four press associations.

It was after the committee had refused to reduce the

number of names required for a roll-call from twenty to

ten that the brand of "Steam Roller" was applied to the

committee's course. It was applied subsequently to the

course of the convention, and adopted into general use both

by the press in reporting its proceedings and by delegates

on the floor.

Although the doors were closed to reporters generally,

an occasional bit of illuminating information escaped from
the committee room. One such was published in the Chi-

cago Trihime on June 8, 1912, a few days after the com-

mittee began its work, as follows

:

"While the ninth Alabama contest was under considera-

tion, Senator W. Murray Crane suggested to several mem-
bers of the committee that it would be wise tactics to seat

the Roosevelt delegates.

" 'Big Steve' Stephenson, of Colorado, who holds a
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proxy from former Senator Nathan B. Scott, of West Vir-

ginia, is reported to have replied

:

** 'We can't afford to let them have it. We might be able

to spare two votes now, but we must look ahead to the

time when we will have to give them something. We can't

do it now."
When the ninth district contest was settled by a vote of

38 to 15 in favor of the Taft forces, National Committee-

man Mulvane, an ardent Taft man of Kansas, said to a man
friendly to Colonel Roosevelt:

"Now you fellows have got an inkling of what you are

going to get. Are you going to waste our time going over

all these contests?"

"What do you fellows intend to do?" Mulvane was asked.

"You know you surely can't elect Taft?"

To which Mulvane is said to have responded

:

"We can't elect Taft, but we are going to hold on to

this organization, and when we get back four years from

now we will have it and not those d ' insurgents. '

'

At the conclusion of the committee's work, it was an-

nounced officially that 92 contests had been investigated

and decided; there had been no roll-calls in 74 decisions;

roll-calls in 16; unanimous vote in 4, and 2 contests had

been abandoned. The net result was that 233 of the con-

tested delegates were given to Taft and 6 to Roosevelt. The
daily records of the proceedings of the committee were pub-

lished in the newspapers of the country under such head-

lines as the "Steam Roller Continues Its Work." "The
Steam Roller Goes on Crushing Out Roosevelt. Hopes."

"The Steam Roller Gives Forty-Two More Votes to Taft—
None to Roosevelt."

When the convention came together it was predicted

almost or quite universally by the newspaper correspond-

ents in attendance that Taft 's nomination had been assured

by the action of the National Committee, since the
'

' Steam

Roller" would pursue its course as inflexibly in the conven-
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tion as it had in the committee. This prediction was ful-

filled literally. At the first session formal protest was made
by the Roosevelt leaders against allowing seventy-four dele-

gates, whose seats had been contested and whose names

had been placed on the temporary roll of the convention,

to vote in the election of temporary chairman, since by

so doing each would be voting upon his own right to a

seat.

In making the protest Governor Hadley of Missouri

placed very clearly before the convention the real issue in-

volved, which was simply whether the convention itself or

the National Committee was to nominate the candidate for

the presidency. He said:
*^ Were this question simply one of principle I would have

no doubt what the decision would be ; because upon a ques-

tion of principle, if it is within the power of the thirty-

seven men to say who shall constitute the majority of a

convention, then we have ceased to recognize the principle

of representative government in this country in the conduct

of the Republican party. We have but one form of govern-

ment in this country, and that is government by political

parties, and if the decisions of parties in convention can be

finally controlled by those who make up the temporary

roll, then we have established within a political organiza-

tion a political oligarchy with power to make candidates

and to defeat candidates; with power to pass laws and to

veto laws."

This protest was in complete accord with the one that

Colonel Roosevelt, as recorded in Chapter V, Vol. I of this

history, made in the Republican Convention of 1884, the

first such convention he ever attended.

His protest in 1884, like that of Governor Hadley in 1912,

was aimed at the assumption that a National Committee,

under the control of men who were not delegates in the con-

vention, should dictate the convention's action in utter

disregard of the principles of representative government.
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The convention of 1884, not being under Steam Roller

control, heeded Mr. Roosevelt's protest and elected Mr.

Lynch by a vote of 431 in his favor to 382 for General

Clayton. In 1912, however, the appeal of Governor Hadley

was made to a very different body of delegates. By that

time precisely such a "political oligarchy" as he described

had been established within the party, firmly intrenched

behind precedent, and this the Steam Roller operators pro-

ceeded to demonstrate. The rejected delegate who was in

the chair by virtue of being chairman of the National Com-
mittee, had been coached in advance for the emergency and

was, so to speak, ''loaded" to meet it. He niled against

the protest, taking from his pocket a carefully prepared

document in which it was claimed that his decision was in

accordance with party precedent of more than half a cen-

tury.

Mr. Finley Peter Dunne (''Mr. Dooley"), who was pres-

ent in the convention, wrote and published this account of

the incident in the American Magazine of September 1912

:

'

' After Mr. Victor Rosewater had been instructed in his

duties as acting chairman of the National Committee by

the delectable three—William Barnes, Jr., Murray Crane,

and Boies Penrose—and had rehearsed his decision on the

right of the National Committee to seat the Taft delegates

(which was prepared for him) until he was almost letter

perfect, and was about to retire to his sleepless couch, the

Senator from Pennsylvania genially said to him: 'Victor,

as soon as you've made that decision jump off the platform,

for some one is going to take a shot at you, sure.' The

effect of this kindly counsel upon young Mr. Rosewater was

not soothing. Yet he made the decision. There is no

doubt about that. It is in the official record, written down by

the official reporters the night before. But no one heard

him make it. The actual, physical disposition of the de-

cision is unknown. The impression of those who sat in

front of the chairman and watched the play of his throat

muscles was that he swallowed it."
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After this ruling there was no doubt as to the dominating

power of the National Committee over the convention. The
Steam Roller went smoothly, relentlessly, and even proudly

forward, crushing out all opposition. The committee's

choice for temporary chairman. Senator Elihu Root, was
placed in nomination and, by the votes of the 74 contested

delegates whose names had been placed on the roll by the

committee, was elected. The result of the ballot showed
how vital their votes were, for the figures were 558 for Mr.

Root and 501 for his chief opponent, with 19 scattering and
not voting.

To have taken chances with less than 74 votes would have

been reckless, for the Steam Roller would have been thrown
off the track, thus making the convention itself the nomi-

nating power.

When Mr. Root had taken the chair and had delivered

his address, the Roosevelt leaders renewed their protest

against allowing the 74 contested delegates to vote in the

selection of committees of the convention, including the

committee on credentials. Mr. Root overruled the protest,

sustaining his decision on the ground of party precedent

and parliamentary practise. In giving his decision, he

said:

"No man can be permitted to vote upon the question of

his own right to a seat in the convention, but the rule does

not disqualifj^ any delegate whose name is upon the roll

from voting upon the contest of any other man's right or

from participating in the ordinary business of the conven-

tion so long as he holds his seat. Otherwise, any minority

could secure control of a deliberative body by grouping a

sufficient number of their opponents in one motion, and by
thus disqualifying them turn the minority into a majority

without any decision upon the merits of the motion. . . .

To hold that a member whose seat is contested may take

no part in the proceedings of this body would lead to the

conclusion that if every seat were contested, as it surely

would be if such a rule were adopted, there could be no
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convention at all, as nobody would be entitled to par-

ticipate.
'

'

Thus tlie National Committee's control of the convention

was claimed to be in accordance with precedent. The claim

could have been made with equal justice for the reverse

course. Either claim would have been purely technical.

The true test was, Did Mr. Root and his fellows in good

faith seek to find out and give etfect to the honestly ex-

pressed wish of the rank and file of the Republican party?

The answer must be that they did not, for that answer

was returned at the polls by the members of the rank and

file themselves in the subsequent election.

After the decision was announced Roosevelt, who was

in Chicago, instructed his delegates to take no further part

in the deliberations of the convention. An offer had been

brought to him to turn over a sufficient number of South-

ern delegates to secure either his own nomination or that

of any one he would designate. To this Roosevelt an-

swered—and this statement is made upon unimpeachable

authority—that he was not interested in the fortunes of

himself or any other one man, but in certain great funda-

mental principles which affected the right of honest self-

government ; that if the roll was purged he would accept the

nomination of any man made by the convention, but if the

roll was not purged he would neither accept a nomination

of himself nor support that of any other man.

With Mr. Root's decision in support of its course, the

Steam Roller proceeded merrily on its w^ay. With the aid

of the votes of the 74 contested delegates, it secured the

appointment of a committee on credentials which could be

depended upon to ratify all the findings of the National

Committee on contested seats, which it proceeded to do,

reporting in favor of seating the 74 as permanent members.

When the vote on acceptance of this report was put before

the convention for adoption, the temporary chairman held

sternly to his decision that no one of the 74 whose seat was

contested could vote on his o^\^l case, but as his 73 com-
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panions in dispute could be relied on to vote for him, the

deprivation was easily borne. All ''regular," all "in ac-

cordance with precedent" in conventions since they were

first established ! The operators of the Steam Roller them-

selves had created the precedent in accordance with which

they were operating it, and knowing their business thor-

oughly, they had made no mistakes. Again it may be said,

they could have cited equally good precedent for an oppo-

site course.

With the 74 contested delegates firmly in their seats,

the remaining work of the convention went on with only

slight and occasional friction. Nothing jarred the progress

of the Steam Roller. Occasionally a delegate, not entirely

reconciled to its crushing progress, made the point of order

that it was "exceeding the speed limit," but so general

had recognition of its control of the proceedings become

that the chairman was able to look upon such protest as an

uncommonly good joke, and join in the general laugh.

Only once was the beaten path of "regularity" departed

from, and the responsible person in the case was Mr. Root,

who had been elected permanent as well as temporary

chairman. During the roll-call for the nomination of can-

didates for the presidency, the vote of Massachusetts was

being polled. An account of what occurred was published

by Professor Albert Bushnell Hart, of Harvard University,

who was a member of the delegation, and from this the

following quotation is made

:

'

' The first delegate-at-large replied to his name :

' Present

and not voting.' Whereupon the Honorable Elihu Root,

president of the convention, called the Taft alternate.

Forthwith Frederick Fosdick, chairman of 'the Roosevelt

Eighteen,' stepped out into the aisle, raising his hand to

command attention, and said: 'Massachusetts is a law-

abiding State, and will not stand for such a steal. ' There-

upon, the honored president of the convention advanced to

the edge of the platform and said: 'If the delegates from
Massachusetts will not do their duty, we will call upon
those who will do it.' To which Mr. Fosdick manfully re-
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plied: 'No convention can make me vote for any man.* A
second Roosevelt delegate answered, 'Present and not vot-

ing, ' and a second alternate was called who voted for Taft.

This, in brief, is the reason why the Massachusetts delega-

tion, which was divided 18 to 18, shows on the record 20

votes 'Taft' and 16 'present and not voting.'

"If this transfer of two votes was fair play, good par-

liamentary law, and the traditional practice of a Republican

convention, its basis can be found in the printed records of

the successive Republican conventions since 1856. They

have been examined by the writer from beginning to end as

the basis of this article. There is not one single rule, vote,

or decision in any one of the fourteen sets of proceedings

which is a precedent for the decision of Mr. Root. On the

contrary, the ruling was contrary to every precedent which

bears on the case."

Why Mr. Root thought it so necessary to get these two

additional votes for Taft has never been revealed. His

act, Professor Hart shows, had no precedent in its support,

and as such mars the perfect record of "regularity" for

the convention's conduct. The fact that no protest was
made to it shows that the convention managers insisted

on strict regularity and obedience to precedent only when
such conduct was necessary for the accomplishment of their

purpose. They thus confessed that it was in their power
to violate law and precedent whenever they chose to do so,

or whenever their chairman elected to lead them in a new
departure. The two votes were not absolutely necessary to

secure Taft's nomination, for when the roll-call was ended

the record stood : Taft, 561 ; Roosevelt, 107 ; La Follette, 41

;

Cummins, 17 ; Hughes, 2 ;
present and not voting, 349. Taft

thus received 21 votes more than were necessary for a

nomination, and the two snatched, as it were, from Massa-

chusetts by Mr. Root were superfluous. The Roosevelt dele-

gates, under Roosevelt's personal direction, had withdrawn
from active participation in the proceedings of the conven-

tion, and only about a fourth of them joined in the balloting.
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The Steam Roller had gone over them, but subsequent
events were to show that it had by no means crushed them.
One of the last acts of the convention was the election of
a new National Committee to serve for four years, thus
placing the controlling power of the convention of 1916 in
the hands of a like body to that which had dominated the
convention of 1912.



CHAPTER XXIII

THE PROGRESSIVE CONVENTION AND CAMPAIGN-
SHOOTING OF ROOSEVELT

Immediately following the completion of the roll-call,

which resulted in the nomination of Taft, the Roosevelt

delegates and alternates left the convention and accom-

panied by a great throng of people went to another hall in

the city, which was filled to overflowing as soon as the doors

were opened. A convention was organized and resolutions

were adopted nominating Roosevelt as the candidate of the

Progressive party for the presidency. A committee of noti-

fication, representing the strongest Republican States,

twenty-two in number, was appointed to apprise him of the

nomination. When he appeared in the hall a scene of the

wildest enthusiasm followed. All witnesses of this scene

describe it as something quite without precedent in con-

vention history, being more like the beginning of a religious

crusade than the founding of a political party. Roosevelt

made a brief speech, in which he said

:

''I think the time has come when not only men who believe

in Progressive principles, but all men who believe in those

elementary maxims of public and private morality which

must underlie every form of successful free government,

should join in our movement. I, therefore, ask you to go to

your several hom.es to find out the sentiment of the people

at home and then again come cogether, I suggest by mass
convention, to nominate for the presidency a Progressive

on a Progressive platform that mil enable us to appeal to

Northerner and Southerner, Easterner and Westerner, Re-

publican and Democrat alike, in the name of our common
American citizenship. If you wish me to make the fight, I

will make it, even if only one State should support me.

334
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"I am in this fight for certain principles, and the first and

most important of these goes back to Sinai, and is em-

bodied in the commandment, 'Thou shalt not steal.' Thou
shalt not steal a nomination. Thou shalt neither steal in

politics nor in business. Thou shalt not steal from the

people the birthright of the people to rule themselves."

A call for a National Progressive Convention, to meet at

Chicago on August 5, 1912, in the same building as that in

which the Republican convention had held its sessions, was
issued on July 7. There were sixty-three signers to the

call, representing forty States, mostly Northern, and no

Territories.

When the convention assembled at Chicago there were

delegates from every State except South Carolina. Many
States sent three and four times the regular number of

delegates, so that there were in attendance fully two thou-

sand in all. There were negro delegates from several

States, including West Virginia, Pennsylvania, New York
and Rhode Island—whose character and standing in the

communities from which they came were equal in every re-

spect to those of the white delegates.

The convention was as extraordinary in character as that

which had been assembled so hastily in Chicago in June.

Its members, like those of the June gathering, sang hymns
and patriotic songs, like ''The Battle Hymn of the Re-

public,
'

' the
'

' Star-Spangled Banner, " " Onward Christian

Soldiers." When Roosevelt made his first appearance on

the platform he was cheered continuously for nearly an

hour. On the evening of the second day Theodore Roose-

velt was nominated for President, and Hiram W. Johnson,

of California, for Vice-President. The convention ad-

journed after singing the "Doxology."

In accepting the nomination, Roosevelt reiterated the

principles for which he had been speaking and writing since

his return from abroad, and in closing used a phrase which

he had employed in the speech which he had made to his

followers when they withdrew from the Republican con-
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vention in June and which had instantly become a sort

of battlecry in the Progressive campaign: ''We stand at

Armageddon and we battle for the Lord":

''Six weeks ago here in Chicago, I spoke to the honest

representatives of a convention which was not dominated

by honest men; a convention wherein sat, alas! a majority

of men who, with sneering indifference to every principle

of right, so acted as to bring to a shameful end a party

which had been founded over half a century ago by men in

whose souls burned the fire of lofty endeavor. Now to

you men who, in your turn, have come together to spend

and be spent in the endless crusade against wrong, to you

who face the future resolute and confident, to you who

strive in a spirit of brotherhood for the betterment of our

nation, to you who gird yourselves for this great new fight in

the never-ending warfare for the good of mankind, I say in

closing what I said in that speech in closing : We stand at

Armageddon and we battle for the Lord. '

'

The campaign which followed the convention was one

of the most exciting and remarkable that the country had

ever witnessed. Its result was virtually certain from the

outset, for with two Eepublican candidates in the field the

success of the Democratic candidate was reasonably well

assured. The Republican leaders who had brought about

the renomination of President Taft admitted frankly among
themselves that they had no hope of his election. They had

deliberately chosen defeat for their party in preference

to success for it with Roosevelt. As his letters show,

Roosevelt had no hope of election when he consented to

run as the Progressive candidate. He was not making the

fight for personal success but in defense of the principles

for which he stood. He took the stump and made a vigorous

campaign, and almost from the outset it was generally

recognized that although he was the nominee of a new
party, and was called a third party candidate, the contest

was between him and the Democratic candidate, Woodrow
Wilson.
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When the campaign was at its height in October its

progress was arrested and the whole country was shocked

by the attempted assassination of Roosevelt while he was
on a speaking tour in the West. As he was leaving his

hotel in Milwaukee, on the evening of October 14, a half-

crazed fanatic shot him as he stood in an automobile bowing
to a cheering crowd. His assailant was only a few feet

away when he fired the shot which under ordinary condi-

tions would have been fatal. One of Roosevelt's secretaries,

Elbert E. Martin, who had been a football player, imme-
diately sprang upon the assailant and forced him to the

ground. The crowd, thoroughly incensed, was crying out,

''Lynch him, lynch him," but Roosevelt, who had not been

thrown down by the shot, calmed the crowd by saying:

"Don't hurt him! Bring him here. I want to look at

him." When one of his secretaries suggested that Roose-

velt be taken at once to a hospital, he said: "You get me
to that speech ; it may be the last I shall deliver, but I am
going to deliver this one."

He rode at once to the hall where he was to speak, and on

arriving there one of his companions exclaimed as soon as

they came into a lighted room: "Look, Colonel, there's a

hole in your overcoat!" Roosevelt looked down, saw the

hole, and putting his hand inside his coat, withdrew it with

blood upon it. Not at all dismayed, he said : "It looks as

though I had been hit, but I don't think it is anything

serious." Three physicians who were found in the au-

dience examined the wound, said the bullet had penetrated

his breast, that they could not tell how serious the injury

was, but that in their opinion he should be taken at once

to a hospital. He refused absolutely to permit this, saying:

"I will make this speech, or die; one or the other," and

strode to the platform. The great audience, in ignorance

of the shooting, broke into prolonged cheering at his ap-

pearance, and when quiet was restored the presiding officer

said: "I have something to tell you and I hope you will

receive the news with calmness. Colonel Roosevelt has been
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shot. He is wounded. '

' A cry of astonishment and horror

ran over the audience and great confusion followed. Roose-

velt stepped to the front of the platform and produced in-

stant calm by raising his hand and saying :
" I am going to

ask you to be very quiet and please to excuse me from mak-

ing you a very long speech. I'll do the best I can, but you

see there is a bullet in my body. But it is nothing. I'm

not hurt badly."

He began at once upon his speech. On taking from the

breast-pocket of his coat the folded manuscript of his speech

he saw that it had a bullet hole completely through it, hav-

ing first passed through a metal spectacle case which was

also in his pocket, but this did not check him for a moment,

though he said afterwards it did startle him a little. Show-

ing it to the audience, he said :

'

' It takes more than that to

kill a Bull Moose!" Several times during his speech he

seemed to be growing weak but when persons on the plat-

form rose to help him, he said: ''Let me alone. I'm all

right." In the course of his speech he said that certain

newspaper utterances were to blame for the attempt to

assassinate him—that a weak-minded man had been in-

fluenced by them. He finished his speech and later in the

evening was taken by special train to Chicago, arriving

there at half past three the next morning. Looking from

the car window and seeing an ambulance standing by the

station, he said: "I'll not go to a hospital lying in that

thing. I '11 walk to it and I '11 walk from it to the hospital.

I'm no weakling to be crippled by a flesh wound."

On arriving at the hospital a thorough examination of

his wound, with X-rays, was made and it was discovered

that the bullet had entered his chest at the right of and be-

low the right nipple and was embedded in a rib; it had

touched no vital part. One of the examining surgeons

said: "Colonel Roosevelt has a phenomenal development of

the chest. It is largely due to the fact that he is a physical

marvel that he was not dangerously wounded. He is one

of the most powerful men I have ever seen laid on an
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operating table. The bullet lodged in the massive muscles

of the chest instead of penetrating the lung."

Mrs. Roosevelt, who was in New York at the time, re-

ceived news of the shooting while at a theater and, accom-

panied by her two daughters, went at once to Chicago,

where she took personal charge of the patient. Dr. Alex-

ander Lambert, Roosevelt's family physician, also has-

tened to Chicago and after examining him said: "The
folded manuscript and heavy steel spectacle case checked

and deflected the bullet so that it passed up at such an

angle that it went outside the ribs and in the muscles. If

this deflection had not occurred and the bullet gone through

the arch of the aorta or auricles of the heart, Colonel

Roosevelt would not have lived 60 seconds."

In the official bulletin of October 15, the attending sur-

geons said: "We find him in a magnificent physical condi-

tion, due to his regular physical exercise, his habitual ab-

stinence from tobacco and liquor."

Senator Beveridge, of Indiana, visited him in the hospital

on the day of his arrival, October 15, and to him Roosevelt

dictated the following message to his followers, which the

Senator delivered to a large audience at Louisville, Ken-
tucky, on October 17, 1912:

"It matters little about me, but it matters all about the

cause we fight for. If one soldier who happens to carry

the flag is stricken, another will take it from his hands

and carry it on. One after another the standard bearers

may be laid low, but the standard itself can never fail.

"You know that personally I did not want ever to be a

candidate for office again. And you know that only the call

that came to the men of the 60 's made me answer it in our

day as they did more nobly in their day. And now, as

then, it is not important whether one leader lives or dies;

it is important only that the cause shall live and win. Tell

the people not to worry about me, for if I go down another

will take my place. Always the cause is there, and it is the

cause for which the people care, for it is the people's

cause.
'

'
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Describing his sensations at the time of the shooting, a

few days later, Roosevelt said: ''It was nothing, nothing.

I felt a little pain, but it was not serious. When I stretched

out my arms or reached for my manuscript it made me gasp

a bit, but that was all. It was quite amusing when I

reached for my manuscript to see that it had a hole in it

from the bullet and there was a. hole in my spectacle case

too."

''Amusing, did you say. Colonel?" some one asked.

"Well, it was quite interesting," he replied. *'It was

difficult to keep my temper," he added, ''when at the close

of my speech a half dozen men scrambled upon the platform

to shake hands with me. Didn't they know that it is im-

possible for a man who has just been shot to shake hands

with genuine cordiality?"

The shooting had completely arrested the progress of

the campaign, both Taft and Wilson sending messages of

sympathy and refraining from public utterances while the

ultimate effect of the attack was in doubt. Two days after

reaching the hospital Roosevelt made a statement for pub-

lication in which he urged that the campaign be resumed

without regard to his condition. In this he said

:

"I cannot too strongly emphasize the fact upon which we
Progressives insist, that the welfare of any one man in the

fight wholly is immaterial compared to the great and funda-

mental issues involved in the triumph of the principles

for which our cause stands. If I had been killed the fight

would have gone on exactly the same. ... So far as my
opponents are concerned, whatever could with truth and

propriety have been said against me and my cause before

I was shot can with equal truth and equal propriety be said

against me now, and it should be so said; and the things

that cannot be said now are merely the things that ought

not to have been said before. This is not a contest about

any man ; it is a contest concerning principles. '

'

He remained in the hospital till October 21, when he went

to his home in Oyster Bay. The man who shot him was a
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fanatic, named John Schrank, who was shown by papers

found on his person to be of unbalanced mind, and to have

been following Roosevelt about the country for some time

seeking a favorable opportunity to shoot him. In a sort of

diary, among these papers, were entries in which Schrank

said McKinley had appeared to him and told him that

Roosevelt was his murderer. Another entry showed that

some of the campaign talk against Roosevelt as a candidate

for a third term had affected his crazy brain, for it read

:

*'Any man looking for a third term ought to be shot."

When he was arraigned in court in Milwaukee, on Novem-
ber 12, 1912, he showed very clearly that this was the case,

for when asked how he would plead he replied: "Why,
guilty. I did not mean to kill a citizen, Judge ; I shot Theo-

dore Roosevelt because he was a menace to the country. He
should not have a third term. I did not want him to have

one. I shot him as a warning that men must not try to have

more than two terms as President." Could there be fur-

nished stronger evidence than this that violent denuncia-

tion of public men, in the press and on the stump, incites

assassination by inducing persons of unbalanced minds to

attempt it in the crazy belief that they are thereby doing a

public service! The assassinations of Lincoln, Garfield and
McKinley were directly traceable to this source.

The court appointed a commission of five alienists to

examine Schrank and report on his mental condition. They
reported on November 22 that he was insane and he was
committed to an asylum for the insane for an indefinite

period.

Several letters that Roosevelt wrote at the time and sub-

sequently contain exceedingly interesting observations upon
the natural conduct of men in like situations

:

November 15, 1912.

To the Rt. Hon. Sir Edivard Grey, Foreign Office, London:

"I am a little amused, my dear fellow, at your saying that

the account of the shooting stirred you with a curiosity to

know whether, if the experience had been yours, you would
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'have had the nerve to make the speech,' and whether your

'body would have proved as healthy.' I can answer both

questions with absolute certainty. Your nerve would not

have been affected in the least, you would have made the

speech as a matter of course, and your body would have

proved more healthy. You would have shown the absolute

coolness and courage and lack of thought of self that your

brother showed when mauled by the lions. Modern civiliza-

tion is undoubtedly somewhat soft, and the average politi-

cal orator or party leader, the average broker, or banker, or

factory owner, at least when he is past middle age, is apt

to be soft—I mean both mentally and physically—and such

a man accepts being shot as a frightful and unheard-of

calamity, and feels very sorry for himself and thinks only

of himself and not of the work on which he is engaged or

of his duty to others, or indeed of his real self-respect. But
a good soldier or sailor, or for the matter of that even a

civilian accustomed to hard and hazardous pursuits, a deep-

sea fisherman, or railway-man, or cow-boy, or lumber-jack,

or miner, would normally act as I acted without thinking

anything about it. I believe half the men in my regiment

at the least would have acted just as I acted. Think how
many Bulgars during the last month have acted in just the

same fashion and never even had their names mentioned

in bulletins!
'

' Recently John Murray sent me ' The Life of Sir Harry

Smith, ' and I was reading his experiences in the Peninsula

War, and his account of the many officers who continued

to perform their duties with bullets in them, it being often

many hours before a surgeon could attend to them. Why

!

even in our little San Juan fight there were thirteen men of

my regiment who after being shot continued to fight. Now
I wish to rank myself with such men as Harry Smith and his

comrades in the Peninsula War, and with the men in my
regiment, and I expect to be judged by their standards and

not by the standards of that particular kind of money-

maker whose soul has grown hard while his body has grown
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soft; that is, who is morally ruthless to others and physi-

cally timid about himself.

"I doubt if any man has had a greater volume of obliquity

poured upon him than I have had during the past nine

months, and I have been assailed with an injustice so gross

as to be fairly humorous. But there is a good deal in Emer-

son 's law of compensation, and to offset this I have been

praised in connection with the shooting with quite as ex-

travagant a disregard of my deserts. The bullet passed

through the manuscript of my speech and my iron spectacle

case, and only went three or four inches into the chest,

breaking a rib and lodging against it. I never saw my
assailant, as it was dark and he was mixed with the dense

crowd beside the automobile, and as I was standing un-

steadily I half fell back for a second. As I stood up I

coughed and at once put my hands to my lips to see if there

was any blood. There was none, so that as the bullet was
in the chest I felt the chances were twenty to one that it

was not fatal.

"1 would not have objected to the man's being killed at

the very instant, but I did not deem it wise or proper that

he should be killed before my eyes if I was going to recover,

so I immediately stopped the men who had begun to worry
him, and had him brought to me so that I might see if I

recognized him ; but I did not. There was then a perfectly

obvious duty, which was to go on and make my speech. In

the very unlikely event of the wound being mortal I wished

to die with my boots on, so to speak. It has always seemed

to me that the best way to die would be in doing some-

thing that ought to be done, whether leading a regiment or

doing anything else. Moreover, I felt that under such

circumstances it would be very difficult for people to disbe-

lieve in my sincerity, and that therefore they would be apt

to accept at the face value the speech I wished to make, and

which represented my deepest and most earnest convictions.

If, on the other hand, as I deemed overwhelmingly probable,

the wound should turn out to be slight, it was still likely

that I would have little further chance to speak during
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the campaign, and therefore it behooved me to go on while

I had the chance, and make a speech to whicli under the

circumstances it was at least possible that the country

would pay some heed. This is all there w^as to the in-

cident. '

'

December 16, 1912.

To J. St. Loe Strachey, Esq., Editor of the London Spec-

tator: "Just one word about the madman who shot

me. He was not really a madman at all; he was a man of

the same disordered brain which most criminals, and a

great many non-criminals, have. I very gravely question

if he has a more unsound brain than Eugene Debs. He
simply represents a different stratum of life and of tem-

perament, which if not more violent is yet more accus-

tomed to brutal physical expression. He had quite enough

sense to avoid shooting me in any Southern State, where he

would have been lynched, and he waited until he got into a

State where there was no death penalty. I have not the

slightest feeling against him ; I have a very strong feeling

against the people who, by their ceaseless and intemperate

abuse, excited him to the action, and against the mushy
people who would excuse him and all other criminals once

the crime has been committed. '

'

December 31, 1912.

To Sir Cecil Arthur Sprimg-Rice, British Legation, Stock-

holm: "I am as well as possible. I did not care a rap for

being shot. It is a trade risk, which every prominent pub-

lic man ought to accept as a matter of course. For eleven

years I have been prepared any day to be shot ; and if any

one of the officers of my regiment had abandoned the battle

merely because he received a wound that did nothing worse

than break a rib, I should never have trusted that officer

again. I would have expected him to keep on in the fight

as long as he could stand; and what I expect lieutenants

to do I expect a fortiori, a leader to do."

February 5, 1913.

To Br. William Stiirgis Bigelow, Boston: *'I was get-

ting into the barouche, having just left a lighted hotel, so
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that I could not see the crowd distinctly. What I said

when the man was caught was: 'Don't hurt him. Bring
him here. I want to look at him.' After the bullet

I had no real pain. The wound felt hot. When I began
to speak my heart beat rapidly for some ten minutes,

but aside from that about all the real trouble I had was
that on account of my broken rib I had to breathe quick

and short, so that I could not speak as loudly as usual, nor

use long sentences without breathing. When I got to the

railway car I shaved and took out the studs and buttons

from my bloody shirt and put them in a clean shirt, as I

thought I might be stiff next morning. This all tired me a

little, and when I lay down in my bunk my heart was again

beating fast enough, and my breath was short enough, to

make me feel somewhat uncomfortable. But after a while

I found I could turn, if I did it very carefully, to my un-

wounded side, and then I fell asleep."

February 17, 1913.

"By the way, I remember once or twice your speaking to

me about why the bullet was not cut out. I never asked

the surgeon, but through Dean Sumner, who had just been

attended by Dr. Murphy and who questioned him about me,

I found out the reason. Dr. Murphy said that the bullet

had splintered the inside of the rib, and one or two of the

splinters penetrated the pleura. My speech slightly ag-

gravated the laceration, and they were afraid that if they

took out the bullet immediately there might either be a

collapse of the pleura or an infection of the pleura cavity

;

and inasmuch as there was no infection for the moment they

thought it was better to leave well enough alone. '

'

The bullet was never extracted and he carried it with him
to his grave. Writing to his friend, Charles G. Washburn,
of Worcester, Mass., on March 5, 1913, he said of it: '*!

do not mind it any more than if it were in my waistcoat

pocket."

Koosevelt remained quietly at Oyster Bay until he recov-

ered completely from his wound, taking no active part in the
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campaign till a few days before election. On October 31,

1912, he addressed a great audience of 15,000 persons in

Madison Square Garden in New York City, where he was

received with unbounded enthusiasm and was seen to be in

full health and vigor. In closing he repeated the passage

from his Carnegie Hall speech of March 20, which I have

quoted in Chapter XXII of this volume, and which he called

his political creed, and added:

"Friends, what I said then I say now. Surely there

never was a greater opportunity than ours. Surely there

never was a fight better worth making than this. I believe

we shall win, but win or lose I am glad beyond measure

that I am one of the many who in this fight have stood

ready to spend and be spent, pledged to fight while life

lasts the great fight for righteousness and for brotherhood

and for the welfare of mankind."

The result of the election demonstrated conclusively that

Eoosevelt had been, as his advocates claimed, the first choice

of a majority of the Republican voters, for his popular vote

was 4,119,507, while Taft's was 3,484,056. He received the

electoral votes of six States, 88 in all, while Taft received

those of only two States, Vermont and Utah, or 8 in all. In

the six States that Roosevelt carried were such Republican

strongholds as Pennsylvania, Michigan and Minnesota. In

nearly all other normally Republican States his vote greatly

exceeded that of Taft, who, although the regular nominee

of his party, ran third in the contest, while Roosevelt, the

nominee of a new party, ran second. No new party in the

history of the country had ever before developed such re-

markable strength; but time was to show very speedily

that it was not a party strength at all, but simply Roosevelt

strength—that he himself was the party, for without him

as its candidate it dissolved almost as quickly as it had

been formed. Four millions of people had voted for him

because he was Roosevelt and they had absolute faith in

him, but in doing so they had not consolidated themselves

into a permanent political organization.



CHAPTER XXIV

REFLECTIONS ON THE FUTURE OF THE PROGRESSIVE
PARTY AND HIS OWN LEADERSHIP

That Roosevelt believed the career of the Progressive

party had come to an end and that his political leadership

was no longer desired by the country, his letters after elec-

tion in 1912 and during 1913 leave no doubt. Writing to the

Rt. Hon. Sir Edward Grey, afterwards Viscount Grey, and

British Ambassador to the United States in 1919, at Lon-

don, on November 15, 1913, he said

:

"As for the political fight here (1912), I did not believe

we would win, and I can say quite honestly that I have little

or no personal regret in the outcome. But I do feel sorry

from the broader standpoint. Nine-tenths of wisdom is be-

ing wise in time, and if a country lets the time for wise

action pass, it may bitterly repent when a generation later

it strives under disheartening difficulties to do what could

have been done so easily if attempted at the right moment.

We Progressives were fighting for elementary social and

industrial justice, and we had with us the great majority of

the practical idealists of the country. But we had against

us both the old political organizations and ninety-nine per

cent at the very least of the corporate wealth of the country,

and therefore the great majority of the newspapers. More-

over we were not able to reach the hearts of the material-

ists, or to stir the imagination of the well-meaning some-

what sodden men who lack vision and prefer to travel in a

groove. We were fought by the Socialists as bitterly as by

the representatives of the two old parties, and this for the

very reason that we stand equally against government by a

plutocracy and government by a mob.

"There is something to be said for government by a

347
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great aristocracy which has furnished leaders to the nation

in peace and war for generations ; even a democrat like my-

self must admit this. But there is absolutely nothing to be

said for government by a plutocracy, for government by

men very powerful in certain lines and gifted with the

'money touch,' but with ideals which in their essence are

merely those of so many glorified pawnbrokers. '

'

To Sir Henry Lucy, London, he wrote on December 18,

1912:
* * As for my own political future, I think the general Eng-

lish estimate is right. I hated to get into this fight at all,

but I did not see how to avoid it ; and having gone in, there

was nothing to do but to put it through. It was very bitter

for me to see the Republican Party, when I had put it back

on the Abraham Lincoln basis, in three years turn over to a

combination of big financiers and unscrupulous political

bosses. What the future of the Progressive Party will be,

nobody can say, but I am very confident that our principles

in some shape or other will triumph. At present, however,

I do not see how the party can triumph under me; but I

have to continue to take a certain interest in it until a new
man of sufficient power comes along. '

'

A letter that he wrote to George D. Crocker, of Boston,

on November 19, 1912, is interesting as showing a disposi-

tion to abandon the issue which he himself had misnamed
the recall of judges

:

''
. . . Now as to the name which has been given by me to

the doctrine. It was given by me in a number of arguments

in which I was trying to show that what was needed was not

to recall judges who gave wrong constitutional decisions,

but to recall the decisions. I have myself regretted the con-

tinuous use of the terai, but it is difficult to get a short term

to explain just what we want to do.

"There is another fundamental difficulty for which I am
largely responsible. A name to me means very little and I

perpetually have to remind myself that such is not the fact
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with most people. For instance, I found many good peo-

ple very much concerned over the separation of Panama
from Colombia as long as it was called a secession, but not

minding it at all as long as it was called a revolution ! It

took me a long time to realize that they identified secession

with the action of the Southern Confederacy, and revolution

with our action in 1776 ! So it is in this matter. I do not in

the least care whether the form is that the voters be called

upon to decide whether the Supreme Court is right or wrong
in its interpretation of the Constitution, or whether they are

called on to decide whether they wish some specific act to

become a law, notwithstanding the Constitution.

''If you will turn to the 11th amendment of the National

Constitution, you will find that there, in the administration

of the older Adams, and with the sanction of Washington,

and of all our statesmen, the people by popular vote in

constitutional manner decided that the Constitution should

be construed in the reverse way from that in which the Su-

preme Court had construed it in a given case. In this in-

stance the people acted as a tribunal which decided the

interpretation of the Constitution. But I think that the

easiest way to put the case and avoid misconception is as

you suggest, that is to say, that we propose a reasonably

quick and definite method of changing the Constitution

ad hoc on a specific case, and thus avoid the very real dan-

gers of changing the general language of the Constitution. '

'

As a matter of fact Roosevelt seems to have taken only

slight interest in the recall question after 1914. It is quite

possible that a decided change in the attitude of the courts

toward cases involving relations between employers and

employees had much to do with his abandonment of the

subject, for three New York decisions which he had criti-

cized most severely were reversed by the courts of last re-

sort. These reversals could reasonably be traced to an

influence upon the courts of a public opinion which his agi-

tation of the subject had produced, leading to a construc-

tion of the law more in accordance with new social condi-
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tions. That the courts are subject to influences of this sort,

and quite justly so, it would be idle to deny.

That Justice Moody of the Supreme Court, who while

Attorney General had approved of Roosevelt's utterances,

took this view of the matter, appears in a letter that he

wrote to Charles G. Washburn, on May 11, 1916, from'which

I quote these passages

:

*' There are some parts of Roosevelt's work as President

which I think no one knew better than I did, and there are

some results of it which ought to receive thorough study and

be brought clearly to light. I have here in mind the effect of

his acts and preachings upon economic thought and the de-

velopment of the constitutional theory of our government.

If one contrasts the state of opinion as to the proper rela-

tion between capital and labor and the proper attitude of

government toward both as that opinion existed say, just

before the War with Spain and as it exists to-day, one can-

not fail to see that there has been an extraordinary change.

In this change I believe he was the one great leader in this

country ; not that he was preaching things altogether novel

or that he was originating a new system of social philos-

ophy; but that at the right time he happened to be in the

right place to convert his thoughts into acts and to teach

them to a people anxious for constructive leadership, from

what he once called the greatest pulpit in the world, the

Presidency. . . . Perhaps he would scout the idea that he

had been a guide in constitutional interpretation. I remem-

ber the state of legal thought and the attitude of the Su-

preme Court in the nineties toward what we call the new
nationalism. I believe no one appreciates more clearly than

I the great change that has come to both since then. It is

but a revival of the doctrines of Marshall, which at one

time seemed to have lost potency. By the legislation which

Theodore Roosevelt promoted against great odds, there

have been drawn from the Supreme Court decisions which

have declared the complete nationalism which is necessary

to our future national life."
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Writing on January 28, 1913, to Governor Hiram W.
Johnson of California, who had been the Progressive nomi-

nee for Vice President, Roosevelt gave this estimate of the

future prospects of the Progressive party as affected by

the course which Wilson as President might follow:

''Our chance depends upon there being a break in the

Democratic party. If they had nominated Judson Harmon
last year, I think we should have won anyway ; but Wilson

was from their standpoint the best man that they could have

nominated. I do not regard him as a man of great intensity

of principle or conviction, or of much reality of sympathy

with our cause. He is an adroit man, a good speaker and

writer, with a certain amount of ability of just the kind

requisite to his party under present conditions. He showed

his adroitness during the campaign, and he may well be

able to show similar adroitness during the next four years

in the Presidency, and with the same result. In the cam-

paign he talked ardent but diffuse progressiveness. He
championed concretely a number of minor things for which

we stand, and he trusted to the fact that the Bourbon Demo-
crats, especially the Bourbon Democrats of the South, but

also those of the North, would feel that they had to stand

by him because their only hope is in the Democratic Party.

He may do the same thing successfully as President."

Another estimate of President Wilson, together with

Roosevelt's views on a single Presidential term amendment
to the Constitution, appears in a letter to me at Panama on

February 10, 1913

:

"Wilson has a very difficult party situation, but a diffi-

culty is always also an opportunity. If he is big enough

to master his party he may make a great record and rivet

the attention of the country upon him. At the moment they

are trying to pass a constitutional amendment aimed pri-

marily at me, but also at him. In his case they offer him
the sop of six years certain instead of a possible eight years,

and he may be willing to accept six. For my owii sake I

very earnestly hope they will pass the amendment, but from
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the standpoint of the country it is not an amendment they

ought to pass. Think what a calamity it would have been if

Lincoln had been ineligible for reelection! That one fact

might have meant splitting the country absolutely into two. '

'

His views on the Constitution as a "straight-jacket"

were set forth in the following letter to a somewhat muddle-

headed critic on April 2, 1913

:

"In your letter you say that the newspapers report me as

saying that 'the time has gone by when the Constitution

should be looked upon as a straight-jacket made by dead

men to prevent live men from growing. ' Then you add that

it seems to you that I must have been incorrectly quoted,

for you 'don't think that' I 'regard the Constitution of the

United States as a straight-jacket.'
'

' Eeally I don 't understand you. I was correctly quoted

;

and that quotation shows that I do not regard the Consti-

tution of the United States as a straight-jacket. Not only

was I correctly quoted, but my statement is absolutely cor-

rect, and any one who disagrees with it does regard the

Constitution as a straight-jacket; and moreover the man
who disagrees with that statement is the man who, in your

language, is 'teaching disrespect for our institutions.' You
say you are proud of your country, and that you are sure

that I am too. You are quite right about the latter fact. I

am so proud of it that I positively decline to permit any
people to go unrebuked who try to make us ashamed of our

country; and this is precisely what those who treat the

Constitution as a straight-jacket are engaged in doing."

A hunting trip Avith his sons which he took in August,

1913, is thus alluded to in a letter September 2, 1913, to

Arthur Lee, M.P., afterwards Sir Arthur Lee, of London,

who was his valued friend for many years

:

"My trip with the boys in Arizona was a great success,

although it is rather absurd for me now to be going on such

trips, for a stout, rheumatic, elderly gentleman is not par-

ticularly in place sleeping curled up in a blanket on the
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ground, and eating the flesh of a cougar because there is

nothing else available. Still we did have a wonderful trip,

and this coming winter I shall make my last trip of the kind,

coming north through the Brazilian forest. I leave for

South America on October 4th to make half a dozen

speeches before various universities in Brazil, the Argen-

tine, and Chile. As I speak in English, and nobody will un-

derstand it, the trip seems really pointless, but our South

American friends seem anxious that I should go."

In October, 1913, Roosevelt went to South America, where

he delivered the addresses before universities mentioned in

the preceding letter. He came north through Brazil at the

head of an exploring party and put on the map a new river

which the Brazilian Government subsequently named in his

honor "Rio Teodoro," His experiences on this trip were

published by him in 1914 under the title of '* Through the

Brazilian Wilderness." (Charles Scribner's Sons)

He returned to the United States on May 19, 1914, and

soon afterwards went to Madrid to be present at the wed-

ding of his son Kermit, visiting England on the way. "When

he returned again to the United States on June 25th, he was
confronted with an urgent request from his followers to run

for Governor of New York as the Progressive candidate,

but this he peremptorily declined to do. He took an active

part, however, in the discussions about candidates for the

governorship and advocated the nomination of a Progres-

sive candidate. His labors were in vain, however, for no

candidate of the party was put in the field. All over the

country, in fact, the Progressive party showed few signs

of vigorous life. Several letters that he wrote after the

election in November show the conclusions he drew from
the results and his ideas about the political future

:

November 7, 1914.

To Charles J. Bonaparte, Baltimore, Md.:

"The Progressive Party has come a cropper. Many
causes have brought about the result. Our platform of
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1912 was rather too advanced for the average man. Our

typical leadership was also a little advanced along the lines

of morality and loftiness of aim for the average man to

follow. Moreover, we inevitably attracted great multitudes

of cranks, who would like us to go into a kind of modified

I. W. W. movement, to the emotionalists in this state who

represented fundamentally the same type as the English-

men who in multitudes supported the Tichborne claimant

a generation ago. Finally, we have to deal with certain

political habits that have become very deep-rooted in our

people. The average man is a Democrat or a Republican

and he is this as a matter of faith, not as a matter of morals.

He no more requires a reason for so being than an adherent

of the blue or green factions of the Byzantine Circus re-

quired a reason. He has grown to accept as co-relative to

this attitude entire willingness to punish his party by voting

for the opposite party. Having done this, he returns to his

own party.

''After 1896 it did seem as if there would have to be a

realignment of the parties; as a matter of fact the gold-

Democrats speedily returned to the Democratic party and

the silver-Republicans to the Republican party, although of

course there were exceptions on each side. Then, there is

the perfectly proper feeling that there is only room for two

parties, the party in power and the opposition. The imme-
diately effective vote is always for one of these two parties.

We were in the position of the Free Soil party, not of the

early Republican party. Finally, in this election the fun-

damental question that interested the average man was the

purely economic question of how he could best shape condi-

tions so that he could earn his own living. The workingman
was not interested in social or industrial justice.**

November 7, 1914.

To W. A. White, Emporia, Kansas: "1 am in very

grave doubt as to what now should be done. Of course, as

regards myself, as I have said before, the answer is simple.

I shall fight in the ranks as long as I live for the cause
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and the platform for which we fought in 1912. And at

present any attempt at action on my part which could be

construed, and which certainly would be construed, into

the belief that I was still aspiring to some leadership in

the movement would, I am convinced, do real harm. It

has been wisely said that while martyrdom is often right

for the individual, what society needs is victory. It was
eminently proper that Leonidas should die at Thermop-
ylae, but the usefulness of Thermopylae depended upon its

being followed by the victory of Themistocles at Salamis.

It was evidently proper that Bowie and Travis and Crockett

should die at the Alamo, but the usefulness of the Alamo
depended upon its being followed by Houston's victory at

San Jacinto.

''When it is evident that a leader's day is past, the one

service he can render is to step aside and leave the ground

clear for the development of a successor. It seems to me
that such is the case now as regards myself. 'Heartily

know that the half gods go when the gods arise.' There

are certain things I can continue to say to small audiences

in my writings, and where I think that these will be helpful

and not hurtful, I shall continue to say them; but to make
speeches on political subjects and to try to take the lead in

questions of party politics would be, for the time being, at

least, mischievous and not useful."

November 8, 1914.

To Hiram W. Johnson, Sacramento, California: "East
of Indiana there is no State in which the Progressive party

remains in condition even to atfect the balance of power
between the two old parties. It would be foolish for me
or my friends to blink the fact that as things are now my
advocacy of a man or a policy is in all probability a detri-

ment and not an aid. The people as a whole are heartily

tired of me and of my views ; and while from time to time

in my writings, where I think it can do some good, at least

for the future, I shall state these views, it would be a great

mistake for me to be making speeches on political subjects

or taking any part in politics at the moment."
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November 11, 1914.

To Kermit Roosevelt: "I cannot expect most people to

believe that I have not for years been happier than since

election. I have worked very hard and practically without

intermission for a long time. Now what I most desire is

to be free from engagements and stay out here with Mother

and without too much to do, and since election I have been

quite busy but it is not exhausting labor and will diminish

rather than increase. We have had ten lovely days here.

I have ridden once or twice. Two or three times I have

taken Mother for a row and we have walked together and

sat by the wood fire in the late afternoon and evening. I

was going to say that I have been as happy as a king, but

as a matter of fact I have been infinitely happier than any

of the kings I know, poor devils! Just at the moment it

seems to me that King Albert of Belgium, in spite of the

awful misfortunes of himself and his country, is of all of

them the one who is leading the life I most admire."

Writing again to Kermit on Jan. 27, 1915, he gave this

interesting review of his career:

"My immediate and acute trouble is over. The Progres-

sive party cannot in all human probability make another

fight as a national party; and, if it does, there will be no

expectation that I will have to lead. I am through my hard

and disagreeable work. I do not mean that there won't

come unpleasant and disagreeable things in connection

with the party; but there won't be any such heart-breaking

and grinding work as I had last summer. The trouble was

that most of my lieutenants, who were good, fine fellows, as

disinterested and upright as possible, could not realize that

the rank and file had left them; and they felt that I was

going back on them if I refused to head the old-style type

of fight. I had to make it ; and that was all there was to

it.

"All my life in politics, I have striven to do just what

you and Ted are striving to do in business and in your life

generally, that is, to make the necessary working com-
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promise between the ideal and the practical. If a man does
not have an ideal and try to live up to it, then he becomes
a mean, base and sordid creature, no matter how successful.
If, on the other hand, he does not work practically, with the
knowledge that he is in the world of actual men and must
get results, he becomes a worthless head-in-the-air creature,
a nuisance to himself and to everybody else.

''My chief knowledge of the working out of this theory
is in politics. From the time I was elected to the Legisla-
ture in 1881 until 1911, when it became evident that I would
have to part company with the Eepublican organization, I
steadily strove to be loyal to my ideals and yet to strive to
realize them in practical fashion. I always tried to admin-
ister each office well. I never did one thing personally that
was not as straight as a string; and, where I had to work
with other men, I tried my best to get the common results
of as high a quality as possible, without insisting upon so
much that it would mean a break-up with my associates.
On a big scale I handle things just as I tried to handle
them on a smaller scale as regards Father Zahm and Sigg
and Fiala and our Brazilian friends on our trip.

"I was on the whole successful. When, after the Spanish
War, I got to a position of such importance that a good
deal of consideration had to be paid me, I was very suc-
cessful

;
and, as President, I was able to do a great deal that

I wished to do. This was done merely because I utilized the
reformers without letting them grow perfectly wild-eyed;
and I yet kept in some kind of relations with the machine
men, so as to be on a living basis with them, although I had
to thwart them at every turn. But, when I got back from
Africa, I found that everything had split. Taft had thrown
m his lot with the sordid machine crowd, as had most of
my former efficient political supporters. On the other
hand, the reformers of the type of had begun to
run wild and to associate with a set of so-called reformers,
who came dangerously near the mark of lunacy. I spent
eighteen months in the vain effort to get them together on
some kind of a basis that would permit of efficient joint ac-
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tion. It proved impossible; and, when the break had to

come, I had to stand by the reformers as against the sordid

apostles of self-interest. (But the reformers showed

enough that w^as mean and base in addition to enough that

was foolish themselves! What happened afterwards you

know.)

*'It may be that after I left the Presidency I ought not to

have tried to take any part in politics at all. But all the

men of the highest type made the strongest kind of appeal

to me not to desert them. There was no use of my talking

about virtue in the abstract, unless I applied it to concrete

cases ; and I either had to do just as I did or else completely

abandon all effort to say anything on any public question

whatsoever. Perhaps I ought to have done this ; but, if I

had done so, it is quite possible that I should now be

feeling that I had a little shirked my duty.
*

' Well, as things are now, I am entirely out of touch with

the American people. I abhor Wilson and Bryan ; their at-

titude in foreign affairs is the worst we have seen since

the days of Buchanan ; and there is always the chance that

they will bring the country to real disaster and disgrace.

"There is just one element of relief to me in the smash
that came to the Progressive party. We did not have many
practical men with us. Under such circumstances the re-

formers tended to go into sheer lunacy. I now can preach

the doctrines of labor and capital just as I did when I was
President, without being hampered by the well-meant ex-

travagances of so many among my Progressive friends.
'

'

A conspicuous example of his habitual strong common
sense on questions of mistaken religious zeal is furnished

in a letter to Michael Schaap, on Feb. 22, 1915

:

*'I see you appeared against the bill making compulsory

the reading of the Bible in the Public Schools. If I were in

the Legislature or Governor, I should vote against or veto

that bill, because I believe in absolutely non-sectarian

public schools. It is not our business to have the Protestant

Bible or the Catholic Vulgate or the Talmud read in those
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schools. There is no objection whatever, where the local

sentiment favors it, for the teacher to read a few verses

of the ethical or moral parts of the Bible, so long as this

causes no offense to any one. But it is entirely wrong for

the law to make this reading compulsory ; and the Protes-

tant fanatics who attempt to force this through are playing

into the hands of the Catholic fanatics who want to break

down the Public School system and introduce a system of

sectarian schools. I shall ask you to treat this letter as

private, because I have so many fights on my hands that

there is no use my going into another ; and just at present

our people do not wish me to embark on a general course

of lectures to them as to what they should do in the public

schools."

A letter that he wrote a few years later, Aug. 28, 1917,

to Major Joel E. Spingarn, U. S. R., well-known American

scholar and author, gives an entertaining account of his

taste in reading:

''I wish to thank you for that volume of capital essays.

The two last were especially enjoyed by me because they

were more within my very moderate powers of critical

appreciation. I know nothing of the drama except that I

am ashamed to say I don't care to go to the theater; and

nevertheless I do very greatly care to read certain plays in

my library. But your two final chapters dealt with matter

I can fairly well understand, and I agree with every word.

Personally, I don't care a rap whether we call the Flight of

a Tartar Tribe, or certain passages in the Confessions of

an Opium Eater, prose or vers libres. I think that it might

help the eye to have parts of them arranged as the Spoon
River Anthology is arranged, in irregular lines. But in any
event I enjoy what seems to me to be the rhythm, and the

beauty and majesty of the diction. I enjoy Wordsworth's
sonnets and I enjoy Shakespeare's sonnets; and I don't

care in the least if some one proves to me that Shake-

speare did not write sonnets but something else. On the

other hand, I loathe Wordsworth's Excursion, and not
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Matthew Arnold himself would persuade me to read it. I

delight in the saga of King Olaf and Othere and Belisarius,

and Simon Danz, and the Mystery of the Sea; and I don't

care for Evangeline or any of Longfellow's plays; and I

cannot give any reasoned-out explanations in either case!"

Roosevelt's cordial and appreciative relations with his

publishers are shown in these letters to the chief of them:

October 5, 1901.

My dear Mr. Scribner:

I want to thank you for the way you have managed the

articles. I have appreciated it, and any hunting trips I do

in the future will be written for you. You may be amused

to know that in two different publications during the next

year articles that I wrote, in one case this year, in one case

five years ago, will appear, and I have instructed the people

that they must behave exactly as you have behaved. Of
course, these articles do not appear in magazines, but in

books.
-I-,

.,, ^ „Faithiully yours,

Theodoee Roosevelt.

Mr. Charles Scribner.

January 24, 1915.

Seriously, I want to say that I have never appreciated

anything more than your willingness to go into the publica-

tion of the African Game Animals. It was characteristic

of you and your firm and was a really disinterested bit of

scientific service. I knew I would never get any payment
for the labor I had put into the thing, but I was not at all

sure that you would be willing to invest capital in some-

thing that represented non-remunerative labor—which is

very desirable from the standpoint of the community as a

whole but which does not amount to very much from the

standpoint of the individual laboring. I am very glad to

be connected with your firm ; and proud.

Faithfully yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

Charles Scribner, Esq.
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A few passages may also, not inappropriately, be cited

from those letters that he sent to his publishers revealing

his own methods as an author. He was a model of prompt-

ness and efficiency. When he promised a manuscript for a

certain date, the promise was kept absolutely, no matter

what intervened. Before he left the African wilderness in

1909 he had written in his own hand in triplicate and for-

warded to the publishers of Scribner's Magazine the entire

book known as "African Game Trails," including the Pref-

ace. One of the men who were with him said that, no matter

how arduous the day in the hunting-field, night after night

he would see him seated on a camp-stool, with a feeble light

on the table, often with his head and face covered with

mosquito netting, and gauntlet gloves on his hands, to pro-

tect him from insects, writing the narrative of his adven-

tures. Chapter by chapter this narrative was sent by run-

ners from the heart of Africa. Two copies were despatched

at different times. When he got to the headwaters of the

Nile one of the chapters was sent from Nairobi and the

duplicate was sent down the Nile to Cairo. The blue-canvas

envelopes often arrived much battered and stained, but

never did a single chapter miss.

The same method was pursued in 1914 in regard to the

chapters in his ''Brazilian Wilderness." How clearly he

was able to map out far in advance the entire plan of

a book is shown in two letters to Robert Bridges, the editor

of the magazine, one from the African and the other from
the Brazilian wilderness, from which the following passages

are taken

:

October 15, 1909.

B. E. A.

'*I forward herewith chapters 9 and 10. Chapter nine is

too long, but is of course one of the most important yet.

Chapter 10 is more like say chapters 4 or 5. It is too long;

but I don't know where to cut it off. Both chapters are all

right for the hook. I mean 'too long' as being over 10,000

words. If, as I suppose, you have combined chapters 2

and 3 (in the Magazine,—of course they will be kept sepa-
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rate in the book), and if, as I anticipate, I write three more

chapters, and further if—what is improbable—you find all

the chajjters worth using in the Magazine, this will make
just twelve articles. I doubt if chapter 11 will be very

thrilling; it will be like 4 or 5 or 10 and I trust shorter.

But chapter 12 ought to be good. It will deal with utterly

new conditions; however, the country I there traverse is

very unhealthy, and of course there is always the remote

chance that I will be laid up ; or that the conditions will pre-

vent our getting our game. If all goes well, I suppose you

will publish the book a year from this fall? I agree with

you that the best title is 'African Wanderings of a Hunter

Naturalist.' As for the pictures, it is always hard to get in

both the hunter and the game. The elephant that charged

me was within a few feet; I killed a charging bull rhino

when it was a dozen yards off; either of these ought to

make dra"sWngs ; a very good one would be the big maned
lion in the foreground charging the dismounted horseman

in the distance. It could be called 'Coming in.'

*'I am immensely pleased that you continue to like what

I write. In chapter X the paragraph at the top of page 8 is

perhaps too 'wrought up,' for the Magazine; if so, strike

it out ; but keep it for the book, for I really wish to try to

preserve the impression these tremendous tropic storms

made on me.

''It may well be that you will wish to end the series in

your June or July number. The Avhite rhino, or Uganda
and upper Nile chapter, which, if all goes right, will be of

interest, I could send you from Gondokoro about Feb. 15th,

so that you could use it in either number. If you plosed the

series, say in the July number, I suppose you would wish

the book to appear the end of June ; in such case I would

send you the foreword, title pages, appendices, etc., from
Khartoum in March. Perhaps you will write me fully on

these matters to Khartoum? Of course I a little prefer the

book to appear in the fall; but I should accept your judg-

ment.
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*' Could you have some one look up for me the state-

ment in one of the * Anglo Saxon Chronicles,' that either

William the Conqueror or William Rufus 'loved the great

game as if he were their father.' In one of the copies it

appears as 'deer'; but in another I think it appears as

'great game.' "

BONOFACIO,

February 25, 1914.

"Here is chapter seven. I have already sent you some
of the photos, from the Juruena. I enclose others ; and lists

of both sets. The constant humidity, and the generally less

favorable surroundings, have made it more difficult than in

Africa to do the mechanical part of writing and photograph-

ing and sending you the results. I hope that the chapters

have reached you in decent form. I am as unable as ever to

tell whether they are of interest ; but the trip itself is cer-

tainly of interest. No men except these pioneers who now
accompany us have been over the ground before. No civi-

lized man has ever been down the Diivida, the descent of

which we shall begin in a couple of days. Anything may
then happen. If it proves to be a short river, running into

the Gy-Parana, we shall return here, and in that case I shall

send you another chapter. Othermse this will be the last

chapter until I appear in New York, and hand you in per-

son whatever I have. If we return here, we intend to go

down the Ananas, another unexplored river, probably, but

not certainly, entering the Tapajos. From the geographical

standpoint the work we are now about to attempt will be

worth while. We are all in good health—but sickness will,

doubtless be one of the incidents of our trip into the un-

kno^vn. We have weeded out every one unfit for explora-

tion. The insects are at times a torment; but the trip

has been both pleasant and interesting, with no real hard-

ship.

"I enclose preliminary rough drafts of the title page,

dedication, and necessarily incomplete preface. I enclose

an Appendix. There will probably be another. Will

you in Chapter VI, where I speak of the dog and the mantis,
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insert after the sentence in which I said that the dog was a

jovial near-puppy the following: 'He had been christened

the jolly-cum-pup, from a character in one of Frank Stock-

ton's stories, which I suppose are now remembered only by

elderly people, and by them only if they are natives of the

United States.'"



CHAPTER XXV

THE BARNES TRIAL

A suPBEME test of Roosevelt's fidelity to his political pro-

fessions and principles was made in 1915, from which he

emerged triumphantly. In the course of his advocacy of

a Progressive ticket in the State campaign of 1914, he had
published, on July 22, 1914, a statement in which he charged

that the rottenness which existed in the government of the

State was due directly to the dominance in politics of the

leader of Tammany Hall and his sub-bosses aided and
abetted by William Barnes, the leader of the Republican

organization; that there was an invisible government of

party bosses working through an alliance between crooked

bosses and crooked politicians. On the following day, July

23, Mr. Barnes brought a suit for libel against Roosevelt,

basing it on this utterance. Roosevelt welcomed the suit

with a statement in which he reaffirmed his utterance and

declared his eagerness to have its truth tested in court.

The suit was set down for trial in Albany, the home of Mr.

Barnes, but, on October 25, Roosevelt's counsel applied for

a change of venue on the ground that Barnes's absolute

political control in Albany made a fair trial there virtually

impossible. The Albany court denied the request, but an

appeal was taken to the Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court and that court reversed the decision of the Albany
court and granted the request, assigning Syracuse as the

place of trial.

From the moment that the suit was brought the political

enemies of Roosevelt assumed joyfully that he would lose

it and that it would result in his political ruin. Mr. Barnes

was the most bitter and implacable of these enemies and he

had been induced to bring the suit by a legal adviser who
365
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had assured him that he would be able to produce evidence

that would drive Roosevelt forever from political life. This

adviser, William M. Ivins, had previously brought Barnes

successfully through a litigation in which his political meth-

ods had been under inspection, and this success had given

Barnes implicit faith in the ability of Ivins to do what he

said he could do with Roosevelt's reputation. Ivins himself

made open profession of his absolute confidence in the out-

come of the trial. He went about telling his acquaintances

that he had Roosevelt's doom in his hands. Among others

he said to Elihu Root, on the eve of the trial : "I am going

to Syracuse to-morrow to nail Roosevelt's hide to the

fence." To this Mr. Root replied: ''Ivins, let me give you

a piece of advice. I know Roosevelt and you want to be

very sure that it is Roosevelt's hide that you get on the

fence. '

'

The purpose of Ivins was to show, mainly by Roosevelt's

letters, that he had during his public career been guilty of

political methods similar to those with which he had charged

Barnes, that while professing superior political virtue, he

had in practice worked hand in hand with political bosses,

yielding to their demands and acquiescing in their methods.

With this end in view all of Roosevelt's correspondence

for more than thirty years was ransacked for incriminating

evidence. All of his letters to political leaders were sought

and obtained and produced in court. Roosevelt himself tes-

tified that during his political career he had written from

100,000 to 150,000 letters. Interviews and speeches, as well

as letters, were searched for evidence. Never before had the

career of a public man been subjected to more exhausting

inspection, and no public man had ever before written and

spoken so voluminously about his political purposes, con-

duct, and acts.

The trial began on April 19, 1915, and continued till May
22. Roosevelt was the first witness, taking the stand in his

own behalf on April 20, and giving evidence in support of

his charges against Barnes. On April 22, at the close of

his direct testimony, Mr. Ivins began a cross-examination
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which continued for six days. In this examination Ivins

went over the entire period of Roosevelt's public career,

reading from his letters and utterances, and placing before

the court every scrap of evidence that he had been able to

find that seemed to throw doubt upon his political integ-

rity. From the moment that this merciless examination be-

gan till its close, Roosevelt dominated the courtroom and

was complete master of himself and of the proceedings,

taking control of his own case and requesting his counsel

to make no objection to any questions that were asked him.

Every doubtful passage in a letter, which the opposing

counsel sought to turn to his disadvantage or discredit, he

dispelled at once by frank and convincing statements to the

court and jury. To the letters that the opposing counsel

produced, he added others through his own counsel, and

repeatedly his marvelous memory supplied evidence that

had been either wilfully or unintentionally overlooked.

When a letter of a year long passed was read on one occa-

sion, he asked: "Isn't there an interlineation in there

which says so and so?" and an interlineation was found

that fully explained an obscure passage and gave it an inno-

cent meaning.

Full reports of the trial were published in the news-

papers, filling many columns daily, and were eagerly read

by the people. The whole country was thus following the

case and with the court informing itself of the inside his-

tory of Roosevelt's political career. Long before the cross-

examination was ended the public made up its mind in

Roosevelt's favor. The joyful anticipations of his enemies

were turned into angry denunciations of Barnes for his

stupidity in giving Roosevelt this opportunity to vindicate

himself. One of these enemies, whose hatred of Roosevelt

had for many years been so intense as to make him nearly

inarticulate, said to me as the trial neared its end: "Of
all the blundering lunatics I have ever known, Barnes is the

worst. Here we had Roosevelt, after his candidacy against

Taft, dead and buried politically. We were rid of him for

all time. Now Barnes has not only opened the door for him
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to come back, but he has pushed him through to the front

of the stage and made him a greater popular idol than

ever."

In all Roosevelt was ten days on the stand, and when he

left it not an utterance or act of his thirty years of public

life remained unexplored and not an atom of evidence had

been adduced from any source which smirched his political

character. His enemies had, indeed, granted him complete

vindication, had proved that throughout his career he had

kept absolute faith with the principle of conduct in his deal-

ings with political leaders which he avowed in his letter to

Senator Lodge, under date of Oct. 11, 1901, already quoted

in these pages: "They may ordinarily name the men (for

public office) but I shall name the standard and the men
have got to come up to it." Not an atom of proof was

adduced to show that in a single instance he had yielded on

a matter of principle ; but abundant proof was adduced to

show that in every instance he had compelled conformity to

his standard. There could be no more convincing demon-

stration that evidence of infidelity to his principles did not

exist, for the ability of his enemies to command all sources

of information was equal to their zeal in pursuit of it. At
the close of the day on which the last of the letters had

been read in court he said to a friend : "Do you know what

meant more to me than anything else in the trial"? There

was not a single thing in all these old letters of mine that

I am ashamed to have my children read."

In the preparation of the present narrative of his career,

I have read his entire correspondence, and there is not in

all of it a single sentence about which he could not have

truthfully made the same remark. His enemies could not

find what they sought because it did not exist.

When the evidence was all in and the case was virtually

ready to go to the jury, the news of the sinking of the Lusi-

tania arrived and Roosevelt gave public expression to his

views on that unparalleled outrage, which he sincerely be-

lieved at the time would turn the verdict against him. A
full account of this will be found in the next chapter.
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The case was given to the jury on May 20, and after being

out many hours the jury came in with a verdict of 11 to 1

in favor of Roosevelt. They were sent back again, and

later came in with a verdict for the plaintiff, with the "sug-

gestion that the costs be evenly divided between the two

parties." The Justice informed them that this was not a

proper verdict, that they must find for either the plaintiff

or defendant, and not put in anything about costs. The jury

again retired and on the morning of May 22, after having

been out 42 hours, brought in a verdict for Roosevelt.

Anticipating an unfavorable verdict Mr. Barnes and his

counsel, Mr. Ivins, had left town the day before and were

not in court when the verdict was delivered. Mr. Ivins, in

fact, was thoroughly worn-out. He returned to his home a

hopelessly ill man and died a short time later.

The jury was warmly thanked by Roosevelt, who posed

for a photograph with them and afterwards made them the

following address

:

'

' I have been more moved and touched than I can express

by what you have done, and I want to say to you that I

appreciate to the full the obligation that you men, represent-

ing every sphere of political belief, have put me under.

There is only one return that I can make, and that, I assure

you, I will try to make to the best of my ability. I will try

all my life to act in public and private affairs so that no

one of you will have cause to regret the verdict you have

given this morning. I thank you from my heart. You
have put on me a solemn duty to behave as a decent Amer-
ican citizen should, and I shall try to my utmost to fulfill

that duty."

The case was subsequently appealed to the Court of

Appeals by Mr. Barnes but was never argued before that

court.



CHAPTER XXVI

EARLY ATTITUDE TOWARD THE EUROPEAN WAR

Roosevelt's intense interest in the European War and his

anxiety about the attitude of the United States toward it

are revealed in many letters that he wrote in the period

immediately after its outbreak. An effort was made later

by his critics to show that he had been at the outset of the

war friendly to the Germans and the Kaiser, but this was

short lived. How baseless it was, I am able to show by the

report of a conversation which Mr. E. A. Van Valkenberg,

editor of the Philadelphia North American, had with him on

Sept. 5, 1914, only a few weeks after Germany's declara-

tion of war. Mr. Van Valkenberg wrote an account of the

conversation in a letter to a friend on Sept. 8, 1914, from

which I make the following extracts

:

''Dean Lewis and I rode from New York to Philadelphia

last Saturday afternoon with Colonel Roosevelt.

''The Colonel, as you know, is a personal friend of the

Kaiser and an ardent admirer of the Germans. There

seems to be a widespread belief that he sides with Germany
on this conflict. ' Germany is absolutely wrong-,' was almost

his first utterance after we joined him in his stateroom.

The White Paper Book, he declared, places her squarely

in the wrong from which nothing she can possibly do in the

future will extricate her.

"He expressed the opinion that if Germany were to sub-

jugate England in this war, Germany would invade the

United States within five years. He said he would look

for an early alliance between Germany and Japan in case

the power of Great Britain were broken. The great 'en-

gines' of war which have been perfected by the Kaiser's

370
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government profoundly fascinate him. He gave unstinted

praise to the genius of the German people, but said that

he could see but one possible outcome of the contest—that

was, the defeat of Germany."

Roosevelt's chief desire at the beginning of the Euro-

pean struggle was to uphold the hands of President Wilson

and to do nothing to embarrass him in formulating a policy.

With this desire in mind he published an article in the

Outlook, of September 23, 1914, which was quoted after-

wards, in garbled form, to show that he had at first upheld

Wilson's policy of ''neutrality even in thought," and had
been inconsistent in his subsequent criticism of it. He said

of it to his friends that when he wrote it he hoped the

President would become convinced that an official protest

should be made against the invasion of Belgium and he

did not wish to put any obstruction in his way, while reserv-

ing the right to criticize him in case he failed to make the

protest. The article is susceptible of this construction, as

the following passage shows

:

"Neutrality may be of prime necessity in order to pre-

serve our own interests, to maintain peace in so much of

the world as is not affected by the war, and to conserve

our influence for helping toward the re-establishment of

general peace when the time comes ; for if any outside

Power is able at such time to be the medium for bringing

peace, it is more likely to be the United States than any

other. But we pay the penalty of this action on behalf of

peace for ourselves, and possibly for others in the future,

by forfeiting our right do anything on behalf of peace for

the Belgians in the present. We can maintain our neu-

trality only by refusal to do anything to aid unoffending

weak Powers which are dragged into the gulf of bloodshed

and misery through no fault of their own. '

'

His letters of the period are far more explicit in defining

his real views. I quote a few from a very large number as

fair samples of all.
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October 3, 1914.

To Sir Cecil Spring-Rice, British Ambassador at Wash-
ington: "If I had been President, I should have acted on

the thirtieth or thirty-first of July, as head of a signatory

power of The Hague treaties, calling attention to the guar-

anty of Belgium's neutrality and saying that I accepted

the treaties as imposing a serious obligation which I ex-

pected not only the United States but all other neutral

nations to join in enforcing. Of course I would not have

made such a statement unless I was willing to back it up.

I believe that if I had been President the American people

would have followed me. But whether I am mistaken or

not as regards this, I am certain that the majority are

now following Wilson. Only a limited number of people

could or ought to be expected to make up their minds for

themselves in a crisis like this; and they tend, and ought

to tend, to support the President in such a crisis. It would

be worse than folly for me to clamor now about what ought

to be done, when it would be mere clamor and nothing

more.
'

' The above is only for yourself. It is a freer expression

of opinion than I have permitted myself in any letter

hitherto."

October 5, 1914.

To Elbert Francis Baldwin, London, England: *'I am
very sad over this war. I believe that, in a way, it was
fatally inevitable as regards the continental nations, and

that each was right, from its own standpoint, under con-

ditions as they actually were. But, to my mind, as regards

Belgium, there is absolutely no question that all the right

was on her side and all the wrong was committed against

her, and she will have to receive full redress and assur-

ance against the repetition of the wrongs, or else our civi-

lization is to that extent broken down. England could not

have done other than she did, in interfering for her."

November 8, 1914.

To Charles McCarthy, Madison, Wisconsin: ''As for

my being popular, my dear fellow, I take the liberty to
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doubt it, more especially because I suppose my fellow citi-

zens of German descent will resent my attitude about Bel-

gium. I admire the men of German descent more than

almost any other men in this country, but if we really be-

lieve in world righteousness and in our duty as a nation

to do something for international decency, then we are not

to be excused if we fail to protest against such action as

that by Germany in regard to Belgium. I felt it was my
duty to act, although I very sincerely regret that I had to

do so."

January 16, 1915,

To Rudyard Kipling, England: ''I do not like to bother

the men who are at the helm, and I kept silent as long as

I thought there was any chance that Wilson was really de-

veloping a worthy policy. I came to the conclusion that

he had no policy whatever; that what he did was mis-

chievous ; and that the bulk of my fellow citizens were in-

clined to support him in his actions. Therefore, it seemed

to me well that some man should speak to them frankly

and as only one of their own countrymen should speak to

them. I do not believe I have spoken intemperately ; but

I have put the emphasis with all clearness where I thought

it ought to be put. If this country is going to take the

position of China, then I at least desire that the bulk of

the citizens shall understand what they are doing, and I

also wish it understood that I will not be a party to the

transaction."

January 22, 1915.

To Sir Edward Greg, England: ''To me the crux of

the situation has been Belgium. If England or France had

acted toward Belgiuni as Germany has acted I should have

opposed them, exactly as I now oppose Germany. I have

emphatically approved your action as a model for what

should be done by those who believe that treaties should

be observed in good faith and that there is such a thing

as international morality. I take this position as an Amer-

ican who is no more an Englishman than he is a German,

who endeavors loyally to serve the interests of his own
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country, but who also endeavors to do what he can for

justice and decency as regards mankind at large, and who
therefore feels obliged to judge all other nations by their

conduct on any given occasion."

February 6, 1915.

To Sir George Otto Trevelyan, England: "Have you
seen a copy of the little book I have published, called

'America and the World War!' I believe that you will

like the stands I there take. I am sick at heart over the

actions of Wilson and Bryan. Tell your son George that

I have been quoting again and again the extracts he gives

of John Bright 's letters to Sumner when Palmerston and
Gladstone went wrong in our Civil War and am doing all

that I can now to preach the same doctrine that John Bright

did at that time. Of course, if I had been President, I

would have gone to any extreme necessary to put the United

States on the side of justice and humanity and civilization

in this contest."

April 2, 1915.

To His Excellency, Jules J. Jusserand, Washington,

D. C: ''Will you present my very warm thanks to M.

Eenault for the essay of 'War and International Law,'

which he has sent me? I entirely agree with his thesis that

neutrals who sign conventions have a duty to stand up
for them. I shall never accept the view that neutrality be-

tween right and wrong is proper. I shall never accept the

view that all wars are to be condemned alike, or that all

kinds of peace are to be glorified. I put righteousness as

the end. Usually peace is the means to righteousness ; but

occasionally war offers the only means by which righteous-

ness can be achieved."

April 6, 1915.

To F. W. Whitridge, New York: "It is all I can do to

control myself in writing. Of course what ought to

have been done by this x\dministration was to have taken

the Eitel Frederick and announced that we would hold her

until we were ourselves satisfied with the reparation for the

sinking of the Frye; and when Germany torpedoed these
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steamers and the passengers were drowned by the scores,

we should have notified Germany that as a neutral power
and a signatory of The Hague Conventions we would decline

longer to tolerate a return to the crimes of warfare which

we had supposed outgrown since the days of the sacks of

Drogheda and Magdeburg; and then of course, if Germany
refused at once to yield to the protest, we should have made
our words good by actions. But inasmuch as I cannot act

and as my aim is to get my fellow-countrymen into the

proper mental attitude, I continually strive to keep myself

in such shape that I won't alienate good uninformed people

of slightly timid or sluggish mind, who simply are utterly

unable to face the new questions. These people I would

tend to lose by a proper violence of statement!"

The news of the sinking of the Lusitania on May 7,

1915, reached Roosevelt while he was engaged in the Barnes

trial at Syracuse. The news came to him first in the court

room and was in the form of a telegram saying merely that

the Lusitania had been sunk by a submarine, giving no de-

tails. He was visibly disturbed by it, and, on the adjourn-

ment of the court, he went to the house of his friend, Horace,

Wilkinson, whose guest he was during the trial. To com-

prehend fully the courage of his subsequent deliverance it

is necessary to take into account the situation at the mo-

ment. As I have said in the preceding chapter, the testi-

mony in the suit was practically all in and the case was

ready for submission to the jury. In the opinion of Roose-

velt's counsel, the jury was an assured unit for a verdict in

his favor. There were two, possibly three, men of German
birth upon it. During the trial Roosevelt had received evi-

dence of a growing German antagonism to him in the coun-

try. Several photographs of himself, with his autograph,

that he had sent to German admirers, had been returned to

him with bitter words of repudiation because of his con-

demnation of Germany for sinking with submarines Amer-

ican merchant vessels. If he were to denounce Germany

anew for the Lusitania sinking, the chances were strong
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that he would alienate the German jurors and lose the suit.

I am indebted to Mr. Wilkinson for an account of what

occurred after the arrival at the house. Koosevelt walked

up and down in much agitation, going over with his host

the points of the situation. Finally he exclaimed: ''Well,

it doesn't make any difference. It is more important that

I be right than to win this suit. I've got to be right in this

matter. '

'

He went to his room early, reading as usual before going

to bed. About midnight a telephone call came to the house

from New York saying that a newspaper reporter wished

to get from Roosevelt a statement of his views upon the

sinking of the Liisitania. Mr. Wilkinson went to his room

and aroused him from sleep, telling him what was wanted.

"All right," he said. "I'll speak to him. I always talk

with the boys." As details of the outrage came to him

over the telephone, he exclaimed :

'

' That 's murder ! Will

I make a statement? Yes, yes. I'll make it now. Just

take this." And he dictated the following:

"This represents not merely piracy, but piracy on a

vaster scale of murder than old-time pirates ever practised.

This is the warfare which destroyed Louvain and Dinant

and hundreds of men, women and children in Belgium. It

is warfare against innocent men, women and children,

traveling on the ocean, and our own fellow-countrymen

and country-women, who are among the sufferers. It seems

inconceivable that we can refrain from taking action in

this matter, for we owe it not only to humanity but to

our own self-respect. '

'

On the morning on which this statement was published.

May 8, 1915, Roosevelt walked into the room where his chief

counsel, John M. Bowers, was seated with his son. Spots-

wood D. Bowers, who was associated with his father in the

case, and said, as the son quotes his words to me:
"Gentlemen, I am afraid that I have made the winning

of this case impossible. I appreciate, of course, that we
have two German-American jurors, whose sympathies I
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have likely alienated by the utterances I gave to the press

last night concerning the sinking of the Liisitania, but I

cannot help it if we lose the case. There is a principle here

at stake which is far more vital to the American people

than my personal welfare is to me."
He had not consulted his counsel on the subject for the

reason, as he explained subsequently, that he had decided

on his course and did not wish to be in the position of having
to go counter to their advice in case they recommended
silence. The self-sacrificing patriotism of his utterances

needs no comment. His counsel spoke of it ever afterwards

as the most courageous act they had ever known—the

supreme revelation of Roosevelt's character.

To his first condemnation of Germany's conduct he

added others, day by day, steadily increasing in vigor. On
May 8, 1915, he prepared a fuller statement which was pub-

lished as follows on May 9

:

''On the night of the day that the disaster occurred I

called the attention of our people to the fact that the sink-

ing of the Lusitania was not only an act of piracy, but that

it represented piracy accompanied by murder on a vaster

scale than any old-time pirate had ever practiced before

being hung for his misdeeds.

"I called attention to the fact that this was merely the

application on the high seas, and, at our expense, of the

principles which when applied on land had produced the

innumerable hideous tragedies that have occurred in Bel-

gium and in Northern France.

"I said that not only our duty to humanity at large, but

our duty to preserve our own national self-respect de-

manded instant action on our part and forbade all delay.

I can do little more than reiterate what I then said.

"When the German decree establishing the war zone was
issued, and of course plainly threatened exactly the type

of tragedy which has occurred, our Government notified

Germany that in the event of any such wrongdoing at the

expense of our citizens we would hold the German Govern-

ment to *a strict accountability.'
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*
' The use of this phrase, ' strict accountability, ' of course,

must mean, and can only mean, that action will be taken

by us without an hour's unnecessary delay. It was emi-

ently proper to use the exact phrase that was used, and

having used it our own self-respect demands that we forth-

with abide by it.
'

'

On May 9, also, he gave out to the press advance copies

of an editorial article, entitled
'

' Murder on the High Seas, '

'

that he had written for the Metropolitan Magazine, with

which he was associated, in which, after enumerating the

outrages committed by Germany on American vessels,

culminating wdth the Lusitania, he said

:

**In the teeth of these things, we earn as a nation meas-

ureless scorn and contempt if we follow the lead of those

who exalt peace above righteousness, if we heed the voice

of those feeble folk who bleat to high Heaven for peace

when there is no peace. For many months our Government

has preserved between right and wrong a neutrality which

would have excited the emulous admiration of Pontius

Pilate—the arch-typical neutral of all time. . . . Unless

we act with immediate decision and vigor we shall have

failed in the duty demanded by humanity at large and

demanded even more clearly by the self-respect of the

American Republic. '

'

On the same day that these publications appeared in the

press. May 9, there appeared side by side with them this

statement which had been issued from the Wliite House
on the previous evening:

*'0f course the President feels the distress and the grav-

ity of the situation to the utmost, and is considering very

earnestly, but very calmly, the right course of action to

pursue. He knows that the people of the countiy expect

him to act with deliberation as well as with firmness."

One day later. May 10, 1915, President Wilson, address-

ing an audience of 15,000 naturalized citizens in Philadel-
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phia, uttered the famous phrase which unmediately became
immortal

:

* * There is such a thing as a man being too proud to fight.

There is such a thing as a nation being so right that it

does not need to convince others by force that it is right."

These utterances of the two men at this supreme moment
in the life of the nation show very clearly how far apart

they were in regard to the course which the national Gov-

ernment should pursue, and why it was that Koosevelt

was fairly compelled to enter the lists as the open critic of

the President's policies and acts. He said to me at the

time: ''I would have thrown up m.j hat for Wilson if

only he had given me the chance by acting in the Presidency

as a sound American of rugged strength and patriotism.

When he trailed the honor of the United States in the dust,

I, as a good American, had no alternative but to oppose

him."

No one was more surprised than Roosevelt was, when, in

spite of his utterances, the jury agreed upon a verdict in

his favor. His remarks to the jury at the close of the trial,

quoted in the preceding chapter, show how deeply he was
touched by it. Yet important as the verdict was to him, it

occupied only slight place in his mind at the time. I have

searched his letters in vain for any except casual reference

to it. He had no thought for anything except the nation

and its attitude toward the European war.



CHAPTER XXVII

STRONG CONDEMNATION OF PRESIDENT WILSON

Roosevelt's patriotic indignation because of the sinking of

the Lusitania and President Wilson's course in regard to

it found expression in many private letters that he wrote

at the time, as well as in articles that he wrote for the

Metropolitan Magazine, and in public addresses and news-

paper interviews. He felt at the time that he was foot-

free politically and could speak his mind without restraint.

'* There is great comfort," he wrote on March 2, 1915, to

his intimate and highly-valued friend, E. A. Van Valken-

berg of the Philadelphia North American, *'in being no

longer responsible for the welfare of a party, so that I can

tell needed truths without regard to their reacting politi-

cally upon any organization with which I am connected."

Writing to Judge Charles F. Amidon, of Fargo, North

Dakota, on May 29, 1915, he said

:

"As for the Lusitania, of course I agree with you to the

last point. President Wilson has failed, and has caused the

American people to fail, in performing national and inter-

national duty in a world crisis. There was not the slightest

occasion for diplomacy or meditation. The facts were un-

controverted. Germany did what she said she intended to

do and what President Wilson has informed her he would

hold her to a 'strict accountability' for doing. What was
needed was not thought or words but action. The time for

thought or for words had passed. The thought should have

come in before we sent the 'strict accountability' letter. If

the President had acted at that time, then, as you say,

Germany would have stood before the civilized world, not

as a warrior, but as a murderer. I do not think it is an

380
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opportune time to talk. I have expressed myself as clearly

as I know how."

His profound dissatisfaction with President Wilson's

course and his conviction that what he was saying publicly

in criticism of it was unpopular, is revealed in many other

letters, one of which was the following to John St. Loe
Strachey, London, on May 29, 1915

:

''You are mistaken entirely in believing that the Ameri-

can public will ever turn to me for leadership again, in

the sense of acknowledging me to be the leader. Neverthe-

less, I think that things that I have said will finally influence

them and that they will in the end have to acknowledge

that my position has been right. Our people are ill-in-

formed and I think they took these statements of mine in

bad part. Certainly they were not popular, at the moment,
and they are not popular now. But in the end, just as sure

as fate, Americans will realize that what I have said was
true, and this even though they entirely forget that it was
I who said it."

The natural effect of Roosevelt's open opposition to

President Wilson's war policy was to restore him at once

to the leadership of his party. He became immediately

its spokesman on all questions relating to the war and the

conduct of the national administration. No other member
of the party could speak with such authority, and few had
the courage to speak as freely as he did. The result was
that his devoted followers began to press him forward as

the inevitable candidate of his party in 1916. That he had
no sympathy with their efforts, or belief in their success, his

letters plainly show. In a letter written on June 3, 1915,

he said:

''My feeling is that harm and not good would come if I

should again be a candidate. In the (Barnes) libel suit

that has just ended, the thing that to me was painfully

evident was that at least nine-tenths of the men of light

and leading, and very marked majority of the people as a
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whole desired my defeat. They did not like Barnes or be-

lieve in him; but above all things they wished my defeat.

The particular twelve men whose judgment was vital to

me were, I think, on the whole against me at the start ; but

after both Barnes and I had been before them for many

days they stood for me against Barnes. This was because

I could reach them personally. But it is of course impossi-

ble for me to reach more than the smallest fraction of our

people in such fashion. The others have made up their

minds; and they are against me."

''I have been like an engine bucking a snow-drift. My
progress was slower and slower; and finally I accumulated

so much snow that I came to a halt and could not get

through. I believe that there are some men who would

support me against Wilson, for instance, or against a reac-

tionary Republican, who would not support any one else.

But I believe that there are a far larger number of men

who would at once sink every other purpose, no matter

what their convictions might be, for the purpose of smash-

ing me once for all. According to the information at present

before me, I believe that the bulk of our people would accept

my candidacy as a proof of greedy personal ambition on

my part, and would be bitterly hostile to me in consequence,

and bitterly hostile therefore to the cause for which I stood.

^'I have felt as regards the Lusitania business that as an

honorable man I could not keep silent, although I thor-

oughly realized that what I said would offend the pacificists,

would offend the good, short-sighted men who do not fully

understand international relations, and would make en-

venomed enemies of the great bulk of these Americans of

German descent or birth from whom in the past I have had

rather more than my normal proportion of support. This

was to me a matter of principle, a matter of national duty,

of duty which I owed my country ; and I did not think that

I was warranted in considering my own personal fortune

in the matter. But I do most emphatically think that when

it comes to choosing a candidate the very men who agree

with me in what I have done ought to realize that it often
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becomes impossible to nominate a man even though the very

things which make it impossible to nominate him are things

where he was right and where he is entitled to our respect

and admiration.

''I have felt that this libel suit which has just ended was
really as much a fight for those who have fought with me
during the last three years as for myself. It has justified

in court by legal evidence all we said about boss rule and

crooked business three years ago. I do not grudge the

money it has cost me, but I think the service was really

worth rendering ; but I do very strongly feel that in a way
it excuses me from doing too much more. There is an

anecdote that has long been proverbial in our family which

bears on the point. Doctor Polk, of New York, now an

old man, was Inspector-General of the Confederate Artil-

lery fifty years ago. Just before Appomattox, Lee sent

him to the rear to hurry up the stragglers. He was sitting

on a rail fence, with his horse-bridle over his arm when a

lank, frowning, half-starved North Carolinian Infantry-

man trooped by, his feet going 'muck-murh' as he ploughed

through the mud. Polk said in a perfunctory way, ^

' Hurry
up, my man, hurry up." Whereupon the North Carolinian

looked gloomy at him, shook his head, and remarked as he

walked by, 'if I ever love another country, damn me!'

''Now, you must not take this anecdote too literally. Of
course, if it was a duty impossible to avoid, I would fight

in future as I have fought in the past. But I feel I have

done my share; and, what is infinitely more important, I

do not feel that I can be of use in a leading position any
more. I think the people have made up their minds that

they have had all they want of me, and that my champion-

ship of a cause or an individual, say in exceptional cases,

is a damage rather than a benefit."

That he was eager to improve every opportunity to sup-

port President Wilson Roosevelt showed by his action when
Mr. Bryan resigned as Secretary of State on June 8, 1915.

A statement of his reasons for resigning was made by Mr.
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Bryan on June 9 and published on June 10. As soon as he

saw it, Roosevelt who was in Louisiana at the time, gave

out the following from Breton Island, on June 11, 1915

:

*' According to Mr. Bryan's statement, he has left the

Cabinet because President Wilson, as regards the matters

at issue with Germany, refuses to follow the precedent set

in the thirty all-inclusive arbitration commission treaties

recently negotiated, and declines to suspend action for a

year, while a neutral commission investigates the admitted

murder of American men, women and children on the high

seas, and further declines to forbid American citizens to

travel on neutral ships in accordance with the conditions

guaranteed to us by Germany herself in solemn treaty.

"Of course I heartily applaud the decision of the Presi-

dent, and in common with all other Americans who are loyal

to the traditions handed down by the men who served under

Washington, and by the others who followed Grant and Lee

in the days of Lincoln, I pledged him my heartiest support

in all the steps he takes to uphold the honor and the inter-

ests of this great Republic which are bound up with the

maintenance of democratic liberty and of a wise spirit of

humanity among all the nations of mankind."

To one of the younger generation of earnest and able

writers in whom he took a warm personal interest, Julian

Street, he wrote on June 23, 1915

:

''Washington, Andrew Jackson, Lincoln and Grant have

occupied exactly the right position as regards our duty in

international affairs ; and Jefferson, Buchanan and Wilson

exactly the wrong position. The way to help us in the

concrete to do what is right is to point out in the concrete

the men at the head of affairs who do what is wrong. The
War of 1812 was for us at best a draw and was fulfilled

with humiliation and disgrace because of Jefferson's atti-

tude and above all because Jefferson's attitude represented

the American attitude. If men like Washington had been

in charge of this government for the first sixteen years of

the nineteenth century the War of 1812 would have been an
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overwhelming victory and probably would have been closed

in 1812. Wilson and Bryan at the present day are con-

tending for the proud preeminence of doing everything

in their power in the last two years and a half to bring

this nation to both impotence and infamy in its international

relations—and Taft by his universal arbitration treaties

and his Mexican policy ably paved the way for them. Wil-

son is the one man now alive most responsible for present

day unpreparedness."

On the same date, June 23, 1915, he wrote to his life-long

friend Owen Wister

:

*

' Your friend, the English pacifist, turned up. He seems

an amiable, fuzzy-brained creature ; but I could not resist

telling him that I thought that in the first place English-

men were better at home doing their duty just at present,

and in the next place, as regards both Englishmen and

Americans, that the prime duty now was not to talk about

dim and rosy Utopias but, as regards both of them, to make
up their minds to prepare against disaster and, as regards

our nation, to quit making promises which we do not keep.

Taft, second only to Wilson and Br5''an, is the most dis-

tinguished exponent of what is worst in our political char-

acter at the present day as regards international affairs;

and a universal peace league meeting which has him as its

most prominent leader, is found on the whole to do mischief

and not good.

"I was immensely pleased and amused with your last

Atlantic article ('Quack Novels and Democracy') and I

think it will do good. I wish you had included Wilson when
you spoke of Bryan, and Pulitzer when you spoke of Hearst.

Pulitzer and his successors have been on the whole an even

greater detriment than Hearst, and Wilson is considerably

more dangerous to the American people than Bryan. I was
very glad to see you treat Thomas Jefferson as you did.

Wilson is in his class. Bryan is not attractive to the aver-

age college bred man; but The Evening Post, Springfield

Republican, and Atlantic Monthly creatures, who claim to
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represent all that is highest and most cultivated and to give

the tone to the best college thought, are all ultra-supporters

of Wilson, are all much damaged by him, and join with him

to inculcate flabbiness of moral fiber among the very men,

and especially the young men, who should stand for what is

best in American life. Therefore to the men who read

your writings Wilson is more dangerous than Bryan.

Nothing is more sickening than the continual praise of

Wilson's English, of Wilson's style. He is a true logothete,

a real sophist; and he firmly believes, and has had no incon-

siderable effect in making our people believe, that elocution

is an admirable substitute for and improvement on action.

I feel particularly bitter toward him at the moment be-

cause when Bryan left I supposed that meant that Wilson

really had decided to be a man and I prepared myself to

stand wholeheartedly by him. But in reality the point at

issue between them was merely as to the proper point of

dilution of tepid milk and water."

His views at this time about an international peace

league were set forth on June 29, 1915, in a letter to E. A.

Van Valkenberg:
'

' There is one point about those gentlemen who support

a League for International World Peace that is worth-

while considering. Six months ago or more I outlined that

program which they announced they had just discovered

the other day. But I then very emphatically stated that it

was a program for the future and that our first business

was to make good the promises we had already made and

to put ourselves in position to defend our o^^^l rights. These

gentlemen declined to say a word in favor of our fitting

ourselves to go into defensive war in our own interest; and

yet they actually wish to make us at this time promise to

undertake offensive war in the interests of other people!

It is a striking illustration of the recklessness with which

the average American is willing to make any kind of a

promise ^^dthout any thought of how it can be carried out.

Taken concretely, they propose that we shall pledge our-
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selves in the future to coerce Germany if it acts, say toward

Switzerland, or Holland or Denmark, as it has acted toward

Belgium. Either such a promise is an empty nullity or it

means that we undertake to prepare in such event to send

an army of a couple of million men to Europe. Yet these

same individuals praise Wilson for shirking his duty under

the moderate Hague Conventions we have already signed

and for failure to prepare either to protect our own citizens

when murdered on the high seas or to protect them when
murdered in Mexico. They won't advocate preparedness

for defensive war in our own behalf but are willing to make
utterly reckless promises that we will undertake offensive

war in behalf of others."

Writing to Julian Street, on July 8, 1915, he said:

*'It is difificult to explore the hidden domain of motive.

Personally, I do not believe that President Wilson's mo-
tives have been one Avhit better than those of Senator Hale

(life-long opponent to a large navy). This is a mere matter

of belief on my part; but it is a matter not of belief but of

knowledge that Wilson in his very great position has done

far more damage to the army and navy and has been a far

greater foe to efficient preparedness than Hale was in his

smaller position. I would not attack either unless it were
necessary from the standpoint of the country ; and it is of

course a thousand times more necessary (although more
disagreeable) to attack Wilson, the popular pacifist hero,

than Hale, who is really dead. The excuse that can be made
for one is the excuse that can be made for the other. Hale's

constituents demanded, most of them doubtless sincerely,

that he should see that the Portsmouth Navy Yard was
kept up. Wilson's constituents who have been most active

in speaking about preparedness have been the German-
Americans and other hyphenated Americans, the profes-

sional pacifists, the flubdubs and the mollycoddles, all of

whom have united in screaming against preparedness and in

applauding him
;
just as their spiritual ancestors applauded

Thomas Jefferson over a century ago when he announced
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that 'our passion was peace,' and reduced the regular army
to nothing and laid up the navy and refused to continue

building it and stated that the nation in arms, the militia

without any training or trial, would be fit to defend us.

*'For a President to announce that our passion is peace

and therefore to refuse to prepare is bad. But it is not

quite so bad as to announce that the nation is 'too proud to

fight,' and to put men like Daniels at the head of the Navy
Department and to keep him there and have the navy kept

in the Gulf of Mexico under conditions that almost ruin its

efiiciency, and to use the army under circumstances deeply

detrimental to the morale of both the officers and the en-

listed men, and finally to make speeches and write an An-

nual Message, such as he wrote last December, which are

deliberate and direct arguments against all efficiency and

all preparedness. It was an elaborate argument against

preparedness, excellently calculated to puzzle our people

and to keep them from trying to get ready.
'

' Every army officer in the country who is trying to pre-

pare is doing it against the feeling of the President and

knows he has to be cautious so as not to arouse the hostility

of the President, a hostility which has been incurred by

every man in either the army or the navy who has fearlessly

done his duty during the last year. Until we are willing

to tell the truth about history, until we are willing to admit

what humiliation and loss the War of 1812 (which was
for us a defeat or at least a draw) caused us, and how this

humiliation and loss were directly due to the action of the

American people themselves, through the leaders whom
they adored, Jefferson and Madison, and until we are will-

ing to make our present-day politicians know that there is

an active sentiment which will hold them responsible for

failure to prepare, I am afraid we shall not make much
headway."

To Owen Wister he wrote again on July 7, 1915

:

"All the earlier part of your article on 'The Pentecost of

Calamity' is so adnodrable and I feel so very strongly the
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service you have rendered that I cannot help feeling regret

that you fail to draw the conclusion that in my view is the

only conclusion to be drawn. You first of all show how
dreadfully Germany has behaved, how incumbent it is upon

the civilized world that she should not be allowed to suc-

ceed, that action should be taken upon her. You then say

with equal truth that you 'want no better photograph of

any individual man than his opinion on this war.'

"But America as a whole could speak only through the

Administration at Washington; and the real test, the real

photograph, of any individual is whether he does or does

not keep neutral about the action of the Administration

in itself preserving a thoroughly base neutrality. You
praise the New York Times for its stand. The New York
Times has consistently supported Wilson and is supporting

him now; and that makes all that it says on behalf of the

Allies and against Germany mere beating of wind, a mere
added discredit. When President Eliot denounces Ger-

many and also upholds President Wilson and says that we
must not prepare for war. President Eliot is occupying the

worst position that can be occupied. To denounce Germany
in words and not prepare to make our words good is merely

to add to our offense.

*'You say that it would have been an act of 'unprece-

dented folly ' if we had not been politically neutral. On the

contrary, in my view, the really unprecedented folly was in

exercising our loose tongues in a way thoroughly to irritate

Germany and yet to do nothing whatever to back up these

aforesaid tongues by governmental action. If it was our

duty to remain neutral politically, it was emphatically our

duty to remain morally neutral. Any political neutrality

not based on moral reasons is no more and no less admir-

able than the neutrality of Pontius Pilate or of the back-

woodsman who saw his wife fighting the bear. Either The
Hague Conventions meant something or they did not mean
something. Either they can be construed according to their

spirit, or by legalistic device the letter can be twisted so as

to give a faint shadow of justification for violating the
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spirit. If they meant nothing, then it was idiocy for us to

have gone into them. If they meant anything, Wilson and

Bryan are not to be excused for failure to try to make

them good by whatever action was necessary ; and political

neutrality when they were violated was a crime against

the world and a thoroughly base and dishonorable thing on

our part. As for the Lusitania matter, failure to act within

twenty-four hours following her sinking was an offense that

is literally inexcusable and inexplicable. Of course, our peo-

ple are now all confused and weakened and incapable of

giving any coherent support to our own rights or the rights

of others in the teeth of Germany's ruthless and cruel

efficiency. This is directly due to the action of Wilson

—

the worst President we have had since Buchanan, an even

worse President than Taft, a considerably worse President

than Andrew Johnson—and he has been able to do this

because papers like the Times have shown such ambidex-

trous morality in cordially supporting him while at the

same time taking positions that were justifiable only on the

theory that he had acted outrageously and should be de-

nounced.

''This people is no worse than it was in the days of

Washington and Lincoln. We were still in the gristle;

and, thanks largely to the immense immigration, we have

continued to be in the gristle. When we had them as

Presidents or as national leaders, the people would follow

them. But if, after firing on Sumter, Lincoln had made a

speech in which he said that the North was 'too proud to

fight,* and if he had then spent sixty days in writing pol-

ished epistles to Jefferson Davis, and if Seward had re-

signed because these utterly futile epistles were not even

more futile, why, by July the whole heart would have been

out of the Union party and most people in the North would

have been following Horace Greeley in saying that the

erring sisters should be permitted to depart in peace ! Wil-

son has not had to face anything like as great a crisis;

but he has faced it exactly as Buchanan faced his crisis,
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in exactly the spirit that Lincoln would have shown if Lin-

coln had acted in such fashion.

*'I have a perfect horror of words that are not backed

up by deeds. I have a perfect horror of denunciation

that ends in froth. All denunciations of Germany, all ar-

dent expressions of sympathy for the AUies amount to pre-

cisely and exactly nothing if we are right in preserving a

complete political neutrality between right and wrong. If

Wilson is not wrong in his action, or rather inaction, about

the Lusitania' and Belgium, then wise and proper thing for

our people is to keep their mouths shut about both deeds.

The loose tongue and the unready hand make a poor com-

bination. We are justified in denouncing the action of Ger-

many only if we make it clearly evident that Wilson has

shamelessly and scandalously misinterpreted us. I don't

think that the American people believe that he has misrep-

resented us ; I think they are behind him. I think they are

behind him largely because their leaders have felt that

in this crisis the easy thing to do was to minister to our

angered souls by words of frothy denunciation and min-

ister to our soft bodies by taking precious good care that

there was no chance of our having to turn these words into

deeds."

A letter that he wrote on August 7, 1915, to Baron Rosen,

former Russian Ambassador at Washington and one of the

Russian envoys to the Portsmouth Peace Conference, is

worthy of record as containing an outline of what he would

have done to bring the war to a close had he been Presi-

dent when Germany invaded Belgium in 1914. Baron Rosen

had sent to him a copy of a published interview with him-

self in which he had declared that it was "in the interest of

all concerned to bring the war to conclusion as soon as

possible," and had added:

"The surest way of reaching such a result would be to

bring about a general coalition such as crushed the power

of the first Napoleon, still leaving France intact and an hon-

ored member of the family of nations. Failing this, how-
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ever, a large league of neutrals, especially if headed by the

United States, might bring to bear upon Germany moral

pressure sufficient to make her realize the futility of con-

tinuing a struggle that could certainly never lead to a

realization of her ambitions."

To this Roosevelt replied:

''How I wish I were President at this moment! That

won't strike you, I know, as an expression of personal am-

bition. I would be quite willing to accept the Presidency

now with a guaranty of being removed from it at the very

instant I had succeeded in doing what I had started out

to accomplish; and the first thing I would like to do, aside

from the subordinate incident of aiding civilization and

decency in Mexico, would be to interfere in the world war
on the side of justice and honesty, by exactly such a league

as you mention. I do not believe in neutrality between

right and wrong. I believe in justice.

"When I had the great pleasure and honor of being

associated with you and other men whom I highly regarded

in the effort to bring about peace between Russia and Japan,

I could in good faith act as a neutral. But neutrality in

the present war is a crime against humanity and against

the future of the race. ... As you probably know, if I

had had the power I would have made this nation actively

interfere, if possible at the head of all neutral nations, on

the ground of the violation of The Hague Conventions as

regards Belgium. I had been preaching preparedness for

years ; but for the last year I have been earnestly advocat-

ing that we prepare in such fashion as to make ourselves

able to count decisively if we do have to interfere.
'

'

As shown in early chapters of this history, Theodore

Roosevelt had been a persistent and earnest advocate of

national preparedness from the moment of his entrance

upon public life. Indeed, in the preface to his history of the

War of 1812, written while he was still a student in Harvard

University, he had taken his position in favor of it, and he
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adhered to it unvariiigly throughout his life. While he

was Assistant Secretary of the Navy, in June 1897, as I

have shown in the chapters upon that portion of his career,

he defined his attitude on this and other questions of na-

tional policy with great clearness and force. While he was

President, in every annual message that he sent to Con-

gress, he urged adherence to the same policy. In his

annual message of December 1906 he called attention to the

universal military service system of Switzerland as a model

for the United States to follow. As soon as it became

likely that the United States would be drawn into the Euro-

pean war he began to advocate the immediate adoption of

measures of preparedness which should enable the country

to defend itself and meet with military force any assaults

of Germany on its rights and the rights of its citizens. He
shared with General Leonard Wood the honor of origina-

ting military training camps, and with General Wood took

the lead in arousing public interest in them as a necessary

step in national preparedness. For many months the Wil-

son Administration not only refused financial support for

these camps, but openly opposed them. The boys and men
who went to them paid the expenses. Later an association

of business men paid for their support.

The hostility of the Wilson Administration to both Roose-

velt and General Wood was openly disclosed by an incident

that occurred in the summer of 1915. An officers' training

camp, the first of several, had been established at Platts-

burg, N. Y., and was in operation under General Wood's di-

rection. By invitation from General Wood, on August 25,

1915, Roosevelt visited the camp and made an address to

its members who, with visitors from the neighborhood, made
up an audience of several thousand persons. The address

was confined to an earnest appeal for national prepared-

ness along the lines that Roosevelt had followed for many
years. He made no mention of the President or of the

national administration in it, but dwelt upon the subject

as a great national need which was being perilously ne-

glected. After leaving the camp, Roosevelt made a state-
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ment to the reporters who had been present which he asked

them to publish. In this he said:

**I wish to make one comment on the statement so fre-

quently made that we must stand by the President. I

heartily subscribe to this on condition and only on condi-

tion that it is followed by the statement so long as the

President stands by the country.

"It is defensible to state that we stand by the country,

right or wrong ; it is not defensible for any free man in a

free republic to state that he will stand by any official

right or wrong, or any ex-official.

"The President has the right to have said of him nothing

but what is true ; he should have sufficient time to make his

policy clear; but as regards supporting him in all public

policy, and above all in international policy, the right of any

President is only to demand public support because he does

well ; because he serves the public well, and not merely be-

cause he is President.

"To treat elocution as a substitute for action, to rely

upon high-sounding words unbacked by deeds, is proof of a

mind that dwells only in the realm of shadow and of

shame."

On the following day, the Secretary of War published a

formal rebuke to General Wood for permitting Roosevelt

to make an address, declaring that its effect was certain to

be harmful rather than helpful to the training camp project.

The assumption of the rebuke was that the address had

been an attack on the national administration, and the

newspapers that were regular supporters of the President

took this view. Roosevelt replied sharply to the Secretary,

saying that in his address he had not mentioned the Presi-

dent or the national administration, and that if calling

attention to the fact that for thirteen months no steps had

been taken in the direction of national preparedness was
regarded by the national administration as an attack upon

itself, it was a confession of guilt on its part.

In a letter that he wrote to Dr. Henry S. Drinker, Presi-
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dent of Lehigh University, on September 1, 1915, he said in

justification of his address

:

*

' Of course you have absolutely the right to send me the

letter you have just sent me. . . . But let me ask you if

you are sure that you have seen my address. I can hardly

believe it. I think that you must have seen an account

of what I am alleged to have said or else an account of

some article of mine or interview of mine not given in the

camp. You say first that you 'heartily agree with and
endorse all (I) say in support of the need, the great imme-
diate need, of national preparedness and in condenmation

of the folly and worse, of those young and old who favor a
supine action.' You then say that you greatly disapprove

of my 'attack on the Administration.' But, my dear Sir, I

never mentioned the Administration or the President, and
the only way of construing what I said into an attack is by
construing the attack I made upon the nation because it

did not 'favor a policy of supine action,' as an attack on

the Administration.

"Now the prime reason why we are at present unpre-

pared, is that you, my dear Mr. President, and the men like

you, from the highest motives, persists in making general

statements in favor of preparedness in the abstract, and
then utterly undoing everything you say by repudiation of

these principles when applied in the concrete ; and even, as

now appears, by repudiation of abstract statements if, as in

the present instance, the Administration shows sensitive-

ness when they are made. In your letter, for instance, you
say, as I have quoted above, that you utterly condemn the

folly and worse of those who favor a policy of supine action.

By far the most conspicuous man who has favored it is the

President himself. The whole weight of his Message to

Congress last year, when the war had lasted four months,

was put in the demand that there should be no prepara-

tion. He actively discouraged Congress doing anything last

year. He, chiefly, positively but partly without directness,

discouraged even such activities of General Wood as were

included in the formation of the American Legion, and then
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in the assembling of these camps. But I did not directly

or indirectly refer to all this in my speech. I merely said

that during these last thirteen months we as a nation had

absolutely failed to prepare. I said that the results of our

weakness had been evident in the murder of our women
and children on the high seas.

*'Now, either these camps are justified or they are not.

If we are utterly unprepared, then they are justified and
required. Otherwise they are not, for of course they are

only makeshifts, adopted because of the lack of proper gov-

ernmental action. This improper failure of the government

to act may be due either to the Administration leading the

people wrong or to the people not permitting the Admin-
istration to lead it right. In my speech I was most careful

to put the responsibility on the people, on the nation. As
a matter of fact, I do not think that that is where it pri-

marily belongs. I think it primarily rests on the shoulders

of Mr. Wilson ; but I agreed with the view you expressed,

that the camp was not the place to say so.

*' However, if there is to be any speechmaking at all at

the camp, then that speechmaking should be truthful and to

the point. To support the great immediate need of na-

tional preparedness is of course by implication to condemn
the Administration to whose supine action we owe our

present utter unpreparedness. To condemn the folly and
worse of those who favor this policy of supine action is of

course to condemn the Administration. You say you ap-

prove of both. Then you approve of all that I have done.

If it is not proper to say these things which should be said

to all patriotic Americans, to such a camp, then in my
judgment it is wholly improper to hold these camps at all,

and the sooner they are abandoned the better."

A rather despairing note is discernible in this letter,

August 28, 1915, to Frederick Palmer, then with the British

Expeditionary Force in France

:

"I am sick at heart about Wilson, and therefore about

the American people. The only thing to say in defense of
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the people is that a bad colonel always makes a bad regi-

ment. If, the day after the firing on Sumter, Lincoln had

stated that he was too proud to fight and if he had then

carried on a four-months' correspondence with Jefferson

Davis, well written from the rhetorical standpoint but with-

out a deed to back any word, and if Seward had resigned

because these notes were too stiff, by midsummer of '61

the northerners as a whole would have said that Greeley

was quite right and they would let the erring sisters go.

Yet even then I think somebody would have roused them in

the end. I have done everything I can to rouse them. I

have the skeleton of a division already outlined, with ac-

ceptances from my Chief of Staff, my brigade commanders,

colonels, etc. My three sons have been in camp at Platts-

burg under General Wood this summer."
That he believed sincerely at this time that the course

he was taking was unpopular because of the anti-war senti-

ment of the country at large, is shown in his letters, a few
of which are appended

:

September 3, 1915.,

To George W. Perkins, New York City: "It is my de-

liberate judg-ment that if the Republicans ever come to

entertain the thought of nominating me next year, it will

be because they know they will be defeated under me and

intend that I shall receive the heaviest defeat they can give

me, and they will nominate me with this purpose in view,

thereby not only crushing the Progressives but definitely

getting rid of me and enthroning the standpatters in the

Republican party.

"It is perfectly evident to me that this people have made
up their minds not only against the policies in which I be-

lieve but finally against me personally. The bulk of them

are convinced that I am actuated by motives of personal am-

bition and that I am selfishly desirous of hurting Taft and

Wilson and have not the good of the country at heart.

Anything that you or any of my other close friends do that

can be construed into putting me forward for the Presi-

dency will absolutely confirm this opinion and will do me
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real and grave damage. My experience with the libel suit

convinced me that nine-tenths of the people of leadership

and influence, big and little, in New York are utterly against

me."

October 9, 1915.

To John St. Loe Strachey, London: ''Don't get it into

your head that there is the slightest possibility of my re-

turning to public life. Even the men who on the whole

agree with me in my position, would be almost a unit

against me if I again was a candidate for public office. It

is against our traditions as a nation; and, while I myself

think these traditions are foolish, yet they exist, and that

is all there is to it. I intend to continue writing and now
and then speaking until this war is through ; but after that

I believe that I shall probably stop both speaking and

writing, for I do not think I can get any audience or do

good to the country."

December 7, 1915.

To Senator Lodge: '* As you know, I feel that the course

I have followed about Hyphenated-Americanism, and es-

pecially the German-American vote, is such as absolutely

to preclude the possibility of nominating me as a candi-

date, even though there had been such a possibility before,

which in my judgment was not the case. I have followed

the course I have followed in the last year, because I

thought someone ought to say the kind of things I have

said, and that without regard to his owti future, and I was

the man peculiarly blocked out for the task."

January 29, 1916.

To Wayne MacVeagh: *'I am a strong believer in being

practical and working with your fellows, which is another

way of saying of working with the organization. But now
and then the time comes when it is quite impossible to com-

promise and do your duty to the nation, and now and then

the time comes when a man must hoist the black flag and

sink or swim, without regard to what his fellows think, for

the cause in which he with all his heart believes. In my
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judgment we are in a great world crisis. No other public

man has ventured to tell the truth of Germany, of the

pacifists, of the German-Americans, of Wilson. I have told

it and shall tell it as strongly as I know how and without

regard to its effect upon me. When I adopted this course

I did it deliberately, believing that in all human probability

it would render me unavailable for any office. I did not

wish any office; but it is a man's duty, before he takes a
position, to consider whether or not his taking it renders

it impossible for him to be run for a position where he

could do good service. I did consider this. I felt that the

pacifists, the professional German-Americans, the short-

sighted and uninformed and ease-loving people generally,

needed to be told what their duty was and that it would
have to be told in ways that would make it impossible for

the man telling it to avoid incurring their bitter animosity.

I have followed this course, believing that it would in all

probability render it out of the question to nominate me
for the Presidency. It would be quite impossible to nomi-

nate and elect me unless this nation were in heroic mood
and it were possible to appeal to that mood. I see no signs

of such possibility."

January 29, 1916.

To Henry Ford, Detroit, Michigan: ''I thank you for

your kind letter of January 20th. If I get to Detroit it

will be a great pleasure to accept your invitation to look

at the work you are doing. As I have so frequently stated,

I believe that you are one of the men, the successful busi-

ness men, who can do far more than any outsiders like

myself in bringing about the right relations between the

men who work with their hands and those who supply the

capital or the management in the business.

''But, my dear Mr. Ford, I trust you have not extended

this invitation in ignorance of the position I have publicly

taken about your attitude on behalf of pacifism. If you

did not know my attitude when you wrote, I shall of course

understand absolutely if you withdraw the invitation, for,

as I supposed you knew, I am emphatically out of sympathy
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with you (just as I am radically out of sympathy with my
friend, Miss Addams), as regards this pacifist agitation.

If you do know my attitude and have sent the invitation

knowing it, I wish you would give me the chance when I

see you to make a very earnest appeal to you to use your

good influence, not on behalf of a peace that will not bring

righteousness, but on behalf of righteousness; for if that

is obtained the peace worth having comes with it."

February 4, 1916.

To Mrs. Mary T. Bays, Ellisville, III: ''It does me
good to hear from an American woman who is a real

patriot. You say you are 'only an old, ignorant country

woman.' I wish to heaven that all wealthy and cultivated

people had your good sense and courage and devotion to

the country. It is right that you should feel as you do,

when your husband fought gallantly throughout the Civil

War and came home wounded and broken in health. You
tell me that last Sunday, at church, you heard the preacher

speak for 'Peace at any Price,' and that he said that if

our flag was insulted or spat upon it did not matter, and

that the church was full of men and boys and that not one

protested.

"Such a preacher is a foe of this country, and a foe of

humanity, and a foe of Christianity. He represents the

type which, if he had lived in Judea during the life-time of

the Saviour, would have attacked the Saviour for breaking

the peace by driving the money-changers from the Temple.

The men and boys who listened to him without protest

are no better than he is."

February 4, 1916.

To Rev. Gustavus E. Hiller, Pastor, First Germa/n Metho-

dist Episcopal Church, Indianapolis, Indiana: "I thank

you for your personal kindness toward me, but, my dear

sir, I am not a candidate, and if I were I would most em-

phatically refuse to receive the votes of those whom you

speak of as 'German-Americans, who are getting ready

to throw their solid support to one or the other candidate.
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something that has never occurred before.' I do not want
any man's support if it comes because that man is acting

as a German-American, or an English-American, or an

Irish-American, or a Jewish-American, or a native Ameri-

can. If he cannot act as a plain Unitted States citizen,

then he has no business to vote in our country at all. There
is no room for a 'solid German-Ajnerican vote' in this

country, or a solid English-American vote, if we are to

conduct things on a really healthy basis. I have in me
German, French and English blood, as well as Dutch blood,

but I am an American and nothing else. I can only refer

you to my published statements and to the enclosed pam-
phlet 'Americanism,' to give my position. I believe the

Americans of German blood have formed a peculiarly valu-

able element in this country. In the great crisis of the

Civil War, a greater proportion went right than was the

case with the Americans of old Colonial stock. But they

must vote as Americans and nothing else, or they will be

positive sources of danger and detriment to the commu-
nity.

"It is exceedingly unlikely that I shall ever again be a

candidate for office, but, if I am, no man will be wise who
votes for me under the idea that I am anything but a

straight-cut American. I care nothing for a man's creed,

or his birthplace, or descent! but I regard him as an un-

worthy citizen unless he is an American and nothing else.
'

'

In commenting upon President Wilson's address to Con-

gress, in December 1915, Roosevelt aroused much curiosity

and caused an active searching of dictionaries by saying:

"His (Wilson's) elocution is that of a Byzantine logothete

—and Byzantine logothetes were not men of action."

In the early part of 1916 a subcommittee of the Execu-

tive Conmaittee of the Authors' League of America, of

which Colonel Roosevelt was honorary vice-president,

brought in a report advocating affiliation with the American
Federation of Labor. Colonel Roosevelt was asked to

approve the report, but refused to do so. So strong was
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the feeling in the League upon this matter that the organi-

zation itself was threatened with disruption. In answer to

the report of the subcommittee, some of the more con-

servative members of the League issued a protest against

affiliation. The protest was sent by Julian Street to Colonel

Koosevelt with a request that he sign it if he saw fit to do

so. Instead of signing, Roosevelt sent to Mr. Street a

letter addressed to the subcommittee, authorizing him to

make any use of it he thought best.

The letter was as follows

:

Sagamore Hill,

July 28, 1916.

To the Subcommittee of the Executive Committee of the

Authors' League.

Gentlemen :

Since our correspondence I have carefully considered

the matter, and I have now read the *
' protest '

' against the

proposed action.

Not only does this protest contain some very strong argu-

ments against your proposed action, but the mere fact that

so many of our leading members sign it makes it in my
view inadvisable and improper to take the proposed action.

The Authors' League should be kept a united body and

not required to deal with burning questions remote from

its proper interests, and as to which its membership would

be bitterly divided, and in view of the facts as they now
appear, I would regard the proposed action as equivalent

to the disruption of the Authors' League, and I therefore

most earnestly hope that it will not be taken.

Theodore Roosevelt.

Mr. Street decided, after some reflection, not to send the

letter because he thought it might tend to antagonize or-

ganized labor. He announced his decision to Roosevelt

and received the following reply on August 4, 1916

:

''I don't care a rap whether the Federation of Labor

does or does not understand my position. I am getting to be

too old to count in the cost of such matters ! If that letter
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is of service to you you are welcome to use it, and in any

event you had better send it now to the subcommittee, even

although you do not publish it until later—so that they may
not claim that they were under any misapprehension as to

my attitude."

Mr. Street sent the letter and soon afterwards the affilia-

tion scheme was dropped.



CHAPTER XXVIII

REFUSAL TO BE A THIRD PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
IN 1916

In March 1916, Roosevelt went with his wife on a trip to

the West Indies. The most devoted of his Progressive

followers were pressing him forward as a Presidential can-

didate and he was firmly opposing their efforts, as he had

no desire for another nomination. They were convinced

that they could persuade the Republican leaders to nomi-

nate him by showing that he was the strongest possible

candidate for them, the only one, in fact, that they could

hope to elect.

He himself had no faith in the success of their efforts.

*'I do not believe," he wrote to Julian Street on April 24,

1916, ''there is any real chance of nominating me. I am
just one of Abraham Lincoln's 'splashed and battered

pioneers.* "

He insisted that no effort whatever should be made by
his advocates to secure delegates for him for the Republi-

can nomination, and no such effort was made. His advo-

cates confined themselves to placing his merits as a candi-

date before the country and by arranging to hold a Pro-

gressive National Convention. On his way home from the

West Indies he prepared for publication a statement of his

position and it was telegraphed from Trinidad by Mr.

Henry L. Stoddard, editor of the New York Evening Mail,

who had gone there to meet him. In this statement, which

he had written in his own hand for Mr. Stoddard, he said

:

"I do not wish the nomination. I am not the least inter-

ested in the political fortunes either of myself or any other

man.

"I am interested in awakening my fellow countrymen to

404
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the need of facing unpleasant facts. I am interested in the

triumph of the great principles for which, with all my heart

and soul, I have striven and shall continue to strive.

"I will not enter into any fight for the nomination, and

I will not permit any factional fight to be made in my be-

half. Indeed, I will go further and say that it would be a

mistake to nominate me unless the country has in its mood
something of the heroic, unless it feels not only like de-

voting itself to ideals, but to the purpose measurably to

realize those ideals in action.

"This is one of those rare times which come only at long

intervals in a nation's history, when the action taken de-

termines the basis of the life of the generations that follow.

Such times were those from 1776 to 1789, in the days of

Washington, and from 1858 to 1865, in the days of Lincoln.

"It is for us to-day to grapple with the tremendous

national and international problems of our own hour in the

spirit and with the ability shown by those who upheld the

hands of Washington and Lincoln."

This deliverance was in direct opposition to the earnest

appeals of many of his followers that he keep silent on the

question of a nomination and thereby avoid giving offense

to the large pacifist element in the Western States; but a

policy of silence never had attractions for him. Although

he consented to allow his most ardent supporters to ad-

vocate his nomination by exhibiting his record to the public

in various ways, because by so doing he secured attention

for his views, he had little share in their faith that the

Republicans could be induced to nominate him. The one

thing that he was determined upon was that there should be

no concealment of his views, that a nomination should not

be secured by any misunderstandings as to his principles,

and that under no circumstances would he run again as a

third candidate. His attitude was defined clearly in a

letter that he wrote to one of his most zealous Progressive

followers, Matthew Hale, of Boston, on April 3, 1916

:

**I meant literally and exactly every word of my Trinidad
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statement. Not only do I desire that no kind of faction

fight be made to secure my nomination but I feel that it

would be worse than worthless to have the nomination un-

less it comes of their own accord from the Republicans, be-

cause they feel they need me, and because they feel that the

country is ripe for the kind of campaign which is the only

campaign I would consent to make. After Lincoln became

President the question of retaining the Union was of such

absorbing consequence that for the next eighteen months

he declined to consider even such a tremendous question as

Slavery. He subordinated everything else to the question

of the Union. There are certain tremendous national ques-

tions affecting our attitude as regards the primary duties

of a nation, affecting perhaps the questions whether we are

to continue as a nation, which transcend infinitely in im-

portance any question of whether or not the Crane machine

or any other machine is to be hurt, is to be opposed, or is

to be made an issue in any way. I must not be used in any

local fight for any local objects. . . .

**My sole usefulness at present must lie in my continu-

ing to preach nationally the kind of doctrines that I have

been preaching for the last eighteen months. Conscien-

tiously and with infinite labor a year ago last Summer and

Fall I fought in every kind of locality for local triumph

along the lines of Progressive principles. I not only did no

good but I am not at all certain that I did not do damage.

The effort for me to mix in local affairs and the effort to

mix me in local affairs simply did harm. Very possibly no

use can be made of me nationally, but most emphatically it

is only nationally that any use can be made of me, and the

effort to win anything for me by a faction fight anywhere
will do me damage and cannot from any standpoint do

good.

"Understand me, I would not care whether it would do
me damage or not if it would do any good to the nation;

but it won't do any good to the nation. If this nation is

to be helped in the least by me, it is to be helped by my
teachings in national and international matters. If the
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nation gets the slightest idea that I am acquiescing in fac-

tion fights in my own interests, there is the end of my
accomplishing anything whatever. '

*

To Frederick Scott Oliver, in England, author of the

'Life of Hamilton' and, later of 'The Ordeal of Battle,'

he wrote on April 7, 1916:

"To chasten one's own side is an absolute necessity (one

of the chief sources of our trouble here in the United

States has been the persistent refusal to chasten our own
side, even in dealing with past history), and yet in a crisis

it exposes one to the charge of assisting one's enemies.

To a very much less degree I have myself been having this

difficulty for the last twenty months. French, English

and Canadian editors of newspapers and reviews have kept

asking me to write for them, as I have been writing and

speaking in the United States, and they have apparently

been unable to understand my response that the very fact

that I was speaking unpleasantly of my countrymen meant
that these unpleasant words must be spoken directly to

them and not in some other land about them.

"I suppose each man tends to feel a particular ani-

mosity toward his tribal enemies, so to speak. I have never

expected anything from the frank materialists. When
they play the part of frankly selfish swine and say that

they do not care what happens to Belgium as long as they

can keep their own four feet in the trough, I merely try to

appeal to any possible far-sightedness in their selfishness

by pointing out that, if they do not make ready, they will

ultimately themselves be shouldered out of the trough by
the German boar or by some other equally warlike and
competent competitor. But the men who really do arouse

my anger are those who have been for years claiming to be

idealists, claiming to be for peace and for justice and for

virtue, and who have usually denounced me as not having

sufficiently lofty ideals and as not being sufficiently al-

truistic.

"I wish to Heaven there was a better chance of de-
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veloping some strong candidate against Wilson. There is

a real movement to nominate me, simply because I am the

only man who has stood openly against him in a way to

show that I meant it. But I have had to be the pioneer in

this movement and as Lincoln, with his homely common
sense said, the trouble with pioneers is that they necessarily

get so battered and splashed that they cannot be used at

subsequent stages of the movement. It would be just as

hard to elect me this year as it would have been to have

elected Hamilton against Jefferson in 1808. If it had
been possible to run Pinckney against Jefferson, with

Hamilton and Adams heartily backing him, Jefferson might

have been beaten. I wish to Heaven we could develop some

Pinckney now who would be put forward.'*

In order to bring pressure on the Republican National

Convention by a demonstration of their popular strength,

the Progressive managers called a national convention of

their party to meet in Chicago on the same date that the Re-

publican convention was to meet. Roosevelt had no faith in

the success of this proceeding, as is shown in a letter that

he wrote to C. S. Thompson, of New York City, on May 4,

1916: "I do not for a moment believe that the Chicago

convention is going to nominate me. I think they are in-

clined to 'pussy-foot' and it is worse than useless for them
to nominate me, unless they are prepared for an entirely

straightforward and open campaign."

He left no possibility for any one to doubt his position

during the months that preceded the assembling of the two

conventions, for he continued to speak and write with un-

diminished force and frankness on the subjects which he

considered of supreme importance—national preparedness

and righteous peace. His denunciations of German out-

rages and atrocities were as vigorous as ever and made it

absolutely certain that if nominated he would have the

entire German vote of the country arrayed against him.

His strongest and most outspoken addresses were made in

Western cities in which the German elements of the popu-
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latiou were most numerous, and where pacifists most

abounded. In April and May he spoke to great throngs in

Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City, Detroit and other similar

centers on such subjects as ''Eighteous Peace and National

Preparedness," ''National Duty" and ''International

Ideals." In none of these did he speak as a Presidential

candidate, but as an American devoted heart and soul to the

honor and welfare of his country, and deeply stirred by the

slowness of the national administration in the work of pre-

paredness for the great war in which he believed we were

destined soon to be involved.

This was peculiarly the case in his speeches in St. Louis

on May 31, 1916, only a week before the two conventions,

Kepublican and Progressive, were to assemble at Chicago.

In fact the delegates to both conventions were already

either in Chicago or on their way there. St. Louis had a

larger number of German-born inhabitants than any other

American city except Milwaukee, and it was known at the

time to be a stronghold of German war sympathy. Roose-

velt's first speech of the several that he made during his

visit showed that he was not a Presidential aspirant who
was seeking support from German-born citizens. He de-

clared that there was no room in the United States for

German-Americans, or Irish-Americans or any other hy-

phenated citizens, but room only for those who were

"Americans and nothing else." In fact, he declared, there

could be no such person as a German-American ; he had the

authority of the Kaiser himself for the statement, since the

Kaiser had said that he knew what a German was and what

an American was but he did not know what a German-

American was. "Whatever else may be said of me," de-

clared Roosevelt to a great audience that had assembled to

hear him, "I am no pussy-footer." That was a notification

not only to his audience but to the delegates to the Repub-

lican National Convention that if he were to be made a

candidate there must be no angling for German-American

votes.

It is interesting to note that the sentiments of this speech
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were not new with Roosevelt, were not the outcome of the

European war. Like his views on preparedness, he had
avowed them many years earlier. In the Preface to a

* History of New York City' which he wrote in 1890 he used

these words:

*'In speaking to my own countrymen there is one point

upon which I wish to lay especial stress ; that is, the neces-

sity for a feeling of broad, radical, and intense American-

ism, if good work is to be done in any direction. Above
all, the one essential for success in every political move-

ment which is to do lasting good, is that our citizens should

act as Americans; not as Americans with a prefix and

qualification ;—not as Irish-Americans, German-Americans,
Native Americans,—but as Americans pure and simple."

In his book on 'True Americanism,' published in 1894,

he uttered similar sentiments:

**We welcome the German or the Irishman who becomes

an American. We have no use for the German or Irish-

man who remains such. "We do not wish German-Amer-

icans and Irish-Americans who figure as such in our social

and political life; we want only Americans, and, provided

they are such, we do not care whether they are of native

or of Irish or of German ancestry. We have no room in

any healthy American community for a German-American

vote or an Irish-American vote, and it is contemptible

demagogy to put planks into any party platform with the

purpose of catching such a vote. We have no room for

any people who do not act and vote simply as Americans

and nothing else."

In one of his St. Louis speeches on May 31, 1916, Roose-

velt used his subsequently famous phrase, "weasel words."

On the preceding day. President Wilson had made a Me-

morial Day address, and in criticizing it, Roosevelt said:

"The President said that he was for universal voluntary

training, but that America did not wish anything but the

compulsion of the spirit of Americanism. Now, universal
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voluntary training is an expression precisely similar to that

which you would use if you said, in speaking of a truant

law for the schools, that you believed in universal obligatory

attendance at the public schools for every child that did

not wish to stay away.

''In connection with the word 'training' the words 'uni-

versal voluntary' have exactly the same effect an acid has

on an alkali—a neutralizing effect. One of our defects as a

nation is a tendency to use what have been called 'weasel

words.' When a weasel sucks eggs the meat is sucked out

of the egg. If you use a ' weasel word ' after another there

is nothing left of the other. Now, you can have universal

training, or you can have voluntary training, but when
you use the word 'voluntary' to qualify the word 'universal'

you are using a 'weasel word'; it has sucked all the mean-

ing out of 'universal.' The two words flatly contradict one

another."

It was subsequently shown that Roosevelt got the term

"weasel words" from a story by Stewart Chaplin that was
published in the Century Magazine in June 1900, in which

this passage occurred

:

"Why, weasel words are words that suck the life out of

the words next to them, just as a weasel sucks an egg and

leaves the shell. If you heft the egg afterwards it's as

light as a feather, and not very filling when you are hun-

gry, but a basketful of them would make quite a show, and
would bamboozle the unwary.

"I know them well, and mighty useful they are, too. Al-

though the gentleman couldn't write much of a platform,

he's an expert on weasling. I've seen him take his pen

and go through a proposed plank or resolution and weasel

every flat-footed word in it. Then the weasel word pleases

one man, and the word that's been weasled pleases an-

other."

In his universal reading, Roosevelt had encountered this

magazine story and his marvelous memoiy had retained
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the phrase and its meaning for sixteen years, holding it

ready for usage when the opportune moment arrived.

In prefacing his speech in which the phrase was used

Eoosevelt gave this delicious thnist at two noted pacifists

:

''I don't have to deal with Mr. Bryan and Mr. Ford. I

regard them both as nice, amiable men, and I like them in

private life; but I decline to take part in any such wild

mental joy rides as would be necessary if I had to discuss

seriously their attitude."

The two conventions assembled in separate halls in Chi-

cago on June 7, 1916. From the first, the Republican body
refused to give any sign of yielding to the demand of the

Progressive assemblage for the nomination of Roosevelt.

Conference committees were appointed and conferences

were held by them without result. A great majority of the

delegates were solidly and surely pledged against Roose-

velt and could not be moved a particle from their fixed

position. Their convention nominated Justice Charles E.

Hughes, of the United States Supreme Court, on the third

ballot, on June 10. The Progressive convention nominated

Eoosevelt by acclamation on the same day, but with little

hope that he would consent to run. The news of his nomi-

nation was telegraphed to him at Oyster Bay. He re-

sponded at once by telegraph expressing gratitude for the

honor, and saying that he could not consent to accept at

this time, adding :
" I do not know the attitude of the can-

didate of the Republican party toward the vital questions

of the day. Therefore, if you desire an immediate decision,

I must decline the nomination. But if you prefer it, I sug-

gest that my conditional refusal be placed in the hands of

the Progressive National Committee." It was so placed

by vote of the convention. On June 26, Mr. Hughes having

in the meantime defined his views on the vital questions

of the day, Roosevelt wrote a letter to the Progressive

National Committee announcing his satisfaction with Mr.

Hughes as a candidate and his intention to support him, at

the same time urging his Progressive followers to do the
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same. This action marked the final dissolution of the Pro-

gressive party. The great bulk of its members followed

Roosevelt's lead and supported Mr. Hughes, thereby re-

turning to the Republican fold. A few went over to the

Democratic side and supported President Wilson for re-

election.

Writing to James Bryce, in England, on June 19, 1916,

Roosevelt said

:

''You have, of course, seen the result of the Presidential

nominations here. I am having my own troubles with my
fellow Progressives. They are wild to have me run on a

third ticket. They feel that the Republican Convention

was a peculiarly sordid body, a feeling with which I heartily

sympathize. They feel that Mr. Hughes was nominated

largely in consequence of the German-Americans who were

against me, and largely also for the very reason that no-

body knew anything of his views on living subjects of the

day,—and a nomination made for such a cause is in my own
judgment evidence of profound political immorality on the

part of those making it. But Hughes is an able, up-right

man whose instincts are right, and I believe in international

matters he will learn with comparative quickness, espe-

cially as I hope he will put Root into office as Secretary of

State. Under these circumstances there is in my mind no

alternative but to support him. At his worst he will be

better than Wilson, and there is always the chance that he

will do very well indeed."

A letter to Mr. Van Valkenberg, on September 5, 1916,

is of value as showing Roosevelt's own estimate of the

scope and usefulness of his public services

:

"Of course, we can never be absolutely certain, but my
usefulness to this country depended so largely upon con-

ditions of national and international politics that its real

need of me has probably passed. My great usefulness as

President came in connection with the Anthracite Coal

Strike, the voyage of the battle fleet around the world,

the taking of Panama, the handling of Germany in the
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Venezuela business, England in the Alaska boundary mat-

ter, the irrigation business in the West, and finally, I think,

the toning up of the Government service generally.

''Any decent and forceful man could handle the irrigation

business, and could tone up the Government service, and

build up our navy and regular army. But, as to the other

matters I am less sure. My usefulness in 1912 and again

this year would have been because we were facing a period

when there was need of vision in both national and inter-

national matters. I would have done my best work in con-

nection with the European war, the Mexican situation, and

the Japanese and Chinese situation; and also in connection

with universal military service, which would not only be of

prime military consequence, but of prime consequence to

us socially and industrially. I would, moreover, have fought

for the industrial regeneration of this country along the

lines of the 1912 platform, and would have fought hard and,

I think, effectively for that wise and farsighted justice which

no more fears organized labor than it fears Wall Street.

But when 1920 arrives no human being can telhwhat the

issues will be. I am already an old man, and the chances

are very small that I will ever again grow into touch with

the people of this country to the degree that will make me
useful as a leader ; and a man who has been a leader, is very

rarely useful as an adviser when the period of his leader-

ship has passed.

''People always used to say of me that I was an astonish-

ingly good politician and divined what the people were

going to think. This really was not an accurate way of

stating the case. I did not 'divine' how the people were

going to think ; I simply made up my mind what they ought

to think, and then did my best to get them to think it.

Sometimes I failed, and then my critics said that 'my ambi-

tion had overleaped itself.' Sometimes I succeeded; and

then they said that I was an uncommonly astute creature

to have detected what the people were going to think and

to pose as their leader in thinking it."
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In the campaign of 1916 Roosevelt took the stump for

Hughes and made vigorous speeches in his behalf in various

parts of the country, laying stress upon the issues which

he had been advocating for two years previous—namely

national preparedness, loyal Americanism—and criticizing

severely the policy of the Wilson Administration, both in

regard to Mexico and in regard to Germany and the Euro-

pean war.



CHAPTER XXIX

RENEWED OPPOSITION TO WILSON'S PEACE POLICY-
ROOSEVELT WAR DIVISION—APPEAL FROM CLEMEN-
CEAU

For a short time after the election in November, 1916,

Roosevelt was silent on the course pursued by the Wilson

Administration, but in December he renewed his open

criticism. He had now a very large audience throughout

the country. In addition to writing editorial articles each

month for the Metropolitan Magazine he was making simi-

lar contributions almost daily to the Kansas City Star.

At the same time he was making frequent speeches in vari-

ous parts of the country, thus coming in contact with many
thousands of people. The demand from all quarters for his

services was overwhelming. More than ever he was the

accepted leader of the opposition to the dilatory and pacifist

tendencies of the Wilson Administration, and the foremost

champion of vigorous, militant and unadulterated Ameri-

canism. His views found expression in editorial articles

and speeches as well as in private letters, and from all of

these I shall quote.

His first utterance was a protest against the note which

the Secretary of State, Mr. Lansing, had sent to the bel-

ligerent nations, on December 18, 1916, in which the Secre-

tary had said in behalf of the President: '*He takes the

liberty of calling attention to the fact that the objects, which

the statesmen of the beUigerent nations on both sides have

in mind in this war, are virtually the same, as stated in gen-

eral terms to their own people and to the world. " The note

suggested that all the nations at war make an avowal of

their respective views as to the terms upon which the war

might be concluded and the arrangements which would be

416
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deemed satisfactory as a guaranty against its renewal or

the kindling of any similar conflict in the future, as would

make it possible frankly to compare them.

Commenting on this note, on January 3, 1917, Roosevelt

said in a published statement

:

*'The note takes positions so profoundly immoral and

misleading that high-minded and right-thinking American

citizens, whose country this note places in a thoroughly

false light, are in honor bound to protest. For example,

the note says that thus far both sides seem to be fighting

for the same thing. This is palpably false. Nor is this all.

It is wickedly false."

On January 25, 1917, President Wilson made an address

before the two Houses of Congress in joint session in which

he advocated a League of Nations and freedom of the seas

and used his famous phrase, ''Peace without victory." In

his address the President said concerning the utterances

of the statesmen of both groups of nations engaged in the

war:
'

' They imply first of all that it must be a peace without

victory. It is not pleasant to say this. . . . Victory would

mean peace forced upon the loser, a victor's terms forced

upon the vanquished. . . . Only a peace between equals can

last; only a peace the very principle of which is equality

and a common participation in a common benefit."

Commenting on this address on the evening of the day on

which it was delivered, Roosevelt issued a statement which

appeared side by side with the text of the address in the

morning papers of January 28, 1917, in which he said,

speaking first of a league of peace for all nations

:

''Unless the Government can bring the peace of justice

to Mexico, it had better not talk of securing the peace of

justice throughout the world.

"As regards freedom of the seas, the most important

element in it is freedom from murder, and until this Gov-

ernment has taken an effective stand to prevent the murder
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of its citizens by submarines on the high seas, it makes
itself an object of derision by asking for the freedom of the

seas. Interfering with life is worse than interfering with

property.

**As for the statement there can be no real peace with

victory. So far as Belgium is concerned the statement

stands on a par with a similar statement, had there been

such, after Bunker Hill and Lexington, that there could

be no real peace if victory came to the forces of General

Washington.

''If President Wilson's statement had been made by the

Emperor Napoleon III, or by Lord John Russell in 1864, I

doubt if it would have won any enthusiastic support from
Abraham Lincoln, although it would have been applauded

by the pacifists."

A day later, January 29, 1917, when a declaration by

President Wilson against universal military service was
published, Eoosevelt said:

"President Wilson has announced himself in favor of

peace without victory, and now he has declared himself

against universal service—that is, against all efficient pre-

paredness by the United States.

"Peace without victory is the natural ideal of the man
who is too proud to fight.

"When fear of the German submarine next moves Mr.

Wilson to declare for 'peace without victory' between the

tortured Belgians and their cruel oppressors and task-

masters ; when such fear next moves him to utter the shame-

ful untruth that each side is fighting for the same things,

and to declare for neutrality between wrong and right;

let him think of the prophetess Deborah, who, when Sisera

mightily oppressed the children of Israel with his chariots

of iron, and when the people of Meroz stood neutral between

the oppressed and the oppressor, sang of them

:

Curse ye Meroz, said the angel of the Lord, curse ye bitterly

the inhabitants thereof; because they came not to the help of the

Lord against the wrongdoings of the mighty.
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''President Wilson has earned for the nation the curse of

Meroz for he has not dared to stand on the side of the Lord
against the wrongdoings of the mighty. '

'

When, on February 3, 1917, President Wilson addressed

Congress again, announcing the severing of diplomatic

relations with Germany and the handing of his passports to

Bernstorff, Roosevelt said:

"Of course I shall in every way support the President

in all that he does to uphold the honor of the United States

and to safeguard the lives of American citizens. Yesterday

I wrote to the War Department asking permission to raise

a division if war is declared and there is a call for volun-

teers. In such event I and my four sons will go."

He abandoned a proposed trip to the West Indies, and
began at once to agitate for speedy preparation for war.

On March 1, 1917, in a speech at Hartford, Conn., he said

:

"If we go to war, we are not to be excused if we do not

prepare instantly and to the utmost of all our strength.

. . . We must strike hard at Germany with the most for-

midable expeditionary force that can be raised."

At a great mass meeting in Carnegie Hall, on the eve-

ning of March 5, 1917, he said

:

"The time has come when it is unpardonable for us as

a nation to fail to act immediately for the full and effective

defense of American rights and performance of American

duties."

The inaction of the Wilson Administration disturbed and

alarmed him, and he sought earnestly to move it to action.

In a published statement on March 19, 1917, he said

:

'

' The news this morning of the sinking of our three ships

—City of Memphis, Vigilancia and Illinois—with loss of

American life, makes it imperative that every self-respect-

ing American should speak out and demand that we hit hard

and effectively. Words are wasted on Germany. What we
need is effective and thorough-going action.
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"Seven weeks have passed since Germany renewed with

the utmost ruthlessness her never-wholly abandoned sub-

marine war against neutrals and noncombatants. She then

notified our Government of her intention. This notification

was itself a declaration of war and should have been treated

as such. During the seven weeks that have since elapsed

she has steadily waged war upon us. It has been a war of

murder upon us ; she has killed American women and chil-

dren as well as American men upon the high seas. She

has sunk our ships, our ports have been put under blockade.

She has asked Mexico and Japan to join her in dismember-

ing this country. If these are not overt acts of war, then

Lexington and Bunker Hill were not overt acts of war.

*' Seven weeks ago we broke relations with Germany.

This was eminently proper. But it amounted to nothing,

it was an empty gesture, unless it was followed by vigorous

and efiicient action. Yet during the seven weeks (a time

as long as the entire duration of the war between Prussia

and Austria in 1866) we have done nothing. We have not

even prepared.
'

' Under existing conditions armed neutrality is only an-

other name for timid war; and Germany despises timidity

as she despises all other forms of feebleness. She does not

wage timid war herself, and she neither respects nor under-

stands it in others.

* * Seemingly her submarine warfare has failed and is less

menacing now than it was seven weeks ago. We are profit-

ing and shall profit by this failure. But we have done noth-

ing to bring it about. It has been due solely to the efficiency

of the British Navy. We have done nothing to help our-

selves. We have done nothing to secure our own safety

or to vindicate our own honor. We have been content to

shelter ourselves behind the fleet of a foreign power.

"Such a position is intolerable to all self-respecting

Americans who are proud of the great heritage handed

down to them by their fathers and their fathers' fathers.

Let us dare to look the truth in the face. Let us dare to

use our own strength in our own defense and strike hard
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for our national interest and honor. There is no question

about 'going to war.' Germany is already at war with us.

The only question for us to decide is whether we shall make

war nobly or ignobly. Let us face the accomplished fact,

admit that Germany is at war with us, wage war on Ger-

many with all onr energj^ and courage, and regain the right

to look the whole world in the eyes without flinching.
'

'

In March, 1917, John J. Richeson, dean of Ohio Univer-

sity, sent to Roosevelt a set of resolutions that had been

adopted by the faculty of that institution upholding Presi-

dent Wilson's policy. Replying on March 21, 1917, Roose-

velt wrote:

^'I thank you for your kind letter. I am very glad that

the University and you yourself favor universal military

training.

''You say that on many subjects our opinions have not

been the same. One of these subjects includes the first

' resolved ' of the paper you inclosed. In my judgment noth-

ing has done more to damage our country than this writing

blank checks in support of President Wilson's foreign

policy, when, as a matter of fact, it has been in the highest

degree disgraceful to this country. This resolution puts

you down as ' strongly approving and supporting his policy

in the controversy with Germany.' As good Americans,

you ought unqualifiedly to condemn at least 99 per cent of

that policy. His first note, 'the strict accountability note,'

would have been excellent if he had lived up to it, but as

he has for two years failed to live up to it, it becomes in-

famous. We then had two years of note-writing, of tame

submission to brutal wrong-doing, and of utter failure to

prepare. Then he broke relations. This was excellent,

but only if he meant to follow it up ; it amounts to nothing

whatever by itself. Seven weeks have gone by, and he has

done not one thing. He is himself responsible for the

growth of the pacifist and pro-German party in Congress.

He never asked for any real action, and the little action he

did ask for, was asked for so late that he must have kno-wn
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perfectly well any small group of Senators could prevent

its being taken. Congress has been summoned to meet in

April. By that time, either the submarine warfare against

England will have succeeded, in which case what Mr. Wil-

son does is of no earthly consequence, or, what is far more
probable, it will have failed, in which case, he will have put

us in the ignoble position of sheltering our selves behind

the British Navy until all danger is past. Indeed, he has

already put us in such a position. The twelve Senators

were slightly worse than Mr. Wilson; but the difference

was not material. The difference between Mr. Wilson's

conduct and proper patriotic conduct, however, is abysmal.

Under such circumstances, a general 'strong support' of

Mr. Wilson 's conduct stands on an exact level with ' strong

support' of President Buchanan's conduct as regards

slavery and secession."

For several weeks Roosevelt had been in active corre-

spondence with men in all parts of the country who had
applied for service in the military division he had asked

the Government for permission to take to France. Every-

thing that could be done without such permission was com-

pleted in March, and on the 23rd of that month he went to

Florida, on invitation of his friend, Russell J. Coles, to

hunt for devil fish. While in Florida he made a brief speech

at Punta Gorda, on April 1, 1917, in which he denounced

pacifists and said

:

"There are only two classes in this country now. There
are Americans and anti-Americans. We have got to handle

this situation right now, and to do it right we have got to

send an army to France."

In an editorial article in the Metropolitan Magazine,
entitled ''Now We Must Fight," advance sheets of which

were given out to the press on April 2, 1917, he said

:

"We love life, but there are things we love even more
than life, and we feel that we are loyal to all that is highest

in America's past when we act on the belief that those only

are fit to live who are not afraid to die.
'

'
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President Wilson went before Congress in joint session

on April 2, 1917, and asked for a declaration of war against

Germany. Roosevelt, who was on his way back from Flor-

ida, stopped at Washington and called upon the President

for the purpose of congratulating him on his address, but

the President was at a Cabinet meeting and Roosevelt,

being unable to wait for the meeting to adjourn, did not

see him. He published a statement on the same day, in

which he said:

''The President's message is a great state paper which

will rank in history with the great state papers of which

Americans in future years will be proud. It now rests

with the people of the country to see that we put in practice

the policy that the President has outlined and that we
strike as hard, as soon, and as efficiently as possible in

aggressive war against the Government of Germany.

"We must send troops to the firing line as rapidly as

possible. Defensive war is hopeless. We must by vigorous

offensive warfare win the right to have our voice count for

civilization and justice when the time for peace comes.

"I, of course, very earnestly hope that I may be allowed

to raise a division for immediate service at the front."

In a statement which was published on April 5, 1917,

Roosevelt said:

"The American people believe that we owe it to our-

selves and to the national honor to send a fighting force

of at least an army corps under the American flag to the

front at the earliest moment. This army corps should be

commanded by one of our first-class Major Generals. It

might consist of three or perhaps only two divisions. I

have asked permission to raise a division which would be

in this army and under its commander."

On April 9, 1917, Roosevelt went to Washington and had
an interview with the President by appointment. In a state-

ment which he made to the reporters from the steps of the

White House after the interview, he said he had sought to
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see the President personally to reiterate what he had said

about his address and to lay before him in detail his plans

for raising a military division to go to France. He added

that the President had received him with the utmost court-

esy and consideration and doubtless would, in his own good

time, come to a decision. *'I am," he continued, ''heart

and soul for the proposal of the Administration for uni-

versal obligatory military training and service. I would

favor it for 3,000,000 men. You can call it conscription if

you wish, and I would say yes. The division that I ask per-

mission to raise would be raised exclusively among men who
would not be taken under the conscription system. They

would either be over 25 or of the exempted class, and they

would eagerly enlist to go to the front."

Applications to enlist in his division poured in in such

volume that on May 7, 1917, Roosevelt announced that they

were coming in at the rate of over 2,000 a day, and that he

was confident he could offer the Government the services of

250,000 men within a short time. In a speech in Brooklyn

on May 8, 1917, he aaid: "I ask only that I be given a

chance to render a service which I know I can render, and

nine out of ten of those who oppose my rendering it do so

because they believe I will render it too well."

The news of the proposed Roosevelt Division reached

France and aroused general enthusiasm. Whitney Wa**-

ren, an eminent American architect who was in Paris at the

time, sent a cable message to the New York Times, on May
9, saying

:

"The presence of an ex-President of the United States

will send a thriU through the fighting line of the allies. He
is known here as a leader of men, as was Kitchener, and

it is he whom France awaits."

The proposal received quite general support in Congress

and on May 16 the first bill providing for a draft, with a

clause permitting the raising of volunteer divisions which

was understood to authorize Roosevelt to raise his division,

was passed by large majorities in both houses, in spite of
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the open opposition of the Administration. The bill went

to the President and was approved by him on May 18, 1917.

In giving his approval the President made public a state-

ment in which he said of this clause that it was understood

that its object was to provide an independent command for

Roosevelt, but that he should not avail himself at the pres-

ent stage of the war of the authorization conferred. He
added

:

'

' It would be very agreeable to me to pay Mr. Roosevelt

this compliment and the Allies the compliment of sending

to their aid one of our most distinguished public men, an
ex-President who has rendered many conspicuous public

services and proved his gallantry in many striking ways.

Politically, too, it would no doubt have a very fine effect

and make a profound impression. But this is not the time

or the occasion for compliment or for any action not cal-

culated to contribute to the immediate success of the war.

The business now in hand is undramatic, practical, and of

scientific definiteness and precision."

On receipt of this refusal, Roosevelt issued, under date

of May 25, 1917, an address to the men who had volunteered

for service under him, in which he said

:

''As good American citizens we loyally obey the decision

of the Commander-in-Chief of the American Army and
Navy. The men who have volunteered will now consider

themselves absolved from all further connection with this

movement. . . . Our sole aim is to help in every way in

the successful prosecution of the war and we most heartily

feel that no individual's personal interest should for one

moment be considered save as it serves the general public

interest. We rejoice that a division composed of our fine

regular soldiers and marines under so gallant and efiicient

a leader as Gen. Pershing is to be sent abroad. We have

a right to a certain satisfaction in connection therewith.

''I wish respectfully to point out certain errors into which

the President has been led in his announcement. He states

that the purpose was to give me an 'independent' com-
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mand. In my last letter to the Secretary of War I respect-

fully stated that if I were given permission to raise an army

corps of two divisions, to be put under the command of some

General like Wood or Pershing or Bariy or Kuhn, I de-

sired for myself only the position of junior among the eight

brigade commanders. My position would have been exactly

the same as theirs, except that I would have ranked after

and have been subordinate to the rest of them,

"The President alludes to our proffered action as one

that would have an effect 'politically,' but as not contribut-

ing to the 'success of the war,' and as representing a 'policy

of personal gratification or advantage.' I wish respectfully

but emphatically to deny that any political consideration

whatever or any desire for personal gratification or ad-

vantage entered into our calculations. Our undivided pur-

pose was to contribute effectively to the success of the war.

"The President condemns our proposal on the ground

that 'undramatic' action is needed, action that is 'practical

and of scientific definiteness and precision.' There was

nothing dramatic in our proposal save as all proposals in-

dicating eagerness or willingness to sacrifice life for an

ideal are dramatic. It is true that our division would have

contained the sons or grandsons of men who in the Civil

War wore the blue or the gray; for instance, the sons or

grandsons of Phil Sheridan, Fitzhugh Lee, Stonewall Jack-

son, James A. Garfield, Simon Bolivar Buckner, Adna R.

Chaffee, Nathan Bedford Forest; but these men would have

served either with commissions or in the ranks, precisely

like the rest of us; and all alike would have been judged

solely by the efficiency—including the 'scientific definite-

ness'—with which they did their work and served the flag

of their loyal devotion."

The full text of Roosevelt's address to the volunteers and

of correspondence that he held with the Secretary of War,

Newton D. Baker, on the subject of his military division,

was published at the time in the Metropolitan Magazine and

subsequently included in the appendix of a volume of his
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writings and addresses entitled "The Foes of Our Own
Household." (The George H. Doran Company, 1917.)

Two days after the President's action was announced, the

veteran statesman of France, Georges Clemenceau, ad-

dressed to him through the press on May 27, 1917, this open

letter of appeal to reconsider his decision

;

"If I have the temerity of addressing you it is because it

may be permitted me to throw light on certain aspects which

perhaps are not sufficiently clear to you. AUow me to say,

in all candor, that at the present moment there is in France

one name which sums up the beauty of American inter-

vention. It is the name Roosevelt, your predecessor, even

your rival, but with whom there can now be no other rivalry

than heartening success. I saw Roosevelt only once in my
life. It was just after I left office and he returned from his

lion hunt. He is an idealist, imbued with simple, vital

idealism. Hence his influence on the crowd, his prestige

—

to use the right expression. It is possible that your own
mind, inclosed in its austere legal frontiers, which has been

the source of many noble actions, has failed to be impressed

by the vital hold which personalities like Roosevelt have

on popular imagination. But you are too much of a phil-

osopher to ignore that the influence on the people of great

leaders of men often exceeded their personal merits, thanks

to the legendary halo surrounding them. The name of Roose-

velt has this legendary force in our country at this time

and in my opinion it would be a great error to ignore the

force which everything counsels us to make use of as quickly

as possible.

"Roosevelt was one of the greatest craftsmen in the

great laborious work which will constitute your glory. It

cannot displease you that your two names are coupled

in our minds. He, moreover, followed your idea. He wished

to raise four volunteer divisions of infantry to be incor-

porated in our armies. The Senate and Congress did not

withhold consent. If the law has charged you, Mr. Presi-

dent, with all the practical issues of the undertaking, it is

no less true that Roosevelt represents a vast potential
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factor which a statesman is unable to overlook. Roosevelt

cannot come alone, for his prestige on our battlefields de-

mands that he come with prestige conferred on him by his

countrymen. I claim for Roosevelt only what he claims

for himself—the right to appear on the battlefield sur-

rounded by his comrades.

''We have just heard of the arrival of the first American

unit on the front. All our hearts beat. With what joy our

soldiers greeted the starry banner! Yet you must know,

Mr. President, more than one of our poilus asked his com-

rade: 'But where is Roosevelt? I don't see him.' It is

to convey this remark to you, not knowing whether my mis-

sion will reach you, that I have written this letter. You
will forgive me for this rule in democracies that each at his

hour tries to make himself heard. No other impulse impels

me but the idea of what occupies your mind.

"Eminent Americans have consulted our military leaders

on the problems of our common campaign. It is not for me
to dispute technical questions. My ambition is more mod-

est. I have not consulted our soldiers, but it was not neces-

sary, for I have seen them work and know them well. The

cause of humanity, which is also your cause, will owe to

them something approaching a miracle. Since it is in your

power to give them before the supreme decision the promise

of reward, believe me—send them Roosevelt. I tell you be-

cause I know it will gladden their hearts.'*

Commenting on this appeal from Clemenceau, Roosevelt

said on May 28, 1917 : "I am very grateful for the kind

expressions in the letter, and, of course, it is a matter of

the greatest sorrow and regret to me that I am not to have

this opportunity to serve."

In a speech on May 28, 1917, he said:

"No American has the right to hold up his head if he

has not sought with all his strength and ingenuity to get

into this war. If a man is conscientious in not wanting to

fight, I am equally conscientious in not wanting him to

vote. The man who is not willing to fight for his country
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is not fit to work. I'd take him to the front anyway. I

would not interfere with his conscience. If it does not per-

mit him to shoot at the enemy, I would not make him shoot,

but I would place him in a position where he would be shot

at. I would put him at work digging kitchen sinks and

doing other labor which would set other men of better

fibre free for service which the unworthy manhood of the

conscientious objector does not permit him to perform."

In May, 1917, Eoosevelt received a letter from Captain

de Rochambeau, of the Fifth Regiment of French Infantry

at the front in France, congratulating him on the vote in

Congress in favor of his proposed Roosevelt Division, and
expressing the hope that he would be one of the first to

salute him with the title ofMy General" on the battlefields

of France. In reply Roosevelt wrote under date of June

1, 1917:

''Your letter touched and pleased me very greatly. I

remember well your elder brother, and I need hardly say

that your name is one familiar to every American. My dear

sir, you have nobly upheld your family tradition in this

war
;
you say you were the sole survivor of the three Roch-

ambeaus who have fought in the army during it; this is a

record worthy of the ancient valor of France.

"I bitterly regret to say that my Government has re-

fused to allow me to raise troops and take them to France.

The reasons were not connected with patriotism, or with

military eflficiency, and so there is no use of my trying to

get the decision altered. My four sons and one of my sons-

in-law are now in the army that is being trained, and I hope

that all five of them will not too long hence go to your

country. '

'



CHAPTER XXX

MESSAGE TO SOLDIERS LEAVING FOR FRANCE—FAITH
IN GEN. LEONARD WOOD—REBUKE TO GOMPERS

When the first detachment of American troops were

ready to sail for France in June, 1917, the American Bible

Society, which was supplying them with Pocket Testaments,

asked Roosevelt to write a message in them. In compliance

with the request he wrote:

"The teachings of the New Testament are foreshadowed

in Micah's verse: 'What more doth the Lord require of

thee than to do justice, and to love mercy, and to walk

humbly with thy God.

'

"Do justice; and therefore fight valiantly against the

armies of Germany and Turkey, for these nations in this

crisis stand for the reign of Moloch and Beelzebub on this

earth.

"Love mercy; treat prisoners well; succor the wounded;

treat every woman as if she were your sister ; care for the

little children, and be tender with the old and helpless.
'

' Walk humbly
;
you will do so if you study the life and

teachings of the Savior.

"May the God of Justice and Mercy have you in His

keeping."

Soon after Gen. Leonard Wood had arrived at his station

in the Southeastern Department of the army, to which he

had been ordered, in June, 1917, he wrote a letter to Roose-

velt in which he said he had met with a very cordial recep-

tion from the Southern people, and that if he were given a

free hand he could have 100,000 men ready for final training

in Europe by November, adding:

"The old fighting spirit of the South is waking up, and,

430
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under proper leadership, they are going to give a splendid

account of themselves/'

Replying on June 22, 1917, Roosevelt wrote

:

'*I was immensely pleased with your note. I cannot help

grinning over the way in which the attempt to exile you has

turned out. You have had a really wonderful reception in

the South, and have made a wonderful impression there.

To my great amusement a British General, who is rather

taking the Administration view, told me that the Presi-

dent had informed him that he had purposely sent you to the

South, because of the great work he knew you would be

doing down there ! I asked him if that was the reason the

President had tried to get you to go to the Hawaiian Isl-

ands. He expressed doubt whether our volunteers would

have done well, and to my immense amusement, gave as a

justification of the doubt the fact that he did not think the

Australians and Canadians were as good as the British

tommies, and expressed disapproval of their discipline.

**I am absolutely certain that if you were given a free

hand, not merely in the South, but in the country at large,

you would have instead of 100,000, 500,000 men ready for

training in Europe by November. But, as you say, there

never has been such effort as now to keep concentration and

control in Washington, and the wooden-headed way in

which they do this makes the situation one fraught with

ugly possibilities of delay and disaster.

*'I feel exactly as you do—I am trying to do the best that

can be done. I have not criticized the President since April

2nd, but neither do I lie about him. I intend to tell the

truth and point out the criminal folly of our having failed

to prepare, and to speak plainly of the dangers ahead.'*

Roosevelt's strong disapproval of the use of violence and

rioting in labor strikes found expression in a somewhat

startling but eminently characteristic manner in the sum-

mer of 1917. The Russian Republic had been declared and

a commission from its government to the United States,
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accompanied by a new Russian Ambassador, had arrived

in New York. A public meeting for their reception was

held in Carnegie Hall on the evening of July 6, 1917.

Roosevelt was present as the chief speaker. For several

days previous there had been race riots in progress in East

St. Louis, Illinois. The town was a large manufacturing

center and there were several thousand laborers, white and

black, employed in the mills. Several thousand white lab-

orers went on strike and to take their places additional

blacks were brought in from the South. The strikers as-

saulted these and started riots which included attacks upon

all black laborers, burning their quarters and killing and

wounding many of them, including their wives and chil-

dren. The local authorities had not exerted themselves

effectively to quell the disturbance. Referring to the riots

Roosevelt said

:

''Before we speak of justice for others it behooves us to

do justice within our own household. Within the week

there has been an appalling outbreak of savagery in a race

riot in East St. Louis, a race riot for which, as far as we
can see, there was no real provocation, and which, whether

there was provocation or not, was waged with such an ac-

cess of appalling brutality as to leave a stain on the Ameri-

can name.

"Now, friends, the longer I live the more I grow to

abhor rhetoric that isn 't based on facts, words that are not

translated into deeds. And when we applaud the birth of

democracy in another people, the spirit which insists on

treating each man on the basis of his right as a man, refus-

ing to deny the humblest the rights that are his, when we
present such a greeting to the representatives of a foreign

nation, it behooves us to express our deep condemnation of

acts that give the lie to our words within our own country."

Samuel Gompers, President of the American Federation

of Labor, followed Roosevelt, saying he approved the "gen-

eral sentiments" of Roosevelt, and adding: "But I want

to explain a feature of the East St. Louis riots with which
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the general public is unacquainted. ... I wish I had
brought with me a copy of a telegram received to-day from
Victor Hollander, secretary of the Illinois Federation of

Labor. I can tell you that not only labor men but a member
of the Chamber of Commerce of East St. Louis warned the

men engaged in luring negroes from the South that they

were to be used in undermining the conditions of the laborer

in East St. Louis. The luring of these colored men to East

St. Louis is on a par with the behavior of the brutal, re-

actionary, and tyrannous forces that existed in Old Rome. '

'

The audience which contained a large number of Eus-

sian Socialists applauded Gompers vigorously. Eoosevelt,

visibly indignant, asked the chairman for permission to say

a word in response, and moving to the front of the platform,

said with great earnestness

:

*
' I am not willing that a meeting called to commemorate

the birth of democracy and justice in Russia shall seem to

have given any approval of or apology for the infamous

brutalities that have been committed on negroes at East St.

Louis. Justice with me is not a mere phrase or form of

words. How can we praise the people of Russia for doing

justice to the men within their boundaries if we in any way
apologize for murder committed on the helpless? In the

past I have listened to the same form of excuse advanced

on behalf of the Russian autocracy for pogroms of Jews.

Not for a moment shall I acquiesce in any apology for the

murder of women and children in our own country. I am
a democrat of democrats. I will do anything for the labor-

ing man except what is wrong. '

'

Striding over to Mr. Gompers, who was seated, he shook

his clenched fist close to his face and said: ''I don't care

a snap of my finger for any telegram from the head of the

strongest labor union in Illinois. This took place in a

Northern State, where the whites outrank the negroete

twenty to one. And if in that State the white men cannot

protect their rights by their votes against an insignificant

minority, and have to protect them by the murder of women
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and children, then the people of the State which sent Abra-
ham Lincoln to the Presidency must bow their heads."

Mr. Gompers arose from his chair and said :

'

' Investiga-

tions afterward, not before— " Shaking his fist again in

Mr. Gompers' face Koosevelt shouted:

''I'd put down the murderers first and investigate after-

wards." A great tumult arose in the audience, hisses and
hooting mingling with cheers. Standing over Mr. Gompers,

Roosevelt continued: "I will go to any extreme necessary

to bring justice to the laboring man, to insure him his eco-

nomic place, but when there is murder I '11 put it down and
I'll never surrender." (Howls of disapproval drowned by
applause.) ''Oh, friends, we have gathered to greet the

men and women of new Russia, a republic founded on the

principles of justice to all, equity to all. On such an eve-

ning never will I sit motionless while directly or indirectly

apology is made for the murder of the helpless."

There was some criticism of Roosevelt's conduct on the

ground that while Mr. Gompers might have deserved rebuke

the occasion was not a suitable one on which to administer

it, and that Roosevelt had been guilty of a breach of good

manners. This criticism betrayed a lack of knowledge of

Roosevelt's character. There was a question at issue which

in his mind far transcended in importance any question of

etiquette. He saw the evil influence of the specious words

of Mr. Gompers upon an audience of such a character, and

he did not hesitate a second as to his duty in the premises.

If the rebuke was to be made at all, it must be made then

and there. Furthermore, the effect of it under such condi-

tions called immediate and widespread attention to the in-

sidious nature of the defense of disorder that Mr. Gompers
was making and revealed it as no other treatment could

have done.

During the remaining months of the year 1917 he con-

tinued to speak and write constantly in favor of vigorous

prosecution of the war and in condemnation of all persons

and influences that in any way opposed it. In a speech at

Forest Hills, Long Island, on July 4, 1917, he said :
'

' Any
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man who now announces that although he favors the United

States against Germany, yet he favors Germany against

England, is a traitor to America." On August 10, 1917,

he published a statement in which he said: '*I trust that

Congress will pass a law refusing to allow a newspaper to

be published in German or in the language of any other of

our opponents while this war lasts, so that we shall know

just what they are saying and doing. '

'

When street orators in New York City were condemning

the war openly and violently assailing any one who re-

buked them, he wrote to the Commissioner of Police on

August 17: ''We are in this war to a finish and the man
is a traitor to this nation who directly or indirectly upholds

Germany or attacks any of our allies while this war is

pending. The newspaper that follows such a course should

be promptly suppressed by the National Government, and

any failure so to suppress any newspaper is a dereliction of

duty. The street orator who takes such a course is preach-

ing sedition and the police should take summary action

about it."

On September 5, 1917, he gave out for publication an

address entitled, ''The Children of the Crucible," which

was signed by himself and 38 other persons representing

ancestry in the allied nations, neutral countries, and Ger-

many, giving reasons for united action in support of the war

by all Americans of whatever national lineage. In it this

passage occurred

:

"We are Americans and nothing else. We are the true

children of the crucible. This is a new nation. It is a" melt-

ing pot of the old world nationalities that come hither. The

new type is different from all other types. But the mold

into which the crucible pours its contents was fixed in the

days of Washington and the Eevolution. All the children

of the crucible must be loyal to the American tradition as

established by the men of Washington's day, as preserved

by the men of Lincoln's day. Otherwise they are not true

Americans. Unless we come out as one people, and unless

that people is the American people, true to the old ideals,
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then the crucible has failed to do its work. "We must have
one flag, and only one flag ; and we must tolerate no divided

loyalty. We must have one language, the language of the

Declaration of Independence, of Washington's farewell ad-

dress, and Lincoln's great speeches."

On September 20, 1917, he started on a tour of the West
making a series of speeches on ''Americanism and the

War." As he was leaving lie said to the press reporters:

"Whatever may have been our judgment in normal times

we are convinced that to-day our most dangerous foe is the

foreign language press. Professional pacifists should be

regarded as traitors to the great cause of justice and hu-

manity. The only peace is the peace of overwhelming

victory."

Speaking at Johnstown, Pa., on September 30, 1917, he

said:

"We did not go to war to make democracy safe, and we
did go to war because we had a special grievance. We went

to war, because, after two years, with utter contempt of our

protests, she had habitually and continually murdered our

noncombatant men, women and children on the high seas,

Germany formally announced that she intended to pursue

this course more ruthlessly and vigorously than ever. This

was the special grievance because of which we went to war,

and it was far more than an empty justification for going

to war. As you know, my own belief is that we should

have acted immediately after the sinking of the Lusitania/'

In his addresses on this western tour he denounced re-

peatedly the "shadow Huns who sit in our national legis-

lature and serve the Kaiser." In all of his speeches he

urged support of the Liberty Loan, and of the Y. M. C. A.,

the Red Cross and other agencies that were engaged in

relief work abroad. Speaking at Hartford, Conn., on No-

vember 7, 1917, he said

:

"Do not forget, that not only do we owe to England and

France our safety for two and one-half years before we
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went to war, but we have owed to them our safety for the

months since when we have been preparing to begin to get

ready to go in.

''There is a two-fold lesson from that; first let us re-

solve that never again will we be caught so unprepared,

and next let us remember that the strain has not come to

us yet; that the strain, when our men begin to be killed

by the scores and thousands, when the pressure comes upon
us, will be felt some time next year. Then, friends, you will

have the chance to show the stuff that is in you. Then the

weakling, the coward, the fool, the short-sighted one, all-

will join together to clamor for a patched-up peace, to pray

for something that will give temporary respite at the cost

of future damnation."

He gave warm support to the candidacy of John Purroy
Mitchel for reelection as Mayor of New York City, making

several speeches in behalf of that able and upright public

official, whom the city did not appreciate till he met his

death while fitting himself for airplane service in France.

His fellow citizens, who had failed to reelect him, united in

giving him a public funeral, Eoosevelt walking as a private

citizen in the procession, which was one of the most im-

pressive the city had ever kno^vn.

After returning from the West, Roosevelt made many
speeches in the various military training camps and other

places, insisting upon the vital need of universal military

service, of constructive criticism of war measures, and of

the speeding up of war preparations.

In January, 1918, he visited Washington and held con-

ference with Senators and Congressmen on matters con-

nected with the war. While there he made an address be-

fore the National Press Club, on January 24, in which he

said:
'

' Our rule should be the same for the nation as for tho in-

dividual. Do not get into a fight if you can possibly avoid

it. If you get in, see it through. Don 't hit if it is honorably

possible to avoid hitting, but never hit soft. Don't hit
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at all if you can help it ; don't hit a man if you can possibly

avoid it ; but if you do hit him, put him to sleep.

''It is our duty to tell the truth. If conditions are good,

tell the truth. If they are bad, tell the truth. If they have

been bad and become good, tell the truth. We are told now
and then that the truth would frighten our people so that

they would not go on with the war. If they are such a set

of weaklings and cowards, then nothing can save us. On the

contrary, I believe that the full telling of the truth will wake
the American people up to a sterner realization of the task

that is before them, and therefore to a sterner resolve that,

cost what it may, every deficiency shall be remedied, every

wrong undone, every failure of Government officials turned

into an achievement and a success, so that as speedily as

possible we may harden our giant but soft and lazy strength,

and exert it to the fullest degree necessary to bring the peace

of liberty in this mighty conflict for civilization and the wel-

fare of mankind. '

'



CHAPTER XXXI

SERIOUS ILLNESS IN HOSPITAL—VIEWS ON THE FU-
TURE OF HIMSELF AND THE REPUBLICAN PARTY

On February 5, 1918, Roosevelt went to a hospital in New
York for treatment of an abcess on his thigh and subsidiary

abcesses in his ears which were due to the poisoning of his

system by the equatorial fever that he had incurred while

on his Brazilian trip. His condition was so serious at the

time that on February 8 an unfounded rumor of his death

was circulated.

While in the hospital, on February 21, 1918, he wrote

a long letter to his friend Sir Arthur Lee, member of the

British Parliament, in which he said in regard to American

feeling about England's course in the war;

''I think that this country now as a whole believes Eng-

land has been making and is making a great effort. The
trouble is that it believes it in an aloof way, and, what is

much worse, it looks with similar aloofness upon its own
effort. In my judgment, the way to render help to the Allies

is primarily to wake America to its own shortcomings as

regards its own effort, to enlighten it as to the need of

making that effort quickly and formidably felt ; or in other

words, to struggle as hard as possible to increase our

weight in the war. It would be a far more difficult thing

for me to get our country speeded to action by knowledge

of England's effort than to get it speeded to action by

knowledge of its own shortcomings and duties.

'' Almost without exception in every speech, I speak of

the tremendous nature of the British effort, as well of course

as of the French effort, and say that we owe our safety

purely to the British fleet and the French and British

armies, that this ignoble position must end, and that, to

439
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use my exact expression, we must not be in the position of

the substitute who goes into the game only as the referee

blows his whistle. . . . We are still, after a year of war,

much in the condition in which England was after two or

three months of war. I believe that the only way by which

we can get our people thoroughly aroused is by telling them

the truth about their own effort, explaining to them fear-

lessly their shortcomings and exciting and appealing to

their pride. '*

Roosevelt remained in the hospital till March 4, when
he left in excellent condition, but with the hearing of his

left ear destroyed. It was announced about this time that

several years previous he had lost the sight of one eye, due

to a blow that he had received during a boxing bout in the

White House. In spite of these two afflictions he went about

with his usual activity and energy so apparently undimin-

ished that no observer, who was unaware of these injuries,

would suspect their existence. Writing to H. Rider Hag-
gard in England on March 12, 1918, he said of his condi-

tion and future activities:

* 'I am now on the high road to recovery. I feel that in my
case, as you say is the ease with you, age will hereafter

forbid my doing certain things that I have done in the past

;

but there yet remains very much work of a less exposed type

that I can do rather better than ever before. I am, of

course, devoutly thankful that America is in the war and I

bitterly regret that she did not go into the war two years

previously, in which case it would be over now. We are

doing much slower work than I like.
'

'

His first public speech after his recovery was made before

the Republican State Convention in Maine, at Portland, on

March 28, 1918. There was no perceptible lack of his for-

mer vigor in this. He announced at the outset that it had

been written three weeks earlier while he was in the hos-

pital. It was the most outspoken of all his utterances up
to this time in its assertion of the right to criticize the
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National Administration in so far as its conduct deserved
criticism, and it commanded wide attention. A few of its

more notable passages should be cited as a necessary part
of his record

:

''This is the people's war. It is not the President's war.

It is not Congress' war. It is the war of the people of the

United States for the honor and welfare of America and of

mankind. It is the bounden duty of the Republican party

to support every public servant, from the President down,
in so far as he does good and efficient work in waging the

war or helping wage the war, and to oppose him exactly to

the extent of his failure to do such work ; for our loyalty is

to the people of the United States, and to every public ser-

vant, in exact accordance with the way in which he serves

the public. It is the duty of the Republican party to stand

like a rock against inefficiency, incompetence, hesitation and
delay no less than against any lukewarmness in serving the

common cause of ourselves and our allies. Sixty odd years

ago Abraham Lincoln set our duty before us when he said

:

'Stand with anybody that stands right. Stand with him
while he is right and part with him when he goes wrong.
In both cases you are right. To desert such ground is to be

less than a man, less than an American.

'

"If we are men and not children, if we have the right

stuff of manhood in us, we will look facts in the face, how-
ever ugly they be, and profit by them. We must face the

fact of our shameful unpreparedness before this war, and
of the inefficiency with which for the first year and two

months this war has been waged by us. Many of our state

governments have done extraordinarily good work; but the

mismanagement at Washington has been such as to cause all

good parties grave concern. The policy of unpreparedness,

of watchful waiting, has borne most evil fruit. For two

and a half years before we drifted stern foremost into the

war we were given such warning as never before in history

was given a great nation. Yet we failed in the smallest de-

gree to profit by the warning, and we drifted into war un-

armed and helpless, without having taken the smallest step
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to harden our huge but soft and lazy strength. In conse-

quence, although over a year has passed, we are still in a
military sense impotent to render real aid to the allies or

be a real menace to Germany. '

'

In the same speech he took up the problems which would
arise for solution after the war and stated his views on

social and industrial reforms—views which had been under-

going development in his mind for more than 35 years, for

these questions had been steadily occupying more serious

consideration from him as time advanced. The substance

of what he published at the time, was embodied in his book,

''The Foes of Our Own Household," already alluded to.

His chief desire at the time was to bring the Republican

party back to the standard that he had set for it while he

was President and from which it had lapsed under Presi-

dent Taft. This condition of mind found expression in a

letter that he wrote to William Allen White, of Kansas, on

April 4, 1918, which contains also an interesting account of

his experiences during his visit to Washington in January,

1918, to which allusion was made in the preceding chapter

:

**I wish to do everything in my power to make the Re-

publican party the party of sane, constructive radicalism,

just as it was under Lincoln. If it is not that, then of course

I have no place in it. And while I might very probably

vote for its candidate as the least unattractive course open,

I would not attempt any serious championship of it, or ex-

pect to have any share in guiding it. If the Romanoffs of

our social and industrial world are kept at the head of our

Government the result will be Bolshevism, and Bolshevism

means disaster to liberty, writ large across the face of this

continent.

''A couple of months ago I went to Washington, being

originally asked to go by Smoot and Madden. I saw a great

many Senators and Congressmen. Three of the Senators,

two of them were old friends of mine and whose names I

really don't think I shall write down even to you, struck me
as hopelessly reactionary, as hopelessly blind, to the condi-
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tions ahead. I felt their hopelessness all the more because

I am inclined to think their attitude was sincere. But the

great majority of men in the Lower House and at least the

large minority of the Senators either were or appeared to

be sincerely desirous of accepting the fact that we were

about to face a changed world and that mere negation and

obstruction and attempts to revive the dead past spelled

ruin. They were all of them anxious to have me take some

position of leadership, and equally anxious that I should

not think that this committed them to definitely following^

me, and above all that I should not think it committed them

to making me the candidate in 1920. After a little thought

I came to the conclusion that it was better for me to talk

openly to them and I speedily devised my formula, used

over and over again, to this effect, 'I am not in the least

concerned with your supporting me either now or at any

future time ; all I am concerned with is that you should so

act that I can support you/ "

When in the spring of 1918, a movement was started to

add 3,700 volunteers to the Twenty-seventh New York Vol-

unteer Division, U. S. A., in order to bring it up to war
strength, the enlisted men detailed for the task wrote to

Roosevelt asking him to make an appeal in aid of their

work. He replied at once on April 6, 1918, as follows

:

*'Your letter should stir the patriotism of every true

American in more ways than one, and every man in New
York State fit to go to the war and outside the draft limits

should respond to your appeal, if by any possibility he can

do so. I like what you say about the fact that 90 per cent

of the officers in the division have risen from the ranks,

and that Major General O'Ryan himself began his service

as a private in one of the regiments now under him. This

represents the true American spirit ; and when we get our

universal service every officer in the army and the navy

will have served for a year as an enlisted man before he is

eligible for appointment as an officer.

*'I most earnestly hope that your appeal will be success-
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ful. Every effort is now being made to hurry our army
divisions across the ocean. You inform me that you have

strong hopes of being sent over within sixty days. The

volunteers who come into your division will be associated

with veterans, so that they will speedily learn their duties

and will have the prospect of immediate service overseas in

front of them. Moreover they will go in with the men of

their own State, and in most cases their own friends and

kinsfolk will be in the division.

**I not only respect the men who are going to the front,

but I envy them ! I am proud beyond measure that all my
own kinsfolk of military age are at the front with the forces

—sons, son-in-law, nephews, cousins. This is the greatest

war in history. America must do her full duty in it. It

will be a mighty sight pleasanter hereafter for the young

men of to-day to explain why they did go into the army
instead of how they stayed out of the army. I envy every

young man physically fit and above or below the draft age

who now has the chance to join your division; and unless

he is conclusively able to show good reason why he does not

do so he will have a whole lot to explain to his children in

the future, unless he comes in."

In explanation of his course in criticizing the Wilson Ad-

ministration, he wrote to Alfred Holman, Editor of the San

Francisco Argonaut, on April 19, 1918

:

"In this present crisis it really seemed to me that some-

body had to hoist the black flag and refuse to take or give

quarter ; and there was nobody but myself quite in the posi-

tion to do it. I need hardly tell you that I now have num-
erous good friends who nervously beg me not needlessly to

continue offending the German-Americans, or the Sinn

Feiners or the Pacifists, or the Bolshevists, or the I. W. W.,

etc., etc., etc. They assure me that I will jeopardize my in-

fluence and my future by so doing. The answer is simple.

As for my future these good people doubtless do not believe

me when I tell them the truth, which is that I have absolutely

no concern with my future unless it is conditioned upon
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being one of the kind of activities in which I believe ; and

as for my influence, the same thing applies—I don't value

it in the least unless I can use it for the things in which I

believe. The times are too big to warrant small motives !"

It sometimes happened that the newspapers to which he

sent his contributions objected to them as too violent in

tone and asked him to modify them. He declined to yield to

such requests, withdrawing the articles, but not blaming

the editors for their objections. Writing on this subject

to his friend, E. A. Van Valkenberg, of the Philadelphia

North American, on April 23, 1918, he said

:

"I appreciate to the full the reasons why they are reluc-

tant to publish them and I am sure that they are correct in

their judgment as regards themselves. On the other hand,

as you know 7ny whole concern at this time is practically

the same concern that Amos and Micah and Isaiah had for

Jerusalem nearly three thousand years ago ! In those days

a prophet was veiy apt to get himself stoned. Nowadays
he merely excites the ire of the persons who would other-

wise read the magazines or newspapers in which his pro-

phecies appear. But he hasn't any business to damage his

magazine or newspaper. I am not dead sure that the pro-

phet business can be combined with keeping up circulation,

and moreover I know that when a man with strong feelings

and intense convictions reaches a certain age he is apt to

get cat-a-cornered as regards the surrounding world and

therefore his usefulness ceases, and I am quite prepared to

feel that now that I am in my sixtieth year it would be to

the interest of everybody that I should cease being a prophet

and become that far pleasanter and more innocuous person,

a sage. But as long as I am in the prophet business I wish

to prophesy."

A letter that he wrote to Will H. Hays, chairman of the

Republican National Committee, on May 16, 1918, is quite

remarkable for its prophetic insight, in view of what hap-

pened in mining and other labor disturbances in 1919

:
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May 15, 1918.
'

' You are in a position to do great good in the reorganiza-

tion of the party. The Progressives believe you to be an

open-minded and fearless-hearted man, and that you are

willing to stand by absolutely what a majority of the party

may decide upon as public policy. The whole trouble seems

to have been that the Progressives felt that no matter how
much of a majority they had in the primaries in Republican

States, the Republican organization would not permit the

Republican party to become the kind of party which the

majority in the Republican States felt it should be. We are

only interested in the organization in so far as that organi-

zation gives us a free play to make the Republican party a

constructive forward moving party and we are only in-

terested in the Republican party in so far as it is just that.

''There is no use in trying to rally around the past. This

war has buried the past. New issues are going to force

themselves into American politics and those issues are go-

ing to require a party which believes in a strong centralized

government that shall be strong for the purpose of construc-

tion and not for the purpose of checking the progress of

things. The new issues which will require a strongly cen-

tralized government are going to revolve about:

** Transportation; price fixing; rigid public control if

not ownership of mines, forests and waterways.

''And if the Republican party takes the ground that the

world must be the same old world, the Republican party is

lost. There can be no doubt but that labor must have a

new voice in the management of industrial affairs. The
right of labor to collective bargaining, and in that right,

the further right to know exactly how the books stand in

every industrial concern is going to be a vital political

question and the Republican party should take a construc-

tive stand. It cannot afford to talk about constitutional

rights of capital and try to dam the moving current of the

times. I am satisfied that many Republicans who did not

believe these things three and six years ago, are going to

believe them now. And I feel that if you will give the Re-
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publican organization a free opportunity for development

it will develop into a constructive liberal party."

In May, 1918, Roosevelt went on a speaking tour in the

West, dwelling in all his speeches upon Americanism and

loyalty to the nation. At Springfield, Ohio, on May 25, he

uttered sentiments which appeared in other addresses and

which may be cited as typical

:

"The first essential here in the United States is that we
shall be one nation and that the American nation. We are

a new nation, by blood akin to but different from every one

of the nations of Europe. We have our own glorious past,

we are a nation with a future such as no other nation in

the world has before it, if only we, the men and women of

to-day, do our full duty and bring up our sons and daugh-

ters to do their full duty, as Americans, and as nothing else.

**In such a nation there can be no fifty-fifty allegiance.

There is no such thing as being loyal to the United States,

and also loyal to any other Power. It is just as impossible

as for a man to be loyal to his wife and also equally loyal

to some other woman.
*'We must have but one flag—the American flag, and but

one language—the English language."

On the same day, May 25, 1918, he met ex-President Taft

in Chicago and a public reconciliation took place between

the two.

Two letters that Eoosevelt wrote at this period to the

French author, Henry Bordeaux, show how deeply he had

been stirred by the events of the war and the participation

of his sons in it

:

May 27, 1918.

My dear M. Bordeaux:

I am glad indeed to get your volume on '

' The Great Hero

of the Air." It seems a strange thing to say, for I suppose

one ought not to take pride in the fact that another who is

very dear has been wounded ; but I cannot help feeling pride

that one of my boys has been severely wounded in fighting
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for civilization and humanity beside your troops in France,

and was given the Croix de Guerre by one of your Generals.

One arm and one leg were shattered. We hope he will re-

cover entirely. His only anxiety is to recover at once so

that he can get back to the trenches. Another of my sons

is at this moment in the great drive, and may be dead or

wounded before this letter reaches you. My other two

sons have been at the front but are not now. They will, I

presume, be there in three or four weeks.

With very high regards.

Faithfully yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

M. Henry Bordeaux,

44, Rue de Ranelagh,

Paris, France.

June 27, 1918.

My dear M. Bordeaux:

I count the American people fortunate in reading any

book of yours ; I count them fortunate in reading any biog-

raphy of that great hero of the air, Guynemer; and

thrice over I count them fortunate to have such a book writ-

ten by you on such a subject.

You, sir, have for many years been writing books pecu-

liarly fitted to instill into your countrymen the qualities

which during the last forty-eight months have made France

the wonder of the world. You have written with such power

and charm, with such mastery of manner and of matter that

the lessons you taught have been learned unconsciously by

your readers—and this is the only way in which most read-

ers will learn lessons at all. The value of your teachings

would be as great for my countrymen as for yours. You
have held up as an ideal for men and for women that high

courage which shirks no danger, when the danger is the in-

evitable accompaniment of duty. You have preached the

essential virtues, the duty to be both brave and tender, the

duty of courage for the man and courage for the woman.
You have inculcated stern horror of the baseness which
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finds expression in refusal to perform those essential duties

without which not merely the usefulness, but the very exist-

ence, of any nation will come to an end.

Under such conditions it is eminently appropriate that

you should write the biography of that soldier-son of

France, whose splendid daring has made him stand as arch

typical of the soul of the French people through these ter-

rible four years. In this great war France has suffered

more and has achieved more than any other power. To her,

more than to any other power, the final victory will be due.

Civilization has in the past for inmiemorial centuries owed
an incalculable debt to France; but for no single feat or

achievement of the past does civilization owe as much to

France as to what her sons and daughters have done in the

world war now being waged by the free peoples against the

powers of the Pit.

Modern war makes terrible demands upon those who
fight. To an infinitely greater degree than ever before the

outcome depends upon long preparation in advance, and

upon the skillful and unified use of the nation 's entire social

and industrial no less than military power. The work of

the general staff is infinitely more important than any work
of the kind in times past. The actual machinery of battle

is so vast, delicate and complicated that years are needed

to complete it. At all points we see the immense need of

thorough organization and machinery ready far in advance

of the day of trial. But this does not mean that there is

any less need than before of those qualities of endurance

and hardihood, of daring and resolution, which in their sum
make up the stem and enduring valor which has been and

ever will be the mark of mighty victorious armies.

The air service in particular is one of such peril that

membership in it is of itself a high distinction. Physical ad-

dress, high training, entire fearlessness, iron nerve and fer-

tile resourcefulness are needed in a combination and to a de-

gree hitherto unparalleled in war. The ordinary air fighter

is an extraordinary man ; and the extraordinary air fighter

stands as one in a million among his fellows. Guynemer
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was one of these. More than that, he was the foremost

among all these extraordinary fighters of all the nations

who in this war have made the skies their battlefield. We
are fortunate indeed in having you write his biography.

Very faithfully yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

M. Henry Bordeaux,

44 Rue du Ranelagh,

Paris, France.

[This letter was reproduced as a Preface in an English

translation of Mr. Bordeaux's biography of Guynemer pub-

lished by the Yale University Press in 1918.]



CHAPTER XXXII

DEATH OF QUENTIN ROOSEVELT—REFUSAL TO BE A
CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR OF NEW YORK

Eaely in July 1918 a movement was started, under the

leadership of men who for years had been among Roose-

velt's bitterest political enemies, to induce him to con-

sent to become the Republican candidate for Governor of

New York. The party was in desperate straits at the time.

The Governor, who was a Republican and whose administra-

tion had been very unpopular, was a candidate for re-

election and had such complete control of the party ma-
chinery that he was able to dictate his own renomination,

unless Roosevelt would consent to enter the primaries

against him. The shrewdest politicians of the party were

convinced that without Roosevelt's candidacy defeat in the

November elections was certain. They called a state con-

ference of the party leaders, at Saratoga, since under the

primary law there could be no convention, and invited

Roosevelt, Root and Taft to deliver addresses before it.

Roosevelt consented with the others. On the morning of the

day, July 17, 1918, on which he was to make his address,

word reached him that his son Quentin, an aviator in the

army at the front in France, had been killed in an aerial

battle. Wlien the news was conveyed to him at Oyster

Bay, as he was starting for New York, he said, after taking

it to his wife

:

*
' Quentin 's mother and I are very glad that he got to the

front and had a chance to render some service to his coun-

try and to show the stuff there was in him before his fate

befell him."

He went to the city and when asked if he would go to

the conference and make his address, he said: ^'I must go;

451
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it is my duty." He started immediately for Saratoga, and

when he appeared in the conference hall, the entire assem-

blage arose and gave him a subdued and most impressive

greeting. He delivered his address as he had prepared it

in advance, and at its close added a passage which, inspired

as it clearly was by the affliction that had befallen him,

made a profound impression upon his auditors:

**I have something I want to say to you—with all my
heart and soul I want you to be alert to act upon it. I

speak to you women primarily, but to the men also.

** Surely in this great crisis where we are making sacri-

fices and making ready for sacrifices on a scale never be-

fore known, surely when we are demanding such fealty and

idealism on the part of the young men sent abroad to die,

surely we have the right to ask and expect an equal idealism

in life from the men and women who stay at home.

*'Our young men have gone to the other side, very

many of them to give up in their joyous prime all the

glory and all the beauty of life to pay the greatest price

of death in battle for a lofty ideal. Now, when they are

doing that, cannot we men and women at home make up
our minds to try to insist upon a lofty idealism here at

home?
"And remember, friends, when I speak of lofty idealism,

I mean ideals to be realized. I abhor that mock idealism

which finds expression only in phrase and vanishes when
the phrase has been uttered. I am speaking of the idealism

which will permit no man in public or private to say any-

thing lofty as a cloak for base action. I am asking for

the idealism which will demand that every promise ex-

pressed or implied be kept, that every profession of de-

cency, of devotion that is lofty in words, should be made
good by deeds. I am asking for an idealism which shall

find expression beside the hearthstone and in the family

and in the councils of the state and the nation, and I ask

you men in this great crisis, and I ask you women who
have now come into the political arena, to stand shoulder

to shoulder with your husbands and brothers and sons.
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I ask you to see that when those who have gone abroad

to endure every species of hardship, to risk their lives, to

give their lives, when those of them who live come home,

that they shall come home to a nation which they can be

proud to have fought for or could be proud to have died

for.'*

On the following day, Horace Wilkinson visited him
at Oyster Bay as a messenger from the party leaders

who wished him to be a candidate for Governor. When
Mr. Wilkinson told him that all his former political ene-

mies in the State wished him to run, and had signed an
appeal to him to consent to do so, he expressed incredulity,

asking if his chief enemy, William Barnes, was among them.

When told that Mr. Barnes was, he was scarcely able to

believe it.AHe went on to give what he thought would be a

conclusive reason why Mr. Barnes and his associates would
not favor him, saying that some of them were opposed to

the prohibition amendment to the Constitution and that if

he were the candidate he would certainly be asked by prohi-

bition advocates where he stood on the question, and if

asked he would say that he was in favor of it. He requested

Mr. Wilkinson to report this to them. Mr. Wilkinson did

this, and when Mr. Barnes heard the message, he said with

much force :
'

' I don 't care a damn whether he is for pro-

hibition or against prohibition. The people will vote for

him because he is Theodore Roosevelt!" When asked if

he would state publicly that he was in favor of Roosevelt's

nomination, Mr. Barnes invited the reporters who were in

an adjoining room to enter that in which the leaders were

gathered, and dictated to them this statement which was
published on the following day, July 19, 1918

:

*'I signed the call addressed to Theodore Roosevelt to

enter the Republican primary as a candidate for Governor

because I believe that Republican thought and activities

in this State should be raised to the level confronting the

United States. Such differences of opinion as I have had

with Mr. Roosevelt are not germane, in the slightest de-
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gree, to the situation which exists at this moment. Every
man should be able to put aside subjects that are closed,

and act in any emergency which presents itself with an open

mind and in such manner as he thinks for the best interests

of the country.

*'We require above all else, in the highest affairs of

trust and power, not only men of integrity and character,

but primarily men who can see into the future, and who
will not be content with doing only those things which be-

come obviously necessary. Had this nation been led by

vision the war would have been already won. '

'

The call to Roosevelt which Mr. Barnes had signed bore

the signatures also of all the other Republican leaders in

the State, who had not only bitterly opposed Roosevelt in

the past but had denounced him repeatedly as a man who
could not be trusted with power because of his radical pro-

fessions and tendencies. Like Mr. Barnes, they all by their

appeal to Roosevelt made public profession of faith in his

character and ability and, consequently, public confession

of the untruth and injustice of their previous assertions.

Like the verdict in the Barnes trial, the call was a vindica-

tion of Roosevelt at the hands of his political enemies.

But gratifying as this vindication was to him, he could

not be persuaded by it to become a candidate. On July 22,

1918, he wrote a letter to Morton C. Lewis, that was pub-

lished on the following day, in which he said:

'*! cannot be a candidate nor accept the nomination for

Governor of New York. For the past four years my whole

being has been absorbed in the consideration of the tre-

mendous problems, national and international, created by
the war. I cannot turn from them with any heart to deal

with any other subjects. . . . My work is for the men who
are fighting in this war."

Innumerable letters and telegrams of sympathy reached

him after Quentin's death was confirmed. He replied to

only a few of these. Among his replies were the following

:
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July 23, 1918.

To Right Hon. Arthur James Balfour, London, England:

**Both Mrs. Roosevelt and I were touched by your cabling

me. Of my four sons, Quentin has been killed, Archie very

badly wounded and Ted less seriously wounded. He is now
in the hospital. My only regret is that I have not been

beside him in the fighting.**
^

July 25, 1918.

To M. Clemenceau, Paris: **I have received many mes-

sages from rulers of nations and leaders of people; but

among these there is none I have valued quite as much as

yours, because I have a peculiar admiration for you and

feel that you have played a greater part than any man
not a soldier has played, and a greater part than any sol-

dier, except one or two, has played in this great world war.

It is a very sad thing to see the young die when the old

who are doing nothing, as I am doing nothing, are left

alive. Therefore it is very bitter to me that I was not

allowed to face the danger with my sons. But whatever

may be their fate, I am glad and proud that my sons have

done their part in this mighty war against despotism and

barbarism. Of my four boys Quentin, as you know, has

been killed, and two of the other three wounded and all

three of these boys have been decorated for gallantry and

efficiency in action.

"Thank Heaven, it begins to look as if at last Germany
has spent her strength, and I thank Heaven also that we
now have at least a few hundred thousand Americans to

fight beside the French."

August 15, 1918.

To Edith Wharton, Paris, France: "There is no use

of my writing about Quentin ; as I should break down if I

tried. His death is heart breaking, but it would have been

far worse if he had lived at the cost of the slightest failure

to perform his duty."

August 19, 1918.

To Gen. John J. Pershing, American Expeditionary

Forces, France: "I am immensely touched by your letter
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of July 27. I thank you for what you have said of Quentin.

My dear fellow, you have suffered far more bitter sorrow

than has befallen me. You bore it with splendid courage

and I should be ashamed of myself if I did not try in a

lesser way to emulate that courage.

"What admirable work our army under you has done!

I congratulate you with all my heart. And what wonderful

soldiers our men make! You, and those under you, have

written your names forever on the highest honor roll of

our nation. '

'

General Pershing's letter of July 27, alluded to by Roose-

velt, contained the following passages:

"Quentin died as he had lived and served, nobly and

unselfishly, in the full strength and vigor of his youth,

fighting the enemy in clean combat. You may well be proud

of your gift to the nation in his supreme sacrifice.

"Enclosed is a copy of his official record in the air ser-

vice. The brevity and curtness of the official words paint

clearly the picture of his service, which was an honor to

allof us.'*

EECORD

:

"Lieut. Quentin Roosevelt, during his whole career in

the air service, both as a cadet and as a flying officer, was
a model of the best type of young American manhood. He
was most courteous in his conduct, clean in his private life,

and devoted in his duty.

"After completion of his training as a pilot he was
selected on account of his efficiency as an instructor, and
had charge of one of the most important flying instruction

fields. His great desire and hope was to get to the front.

This opportunity was not practicable for a comparatively

long time on account of his expert services being more
needed as an instructor.

"When the order assigning him with a squadron finally

came, on June 24, he lost no time in reporting, and arrived

just in time to take part in the last great enemy offensive.
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where the combat work by his squadron was most strenuous

and aided materially in the success of the battle.

"Lieutenant Roosevelt had already brought down one

enemy plane and had aided the squadron in a number of

flights against large enemy air formations where the Ameri-

can units dispersed the enemy and brought down a number
of their aircraft. His work during the combats was excep-

tionally good, his endeavor being the success of the squad-

ron rather than to get individual airplanes to his personal

credit.

"His loss was deeply felt by his flying comrades in the

squadron as well as by all officers and soldiers with whom
he had ever come in contact."

In response Roosevelt wrote to Gen. Pershing on Sept.

27, 1918:

"We very much appreciate your letter of August 23 and

the enclosures. Naturally, we value the photographs and

the official report. It was most kind and considerate of

you, my dear General, in the midst of your absorbing work,

to think of us. Naturally, we are profoundly moved and

profoundly pleased by the way in which Quentin's com-

rades, the soldiers of your army, have marked his grave

and treated it, in a certain sense, as almost a place of pil-

grimage.

"And now I wish to thank you most heartily for the news

about Ted's promotion to the Lieutenant Colonelcy, of

which you notified me in your cable.

"Well, my dear General, you are the American most to

be envied of all the Americans since the close of the Civil

War. You have done the great deed in the great crisis,

and you have made all of us debtors always. Of course, all

the wars in which our nation has taken part, even in the

Civil War itself, had nothing to show in any way resembling

this war, or the fighting that you have yourself conducted. '

'

The exaltation, the sublimity of Roosevelt's grief for

Quentin, found expression in an editorial article which he
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wrote for the Metropolitan Magazine, under the title of

"The Great Adventure." This was published in the news-

papers on September 17, 1918, and created a profound im-

pression everywhere. It was subsequently published, with

some other articles of Roosevelt's on the war, in a volume

with the same title (Charles Scribner's Sons, 1918), and

thus given a permanent place in literature. The universal

verdict upon it was that in it Roosevelt struck a higher

note than he had ever before reached. When I said as much
to him, he replied: '*Ah, that was Quentin!" I quote

here the opening and closing passages

:

''Only those are fit to live who do not fear to die; and

none are fit to die who have shrunk from the joy of life and

the duty of life. Both life and death are part of the same

Great Adventure. Never yet was worthy adventure

worthily carried through by the man who put his personal

safety first. Never yet was a country worth living in unless

its sons and daughters were of that stern stuff which bade

them die for it at need ; and never yet was a country worth

dying for unless its sons and daughters thought of life not

as something concerned only with the selfish evanescence of

the individual but as a link in the great chain of creation

and causation, so that each person is seen in his true rela-

tions as an essential part of the whole, whose life must be

made to serve the larger and continuing life of the whole. '

'

"In America to-day all our people are summoned to ser-

vice and sacrifice. Pride is the portion only of those who
know bitter sorrow or the foreboding of bitter sorrow. But
all of us who give service, and stand ready for sacrifice, are

the toreh-bearers. We run with the torches until we fall,

content if we can then pass them to the hands of other

runners. The torches whose flame is brightest are borne

by the gallant men at the front, and by the gallant women
whose husbands and lovers, whose sons and brothers are

at the front. These men are high of soul, as they face their

fate on the shell-shattered earth, or in the skies above or

in the waters beneath; and no less high of soul are the
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women with torn hearts and shining eyes ; the girls whose
boy lovers have been struck down in their golden morning,

and the mothers and wives to whom word has been brought

that henceforth they must walk in the shadow.

''These are the torch-bearers; these are they who have
dared the Great Adventure. '

'



CHAPTER XXXIII

UNDIMINISHED ACTIVITIES OF HIS CLOSING YEARS

His grief at the death of Quentin did not permit Roosevelt

to lessen his interest in the great war and the attitude of

the nation toward it. He continued to write and speak

with unabated zeal and undiminished force. When in the

autumn news came of the deportation and enslavement of

Belgians by Germany, he was among the first to utter a

protest. In a letter that he wrote to Mr. F. W. Whitridge,

the organizer of a great mass meeting in Carnegie Hall,

New York, on December 15, 1916, that had been called to

express public indignation at Germany's conduct, he said:

''This action (by Germany) is paralleled by the action

of the Assyrian conquerors of Syria and Palestine; but

until the present war broke out it was supposed that such

hideous infamies were effectively checked by the system

of international law which has grown up under modern
Christian civilization. But Germany has trampled under

foot every device of international law for securing the

protection of the weak and unoffending. She has shown
an utter disregard of all considerations of pity, mercy,

humanity and international morality. She has counted

upon the terror inspired by her ruthless brutality to protect

her from retaliation of interference.

*'The outrages committed on our own people have been

such as the United States has never before been forced to

endure, and have included the repeated killing of our men,
women and children. The sinking of the Marina and the

Cheming the other day, with the attendant murder of six

Americans, was but the most recent in an unbroken chain of

injuries and insults, which by comparison make mere wrong
to our property interests sink into absolute insignificance.

460
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**As long as neutrals keep silent, or speak apologetically,

or take refuge in the futilities of the professional pacificists,

there will be no cessation in these brutalities. But surely

this last and crowning brutality, which amounts to the im-

position of a cruel form of state-slavery on a helpless and
unoffending conquered nation, must make our people realize

that they peril their own souls, that they degrade their own
manhood, if they do not bear emphatic testimony against

the perpetration of such iniquity. I am glad to be one

among the Americans who thus bear testimony.'*

To Mr. Charles W. Farnham, the organizer of a similar

meeting in St. Paul, Minn., he wrote a letter on January
19, 1917, which contains a notable expression of his views

on International peace movements

:

**If the men of Lexington and Bunker Hill and Trenton
were right, then the Belgians are right now; and when we
tamely acquiesce in such infamies as have been committed

in Belgium—of course still more when we tamely acquiesce

in such infamies as have been committed against our own
people in cases like that of the Lusitania—^we show our-

selves unworthy to be the heirs of the Americans who fol-

lowed Washington and upheld the hands of Lincoln. Since

the days of Pontius Pilate neutrality between right and
wrong has been recognized by all high-minded men and
women as itself immoral.

*'AVhat we need is not to promise action in the nebulous

future but to act now in the living present. Any promise of

ours about entering into international peace leagues or

guaranteeing the peace of the world or protecting small na-

tionalities hereafter is worse than worthless, is mischievous

and hypocritical, unless we make our words good by action

in the case that is uppermost in the present. Until we can

and do guarantee peace in Mexico let us not talk loudly

and make empty gestures about guaranteeing the peace of

the world. Unless we are willing to run some risk and make
some effort to right the wrongs of Belgium in the present

let us refrain from indulging in insincere declamation about
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protecting small nations in similar cases in the future. And
let us make no absurd promises about 'enforcing' peace

at some remote period in the future until by foresight and

labor and service and self-sacrifice we have shown that we
have spiritually prepared ourselves to make our words

good and until materially we have made ready our vast

but soft and lazy strength. '

'

A letter that Roosevelt wrote on December 19, 1917, is

quite worthy of record because of its accurate prediction of

the strikes and general labor disturbances, fomented by the

I. W. W. and other anarchistic organizations, which oc-

curred in 1919. In July 1916, during a parade in San Fran-

cisco, in the interest of national preparedness for the war, a

bomb was thrown among the crowd along the line of march,

which exploded and killed ten men and women and maimed
fifty persons including several children. One T. J. Mooney,

a member of the I. W. W., was arrested on the charge of

throwing the bomb, was tried and convicted, and on

February 24, 1917, was sentenced to death. Another mem-
ber, Billings, was convicted at the same time of complicity

in the act. The I. W. W. organization took up the case and

called mass meetings in various parts of the country de-

nouncing the court and declaring the case against Mooney
to be a conspiracy against him among the capitalistic in-

terests of California. At the same time the I. W. W. de-

manded the recall or removal of Fickert, the District Attor-

ney who had secured the conviction. President Wilson was

appealed to and interfered three separate times in behalf

of Mooney, asking the Governor of California to pardon

him.

In July 1917, during a series of strikes in the copper

mines of Arizona, all of which were shown to have been

instigated by the I. W. W., over a thousand members of

that organization were seized by the enraged citizens of

Bisbee and other Arizona towns in which strikes were ex-

isting, placed in cattle cars and deported outside State limits

with orders not to return.
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President Wilson appointed a Mediation Commission to

investigate the matter, and named as legal adviser of this

body the lawyer who had investigated the Mooney case.

This lawyer made a report in both cases that was in favor

of the I. W. W.'s contentions. To this man Roosevelt

wrote the letter mentioned above, from which I quote

:

**You have taken, and are taking, on behalf of the Ad-
ministration an attitude which seems to me to be funda-

mentally that of Trotsky and the other Bolshevik! leaders

in Russia ; an attitude which may be fraught with mischief

to this country.

"The question of granting a re-trial is one thing. The
question ot the recall is entirely distinct. Even if a re-trial

were proper this would not in the least justify a recall

—

any more than a single grave error on your part would

justify your impeachment, or the impeachment of President

Wilson for appointing you. The I. W. W. and the 'direct

action' anarchists and apologists for anarchy are never

concerned for justice. They are concerned solely in seeing

one kind of criminal escape justice, precisely as certain big

business men and certain corporation lawyers have in the

past been concerned in seeing another kind of criminal

escape justice. The guiding spirits in the movement for

the recall of Fickert cared not a rap whether or not Mooney
and Billings were guilty; probably they believed them
guilty ; all they were concerned with was seeing a rebuke ad-

ministered to, and an evil lesson taught all public officials

who might take action against crimes of violence com-

mitted by anarchists in the name of some foul and violent

protest against social conditions. Murder is murder, and

it is rather more evil, when committed in the name of a

professed social movement. The reactionaries have in the

past been a great menace to this republic; but at this

moment it is the I. W. W., the Germanized Socialists, the

Anarchists, the foolish creatures who always protest against

the suppression of crime, the pacifists and the like, who are

the really grave danger. These are the Bolsheviki of Amer-

ica, and the Bolsheviki are just as bad as the Romanoffs,
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and are at the moment a greater menace to orderly freedom.

Robespierre and Danton and Marat and Hebert were just

as evil as the worst tyrants of the old regime, and from
1791 to 1794 they were the most dangerous enemies to

liberty that the world contained. When you, as represent-

ing President Wilson, find yourself obliged to champion

men of this stamp you ought by unequivocal affirmative

action to make it evident that you are sternly against their

general and habitual line of conduct.

*'I have just received your report on the Bisbee depor-

tation. One of the prominent leaders in that deportation

was my old friend, Jack Greenway, who has just been com-

missioned a Major in the Army by President Wilson. Your
report is as thoroughly misleading a document as could be

written on the subject. No official, writing on behalf of the

President, is to be excused for failure to know, and clearly

to set forth, that the I. W. W. is a criminal organization.

To ignore the fact that a movement such as its members
made into Bisbee is made with criminal intent is precisely

as foolish as for a New York policeman to ignore the fact

that when the Whyo gang assembles with guns and knives

it is with criminal intent. The President is not to be ex-

cused if he ignores this fact, for of course he knows all

about it. No human being in his senses doubts that the

men deported from Bisbee were bent on destruction and

murder. If the President, through you or any one else, had

any right to look into the matter, this very fact shows that

he had been remiss in his clear duty to provide against the

very grave danger in advance. When no efficient means are

employed to guard honest, upright and well behaved citi-

zens from the most brutal kind of lawlessness, it is inevit-

able that these citizens shall try to protect themselves ; that

is as true when the President fails to do his duty about the

I. W. W. as when the police fail to do their duty about

gangs like the Whyo gang; and when either the President

or the police, personally or by representative, rebuke the

men who defend themselves from criminal assault, it is

necessary sharply to point out that far heavier blame
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attaches to the authorities who fail tc give the needed pro-

tection, and to the investigators who fail to point out the

criminal character of the anarchistic organization against

which the decent citizens have taken action.

''Here again you are engaged in excusing men precisely-

like the Bolsheviki in Russia, who are murderers and en-

couragers of murder, who are traitors to their allies, to

democracy and to civilization, as well as to the United

States, and whose acts are nevertheless apologized for on

grounds substantially like those which you allege. In times

of danger nothing is more common and nothing more dan-

gerous to the republic, than for men, often ordinarily well

meaning men—to avoid condemning the criminals, who are

really public enemies, by making their entire assault on the

shortcomings of the good citizens who have been the vic-

tims or opponents of the criminals. This was done not

only by Danton and Robespierre but by many of their ordi-

narily honest associates in connection with, for instance, the

'September massacres.' It is not the kind of thing I care

to see well meaning men do in this country. '

'

All through the year 1918, which was the final year of his

life, Roosevelt devoted himself with undiminished zeal and

energy to speaking and writing upon the great subjects that

were nearest to his heart—undiluted and undivided loyalty

to America and the utmost possible effort in prosecuting

the war. In September he made a tour through the western

States, speaking in Ohio, Nebraska and Montana, urging

resolute support of the Government in its war activities

and uncompromising warfare upon Germany until uncon-

ditional surrender was accomplished. Returning to New
York, one of his first speeches was before an audience

of Germans in the hall of the Liederkranz Society, on Oc-

tober 15, 1918. His son, Captain Archibald Roosevelt, home
from the front in France with a wounded arm, was on the

platform with him.

With his customary detestation of "pussy footing'' he

said on that occasion: "We must win the peace of over-
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whelming victory and accept no peace but unconditional

surrender. Our whole effort must be to bring Germany to

her knees and to put a stop once for all to her threat of

world dominion ; and to do this we must insist upon a unified

citizenship at home. There is no room in this country for

loyalty to but one flag—the American flag—and therefore

no room for loyalty to any other flag, and still less the black

or red flag."

He had promised to make one speech in New York City

in support of the Republican ticket in the State election, and

October 28 had been fiixed as the date for this in Carnegie

Hall. His speech had been prepared and advance copies

of it sent to the press when, on October 26, President Wilson

published an appeal to the voters of the country to elect a

Democratic majority in both Houses of Congress at the

approaching November election. Roosevelt at once prepared

an addendum to his address in which he discussed the ap-

peal, thus increasing materially the length of his remarks.

He spoke for two hours and a quarter and held the undi-

vided and enthusiastic attention of his audience to the close.

Never had his wonderful powers of mastery over a great

audience been more signally displayed. From the beginning

to the end, he did not for a moment lose his hold upon it.

Never had he appeared to be in better physical condition,

and rarely had his mental powers appeared to be more
vigorous and alert. He began his speech by saying:

**I have been cautioned three times to-day not to be

extreme in what I say to-night. The trouble is that my ex-

tremeness one year is another person's moderation later.

But I won't be extreme to-night. By that I mean I won 't go

beyond the point I ought to go. There will be one advantage

in what I say, however. You '11 understand it and you won 't

need any key. You won't get a letter from me day after

to-morrow explaining what I meant. '

'

When a voice from the gallery shouted: ** Three cheers

for the fighting man!" he instantly raised his hand and

exclaimed :
'

' Don 't cheer for me. I 'd have been in the fight
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if I had been allowed. Cheer for the fighting man at the

front and let us see that his blood is not shed in vain.'*

In his appeal President Wilson had said: ''The leaders

of the minority in the present Congress have unquestionably-

been pro-war, but they have been anti-Administration.

The return of a Eepublican majority in either House of

Congress would be interpreted on the other side of the

water as a repudiation of my leadership.

'

In commenting on this Roosevelt quoted the words of

Lincoln in March 1863, in favor of sending to Congress only

''unconditional supporters of the war," and again in

August 1863 appealing to "all those who maintain uncon-

ditional devotion to the Union whom no partisan malice or

partisan hope can make false to the nation's life." and
then added:

"Lincoln made no party test. He appealed to all loyal

men of all parties. He asked that the test of fitness for

Congress be, not adherence to his personal administration,

but unconditional support of the war. Mr. Wilson applies

the most rigid party test. He explicitly repudiates loyalty

to the war as a test. He demands the success of the Demo-
cratic party, and asks the defeat of all pro-war men if

they have been anti-administration. He asks for the defeat

of pro-war Republicans. He does not ask for the defeat of

pro-war Democrats. On the contrary, he supports such

men if although anti-war they are pro-administration. He
does not ask for loyalty to the Nation. He asks only for

support of himself. There is not the slightest suggestion

that he disapproves of disloyalty to the nation. I do not

doubt that he does feel some disapproval of such disloyalty

;

but apparently this feeling on his part is so tepid that it

slips from his mind when he contemplates what he regards

as the far greater sin of failure in adherence to himself."

This was the keynote of his speech, which is too long to

quote and quite impossible of condensation because every

sentence of it is vital. It had a wide circulation throughout

the country and unquestionably was a powerful factor in
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securing a Republican majority in both Houses of Congress.

It was the last great speech of his life. Even while mak-

ing it he was feeling the first pangs of an attack of in-

flammatory rheumatism, which caused his return to the

hospital on November 11, 1918, where he remained till

December 25, suffering severely during the greater part of

'the time, but maintaining complete cheerfulness and serenity

of spirit and keen interest in the progress of events, seeing

a few callers and keeping up the more personal portion of

his correspondence. Writing to Rider Haggard, on De-

cember 6, 1918, he said : "I doubt if I ever again go back

into public place. I have had to go into too much and too

bitter truth telling. Like you, I am not at all sure about

the future. I hope that Germany will suffer a change of

heart, but I am anything but certain. I don't put much
faith in the League of Nations, or any corresponding cure-

all."

To a Southern correspondent, D. H. Clark, of Savannah,

Georgia, he wrote on December 23, 1918: '^It would be

utter silliness for the Progressive Party, as such, to go into

the next campaign. In spite of every effort of the leaders

it died in 1914 and it is mere folly to keep it alive.''

I saw him almost daily during this period, taking to

him my first draft of the earlier chapters of this story of

his life, which he read while sitting up in bed or in a chair.

We talked occasionally of politics. At the time his leader-

ship of his party had become so universally recognized that

there was an unbroken unanimity of opinion in favor of him

as the choice of the party for the Presidential nomination

in 1920. Wlien I spoke of this to him only a short time

before his death, he said rather sadly

:

**I am indifferent to the subject. I would not lift a

finger to get the nomination. Since Quentin's death the

world seems to have shut down upon me. My other boys

are on the other side of the water fighting, or being made
ready to fight for their country. If they do not come back,

what would the Presidency mean to me? At best I have

only a few remaining years, and nothing could give me
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greater joy than to spend them with njy family. I have

been President for seven years and I am not eager to be

President again. But if the leaders of the party come to

me and say that they are convinced that I am the man the

people want and the only man who can be elected, and that

they are all for me, I don't see how I could refuse to run.

If I do consent, it will be because as President I could ac-

complish some things that I should like to see accomplished

before I die." This he had said quietly while lying back

on his pillows. Then, sitting suddenly erect and clench-

ing his fist, the old fighting Roosevelt reappeared in the

declaration: ''And by George, if they take me, they will

take me without a single reservation or modification of the

things I have always stood for!"

He left the hospital on the morning of Christmas, 1918,

and went to his home in Oyster Bay. His physicians were

confident of complete recovery and he shared their belief.

Writing to his sister, Mrs. W. S. Cowles, on December 28,

1918, he said:
'

' It was very dear of you to keep writing me. I feel like a

faker, because my troubles are not to be mentioned in the

same breath with all you have gone through. Mine has just

been a case of severe attack of inflammatory rheumatism,

and a little sciatica, and while I won't be able to do much
for a couple of months, I have every reason to think I shall

in the end recover completely. I got out home Christmas

morning, so that Edith and I, Ethel and Alice and Archie

and Gracie, had Christmas dinner together. Richard and

little Edie are the darlingest small souls you have ever seen.

Little Edie is the busiest person imaginable, and runs

around exactly as if she was a small mechanical toy."

To his friend Russell J. Coles, with whom he had gone

devil fishing a few years earlier and with whom he had

planned another expedition, he wrote on January 1, 1919:
'

'My doctors tell me that in all probability I shall be able

to go with you on March 1st. There is, of course, however,

the possibility that my convalescence may be slower than
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they suppose. At present I am utterly worthless. I hope

you understand how deeply I appreciate your taking Archie

along. My great desire is that he shall get a devil fish. He
is a pretty good boy and of course crippling makes it hard

for him to enjoy the kind of sports he loves and which you

and I at his age enjoyed and I very deeply appreciate your

giving him the chance as you have done. '

'

On the same date, January 1, 1919, his profound distrust

of President Wilson found expression in this outspoken

letter to Mr. Ogden Reid, editor of the New York Tribune,

one of the last letters he ever wrote:
*

' This is a grumble from a faithful Tribune reader, over

an editorial in Sunday's Tribune. For Heaven's sake never

allude to Wilson as an idealist or militaire or altruist. He
is a doctrinaire when he can be so with safety to his per-

sonal ambition, and he is always utterly and coldly selfish.

He hasn't a touch of idealism in him. His advocacy of the

League of Nations no more represents idealism on his part

than his advocacy of peace without victory, or his state-

ment that we had no concern with the origin or cause of the

European war, or with his profoundly unethical refusal

for two and a half years to express a particle of sympathy
for poor Belgium. His opponents are cheered when we tell

about him being a misguided idealist. He is not. He is

a silly doctrinaire at times and an utterly selfish and cold-

blooded politician always. '

'

After Roosevelt's death various zealous advocates of

President Wilson's plan for a League of Nations asserted

that Roosevelt had committed himself in its favor. Nothing

could be more diametrically opposed to the truth, for re-

peatedly he had committed himself against it. Speaking

at the City Hall, New York, on September 6, 1918, at exer-

cises on the anniversary of the birth of Lafayette and of the

Battle of the Marne, he said

:

'*It is sometimes announced that part of the peace agree-

ment must be a League of Nations which will avert all war
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for the future and put a stop to the need of this nation

preparing its own strength for its own defense. Many of

the adherents of this idea grandiloquently assert that they

intend to supplant nationalism by internationalism.

*'In deciding upon proposals of this nature it behooves

our people to remember that competitive rhetoric is a poor

substitute for the habit of resolutely looking facts in the

face. To substitute internationalism for nationalism means

to do away with patriotism, and is as vicious and as pro-

foundly demoralizing as to put promiscuous devotion to all

other persons in the place of steadfast devotion to a man's

own family. Either effort means the atrophy of robust

morality. The man who loves other countries as much as

his own stands on a level with the man who loves other

women as much as he loves his own wife. One is as worth-

less a creature as the other."

The last formal utterance of his life on any public ques-

tion was in an editorial article for the Kansas City Star

which he dictated to his secretary on January 5, 1919, the

day before his death. In this, which I reproduce in full in

recognition of its historic value, he stated his attitude so

clearly that no intelligent person can misunderstand it

:

*'It is of course a serious misfortune that President "Wil-

son through Mr. Creel's misinformation bureau and the

control exercised over the correspondents, should prevent

our people from getting a clear idea of what is happen-

ing on the other side. For the moment the point as to

which we are foggy is the LeagTie of Nations. We all of us

earnestly desire such a League, only we wish to be sure

that it will help and not hinder the cause of world peace

and justice. There isn't a young man in this country who

has fought, or an old man who has seen those dear to him

fight, who does not wish to minimize the chance of future

war. But there isn't a man of sense who does not know that

in any such movement if too much is attempted the result

is either failure or worse than failure.

* * The trouble with Mr. Wilson 's utterances, so far as they
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are reported, and the utterances of acquiescence in them

by European statesmen, is that they are still absolutely in

the stage of rhetoric precisely like the Fourteen Points.

Some of the Fourteen Points will probably have to be con-

strued as having a mischievous significance, a smaller num-
ber might be construed as being harmless, and one or two

even as beneficial, but nobody knows what Mr. Wilson

really means by them and so all talk of adopting them as

basis for a peace or a League is nonsense, and if the talker

is intelligent it is insincere nonsense to boot. So Mr. Wil-

son's recent utterances give us absolutely no clue as to

whether he really intends that at this moment we shall

admit Germany, Eussia, with which incidentally we are

still waging war, Turkey, China and Mexico into the League

on a full equality with ourselves. Mr. Taft has recently

defined the purposes of the League and the limitations

under which it would act in a way that enables most of us

to say we very heartily agree in principle with his theory

and can without doubt come to an agreement under specific

details. But President Wilson, seemingly in a spirit of

jealousy, has condemned Mr. Taft 's proposal, without ad-

vancing anything specific himself.

"Would it not be well to begin with the League which we
actually have in existence, the League of the allies who have

fought through this great war? Let us at the peace table

see that real justice is done as among these allies and that

while the sternest reparation is demanded from our foes

for such horrors as those committed in Belgium, Northern

France, Armenia and the sinking of the Lusitania, yet

should anything be done in the spirit of mere vengeance?

Then let us agree to extend the privileges of the League as

rapidly as their conduct warrants it to other nations, doubt-

less discriminating between those who would have a guiding

part of the League and the weak nations who would be en-

titled to the privileges of membership but who would not be

entitled to a guiding voice in the councils. Let each nation

reserve to itself and for its own decision to clearly set forth

questions which are non-justiciable. Let nothing be done
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that will interfere with our preparing for our own defense

by introducing a system of universal obligatory military

training modeled on the Swiss plan. Finally, make it per-

f ictly clear that we do not intend to take a position of an
international 'Meddlesome Matty.' The American people

don't wish to go into an overseas war unless for a very great

cause and where the issue is absolutely plain. Therefore,

we don't wish to undertake responsibility of sending our

gallant young men to die in obscure fights in the Balkans or

in Central Europe, or in a war we do not approve of.

Moreover, the American people don't intend to give up
the Monroe Doctrine. Let civilized Europe and Asia intro-

duce some kind of police system in the weak and disorderly

countries at their thresholds. But let the United States

treat Mexico as our Balkan Peninsula and refuse to allow

European or Asiatic powers to interfere on this continent in

any way that implies permanent or semi-permanent posses-

sion. Every one of our allies will with delight grant this

request if President Wilson chooses to make it and it will

be a great misfortune if it is not made.

**I believe tliat such an effort made moderately and sanely

but sincerely and with utter scorn for words that are not

made good by deeds will be productive of real and lasting

international good. '

'

This article was sent by telegraph to the Kansas City

Star on January 5, 1919, but was not published till some
days after his death. A letter that he wrote on January 3,

1919, two days earlier, both by its character and the cir-

cumstances of its publication, is entitled to rank as his final

message to the American people. This was addressed to the

President of the American Defense Society and was read

at a great mass meeting under the auspices of that or-

ganization, in the Hippodrome in New York, on the evening

of January 5. It was published on the morning of January
6, the day of his death. He had no thought when he was
preparing this, as his letters at the time show, that it was
to be his last appeal to the patriotism and loyalty of his
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countrymen, but liad any such premonition influenced him,

he could scarcely have made the appeal other than it is. In

it speaks the soul of the man, who throughout his life had
been '*an American and nothing else." The message in

full was as follows

:

**I cannot be with you, and so all I can do is to wish you

Godspeed. There must be no sagging back in the fight for

Americanism merely because the war is over. There are

plenty of persons who have already made the assertion that

they believe the American people have a short memory
and that they intend to revive all the foreign associations

which most directly interfere with the complete American-

ization of our people. Our principle in this matter should

be absolutely simple. In the first place, we should insist

that if the immigrant who comes here does in good faith be-

come an American and assimilates himself to us he shall be

treated on an exact equality with every one else, for it is

an outrage to discriminate against any such man because of

creed or birthplace or origin.

''But this is predicated upon the man's becoming in

very fact an American and nothing but an American. If

he tries to keep segregated with men of his own origin and

separated from the rest of America, then he isn't doing

his part as an American. There can be no divided alle-

giance here. Any man who says he is an American, but some-

thing else also, isn't an American at all. We have room for

but one flag, the American flag, and this excludes the red

flag, which sj^mbolizes all wars against liberty and civiliza-

tion just as much as it excludes any foreign flag of a nation

to which we are hostile. We have room for but one

language here, and that is the English language, for we in-

tend to see that the crucible turns our people out as Ameri-

cans, of American nationality, and not as dwellers in a

polyglot boarding house; and we have room for but one

soul loyalty, and that is loyalty to the American people."



CHAPTER XXXIV

THE END

^TTheodore Roosevelt died peacefully in his sleep at his home
in Oyster Bay, at 4 o'clock in the morning of January 6,

1919. The cause of death was an embolus, or clot of blood

in the heart. He spent his last day, Sunday, with his fam-

ily in full confidence that he was on the road to complete

recovery of health. His last literary work, in addition

to the subjects mentioned in the preceding chapter, had

been upon a review of a book by one of his cherished nat-

uralist friends, William Beebe, and in correcting proofs

of an editorial article on Labor that he had written for the

Metropolitan Magazine. He went to bed at 11 o'clock, and

his last words were to his faithful colored servant, James
Amos: ''Please put out the light." He sank at once into

a quiet sleep and never awoke^
He died as he would have wished to, in the home that he

loved, with his family about him, in the full possession of

his faculties, in the midst of work that was nearest to his

heart, and at the sunamit of his fame. Never during his life

had his influence with his countrymen been greater, or his

place in the hearts of the American people higher. At the

moment of his death it could have been said of him with

literal truth, in the language of the Proverbs :
* * He maketh

even his enemies to be at peace with him." He had become

the acknowledged foremost leader of his party and its

unanimous choice as its candidate for the Presidency in

1920. More than that, he was recognized as the Great

American of his time. This was the unanimous verdict of

the nation when the news of his unexpected death startled

it into a full recognition of his worth and of its irreparable

loss.
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In strict accord with his known wishes, there was no

pomp or display at his funeral. Simple services, without

honorary pallbearers or music, were held in the little village

church at which he was wont to attend service with his

family, and he was buried in the country graveyard in the

lot upon a hillock that he and his wife had selected soon

after he retired from the Presidency.

A short time before his death he wrote to a friend

who was sitting in the shadow of a supreme affliction

:

'

' Well, friend, you and I are in the range of the rifle pits

;

from now on until we ourselves fall—and that date cannot

be so many years^ distant—we shall see others whom we
love fall. It is idle to complain or to rail at the inevitable

;

serene and high of heart we must face our fate and go down
into the darkness. '

'
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2, 81, 108; quoted, i. 4, 7, 15, 31,

53, 62, 67, 92, 117, 376, 465
Aylesworth, A. B., i. 259

Bacon, Robert, i. 213-215; ii, 25; let-

ter to, i, 207

Bacons, the, a guest of, in Paris, ii.

231

Baer, George F., i. 201, 215

Bailey, Senator, i. 156

Bake shops. Supreme Court decision

concerning, ii. 301-303

Baker, Newton D., correspondence

with, ii. 426

Baker, Ray Stannard, letter to, ii.

10

Baldwin, Elbert Francis, letter to, ii.

372

Balfour, Rt. Hon. A. J., ii. 256; "De-

cadence" by, ii. 104; letters to, ii.

104, 455

Balkan States, confederacy of, ii. 223

Baltimore Post Office, civil service

reform in, i. 47, 48

Banking and currency, Aldrich bill

concerning, ii. 83

Barnes, William, i. 50; ii. 328; libel

suit of, ii. 365-369, 381-383; the

German jurors at the trial, ii, 375-

377, 379; candidacy for Governor

offered Roosevelt by, ii. 453, 454

Battenberg, Prince Louis of, ii. 261;

a guest at the White House, ii. 264,

265

Bays, Mrs. Mary T., letter to, ii.

400

Beebe, William, ii. 475

Beef Trust, suit against, i. 186

Beirut, squadron sent to, i. 262

Belgians, deportation and enslave-

ment of, ii. 460

Belgium, visit to, ii. 209, 234, 235;

the King and Queen of, ii. 235; the

women of, ii. 235; German viola-

tion of neutrality of, ii. 372, 373

"Benton, Life of Thomas H.," i. 40,

41, 174

Berard, Victor, ii. 233

Berlin, Roosevelt requested to speak
at the University of, ii. 208, 209,

286; visit to, ii. 244 ff.; at the

American Embassy in, ii. 245; re-

ception in, ii. 245.

Bernstorff, Count, ii, 284, 286, 419
Beveridge, Senator, ii. 339; letter to,

i. 370

Bible, reading of, in public schools,

ii. 358, 359; supplied to soldiers,

message written in, ii. 430

Big business, combination of big

bosses and, i. 114, 115, 121; meth-

ods, not size, cause of evils in, i.

133; desire of, to get Roosevelt out

of New York State, i. 135-138 ; con-

trol of Republican party by, i. 152;

course pursued in regard to, i. 159.

See also Corporations

"Big Stick" policy in governmental
administration, i. 240; in relations

with Japan, ii, 130

Bigelow, John, letter to, i. 295

Bigelow, Dr. William Sturgis, letters

to, i. 102; ii. 344

Bird life, delight in the study of, ii.

74, 75, 113

Bishop, Joseph Bucklin, Roosevelt's

friendship with, i, 58, 62; inter-

view with Cleveland, i. 146; con-

versation with Roosevelt on his suc-

cession to Presidency, i. 150, 151;

appointed Secretary of Panama Ca-

nal Commission, i. 451 ; letters to,

i. 131, 137, 217, 314, 428, 431, 432,

460, 461; ii. 306, 312, 313, 315,

319, 351

Bismarck, ii. 228

"Black Horse Cavalry," i. 14, 17

Blackmail, in the Police Department,

i. 60, 61, 64, 65; reply to Judge
Parker's charges of, in campaign
funds, i. 333, 334

Blaine, James G., nomination of, i.

33, 35-37

Blind, in Rumania, Carmen Sylva's

project of a city for, ii. 295; print-

ing machine used by, ii. 295

Bliss, Cornelius N., i. 72

Bolshevism in America, ii. 442, 463,

465

Bonaparte, Attorney-General Charles

J., ii. 265 ; letters to, ii. 54, 353

Books read during first two years of
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Presidency, i. 265-268. See also

Reading

Bordeaux, "The Great Hero of the

Air" by, ii. 447-450; letters to, ii.

447-450

Bored, the capacity to be, ii. 104

Boris, Grand Duke, ii. 243

Bosnia, ii. 223

Bosses, political, rule of, in New
York State, i. 114, 115; control of

parties by, ii. 13; rule of, the nega-

tion of democracy, ii. 304

Boston, battleship, i. 282, 286

Boutros Pasha, assassination of, ii.

187, 190, 191

Boutroux, ii. 233

Bowers, John M., ii. 376

Bowers, Spotswood D., ii. 376

Boxing, i. 3, 4

Brazil, exploration of wilderness of,

ii. 353, 363

'•Brazilian Wilderness, Through the,"

ii. 353 ; the writing of, ii. 361, 363

Brenner, Victor D., i. 454

Briand, ii. 232

Bridges, Eobert, letters to, ii. 361-

364

Bright, John, ii. 374

British Atlantic Fleet, visit of Cruis-

er Squadron to American ports, ii.

261, 262, 264

British East Africa, ii. 186; anti-

English feeling in, ii. 187 ff.

Brooks, Sidney, letter to, ii. 129

Brownell, W. C, letter to, ii. 73

Brownfield, Texas, statue of Eoose-

velt in, ii. 114

Brownsville, Texas, attack upon, by
negro troops, ii. 27-30

Brussels Exposition, address at, ii.

234, 235, 296

Bryan, William Jennings, i. 241 ; ii.

26, 124, 358, 374, 385, 390, 412;

Madison Square address of, ii. 31;

correspondence with, in Taft cam-

paign, ii. 98; estimate of, ii. 99;

electoral votes received by, in 1908,

ii. 103 ; resignation of, as Secre-

tary of State, ii. 383, 384, 386

Bryce, Rt. Hon. James, congratula-

tory letter from, i. 106; praise of

Roosevelt's services as President,

ii. 134, 135; letters to, i. 369; ii.

413

Buchanan, President, ii. 384, 390

Budapest, reception at, ii. 222, 224

Buenz, Dr., i. 224, 225

Bull Moose, i. 139; ii. 338

Bunau-Varilla, Philippe, i. 289-291,

295, 296, 310; article by, in Le
Matin, i. 296; ratification of treaty

negotiated by, i. 305

Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress," ii.

115

Bureau of Corporations, creation of,

i. 242, 330; ii. 131

Burgoyne, General, ii. 168

Burroughs, John, visit of, to Pine

Knot, ii. 113; letters to, ii. 74-76

Burton, Senator, i. 254; ii. 18

Business, big. See Big business

Business men, justice toward, ii. 41

Butler, Benjamin F., i. 439

Butler, Dr. Nicholas Murray, i. 317;

letter to, i. 265

Byrne, William M., appointment of,

as District Attorney, i. 241, 242;

letter to, i. 241

Cabinet members, cordial relations

between President and, i. 262-265

Cahun's "Turks and Mongols," i.

445, 446

Cairo, Egypt, anti-English feeling in,

ii. 188 flf. ; the Nationalist move-

ment in, ii. 188; British officials

in, ii. 190; address at University

of, ii. 190-192

California, Japanese situation in, ii.

64, 65

Callisen, A. W., i. 224, 225; letter of,

i, 224

Cameron, Don, i. 317'

Campaign contributions, regarded as

purchasing favors, i. 312, 313; at-

titude toward, i. 328-331

Campaign, Presidential, of 1904,

course followed concerning contri-

butions to, i. 328-331; attitude re-

garding the outcome of, i. 332,

333; humorous aspects of, i. 331;

Judge Parker 's charges concerning

Republican fund in, i. 333, 334;

campaign of 1912, ii. 336, 340, 346,

347
Canada, dispute with, over Alaskan

boundary, i. 258-262
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Canals, action in regard to New York,

i. 115, 116

Cannon, Speaker Joe, i. 237, 263; ii.

10

Capital and Labor, views on, i, 257,

323; legislation concerning, urged,

ii. 80; new relations between, ii.

350

Capitalists, course followed in regard

to dishonest, ii. 42 ff. ; attitude to-

ward attacks of, ii. 50; unfitness

of, for governing, ii. 70; inability

to sympathize with plain people, ii.

71

Carlisle, John G., Secretary of the

Treasury, i. 53

Carlyle's "Frederick the Great," ii.

172-174

Carmen Sylva, ii. 206; letter from,

ii. 293

Carnegie, Andrew, ii. 83, 111, 227,

228, 230, 252, 273-279; letter to, ii.

21

Carnegie Hall, New York City,

speeches in, ii. 320, 321, 419, 432,

466-468

Carow, Charles, i. 5

Carr, Comyns, i. 56

Cartagena, Colombian gunboat, i.

283, 285

Carter, James C, i. 119; letters to, i.

120, 132

Cartoons, on Eoosevelt's city reform
bills, i. 29, 30; enjoyment of, i.

240

Cassini, Eussian Ambassador, i. 377-

392, 395, 417, 481

Castro, President, Venezuelan Dicta-

tor, i. 222

Catholic Protectory, appropriation of

public funds for, i. 21

Catholics, friendly attitude toward,

ii. 195, 199

"Cawnpore," by G. O. Trevelyan, ii.

148

Century Magazine, ii. 30, 411

Cervera'a fleet, i. 145

Chamber of Commerce, New York
City, address before, i. 230, 231

Chamberlain, Et. Hon. Joseph, i. 259,

260

Champlin, "The Coal Mines and the

People" by, i. 205, 206

Chandler, i. 134

Chanler, William Astor, letter to, i.

102

Chaplains, selection of army and
navy, i. 190

Chaplin, Stewart, ii. 411

Chapman, F. M., books on birds by,

ii. 75, 113; letter to, ii. 113

"Charter of Democracy, A," ad-

dress on, ii. 318

Cheming, sinking of the, ii. 460

Cheyenne, Wyoming, Frontier Cele-

bration at, ii. 300
Chicago, labor strike in, i. 438-441;

investigation of stock yards in, ii.

16, 17

Child labor law, ii. 84, 131

"Children of the Crucible," ii. 435
China, attitude of, toward Eusso-Jap-

anese peace, i. 377; plan to indem-
nify France and England with por-

tions of, opposed, i. 401, 402; Kai-

ser 's belief concerning partition of,

i. 470; integrity of, and the open
door, ii. 83, 281, 282

Chipmunk, on tennis court during
game, ii. 76

Choate, Hon. Joseph H., tribute to,

on resignation from Ambassador-
ship, i. 354, 355; asked to represent

America at Algeciras Convention, i.

448, 503; position of Minister to

Japan offered to, i. 448; delegate

to Hague Conference, ii. 267

Christiania, the Eoyal Family at, ii.

238-240

Churchman, The, letter to editor of,

ii. 28

Cicero, philosophy of, ii. 156

Cigar-Makers' Union, decision of

Court of Appeals regarding tene-

ment-house bill of, i. 30, 31

Cities, Committee on, i. 25

City Hall, New York, speech at, ii.

470

City reform bills, i. 25-31

City of Memphis, sinking of the, ii.

419

Civil Service, bill establishing merit

system in, i. 22, 27, 44, 50, 53, 62;

the spoils system in, i. 43, 48-51;

law of 1899, i. 124

Civil Service Advisory Board, ap-

pointed by President Grant, i. 43

Civil Service Commission, i. 43 ff.;
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appointment of, i. 44; inefficiency

of, during first six years, i. 44-46;

salary of members of, i. 45; ideas

and purposes of, i. 47; investiga-

tion of, by Congress, i. 48-51

;

Eoosevelt's defense of, i. 49; Eoose-

velt's resignation from, i. 53, 54

Civil Service Law of 1899, i. 124

Civil Service reform, i. 43, 114, 118;

obstructed by politicians, i. 44-46;

number of places included in clas-

sified service, i. 44, 53; in New
York Custom House, i. 46, 47; in

Baltimore Post Office, i. 47, 48;

value of Eoosevelt's work for, i.

53

Civil Service Eeform League, Na-
tional, i. 43

Civil War, the. South 's position con-

cerning secession, i. 293, 294; pen-

sions to veterans of, i. 318-320;

South wholly wrong in, i. 349; he-

roes of, ii. 170

Civilization, analogies between mod-
ern and ancient, ii. 106

Clark, D, H., letter to, ii. 468

Clark, E. E., i. 213, 217

Clark, George Eoberts, ii. 168

Clarke, John Proctor, letters to, i.

138, 147

Classes, value to a democracy of dif-

ferent, ii. 24

Clayton, Senator Powell, i. 33

Clayton-Bulwer treaty, i. 270, 271

Clemeneeau, Georges, appeal of, to

Wilson to permit Eoosevelt to take

volunteer division to France, ii.

427, 428; letter to, ii. 455

Cleveland, Grover, i, 150; veto of ele-

vated railway fare bill by, i. 17, 20;

civil service reform of, i. 44;

Eoosevelt retained by, as Civil Ser-

vice Commissioner, i. 51-53; letter

of, on Venezuelan affair, i. 69;

free silver letter of, i. 145, 146;

tributes to, i. 145, 146; ii. 116,

117; Alabama judge recommended
by, i. 155; published letter of, con-

cerning Cuban reciprocity, i. 188;

letter from, regarding coal strike,

i. 204; requested to serve on coal

strike investigating committee, i.

209-211; refusal of operators to

accept as member of investigating

committee, i. 212-214; considera-

tion of, as third term candidate, i.

241 ; Mexican War service pension

established by, i. 319; creation of

forest reserves by, ii. 115, 116; re-

action of public to, ii. 117; simplic-

ity and dignity of home-life as ex-

President, ii. 117; letters to, i. 145,

155, 205, 208, 209, 214

Cleveland, Mrs. Grover, letter to, ii.

115

Cleveland National Forest, ii. 115

Clinton, General, ii. 168

Clover field, cutting a, ii. 74, 75

Club-houses, built for Panama Canal

workers, i. 456-458

Clubs, district, in New York City, i.

7

Coal miners' strike. See Anthracite

coal strike

Coinage, new designs for, by Saint-

Gaudens, i. 359-361; use of "In

God We Trust" on, ii. 71-73

Coles, Eussell J., ii. 422; letter to,

ii. 469

Colleges, teaching history in, ii. 140,

141

Collier, William M., letter to, i. 118

Colombia, treaty with, for acquisition

of Panama Canal territory, i. 189,

273, 274; amendments suggested

by, i. 275; rejection of Hay-Herran
treaty by, i. 276-280, 294, 302, 310;

effect of Secretary Hay's message
in regard to proposed amendments,
i. 280 ; secession of Panama from,

i. 280-282, 285; recommendation
that United States build canal

without further parley with, i. 276,

278, 289; the politicians of, i. 278,

279 ; transportation of troops of,

to Panama, i. 283-285; offer of, to

ratify treaty, i. 287, 288, 292; re-

quest to land troops at Colon and
Panama denied, i. 287; misrule of

Panama by, i. 294, 304; despotism

of, i. 295; the Constitution of

1886, i. 301-304; United States aid

to, in suppression of rebellions, i.

302; Maroquin dictator in, i. 303,

304; not rightful owner of canal

route, i. 304; letter to General

Eeyes concerning, i. 309 ;
purchase

of islands from, deemed inadvis-
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able, i, 310; denunciation of

"blackmail treaty" with, i. 311
Colorado, address before legislature

of, ii. 300, 301

Columbus, Ohio, speech at, ii. 318,
320

Commerce and Industries, creation of
office of Secretary of, i. 162

Commerce and Labor, Department of,

created, i. 242; ii. 131

Conciliation, Board of, i. 219; ii. 82

Congress, investigation of Civil Ser-

vice Commission by, i, 48-51 ; de-

lay of, in passing Cuban reciproc-

ity bill, i. 188, 189; character and
services of Republican leaders in,

i. 237; ii. 5, 6; prerogatives of, in

foreign affairs, i. 263; slowness of,

i. 366, 458; authorization of, to

build Panama canal, i. 449, 450;
opposition of, in Panama canal

project, i. 450, 464; character of

the Senate, ii. 5, 6; achievements

of session of 1906, ii. 17-19; Presi-

dent's action without assistance of,

ii, 131; opposition of, to simplified

spelling, ii. 33; statement of work
done by in 1908, ii. 83, 84; Roose-

velt's leadership of, ii. 84; disre-

gard of President at end of term,

ii. 134. See also Messages to Con-

gress

Conservation of natural resources,

value of services for, ii. 132

Constant, Baron d 'Estournelles de,

letters to, i. 251, 424
Constitution, Roosevelt accused of

violating, ii. 52; amendment of, ii.

349 ; not a "strait jacket," ii.

352

Consular service, reforms in, ii. 17,

131

Conversation, extraordinary range of

subject in Roosevelt's, i. 337

Cornichi, the, drive over, abandoned,
ii. 208

Cornwallis, Lord, ii. 164, 165, 168

Corporations, legislative regulation

and controlof, i. 31, 162, 182, 232,

233, 258, 42^5, 426; ii. 18, 19, 59-

61, 80, 131; Campaign fund contri-

butions of, 1. 114, 121, 135, 329-

331, 333, 334; ii. 32, 33; declara-

tion of policy concerning, i. 127,

159, 160, 323; desire of, to get
Roosevelt out of New York State,

i. 135-138; [Republican policy con-

trolled by, i. 152; views about, in

message to Congress, i. 162; crea-

tion of a Bureau of, i. 242, 330; ii.

131; attacks of, ii. 51; conduct, not
size, important element, ii. 59; ef-

forts of, to discredit the laws, ii. 80-

82; amendments to laws concern-

ing, advocated, ii. 83 ,'

Correspondence, vast amount of

Roosevelt's, ii. 366; high standard
of, ii. 368

Cortelyou, George B., narrow escape
of, in accident, i. 197; head of De-
partment of Commerce and Labor,
i. 242; appointed chairman of Na-
tional Republican Committee, i.

317, 318; conduct of Republican
campaign of 1904 by, i. 325, 328
ff. ; directed to return Standard Oil

Company's contribution, i. 329-331;

ii. 98; blackmail campaign fund
charges against, i. 333, 334; letters

to, i. 324, 329, 330

Court, Americans desiring to be pre-

sented at, ii. Ill, 112

Cowles, Captain W. S., letters to, i.

88, 89

Cowles, Mrs. W. S., ii. 262; letter to,

ii. 469

Craig, William, i. 197

Crane, W. Murray, i. 197, 317; ii.

324, 325, 328

Criticism, honest, and malicious, i.

455; of Roosevelt's policy, answer
to, ii. 19, 20; hostile, toward Roose-

velt, in 1907, ii. 35 ff.

Crocker, George D., letter to, ii. 348
Croker, Richard, i. 143

"Cromwell, Life of Oliver," by Roose-
velt, i. 127, 337, 341; By John
Morley, i. 337

Crowninshield, Rear-Admiral A. S., i.

93, 94, 96; letter of, to Senator

Lodge concerning order to Dewey,
i. 97; Senator Lodge's reply to, 1.

97
Cuba, i. 297; President MeKinley's

attitude toward situation in, i. 70;

advocacy of American interference

in, i. 81, 84, 86-88; independence

of, established, i. 91; policy toward
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appointments in, i. 153; treaty of

reciprocity with, i. 188, 189, 257,

273 ; United States intervention to

quell insurrection in, ii. 25-27, 130;

provisional government established

in, ii. 25

Cullom, Senator, letter to, i. 435

Currency, need of sound legislation

regarding, ii. 39; the Aldrich bill,

ii. 83

Curtis, George William, i. 13; civil

service reform under leadership of,

i. 43

Curzon, Lord, letter to, ii. 121

Cushing, Lieutenant, ii. 123

Custom House, New York City, civil

service reform in, i. 46, 47

Customs Stamp Cigar question, i. 328

Cutler, Arthur, i. 4

Czar. See Nicholas II.

Daniels, Secretary, ii, 388

Danton, ii. 21, 464

Dark horse in politics, ii. 143

Davis, Captain C. H., i. 101

Davis, Cushman K., ii. 116

Davis, Jefferson, letter from, i. 41

;

reply to, i. 42

Davis, L, Clarke, letters to, i. 177,

251, 255

Davis, Eichard Harding, letter to, i.

356

Dawson, Governor, ii. 84

Day, Judge, i. 83, 85, 87, 89, 90

Dayton, Alston G., letters to, ii. 84,

85

Death, thoughts on right feeling at,

1. 354

Debs, Eugene, ii. 61, 62, 344

Decadence in national life, ii. 104-

110

Delcasse, i. 476, 477, 487

Democracy, value of different ele-

ments in a, ii. 24 ; American ideal

of, ii. 74, 321; European attitude

toward American, ii. 246-248; of

Norway, ii. 238

Democratic party, challenge to, in

1904, i. 324

Denmark, at the palace in, ii. 236,

237; old age homes and cooperative

farming of, ii. 237; Socialism in,

ii. 237

Department of Commerce and Labor,

creation of, i. 242

Depew, Senator, i. 321

Desertion, from army or navy, i. 189

Devery, Chief of Police, steps taken

to prevent election frauds by, i.

141-143

Dewey, Admiral, i. 79 ; in command
of Asiatic Squadron, i. 92-98; his

own account of his appointment, i.

93, 94; news of blowing up of

Maine received by, i. 94, 95; or-

dered to the Philippines, i. 95-98;

parade in honor of, i. 126; in-

structed to hold fleet in readiness

to sail for Venezuela, i. 222, 223,

226-228 ; letter of, concerning order

in Venezuelan affair, i. 226; "Au-
tobiography" of, quoted, i. 93-96;

letter to, i. 239

Dickens, Charles, ii. 158; his Amer-
ican characters in "Martin Chuz-

zlewit," ii. 144, 145

Dill, on Roman society, ii. 160

Diplomacy, useless without force, i. 76

Direct primary bill, ii. 299, 300, 303,

304

Disputes, peaceful settlement of, be-

tween nations, i. 229; Conciliation

Board for settling labor, i. 219

District clubs, in New York City, i. 7

District of Columbia Law School, i.

147

Divorce colony, Reno, Nevada, denun-

ciation of, ii. 310

Dixie, battleship, i. 282, 286

"Dooley, Mr." See Dunne, Finley

Peter

Drama, ii. 359

Drinker, Dr. Henry S., letter to, ii.

394-396

Drinking, reply to false accusation

concerning, ii. 118; suit against

editor making charges concerning,

ii. 118, 119

"Durable Satisfactions of Life,

The," by C. W. Eliot, i. 352-354

Durand, Sir Mortimer, diplomatic ne-

gotiations of, in Russo-Japanese

peace settlement, i. 378, 403, 474,

475, 481; ii. 262; message to, i.

407, 415

Dunne, Finley Peter ("Mr. Doo-

ley"), friendship with, i. 346;
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protest of, against submarine trip,

i. 447; articles on Roosevelt by, ii.

34; on the Eepublican Convention,

ii. 328; letters to, i. 216, 346; ii.

34

Duque, Mr., i. 299

Dwight, Congressman, i. 321

East St. Louis, race rioting in, ii.

432-434

Eaton, Dorman B., i. 44

Economic questions, policy regarding,

1. 157

Edmunds, Senator George P., i. 33,

34, 36

Edward VII, King of England,

conversation with Whitelaw Reid

concerning Russo-Japanese peace, i.

396; praise of Roosevelt's achieve-

ment in Russo-Japanese agreement,

i. 413; death of, ii. 243, 244; Em-
peror William's feeling toward, ii.

255; friendly relations of, with

Roosevelt, ii. 260, 261, 263; minia-

ture of Hampden presented by, ii.

261, 262, 264; gift from, of book on
Sevres Porcelain Collection, ii. 268,

270; world cruise of battle fleet

praised by, ii. 269; disapproval of

Hague Conference by, ii. 274;

Roosevelt's refusal to have corre-

spondence with German Emperor
shown to, ii. 278; Roosevelt, United

States envoy at funeral of, ii. 297;

letters from, ii. 261, 265, 269; let-

ters to, i. 376; ii. 262, 266-268

Egan, Maurice F., ii. 236, 237

Egypt, visit to, ii. 183 ff., anti-Eng-

lish movement in, ii. 187 ff., at

Khartoum, ii. 186 ; nationalist

movement in, ii. 188, 189; British

officials in, ii. 189, 190; feeling in,

toward Roosevelt, ii. 191-193

"Eikonoklastes," Milton's, ii. 160

Eitel Fredericl-, the, ii. 374

Election frauds, steps taken to pre-

vent, i. 141-143

Elections, Bureau of, attempt to

abolish, i. 27

Elevated Railway Company, New
York, taxation fraud of, defeated,

i. 14, 15 ; veto of fare-reducing

bill, i. 17-20

Eliot, Charles W., i. 46; tribute of,

to Roosevelt, i. 195, 196; "The
Durable Satisfactions of Life" by,
i. 352, 354; support of President
Wilson by, ii. 389

Elizabeth, Queen of Rumania (Car-

men Sylva), writings of, ii. 206;
letter from, ii. 293

Elkins Anti-Rebate law, ii. 18

Elstun, W. A., i. 321

Employers' Liability Act, ii. 17, 80,

83, 131

England, changed feeling toward, i.

80; attitude of, in Venezuelan dis-

pute, i. 222, 227; war vessels sent

to Venezuela by, i. 222; claims of,

concerning Alaskan boundary, i.

258-261; negotiation of Panama
Canal treaty with, i. 270, 271; atti-

tude of, toward United States, i.

348; an alliance against, feared by
in 1905, i. 378; consulted as to

terms of Russo-Japanese peace, i.

395, 396, 403 ; suggested as media-

tor in Russo-Japanese settlement, i.

401, 402; reluctance of, to bring

pressure on Japan, i. 403, 407, 408;
indirect assistance given by, i. 415;
support of France by, in Moroccan
affair, i. 468, 469, 475; anti-Ger-

man movement in, i. 470; Moroccan
conference opposed by, i. 471 ; at-

tack of Germany feared by in 1905,

i. 472; attitude toward Germany
in Moroccan affair, i. 472, 475;
Roosevelt's desire to visit as ex-

President, ii. 122; governmental

system of, ii. 143; attitude toward
limitation of armaments, ii. 229;

public men in, ii. 232, 233; Empe-
ror William's feeling toward in

1910, ii. 252-257; naval supremacy
of, ii. 256, 257; importance of

friendship between United States

and, ii. 261, 262, 268, 270; immi-
gration and competition of colored

races in, ii. 270; effort of, in Euro-

pean war, ii. 439

English Naval History, i, 40, 74

English rule in Africa, ii. 188 ff.

Enlisted men, respect for uniform of,

ii. 4

Episcopal Bishops, negro, i. 167,

168
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Estournelles de Constant, Baron d',

letters to, i. 251, 424

Europe, tour of, on return from

Africa, ii. 183 ff., 201 ff., 227 ff.,

242 ff. ; enthusiastic reception in

all countries visited, except Ger-

many, ii. 193; requests from nearly

every country of, to visit, ii. 209-

211

European courts, Americans at, ii.

Ill, 112

European War, the, Eoosevelt's popu-

larity as leader of opinion on ques-

tions arising from, ii. 177-179;

shipment of munitions to Allies, ii.

179, 180; Eoosevelt's four sons at

the front in, ii. 181, 447, 455; pre-

diction of Germany's defeat in, ii.

371; American neutrality in, ii.

371, 389, 390, 392, 461; violation

of Belgian neutrality, ii. 372, 373;

condemnation of Wilson 's policies

and acts, ii. 373-375, 379, 380 ff.,

416 ff. ; America's lack of pre-

paredness at outbreak of, ii. 387,

388, 436, 437; sinking of the Lusi-

tania, ii. 375-380, 390; denuncia-

tion of Germanj', ii. 391, 408; ad-

vocacy of preparedness for, ii. 392-

396, 408-410; statement that object

of both sides was the same, ii. 416,

417; President Wilson's January,

1917, address, ii. 417; American
participation in, urged, ii. 419-422;

the proposed Roosevelt Volunteer

Division, ii. 419, 422-429; vigorous

prosecution of, urged, ii. 434-438,

440 ff., 460, 465; Americanism and
the war, ii. 401, 410, 435, 436, 447,

474; American feeling about Eng-

land's effort in, ii. 439 ; asser-

tion of right to criticize President

in conduct of war, ii. 440-442;

France's achievement in, ii. 449;

idealism of those who stayed at

home, ii. 452; German outrages in,

ii. 460, 461

Evans, Admiral Robley D., i. 83; res-

ignation of, from command of

fleet, ii. 67; tributes to, ii. 67, 282;

letters to, i. 87; ii. 67

Evans, H. Clay, i. 320

Evening Journal, Albany, attack of,

i. 50

Evening Mail, New York, ii. 404

Evening Post, New York, i, 290, 299

;

cordial support of Eoosevelt as Po-

lice Commissioner, i. 62 ; tribute of,

to Roosevelt, i. 68; editorials in, on

"parting of the ways," i. 131;

comment of, on custom of break-

fasting with Piatt, i. 117; opposi-

tion of, to Eoosevelt, i. 345; esti-

mate of, ii. 24; support of Presi-

dent Wilson by, ii. 385

"Excellency," the title of, ii. 148, 149

Executive, strong central, necessary

to efficiency of Government, ii. 94

Executive power, use of, for good of

the people, i. 465; ii. 94

Ex-Presidents, views on services of,

i. 448; ii. 125, 126; as private citi-

zens, ii. 205

Fairbanks, ex-Vice-President, audi-

ence at the Vatican refused to, ii.

195-197

Farming, system of cooperative, in

Denmark, ii. 237

Farnham, Charles W., letter to, ii.

461

"Fear God and Take Your Own
Part," i. 311

Fenwiek, Sir John, ii. 145

Ferrero's "La Grandeur et Decadence
de Eome," ii. 165, 166

Fickert, District Attorney, recall of,

demanded by I. W. W., ii. 462, 463

Fight, one rule for nation and indi-

vidual in, ii. 437, 438

Financiers. See Capitalists

Finlay, i. 269

Fisher, Professor George W., Secre-

tary Hay's letter to, i. 300

Fleet, battle, ordered to Philippines,

i. 95-98; ordered to be ready to sail

for Venezuela, i. 222, 223, 226-228;

warning against dividing between
Atlantic and Pacific, ii. 119, 120

Fleet, battle, world cruise of, ii. 64

ff., 129; number of ships and men
in, ii. 67; departure of, from
Hampton Eoads, ii. 67; Admiral
Sperry in command of, ii. 67, 68;

return of, ii. 68 ; Von Tirpitz 's in-

terest in, ii. 249 ; war with Japan
averted by, ii. 249-251; comment
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on, in letter to King Edward, ii.

268; King Edward's admiration of,

ii. 269; route of return voyage of,

ii. 281, 287; target practice during,

ii. 281; Emperor William's con-

gratulations on, ii. 282

Florida, speech in, ii. 422

Foraker, Senator, i. 243, 245; ii. 26,

28, 96, 97

Ford, Henry, ii. 412; letter to, ii.

399

'Toes of Our Own Household," ii.

427, 442

Foreign policy, views regarding an

American, i. 79, 80

Forest Hills, Long Island, speech at,

ii. 434

Forest preservation, Cleveland's work

for, ii. 115, 116

Forest service, reorganization of, ii.

129

Fosdick, Frederick, ii. 331

Foster, Charles, Secretary of the

Treasury, i. 47, 48

"Fox, Early History of Charles

James," by G. 0. Trevelyan, ii.

137, 144

Foxes seen on camping trip, ii. 76

France, mediation of, suggested in

Eusso-Japanese peace settlement, i.

401, 402; policy of, in Morocco, i.

468, 469, 477; war with, over Mo-
roccan question, threatened by Ger-

many, i. 470, 471; Moroccan con-

ference agreed to by, i. 478-485;

attitude of, in Moroccan affair, i.

489; Catholics and Liberals in, ii.

220; visit to, ii. 231-234; Social-

ists in, ii. 231; public men of, ii.

232, 233; men of letters met in,

ii. 233; achievement of, in world

war, ii. 449

Franchise Tax Law, passage of, i.

120-124; opposition to, i. 121, 125,

135-138; ii. 53; constitutionality

of, upheld by Supreme Court, i.

124, 186, 187

Francis Joseph, Emperor of Austria,

a guest of, ii. 216

Franklin, Benjamin, ii. 169

Frederick the Great, Carlyle's and
Macaulay's views of, ii. 172-174

Free silver, approval of Cleveland's

action regarding, 1. 145, 146

French, history, De la Gorce's, i. 446/
ii. 163; soldiers, straight shooting

of, ii. 172; language, knowledge
of, ii. 206; men, charm of, ii. 233;

republicans, ii. 232, 233 ; troops,

review of, ii. 233, 234

French Canal Company, i. 271-275,

277, 306

French Institute, Roosevelt made
member of, ii. 232

French Parliamentary Group of In-

ternational Arbitration and Conci-

liation, "Memoirs of Sully" pre-

sented by, i. 423, 424

French Revolution, types in, ii. 21,

464

Frick, Henry C, ii. 54, 56

Friedrichshof, conference at, ii.

274

"From Epicurus to Christ," ii. 155

Frontier Celebration at Cheyenne, ii.

300

Frye, sinking of the, ii. 374

Funston, General, letter to, i. 108

Gage, Secretary, i. 90

Garfield, President, i. 44

Garibaldi, statue of, in Rome, ii. 156;

book on, by G. M. Trevelyan, ii.

163, 194

Garland, Hamlin, letter to, ii. 49

Gary, Judge E. H., ii. 36, 54

Gatun Dam, i. 463, 464

George V, King of England, tribute

to Roosevelt by, ii. 174; Emperor
William's opinion of, ii. 255, 256

George, Henry, i. 42

German-Americans, ii. 398-401, 409,

410

German veterans, address to, i. 500,

501

Germany, trouble with, foreseen, i.

78, 79, 84; attitude on Monroe
Doctrine made known to, i. 158;

aid of, in ending war between Rus-

sia and Japan, i. 375, 377, 384-

386, 398, 402, 415; prevented from

seizing territory in Venezuela, i.

221 ff. ; syndicate to control Vene-

zuelan finances proposed by, i. 238;

negotiations with, concerning Mo-

roccan controversy, i. 469 flf. ; atti-

tude toward England in Moroccan
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affair, i. 470-473; attack by Eng-

land feared by, i. 472; claim that

sphere of interest in Morocco had
been offered to, i. 470, 475, 476;

real aims of, in Morocco, i. 489;

proposals concerning Moroccan po-

lice force accepted by, i. 400 ff.

;

stand of, for international arbitra-

tion desired by Carnegie, ii. 227-

231; inability of people to appre-

ciate American standards of inter-

national morality, ii. 228; attitude

toward limitation of armaments, ii.

229; attitude toward universal

peace and disarmament, ii. 229,

230; visit to, ii. 244-258; lack of

enthusiasm in popular reception in,

ii. 245, 246; attitude toward

American democracy, ii. 246-248;

the women of North, ii. 251; So-

cialism in, ii. 248, 257, 278; friend-

ship M'ith United States in 1908, ii.

280, 281; arbitration treaty with

United States urged, ii. 283; viola-

tion of Belgian neutrality by, ii.

373; denunciation of, ii. 391, 408;

submarine warfare of, ii. 420, 422;

outrages committed by, in world

war, ii. 460, 461

Gibbon, Edward, i. 269

Gibbons, Cardinal, letter to, i. 190

Giers, Gertrud, ii. 293

Gilder, Richard Watson, letters to, i.

2, 354
Girouard, Percy, ii. 192

Gladstone, ii. 147, 149, 151; Morley's

Life of, i. 268, 269, 337

Gleichen, Colonel Count, ii. 265,

266
Godkin, E. L., tribute of, to Roose-

velt, i. 68

Goethals, Colonel, full power given to,

in construction of Panama Canal,

i. 459-464, 466; letter to, i. 463

Goldsmith, Oliver, ii. 147

Gompers, Samuel, i. 250; ii. 48, 132;

rebuke to, ii. 432-434

Gorce, De la, ii. 233; French histories

by, i. 446; ii. 163

Gorky, Maxim, estimate of, ii. 12

Gorman, Senator, i. 274, 433

Gorst, Sir Eldon, ii. 191

Government employees and labor

unions, i. 250, 251, 253

Government ownership of railroads, ii.

31, 32

Governmental administration, ideal

in, ii. 19, 20

Governors, letter from seven Repub-
lican, ii. 316; reply to, ii. 319

Governorship of New York, election

to, i. 112; inaugural address, i.

113; work during, i. 114 fiP., 128

ff., 141 ff. ; appeal to Roosevelt to

run for, in 1918, ii. 451-454

"Grandeur et Decadence de Rome,"
by Ferrero, ii. 165, 166

Grant, President U. S., Civil Service

Advisory Board appointed by, i.

43 ; Generalship of, compared with

that of Lee, i. 349; foreign policy

of, ii. 384

Gray, .Judge George, chairman coal

strike investigating commission, i.

217; favored for Democratic Presi-

dential nomination, i. 314; letter

to, i. 220

"Great Adventure, The," ii. 458

"Great-Heart," ii. 115

"Great Hero of the Air, The," by
Bordeaux, ii. 447-450

Greatness, achievement of, i. 446, 447

"Greek View of Life, The," ii, 73

Greeks, spirit of, compared with Jap-

anese spirit, ii. 73 ; in the classic

age, ii. 154

Greeley, Horace, ii. 390

Greene, General Francis V., letters

to, i. 101, 138

Greene, General Nathanael, ii. 161,

168

Greenway, Jack, ii. 464

Grey, Lord, in the American Revolu-

tion, ii. 164

Grey, Sir Edward, ii. 208; affection

of, for Roosevelt, ii. 175, 177; let-

ters to, ii. 341, 347, 373

Griscom, American Ambassador at

Tokio, message to, i. 393

Grosvenor, Congressman, i. 243, 245,

321

Grot«'s History of Greece, ii. 162

Gummere, S. R., American Consul-

General in Morocco, i. 320-322; a

delegate to Algeciras Conference, i.

503

Guyncmer, biography of, by Bor-

deaux, ii. 447-450
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Hadley, Governor, of Missouri, pro-

test of, at Republican Convention,

ii. 327, 328

Haggard, H. Rider, letters to, ii. 440,

468

Hague, The, visit to, ii. 235; sug-

gested as meeting place for Russo-

Japanese conference, i. 389-392,

394; international peace confer-

ence at, proposed by Czar, i.

417

Hague Tribunal, The, ii. 21, 267,

389; arbitration of Venezuelan dis-

pute by, i. 224, 228 ; commendation
of, in message to Congress, i. 229;

settlement of international disputes

by, i. 435 ; violent extremists favor-

ing, ii. 21; Emperor William's at-

titude toward, ii. 274

Hale, Senator Eugene, i. 81, 85; ii.

387

Hale, Matthew, letter to, ii. 405

Hale, Nathan, statue of, ii. 170

Hamilton, Alexander, F. S. Oliver's

Life of, ii. 22; estimate of, ii. 23,

24

Hamilton, Sir Ian, ii. 188, 192; ad-

vice of, regarding possible war
with Japan, ii. 249; "Staff Offi-

cer's Note Book," by, ii. 249;
book by, on Russo-Japanese war,

ii. 266

Hampden, John, i. 350; miniature of,

presented by Edward VII, ii. 261,

262, 264
Hanna, Senator Marcus A., i. 71, 89,

153, 237, 312, 314; ii. 14; opposi-

tion of, to Roosevelt's nomination

for Vice-Presidency, i. 136, 139;

advice of, regarding appointments,

i. 154; not consulted in appoint-

ment of Alabama Judge, i. 155;

advice of, regarding trusts, i. 159

;

opposition of, to Roosevelt's nomi-

nation in 1904, i. 243-247; appre-

ciation of services of, i. 247; death

of, i. 315, 316, 345; estimate of

character of, i. 315; telegrams

from, i, 244; letters of, i. 154, 201,

245, 315; letters to, i. 136, 139,

200, 203, 246, 278

Harcourt, Lady, i. 341

Hardinge, Sir Charles, ii. 274

Harmon, Judson, ii. 351

Harper's Weeldy, quoted, i. 13; mis-

representation by, ii. 47

Harriman, E. H., protection of inter-

ests of, by dishonest office-holders,

ii. 32; investigation of railways

controlled by, ii. 35-42, 82; letter

to attorney of, ii. 36; charges

made by, against Interstate Com-
merce Commission, ii. 37, 38; false

assertion of, concerning campaign
fimd, ii. 41, 42; assaults of, upon
Roosevelt, ii. 41, 42; law enforced

against interests of, ii. 42; protest

against campaign contributions

from, ii. 97

Harrison, President Benjamin, i, 43,

45, 46, 53; refusal of, to remove
Roosevelt from Civil Service Com-
mission, i. 51

Harrison, Frederick, ii. 139

Hart, t*rofessor Albert Bushnell, ac-

count by, of roll-call at Republican
Convention, ii. 331, 332; letter to,

i. 195

Hartford, Connecticut, speeches at, ii.

419, 436

Harvard University, i. 4, 46; degree

of LL.D. conferred by, i. 195; feel-

ing about possible service as Presi-

dent of, ii. 9; the Porcellian Club

at, i. 3; ii. 266; address before

Harvard Union, i. 434; addresses

before alumni of, i. 195; ii. 299

"Hat in the ring," Roosevelt's use

of expression, ii. 318

Hatzfeld, Count, ii. 241

Hawthorne, ii. 158

Hay, John, i. 70, 71, 195, 223, 296,

338, 375; ii. 221; Panama Canal

treaties with England negotiated

by, i. 143-145, 270, 271; Roose-

velt's friendship with, i. IfiQ, 262,

263, 367-369; resignation submit-

ted by, on failure of first treaty, i.

271 ; negotiation by, of treaty with

Panama, i. 291; treaty with Co-

lombia negotiated by, i. 273-280;

opinion of Colombian politicians

held by, i. 279 ; messages to, from
American Minister in Colombia, i.

280, 281; message of, recognizing

Republic of Panama, i. 287; refu-

tation by, of Panama conspiracy

charge, i. 298-300; summary of Pan-
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ama negotiations in address of, i.

300; at consultation concerning

Bunau-Varilla treaty, i. 305; tele-

gram sent by, to Consul in Moroc-

co, i. 320-322; gift of ring contain-

ing some of Lincoln's hair, i. 362,

363, 365; Sunday morning gather-

ings at home of, i. 367, 368, 370;

death of, i. 367-371; ii. 150, 152;

tribute to, i. 369-371; attitude of,

toward amendment of arbitration

treaties, i. 436, 437; letters from,

i. 105, 112, 137, 140, 149, 196, 263,

309, 325, 441; ii. 151; letters to, i.

98, 140, 143, 144, 234, 238, 262,

263, 270, 273, 276, 278, 331, 376,

378, 433

Hay-Herran treaty, i. 273-280, 287,

288

Hay-Pauncefote treaty, disapproval

of first, i. 143-145, 270; ratification

of second, i. 271

Hayes, President, i. 44

Hays, Will H., letter to, ii. 445, 446

Hazing, in the Naval Academy, modi-

fication of law against, suggested,

ii. 3

Health Department, New York City,

1. 67

Hearst, W. E., i. 143, 346; ii. 32, 33,

385

Hubert, ii. 21, 464

Hedin, Sven, ii. 244

Henry, Prince, of Germany, attitude

of, toward England, ii. 253

Herald, New York, praise by, of pre-

paredness address, i. 77; account

in, of Koosevelt statue in Texas,

ii. 114

Hering, Henry, i. 361

Heroes, national, ii. 170

Heroism, effects of, i. 76

Herran, Dr. Thomas, i. 273

Herzegovina, ii. 223

Hewitt, Abram S., elected Mayor of

New York City, i. 42

Higginson, Colonel Henry L., letters

to, ii. 38, 39, 82

High License bill, i. 25-27

Hill, Arthur, ii. 302

Hill, David Bennett, i. 124

Hill, David J., letter to, ii. 118

Hill, James J., i. 180, 183; ii.

Ill

Hiller, Rev. Gustavus E., letter to, ii.

400

History, the writing of, ii. 139-141

;

teaching of, in colleges, ii. 140;

interest in reading of, ii. 142

"History," Commissioner Ware's
verses, i. 353

Hitchcock, F. H., ii. 89; letter to,

ii. 88

Hoar, Senator George F., Secretary

Hay 's letter to, i. 299

Hobart, Vice-President, i. 72

Holland, Roosevelt requested to visit,

ii. 209; visit to, ii. 235, 236; na-

tional recovery in, ii. 236; enthu-

siastic popular reception in, ii.

245

Holleben, Dr. von, German Ambassa-
dor, i. 223-225, 228; recall and dis-

missal of, i. 225

Holman, Alfred, letter to, ii. 444

Holmes, Oliver Wendell, i. 46
Holmes, Justice Oliver Wendell, let-

ters to, i. 259, 352

Home life, Roosevelt's happiness in,

i. 336; ii. 309

Home Rule, Irish, i. 269

Homestead act, the, ii. 130

Howe, General, ii. 168

Howell, Clark, letter to, i. 170

Hubbard, Commander John, i. 281,

291; ordered to Colon, i. 282;

American citizens at Colon pro-

tected by, i. 283, 284

Huertas, General Esteban, i. 285

Hughes, Justice Charles E., i, 133;

ii. 52; candidacy of, for Governor
of New York, ii. 32; Roosevelt's

aid sought by, in urging direct pri-

mary bill, ii. 299, 303; nomination

of, for President, ii. 412, 413; cam-
paigning for, ii. 415

Humor, Roosevelt's keen sense of, i.

54, 56, 234, 368; ii. 113

Hungarian Hussar regiment, ii. 218

Hungary, Roosevelt requested to

visit, ii. 209; visit to, ii. 220-226;

Liberalism in, ii. 220; peace advo-

cates in, ii. 221 ; knowledge of his-

tory of, ii. 222, 223; sympathy
with the people of, ii. 224-226; the

women of, ii. 224; Calvinism in, ii.

225; knowledge of foreign lan-

guages in, ii. 225
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Hunt, Governor William H., letter to,

i, 153

Hunting trip, in Africa, ii. 183, 361-

363; in Arizona, ii. 352; in Colo-

rado, i. 438; in Oklahoma and Col-

orado, i. 380

"Hunting Trips of a Kanchman, The,"

i. 40

Hyphenated-Americanism, ii. 398,

399, 401, 409, 410

Ideal, the, and the practical in poli-

tics, i. 113; ii. 357

Illinois, sinking of the, ii. 419

"In the Arena," by Booth Tarking-

ton, i. 367

Inauguration, Presidential, 1905, i.

362-366; Eoosevelt's account of, i.

364-366

Independent Tobacco Manufacturers,

decision favoring, i. 328, 329

Independents, in Presidential cam-

paign of 1884, i. 35-38; support of

A. S. Hewitt by, i. 42; nomination

for Governor offered Koosevelt by,

i. 110-112; Roosevelt's reasons for

not accepting nomination by, i.

Ill; refusal of, to support Roose-

velt, i. 112; opposition of, i. 131

India, the mutiny in, ii. 148

Indianapolis, address at, ii. 59

Indians, the, ii. 169

Inheritance tax, graduated, recom-

mended, ii. 11

Initiative and referendum, the, ii. 318

Injunctions in labor disputes, right

of courts to issue, ii. 15, 16

Insular possessions, policy toward, i.

153

Insurance, Superintendent of, remov-

al of, from office, i. 128-130, 135,

346

Insurance business, evils in, due to

methods, not volume of, i. 133

Insurgents, in Republican campaign
of 1910, ii. 305, 307

International arbitration. See Ar-

bitration

Interstate Commerce Commission,

power to fix railway rates given

to, i. 426-428; ii. 1-3, 131; larger

control of, over railways necessary,

ii. 35; investigation of Harriman's
charges against, ii. 37, 38; open

letter to, concerning intention of

railways to reduce wages, ii. 81

Interstate Commerce laws, amend-
ments to, advocated, ii. 83

Investigation of railways and corpo-

rations by national government, ii.

36

Invisible government, of political

bosses, i. 114, 115; of railways and
corporations, i. 152

Ireland, and Home Rule, i. 269

Irish in America, i. 347, 348

Irish Land Act of 1881, ii. 147

Irrigation Act, the, ii. 130

Isthmian Canal, treaty with Colombia
regarding, i. 189; report of Com-
mission appointed by McKinley, as

to most practicable route for canal,

i. 271, 272; suggestion that the

United States start building with-

out further parley with Colombia,

i. 276, 278, 289. See also Panama
Canal

Isthmian Canal Commission, appoint-

ment of, i. 306, 450; medal of, i.

453, 454; army engineers appointed

on, i. 456; club-houses built by, i.

456-458; Colonel Goethals made
head of, i. 459-464, 466

Italy, attitude of, toward Moroccan
controversy, i. 469, 475, 489; visit

to, ii. 193-209; the King of, ii. 202,

203, 205; the Queen of, ii, 206,

207; Catholics and Liberals in, ii.

220

Ivins, William M., ii. 366, 369

I. W. W., deportation of members
of, from Arizona, ii. 462-465

Jackson, Andrew, ii. 384

Jackson, Dr. Henry, letter to, i. 90
James, Henry, ii. 142

Jamestown Exposition, address at

opening of, ii. 59

Janssens, Abbot, ii. 200

Japanese, impressions of character

of, i. 418; the question of exclud-

ing from California, ii. 64; import-

ance of limitation of immigration

of, ii. 65, 110, 268; spirit of, com-

pared with Greek spirit, ii. 73; mil-

itary supremacy of, ii. 110

Japan, attitude of, toward peace with

Russia, i. 376-381; indemnity de-
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manded by, i. 379, 381, 402; desire

of, for peace, i. 381-383; naval vic-

tory of, i. 382; Roosevelt requested

by, to act as mediator, i, 382, 383,

393, 401; negotiations leading to

meeting of, with Russia, i. 385-388;

meeting place proposed by, i. 389;

Roosevelt's comments on attitude

of, i. 392-395, 408; tireless efforts

with, to bring about peace, i. 393,

394; refusal of, to grant an armis-

tice, i. 399, 400; the plenipotentia-

ries appointed by, i, 397-399, 403;

meeting of envoys from, on May-

flower, i. 404, 405; appeals to, for

conclusion of peace, i. 406, 407;

peace terms accepted by, i. 411,

412
;
praise of action of, in conclud-

ing peace, i. 416; importance of

limitation of emigration from, ii.

65, 110, 268; American policy to-

ward, ii. 68, 130, 228, 249, 250;

war with, averted by world cruise

of fleet, ii. 68, 249-251; Germany's

attitude toward in 1910, ii. 257;

relief sent to famine sufferers in,

ii. 291; poems by Royal Family of,

ii. 290

Jefferson, Thomas, i. 40; ii. 135, 385,

408; estimate of, ii. 23, 24; popu-

larity of, ii. 71; attitude of, in

War of 1812, ii. 384; attitude of,

toward preparedness, ii. 387,

388

Jerome, William Travers, ii. 19

Jette, Sir L. A., i. 258, 259

Jews, in Rome, ii. 201

Jingo doctrines, i. 103

Jockey Club, the, in Vienna, ii. 216-

218, 247

Johnson, Andrew, ii. 390

Johnson, Governor Hiram W., Pro-

gressive nominee for Vice-Presi-

dency, ii. 335, 351; letters to, ii.

351, 355

Johnstown, Pa., speech at, ii. 436

Jones, Thomas G., i. 155

Judge of the Supreme Court of New
York, effort to impeach, i. 11-14

Judges, friction with Senator Piatt

over appointment of, i. 235-237; ii.

14, 15 ; recall of, ii. 348

Judicial decisions, recall of, i. 31; ii.

310, 318, 320, 348-350

"Julian the Apostate, History of,"

by Negris, ii. 162

Jusserand, Hon. J. J., i. 378, 395,

474, 475; diplomatic negotiations

of, in Moroccan controversy, i.

477-481, 485; tribute to i. 478;

ii. 267; value of services of, in

Moroccan affair, i, 481, 489,

503-505; voyage of, to France, to

meet Roosevelt, ii. 231, 233, 234;

letter of, i. 488; letters to, i. 445;

ii. 374

Justice, Department of, work of, ii.

131

Justice, social and industrial, i. 363

;

ii. 41, 321, 414; the foundation of

United States Government, i. 427;

in Army and Navy administration,

ii. 8, 9 ; to great captains fighting

on the losing side, ii. 164

Juvenile Court in District of Colum-

bia, ii. 131

Kaiser, the. See William II.

Kaneko, Baron Kentaro, i. 382; dip-

lomatic negotiations of, in Russo-

Japanese peace settlement, i. 408-

412; ii. 289, 290; letters of, i. 412;

letters to, i. 402, 406

Kaunitz, ii. 216

Kent, William, letter to, ii. 99

Keokuk, Iowa, speech at, ii. 60

Khartoum, address at, ii. 183; ac-

count of trip from, to London, ii.

185 ff. ; civilization in, ii. 186; anti-

English feeling in, ii. 187 ff.

Killing, unusual forms of, considered

cruel, ii. 168

Kimball, Lieutenant-Commander W.
W., letter to, i. 84

Kings, European, impressions of, ii.

204, 211-214; desire of, to see

Roosevelt, ii. 211; Roosevelt's esti-

mate of, ii. 211, 260; the life of,

ii. 211, 213, 214, 260; resemblance

in relations among, to officers in

western army posts, ii. 212; far-

western stories told to, ii. 213; use-

fulness of, as symbol, ii. 214. See

also Royalty and Sovereigns

King's Mountain, the battle of, ii.

167, 169

Kipling, Rudyard, his "Walking De-

legate" in the Senate, i. 56; his
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idea of New York City's govern-

ment, i. 58; on Roosevelt's visit to

Egypt and England, ii. 258; letters

to, i. 332; ii. 373

Knight decision of Supreme Court, i.

182, 184

Knox, Attorney General Philander

C, i. 182-184; ii. 1; tribute to, i.

232, 318; election of, to the Sen-

ate, i. 318; letters to, i. 186, 187,

318

Komura, Baron, Japanese envoy to

Portsmouth Peace Conference, i.

399, 402, 403, 409, 410, 415; ii. 289,

290

Korner, Major, ii. 248

Labor, attitude toward, ii. 60-63

;

moral and human phase of prob-

lems of, i. 219 ; and capital, i. 257,

323; ii. 80, 350

Labor unions, attitude toward, i. 250,

251, 253, 426, 440; and Government
employees, i. 250, 251, 253; Chi-

cago strike of, i. 438-441; the man
with the muckrake in, ii. 10; re-

moval of power of courts to grant

injunctions demanded by, ii. 15, 16

Lambert, Dr. Alexander, ii. 339; let-

ter to, ii. 45

Lamsdorflf, Count, i. 385, 387, 389,

390, 391, 397, 399, 410

Land oflSce appointments, i. 248, 249

Lang, Andrew, essay of, on the

American President of the future,

ii. 74

Lansdowne, Lord, i. 475; Whitelaw
Reid's interview with, i. 396, 403

Lansing, Secretary of State, protest

against note of, to belligerent na-

tions, ii. 416, 417

Lascelles, Sir Frank, ii. 274

Law, study of, i. 6, 9, 140, 147; oper-

ating against attainment of jus-

tice, i. 31 ; the enforcement of, i.

258

Lawrence, Bishop, letter to, i. 191

Lawyers, corporation, standards of, i.

6

Leaders, necessary qualities of, i.

257; ii. 321

League for International World
Peace, ii. 386, 387

League of Nations, the, ii. 417, 468;
Roosevelt's attitude toward, ii. 470-

473
Lecky, ii. 152, 153

Lee, Sir Arthur, i. 107; ii. 208; let-

ters to, ii. 352, 439
Lee, Charles, ii. 148

Lee, George Cabot, i. 5

Lee, General Robert E., i. 349; esti-

mate of character of, ii. 69

Lee, Stephen, ii. 170

Le Matin, Bunau-Varilla's article in,

i. 296

Leo XIII, Pope, mosaic picture pre-

sented to Roosevelt by, ii. 194
Levantine Moslems, ii. 188, 189

Lewis, Morton C, letter to, ii. 454
Lewis, William Draper, ii. 320, 370
Leishman, Ambassador, ii. 196, 197
Liederkranz Society, address before,

ii. 465

Life, victories and defeats of, f. 364
Lincoln, Abraham, i. 35; ii. 22, 135,

153, 210, 384, 390, 391, 397, 404-

406, 408, 418, 435, 436, 441, 442,

461; heir of the policies of, i. 248;
speech at grave of, i. 256; letter

from, to General Wadsworth, i.

256; appreciation of trials of, i.

290 ; his "plain people," i. 345, 364

;

ii. 71, 74; greatness of, i. 349,

350, 364, 365, 447; presence

of, felt in White House, i.

352; ring containing lock of

hair of, i. 362, 363, 365; supe-

riority of, to Hamilton and Jeffer-

son, ii. 23, 24; reply of, to anti-

slavery delegation, ii. 45 ; the democ-
racy of, ii. 74; memory of, a
priceless heritage, ii. 93, 94; the

"Great-Heart" of public life, ii.

115; standard of conduct set by,

ii. 125; difficulties of, concerning

appointments, ii. 149, 150; quota-

tions from, taken as revolutionary,

ii. 302; no party test made by, dur-

ing war, ii. 467

Liquor license fees, increase of, i.

25-27

Liquor saloons, a canvass of, i. 8;

Sunday closing of, i. 60, 61

Literary centers, i. 55

Little Rock, Arkansas, address at, i.

441, 442
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Lodge, Senator Henry Cabot, i. 36,

56, 175, 176, 237, 437; ii. 1, 90,

166, 180; temporary chairman of

Republican Convention of 1884

nominated by, i. 33, 34; efiforts of,

to secure Eoosevelt's appointment
in the Navy Department, i. 70;

letter of, concerning order to Dew-
ey, i. 96-98; his "War with
Spain" quoted, i. 98; member of

Alaskan boundary tribunal, i. 258,

260; value of political services of,

ii. 6; compared with Sumner and
Webster, ii. 6, 7; stampede for

Roosevelt at Convention of 1908

prevented by, ii. 90-92; letters of,

i. 70, 71, 96, 341; letters to, i. 82,

83, 107, 134, 135, 138, 151, 157, 179,

199, 202, 208, 214, 241, 244, 254,

296, 317, 342, 369, 370, 372, 381,

384, 394, 395, 400, 414, 428, 430,

439; ii. 22, 25, 32, 89, 92, 113, 122,

301-304, 368, 398

Lodge, Mrs. H. C, letters to, ii. 73,

91

Loeb, Mr., i. 414

Loewenfeld, General Adjutant von, ii.

278

Long, John D., Secretary of the

Navy, i. 71, 81, 93-96; appeals to,

to prepare navy for war with

Spain, i. 82-86; personal attitude

toward Roosevelt, i. 96-100; letters

of, i. 86, 104; letters to, i. 82-85,

99, 100

Longfellow, Henry W., ii. 158, 360

Longworth, Nicholas, i. 5; ii. 266

Lorimer, George H., letter to, ii. 13

Louisiana, battleship, ii. 159 ; dining

at petty oflScers' mess on, ii. 160,

161; loving cup presented by men
of, ii. 234

Louisville and Nashville Railroad

Company, ii. 81, 82

Loving-cup, presented to Sir George
Otto Trevelyan, ii. 166, 167; pre-

sented to Roosevelt by men of the

Louisiana, ii. 234

Lowell, W. C. Brownell's article on, ii.

73, 74; "Bridge and Monument"
by, ii. 153

Lucretius, i. 268

Lucy, Sir Henry, letter to, ii. 348

Lummis, Charles F., letter to, i. 295

Lusitaniu, sinking of the, ii. 368,

375-380, 390, 436, 460
Lyman, George H., letter to, i. 139

Lynch, John R., temporary chairman
of Republican Convention, i. 33-

35; ii. 328

Lynching, denunciation of, i. 192,

193 441, 442

Macaulay, Lord, ii. 157; quoted, on
moral extremes in Scotland, i. 132,

133; the "History of England"
by, i. 269; ii. 144, 161, 164; Trevel-

yan 's affection for, ii. 145; Roose-

velt's enjoyment of writings of, ii.

158, 173, 177; Marginal Notes by,

ii. 146, 165; his "Frederick the

Great," ii. 172-174; gift of portrait

of, ii. 177

"Macaulay, Life and Letters of

Lord," by G. O. Trevelyan, ii. 137,

144

Machine, the New York State polit-

ical, i. 139, 141

Mackail's "Life of William Morris,"

ii. 153

MacMonnies, Frederick, statuette by,

i. 357, 358; letters to, i. 357

MacVeagh, Wayne, letter to, ii. 398

Madison, President, i. 40

Madison Square Garden, New York,

Bryan's speech at, ii. 31; Roose-

velt's speech at, ii. 346

Madrid, visit to, ii. 353

Magoon, Charles E., ii. 25

Mahan, Captain A. T., letters to, i.

87, 143

Mail, railway, employees included in

classified civil service, i. 44

Maine, blowing up of the, i. 85-88,

94

Manderson, Senator, i. 56

Manila, battle of, i. 96, 98; Russian

ships interned at, i. 387

Marat, ii. 21, 464

"Marginal Notes by Lord Macaulay,"

ii. 146, 165

Marina, sinking of the, ii. 460

Maroquin, J. M., Vice-President of

Colombia, dictatorship of, i. 303

Marshall, Chief Justice, i. 122; ii.

350

Martens, Professor Fr§d6ric Fromm-
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hold de, tribute of, to Roosevelt's

services at Peace Conference, i. 421

"Martin Chuzzlewit," i. 144, 145

Martin, Edward S., letters to, i. 3,

140; ii. 123

Martin, Elbert E., ii. 337

Materialists, ii. 407

Matthews, Brander, Kipling's letter

to, ii. 258 ; Roosevelt *s letters to,

1. 54-57; ii. 33, 74

Mayflower, U. S. S., Russian and Jap-

anese envoys received on board, i.

404, 405; battle fleet reviewed

from, ii. 67

Mayor of New York City, nomination

for, i. 42

McBee, Silas, letter to, ii. 28

McCalla, Captain B. H., letter to, i.

78

McCarthy, Charles, letter to, ii. 372

McComas, Senator, i. 321

McCormick, Ambassador to France,

letter of, i. 502

McCullagh, John, letter to, i. 65

McKinley, President William, i. 152,

320; attitude of, toward Cuban sit-

uation, i. 70; attitude toward

Roosevelt's appointment as Assist-

ant Secretary of the Navy, i. 71;

unwillingness of, to engage in war
with Spain, i. 81, 87-90; urged to

prepare navy for war, i. 82-84; ap-

preciation of Roosevelt's services

in Navy Department, i. 82, 105; dec-

laration of war with Spain by, 1.

91; assassination of, i. 148; per-

plexed by trust question, i. 159,

160; General Miles 's desire to dis-

credit administration of, i. 175-

178; Isthmian Canal commission

appointed by, i. 271

Meat packing-houses, investigation

of, ii. 16, 17; law providing for

inspection of, ii. 131

Medal, inauguration, designed by
Saint-Gaudens, i. 358, 359; by
Millet, distributed to workers on

Panama Canal, i. 453, 454

Memorial Day address, 1902, i. 192

Menzel, water colors by, of German
uniforms, presented by Emperor
William, ii. 278

Merry del Val, ii. 194, 196, 198, 200,

227

Messages to Congress: Roosevelt's

first, i. 160-162; concerning trusts,

i. 162, 232, 233, 258; on desertion

from army or navy, i. 189; con-

cerning Venezuelan dispute, i. 228;

concerning Alaskan boundary set-

tlement, i. 261; concerning rela-

tions with Turkey, i. 262 ; concern-

ing Hay-Pauncefote treaty, i. 271;
concerning Panama Canal, i. 289

;

on newspaper charges in regard to

acquisition of Canal route, i, 306;

of December, 1904, i. 425, 426;

submitting treaty with Santo Do-

mingo, i. 431, 432, 434; first illus-

trated, i. 454, 455; concerning Mo-
roccan treaty, i. 503 ; on effect of

railway rate law, ii. 2; on govern-

mental regulation of corporations,

ii. 60, 80; Roosevelt's last, ii. 133

Metcalf, Victor L., i. 318

Methodism, American, in Rome, ii.

194-200

Metropolitan Magazine, ii. 378, 380,

416, 422, 426, 458, 475

Mexico, ii, 417, 461, 473; race survi-

val in, ii. 109; offer to raise regi-

ment in case of war with, ii. 311,

312

Mexican War, pensions to veterans

of, i. 319

Meyer, Ambassador George von L.,

diplomatic negotiations of, in Rus-

so-Japanese peace settlement, i.

385-387, 390, 391, 406, 408, 415;

interview of, with the Czar, 1, 385-

387; letters to, i. 355, 371, 397, 399

Mikado, the, appeal to, for conclu-

sion of peace with Russia, i. 407;

reply of, i. 408; peace terms sug-

gested to, i. 411; congratulatory

message from, i. 413 ; bear skin

presented to, ii. 289, 290; appre-

ciation of Roosevelt's services in

Russo-Japanese peace settlement,

ii. 289 ;
poems by, ii. 290 ;

gratitude

of, for relief sent to famine suffer-

ers, ii. 291; English translation

sent with letters of, ii. 292; let-

ters of, ii. 289, 291; letters to, i.

415; ii. 289

Miles, General Nelson A., reprimand

to, i. 171, 172; request of, to be

sent to Philippines, denied, i. 173-
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177; a confidential letter concern-

ing conduct of, i. 174-177; retire-

ment of, i. 177-180; false report

of, concerning Northern Securities

suit, i. 180, 181

Military training, "universal volun-

tary," ii. 410, 411; universal, ii.

414, 418, 421, 424, 437

Military training camps, ii. 393, 396
Miller, William A., dispute over re-

instatement of, i. 249-251

Millet, Francis D., i. 359; medal de-

signed by, i. 453, 454

Milner, Dr. Duncan C, letter to, ii.

115

Milton's prose works, ii. 160

Milwaukee, shooting of Roosevelt in,

ii. 175, 337-345

Ministers to foreign courts, duties

of, i. 355-357

Missionaries, American, in Egypt, ii.

189

Mitchel, John Purroy, public funeral

of, ii. 437

Mitchell, representative of coal min-

ers, i. 199, 201, 203, 206, 207, 209

Mob violence, views on, i. 208, 257,

439, 440

Mole shrew, found on tennis court,

ii. 76

Money-getting, secondary importance
of, ii. 50, 110, 126; Viennese atti-

tude toward, ii. 217

Monroe Doctrine, attitude toward, i.

239, 240; application of, in Vene-
zuelan affair, i. 69, 221 ff., 238;

applied to South America, i. 145,

158

Montenegro, ii. 206, 207

Moody, William H., ii. 302; made
Attorney General, i. 318; apprecia-

tion of Roosevelt 's work as Presi-

dent by, ii. 350; letters to, i. 429;

ii. 70

Mooney, T. J., ii. 462

Moore, Charles A., letter to, i. 79

Moore, F. C, letters to,i. 79

Moore, John Bassett, i. 296; on effect

of amended arbitration treaties, i.

437

Morgan, J. Pierpont, i. 180; ii. 48;
action of, in Northern Securities

case, i. 183-185 ; in coal strike settle-

ment, i. 201, 202, 212-215; confer-

ence with railway presidents sug-

gested by, ii. 40, 41 ; indifference

to wealth of, ii. Ill

Morgan, Senator, i. 296, 299

Morgan's riflemen, ii. 169

Morley, Rt. Hon. John, "Life of

Gladstone" by, i. 268, 269, 337; a
guest at the White House, i. 337
ff. ; ii. 143, 144; his estimate of

Roosevelt's character, i. 338, 339;
tribute of, to Roosevelt in Cham-
ber of Commerce speech, i. 341

;

epigram of, summing up estimate

of Roosevelt, i. 341; in the House
of Commons, ii. 144; letter to, i.

268

Morocco, rescue of an American cit-

izen held by bandit in, i. 320-322;

controversy over, settled by Algeci-

ras Conference, i. 467 ff., 488 ff.;

war over situation in, threat-

ened, i. 477; proposals concerning

organization of police force in, i.

490-495

"Morris, Life of Gouverneur," i. 40
Morris, William, the poems of, ii.

152, 153; Mackail's Life of, ii.

153

Morton, Paul, appointed Secretary of

the Navy, i. 318; exposure by, of

railway rebating practice, i. 429,

430; letter to, ii. 36

Moslem rule in Eg>-pt, ii. 189

Moyer-Haywood trial, ii. 61-63

Muckrake, denunciation of the man
with the, ii. 10, 11

Mugwumps, the, i. 42, 44, 50, 51;
ii. 150, 153

Multi-millionaires, ii. 50, 110, 111,

147

Munitions, war, shipment of, to the

Allies, ii. 179, 180

Munsey, Frank A., letter to, ii. 314

"Murder on the High Seas," ii. 378
Murphy, Charles, i. 117; ii. 305
Murphy, Dr., ii. 345
Murphy, Governor Franklin, letter to,

i. 180; reply of, i. 181

Mutsuhito, Emperor of Japan. See-

Mikado

Nansen, Arctic explorer, ii. 240
Naples, reception in, ii. 193
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Napoleon, Eoosevelt compared -with,

i. 338, 339

Nashville, battleship, at Colon, i. 282-

284

Nathan, Mayor, of Eome, ii. 201

Nation, the, ii. 24

National Civil Service K«form
League, i. 43

National Press Club, Washington, ad-

dress before, ii, 437

National Progressive Convention of

1912, ii. 334-336; of 1916, ii. 408,

412

National Kepublican Committee, let-

ter to member of, i. 247; selection

of Chairman of, to succeed Hanna,
i. 316-318; control of National

Convention of 1912 by, ii. 323-330;

elected to serve four years, ii. 333
National Eepublican Convention. See

Eepublican National Convention

National Volunteer Cavalry Eegi-

ments, i. 103

Nations, decadence of, ii. 104-110;

revival of, ii. 108, 236

Naval Academy, hazing in, ii. 3

Naval War College, address before, i.

74-78, 231

"Naval War of 1812, History of

the," i. 4, 5, 39, 40, 74, 231; ii.

392

Navy, advocacy of a formidable, i.

76, 77, 81 ff.
;
preparation of, for

possible war with Spain urged, i.

81-86; preparedness of, due to

Eoosevelt's efforts, i. 92; battle

fleet ordered to Philippines, i. 95-

98; veto message in regard to par-

doning desertion from, i. 189; cau-

tioned to avoid impression of desir-

ing war, i. 239 ; vessels ordered to

Panama, i. 282
;
patrol of Panama

by United States sailors and ma-
rines, i. 282; arrival of warships

at Colon, i. 286; increase in num-
ber of battle ships of, i. 366;

policy of justice in administration

of, ii. 8, 9; ships sent to Cuba to

quell insurrection, ii. 25-27 ; world

cruise of battle fleet, ii. 64-68; up-

building of fleet and better pay in,

ii. 83 ; warning against dividing

battle fleet, ii. 119, 120; increased

efficiency in, ii. 129, 131

Navy Department, Eoosevelt's ap-

pointment to Assistant Secretary-

ship of, i. 72

Needham, Henry Beach, letter to, i.

446

Negris' "History of Julian the Apos-
tate," ii. 162

Negroes, attitude toward problem
concerning, i. 166, 247, 248; ap-

pointment of, to public office, i.

168-170; denunciation of lynching

of, i. 192, 193, 441, 442; guarding
Lincoln's tomb, i. 256; vote of, in

the South, i. 350, 351; Brownsville

attack of, ii. 27-30; own criminals

sheltered by, ii. 29; delegates at

Progressive Convention, ii. 335; in

East St. Louis riot, ii. 432-434

Nelson, Henry L., letter to, i. 130

Nelson, Senator Knute, letter to, i.

398

Neutrality, attitude toward Amer-
ican, in European war, ii. 371, 389,

390, 392, 461; armed, ii. 420

"New Nationalism, The," address on,

ii. 301; views embodied in, ii. 310,

311

New York City, Eepublican district

clubs in, i. 7 ; civil service reform
in, i. 25-31, 44; investigation of

municipal departments in, i. 26;

Eoosevelt nominated for Mayor of,

i. 42; investigation of civil service

methods in Custom House, i. 46,

47; difficulty of self-government

in, i. 132, 133; welcome given to

Eoosevelt by, on return from Euro-

pean travels, ii. 297-299; letter to

Police Commissioner of, ii. 435

"New York City, History of," i.

41; ii. 410

New York Legislature, first term in,

i. 6 ff
.

; first speech in, i. 9, 10

;

second term in, i. 17 ff. ; third term
in, i. 24 ff.

New York State, Governorship of, i.

112 ff.; 128 ff.; 141 ff.; offer of

candidacy for Governorship of, in

1918, ii. 451-454

Newspapers, comments of, on Speak-

ership controversy, i. 10; on effort

to impeach Justice of Supreme
Court, i. 12-14; on elevated rail-

ways fare-reducing bill, i. 18, 19;
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defeat of bill to gag, i. 22 ; com-

menta of, on Roosevelt's second

term in Legislature, i. 23 ; on re-

election to Assembly, i. 24; Roose-

velt's political ruin predicted by,

i. 25; on city reform bills, i. 28-

30; cartoons in, i. 29, 30, 240; on

Roosevelt 's decision to support Re-

publican ticket in 1884, i. 38; on

enforcement of civil service law, i.

50, 51 ; epithets applied to Roose-

velt by, i. 50; opposition of, to

Sunday closing of saloons, i. 60,

61; report on torpedo-boats com-

mended by, i. 73; approval by, of

preparedness address, i. 77; first

message as Governor praised by, i.

113; account in, of first message to

Congress, i. 160, 161 ; commenda-
tion by, of coal strike settlement,

i. 218; Panama conspiracy charges

in, i, 298, 299; denunciation of

charges in, concerning acquisition

of Canal route, i. 306; position

taken by, regarding railway rate

revision, i. 426, 427; ii. 1; criti-

cism of Panama Canal project by,

i. 455; Roosevelt's attitude toward

assaults of, i. 461 ; misrepresenta-

tion by, ii. 47 ; charges by, of viola-

tion of Constitution, ii. 52; atti-

tude of, toward world cruise of

fleet, ii. 66, 68; canvass of Re-

publican newspapers, on third term

question, ii. 77, 78; refusal to have

correspondents of, on African trip,

ii. 123; suppression of German,
urged, ii. 435, 436; objections of,

to violent tone of Roosevelt's con-

tributions, ii. 445

Nicaragua, suggested for route of

isthmian canal, 1. 272, 276, 278,

279, 289

Nicholas IT, Czar of Russia, Emperor
William 's letter to, suggesting

Roosevelt as mediator in settlement

with Japan, i. 384, 385; Roose-

velt's message to, suggesting peace

negotiations, i. 385, 386; Ambassa-
dor Meyer 'j interview with, i. 386

;

confidence of, in Roosevelt as me-
diator, i. 403, 404; ii. 287; appeals

to, for conclusion of peace, i. 406-

408, 410: congratulatory message

from, i. 413; new International

Conference proposed by, i. 417; in-

vitation of, to Roosevelt to visit

Russia, ii. 210; letters of, i. 403,

417; ii. 287; letter to, ii. 288

Nile, the, journey down, ii. 185

Nobel Lecture, the, ii. 209, 240

Nobel Peace Prize, award of, to

Roosevelt, i. 422; disposition made
of, i. 423

Northern Securities Company suit,

the, i. 180, 182-186, 323, 325

Norway, Roosevelt requested to visit,

ii. 209; peace advocates in, ii. 221;

visit to, ii. 238-240; democracy of,

ii. 238; the Royal Family of, ii.

238-241

Nunez, Rafael, President of Colom-
bia, i. 301

Obaldia, Jose Domingo de, Governor
of Panama, i. 280, 281, 285

Oblivion, thoughts on, i. 352-354

O'Connell, Daniel, i. 21

Odell, Benjamin B., Jr., letter to, i.

116

Ofiice-holders, taken out of politics, i.

22, 23; dishonest, i. 257; forbidden

to advocate third term nomination,

ii. 79. See also Appointments
Ohio Constitutional Convention, ad-

dress before, ii. 318

Ohio Republican Convention, endorse-

ment of Roosevelt's candidacy by,

i. 243-247

Ohio University, resolutions adopted
by faculty of, ii. 421

Olaf, Prince, ii. 238-240

O 'Laughlin, J. C, ii, 198

Old age. Sir G. O. Trevelyan's feel-

ing about, ii. 162

Oliver, Frederick Scott, "Life of

Alexander Hamilton," by, ii. 22

;

letters to, ii. 22, 407
Olney, Richard, Secretary of State, i.

144; letter to, i. 151

Olympia, battleship, i. 95

Oregon, battleship, i. 144

O'Reilly, Surgeon General, i. 207

Orinoco, Royal Mail steamer, i. 286

O 'Ryan, Major General, ii. 443

Osborn, Charles S., letter to, i. 293

Ossawatomie, Kansas, address at, ii.

301, 302
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Outlook, the, Secretary Long's arti-

cle in, i. 99, 100; contributing edi-
tor of, ii. 133, 301; story of sugar
frauds in, ii. 133; statement in, re-

garding action in Rome, ii. 198,
199; announcement in, as to pro-
gressive popular government, ii.

306; "New Nationalism" in, ii.

310; neutrality article in, ii. 371
Oxford, England, Romanes lecture at,

ii. 121, 122, 208
Oyster Bay, a quiet summer at, ii.

21, 22; delightful home life at, ii.

309

Pacific cable, laying of, ii. 131
Pacifists, i. 40, 41; ii. 399, 400, 422,
436

Paine, Thomas, i. 163, 164
Painting, the art of, i. 327
Palma, President, of Cuba, ii. 25
Palmer, Frederick, letter to, ii. 396
Panama, refusal to encourage seces-

sion of, i. 278, 279; revolution in,

i. 280-286, 288, 294, 297, 332; inde-
pendence declared by, i. 286; Re-
public of, recognized by all govern-
ments except Colombia, i. 287, 288,
290; refutation of charges of con-
spiracy between the United States
and revolutionists of, i, 288, 289,
292, 296-300, 307; secession of, jus-
tifiable, i. 294, 297, 305; deprived
of sovereignty in 1886, by Presi-
dent Nunez, i. 301, 304; suppres-
sion of uprisings in, i. 302; the
real owner of the canal route, i.

304, 305 ; treaty ratified by, i. 305

;

term "revolution" preferred to
"secession" in regard to, ii, 349

Panama Canal, fortification of, sug-
gested, i. 143-145; attitude toward
joint ownership of, i. 145; acquisi-
tion of, i. 270 ff., 291 ff.; ratifica-

tion of amended treaty concern-
ing, i. 271; right to fortify, as-
sumed by United States, i. 271;
bill authorizing acquisition of ter-
ritory for, i. 272, 273; terms of
treaty with Colombia concerning, i.

274, 275; Colombia's rejection of
treaty, i. 276-280; President's
message to Congress concerning, i.

291-293, 454, 455; justification of

course in acquisition of route of,"

i. 293 ff., denunciation of libels
concerning acquisition of route of,
i. 306, 307; construction of, placed
by Congress in President's hands,
i. 449, 450; type of canal adopted,
i. 450, 451, 463; ii. 17; medal to
workers on, i. 453, 454; criticism
of project of building, i, 455; club-
houses and libraries for workers
on, i. 456-459; Colonel Goethals
made chief engineer in construction
of, i. 459-464; the Gatun Dam, i.

463, 464; far-reaching importance
of, ii. 129; the home life of work-
ers on, ii. 159, 161

Panama Canal Company, i. 306;
terms offered the United States by^
i. 271, 272; Spooner bill authoriz-
ing purchase from, i. 272, 273;
terms of treaty regarding, i. 274'

275
'

Panama, Isthmus of, recommendation
that United States take possession
of, and build canal, i. 289; number
of revolutions on, i. 291; Roose-
velt's visit to, 1. 451-453; ii. 159

Panama, Republic of, recognized by
the United States, i. 287, 290; rec-
ognized by all governments except
Colombia, i. 288; treaty between
the United States and, i. 291, 292;
warning to the people of, concern-
ing revolutions, i. 452, 453

Panic of 1907, criticism of Roose-
velt's policy as being responsible
for, ii. 35 ff.; speculators prima-
rily responsible for, ii. 39, 47, 49;
unswerving course in, regarding
dishonest capitalists, ii. 42 ff. ; has-
tened by Roosevelt's assaults and
exposures, ii. 50; efforts to arrest,
ii. 54; acquisition of Tennessee
Coal and Iron Company by Steel
Corporation, ii. 54 ff.; defense of
policies in, ii. 59, 60

Parker, Judge Alton B., i. 324; ii.

14; reply to charge of, concerning
campaign funds, i. 333, 334; letter
to, i. 147

Parker, E. W., i. 217
Parker Constitution Club, 1. 344
Parkhurst, Rev. Dr., telegram from,

i. 130, 131
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Paris, visit to, ii. 231-234; enthusias-

tic reception in, ii. 245

Parties^ political, ii. 354

"Parting of the ways," prediction of

ruin at, i. 131

Patterson, Hon. T. M., letter to, ii.

42

Payn, Louis F., removal of, from

office, i. 128-130, 135, 346.

Payne, Henry C, Postmaster Gen-

eral, i. 154; letter to, i. 253

Peace, inconsistency of professional

advocates of, ii. 221, 252; Ger-

many's attitude toward universal,

ii. 229, 230; league for interna-

tional, ii. 386, 387; views on inter-

national, ii. 461, 462

Peace-at-any-price advocates, before

Spanish war, i. 88-90

"Peace without Victory," ii. 417,

418

Peflfer, Senator, i. 56

Pendleton, Senator George H., i. 44,

50, 53

Pendleton Law, the, provisions of,

applied to Civil Service of New
York City, i. 22, 27, 44; passage

of, i. 44; repeal of, defeated, i.

50; new view of character and mer-

its of, i. 53; amendments to, i. 62

Penrose, Senator Boies, ii. 324, 328

Pensions, to Civil War veterans, i.

318-320

"Pentecost of Calamity," by Owen
Wister, ii. 388, 389

Perdicaris, Ion H., rescue of, from
Moroccan bandit, i. 320-322

Perkins, George W., letter to, ii. 397

Perkins, representative of J. P. Mor-

gan in coal strike settlement, i.

213-215

Pershing, General John J., letter

from, giving record of Lieutenant

Quentin Eoosevelt, ii. 456; letters

to, ii. 455, 457

Philippine Islands, administration of,

i. 153, 193, 194; ii. 130; General

Miles 's effort to discredit adminis-

tration of, i. 175-178; investigation

of charges of cruelty in, i. 191-194;

self-government in, i. 232; criticism

of policy in, i. 332; appearance of

the United States army in, ii. 159

Philosophy, Cicero's, ii. 156

Photographs, Eoosevelt's dislike to

sit for, 1. 354

"Pilgrim's Progress," Bunyan's, ii.

115

Pinckney, ii. 408

"Pine Knot," John Burroughs at,

ii. 113

Pius X, Pope, refusal of, to grant
audience to Eoosevelt, ii. 195-200

Plain people, Abraham Lincoln 's, i.

345, 364 ; ii. 71, 74 ; Eoosevelt's elec-

tion due to support of, i. 345, 364,

365 ; inability of wealth to sym-
pathize with, ii. 71 ; belief of, in

Eoosevelt as standing for American
ideal, ii. 95

Piatt, Senator T. C, i. 72 ; nomina-
tion for Governorship offered by,

i. 109-112; political boss, i. 114;

opposition to, in canal affair, i.

115; custom of breakfasting with,

and consulting, i. 116-118; "Auto-
biography" of, quoted, i. 117, 129;
franchise tax law opposed by, i.

121, 125, 138; struggle with, over

remov-al of Superintendent of In-

surance, i. 128-130; course followed

in regard to, i. 131; Eoosevelt's

nomination for Vice-President de-

sired by, i. 134, 135, 138, 139; fric-

tion with, over appointments, i.

235, 236; ii. 14, 15; choice of Cor-

telyou as chairman of National

Committee opposed by, i. 317; let-

ter of, i. 125; letters to, i. 126,

134, 136, 235, 236, 443; ii. 14

Plattsburg, preparedness address at,

ii. 393-396

Plunger, submarine, trip in, i. 447,

448

Plutocracy, government by a, ii. 348

Poe, Edgar Allan, ii. 158

'

Police Commissioner in New York
City, appointment as, i. 53, 54; ser-

vice as, i. 58 ff.

Police Department, New York City, i.

58 ff. ; corrupt administration of,

due to political influences, i. 27,

59; blackmailing in, i. 60, 61, 64,

65; reforms in, due to Eoosevelt's

policy, i. 64-69; deadlock in Board
of Commissioners of, i. 64; aboli-

tion of bi-partisan control in, i. 66
Political bosses. See Bosses
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Political career, review of Roosevelt's

ii. 356-358

Political expediency, attitude toward

the consideration of, ii. 29

Politicians, amateur and professional,

i. 317; efforts of corrupt, to de-

feat Eoosevelt's policy on Police

Board, i. 61-64

Politics, the ring in, i. 15, 16; and
religion, i. 21 ; and office-holders,

i. 22, 23 ; spoils system in, i. 43,

48-51, 53; as a career, ii. 4, 5;
G. O, Trevelyan on, ii. 151; the

ideal and the practical in, ii. 357;

new issues in, ii. 446

Polk, Doctor, anecdote of, ii. 383

Popularity, sacrifice of, for good of

the people, ii. 7, 8

Porcellian Club, the, i. 3 ; ii. 266

Porter, John Addison, letter of, i. 105

Portland, Maine, speech at, ii. 440-

442

Porto Maurizio, ii. 208

Porto Rico, policy toward, i. 153

Portsmouth Peace Conference, the, i.

374 ff., 405 ff.; ii. 129, 153

Postmasters, appointment of, i. 190

Post Office Department, investigation

of frauds in, i. 252-254; ii. 18

Post, New York Evening. See Even-
ing Post

Post, Washington, on Roosevelt's

qualities, i. 72; on appointment to

Assistant Secretaryship of Navy, i.

72; praise by, of preparedness ad-

dress, i. 77, 78

Potsdam, ii. 251

Pratt, Sereno S., letter to, ii. 7

Preparedness, national, lack of, in

War of 1812, i. 39, 40; advocacy of

big navy, i. 40, 81 ff., 240; a guar-

anty of peace, i. 74-77, 231, 239,

363 ;
prediction of need of, i. 108

;

lack of, at outbreak of European
War, ii. 387, 388, 436, 437; advo-

cacy of for world war, ii. 392-396,

408-410

Presidency, the, succession to, i. 148-

152; attitude toward reelection to,

i. 251-255; nomination for, in 1904,

i. 243 ff., 322; election to, in 1904,

i. 334-336, 343 ; ii. 103 ; inaugura-

tion exercises, 1905, i. 362-366; re-

fusal to run for third term in, ii.

77-80, 84-90; feeling at close of, ii.

122-126; summary of achievements

in, ii. 129-132; attitude toward pos-

sible nomination in 1912, ii. 307-

309, 312-316, 319; nomination for,

in 1912, ii, 334-336; attitude to-

ward candidacy for, in 1916, ii.

381, 397-399, 404 ff.; choice of Re-

publican party for candidacy for,

in 1920, ii. 46*8, 475

Presidential campaign of, 1904, i. 323

ff., 328 ff.; of 1912, ii. 336, 340,

346, 347

President, Roosevelt's policies and

purposes as, i. 150 ff. ; services

after being, i. 448; ii. 125, 126;

first to go outside United States

territory, i. 451; summary of

Roosevelt's achievements as, ii.

129-132; office of, compared with

that of English Prime Minister, ii.

143; the title of, ii. 149; the

American theory concerning, ii.

205

Presidential term, views on a third,

i. 334, 339, 340, 432; ii. 92, 93;

views on a single six-year, ii. 351,

352

Press, freedom of the, i. 22. See also

Newspapers
Primary, direct, aid given to support

of bill for, ii. 299, 300, 303, 304

Prime Minister, English, compared
with President, ii. 143

Princes, entertaining, in America, ii.

70

Printed matter, enormous amount of

worthless, ii. 154, 155

Printing Office, reinstatement of

foreman of Government, i. 249-251

Pritehett, Henry S., letter to, i. 350-

352

Proclamation issued in 1776, original

of, ii. 171

Proctor, John R., i. 46

Proctor, Senator Redfield, i. 93, 94

Progressive National Convention, of

1912, ii. 334-336; of 1916, ii. 408,

412

Progressive party, nomination of

Roosevelt by, in 1912, ii. 334, 335;

speeches at Convention of, ii. 334,

336; factors contributing to defeat

of, ii. 347, 353; reflections on fu-
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ture of, ii. 347, 348, 351 ff.; atti-

tude toward failure of, ii. 353-358;

nomination of candidate for New
York Governorship by, advocated,

ii. 353; Roosevelt's candidacy in

1916 desired by, ii. 381, 404, 413;

dissolution of, ii. 413, 468

Progressives, efforts to put Republi-

can party in control of, ii. 305; at-

titude of, toward Taft, ii. 307;

President Taft's speech attacking,

ii. 317, 318

Prohibition amendment to the Con-

stitution, ii. 453

Property, view of, as servant, not

master, ii. 301, 302

Prophets, ii. 445

Public conduct, fundamental princi-

ples of Roosevelt's, i. 343 ff.

Public Ledger, Philadelphia, letter to,

i. 177

Public office and public duty, ii. 153

Public service, honesty in, i. 257

Public service franchises, taxation of,

i. 120-124

Pulitzer, Joseph, ii. 385; libelous

statements of, concerning acquisi-

tion of Panama Canal route, i. 307

Pure Food and Drugs Act, the, ii. 17

Putnam, George Haven, letter to, i.

343

"Quack Novels and Democracy," by
Owen Wister, ii. 385, 386

Quay, Senator, i. 199, 200, 202, 211,

212, 343-345

Race riots in East St. Louis, ii. 432-

434
Racial pedigree and nations, ii. 109

Railway rate bill, contest with Sen-

ate over, ii, 1 ;
passage of, ii. 2

;

effect of, ii, 2, 3; purpose of, ii.

11; value of, ii. 39, 40

Railways, abolition of rebating sys-

tem of, i. 426-430; ii. 18; power

to fix rates of, given to Interstate

Commerce Commission, i. 426-428

;

law fixing rates of, ii. 1-3, 11, 39,

40; suits against for violation of

Safety Appliance law, ii. 18; Gov-

ernment ownership of, ii. 31, 32;

Governmeivtal regulation and control

of, ii. 35, 38-41, 59, 60, 131; inves-

tigation of the Harriman, ii, 35-42;

responsibility for imperiled inter-

ests of, in 1907, ii. 39; refusal to

invite presidents of, for conference,

ii. 40, 41 ; intention of, to reduce

wages abandoned, ii. 81, 82

Rainsford, Rev. Dr. W, S,, letter to,

i, 233

Raizuli, Moroccan bandit, i. 320, 321

Ranch life in Dakota, i. 4tr

"Ranch Life and Hunting Trail,'' i-

41

Rawdon, ii. 168

Reading, wide range of, i. 54, 55, 265-

269, 349, 445; ii. 73, 74, 104, 136

ff., 162 ff. ; ease and relaxation

found in, ii. 142, 158; taste in, ii.

359, 360

Rebates, railway, abolition of system
of, i, 426-430; ii, 18

Rebeur, Captain von, ii, 278

Record Herald, Chicago, account in,

of Roosevelt's first message to Con-

gress, i. 161

Recall of judicial decisions, i. 31; ii.
^

310, 318, 320, 348-350

Recount bill, decision concerning, ii.

52

Reed, Thomas B., i. 81, 85, 89

Regiment, desire to raise, in case of

war, expressed to Emperor William,

ii. 126; offer to raise, in case of

war with Mexico, ii, 311, 312; de-

sire to raise, in world war, ii. 419,

422-429

Reid, Ogden, letter to, ii, 470

Reid, Whitelaw, ii. 269; conversation

with King Edward on Russo-Jap-

anese peace, i. 396; interview of,

with Lord Landsdowne, i. 396; ac-

count of Algeciras Conference sent

to, i. 467-503; letters to, i. 403,

415, 467; ii. 2, 31, 84, 111, 273,

278

Religion and politics, i. 21

Remington, Frederic, letter to, ii.

122

Renault, "War and International

Law" by, ii, 374

Renunciation, ii. 124

Eepublie, Springfield, ii. 385

Republican leaders in Congress, esti-

mate of character and services of,

i. 237
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Republican National Convention of

1884, i. 33-37; ii. 327

Republican National Convention of

1900, i. 138

Republican National Convention of

1904, i. 312 ff., 320 ff.

Republican National Convention of

1908, action to prevent Taft dele-

gates voting for Roosevelt at, ii.

84-89; nomination of Taft at, ii.

89-91; stampede for Roosevelt at,

prevented by Senator Lodge, ii.

90-92

Republican National Convention of

1912, i. 34, 36; ii. 321 ff.; speech

making Roosevelt's nomination by,

practically impossible, ii. 318; elec-

tion of delegates to, ii. 321-323;

election of temporary chairman

at, ii. 327-329; decision concerning

contested delegates at, ii. 329-331;

the roll-call at, ii. 331, 332; Taft

nominated at, ii. 332

Republican National Convention of

1916, ii. 409, 412

Republican party, "deals" of, with

Tammany, i. 9-11, 24; determina-

tion to work with, i. 37, 150, 153,

344; attitude of, i. 126; control of,

by industrial and commercial inter-

ests, i. 152; in the election of 1902,

i, 230; efforts to re-unite, ii. 305; a

defiance to the leaders of, ii. 318;

under control of unscrupulous

bosses, ii. 348; possibility of nomi-

nation of Roosevelt in 1916 by, ii.

397, 404, 405; reorganization of,

ii. 442, 446; object of, to serve

the nation, i. 443; Roosevelt choice

of, for Presidential nomination in

1920, ii. 468, 475; appeal of, to

Roosevelt to accept candidacy for

Governor in 1918, ii. 451-454

Republican State Convention of 1910,

ii. 303, 304

"Revolution, History of the Ameri-
can," by G. O. Trevelyan, i. 54,

57; ii. 137, 139, 144, 161, 163-172

Revolution, American, interest in his-

tory of, i. 54; figures in, ii, 168-170

Revolutionary movements, i. 294
Reyes, General Rafael, i. 275, 276,

287, 288, 292, 309; letters to, i.

298, 299, 309

Rhett, R. G., letter to, i. 168

Rhodes, James Ford, letters to, i.

298, 349

Richardson, Ambrose C, letter from
Mr. Callisen to, i. 224

Richeson, John .T., letter to, ii. 421
Riddle, J. W., ii. 293

Ring containing lock of Lincoln's

hair, i. 362, 363, 365

Riis, Jacob A., "How the Other Half
Lives" by, i. 67; friendship with,

i. 67; letters to, i. 118; ii. 19

Rio Teodoro, the, ii. 353

Riots, i. 208, 426, 439, 440; ii. 432

Roberts, Lord, ii. 192

Robespierre, ii. 21, 464

Robinson, Douglas, i. 306; letters to,

i. 89, 159, 413; ii. 48

Robinson, Mrs. Douglas, letter to, i.

253, 254

Rochambeau, Captain de, letter to, ii.

429

Rockefeller, ii. 44

Rodd, Rennell, ii. 162

Rogers, H. H., i. 331

Rojestvensky's fleet, i. 381, 382; ii.

250

Romanes lecture at Oxford, ii. 121,

122, 208

Rome, decadence of ancient, ii. 105-

107; Ferrero's history of, ii. 165,

166; G. O. Trevelyan 's impres-

sions of, ii. 156, 157, 165; social,

political and religious contrasts in,

ii. 194; American Methodists in, ii,

194-200; refusal of the Pope to

grant audience to Roosevelt, ii. 195-

200; Jewish officials in, ii. 201;

Socialists of, ii. 201; dining with

the Mayor of, ii. 201 ; a drive

around, with the King, ii. 203; re-

ceived as private citizen in, ii. 204;
visit from the Papal Nuncio at, ii.

227

Roosevelt, Alice (Mrs. Nicholas Long-
worth), i. 5; ii. 265, 266; letter

to, i. 414

Roosevelt, Alice Hathaway Lee (Mrs.

Theodore), i. 5

Roosevelt, Archibald, i. 5, 335; ii.

181, 447, 448, 455, 465, 470

Roosevelt, Ethel, i. 5; ii. 208, 239,

240

Roosevelt, Kermit, i. 5; ii. 112, 174,
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208, 219, 220, 239, 247, 353; let-

ters to, i. 335; ii. 77, 83, 264, 356-

358

Roosevelt, Klacs Martcnsen van, i. 1

Roosevelt, Quentin, i. 5; ii. 182;

death of, ii. 451, 455-457, 468;

military record of, ii. 456, 457

Roosevelt, R. B., letter to, i. 363

Roosevelt, Theodore, birth of, i. 1

;

ancestry of, i. 1; ii. 170, 171;

childhood and youth, i. 2-4; affec-

tion for father, i. 2-4; boxing and
wrestling of, i. 3, 4; first trips to

Europe, i. 4; preparation for col-

lege, i. 4; at Harvard University,

i. 4 ; marriage, i. 5 ; children of, i.

5; active interest in politics, i. 6;

financial condition an aid to public

usefulness, i. 6, 7; law studies, i. 6,

9; member of Republican district

club, i. 7, 8 ; anti-machine senti-

ments of, i. 8; elected to New York
Assembly, i. 8; first speech as

holder of public office, i. 9, 10;

opposition to "deals" with Tam-
many, i. 9-11, 24; effort to secure

impeachment of Supreme Court

Judge, i. 11-14; opposition of, to

elevated railway tax relief bill, i.

14, 15; a friend's advice to, i. 15,

16; second term in the Legislature,

i. 17 ff. ; nominated for Speaker, i.

17; support of veto of elevated

railways fare bill, i. 17-19; deter-

mination of, to be true to himself,

i. 21, 32; opposition to appropria-

tions for private religious institu-

tions, i. 21 ; civil service reform

bill of, i. 22; third term in the

Legislature, i. 24 ff.; candidacy for

Speaker defeated, i. 24, 25; chair-

man of Committee on Cities, i. 25;

city reform bills of, i. 25-31; last-

ing impression of legislative experi-

ence on, i. 31, 32; rapid advance in

national politics, i. 33 ; delegate to

Republican National Convention of

1884, i. 33-37; ii. 327; determina-

tion to support Blaine, i. 35-38 ; a

Republican by inheritance and by
education, i. 37; renomination for

Assembly and nominated for

Congress declined by, i. 38;

life on a Dakota ranch, i. 40;

nominated for Mayor of New York
City, i, 42; zealous advocate of

civil service reform, i. 43; Civil

Service Commissioner, i. 43-53; do

fense of Civil Service Commission,
i. 48-50; removal of, from Civil

Service Commission desired by
Congress, i. 51; value of civil serv-

ice reform of, i. 53; resignation of,

from Civil Service Commission, i.

53, 54; service as Police Commis-
sioner in New York City, i. 53, 54,

58-69 ; an indefatigable reader, 1.

54, 265-269; ii. 142; humor of, i.

54, 56, 234, 368; ii. 113; efforts of

political bosses to defeat policy of,

i. 61-64; great qualities of, i. 63;

reforms in Police Department, i.

64-69; resignation from Police

Board, i. 65, 68; tenement-house

investigation of, i. 67; conviction

that he would never again hold

public office, i. 68; "driving

force" of, i. 70; efforts of friends

to secure appointment for, i. 70-72;

appointed Assistaht Secretary of

the Navy, i. 72
;
preparedness views

of, i. 74-77; endowed with gift of

vision, i. 78; trouble with Germany
foreseen by, i. 78, 79, 84; Russian
revolution predicted by, i. 80; war
with Spain advocated by, i. 81, 85-

90, 99, 100; a persistent advocate
of a big navy, i. 81 ff. ; interfer-

ence in Cuba advocated by, i. 81,

84, 86-88; interviews with McKin-
ley, i. 82, 83; desire of, to take

part in war with Spain, i. 82, 100-

103; preparedness of navy due to

efforts of, i. 92; appointed Lieu-

tenant-Colonel of the JRough Riders,

i. 103; resignation from Navy De-
partment, i. 104, 105; congratula-

tory letters received at close of

Spanish war, i. 105-107; nomina-
tion for Governorship of New
York, i. 109-112; unvarying polit-

ical policy of, i. Ill; elected Gov-

ernor of New York, i. 112; inau-

gural address, i. 113; first message
to the Legislature, i. 113; destruc-

tion of boss rule due to, i. 114,

115; action in regard to New York
canals, i. 115; breakfasting and
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consulting with Piatt, i. 116-118;

no expectation of further political

career, i. 119; in the Dewey parade,

i. 126; prediction of political ruin

to, i. 131 ; nominated for Vice-

President, i. 134-141; purpose of

resuming study of law, i. 140, 147;

succession to the Presidency, i. 148-

152; policies and purposes as

President, i. 150 ff
. ;

policy in mak-
ing appointments, i. 154 ff., 235 ff.,

247 ff.; 442 ff
.

; first message to

Congress, i. 160-162; disapproval

of General Miles 's conduct, i. 174-

180; action against Northern Se-

curities Company, i. 182-186;

treaty of reciprocity with Cuba se-

cured by, i. 188 ; degree of LL.D.
conferred on, i. 195; narrow escape

in accident, i. 196 ; settlement of

coal miners' strike, i. 198 ff. ; set-

tlement of Venezuelan dispute

brought about by, i. 221 ff.; atti-

tude toward Monroe Doctrine, i.

238-240; Presidential nomination
in 1904, i. 243 ff.; 314, 322; atti-

tude toward reelection to Presi-

dency, i. 251-255; ii. 138; adher-

ence to guiding principles of official

conduct, i. 252-255; attitude toward
capital and labor, i. 257, 323; ii.

60-63; settlement of Alaskan boun-
dary dispute by, i. 258-262 ; cordial

relations with Cabinet members, i.

262-265; acquisition of Panama
Canal by, i. 270 ff., 291 ft".; atti-

tude toward campaign contribu-

tions, i. 328-334; reelection to

Presidency, 1. 334-336, 343 ff.;

third term views of, i. 334, 339,

340, 432; ii. 92, 93; Napoleonic

qualities of, i. 338; tireless energy
of, i. 339 ; fundamental principles

of public conduct, 1. 343 ff.; desire

to follow Lincoln's policy, i. 352,

364, 365; feeling about oblivion

and death, i, 352-354; Presidential

inauguration of, 1. 362-366; sym-
pathy with the plain people, i. 365;
deep affection for Hay, i. 367, 371;

1905, year of greatest activity and
achievement, i. 374; negotiations
leading to ending of Russo-Japanese
war, i. 374 ff. ; congratulations re-

ceived by, on conclusion of Russo-

Japanese peace, i. 412, 413; tributes

to services of, in Peace Conference, i.

420-422; Nobel Peace Prize award-

ed to, i. 422; action in Santo Do-
mingan affair, i. 430-435; arbitra-

tion treaties of, i. 430, 435-437;

treatment of labor situation in

Chicago, i. 438-441; existence of

Panama Canal due to efforts of, i.

449 ff ., 464 ff
.

; visit of, to Isthmus
of Panama, i. 451-453; services as

peace-maker in Algeciras Confer-

ence, i. 467 ff., 477 ff., 488 ff.; feel-

ing about politics as a career, ii.

4 ff. ; high praise for work of 1906,

ii. 17-19; ideal of, in governmen-
tal administration, ii. 19 ; action in

quelling insurrection in Cuba, ii.

25-27; action in Brownsville inci-

dent, ii. 27-30; hostile criticism of,

in 1907, ii. 35 ff.
;

policy toward
capitalists, ii. 42 ff. ; confidence in

course followed as being in best

interests of the country, ii. 50, 51;

accused of acting unconstitution-

ally, ii. 52; action in Tennessee

Coal and Iron Company case, ii. 54

ff. ; defense of policies in 1907, ii.

59-61 ;jbattle fleet sent on world cruise

by, ii. 64 ff. ; delight in study of

bird and animal life, ii. 74-76; re-

fusal of third terra in Presidency,

ii. 77-80, 84-90
;
plot to defeat can-

didate named by, ii. 79; choice of

Taft as successor, ii. 80, 84, 86,

87 ; leadership of Congress by, ii.

84; action to prevent Taft dele-

gates voting for, ii. 84-89; reply

to charge of intriguing for renomi-
nation, ii. 85; reception by, of
news of Taft's nomination, ii, 89,

90; ambition of, as President, ii.

94; affection for Taft, ii. 99; plu-

rality of, in election of 1904, ii.

103 ; disinclination to visit Euro-
pean courts as ordinary citizen, ii.

112; false charges against, as to

drinking, ii. 118, 119; feeling at

close of Presidency, ii. 122-126;

gratification in Taft 's election, ii.

123-125; desire to raise regiment
in case of war, ii. 126; summary of

achievements of, ii. 129-132; corre-
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sponclenee with Sir. G. O. Trevel-

yan, ii. 137 flf., 159 ff.; intellectual

weariness unknown to, ii. 142; ease

and relaxation found in reading, ii.

142, 158; affection for Edward
Grey, ii. 177; popularity as a

leader of opinion on questions aris-

ing from world war, ii. 177-179;

Trevelyan's tribute to, ii. 180; four

sons of, in European war, ii. 181,

447,448,455; narrative by, of Euro-
pean and Egyptian tour, ii. 183 ff.,

201 ff., 227 ff.; a guest of the

Italian King, ii. 202-207; requested

to visit nearly every country of

Europe, ii. 209-211; sympathy of

Viennese with views of, ii. 217;

useless knowledge acquired by, ii.

219; sympathy with people of

Hungary, ii. 224-226; enthusiastic

popular reception to, in Europe, ii.

245 ; Germany 's attitude toward, ii.

245; European interest in demo-

cratic ideals of, ii. 246-248; resem-

blance to German Emperor re-

marked, ii. 248; discussion of many
subjects with Emperor William, ii.

252 ff. ; correspondence with King
Edward, ii. 261-270; correspond-

ence with Emperor William, ii.

271-287; correspondence with Czar

of Eussia, ii. 287, 288; cor-

respondence with the Mikado,

ii. 288-292; correspondence with

King Albert, ii. 295, 296; United

States envoy at King Edward's
funeral, ii. 297; welcome to,

on return from European travels,

ii. 297 ff. ; temporary chairman of

Republican State Convention, 1910,

ii. 303; disappointed with Taft's

administration, ii. 304-308, 313;

feeling about possible nomination

for Presidency in 1912, ii. 307-309,

312-316; proposal to raise regiment

in case of war with Mexico, ii. 311,

312; pressure upon, to accept can-

didacy in 1912, ii. 312, 316; deci-

sion to accept nomination if offered

to, ii. 317-319; defiance to leaders

of Republican party, ii. 318; nomi-

nation of, by Progressive party, ii.

334, 335; attempted assassination

of, ii. 337-345; magnificent physi-

cal condition of, ii. 339; popular

and electoral vote for, in 1912, ii.

346; exploration of Brazilian wil-

derness by, ii. 353, 363 ; urged to

run for Governor of New York as

Progressive candidate, ii. 353 ; at-

titude toward failure of Progres-

sive party, ii. 353-358; feeling in

1914, as to future political life, ii.

355; review of political career of,

ii. 356-358; vindication of, in

Barnes trial, ii. 365-369; attitude

toward European war, ii. 370 ff.

;

denunciation of Germany, ii. 370,

373 ff., 408; condemnation of

President Wilson 's policies and
acts, ii. 373 ff., 380 ff., 408, 416 ff.,

431, 463, 471-473; German antag-

onism toward, ii. 375; views on
sinking of the Lusitania, ii. 376-

380, 390; attitude toward Presiden-

tial candidacy in 1916, ii. 381-383,

397-399, 404 ff.; advocacy of pre-

paredness in world war, ii. 393-396,

408-410; belief that war sentiment

had made him unpopular, ii. 397-

399; Progressive party's nomina-
tion in 1916, declined by, ii. 412;

support of Hughes by, ii. 412, 413,

415; estimate of scope and useful-

ness of public services of, ii. 413,

414; Americanism of, ii. 401, 410,

416 ff., 435, 436; American partici-

pation in European war urged by,

ii. 419-422
;
proposal to raise volun-

teer division, ii. 419, 422-429; re-

buke to Gompers, ii. 432-434; vigor-

ous prosecution of the war urged

by, ii. 434-438, 440 ff., 460 ff.;

support of relief work abroad

urged by, ii. 436; serious illness in

hospital, ii. 439, 440; unfounded
rumor of death circulated, ii. 439;

partial loss of sight and hearing,

ii. 440; assertion of right to criti-

cize President in conduct of war,

ii. 440 ff. ; kinsfolk of, in European
war, ii. 444 ; refusal to be candi-

date for New York Governorship

in 1918, ii. 451-454; grief at death

of Quentin Roosevelt, ii. 455, 457,

468; last great speech of, ii. 466-

468; attitude toward Presidential

nomination of 1920, ii. 468, 469;
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attack of inflammatory rheuma-

tism, ii, 468, 469; attitude toward

League of Nations, ii. 470-473 ; last

appeal to patriotism and loyalty of

America, ii. 473, 474; death of, ii.

475; the Great American of Ma
time, ii. 475; funeral services of,

ii. 476

Eoosevelt, Mrs. Theodore (Edith Ker-
mit Carow), i. 5; ii. 203, 208, 231,

234, 237, 239, 241, 243, 248, 339,

356, 404

Roosevelt, Theodore, Jr., i. 5; ii. 182,

247, 356, 455, 457; letters to, i. 19,

290; ii. 134

Roosevelt, W. Emlen, letter to, ii. 78

Roosevelt Dam, dedication of, ii. 310

"Roosevelt's Best Work," editorial in

N. Y. World, ii. 17-19

"Roosevelt's Letters to His Children,"

i. 420; ii. 264
Root, Elihu, i. 202, 309, 317, 375,

437, 467; ii. 52, 166, 227, 366, 413,

451; General Miles rebuked by, i.

171; refusal of, to send General

Miles to the Philippines, i. 173 ; or-

der retiring General Miles, i. 177,

178; criticism of, for conditions in

Philippines, i. 193; Roosevelt's de-

fense of, i. 193; tribute to, i. 195;

member of Alaskan boundary
tribunal, i. 258, 260, 265; resigna-

tion of, as Secretary of War, i.

263-266; invaluable services of, i.

264, 265 ; address of, justifying ac-

tion of the United States in Pan-
ama Canal affair, i. 301-305; ap-

pointed Secretary of State, i. 371,

372; public feeling regarding, i.

372; letters of, to Germany con-

cerning Moroccan controversy, i.

489, 493, 497; temporary and per-

manent chairman of Republican

Convention, ii. 329, 331, 332; deci-

sion of, concerning contested dele-

gates, ii. 329, 330; letters of, 1.

212, 322, 369, 440, 441; letters to,

i. 90, 174, 234, 263, 362, 417, 438;

ii. 64, 304

Rosen, Baron, Russian envoy to

Portsmouth Peace Conference, i.

403, 404, 416, 417; ii. 288; tribute

of, to Roosevelt 's services in peace

settlement, i. 420; comment of, on

"Roosevelt's Letters to His Chil-

dren," i. 420; letter to, ii. 391, 392
Rosewater, Victor, ii. 324, 328

Rothschild, Baron, loan to Russia
promised by, i. 395

Rough Riders, the, organization of, i.

103; account of, i. 108; ii. 169,

171; guard of honor in New York
parade, ii. 299; German, in south-

east Africa, ii. 286

Rouvier, i. 476, 487

Royalty, attitude toward visits of, to

America, ii. 70; desire of Ameri-
cans to meet, ii. Ill, 112, 209;

predominance of German blood in,

ii. 242. See also Kings and Sover-

eigns

Rumania, the blind people in, ii. 295

ussia, prediction of the revolution

in, i. 80; urged to make peace with

Japan, i. 376-381, 384, 396; ships

of, interned at Manila, i. 387; un-

trustworthiness of, i. 381, 387, 389,

394, 395; proposal of meeting with

Japan accepted by, i. 385-389 ; ac-

ceptance by, of proposed meeting
place, i. 389-392, 394; comments
on attitude of, i. 392-395, 397, 401,

408; appointment of plenipoten-

tiaries to peace conference, i. 397-

399, 403, 404; armistice requested

by, i. 399, 400; refusal of, to pay
indemnity, i. 402; meeting of en-

voys of, on Mayflower, i. 404, 405

;

appealed to, to conclude peace, i.

406-408, 410; peace terms accepted

by, i. 411, 412; Witte's views on
reforms in, i. 419; Emperor
William's belief concerning French
aid to, i. 470; attitude of, toward
Moroccan controversy, i. 489; divi-

sion of fleet a factor in defeat of,

ii. 120; Roosevelt's disinclination

to visit as guest of the Czar, ii.

210, 211; the Dowager-Empress of,

ii. 240; inconsistency of peace ad-

vocates in, ii. 252

Russian Republic, reception of Am-
bassadors from, ii. 431-434

Russians, impressions of character of,

i. 418

Russo-Japanese Peace Conference, i.

374 ff. ; Russia advised to make
peace, i. 376-381, 384; Japan's
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telegram asking assistance in peace

negotiations, i. 383; Roosevelt pro-

posed as mediator, i. 383-385 ; nego-

tiations leading to meeting of Rus-

sia and Japan, i. 385-388; selection

of meeting place for, i. 389-392,

394; tireless efforts with Russia

and Japan, i. 393 ff. ; the plenipo-

tentiaries to, i. 397-399, 403; time

proposed for meeting, i. 399 ; ar-

rival of the envoys, i. 403-405;

sessions of, at Portsmouth, i. 405

ff.; appeals to Japan and Russia

to conclude peace, i. 406, 407; diffi-

culty in reaching agreement on

terms, i. 409-411; terms suggested,

i. 411; signing of treaty, 1. 412;

congratulatory messages on out-

come of, i. 412-414; tributes to

Roosevelt's services in, i. 420-422

Safety Appliance law, violations of,

ii. 18

Saghalien, question of the cession of,

to Japan, i. 409-412

Saint-Gaudens, statue of Sherman by,

i. 358; inauguration medal de-

signed by, i. 358-359; coinage de-

signed by, i. 359-361; letters to, i.

358-361

St. Louis, speeches in, ii. 409, 410;

riot in East, ii. 432-434

"St. Peter's Umbrella," a visit from
the author of, ii. 225

Saloons, liquor, unsuccessful attempt

to canvass, i. 8; Sunday closing of,

i. 60, 61

Sampson-Schley controversy, the, i.

171-173

Sanclamente, M. A., President of

Colombia, seizure and imprison-

ment of, i. 303, 304

San Francisco, bomb-throwing in, ii.

462

San Jacinto National Forest, ii. 115

Santo Domingo, i. 374; ratification of

treaty with, i. 430-435; ii. 130

Saratoga, address at, ii. 452

Savoy, Eugene of, ii. 202

Savoyard coins. King of Italy's col-

lection of, ii. 202

Schaap, Michael, letter to, ii. 358

Schiff, Jacob, letter to, ii. 41

Schillings, African explorer, ii. 248

Schley, Admiral, inquiry into conduct
of, at Santiago, i. 171-173

Schofield, Major-General John M., i.

211, 212

Schonbrunn, dining with the Emperor
at, ii. 216

Schools, public, reading the Bible in,

ii. 358, 359

Schrank, John, attempted assassina-

tion by, ii. 337, 341, 344
Schurz, Carl, Roosevelt's retention on

Civil Service Commission advocated
by, i. 51, 52; attacks of, i. 345, 346

Scotland, moral extremes in, i. 132

Scott, Charles F., letter to, i. 127

Scott, Sir Walter, ii. 158

Scribner, Charles, letters to, ii. 360
Scull, David, letter to, ii. 43

Seas, freedom of the, ii. 417
Secret service men, ii, 22

Senate, United States, presiding over,

i. 147; ultimatum to, regarding

Cuban reciprocity, i. 189; estimate

of character and services of lead-

ers in, i. 237; ii. 5, 6; ratification

of Bunau-Varilla treaty by, i. 305;

effect on, of Roosevelt's attitude

toward third term, i. 432; ratifica-

tion of Santo Domingan treaty by,

i. 432-434; obstructionist character

of, i. 433; ii. 5; arbitration treaties

rendered useless by, i. 435-437;

ratification of Moroccan treaty by,

i. 503; contest with, on railway

rate bill, ii. 1; action of President

without assent of, ii. 6, 19; debate

in, over Brownsville incident, ii.

28, 30, 31; opposition of, to world
cruise of fleet, ii. 66

Senators, United States, friction

with, regarding appointments, i.

235-237, 248, 249, 442-445; char-

acter and services of, i. 237; ii. 5,

6; attitude toward, i. 344; objec-

tion of, to illustrated message to

Congress, i. 454, 455 ; reactionary

attitude of, ii. 442, 443

Servia, Princess Royal of, ii. 206
Sestri Levante, Italy, ii. 208

Sevres Porcelain Collection, book on,

presented by King Edward, ii. 268,

270

Sewell, W. W., letter to, i. 253

Shafter, General, i. 107
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Shakespeare, i. 55; ii. 359

Shaw, Dr. Albert, letters to, i. 144,

278, 279, 288, 314; ii. 66

Sheldon, George E., letters to, ii, 97,

98
Shepard, Edward M., reply to attacks

of, ii. 46, 47

Sherman, J. S., ii. 32; letter to, ii. 41

Sherman, General W. T., unveiling of

statue of, in Washington, i. 257;

Saint-Gaudens' statue of, i. 358

Sherman anti-trust law, i. 182, 206
Shooting of Roosevelt by Schrank, ii.

175, 337-345; Roosevelt's account

of, ii. 343-345 ; the bullet never ex-

tracted, ii. 345

Shot, observations on being, ii. 342

Sicily, earthquake in, ii. 286, 287

Silver question, the, i. 145, 146

Simons, P. Marcius, letter to, i. 326,

327

Slatin Pasha, ii. 186, 187

Slicer, Rev. Dr. T. R., letter to, i. 131

Small, Samuel W., letter to, i. 295

Smalley, correspondent of London
Times, 1. 186

Smith, Sir Harry, ii. 342

Smith, General J. H., order of, to

kill and burn, i. 191; retirement of,

i. 194

Social and industrial reform, i. 31,

32, 231; ii. 131, 321, 350, 442.

Social classes, in a democracy, ii, 24

Socialism, ii. 101; in Denmark, ii,

237; in France, ii. 231; in Ger-

many, ii. 248, 257, 278; in Rome,
ii. 201; in Sweden, ii. 244

Socrates, on the Athenian State, i, 81

Soldiers, American, in England on

Commemoration day, ii, 182

Sorbonne, the, address at, ii. 208, 231

South, the, in the Civil War, i, 293,

294, 349; the negro vote in, i. 350,

351; appointments to public office

in, 1. 154-157; attitude of, toward

Roosevelt, ii, 155

South America, trouble with Germany
in, predicted, i. 79; Monroe Doc-

trine applied to, i. 145, 158;

changes in faunal life in, ii. 108

;

satisfactory position of United

States in regard to, ii, 130; ad-

dresses before universities in, 353;

exploration in, ii, 353, 363

Sovereigns, European, desire of Amer-
icans to be presented to, ii. 111,

112, 209; Roosevelt requested to

visit, ii, 208, 209, 211; interrelated,

and not of same blood as subjects,

ii, 242, 256, See also Kings and
Royalty

Spain, war with, i, 81 ff.; aims of, in

Morocco, i, 468; military de-

cadence of, ii, 105, 106
Spalding, Bishop John L,, i. 213, 215,

217

Spanish War, i, 81 ff.
;
preparedness

of Navy due to Roosevelt's efforts,

i. 82-86, 92; the blowing up of the

Maine, i. 85-88; Roosevelt's advo-
cacy of war, i. 85-90; the declara-

tion of war, i. 91; Roosevelt's de-

sire to take part in, i. 100-103; the

Rough Riders in, i. 103, 108

Speakership contests in New York
Assembly, i. 9-11

Spectator, London, letters to editor

of, i. 401; ii. 4, 125, 344, 381, 398
Speculators, responsibility of, for

panic of 1907, ii. 39, 47, 49

Speeches: Roosevelt's, first, as holder
of public office, i. 9, 10; regarding

elevated railway fare bill, i, 18; on
the liberty of the press, i, 22; on
nomination of J. R, Lynch as tem-

porary chairman of Republican
Convention, i, 34, 35; before Naval
War College, on preparedness, i. 74-

78; Governorship inaugural, i, 113;

Memorial Day, 1902, i, 192; before

Harvard Alumni, i, 195 ; ii, 299

;

at conference of operators and coal

miners, i. 202; before Coal Strike

Commission, i. 217; at dedication

of Chamber of Commerce building,

on preparedness, i. 230, 231; on
work in the Philippines, i. 232; be-

fore Union League Club, Philadel-

phia, on trusts, i. 232; in Chicago,

1903, on preparedness, i. 239; at

grave of Lincoln, i. 256; Labor
Day, 1903, i. 256, 257 ; at unveiling

of Sherman statue, i. 257; on acqui-

sition of Panama Canal, i. 297,

308; accepting nomination of

1904, i. 323; Presidential inau-

gural, i. 363; before Union League

Club, Philadelphia, on power to fix
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railway rates, i. 27; before Har-

vard Union on Santo Domingan

affair, i. 434, 435; in Texas, i. 438;

in Chicago, on labor strike, i. 439,

440; at Little Rock, on lynching, i.

441, 442; in Panama, i. 452, 453;

to German veterans, i. 501; at

dedication of State Capitol,

Ilarrisburg, ii. 31; defending

j)olicies in panic of 1907, ii.

59-61; at Khartoum, ii. 183; in

the Sudan, ii. 188; at Cairo, ii.

190-192; at the Sorbonne, ii. 208,

231; at University of Berlin, ii.

208, 209; at Brussels Exposition, ii.

234; on arrival in New York, after

European travels, ii. 298, 299; be-

fore Colorado legislature, ii. 300;

on "New Nationalism," ii. 301,

310; at Eepublican State Conven-

tion, ii. 304; at Eeno, Nevada, ii.

310; on "A Charter of Democracy,"

ii. 318; in Carnegie Hall, ii. 320,

321, 419, 432, 466; on social and

industrial justice, ii. 321; at Pro-

gressive Convention, ii. 334, 336; in

Milwaukee, after being shot, ii. 338

;

at Madison Square Garden, ii. 346;

in South America, ii. 353; to jury

at the Barnes trial, ii. 369; at

Plattsburg, on preparedness, ii.

393-396; in West, on preparedness,

ii. 408, 409; in St. Louis, on hy-

phenated Americans, ii. 409,

410; opposing President Wilson's

policies, ii. 416 ff.; in Florida, ii.

422; at Forest Hills, ii. 434; on

"Americanism and the War," ii.

436; on military training, ii. 437;

before National Press Club, ii. 437;

before Pepublican State Conven-

tion at Portland, Maine, ii. 440-

442; on Americanism and loyalty,

ii. 447; at Saratoga, on idealism

of those at home, ii. 452; before

Liederkranz Society, ii. 465; last

great speech, ii. 466-468; at City

Hall, New York, on a League of

Nations, ii. 470; last appeal to

patriotism and loyalty, ii. 473,

474
Spelling, simplified, effort to have

Government adopt, ii. 33

Sperry, Admiral C. S., in command

of battle fleet, ii. 67, 68; letter to,

ii. 68

Spingarn, Major Joel E., letter to, ii.

359

Spinney, George F., letter to, ii. 30

Spoils system in politics, i. 43, 48-51,

53

Sponge's "Sporting Tour," ii. 157, 158

Spoouer, Senator, i. 321, 437; bill of,

authorizing purchase of Canal

Zone, i. 272, 273, 277

Sports, i. 3, 4

Springfield, Ohio, address at, ii. 447

Spring-Rice, Sir Cecil Arthur, letter

of, ii. 263; letters to, i. 78, 80, 147,

297; ii. 110, 344, 372

"Square deal" for everybody, ii. 54

Standard Oil Company, campaign
fund contribution of, i. 329-331

;

ii. 98; interests protected through

campaign contributions, ii. 33 ;
-

Government's suit against, ii. 35; -

attitude of, toward Roosevelt, ii.

42 ; assertion of innocence by, when
guilty, ii. 80-82; rumor of Roose-

velt's renomination being advocated

by, ii. 84, 85; Senator Foraker's

connection with, ii. 96, 97

Star, Kansas City, ii. 416; article on

League of Nations in, ii. 470-473

Starek, Mr., ii. 38

States' rights, ii. 40; Supreme Court

decisions violating, ii. 301, 302

Statesmen, G. O. Trevelyan's views on

great age of, ii. 151, 152; qualities

of great, ii. 152

Statuette, bronze, by MacMonnies, i.

357, 358

"Steam Roller" Convention of 1912,

ii. 325 ff.

Steel Corporation, United States, in-

vestigation of, ii. 36; purchase of

Tennessee Coal and Iron Company
by, ii. 54-59; Government's suit

against, ii. 56; decision of Supreme
Court concerning, ii. 58, .59

Sternburg, Baron H. Speck von, i.

238, 378; ii. 273, 275, 282; diplo-

matic negotiations of, in Moroccan
affair, i. 468 ff., 488 ff.; Roose-

velt's friendship for, ii. 117, 118;

death of, ii. 117, 118, 284; tributes

to, ii. 267, 276, 280, 286; Emperor
William 's remarks on services of,
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ii. 277, 282; letters of, i. 481, 486,

491, 495, 499; letters to, i, 158,

415, 447, 448, 473, 481-485, 489,

493, 497

Stetson, Francis Lynde, letter to, ii.

116

Steunenberg, Governor, ii. 10; trial

of murderers of, ii. 61-63

Stimson, Henry L., indictment against

New York World filed by, i. 307;

prosecution of sugar trust by, ii.

132, 133 ; nominated for Governor

of New York, ii. 304

Stock yards, Chicago, investigation

of, ii. 16, 17

Stockholm, ii. 244

Stoddard, Henry L., ii. 404

Stone, Melville E., letters to, ii. 69,

70, 123

Strachey, John St. Loe, letters to, i.

401; ii. 4, 125, 344, 381, 398

Stratford-on-Avon, visit to, ii. 183

Street Cleaning Commissioner, office

of, declined, i. 58

Street, Julian, letters to, ii. 384, 387,

402, 404

Strikes, the anthracite coal, i. 198 ff.

;

system of settling disputes in, i,

219; of Chicago labor unions, i.

438-441 ; in East St. Louis, ii. 432

;

in Arizona copper mines, ii. 462-

465
Strong, William L., i. 58

Submarine, trip in a, i. 447, 448

Submarine warfare, German, ii. 420,

422

Success, achievement of, i. 446, 447

Sudan, the, ii. 186; anti-English feel-

ing in, 187; speech in, ii. 188

Suffrage, woman, in school matters,

recommended, i. 113; attitude to-

ward general, ii. 127, 128

Sugar Trust, the, prosecution of, ii.

132, 133

Sullivan, Tim, i. 331, 332, 346

Summary of Roosevelt 's achievements

as President, ii. 129-132

Sumner, Charles, ii. 6

Sumner, Dean, ii. 345

Sim, New York, on speech condemn-
ing Judge of Supreme Court, i. 13;

on spoils system, i. 50, 51; tribute

to Roosevelt as Civil Service Com-
missioner, i. 54; approval of pre-

paredness address, i. 77; disregard

of truth in attacks of, i. 207; ii.

47 ; declaration favoring Roosevelt

in 1904, i. 324; letter to, i, 81

Supreme Court, of New York, effort

to secure impeachment of a Justice

of, i. 11-14

Supreme Court, United States, deci-

sion of, concerning sugar trust, i.

182, 184; Franchise Tax law de-

cision, i. 186, 187; decision of, in

Steel Corporation suit, ii. 58, 59

;

condemnation of Bake Shop deci-

sion of, ii. 300-303; attitude to-

ward new nationalism, ii. 350
Sweat-shops, legislation abolishing, i.

124

Sweden, Roosevelt requested to visit,

ii. 209; visit to, ii, 242-244; the

Royal Family of, ii. 242; Socialists

in, ii. 244; enthusiastic popular re-

ception in, ii. 245

Switzerland, national revival in, ii,

108; failure to visit, ii. 210; uni-

versal military service system in,

ii. 393

Syracuse, speeches at, i. 256; ii, 301,

303

Tacitus, ii. 160

Taft, Charles P., i. 306; ii, 103

Taft, William H., i. 375, 433, 461,

474; ii. 357, 390, 397, 451; Civil

Governor of the Philippines, i. 153,

191, 195, 237; tribute to, i. 195;

appointed Secretary of War, i.

263; Sunday morning visits of, to

John Hay's house, i. 367, 368; tele-

grams to, regarding Russo-Japan-

ese peace settlement, i. 380, 381;

"sitting on the lid," i. 438; visit

of, to Panama with engineers, i.

463, 464; Provisional Governor of

Cuba, ii. 25; choice of, by Roose-

velt as his successor, ii. 80, 84, 86,

87; nomination of, ii. 84-90; ad-

vice to, regarding reconciliation

with Senator Foraker, ii. 96, 97;

Presidential campaign of, ii. 96-

102; Roosevelt's affection for, ii.

99; appointment to Supreme Court

bench declined by, ii. 99-103; elec-

tion of, ii. 103; Roosevelt's grati-

fication in election, ii. 123-125;
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Roosevelt's refusal to ask for ap-

jjointmeiits by, ii. 128; Emperor

William's tribute to, ii. 284, 285;

condemnation of international poli-

cies of, ii. 385; visit of, to Japan,

ii. 290; dissatisfaction with con-

duct of affairs by, ii. 304-308, 313;

assault upon Koosevelt, ii. 317, 318;

nomination of, for reelection, ii.

326, 332; popular and electoral

vote for in 1912, ii. 346; public

reconciliation with Eoosevelt, ii.

447; letter of, ii. 102, 103; letters

to, i. 237, 372, 471; ii. 4, 96, 99-

102, 119, 311

Taggart, i. 331

Takahira, Japanese Minister, i. 377-

382, 393, 395, 403, 410

Tammany Hall, "deals" with, i, 9-11,

24

Tariff Commission, American, visit

of, to Germany, ii. 277

Tarkington, Booth, "In the Arena"

by, i. 367; letter to, i. 367; reply

of, i. 367

Tarleton, General, ii. 164, 165, 168

Tax, graduated inheritance, recom-

mended, ii. 11

Taxation of public service franchises,

i. 120-124

Taylor, Admiral Henry C, letter to,

i. 239

Teleki, African explorer, ii. 225

Tenement houses, decision in Cigar-

Makers' Union ease concerning, i.

30, 31; investigation of conditions

in, i. 67; legislation abolishing

sweat-shops in, i. 124

Tennessee Coal and Iron Company,
purchase of, by Steel Corporation,

ii. 54-59

Thackeray, ii. 158; "Book of Snobs"

by, ii. 276

Thayer, William Eosooe, "Life of

John Hay" by, i. 221, 338; letter

to, i. 221

Theatre, the, ii. 359

Therniopylee, ii. 355

Third term in Presidency, attitude to-

ward, i. 334, 339, 340; ii. 92, 93;

effect on Senate of President's at-

titude toward, i. 432 ; refusal to

accept, ii. 77-80, 84-90, 398

Thompson, C. S., letter to, ii. 408

Thompson, Rev, Dr. David D., letter

to, i. 293

Thompson, Hugh S., i. 46

"Through the Brazilian Wilderness,"

ii. 353; the writing of, ii. 361, 363

Tillinghast, Adjutant-General Whit-
ney, letters to, i. 101

Tillnum, Senator, ii. 1, 2

Times, London, commendation by, of

coal strike settlement, i. 216

Times, New York, ii. 424; comment
of, on speech condemning Supreme
Court Judge, i. 12; on National

Convention speech, i. 34; on break-

fasting with Piatt, i. 117; criti-

cism of retirement of General
Miles, i. 177; misrepresentation by,

ii. 47; Republican editors can-

vassed by, on third term question,

ii. 77, 78; support of President

Wilson by, ii. 389, 390

Tobacco Trust, decision against, i.

328

Togo, Admiral Heihachiro, revolver

and photograph presented by, ii.

292, 293; gift to, of Roosevelt's

photograph, ii. 292, 293; letter of,

ii. 292; letter to, ii. 292

Tokio Exposition, the, ii. 83

Tolstoi, i. 419

Torpedo-boats, report on, i, 73

Torres, Colonel, i. 283-286

Tourgee, Albion W., i. 165; "A
Fool's Errand" by, i. 166; letter

to, i. 166

Tovar, General, i, 283, 284, 286

Tower, Charlemagne, letters to, i. 398,

401

Trevelyan, George Macaulay, ii. 139,

141, 181, 182, 374; Life of Gari-

baldi by, ii. 163, 194

Trevelyan, Sir George Otto, "The
American Revolution" by, i. 54,

' 57; ii. 137, 139, 144, 161, 163-172;

on Roosevelt's letter-writing, ii.

138; prophecy of, ii. 139; "Cawn-
pore" by, ii. 148; "An Ancient

Greek War" by, ii. 154; on old

age, ii, 162; impressions of Rome,
ii. 156, 157, 165; silver loving-cup

presented to, ii. 166, 167; personal

affection for Roosevelt, ii. 175,

180; conviction of importance of

Roosevelt's leadership in European
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war, ii. 177-179; tribute to Roose-

velt, ii. 180; visit to, ii. 183, 208;

account of European and Egyptian

travel sent to, ii. 183 ff.; letters of,

ii. 137 ff., 161 ff.; letters to, i. 364,

376, 381, 418; ii. 92, 124, 137 ff.,

159 ff., 183, 374

Tribune, Chicago, report in, on Na-

tional Committee of 1912, ii, 325,

326

Tribune, New York, franchise taxa-

tion approved by, i. 123; comment

of, on Northern Securities suit, i.

183, 185; commendation of coal

strike settlement i. 218; account of

Hay's telegram to Gummere, i.

321; canvass of Republican dele-

gates by, ii. 323; letter to editor

of, ii. 470

"True Americanism," ii. 410

Trumbull, Jonathan, ii. 161

Trusts. See Corporations

Truth, value of, in war, ii. 438, 440

Tudor, William, letter from, i. 87,

88; reply to, i. 88

Turkey, squadron sent to Beirut, i.

262; encouragement of, against

Christian powers, ii. 258

"Turks and Mongols," by Cahun, i.

445, 446

Turner, George, i. 258, 260

Twenty-seventh New York Volunteer

Division, appeal for recruits to, ii.

443, 444

Uganda, ii. 186; anti-English feeling

in, ii. 187 ff.

Uniform of enlisted men, respect for,

ii. 4

Union League Club, Philadelphia, ad-

dresses before, i. 232, 427

Union Pacific Railway, investigation

of, ii. 35-42

United States, governmental system

of, compared with that of England,

ii. 143. See also America
Upton, Mrs. Harriet Taylor, letter to,

ii. 127

Van Valkenberg, E. A., conversation

with, at outbreak of world war, ii.

370; letters to, ii. 386, 413, 445

Vatican, the, Rome, ii. 194-200

Venezuela, Cleveland's message con-

cerning, i. 69 ; Germany prevented

from acquiring territory in, i. 79,

221 ff. ; ii. 271; no publicity given

to Roosevelt's part in effecting set-

tlement of dispute regarding, d.

221, 228; agreement of, with

blockading powers, i. 228; Ger-

many 's proposal of syndicate to

control finances of, i. 238

Vice-Presidency, the, Roosevelt's rea-

sons for not desiring, i. 134-138;

nomination to, i. 138-141

Victor Emmanuel III, King of Italy,

a guest of, ii. 202-207

Vienna, visit to, ii. 215-220; enthu-

siastic reception in, ii. 215; society

in, ii. 216, 217; sympathy of people

with Roosevelt's views, ii. 217;

the Jockey Club in, ii. 216-218,

247; the riding-school, ii. 218; in-

terview with Prime Minister at, ii.

227-230

Vigilancia, sinking of the, ii. 419

Vision, the gift of, i. 78

Von Tirpitz, resemblance between

Roosevelt and German Emperor re-

marked by, ii. 248 ; his estimate of

value of world cruise of fleet, ii.

249-251

Voting,' breaking of party ties in, i.

316

Wadsworth, General James S., Lin-

coln 's letter to, i. 256

Walker, Rear Admiral A. G., i. 83,

271, 272

Wallington, England, literary asso-

ciations at, ii. 145

Walpole, Horace, i. 446

Wanamaker, John, Postmaster Gen-

eral, controversy with, i. 47-51

War, views on, i. 74-77; forms of kill-

ing in, ii. 168, 172; demands of

modern, ii. 449

War of 1812, the, i. 75; ii. 384, 388;

Roosevelt's History of, i. 4, 5, 39,

40, 74; ii. 392

"War and International Law," by
Renault, ii. 374

War College, Naval, address before,

i. 74-78

Warren, Whitney, ii. 424

Warbler, yellow throated, ii. 75
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Washburn, Charles G., i. 9; ii. 77,

260, 345, 350

Washington, President, ii. 153, 168,

384, 390, 404, 435, 436, 461; great-

ness of, i. 350
;

precedent as to

third term set by, ii. 92; memory
of, a priceless heritage, ii. 93, 94;

standard of conduct set by, ii. 125

Washington, Booker T., a guest at

the White House, i. 165-168

Washington, D. C, chosen as meeting

place for Russo-Japanese Confer-

ence, i. 389-392, 394

Washington Central Labor Bureau,

i. 250

Watson, Thomas E., i. 217; letter to,

ii. 48

Wayne, General, ii. 164, 168

Wealth, the wage-worker and, i. 257,

323; accumulation of vast, ii. 50,

110, 126; law enforced against

wrongdoers possessing, ii. 42 ff. ; in-

difference to, ii. 110, 111; Viennese

attitude toward, ii. 217

Wealthy people, unfitness of, to gov-

ern, ii. 70 ; inability of, to sym-

pathize with the plain people, ii.

71

"Weasel words," ii. 410, 411

Webster, Daniel, ii. 6, 7

West Indies, trip to, ii. 404

Western Federation of Miners, ii. 10

Wharton, Mrs. Edith, letter of, i. 56;

letter to, ii. 455

Wheeler, Benjamin Ide, letter to, i.

394

White, Andrew D., letter to, i. 119

White, Henry, i. 503; ii. 215, 267;

letters to, i. 86, 316, 332, 408; ii.

117, 270

White, William Allen, letters to, ii.

51, 308, 354, 442

White House, the, election night, 1904,

in, i. 335; presence of Lincoln

felt in, i. 352; capitalist and wage-

worker welcome at, ii. 48

White race, future of the civilization

of, ii. 106; false concept as to mili-

tary supremacy of, ii. 109; menace

to, of Yellow Peril, ii. 258

Whitridge, Frederick W., ii. 267; let-

ters to, i. 319; ii. 374, 460

Wiggins, Dr. B. Lawton, letter to, ii.

29

Wilcox, Ansley, i. 149; letter to, ii

46

Wilcox, representative of mine oper-

ators, i. 206

"Wilderness Hunter, The," i. 41

Wilkinson, Horace, ii. 375, 376, 453

William II, Emperor of Germany,
English attack feared by in 1905, i.

378; aid of, in ending Russo-Jap-

anese war, i. 375, 377, 384-386, 398,

402, 411, 415; Roosevelt proposed

by, as mediator between Russia and
Japan, i. 384-386; congratulatory

message from, i. 412, 413 ; confer-

ence to settle Moroccan controversy

urged by, i. 469, 471, 477; memo-
randa from, concerning Moroccan

situation, i. 468-471, 476; request

for Roosevelt's cooperatiofi in set-

tling Moroccan difficulty, i. 468,

469 ; Roosevelt 's diplomatic-..»ctiv^—-^

ity praised by, i. 481 ; advice to,

concerning Moroccan affair, i. 484;

tribute to, i. 484, 501; acceptance

by, of proposals for solution of

Moroccan difficulties, i. 495, 496,

500; awe of, felt by European
kings, ii. 213; cordial reception of

Roosevelt by, ii. 245; Roosevelt's

resemblance to, remarked, ii. 248;

a guest of, ii. 251 ff.; impressions

of, ii. 251, 252; discussion of many
subjects with, ii. 252 ff. ; feeling

of, toward England, ii. 252-257;

his dual consciousness of events, ii.

255; family of, ii. 258; estimate

of, ii. 270; course pursued by
Roosevelt in dealing with, ii. 270,

271; praise of Roosevelt by, ii.

272; telegram from, concerning re-

port spread by Carnegie, ii. 274

;

Menzel's water colors of uniforms

presented by, ii. 278; congratula

tions from, on world cruise of fleet

ii. 282 ; desire of, to meet Roose

velt, ii. 285; on German-Americans
ii. 409; letters of, i. 495; ii. 271

277, 281, 284; letters to, ii. 126

275, 280, 282, 283, 285

Wilhelm, Prince, of Sweden, ii. 242

Wilhelmina, Queen of Holland, lunch-

eon with, ii. 235

Wilson, General James H., letters to,

i. 79, 186
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Wilson, John M., i. 217

Wilson, President Woodrow, i. 209,

210, 311; Roosevelt's estimate of,

ii. 351, 470; condemnation of poli-

cies and acts of, ii. 358, 373-375,

379, 380c:jff., 408, 416 ff., 431, 440-

442, 463, 464, 471-473; criticism

of elocution of, ii. 386, 394, 401;

January 25, 1917, address of, ii.

417, 418; declaration of war
against Germany by, ii. 423;

Roosevelt's interview with, ii. 423,

424; statement of, disapproving

raising of volunteer division, ii.

425, 426; explanation of course in

criticizing, ii. 444; appeal of, to

voters to elect a Democratic Con-

gress, ii. 466, 467

Wiltczek, Count, visit to the castle

of, ii. 218-220

Wingate, Sir Reginald, ii. 186, 191;

letters of, ii. 191, 192

"Winning of the West, The," ii. 168

Wise, Henry A., i. 307

Wister, Owen, on "Quack Novels
and Democracy," ii. 385; "The
Pentecost of Calamity" by, ii.

388, 389; letter of, i. 163; letters

to, i. 164, 344; ii. 385, 388

Witte, Serge J., Russian envoy to

Portsmouth Peace Conference, i.

401-404, 407, 409-411; ii. 287, 288;
Roosevelt's estimate of, i. 418, 419;

his opinion of Roosevelt, i. 419,

420; views of, on need of reform
in Russia, i. 419

Woman convicted of murder, views

on pardoning, i. 118, 119

Woman suffrage, attitude toward, i.

113; ii. 127, 128

Wood, Henry A. Wise, Admiral Dew-
ey's letter to, i. 226

Wood, General Leonard, Colonel of

First United States Volunteer Cav-

alry (Rough Riders), i. 103; valu-

able service rendered by, as Gover-

nor of Cuba, i. 153, 19.5; military

training camps established by, ii.

393, 396; rebuked for permitting

Roosevelt's Plattsburg address, ii.

394; reception of, in the South, ii.

430, 431; letter of, ii. 430; letters

to, i. 366; ii. 431

Wordsworth, ii. 359

World, New York, comment of, on
speech condemning Supreme Court
Judge, i. 12; on Booker Washing-
ton incident, i. 167; libels of, con-

cerning acquisition of Panama Ca-

nal route, i. 306, 307; indictment

of, i. 307; editorial "Mr. Roose-

velt's Best Work" in, ii. 17-19

Wrestling, i. 3

Wright, Carroll D., i. 205, 209, 211,

217

Yellow Peril, the, ii. 258

Younghusband, Captain, ii. 159, 161
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